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LOK SAmLA ~mcm::T lLT"l IAT 

Corri,3enda tCJ the Evidence given 
hef.orc the Select Conm1ittee on 
the Taxation knrs· (Amendment) 
Bill, 1')69. 

• •••• 

Page 3, Col 1, line 12 from bottom for 'Cl1ungi' 

Par'"' 
0 ~· 

Pa,ze 
Pa.c:·c 

0 

rc ad 1 chanGe 1 

7, Col 2, line 25, delete 'peace' 
21, trans nose line 37 ~ster line 38 
42, Col 1~ (i) line 13, f·:)!' 1cornmondine; 1 

r cad 'c orr.I'landing' 
--r:Li) liw~ 1·l from bottom for 
1 perpos es' read ';mrpos es 1 

Page 43, Col 2, line 26 fr:Jr 1Exen 1 read 1Even 1 

Page 65, Col 2, line 21, i'·Jr 1 s ub1n 1 

reo.d •submitted.' 
Pace 71, Col 1, line 10 for 'against• 

read 1again 1 

Page 75, Col 2, line 13 from bottom for 'scape 1 

r•O:ad 'scope' 
Page 79, Col 1 , line 15 for •.t ransfer' 

read· 1 transferor' 
Page 92, Col 2, line 15 from bottom for 1 gle 1 

read 'files' 
Page 87, Col 2, line 15 from bottorn f0r 

I gulfilled 1 1'8:-J.d I fulfilled I 
Page 92, line 19, for 1Janadan 1 

reo.d 1 Janaruo.n 1 

Page 94, Col 1, line 29 ~ f0r 14(a) (v)' 
res.J 1lio(o.J (V}T 

Page 102, Col 1, line 32, for 'incurodl 
re..- d I ii1C"J.rred I 

Page 113, Col 2, lin~ 4,for 185 F' 
re::-.u 1 3~ F 1 

Page 117, Col 2, line 11, f•)r 1 explan' 
re~ .. l 1 .::::<plain 1 

. Page 124, Col 2, for sxi3tin0 lint; 5 from 
bottom, reG.d 1but that limit is 

. out of proportion r 
Page 128, Col 1, line 9, f0r 1din_r1ed 1 read 

'dinner' 



(ii) 

Page 132, Col 2, linE. 13, for 'Yoy'read 'You' 
Page 137, Col 1, line 17, for •H.S. SEAR~~· 

read 1B.S, Stl..ARHA 1 

Page 141, Col 1, line 1)' from bottom, f0r 
1Tribinual 1 reo.d 'Tribunal' 

· Page 145, Col 1, line 19, for 1 elecrolytic 'read 'clect.roJytic 1 

Page 148, Col 1, (i) line 4 f0r 1Develomont 1 

read 'Development' 
(ii) lihe 8 from bottom,for 

1 Comcrci~l 1 read •Commercial' 
(iii) line 5' from bottom, f0r 

1seemes 1 read 1scems' 
Col 2,(iv) after line 1, insert 

'it· is then I shall not get any 
benefit because my Company uas 
started in 1 · 

(v) delete lines 5 and 6 
Page 155, Col 1, line 29, delete 1SH!RI B.AN"LRJEE 1 

· Page 175, Col 1 , lines 23 end 26, for 1 randm' 
read 1randum 1 

Page 180, Col 1, line 19, for 1 Yest' r~ad 'Yes• 
· Page 208, Col 1, · lines 42-J+3for 1 landchip ' 

read •h1\rdship' 
Page 231, Col 2, (i) line 1 7 for 1asseessees• 

read 'assessees 1 • 

(ii) line 3 for 1bcst' read 1lcast 1 

Page 211-7 (i), Col 2, line 12 from bottom,for 1 oncc' 
read tone' 

(ii), Col 2, line 2 from b0tton: dc;lete •same' 
Page 257, ( i) after line 4· insert 1 Shri Chinta:nani 

Panicrahi - Chairman 1 • 

(ii) line 4 from bottom ,for "lhnufactur::;'" 
· reacl 1 ~·lanufc.cturers' 11 

Page 293, Col 2, line 2 from bottom, for 13 1 rc~.~l '9' 
Page 299· (i) Col 1, line 1 7f':lr 1 ;.:2unine 1 rec.ti 1 ~cm.Li.ne 1 

(ii) Col 2, line 6 ,for 1 fess' rec.d 'fees t 
Page 300 (i) Col 1, line 4, for 1Copany 1 read •co~any 1 

(ii) Col 1, line 10 from b0ttom, for 'epences' 
res.d 1 exnens es 1 

(iii) Col' 2, line 30 for 1i-rorkers I react luorks I 
Page 301, Col 2, line 19 f0r 'intention' read 'intention' 



(iii) 

Page 302, Col 1, line 7, f Jr ':mffUcnce 1 

rr:cd 'influence' 
Pn;;c 303, Col 2, lin~ 11 frJ:,~ bJtt,)E1

1
for 

'rGistcr' rc~d 'r·~i~tcr 1 

Po.Ge 304, Col 2, line 29, for 'rccognisd 1 

r~ad 'recoGnised' 
Page 305, Col 2, last line, ;·.~r· 'judmcnt 1 

rc ::.d 1 jud::;cr;1c..nt ' 
Page 316 (i) line 2, :--_d,l_ ''L':::::·Jtio?' h'1.HS 1 

bcf"Jr:; '1Ar:i.:::nCuxnt)' 
(ii) 2.ftcr line 19 insert 

:'Lc:_;is 12-tivc· Counsel 
Shri Lcrih:n1. Iycr, Alditi0nul 

LegisJathrc,.CoUl1 sol 11 

P2.ge 325,(i) Col 1, line 1 for:_ 1hc.,:1ore' 
rr::Jd 1before I 

(ii) C-:>1 1, line 10, f::-r 1 C~.dccl' 
ro::td '::1.clclc;cl' 

Po.gc 336, Col 1 , (i) line 2;·, L•r r :cy r 
re::d 'po.y' . 

(:ii) line 10 fl"JPJ hot tom 
for 1 'l.pc::.cls 1 rcn:l 'appeals I 

Page 351 , Col 2, line 26, for "- .ythln:; 11 

.;,.r.:::.c _s:a:.;:d 11 :c nyt 1:1 in~; " 
Pu2c 356, Col 2 1 line 121far 'co' rcn1 rgotr 
Pace 359, Col 1, lines lu-'19 for 1nconfiscatcr 

rutd 1 confisco_tc 1 

Page 361, Col 1, for e:;:i::;ti.n~: line 4, rr:::ld 'be 
alloucd r,_s clcfcrrc:t rc·rcnuc ex- r 

Page 362, Col 1 (i), lir,,. 19,f0r 'extent' 
rE'Cld 1 oJ:tcnd' 
(ii), line 2), for 'hLlpul' 

re:,c1. 'hcl;~ful' 
Page 371, Col 1, line 33 in~crt 'for• before 

'C~.mortis.J.tion' 

Page 393, C'Jl 1, l~ne 13 r,rJr 'stdur 1 rc:'.d 'status 1 
Po..ge 4o2, Col 1, llnG 12 1 rora b·Jt t.:Jm,£2£ 'h:c,n. r 

re:acl 1 th:::.n' 
Pac;e 412, Col 1, for c::i~tir::::; lin•~ 15 rc1.d 

'Directj_on )2 rcacis - ' 
Page 419, Col 2, linE: 14-15, for 'ocljorued' 

re0.d 1 ad.iour:ncd 1 

Page 425, Col 2,linc 23,-rtc.r 1<'-lthou.::;h' r:tcld 
'l'-'- ··1-.y t-- ·-r--Jr·r +;-,,t ccrt ..,._ v Lc ,.; _ _. '.)! -· "".-:. - u~n 

typ8S of' 



Po.ge 434, 

Page 447, 

Page 451, 

Page 454, 
Page 455, 

(iv) 

Col 1, for existinz, line 2! from 
bottom, ree-d 1_possibilit:y of h:J.vinr; 
some· >·rinter 1 · 

(i) Col 1, for exi::>tir~c; line 7 .!:_Q:d 
1to be permitte0. t:) offer con;1E:ltts on' 

(ii) Col 2, line 13 from bott~~m, f0r 
'the uhile' rc:-.d '11hy the' 

Col 2, for E:xistin:; li;·,e 2 fr.:Jm bott:Jm 
read 11iH. c;;AI11l·l.AR: It is in the' 

(i) Col 2, for cxistL-:g line 22 rt>~.d 
"say 'yes' :end if llr. 8o.lve pu{s yrJu 11 

(ii) Col 2, linGs 27, )'} o.nd 31+ f2L 
1asseGs' read 'o.sse3sccs 1 

Col 1, line 1) for r pulic 1 rco.d 1 public 1 

Col 2', line 6 from bottom,for 1 rail.y 1 

rectd. 'many r ~:nd for 'H::,rr<LS sments 1 

reacl 'ho.rc.ssncnts 1 



SE~ MMITTEE ON THE TAXATION LAWS (AMENDMENT) narc "' 
hcnnnc 

Composition of the Committee 

i Chintamani Panigrahi-Citairman 

MEMBERS 

2. Shri Jahan Uddin Ahmed 

3. Sardar Buta Singh 

4. Shri N. C. Chatterjee 

5. Shri J. K. Choudhury 

6. Shri S. R. Damani 

7. Shri N. Dandekar 

8. Shri Pattiam Gopalan 

9. Shri Kanwar La! Gupta 

10. Shri B. N. Katham 

11. Shri Yashwant Singh Kushwah 

12. Shri V. Krishnamoorthi 

*13. Shri P. Govinda Menon 

14. H. H. Raja Yeshwantrao M. Mukne 

15. Shri S. B. Patil 

16. Shri Shiva Chandika Prasad 

17. Shri R. Dasaratha Rama Reddy 

@18. Shri Bishwanath Roy 
19. Shri N. K. P. Salve 

20. Shri N. K. Sanghi 

• *21. Shri Beni Shanker Sharma 

22. Shri Yogendra Sharma 

23. Shri J anardan J agannath Shinkre 

24. Shri R. K. Sinha 

25. Shri N. K. Somani 

26. Shri Tenneti Viswanatham 

27 .. Shri Ram Sewak Yadav 

@@28. Shri Prakashchand B. Sethi 

l• Since died on the 23r-;;-;-~;-l-~;O. 
@Resigned on the 22nd July, 1970. 

• Appointed w.e.f. 24-12-1969 vice Shri Brij 

@@ Resigned on the 31st July, 1970. 

Bhushan La! resigned. 



LEGISLATIVE COUNSEL 

1., 'i \ K. K. Sundamm, Legislative Counsel, Ministry of Law. 

A ~ R. V. S. Peri-Sastri, Adell. Legislative Counsel, Ministry of Law. 

3. Shri Harihara Iycr, Add!. Legislative Counsel, Ministry of Law. 

REPRESENTATIVES OF 'IHE MINISTRY OF FINANCE (DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE AN 

INSURANC.E 

I. Shri P. Govi11dan Nair, Secretary. 

2. Shri R. N. Muttoo, Chairman, Central Board of Db·ect Taxes and EY· ~ · 
Add!. Secretary. 

3. Shri R. D. Shah, Member, Ccntml Board of Direct Taxes and E,, 
~t. s.ecretary. 

4. ::ihri V. F."lmaswamy Iycr, Deputy Secretary. 

5. Shri R. R. Khosla, Deputu Secretary, 

6. Shri S. P. Chowdhury, Under Secretary. 

7. Shri M. S. Moray, Under Secretary. 

SiXFIETAHTAT 

Shri M. C. Cha\\ la-Dcp!<l y Secretary. 

(li) 

I 



. WITNESSBS EXAMINED 

---~------------------------------
Serial 

No. 
Names of Witnesses Date of 

beatiq 

1. The IQStitutc of Chartered Acc0untants of India, New De-lhi • 

$~; 

1. Shri H. B Dhondy 

2. Shri M. C. Bhandari 

3· Shri P. Brahmayya 

4· Shri C. Balakrishnan 

2. Punjab, Haryana and Delhi Chambrr or Commerce & 
Indu.c;try, New Delhi 

Spol.t!smm : 

r. Shri Raghunath Rai 

·. · 2. Shri Mohinder Puri 

3. Shri S. Sundara Raman 

4· Shri Onkar Nath 

5· S hri M . L. Nandrajog 

3· Delhi Hinj•.lSt\lni Mercant ile A<~sociation, Delhi 

Spok.·smen : 

r . Shri Brii Bhushan Sh:-tran 

2 . Shri Ganpat Rai 

3· Shri Kishan Lal 

4• Bar Association (Income-tax), N, w Ddhi 

Spoke~men : 

r. ~hri R . K . Gauba 

2. Shri J. M . Bhatia 

3· Shri L. D. Verma 

5· The Assllciated Cham~rs of Commt'rCC and Industry nf 
India, Calcutta. 

Spokemu11: 

t. Shri A. R Sen 

31-ro-69 

I ·11·69 

1-11-69 

8-1-70 

..... 
a. 

31 

9] 

2. Shri S. Bhattacharya 
------ ---··-----·- ·· .. 



(i v) 

Serial 

N '· 
Names of Witnessec 

3. Shri P. K. Choksey 

4. Shri M. H. Modv 

5· Shri Mohindcr Puri 

6. Shri A. K. Sivaramakrishnan 

1· Shri A. T. Robertson 

6. Indian Chambers of Commerce, Calcutta 

SDCikesmeu : 

I. Shri A. K. Jain 

2. Shri B. P. Khaitan 

3· Shri J. Singhi 

4. Shri C. S. Pande 

5· Shri B. Kalyanamdaram 

6. Shri Manab Chaudhry 

"''. Inii1n M:ning Association, Calcut'a 

Spnki!Hiltn : 

I. Shri H. C. Das. 

2. Shri S. P. Saigal 

3 Shri S. H. Utamsingh 

4· Shri W. G. Macintosh 

Date ot 
hearing 

8-1-70 

~-1-70 

8. Charatercd Institute of Secretarie< India Association, Calcutta 9-1-70 

Spoke~men : 

1. Shri L. R. Puri 

z. Shri S. P. Acharya 

9· M"rclnnt~ Chamber of Commerce, Calcutta 

Spokf~lllt'n : 

I, Shn B.S. Kothari 

z. Shri S. N. Dalmia 

3. Shri B. P. Agarwala 

4. Shri H. L. Somany 

S· Shri M. L. Saraf 

6. Shri R. L. Sara '=.i 

9-1-70 

Page 

105 

II2 

124 



(V) 

Serial Names oft he witnesSC'! Date of Pall" 
No. hearing 

10. Indian Copper Corporation Ltd., Calcutta 9-1-70 1-j.l 

Spokesmen : 

1. Shri S. H. l'tamsingh 

2. Shri P. H. Bray 

3· Shri S. K. Ghosh 

II. Income-tax Bar Association, Calcutta 10· 1·70 IS;a 

Spokesmen: 

1. Shri B. N. Banerjee 

2. Shri M. Banerjee 

3· Shri B. C. Pugalia 

.12. Bharat Chamber of Commerce, Calcutta 10·1-70 161 

Spokesmen: 

1. Shri B. D. Kanoria 

2. Shri R. R. Bhiwaniwalla 

3· Shri R. N. Bangur 

4· Shri K. K. Jain • I 

5· Shri Shital Prasad Jain 

6. Shri L. R. [' asgupta 

7· Shri K. C. Mukherjee 

13· Bengli National Chamber of Commerce and Industry, 
Calcutta 10·1-70 170 

Spokesmen : 

1. Dr. B. N. Ghose 

2. Shri Milan Kumar Mookc rjee 

3. Shri M. C. Poddar .. 
4· Shri A. K. Chattopadhyaya 

5· Shri R. Singhi '· 

6. Shri A. R. Dutta Gupta 

'4· Shri H. R. Varma, Technical Adviser, Indian Electrical 
17~ Manufacturers Association, Borr bay 15·1-70 



Serial 
No. 

(vi) 

Names of witnesses 

t• 
, I5· To, HtnJustan Ch1mber of Commero:, Bombay 

Spokc?nncn: 

t. Shri Nandlal Kcjriwal 

2. Shri Ramcsh Chandra Rastogi 

J. Shri Pannalal Sangancria 

4· Shri J. N. Gurta 

r6. In Jian M:rchants Chamber, Bombay 

Sp·Jkesmen : 

1. Shri J. R. Doshi 

2. Shri Pratap Bhngilal 

3· Shri C. C. Choksi 

4· Shri V. R. Dalal 

S· Shri C. L. Gheewala 

17. Shri N. A. Palkhiwala, Senior Advocate, Supreme Court, 
Roprescnting Tata Sons and Tata Industries Pvt. Ltd. 
BJmbay • 

1~. Tn! Mthratta Ch1mhor ofC>:nm'fce an1 Industries, Poona 

Spokesmen: 

I S!ui G. L. Pophale 

2. Shri M. S. Vartak 

J. Shri V. G. !'hide 

4· Shri V. B. Kirtane 

5 Shri Shantilal Shah 

1'}. ~l'<.ll. R.li'C.ltD.u L\i>hatta(lndia)Private,Ltd., 
Jlomhay . . . . • . • . 

I. Shri Brijratan S. Mohatta 

2. Shri S. SrinivJs:ln 

3· Shri R1i~nlra Kumar !v1oh.lttil· 

Date of 
hear in; 

15-1-70 

II6-I-70 

16-1-70 

[r6-r·7o 

Pag~: 

197 

249 



Name of wirnesseo;. n.,tc:~ (\r 
t\l".lrlll\! 

--------------------------------------

I. Shri N. A. Palkhiwala 

assistc·d by 

2. Shri S. D. Mas:mi 

zr. All India Mmufacturcrs, Organisation, DnmbJ.y 

SptJke.tmr:n : 

I. Dr. Pranlal Patel 

2. Shri B. D. Somani 

3· Shri Y .A. Fazalbhoy 

4· Shri B. S. Mohatta 

S· Shri M. R. Shroff 

6. Shri P. A. Shah 

7· Shri P. L. Badami 

8. Shri S. P. Subrammian 

zz. Shri V. P. GJDta, Prer.;id:nt, All India Federation, Income-
t1'C G ll: !tted S!rvic!S A<i~o.::iation, Central Revenue Building, 
Delhi 

2). Inltan R ;v.::t'J! s:~'liC.! ( [:lCJ:ll>tax:)Ais·J.:iation, NewD.:lhi 

Spokesmen: 

r. Shri P. S. Bhaskaran 

2. Shri S. N. Mathur 

3. Shri G. C. Aggarwal 

4. Shri M. C. Joshi 

S· Shri C. V. Padmanabhan 

24. F.:..:leration of InJian Cfuml-,.:rs of Comm.:rC'! .~ InJ"Jstcy, 
New Delhi 

Spokt:smen: 

I. Dr. Bharat Ram 

2. Shri G. L. Ban.al 

3· Shri C. C. Chok>hi 

4· Shri R. Thakur 

S· Shri 0. P. Vaish 

17·1·70 

17-1-:'0 

New 
31-1-70 

31-1-70 

31·1-70 



(viii) 

---· -------·---- ---·-----·-----·---

25. 

26. 

Z7. 

28. 

29. 

Serial 
No, 

6. Shri C. H. Hazari 

1· Shri M. N. Nagarajan 

Names of witnesses 

Madura Ramnad Chamber of Commerce, Madurai 

SpoAmnan : 

Shri Peri Thiegrajan 

Revenue Bar Association, Madras , 

Spokesmen : 

1. Shri T. V. Viswanatha Nyer 

2. Shri K. Srinivasan· 

3. Shri S. Swaminathan 

4· Shri G. V. Mahalingam 

S· Shri S. V. Subramanian 

Andhra Chambor of Commerce, Madras 

Spokesmen : 

1. Shri Rasiklal M. Mehta 

2. Shri J. V. Somayajulu 

3. Shri P. Brahmayya 

4· Shri M. S. Sambasivam 

Shri V. S. K. Duraiswamy Nadar, 
Commissioner of Income-tax (Retd.) Madras 

Tamil Chamber of Commerce, Madras • 

Spokesmen : 

1. Shri V. S. K. Duraiswamy Nadar 

2. Shri V. Ramchandran 

3. Shri M. S. Swaminathan 

30. The Southern India Chamber of Commerce and Industry, 
Madras • . . . . . . . . 

I. Shri P. Maruthai Pilai 

2. Shri S. Narayan8£wamy 

3· Shri N. C. Krishnan 

Date of 
hearing 

5-2-70 

5-2-70 

5-2-70 

5-2-70 

6-2-70 

6-2-70 

Page 

316 

j21 

328 

333 

341 

345 



(ix) 

Serial 
No. 

~ames of witnesses 

31. Hin-h;•an Clumber of Commertt, Madra' 

S(.ckesmrn : 

I. Shri K. D. Shah 

2. Shri R. Ramakrishnan 

3. Shri V. Ramachandran 

4· Shri G. Narayanaswami 

5· Shri R. Ananthakrishnan 

32. The Indian Chamber of Commerce, Coimbatore 

Spoke.~men : 

I. Shri G. D. Naidu 

2. Shri P. Rangaswami 

~3- The Madras Income-tax Employees Association, Madras , 

Spokesmen : 

I. Shri K. M. Kochukumar 

2. Shri N. Sundarajan 

3· Shri C. Subramaniam 

4· Shri S. Raghavan 

5· Shri G. S. Gnanam 

34. Mysore Chamber ot Commerce and Industry, Bangalore 

.Spokesmen : 

I. Shri C. M. Reddy 

2. Shri M. K. R1m1chandra 

3. Shri M. R. Ranga Rathnam 

4· Shri J. Srinivasan 

5· Shri G. N. Krishnaa Murthy 

35. New India Fisheries Ltd., Bombay 

Spokesmen : 

37-

I. Shri J, K. Munshi 

2. Shri N. V. Shah 

3· Dr. S. V. Gokhale 

Shri R. N. Muttoo, Chairman, Centra Board of Direct 
Taxes, Ministry of Finance, Department of Revenue and 
Insurance 

Ditto. 

n,t. of 
hcarrng 

6-2-70 

6-2-70 

?·2·70 

Pnge 

3~1 

355 

37S 

38Z 

39S 



• 

(XI 

s~rial 
~o. 

Names of witnesses 

3"i. Tht: Ka<ohmir Chamh;:-r of Commerce and Industry 
Srinag:tr 

T. S~ri R. K. Saw:u1~y 

2. Shri P. N. Puri 

3. Shri R. C. Gupta 

~- Shri D S. Ob:roi 

5· Shri K. K. Mchra 

39. Group of smlll i n.:-.>m.:-ta:<. ass~ssct's, Sri nagar 

Sp,Jhesmcn : 

1. Shri D. N. Madan 

2. Shri N. K. Raina 

J. Shri Mohd. Yusaf 

4· Shri Niranjan Nath 

~o. The Jn;titutc of Chartered Accountants of India 

Spokesman: 

Shri H. B. Dhondy 

.p. D:-npar Mandai KashmirJ Srin1gcrr 

1. Shri H. Abdul Aziz 

.. Shri Noorudm 

J. Shri 0. P. Kapur 

4· Shri Haji Kurshid Ahmed Martoo 

s. Shri Lui Chand Mchr.1 

1· Shri Dhar,\m Paii\Lhta 

2. Shri -:\arinJcr Sinsh 

J. Shri Sa,indcr Singh 

4· Smr. I~l'-"~al Ka.ur 

Date of 
hearing 

19 6-70 

JS-6·70 

I 9-6-70 

20-6·70 

410 

418 



(Xi) 

Serial 
·No. 

N t-ne of witncs'\CS 

5· Shri Abdul Rehman 

6. Shri Sub hag Chand 

43. Dcopar M1ndal, Paha1 ~a-n 

Sp~>kennen : 

I. Shri Abdul Aziz MagT<\' 

2. Shri Dina Nath 

3. Shri Lal Mir 

4- Shri Sham Lal 

5. Shri Ravi Kumar J 

6. Shri Amarjit Singh 

44. All Injia Tax Ajvoc1tes A'\so:iation, 

Spoke!men : 

t. Shri G. C. Sharma 

2. Shri D. P. Mahajan 

3- Shri 0. P. Dua 

4• Shri Kewal Krishan Wadera 

5- Shri S. Grover 

6. Shri M. M. Khmna 

7· Shri Prem Singh 

8. Shri I. M. Rhardwaj 

9. Shri A. C. Chawla 

ro. Shri R. C. Dhawan 1 

n. Shri S. K. Kakkar 

New Delhi 

45. Group of sm1ll inc:rn!-t.t'< a a~')~::~~, G 1Ilm H · 

1. Shri Avtar Kri:::.hcn 

2. Shri Ghulam M0bd. Kar 

3. Shri Hirday Nath 

4· Shri Gopi Nath Rai a ... 
S- Shri Amar Nath 

O;tte of 
hcarin~ 

ll-6-70 

22-6-?.J 

412 

4-ll 

457 



COMMITTEE ON THE TAXATION :LAWS (AMENO!-!E::"<T) BILL, 1969 

MINUTES OF EVIDENCE CIVEN BEFORE THE SELECT COMMIT'l'[E OF THE TAXATION LAws 
. (AMENDMENT) BILL, 1969 

· Friday, the 31st October, 1969 at 10.00 hours and again at 15.00 hours 

PRESENT 

Shri Chintamani Panigrahi-Chairman 

MEMBERS 

2. Shri Jahan Uddin Ahmed 

3. Shri N. C. Chatterjee 

4. Shri J. K. Choudhury 

5. Shri S. R. Damani 

6. Shri N. Dandekar 

1. Shri Kanwar La! Gupta 

8. Shri B. N. Katham 

9. Shri Yashwant Singh Kushwah 

10. Shri V. Krishnamoorthi 

11. Shri Brij Bhushan La! 

12. Shri S. B. Patil 

13. Shri Shiva Chandika Prasad 

14. Shri R. Dasaratha Rama Reddy 

15. Shri Bishwanath Roy 

16. Shri N. K. P. Salve 

17. Shri N. K. Sanghi 

18. Shri ;\'ogendra Sharma 

19. Shri Janardan Jagannath Shinkre 

20. Shri N. K. Somani 

21. Shri Tenneti Viswanatham 
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M.t . CllATRMAN: We welcome you 
oi l. You can elaborate your views ex
pressed in the Memorandum that you 
have submitted. 

SHR1 DHONDY: I Would begin by 
thanking you and your committee for 
the opportunity given to us to appear 
beiore you and elaborate on the memo
randum we have already submitted. I 
would like to preface our commenta 
on individual amendments with a 
~neral observation that as represen
tative. of the accountancy profession 
we nre Indeed very conscious of our 

ortant role tn .reaard to the just 

and efficient administration of the 
Direct Tax Laws, with due concern for 
the legitimate interests both of the 
Revenue as well as those of the tax
payer and the community at large. 
We are not only, in full sympathy with 
the expressed objectives of the pro
posed amendments, but we have ·in 
fact been . actively cooperating 
with the Tax Depoartment and I am 
sure that the representatives of the 
Department and the Chairman of the 
Board will confirm this. We have 
been actively cooperating with the 
Department in the Advancement of 
those objectives. We would, therefore, 



respectfully submit that a care'ful con
sideration of _our Memorandum will 
show that we are not interested in just 
seeking to press for additional relie!s 
and concessions to a:;sessees, but have 
examined tbe pr oposed amendments on 
which we offered our comments with 
the aim of considering how far they 
will achieve the objectives behind 
them. 

"") We have, of course, confined our
(selves to the specific provisions for 
amendment of the law, which are 
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contained in the Bill. We realise that 
this is not a pro}ler for-um for com
menting on the general tax policies of 
the Government. My remarks, Sir, 
would serve only to highlight what we 
consider to be our main suggestions. 
In doing so we are completely in 
ypur hands 'and will take up as much 
of your time as you can conveniently 
spare for us. 

'J.:he first consideration is in relation 
to the lack of uniformity in the com
mencement dates o'f the var ious 
amendmel)ts. We would submit for 
your consideration th·at possibly this 
lack ·of uniformity in different amend
ments - some retrospectively and 
sol)'le prospectively will not advance 
out of the stated objectives of ra tiona
lisation and simplifi cation, Our re
marks in this regard are at page 2, 
second paragraph. 

I would like t o say, Sir, tha t there 
are two issues involved here: 'Whe
ther the overriding consideration is 
that of achieving som e measure of 
r ationalisation and simplification or 
whether the need for the Changi is so 

.pressing' should be the cr iterion in 
deciding individual cases, wher ein an 
exception should be made to· the 
general date from w hich amendments 
become ope-rative .... 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Do you mean to 
say that rationalisation and simplifi
cation are one and the same thing? 

SHRJ DHONDY: Not at all. What 
we would submit is that unless there 
is some over-riding criterion which 
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requires a contrary decision, the ordi
nary rule should be that all the pro
posed amendments in this comprehen
sive Bill be brought into effect, so far 
a'i poss:ble, from one given time. 

I refer to the Finance Millister 's 
observations in 1967. In regard to n 
few amendments this assurance ap
pears to have b~en departed from. 
I would submit, Sir, that the proposed 
amendment to section 64 which la 
sought to be made in regard to Hindu 
undivided families is sought to be 
given retrospective effect. We are tn 
entire agreement with the spirit be
hind the amendments and we welcome 
them indeed. But, we would beg to 
submit, tha t this is clearly a cas<l 
where it should have prospect ive, and 
not r etrospective, effect. Then, Sir, if I 
may turn to another major set o'f pro
posed amendments in regard to whi.ch 
we have cer ta in views to express-
these are contained in clause 34 re
lating to proposed amendments to Sec
tion 143 in regard to the procedures 
for assessment. 

The very first obs~rvation we have 
to m ake in this regard is that t he pro
posed changes have obviously been 
recommended to achieve the obj cUve 
of simplifying the procedures for as
sessment, but with great respect our 
opinion is that if they are enacted in 
their present form they m'ny achievo 
just the opposite effecl. 

In this par ticular matte r one of the 
proposed amendments is that where 
a r eturn of income has. been submit
ted by an assessee the Income-tax Offi
cer even without giving the assessee 
nn opportunity of being heard tnl.IY 
proceed to m ake an assessment m k
ing what he conDiders prima-f acie 
ncC"2ssary adjustments to the return. 
With great respect our experience 
!'hows that in a very complicated su -
ject like Income Tax Law wh at one 
person may consider prima.-fadc 
necessary adjustments on examlnaUon 
of the return, without full examina
tion the person possesslng the de~ 



may not consider at ali a necessary 
adjustment. So, this is likely to in
crease the number. of appeals, causing 
.aditionai unnecessary work both to the 
Department and the assessee. That is 
why we submit these proposed amend
ments may be re-eX'amined to see 
whether they will achieve the object 
which they are sought to achieve. 

Clause . 43-proposing to introduce 
two new sections--186A and 186B in
to the Income Tax Act. This relates 
:to the assessment of partnership firms 
registered and un-registered, Broadly 
spe'aking· the intention appears to be 
to substitute for registered and un
registered recognised and ·unrecog
nised firm and make the regis
tration w1th the Registrar of 

Firms prima-facie evidence of the 
genuineness of the firm. I do •agree 
that the substantive requirement of 
the existing Jaw, and presumably also 
of the amended law are that the firm 
should be genuine. The Income-tax 
officers should be satisfied that the firm 
is genuine and that the fact of exis
tence of the firm is evidenced by a 
written partnership agreement in which 
the shares of the partners are specifi
ed. Those are the two substantial re
quirements under the existing law. 
They will continue to be the substan
tial requirements under the proposed 
amended law. The point is that in 
a matter like this it is obviously not 
possible for the Income Tax Officer to 
ascertain ali the facts in regard to 
each partnership firm to come to a 
subjective assessment as to whether 
or not the fiim is genuine. Therefore, 
~he question arises that the law can 
only hope to set down certain proce
dures which if complied with would 
prima facie, in the ordinary run of 
things, lead the officer to the satisfac
tion th•at these two substantial re
quirements of both the present and 
tl:ie amend·~d Jaw are in fact being 
complied with. Now, the point that 
we make is, U••-~fo"e, this is an area 
where the actual procedural require
ments prescribed must be given para
mount consideration. Today admit-
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tedly there ·are areas in the procedu
.ral requirements which lead to com
plexity. For example, if a partner
ship has had a change and submitted 
an application for registration for a 
particular assessment' year supported 
by the relevant new partnership agree
ment but the Income-tax Officer has 
not completed the assessment of that 
partnership for that year by the time 
before which the assessee has to sub
m t i~s return for the subsequent year, 
it becomes a matter of considerable 
doubt whether one should apply again 
for registration· (be~ause registration 
has not been gr'anted to the new firmj 
or one should apply for renewal of 
registration. I point this out as a 
result of the fact that we conceive 
that the present requirements involve 
procedur•al complexities which need 
to be ironed out, if I may use that 
expression. 

There should be no requirement for 
registration with the Registrar of 
Firms within six month:; of the com
mencement of business by the firm. 

The first point I may argue is that 
the proposed changes even in regard 
to the new procedure proposed, will 
not achieve theii objective Cif simpli
fication and avoidance of unnecessary 
hardship, On the contrarY, with great 
respect we submit they will h'ave the. 
opposite effect. 

Next, even if the present contains 
certain defects, at least the language 
of the law has remained settled, for a 
long period o'f time. It has been the 
subject of various judicial decisions 
and interpretation and some consen
sus has emerged. Therefore, to subs
titute 'altogether completely a new set 
of procedures for trying to satisfy 
the Income~ tax· Officer will not 
achieve the objective. Our suggestion 
is rather, that effort should be con
centrated on trying to see how the 
existing procedure could perhaps be 
streamlined and Gimplified. 

SliRI N. K. P. SALVE: You stand tor 
a change of procedure or not and 



you are saying that it may be simpli
fied. You · seem to be in tavour of a 
_et of procedures which by itself suo 
motu establish genuinenoos of the 
firm. One stand has to be taken. You 
have virtually said that settled law is 
unsettled but procedural law is being 
changed. Whether you want a change 
in the procedure or not? 

SHRI H. B. DHONDY: The point I 
would like to make is that, when I 
say substantive requirements of the 
i'd W are not intended to be changed, I 
do not mean to convey that we are 
of the opinion that settled law will 
n ot be changed. The point I am mak-

g is settled law is largely procedu
ral. 

SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: In the set
tled law, as you said, there should be 
genuine partnership firm. Secondly 
that the existence of the partnership 
"hould be evidenced by the document 
w hich should sPecify the shares. These 
are C'ardinal requi rements. What are 
t he tests required from time to t ime? 

The question is to establish genu
ineness. As we find that the proce
dure is being changed to facilitate es

blishing t he gen ufneness of the firm 
.o minimise the difficulties and hard
sh ips in proving genuineness. 
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SHRI II. B. DHONDY: We are of 
the opinion tha t the objectives would 
be more simply and more effectively 
a•·hieved by making certain relatively 
minor amendments to t he existing 
procedures. rather than completely 
cr•apping the existing sysrem. 

SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: You want 
<'hange but some other changes. 

SHRI DANDEKAR: I take it that 
if registration of firms by the Regis
trar of Partnership was accepted by 
t he Department as adequate in regard 
to their genuineness. you will be 
ha ppy. ~ i 

Another procedural defect ia of 
course delays. 

SHRI DAMAN!: Whether so man, 
firms at a time will be available for 
registration? 

sHltrtl. B. DHONDY: In that reeard 
I want to clarify that it is a matter 
of relative detail. It has been point
ed out on page 17 in the second para· 
graph that the Registrar of Firms is 
a State ~vernment Oltlcer ussigned 
with several other responsibilities ue. 
sides being the Registrar. Usually 
there is one Registrar of Firms in one 
State unlike the Income-tax Officer. 
In our considered opinion, far from 
:;implifying the procedures, even thnt 
is not likely to help assessees by and 
large, or the Department. Inevitably, 
there will be delays. 

SHRI DAMANI : I agree with your 
views that this cl'ause requires some 
changes because it would create many 
hardships t o assessees. I would lik~ 
to know is amendment effect ing the 
new partners or existing partner ? 

SHRI H. B. DHONDY : It wilt in 
point of fact be in regard to existlng 
finn ·. It will bring additional duties 
on both assessees and the Income-ta x 
Officers and therefore add to the work. 

Sir, I 'elm told, as regnrds practical 
difficult ies. each State has only one 
Registrar of Fir ms. W e h ave men
tioned that in our Memorandum. It 
is at the Headquarters of that parti
cular State. If the assessee himself 
is in a diffet~nt area and the Income 
1'c1x Officer in yet another area, one 
can well sec how it i~ going to aiTcct 
the solution of practir<ll d ifficult ie!l 

We have had t he similar exparienc" 
of Recovery onicers. That resulte~ in 
Jack of co-ordination and practsc •l 
difficulties and additional work au.d 
so. that has 'cllso been given up. Simt
larly I do not think that this propos· 
ed a~endment, therefor\', wlll achieve 
the objective for which it is beini ln• 
troduced. 



SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: It is very 
important. This is what the Ministry 
has explained to us. They say: 'Re
gistration of firms for purposes of 
assessment to income-tax ;r~quires 

subjective determination by the In
come-tax Officer o'f the genuineness of 
the firm and leads to disputes, litiga
tion •and delays in the finalisation of 
the assessments of firms and their 
partners. The new procedure in See
tions 186(A) and 186(B) is designed to 
considerably simplify the assessment 
of firms and their partners by elimi
nating requirement of separate regis
tration for the purpose of assessment 
o~ income-tax and virtually recog-
nising the registration under the 
Indian Partnership Aet as being 
sufficient for the purpose of charge 
of income-tax as well. If one has to 
eomply all the additional require
ments that are enumerated in that, 
it may not lead to such a simple 
procedure. 

SHRI DHONDY: What I meant was 
that t.he intention is quite genuine. 

SHRI N. K. SANGHI: Mr. Dhondy, 
we have seen your Memorandum with 
great care. One of the objectives is 
also countering the avoidance •and eva
sion of tax. I think, the Ministry 
feels that by the present procedure. 
proper justice is not being done in 
knowing the genuineness of the part
nership of the firm. You are practis
ing in this line. Could you suggest 
something? May I know if you have 
any other suggestion by which the 
Ministry could know the genuine
ness of the firm and also at the same 
time simplify the registration for
malities of the firm, rather than just 
saying that the law that has been 
proposed here is defective and 
cumbersome? 

SHRI DHONDY: I would suggest 
that would it not perhaps be better 
if we attempted to see what precisely, 
in the existing explicit language of 
the procedure as it stand in the Sec
tion. causes complexities and diffi
culties, and see what 'amendments 
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would overcome those difnculties? 
That would have an added advantage. 
And with respect to your observation, 
I think the Institute would consider it 
a privilege to come with concrete pro
posals for amendments in that direc
tion. But we would request a little 
time. 

SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: You can 
apply your mind. Afterall, the objec
tive is to achieve 13. little simplicity. 
If not now, you can let us have what 
procedure will meet the ends. But 
there is one thing which I must cau
tion you. The procedure over-simpli
fied should not be misunderstood in 
the sense that it must not be one 
which would completely stifle the In
come-tax Officer. 

SHRI DHONDY: We are agreed as 
to the objectiv~. 

SHRI DAMAN!: You have no ob
jection to change the procedure, if the 
registration of a firm with the Regis
trar of Firms was ipso facto 
evidence of genuineness of the firm. 

SHRI DHONDY: We would have 
no objection. 

SHRI SALVE: Do I take you to say 
that the registration of the firm-you 
must not enquire into? 

SHRI DHONDY: Since the Regis
trar of Firms also has to see that cer
tain requirements, admittedly largely 
procedural are 'fulfilled this could 
be one of' the alternati~es. This is' 
one of the alternatives where, in the 
absence of any circumstances leading 
the Income-tax Officer to doubt the 
genuinenefs of firm notwithstanding 
the fact that it is regist!)red, he also 
could grant registration. I would 
also submit that there should be an 
alternative procedure more or Jess 
analagous with the present one, with 
the complexities ironed out. 



·MR. CHAIRMAN: For these new 
Clauses, the Ministry h'ave taken in
to consideration the recommeitdations 
obtained in the Bhoothalingam Com
mittee Report and the Report of the 
Administrative Reforms Commission 
on· Central Direct Tax Administration. 
They have said, as Mr. Salve was 
pointing out, at page 138 that the 
''new procedure in sections 186A and 
186B is designed to considerably sim
plify the assessment of firms and their 
partners by eliminating the require
ment of separate· registration for the 
purpose of assessment to income-tax 
and, vir-tually, recognising the regis
tration under the Indian Partnership 
Act as being sufficient for the purpose 
of charge of income-tax as well". 
This is the Ministrys' expl'anation. 
You look to page 138. The law is not 
so clear. 

AN HON'BLE MEMBER: 
tration does not ipso facto 
!ish .. 

Regis
estab-

. MR. CHAIRMAN:.. Then, it is a 
question of interpretation. There is 
no objection in so far as the principle 
is concerned. 

SHRI DHONDY: I agree that it 
should be the aim. The only difficulty 
seems ~o be the language concerned. 
It will not achieve the objective. It 
was a v~ry good intention. It h'as not 
been achieved by the language, and 
even by the scheme of substituting 
the present requirement for regis
tration with the Department with a 
scheme for getting only recognition 
by -the .. Department. I submit that 
the overriding criterion remains the 
same in both cases. We do not say 
that the genuineness of the· firm is 
not important, far from it. On the 
contrary, we consider that is the 
paramount consideration. The law 
has to set out some procedure, and 
the simpler way of achieving the 
obpjective would be to try and 
streamline and iron out the practical 
difficulties in that regard, rather 
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than introduce a new set, which 
changes registration to recognition, 

SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: Mr. 
Dhondy, something like this in the 
law that ,unless there are reasons to 
believe that the firm is not genuine, 
registration with the Registrar of 
Firms should be conclusive proof of 
the genuineness. Should suCh provi
sion would satisfy the Institute? 

SHRI DHONDY: That should be one 
of the alternatives. The Objects 
clause h•as mentioned that there is a 
particular State, Jammu & Kashmir, 
where there is no Registrar of Firms. 
It would not be so simple. We have 
also pointed out the practical difficul
ties for the assessees to liave access 
to comply with this procedural re
quirement. Therefore, in such cases 
there should be an alternative y'ard
stick which should be available in 
such cases. 

SHRI SALVE: · Registration of the 
firm should be an overwhelming peace 
piece of evidence for determining the 
genuineness of the firm. 

SHRI DHONDY: Therefore, the 
language, which I suggested would 
help to meet that. But once again, I 
submit that should be one of the al
ternati~e criteria on procedural mat
ters and the others should be mora 
or Jess on the pattern of the existing 
requirements, ironing out the practi
cal difficulties. 

SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: Mr. Dhondy, 
the existing procedure must go lock, 
stock and barrel and you will give us 
a procedure which will be so simple 
that a man who is average educated 
will be able to know what he has to 
do for purposes of registration. W ~ 
are not' satisfied with the existing pro
cedure. It is extremely difficult to 
understand. 



MR. CHAIRMAN: All the difficu·L
ties that you are anticipating, have all 
been taken into cotisiCleration. You 
can look to Section 186A also. 186A 
(1) "provides that a firm shall be re
cognised in relation to the assessment 
year 1970-71 lind any subsequent year, 
if the following cond!itons are ful
filled." They have also tried to ac
commodate all the difficulties which 
you anticipate. 

SHRI DHONDY: The point is that 
there are a number of requirements 
cumulatively put in, of which the 
registration with the Registrar of 
Firms is only one, and together they 
may amount, if I may use the 
word ... 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Delays due to 
good and sufficient reasons in effecting 
such registration may be condoned by 
the income-tax officer witli the pre
vious approval of the commissioner of 
income-tax in cases where the regiS
tration is effected before the due date 
or the extended date for furnishing 
the return of income for the assess
ment year for whicli the· fiFin seeks to 
be assessed as a recognised firm. 

SHRI N. DANDEKER: I think Mr. 
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Dhondy's point is that this registration 
with the registrar of firms is not the 
only qualification required for recog
nition were it so, there woura be no 
problem. But a new qualification is 
sought to be inserted which has its 
own procedural difficulties and ·delays 
and so on, and this will be there along 
with and additional the existing re
quirements which will continue. 
Therefore, his point is that this is not 
really simplifying the whole thing, 
but only complicating it bY adding 
yet another procedural hurdle in the 
whole procedure. 

SHRI DHONDY: That is precisely 
the point. 

SHRI DAMAN!: In the case of 
delaY, the assessee makes an· applica
tion to the registrar. In some cases, 

it takes a long . time. If we are not 
able to get it in six months, then 
what is going to happen? 

SHRI DHONDY: I meant to ela
borate this point when we were com
ing to section 186A. 

In the same regard, in regard to 
section 186A we have a point at page 
Hi of our memorandum, apart from 
the one I referred to in the first para
graph regarding the Registrars being 
State officials arid the practical diffi
culties that will arise therefrom. 

SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: We are not 
quite clear about what is sought to be 
achieved by the insertion of clause 
(c) read with the proviso to it under 
section 186A (2). 

SHRI N. K. SANGHI: Could you 
elaborate these two points with re
gard to 186A (1) (c) and 186A (2)(c) 
and also the paragraph above that? 
From your memorandum, it is not 
clear what your point about this is. 
This looks to be a really complicated 
affair. Unless we understand what is 
at the back of your mind, together 
with all the details, It will be verY 
difficult for us to know what you are 
driving us to. We would very much 
like to have detailed explanation from 
you on these points. , 

SHRI N. DANDEKER: I think he 
can go on witli his main argument now 
and ·deal with this further when he 
comes to section 186A. 

SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: May were
quest the Chairman of the Board of 
Direct Taxes to tell us what exactly 
the i~tention is, because it is not clear 
to us from our brief? What is the 
purpose for which this clause (c) has 
been introduced? 

MiNISTRY REPRESENTATIVE: We 
have introduced clause (c) and the 



proviso to avoid ·benamidars coming 
into the picture, as recommended by 
the ARC. 

SHin N. K. P. SALVE: Accordinl 
to my understanding · of clause (c), 
only a benami of a partner is con
templated here. 

MJNISTRY REPRESENTATIVE: 
Only benamis of the· partner. 

SHRI N. ·K. P. SALVE: What about 
benamis of non-partners? Then he 
will be out of it? 

MINISTRY REPRESENTATIVE: 
Then he will be out of it. 

SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: Suppose 
there are five partners and the fifth is 
a benami of the first partner, then this 
clause will operate and not ollierwise. 
You are not eradicating the institution 
of benami by this clause. But if there 
is a benami of some outsider, then 
what happens? What exactly are you 
going to achieve by inserting this 
clause? 

MR. CHAIRMAN: In that case, the 
person in ·whose name the benami 
transaction has been done will be 
assessed; that is, the partner in whose 
name it has been done will be assess
ed. 
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SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: That is the 
existing law. Even as ft stands, 
if I remember aright, if in a 
partnership one of the partners hap
pens to be a benami of another part
ner, if he happens to hold a beneficial 
interest other than the one which is 
stipulated in the deed of partnership, 
then the registration will not be given. 
What do you seek to achieve by this? 

SHRI MUTTOO: So that the shares 
in partnership may not be split up. 

SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: It does not 
split up. 

SHRI MUTTOO: He is reducing the 
share by having a benami partner. 

SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: The income 
is always assessed in the hands of the 
beneficial owner. liow does it split 
up? 

SHRI MUTTOO: In the case of the 
firms, say, A, B, C, D,-D, according 
to this provision, would be what we 
call the benami of A. So, we propose 
to cover that situation in this. 

SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: Under the 
existing law, if D is the benami of A, 
A will be assessed to income which is 
ostensibly derived by D. 

SHRI MUTTOO: Under this, we are 
not going to allow registration. That 
is a further pen.alty. 

SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: What do you 
achieve? What are you trying to pro
hibit arid forestalling? 

SHRI DAMAN!: In the case of the 
registered fir-ms which are already re
cognised by the Income-tax Depart
ment as registered firms, what will 
be the advantage of your further ask
ing them to have them registered 
with the Registrar of Firms? 

SHRI KANWAR LAL GUPTA: That 
is a separate question. Let this part 
be clarified: whether Ufe non-genuine 
firms are covered under section C. 

SHRI MUTTOO: Non-genuine firms 
do not get the benefit of registration. 
The basic fact that they are not genu
ine firms does not make them eligible 
to get it. They are not firms at all. 

SHRI N. K. SANGHI: Mr. Dhondy 
gave us some examples in this parti
cular matter. 

SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: I wanted to 
know what the Ministry contemplat
ed by the scope of this section, and 
what it has sought to achieve by this. 
Frankly speaking, it has been double
touched, both in terms of the precise 
manner of what it seeks to achieve 



and the achievement if any. As you 
said, the section is confined to pre
venting a partner from having another 
partner. Today, 'A' is a benami of 
partner 'D'. The assessment is in the 
himds of the beneficial owner and not_ 
in the hands of the benami. What do 
you achieve? Are you prohibiting any 
malpractice? 

SHRI MUTTOO: It would mean 
prohibition of malpractice. 

SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: Do you think 
benami is not the law of tile land? Is 
it not the moral law of the land? 

SHRI MUTTOO: We are concerned 
onl:V with the revenue aspect. 

SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: l!ow does 
the revenue aspect SutTer? Assuming 
partner 'A' is only l'i':i:ving a six annas 
1'hare, where as 'D' says he has only 
four annas share, so long as he has 
only six annas share, you will book 
him at six annas and not four annas. 
How is the revenue suffering? 

SHRI MUTTOO: We want to dis
courage it. 

SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: Why? When 
you are getting due taxes, wh:V? 

SHRI MUTTOO; Just getting the 
taxes is not sufficient. We should dis
courage and stop that: stop the benami 
getting into the picture. 

SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: Where you 
know, to your knowledge, there is. a 
benami and some other partner holds 
beneficlal interest you are going to 
come back to the benefiC!a1 1l\Vll.er and 
not the ostensible owner. 

SHRI N. K. SANGHI: There is a lot 
of confusion in m:V mind. Let it be 
cleared. Well, Mr Dhondy gives a pro
posal and tells me, "I will take you 
to my firm. You bring Rs. 10,000. I 
think it is going to be a good concern." 
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Then I joi~ him. I do not have Rs. 
10,000. I go to a friend of mine and 
get it, telling him that! am getting a 
golden opportunity to join a firm and 
it is a good offer. M:V friend gives me 
the money, and I become a partner 
in Mr. Dhondy's firm. In such cir
cumstances, I would like to undet
stand what is going to be the fate of 
that partnership, because I have cer
tainly borrowed the money, with or 
without interest, from XYX and I 
have joined Mr. Dhondy's concern. I 
would like to know how this section 
186C is going to hit me. What is the 
view of the Ministry in this parti
cular matter? Are they going to 
say it is refused merely by the fact 
that I have taken thi:; money from a 
friend of .mine, or are they going 
to grant registration when all the 
other formalities are completed? 

SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: This section 
does not apply here. 

SHRI SHAH: As the section stands, 
the position as apparent from it is 
that it applies to a partner who is the 
benamidar of another patner and not 
to the partners who are benamidars 
of outsiders. The point raised by the 
hon. Member is, what purpose does 
this clause serve, or, what is the 
advantage. If 'A' were the benamidar 
of partner 'B', obviousl:V, his income 
would be taxed in the hands of part
ner 'B'. And, tlierefore, there is no tax 
effeet, and there Is no gain to the 
revenue. The only consideration which 
nppears to have weighed with us is 
that this is a major provision incor
porated in the section itself, that no 
partner should be a benami of the 
other; there should be a verification, a 
certificate, which will be filed with . 
the Income-tax Officer to that effect. 
Therefore, if 'A' is the benamidar of 
'B', prima facie, because, as Mr. Slave 
would know, it is certainly not ' so 
obvious for the Department nor is it 
so patent on the face of the deed, that 
'A' is a benamidar of 'B' partially or 
wholly, and we know that a number 
of employees are brought into the 
partnership firms and are given 



complete status apparently as partners 
of the firm, while in fact the position 
ma:r not l:!.e so. So, the rationalP. fo~: 
this section is that when he categori
cally states that none of the members 
of the firm are benamidars of other 
partners, he is making a verification; 
which, if proved to be wrong, would 
make him open ·to thP. consequences 
of a false veri~ca :ion. Therefore, it 
is· a disincentiv~ to such firms. 

SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: You are 
taking a case where a person makes 
~omeboay else as a benami: the part
ner brings an emplo'yee fraudulently in 
partnership; shows him to be a part
ner, and gives a share of profit to him, 
and on the sly, keeps it away from 
him. You are contemplating a case 
where a benami is going to be a con
cealed secret when the department 
will not know. In such a case, the 
ve.rification itself will not be enough 
because 'B' also gives a veri
fication. He would be fraudulent 
here also. What will happen is, if you 
.think that simply because there is 
g9ing to be an additional verification, 
and a greater honest:r among assesse
es it would be extremely remote; 
th~t is what I think. You put too 
much premium on human demean
our. 

I would like really to be told, in 
case where you know the benami 
under which guise alone This section 
will come into operation, what will be 
the benefit. Please say :Yes or no. 

SHRI MUTTOO: I will give you a 
note, why we are following this, for 
your consideration. 

SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: You should 
be able to tell us what is the purpose 
of this enactment at this stage. 

SHRI KANWAR LAL GUPTA: 
When you put this clause, wnat was 
the idea of the &ipar[ment? When 
the witnesses are here, you must be 
clear in your mind as to what is the 
background of this clause. 

l1 

MR. CHAIRMAN: In the report on 
the Direct. Taxes Administration also; 
recommendation No. Hl" .reads as 
follows: 

"We recommend that partnership 
may be recognised for the purposP of, 
income-tax assessment if-

(a) it is evinced by 9n instru-' 
ment of partnership specifying' 
the shares of partners. 

(b) None of the poartners is a 
nominee or benamidar of ·any 
other." 

SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: That is a 
different recommenllation which can 
be gone into separately. But I really 
do not see one good reason why this 
clause should be there in its present 
form. 

SHRI DAMAN!: At present many 
firms are also registered with the Re
gistrar of Firms and also with the 
income-tax dep'artment. But still this 
malpractice is continuing. Some 
years ago, the income-tax depart
ment introduced such a compulsory 
registration but afterwards, they liad 
to withdraw it. 

SHRI SHAH: Mr. Salve has point
ed out very rightly the departure from 
the recommendations where it stops 
at "any other" and does not say 
"any other partner". The reason 
why the section is restricted to benami
dars of partners is, if we had 
stopped at "any other" and not 
extended it to "any other partner". 
it would have meant that some of the 
partnership where one of the members 
of the HUF is a partner would not be 
entitled to registration >and it would 
have caused enormous difficulties. 

SHRI DHONDY: One can see the 
origin of this particular clause in sub
sections (1) and (2) of section 186A. It 
was intended to defeat attP.mpt~ at 
tax avoidance through income-split
ing. But this clause will not achieve 



that objective and as it is worded 
ROW, it could result hi 'injury to 
innocent persons.· Uuder ·the general 
law today, the fact of benamidar 
ownership is permissible and it is 
recognised in ce$in circumstances. 
It is not considered improper. Are we 
going to depart from this ·situation, 
l'f so, I am afraid this · particull:lr 
clause is neither here nor there. A 
more sweeping change would be neeti
eq for that. 
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Coming to partnership, Mr. Shah 
has clarified that this is confined only 
to the situation wnere one of several 
partners is a benamidar of some other 
P'artner. Now, suppose we have five 
partners A, B, C, D and E. A is the 
grandfather and . not the father of B. 
B happeps t 0 be a major and a partner 
in his own right. A happens to be the 
karta of the HUF of . which B is an 
undivided partner. In such a circum
stance, they will be benamidars of 
each other and registration will be re
fused according to this clause. I am 
sure this is not at all the intention. 

Apart from HUF, take the position 
where only two of the same five part-· 
ners A, B, C, D ·and E are benami
dars inter se. Under the agreement, 
they are supposed to' have equal 
shares of 20 per cent each. In point of 
fact, A takes an additional 10 per cent 
out of B's share and his share becomes 
30 per c~nt; B's real share is 10 per cent 
A and B may l:ie "doing this without 
the knowledge of the other partners 
C, D and E. The consequence of what 
you are providing here is that regis
tration will be re1used to the firm as 
a whole. Besides A and B suffering 
C, D and E will also suffer. 

SHRI MUTTOO: About the illus
tration of grandfather and grandson 
yeu gave, registration would not be 
refused because we have used the 
words "as such" as well. 

SHRI N. DANDEKER: What does 
"as such" refer to, any way? 

SHRI SHAH: I may try to clarify 
the importance of the words "as such". 

If A is a partner of a firm, the share 
of A as such, if the other partner has 
a share in it, will be governed by this 
provision not because of any other 
capacity of his as a representative or 
member of tile HUF but only as a 
parther. 

SHRI.N. DANDEKAR: A has a share' 
as such in the propert'y of the firm 
and, representing the family, tries to 
do away with the family share in the 
firm, this man, apart from the fact 
that he is a partner, can· interf~re and 
say that he cannot do this. 

.· . . 
~HRI :SHAH: The partners are in

dividual partners· so far· as the firm· is 
concerned; therefore the share of A in 
the firm,. whether he represents the 
HUF or a company· or· somebody else, 
is evidenced by the deed. 

SHRr'N. DANDEKER: But qua pro
perty· \hat is family, property and th~> 
share 'in the partnership, though re
Presented by an individual A, is family 
property.· 

SHRI SHAH: When A is represent
ing the HUF, the share of A in the 
firm will be the property of the liUF 
represented by the partner A. That is 
a s~parate aspect .. But, suppose, in A's 
share in a firm B, who is also a partner 
In that firm, has a share or interest 
not because of his status as a member 
of the HUF or as a representative in 
some other capacity. You can visua
lise any number of such situations 
where persons are introduced as 
partners when in reality they do not 
have any share in the property of 
the firm. 

SHRI N. DANDEKER: If the ex
pression "as such" is used in the 
manner explained now, why is the 
proviso to sub-clause (c), which says 
that this condition shall not apply as 
between partners of the firm who are 
r.elated to one another, necessary? 
And even if this proviso exempts, it 
t!xempts only these relationships and 
not other relationships, such as that 
!letween the member of the HUF. 

SHRI MUTTOO: This word "as 
mch" was put in by us at the instance. 



~f the- Law Ministry. If.· it is found 
not to convey our · object, we· will 
!Iring in a revised draft. 

SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: If the in
terpretation of "as such" brought out 

·.1 he mearlirig provided" by Shri Shah 
the ptoviso would have been wholly 
·redundant; "As such" governs right, 
Iitle :or· interest; it. does not govern 
~me of· 'the partners. 1 think, let us 
~lave a note on 'this. What precisely 
will you achieve by this? 

SHRI N. DANDEKER: I suggest, 
we. postpone discussion of this clause. 

MR. CHAIRMAN; The reason for 
emphasiziD.g the contractual nature o~ 
the relationships :becomes · manifest 
when distinction. lias to be drawn bet~ 
ween partnership and certain other 
relations, particularly when the part- . 
nership has· to be distinguished from 
the relation which subsists betwee_n 
members of a joint Hindufamilybusi
ness. The members of a joint Hindu 
family C'arrying on a business as such 
are not partners 'because their rela
tions arise not from any agreement 
but from status. In case of members 
of a joint Hindu family business, their 
relations with each other as also their 
rights and liabilities are substantially 
governed by Hindu law and not by 
the general law of partnership. 

SHRI KANWAR LAL GUPTA: Let 
us have a detailed note on this. 

SHRI DHONDY: I was on. clause 
43 insofar as it seeks to insert new 
sections 186A and· 186B. Two princi
pal points in relation to section 186A 
were set out in our Memorandum at 
page 18 in regard to the general pro
cedures (where you have been kind 
enough to ask us to come back with 
some suggestions for ironing out diffi
cult'es in the present law) and the 
precise implication of clause (c). At 
this stage I will not go in detail into 
the other points in regard to section 
186A which you will find at page 18 
of our memorandum about the six
month period from the commencement 
of a new partnership within which it 
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has to be registered and- the practicaL 
dilliculties that may' arise in such a 
case; and also a suggestion for discon
tinuance of applications for ·renewal 
of registration in form number 12. 
These are 'also found on page 18 and. 
we will elaborate them when we come 
to clause-by-clause consideration, I. 
would nQw ttirn· to the provisions in. 
Clause 8 ... 

SHRI N. C. CHATTERJEE: About 
Clause 3, you have said that the pro
posed ceiling· of, Rs. 4,000 is much too 
low and you recommend that there 
should be no cefling or in the alterna
tive the ceiling should be a much. 
higher sum ... 

SHRI DHONDY: The main reason
ing is that in any case the contract 
of the foreign technician is to be ap
Proved •by Government. You may see 
our remarks on page 3 of our Memo
randum in the second para. 

SHRI N. C. CHATTERJEE: You 
are not quite consistent. You say· 
•.hat, in the alternative, the ceiling. 
should be a much· higher sum. 

SHRI DHONDY: I agree that this 
"ould have been more happily worded. 

Under the Company Law you have 
an overal~ ceiling in relation to 
profits as a general yardstick, but 
even that yardstick is permitted to be 
varied by Government when indivi
dual applications are inade to Gov
ernment for approval of individual 
contracts. Here also there is a re
quirement, apart from any ceiling 
which may be in the Act, for 
general approval by Government 
which will be based on the criterion 
baoically as to the essentiality or 
otherwise of the services of the 
foreign technician to the interest of 
the Indian economy. There should be 
no ceiling fixed in the law. That is 
our submission. This Should be a 
matter where in one case taking int<' 
account the ~dividua1 circumstances, 
Government may come to the conclu
sion that a sum of Rs. 4,000 is too high. 



,;md in another case they may consider 
a sum of Rs. 4,000 to be not at all 
high. Therefore, . since the approval 
of Government is required, it should 
b left 10 them to eo. into the facts 
of each case. 

SHRI N. C. CHATTERJEE: Now 
look at the second para. About the 
9e1•iod, you S'ay: 

"We, therefore, feet that the 
condition should be revised to 
read that the application for ap
proval for the contract of service 
should be furnished to the pres
cribed authority in the prescribed 
form within six months of the com
mencement of the service. As an 
alternative, we would plead for 
the retention of the- existing pe
··iod of 12 months." 

SHRI DHONDY: The present re
quirement is that Government's ap
proval should be obtained within the 
prescribed p~riod. It is not possible 
for the applicant to determine the 
point of time within which Govern
ment will gr•ant the approval or with
hold the approval. What he can do is 
to see that the application for appro
val is made within a certain time. 
Therefore, the time limit should be 
determined in relation to the point 
of time at which he applies for appro
val. That should be specified in the 
Amendment. I would highlight that 
the whole provision only refers to 
foreign technici'ans. 

SHRI S. R. DAMAN!: Regarding 
foreign technicians, if the definition is 
narrowed down as, for instance, the 
management technicians are omitted 
and the definition is made more ex
clusive, and the quantum of Rs. 4,000 
is increased to Rs. 6,000 or Rs. 7,000, 
will they help the industry? What I 
want to say is this. For management, 
in our country we have got ample 
talents; we do not require foreigners 
to teach us about management. We 
should restrict it only for technical 
purposes where there is less talent. 
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If Government takes that view and 
increases the quantum from Rs. 4,000 
to Rs. 6,000 ·I think, your purpose 
will be serv~d 

SHRI DHONDY: We do not agre~. 
Besides being an Accountant, I hav~ 
been a Manager. 'Man'agement' is a 
science which, as. you· are aware, is 
not static in India or anywhere else 
in the world. This is one of the most 
rapidly advancing disciplines which 
are essential for promoting economic 
growth. The fact that this is so is 
evidenced by the example of 'a coun
try which is considered relatively 
more advan~ed by us, i.e., the U .K. 
After the War, the U.K. did not hesi
tate to import managerial techniques 
'from the U.S.A., particularly in rela
tion to our area of operation, financial 
management, 'accounting management, 
where there was evolved a whole new 
concept; it was almost imported ver
batim through the aegis of Marshall 
Aid Plan with a view to helping the 
U.K.'s economy to recover from the 
effects of War more rapidly and to 
improving the rate of economic 
growth. I, therefore, submit that we 
need not, to use Gandhiji's words, 
shut our windows to· winds that m'By 
blow from any direction. . We need 
not be swept off our- feet. It is open 
to Government to refuse to permit a 
particular foreign technician to be 
brought in at what is considered a 
disproportionateTy ·high salary or to 
the determent of our interests. Once 
we say that the law should be amend
ed, we will be shutting for all time 
the possibility of taking adV'antage of 
new developments which are proved 
to be successful: 

MR. CHAIRMAN: You are looking 
at it only from the sphere of Charter
ed Accountant. You have perhaps 
not examined in detail as to what is 
the 1oreign exchange that is drained 
out from India and to what extent 
we h'ave been successful in achieving 
a self-reliant- economy. You have 
not studied the aspect of the growth 
of the Indian economy. 



SHRI N. C. CHATTERJEE: On 
page 4 of your Memorandum you 
have stated: 

"The provision that. exemption 
will_ be given orily when the spe
cialised knowledge imd experience 
of the person concerned are actu
ally utilised appears to us to be 
superfluous. Such a proviSion 
will tend to vest discretion in a 
p'articular officer to assess w hP.
ther a specialist is doing a specia
lised job or some other job. 
Vesting of such a discretion in an 
<>flicer, who cannot always be ex
Pected to possess adequate know
ledge of the functions of the 
sPecialists, does not appear to be 
appropriate." 

SHRI DHONDY: We considered 
this in the cOiili:xt ··of genuine hard
ship; which are felt by the compa
nies after having obtained the appro
val of one governmental agency in 
regard to this particular matter, 
namely, whether the foreign techni
cians should be permitted to be 
brought in. The Ministry of Indus
trial Development and Company Af
-fairs considered these matters and 
gave permission in the broad terms of 
the collaboration pattern. Even so, 
that is not considered under the pre
sent law adequate for fulfilling the 
requirements of this particular clause 
-and a separate applicafion is to be 
made. The proceaure for making this 
applic-ation is not set out. The pro
cedure for making application under 
.the other provisions is not at all em
bodied in the income-tax law. What 
we have said is that basically for the 
purpose of benefit under the income
tax law, the application should be to 
the income-tax 'authorities who in 
turn may go to the Ministry of Indus
trial Development or whatever area is 
involved: this would avoid the asses
see having to make two applications 
to the same Government and possi
bly getting two different· answers. 

SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: I entirely 
agree tnat management technique is 
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a fast growtng science; specially for 
sophisticated technorogy, we will have 
to import the ·knowliow. Ceiling :is 
not a ceilirtif on the salaries that you 
pay to the technicians. 

SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: Ceiling is 
only with respect to the exemption. 
You may still pa:y him a larger salarY, 
but the ceiling is with• reference to 
the exemption. If I may put it in 
3lightly different · words, what the 
respected Chairman has put is that 
while we want to import sophisti
cated technology which is not here in 
our country, we certainly do not want 
to put a premium on · the same. You 
certainly referred to U.K. law. But I 
wonder whether the U.K. law is so 
liberal. I wonder whether they give 
an added premium for imported 
technology, Is ther any other deve
loping country which is giving such 
lavish facilitie<J? What I really want 
you to enlighten this committee is: 
the law as it stands now does not, in 
.my opm10n, achieve this purpose. 
It is this. Assuming you P'ay a 
technician over and above the 
amount that is exempt in his liands, 
for the rest of the salary the com
pany is nonetheless allowed to make 
good the payment and pay the taxes. 
That is the company's expenditure it
self. So, by and large, I would like 
you to enlighten this committee. 
Firstly, what measures should be 
adopted by us to ensure ·that we do 
not put a premium. After all we 
have to keep the foreign exchange 
expenditure as low as possible. What 
steps should be taken to ensure that 
we do not import experts in areas 
where we have local expertise? To 
what extent this provision is going to 
be a real deterrent? 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Here we have 
to give due regard to the interests of 
Indian economy. You will agree that 
there should not be an unfair burden 
on foreign exchange. The point Mr. 
Salve made is: for example if a 
foreign technician is paid Rs. 10,000 



only Rs. 4000 is exempt. We oare con
sidering:,here a provision where basi
cally the salary of a technician is ex
empted from tax. 'It appears under 
Sec. 10 among the general exemptions 
and that is the background in which we 
have to view this provision. The 
salary is exeinpt. Over 11 certain ceil
ing the company is entitled to pay in
stead of the technician. What is the 
effect of this? Take· a case where the 
salary is 10,000: The foreign techni
cian be'ars tax on Rs. 4000 oand on the 
rest the company pays the tax. 

SHRI DHONDY: He does not pay 
tax on Rs. 4000: 
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MR. CHAIRMAN: At that stage he 
is exempt. Initially he does not even 
bear that. So the company in turn 
pays the tax on Rs. 6000 which the 
company claims as a deduction in its 
own taxes. Therefore, really speak
ing what is happening is: putting up R 

pari icular ceiling is not avoidance ef
fectively of the drain on the foreign 
excbange. This is the safeguard which 
we want.· It is only a question of how 
much will be the incidence on the ex
chequer. The safeguard that we want 
b"askally is to make sure that we do 
not want foreign technical expertise 
in areas where we have our own ex
pertise and we should not put a strain 
on the exchequer and our foreign ex
chl!nge. Would you say that before 
the foreign technical expertise is ob
tained, any such proposal should be 
vetted by a competent Ministry? 

SHRI KANWAR LAL GUPTA: You 
know the Government machinery. If 
you open this gate th11t you have to 
apply to the Government before en
gaging foreign technician, what I am 
sure is that in 90 per cent cases per
mission will be granted. The very 
idea behind this clause is that we 
want to discourage importing foreign 
technicians in order to encourage our 
own people. That very purpose will 
be defeated. 7 say we are very crtlzy 
for foreign eJ<perts and everything 

foreign. This is the general argument 
advanced by the Britishers that 
Indians are not even competent to 
rule. So I appreciate the idea behind 
this clause very much and I think if 
you are so much pressed· an'd oare in. 
need of foreign technicians there is no. 
ban. You have to pay a slightly more 
tax. 'If you are keen and· if the need 
of the industry is such, naturally the 
industries would like to pay a little 
more. Why do you want any chang~ 
in the present clause? · 

SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: There is 11 
built-in restriction on this which will 
discourage import of· technicians in 
areas and fields where we can do with
out them. 

SHRI KANWAR LAL GUPTA: Yes. 

SHRI DHONDY: With respect to 
the first point, I ·submit that we 
have to consider this in the set ilp of 
a section where it appears to-day, i.e. 
Section 10, clause (6) sub-clause (3), 
which is aimed at giving an exemp
tion from ·Indian income-tax for what 
is considered by Parliament in its wis
dom to be an economically desirable 
objective. This is the setting in which 
this provision appears. There is an 
existing clause. Under our existing 
general Jaw, apart from the Income
tax law a comp>any wanting to em
ploy such a technician has to take the 
permission of the Government. It is 
not that we are asking now for a ne'V 
provision. The practical solution in 
fact would be available even to-day t? 
such companies. The point is that a 
company presumably operates as a 
commercial organization. It does not 
waste its resources unless it gets some 
value in return. It may be that ir, 
certain areas there is a disproportio
nate emphasis on the vlllue of foreign 
expertise in comparision with local 
expertise. If that is so and if Parlia .. 
ment in ill; wisdom wants to en
courage Ioe;al expertise, I would sug. 
gest that this is not the provision we 

. Bhould consider at all. There should 
be another clause to be introduced 



-uJ1der !;~c. 10 whereby tax exemption 
would be given to Indian nationals 
who ·possess ·cert;iin tech}1ic;~l qual!
rlcations which are ·.-aluable to Indian 
industry. I am . not at. present com
menting on such a propos.al. We ar.e 
at the moment examining oa· proposal 
for amendment of the existing provi
sion in one regard only that you have 
a ceiling arbitr!!rily fi:>9'ld beyol)d 
which the sal•ary wo1.1ld not be tax
able in the hands of the technicians 
but the company would bear it. What 
will be the effect of such an amend
ment in relation to the objective of 
ihis .particular old provision of 8-ec. 
1()? Will, it achieve the ebj~ctive or 
will it go against that objective? I am 
not for a moment suggesting that we 
must wholly import foreign experts in 
.any and· every · situation. There are 
certain sectors of Indian · business 
where we·put a wrong pr:emium m~e-
ly because it is foreign, it should be 
imported. There are safeguards to see 
that we do not over do this. There
iore I would suggest that our com
men'ts are· aimed at slightly different 
objects from the comments . which 
you made and they do not at ali con
flict with each other. 

SHRI N. C. CHAT'!,'E~JEE: May I 
now t;>ke up Cla1.1s!l 5(a) (1). (a). 
You said this is welcome provision. 
You have also said 'This may, in many 
('ases, be a matto2r of dispute betwe~n 
the land-lord and the tenant'. Then 
you say in the last lines. "The phr!!se' 
'but in respe't of which the asses
sees held a lease of other right of 
occupancy may be deleted". 

SHRI N. K. SANGHI: I would like 
to have a clarification .from Mr. 
Dhondy on the provisions relating to 
foreign technicians. The underlying 
idea of the Government is that we do 
not want to encourage unnecessarily 
foreign technicians comin~ here when 
we have that sort of people here it
self. We do not want the industry to 
be extravagant and to pay them fabu
lous salaries. The third point is that 
we should not lose our revenues un-· 
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n.,cess;~rily. Keeping these three 
points in .view you said that the tech
nician is given an advantage of Rs. 
4000 and when he is paid more the 
company pays it. The basic po~t is 
that the revenues of the Government 
are not wasted unnecessarily. Would 
yo1.1 prefer that !imif be raised slightly 
and any salary above that limit should 
be made taxable and not allowed as 
part of the expenses in the hands of 
the company? Would you prefer such 
a situation or the present situation? 

l>~IRI; :DUONPY: If that is the 
whole idea, why don't you have one ot 
these alternatives? You agree that 
some incent~ve should be given but 
you want to limit these areas. 

MR. CHAiro;IAN: So far as the 
salari"'s are concerned, . how much 
should be exempted and how much 
the companies should pay, they have 
made an assessment. Every develop
ing country has different stages of 
ins!4strial growth. In 1945 when we 
took. up the question of giving con
cession~ ·to foreign technicia,ns, that 
stage of development is little different 
than 1969 or 1970. Therefor.e; when
ever any Government. or any country 
wants to consider giving any exemv
tion for foreign technician, they . take 
into . consideration the- grpwth pattern 
of th•2ir economies in subsequent years. 
On that basis they have calculated and 
say if a monthly salary oi a foreign 
technician is Rs. 5000, Rs. 4000 is ex
empted and ultimately the net addi
tional.cost to the employer comes only· 
to Rs~ 421. If it is Rs. 6000, the net 
additional cost to the empleyer is 
Rs. 1837. As ~r. Salve pointe<:~ out, 
there is nQ bar also. There is no limit 
now. But the .question is: how far il 
has been acting as an incentive? 

SHRI N. C. CHATTERJEE: Deter
rent to them 'and incentive to us. 

MR. CHAffiN!AN: Any suggestion 
so that we can improve tltis? 



SHRI DANDEKAR: If that is the 
argument, abolish the whole thing. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: I hope it will not 
be surprising if India someday abo
lishes it. 

.SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: When you 
are dealing with this matter, th~ whole 
thing needs a constructive approach. 
Either the whole thing or nothing is 
neither here nor there. After all some 
Ministry is going to determine the 
genuineness and requirements of im
porting foreign expertise and it .is for 
that Ministry wh1ch should see whe
ther it is necessary or not. That is 
one of the safeguards. Wbat I want 
you tell us is: in addition, while we 
are on this question, whereas the ques
tion of foreign exchange and allowing 
remittances of the foreign technician 
would be dealt with by the appropri
ate Ministry, we in the Parliament 
would like to demarcate the areas in 
which the exemption will operate 
without leaving it to any other Minis
try. We would ourselves like to enu
merate the circumstances where ex
emption can be given. You comply 
with these circumstances and here is 
the exemption. We do not want to 
make a law this time and again come 
for simplification and rationalisation 
subsequently. We want to demarcate 
areas in which fliis . exemption will 
operate and operate automatically. 
Assessees will know what are the cir
cumstances under which they wiJJ be 
entitled to pay a foreign technician 
and without rendering the technician 
liable to such taxation. Please tell us 
whether it is possible for you to en
visage, to postulate and demarcate 
such areas within which the exemp
tion will operate and it is possible to 
indie'ate those areas and identify them 
in the law itself and simplify it. 

SHRI DHONDY: We will certainly 
examine it and give you a note, 

SHRI N. C. CHATTERJEE: 5(a)
you have said this is a welcome provi
sion. Lastly you say "The phrase 
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'but in respect of which the assessee 
holds a lease or other right ·of occu
·pancy' may be deleted." 

SHRI DHONDY: This is our sugges_ 
tion b'asically. Of course, we know 
from our practical experience that it 
may not be disputed that the assessee 
is in point of fact carrying on his busi
nes5 or profession in premises which 
are bona fide in his occupation for the 
purposes of his business. Lease and 
right of occupancy is very often, for 
extraneous- reasons, disputed,-parti
cularly in big cities where otlice acco
mmodation is very scarce. Here again, 
the underlying objective of the provi
sion· is a beneficial one and we wel
come it. If the ·Underlying objective 
is to give this benefit we feel this addi
tional condition for legal proof oi 
tenancy rights being forthcoming, 
to satisfy yourself that depreciation is 
being given in compliance with the 
main objective is not necess<ary. If 
the Income-tax Officer is to be satis
fied that the business or profession is 
carried on in the'ouilding, notices may 
be addressed in respect of tax assess
ment to that "bullmn"g. The assessees' 
addresses given on their letter heads. 
Income-tax Officers may send inspec
tors to serve notices at the premises. 
There will be ample proof to show 
that the assessee is in occupation of 
the premises for the purpose of his 
business. In that case this would be 
the justification for allowing deprecia
tion, if you look to the underlying ob
jective behind this amendment. 

SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: It can be 
subjected to tremendous abuses. The 
Person has no legal right. Expendi
ture is incurred on renovation. He 
is entitled to depreciation. It will 
lead to tremendous abuses. He asks 
for depreciation and that business is 
carried on by him. He will have no 
legal right. That is the point. 

SHRl H. B. DHONDY: This is a pro
vision i >tended to give relief in a cir
cumstaJ.ce where Government and 
Parliament feel that some relief is 
necessa<y which is not available under 
the existing law 



··If, in this background, you are trying 
to brin~: in a new provision to give 
concessions or relief; you have also to 
plug other loopholes that might be 
there 'b:y which a tax evllaer tries to 

. get round and get an additional relief 
to which he is not entitled. 

MR .. CHAIRMAN: It is a subjective 
a·nswer. And I believe that is from 
your experience. 

SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: If we are 
giving conce&>ions, the same will have 
to be given to everyone and not to 
those who are in adverse possession of 
a property. He should have some legal 
validity to possess the right to proper
ty. I would requeo,t you to consider 
this as.>ect of the matter also .. 

SHRI DHONDY: May I interrupt for 
a minute? Ir, order to satisfy your 
objection you may prescribe a mini
mum period of occupation in every 
case. 

Here it is a question of occupation 
and use for business of the premi•oes, 

.and not of the ownership, or the title 
to occupy these premises. · 

SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: Is it right to 
give any depreciation on it? I think 
this does not arise. If it does happen 
we shall have to consider whether we 
should give the concession or not. 

SHRI DHONDY: That brings me on 
to another aspect-a very important 
aspect of the matter. You raised an 
iGsue of correct ar.countancy principles. 
If I may say so these are our sugges
tions with regard to some of the other 
provisions. In this connection I would 
like to talk a little more elaborately 
relating to the correct accounting prin
ciples involved. 

SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: You need 
not rush here. Your evidence is very 
valuable. . You are making very good 
suggestions. If necessary, we shall 
again call you. So don't rtliSh through 

]!} 

SHRI DHONDY: Thank you, 'Sir. f 
was talking of the relevance of 
eorrect accounting principles which 
should not be completely strangers. 
to the Tax Law . 

SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: That logic 
is not completely a stranger to this. 
taxation law. 

SHRI DHONPY: Here I would like 
to quote what an Assistant Secretary 
of the Treasury in the U.S.A. who is 
responsible for taxation policy has. said. 
He is associated with framing the taxa
tion policy in that country. He laicf 
stress on searching out the accounting 
concepts and standard•> applicable to 
the related non-tax setting and then. 
harmonizing the tax rules with these 
concePts and standards" subject to. 
some over-riding tax policy considera-
tions. These are the words of the re-
presentative of the Tax Departmtnt in 
the U.S.A. I would like to add to our
memorandum with your permiSSIOn. 
this "summary of conclusions" which 
w~s recorded by us in a recent semi
nar. The Department must have 
copies of it, wherefrom you will find
some of these oboervations and con
clusions relevant to the proposed. 
Clause 35. 

SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: Would youc 
put it in a simple language? 

SHRI DHONDY: Here I would re-
quest yc•u to forget, for a moment, the 
Accounf ant's Jargon as to his treating 
a certain amount as capital or revenue· 
etc. As far as a business man is con .. 
cerned he starts his business with a 
certain amount of his own. He sinks' 
his money into the business. When he 
has put it in, he has a1so to see that 
he recovers a part of it out of his earn
ings in that business. This is a funda-
mental businessman's principle of· 
maintaining his initial capital intact. 
The accountant's job is to determine
the working results accurately. If this' 



:i~ a recognised concept and I submit 
it is not worth disPuting this concept 
-it has to be honoured, whether you 
are operating a government owned 
-company or whether you are a sole 
proprietor, or a small entrepreneur. 
But, still, you have used a certain 
amount of capital in your business. It 
is a hard cash. And so you must main
tai~ it intact if you are to stay in 
busmess. And out of the earnings of 
·the business you have to recoup that 
casli. You 'have to recover whatever 
-expenses are incurred by you on the 
business-not necessarily immediatelY, 
but may be in part at a future point 
of time. You have to get· back the 

-cash out of"""ffie earnings in that busi
ness. Basll:ally I think this is tlie 
most elementary thinking in regard to 
accounting principles for measurement 

-of the results of the worKing of in-
-dustrial enterprises anywhere in the 
world. · . 

SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: You mean 
·to say that the income as computed by 
.an accountant would be considered to 
·be an income for purposes of taxation? 

SHRI DHONDY: The accounting 
·_principles lay down how to determine • 
-out of given sums of cash introduced 
cand spent in a business what is the ex
penditure incurred and how much is 
to be charged the same year and how 
much to be carried forward to be 

4!harged against one's earnings from 
the operations of business in subse
-~uent years. This is the test on which 
ihe accountants work out the results, 
profit or loss. Taking taxation of 
income, it should extend to income 
·.alone. Therefore it follows that what 
is to be taxed should be income and 
not capital. Secondry, allowance has to 
be made for all expenses which have 
"been incurred for the purposes of 
"business regardless of whether these 
-extend to the immediate period only or 
also to a later. period. At some point 
of time they must be allowea as ex
:Penses against income which has been 
-earned before we start taxing that. 
'That, I think, is some thing which 
..cannot be disputed. You cannot forget 
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your capital that you have put in re
gardless of whether it is government 
com,panY or a small entrepreneur, 
Here a basic Principle is involved. And 
it is in tb,is context that I would like 
to submit that Sec. 35D and 35E of 
Clause 8 of the Bill that are proposed 
to be introduced as new Sections are 
ver'y well-intentioned, 

SHRI N. C. CHATTERJEE: Anyway 
we are of the view that in the 
Income-tax Act there should include 
a provision for amortisation of all ex
penditure legitimately incurred for the 
purpose of business. Wherever the 
expenditure incurred is not of a re
venue nature, that is not eligible for 
the allowance on depreciation. Do you 
therefore want Sec. 35E to be extend
ed in any way? If so, what is your 
suggestion here? Do you want to 
delete any of these provisions? We 
have got here a memorandum from an 
expert who has given that to the 
Committee. ·He says that Sec. 35D and 
35E sgould be deleted. 

SHRI DHONDY: I bascially agree 
with your approach. I am giving you 
the reasons. Firstly it is· neither practi
cal nor is it necessary to spell out 
in the Section each and every item of 
allowable ~xpense of the type or 
kind for which the Section is intended. 
Your aim is for simplification of the 
low. As far as legitimate items of ex
Penditure are concerned you are going 
to allow those as deductions. If you' 
do tr'y and list every item, that is 
going to lead to difficulties in regard 
to interpretation of the se~tion. Hav
ing .given a broad idea within which 
you want to allow deduction of all 
covered expenses if the purpose is 
defined specifically, there is no scope 
for evasion by claiming deductions 
for.many items which :would otherwise 
not come under the scope of the sec
tion. If this is done, then straightaway 
the need to list out exhaustively all 
the individual items that would come 
into that broad area vanishes. If you 
attempt such a listing you· are forced 
to the expediency in sub-sections (2) 
and (3) of Sec. 35B of still adding a 
'residuary' clause to cover further 



items to be prescribed in rules. If )'ou 
go on listing, then you have to start 
again the whole process of listing these 
things by prescription of rules. This, 
I should say, is a self-defeating ex
ercise. This is a self-defeatmg exercise 
and rwould sul5mit the 'wiser thing 
would be to concentrate on what Is 
the area within which in -broad terms 
you wish to allow a relief which the 
law does not at present Provine. The 
whole origin has-been in 1\1:r. Bhootha
lingam's recommendations, to some 
extent that all outlay has to be re
couped by the business out of its 
income before that income is taxed. 
Where there are expenses legitimately 
incurred for the business for which 
there is no specific exemption, you 
will allow those'· to.-be charged ·against 
the income to the extent of what is 
considered to be a reasonable charge: 
That is the attempt in Sections 35(D), 
35(E) &' 35(F)' to·· cover three types 
of expenses. 

SHRI SALVE: What is the safeguard 
'you think we need to ensure that 
people just do not indulge in an ex
penditure which ostensibly is for pur
poses of business and still in reality 
it is something else. For example, it 
is the easiest thing for one to pay the 
solicitor a lakh of rupees where he 
could have paid Rs. 50,000 and other 
Rs. 50,000 is either patronage etc. Once 
it happens that way do you think the 
some sort of check in this abuse which 
concept of ceiling is nof"gg1ing to bring 
might be permitted. 

SHRI DHONDY: Sir, the concept of 
ceiling will not bring this safeguard 
that you want, but what it will do, is 
that in a case where the level of ex
penditure required is higher than the 
arbitrary ceiling, that will be hit. 
Unfortunately, this has been the ex
perience of legislation hi evecy sphere. 

SHRi SANGffi: We would like to 
knc·:: have you prepared any state
ment of the compan1es that have been 
floated in the past year stating as to 
what preliminary expebses have 
been incurred by them in the past to 
give us an idea as to whether the 
figure of 2.5 per cent is reasonable or 
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warrants a change. Simply talking 
without facts will not help. 

SHRI SALVE: When you reply to 
Mr. Sanghi . You may also tell us is 
there any nexus between the borrow
ed capital and the capital of the com
pany and its preliminary expenses. 
Also tell us when a seven )'ears term 
is prescribed for long-term borrowing
Wh~>n banks give loans against gross 
holdings of the company whether they 
invariably take Demand PI'omissory 
Note by way of colateral security? 
And if they do take such promisocy 
note by way of collateral security, can 
it be said that the loan is not repaY
able within this time? 

SHRI S. R. DKMANI: There is force 
in his arguments. the ceiling of 2! per 
cent will be disadvantageous to ~orne 
concerns and will not be sufficient to 
meet the requirement of expenditure. 
The expenditures are either for capital 
or for revenue. Therefore, Government 
should clarify what expenditures are 
for capital and what should be allowed 
as a revenue expenditure. so that the 
expansion of the industry should not 
be held up and all tiie new and the 
old en~erpreneurs can expand proper
ly. That is the clarification required. 

SHRI MUTTOO: This is a new pro
vision which the Government has 
brought in as a measure to encourage 
the industry and give some sort of 
relief. This may please be appreciated 
and in this light the other points must 
be considered. Now, if we were to 
give a general sort of allowance for 
all expenditures, there are bound to 
be abuse. For example, there can be 
claim for goodwill, cost of land; etc. 
Now. reference has been made to the 
~mnibus clause. The idea is that with 
th" experience we gain we would be 
able to make rules to include items 
which should be brought in as genuine. 

Regarding this rate of 2~ per cent, 
which has been objected to, we do 
feel somewhat exercisea on this point. 
In future if our experience shows that 
it is not adequate, it can be consider
ed. 



SHRI DHONDY: I would like to 
begin by saymg that we strongly 
welcome the objective behind these 
amendments where you are attempt
ing to give relief where not presentlY 
available, although it should lie. As 
far as we are concerned, you are bring
ing the taxable income concept nearer 
to the correct accountlng1ncome. Hav
ing said that, the point I am making 
does not detract from my appreciation 
of the move towards tliis end. 

' You made a point, S'll', that this 
new provision of general allowance 
would bring abuse. Now, if that is so, 
I would suggest that a more practical 
solution might be to attempt to specify 
something in respect of certain items 
say, goodwill, cost of land, etc. which 
would not be allowed to be aeducted 
even if they fall within the type cover
ed generally by the Section. If you 
consider it necessary, you can also 
bring that omnibus proviso in as a 
specific provision. 

The second thing is that you said 
that the rate of 2! per cent is based 
on certain studies that you have made. 
Now, Sir, I do not aispufe -the figure 
you arrJvPd at by adopting a certain 
formula. The point I am making is 
this, that my answer to Mr. Salve's 
question whether there is nexus "bet
ween the type of exPenses and yard
stick for the proposed ceiling on it 
is 'No, Sir', with respect. For example, 
one of the consequences of attempting 
to bring this ceiling this way will be 
to defeat one of the objectives of this 
Section. One of the objectives is to 
maximise the effective use of limited 
capital resources, in increasing produc
tion. Let us, say, there is a company, 
which has built up a very substantial 
profitable business, which has got its 
resources for new expansion, where it 
has to incur substantial expenditure. 
Let us say that this new expansion is 
very necessary for the country's eco
nomic development, There is a great 
risk involved in it. It is a highly ad
vanced technology in a highly advanc
ed field. In such a case, this company 
will have to incur considerable amount 
of initial expenditure on preparing 
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technical feasibility reports, on having 
an extensive market survey as to the 
likely alternative projects and so on. 
In such case, You will weigh the 
benefit to the econoiny from such a 
company's proposed project in relation 
to 2! per cent of its issued capital 
and its borrowings. And, supposing it 
has been efficient and it has not had 
to borrow, and it is using its own 
money, you will allow nothing to it. 
On the other haria, take another com
pany, which 1s extravagant, which is 
able to borrow money also, automati
cally, to such a company which has re
ally damaged our national interest, you 
will allow a higher deduction. This is 
what I want to highlight. 

SHRI DHONDY: At the moment 
reserves are not there. 

SHRI SANGHI: Would you prefer 
a new formula that 2! per cent be in
creased to capital ana exclude the 
borrowings so that those companies who 
work in capital may also get advantage 
particularly, companies who have large 
borrowings over companies which do 
not have large borrowings, To equa
lise this sort of differentiation, would 
you prefer a solution by wliich you 
increased 2~ per cent and restrict it 
to the issued capital only. 

Some advantage has been given by 
this Bill which was not to the com• 
panies before. Now the question is as· 
you say it is not very handsome. 
Would you like to change the formula 
and give us an alternative formula. 
We would prefer some specific factors 
from the old balance sheet that you 
have of the companies as to what 
exactly has been aebited in the form 
of amortization. 

SHRI :CIW:::DY: It would be based 
on own capital and reserves. Take the 
case of a small enterpreneur setting 
up a new industrial activity like this 
Our recent economic measures are in
tended primarilY to encourage that 
sort of a person who takes risk with 
his own capital whicn in absolute 
terms of requirements of that parti
cular business may be small, but to 
him it is important. Sa'j, it is his life
time's earnings. Say for instance that 
he does so with one Iakh of rupees. 



He also manages in view of" our pro
gressive policies to take another lakh 
of rupees from the bank, and this 
total capital still does not suffice. He 
can get a certain amount of money Jjy 
way of loan, say anotlier lakh from his 
friend. In that case, for arguments 
sake, say Rs. 3 lakhs is the total capi-

. tal requirement-of which one lakh re
presented the owner's life-time's sav
ings, on lakh represented the States 
loan through nationalised Bank and 
one .lakh of rupees which his friends 
·have loaned to him. 

The point I am making is that our 
intention is to afford an incentive to 
it which is worth while ..... 

MR. CHAIRMAN: May I interrupt. 
That is a general thing which is under
stood. Do not make it general. You 
give us 10 to 15 firms with which you 
are dealing. You give us a list of pre
liminary expenses. Let us see whether 
it varies from 2! to 3!. It will be vezy 
helpful to us. 

SHRI D.ANDEKER: Mr. Dhondy, the 
point was in relation to the enumera
tion of these expenses. And, of course, 
you have expenses which do not fall . 
within these pre-enumerated categori
es secondly, a limit on such expendi
ture expressed as a simple proportion 
of expenditure to capital alone may 
not be adequate when related to capi
tal and reserve or to capital and 
reserves, or to capital, resources and 
borrowings. If you give us figures of 
what is to be included in various 
categories of development expenditure 
and so on, it will help us to arrive at 
some conclusion whether there should 
be any enumeration or any limit at 
all, whether it should be related to 
capital or to capital and -reserves or 
to ·capital and reserves borrowings and 
so on. 

MR. CHAffiMAN: You give us clari
. fication of what is pricing of the pro
ducts, whether in pricing products 
.they have included depreciation which 
you have enumerated. To what extent 
they are included in the pricing of the 
product? · 

SHRI DHONDY: We will attempt to 
give concrete cases where certaih 
quantum o ~ preliminary expense- has 
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been incurred in relation to what 
would be the quantum allowable in 
that proposed ceiling that you have 
in the provisions of the Section were 
retained. 

About pricing policy, I may submit, 
Sir, let us assume that these expenses, 
which are disallowed to the Company 
initially, in its tax assessment, are 
sought to bere.covered by it bY, .adding 
them to the p1;ice of its prodtl';!ts. What 
will be · the significance of this to the 
economy? Is it a good thing or a bad 
thing? The first thing is that the con
sumer whose interest we have to pro-· 
teet, will have to pay more. The 
second thing is that the Exchequer 
takes its share out of the increased 
price. Who is the person who loses in 
this? Basically it is the consumer who 
loses. 

SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: The addi
tional burden of taxation is there. 

SHRI DHONDY: Logically, I would 
not say it is unreasonable from the 
businessman's point of view. Business 
has to recoup its outlays out of its 
income. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Supposing in 
advanced countries certain firms use 
its own techniques.,..-latest renovation, 
scientific researches and introduce 
something new in product pattern 
which helps in reducing the cost of 
production.' That is a novel experience 
so far as the Indian firms are con
cerned. The price never goes down. 
It always goes up. 

Supposing a firm takes all these 
methods-having foreign scientists, 
know how and we invest in that. Sup
Posing we give him exemption and the 
price goes down. Then that is a con
sideration which can be considered by 
this Committee. But supposing with all 
these things the country pays heavily 
again for the products which the fac
tory manufactures, then what is the 
justification when they get more faci
lities. At least there sliould be some 
rationale. 

SHRI DHONDY: Ultimately the 
community should also benefit from the 
allowance by the Revenue of this type 



of expenditure to encourage this type 
of economic unit. · 

SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: You would 
accept 25 per cent of the curtailed 
expenses is reasonable after what the 
Chairman has suggested. 

SHRI DHONDY: I sympathise with 
the objectives he has iti. trying to have 
a quantum ceiling. But lookingat tlie 
problem rationally, we still have to 
consider whether this particarar yard
stick is the proper one. 

SHRI N. K;t> .. SALVE: It has been 
suggested that the ceiling should be 
fixed with reference to the cost of the 
project. Secondly, why should there 
be 7 years? If an assessee is capable 
and efficient in production and produc
tivity, let him pay 1ii a year's time. It 
is better for the Revenue and for 
everyone c'On(!i:.rned. One thing-in 
reality are not all the loans which are 
given on the Security ~ad? 
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SHRI DHONDY: It is possible for a 
very strictly technical person to say 
that, therefore, the loan will be pay
able on demand. Overdrafts are pay
able on demand. 

SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: And to the 
best of by knowledge, even mortgage 
banks do not stipulate time; They 
always say on demand, though there 
is an understanding that it will not 
be asked. 

SHR1 N. DANDEKER: The long 
term loans from Banks are not payable 
on demand, but according to a time
schedule, wliich in practice extends 
over a long period of time. 

SHRI MUTTOO: Sir, regarding this 
period of 7 years as we have proposed, 
we relied on the provision in the 
Surtax Act, 2nd Schedule. Such 
moneys are borrowed for the creation 
of a capital asset in India; and the 
agreement under which such moneys 
are borrowed provides for the repay
ment thereof during a period of not 
less than 7 years. This was our gUide
line for this provision. 

SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: But here, 
for purposes of preliminary expenses, 
you may torrowtminey. Do you have 
objectbn if a vecy good businessman 

returns his money in two years? Will 
)'ou not allow preliminary expenses? 

SHRI .DHONDY: I would like to 
submit that in regard to some of the 
.il:J!ms of expenditure, which we are 
now talking about, there are already 
certain limitations under tli.e Com
panies Act on certain items of such 
preliminary . expenditure e.g. under
writing brokerage and commiSSIOn. 
Ther.e are limitations under tbe Com
Panies Act, that is onepoint. And also 
whether it would be equitable and 
fair to the less well-established Com
panies to have one and the same 
measure of ceiling in their ca•e as 
in the case of the betfer-~:!ished 
ones? Because it is a well realised 
fact that a Company which is long 
established and with a very good mar
ket reputation ma'y have to incur inuch 
less in the way of initial issue ex
penses to make, its capital issues a 
success than a relatively unknown 
undertaking. So, is this not another 
reason why you should consider 
whether the same ceiling would be 
equitable in regard to both cases? 

Incidentally, I would like to point 
out an omission of three words in 
our Memorandum at page 6, para 1, 
in the sentence beginning with "Even 
in case .... ", after "we may point out 
that the", you may please add "effect 
of the", and then read, "omission of 
the lump sum payment for purchase 
of ... " etc. 

Then, coming to this quantum and 
the basis on which you work out the 
ceiling, please see the last 2 paras of 
page 6 and the first ~ paras of page 
7 of our Memorandum; "In case the 
limits suggested in sub-clause (3) are 
to be retained .... ". The point here is 
this at what· point of time do. you 
consider this base, made up of issued 
capital and borrowings for working 
out this 2.5 per cent? Should it be of 
that particular year itself, or, at the 
option of the Company, that year or 
the next year? It may be that the 
actual issue takes place in the second 
year. But the expenses have to be 
incurred over two years, part in the 
year before the actual issue of capital 



and a ·part also in the second year. 
And the capital is received only -before 
1he end of· the- second year. 2.5 per 
cent as· a ceiling· on the expenditure 
in :the· first ·year. means you will not 
allow any 'expenditure· in the first 
year. Therefore the t :point o{ time 
should be permitted to be• eitl:ler at' the 
end of the. first year or at the end of 
the'. ~eeona· year; at the assessee's 
option. 

SHRtSANGHI:These should be con
. sideied m case you come to the con-· 
elusion that 2.5 per cent is agreeable. 

SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: H"ow do you 
claim the expenses?· You .say that the 
basis has to be capital and· loan of 
next year. That is a practical difficulty. 

SHRI DHONDY: Sometimes, there 
will be an interval of ouly3 to 6 months 
befors the last date withiri which to 
file the Return. By tlie time the 
return is filed, you alreadY 
know that the money has come in. 
So." the figure will bl! linown. . . 

SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: The laws are 
framed to see that·fuere is no·problem,. 
but what you are suggesti.rig would 
create problems.· 

.. . . . 

SHRI DHONDY: It will be 'a matter
of working out a formula. We .shall 
beari in ·minil''the' ·pratitical 'difficulties 
in workl.iig'it 'out 'Of our'· Me~orandlltn'." 

Then · at page 8, in the very first 
paragraph there, we are talking .·of 
rehl.tively ·a matter· of detail ii1 regar(i' 
to consuftancy · fees ' for eng\neerinlf 
services. We have suggested that the 
qualifying clause ·that the business of 
the consultant engineering firm should 
be approved for this purpose by the 
Central Government is really an un
necessary additional complication. 

SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: There are 
solicitors, chartered accountants, con
sul tancy engineers and so on, and if 
they are paid some money, should 
they be first approved' by · Govern
ment? What is the rationale behind 
this? Take, for instance, M. N. Dastur 
& Company. Suppose they happen to 
have certain technical expertise con
sultancy -in-- a certain area, how will 
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it be· possible fbi any income-tax offi
cer' or other· Governmenf officials to 
come to· a judgment without further 
technical expe'rtise in the' special area 
m whic~. M: N. :nasturs are qualified, 
as'to·whether M. N. Dastur's ar~_quali
fied or not? 

MR. CHAIRMAN:-M. N. ·nastur may 
b.e ·known to have gpecial expertise 
but there may be others also who may 
have such expertise and who may not 
be so well known . 

,j : . 

SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: Leave alone 
M. N. Dastur & Co. There may be 
lesser engineers· who ·may be running 
their business, and who may be com
petent. enough to do the ,job. After all, 
it is their'' business. Why should they 
.have to come before Government for 
approval? What is the rationale behind 
it? 

·sHRi MUTTOO: The idea is to avoid 
mushroom consultants and thereby 
salre this from being abused. 

SHRI TENNETI VISWANATHAM: 
The' resuit' will be that Government 
wm·cre~t~ a set of their' own constilt
ing'engiiieer!l- You may prevent mush
room ·engineers· but' you will create a 
pattonage. ' 

:SHln''riHONDY: Apart fiom that; 
wfli it' !not also'· defeat the general·' 
econohifc objectives of eneri\lraging 
new people 'into areas of expertise? 

.-. I 

SHRI N. K. SOMANI: I am: surprised· 
at this -remark of the chairman of the 
board of direct taxes. I do not know 
what is going to be mushroom and what 
is going to be legitimate. I thought that 
it was the policy of the Government 
to encourage more and more engineers 
and consultants to come up instead of 
building up some kind of monopoly. 
There has already been some com
plaint about monopoly by auditors, 
that only about ten firms of auditors 
are having a monopoly of a large 
business in the proportional world, 
and, therefore, there is need to en
courage-more and more people to come 
up, and I cannot, therefore, see the 
point in ·their having · to go to the 



income-tax. offi~er~ .for purposes of re
cognition. If a client feels confident 
that in the .interests ·of his company 
a particular 'individual or a new firm 
is capable. of delivering the goods, I 
think that that should be a sufficient 
criterion. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: In the course of 
these years, have you come across any 
such cases? · 

SHRI MUTTOO: This is a new pro
vision and that is wh:y we are taking 
this sort of protective measure. 

SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: To the 
extent it is provided that it has to 
be given to a concern which is carry
ing on business it should be sufficient 
and that will prevent its being given 
to their nieces or nephews or cousins. 
It has to be paid to a concern which 
is a business concern. That provision 
should be enough. Why should there 
be this further requirement of Gov-. 
ernment approval? 

SHRI N. DANDEKER: May I make 
an observation here? This is really a 
strange thing. We are talking about 
technological. advance and so on, and 
evecybody says that we want to en
courage new concerns to come up. 
Every concern that is established al
ways starts as a small concern and 
after some years it develops and be
comes a firm of some competence. Mr., 
Muttoo may call them mushrooms, 
but· the:y do grow like mushrooms but 
eventually they mature into something 
worth-while. 

Our whole policy seems to be direct
ed towards making it eaS'y for the 
small industries and the small men 
and the small everything. All of them 
are not going to consult Dastur & Co. 
They are only going to consult the 
smaller consultants or those who are 
dealing with business of that kind. 

I ma:r tell you that in one of the 
companies of which I used to be a 
managing director, the most competent 
erection engineer had no qualifications 
at all. He was the most competent 

erection engineer. Wherever there b 
any erection j'ob to be done, I always 
recommend bini because I know he is 
really a top class erection engineer. 
But if he is to be called as a mushroom 
engineer and if he·. is ·to seek approval 
from Government, then I do not know 
what will happen. 

I do not think that we ought to have 
this provision. It is not the business 
of the Central Board of Direct Taxes 
to testify to the technical competence 
of people to be technical consultants 
or managerial consultants, financial 
consultants and what not. I, therefore, 
support what has been said here that 
this provision ougiit to be removed. 

SHRI MUTTOO: So far as chartered 
accountants, lawyers and other con
sultants are concerned, there are some 
sort of regulations and there is some 
discipline. But so far as consultants as 
such are concerned, it is a new field, 
and there is no sucli discipline or re
gulation at present, and that is wh:Y it 
has been suggested that they might 
get >themselves approved. 

SHRI N. K. SANGHI:. Have you laid 
down any yardstick by which 'YOU can 
approve them or not -approve them? 

SHRI. MUTTOO: We have not pre
pared ariy yardstick at present. · 

. ' 
SHRI N. K. P., SALVE: It will lead 

to a monopoly. If new people are going 
to be weeded out as being mushroom,· 
then it will virtually meim the crea
tion of some more monopolies. 

SHRI N. K. SANGID: The Central 
Board of Direct Taxes is doing a lot 
of work and I do not think that their 
work should be increased in this 
manner and this may not be adding 
to the revenues also. 

SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: Yes, that 
is also another aspect. 

SHRI DHONDY: I would whollY 
support this suggestion that there 
should not be any attempt to dis
courage new entrepreneurs in this 
consultanc:y field also. If they have the 
requisite competence to oll'er consul-. 



tancy service, then people will make 
use of them, If·they do·• not have it,: 
then automatically the;r would not be 
consulted. That is going to be the cri
terion on which their· mushroom cha
racter will be decided. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: What is tbe 
motive behind this provision? I think 
Mr. Muttoo has to explain it to the 
committee. 

SHRI MUTTOO: The whole motive 
is that we want to see that it is not 
abused. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Supposing they 
get this advice from a consultancy 
firm hi regard to amortisation, then 
are you going to accept it ~ it is, or 
are ;rou going to scrutinise it aga_in? 

SHRI MUTTOO: It woulii be treat
ed like other scrutiny of accounts. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: If you have tbe 
freedom to scrutinise, then what ·iS 
the use of restricting this only to 
certain firms which are recognised by 
Government? · · 

SHRI MUTTOO: If a firm' is not 
recognised, then that would not be 
allowed, according to the proposal. 

·: ·rn · 

MR. CHAIRMAN: The view of the 
members is this. Has sufficient thought 
been given• to this matter when they 
wanted to h~ve this provision? 

SHRI DHONDY: I think it will 
require further thought and I hope 
that the thought will progress in the 
direction of not pressing this provi
sion. It will be very difficult for people 
who are not technical experts to judge 
the technical competence of somebody 
who is. What is more, the judging 
officers may not have the facts as to 
the t:ype of need felt. The man who 
has to pay the money will know he 
has to .get the value of what he spends. 
If he gets ~ust junk, there is not only 
that danger, but the advice given would 
be bad and it may ruin the equip
ment. The consequences will be much 
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greater than the initial outlay, So, they 
will not take irresponsible advice. 

Now, about section 35E, this ·is in 
relation to the relief for expenses on 
shifting the location of an enterprise. 
The first point I would like to make 
(I may refer here to page 8 of our 
memorandum which goes on to page 
9, fourth line) on this section is this. 
Once again, the requirement is laid 
down that there should be prior inti
mation to the Income-tax Officer 
before the . industrial undertaking 
shifts from one locality to another. 
The poin~. of this is not quite clear to 
us. It seems to be a technical condi
tion which is not really necessary for 
determining whether the shifting has 
taken place. On the contral"y, a man 
may give the intimation and not 
shift. It may be misleading the depart
ment. Supposing they shift without 
intimation, does that negative the 
value of the other location which is 
considered more desirable in general 
interest? 

The next point is that in the event 
of a sale of the undertaking, after 
the shifting has taken place, you 
seek to withdraw the benefit of the 
relief that you have given in earlier 
years. Possibly, one consideration 
which weighed .with you in· bringing 
in this section was thl\t you were try
ing to make out an analogy between 
this and the allowance of a develop
ment rebate.· It may' be that that iS 
not at all at the back of the mind of 
the authorities. But the point is, go
ing back to what I have said by way 
of preliminary remarks, here you 
have a case where there there has 
been an outlay of expenditure for the 
purpose of business. This outlay is 
considered desirable in general terms. 
So, you are allowing a deduction for 
it. Why should that deduction be 
lost, if after shifting the firm, the 
owner •.. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: What is the ob
jection? Supposing he gives prior 

:!n;~:n 0:~~f:C~~ing, what Is 



SH~I· -DHONDY:. Suppose he 
for~e~ to do it.. 

MR .. CHAffiMAN: One _it 
why should he forget it? 
not under_standable, · 

is th~re, 
This is 

SHR): Ri\.M SEWAK YADAV: What 
is the,'oojectof that p:i-ovision?' · 

Sl:I~ MUTTOO: . Sir, the idea is 
to have it as an· administrative safe. 
guard; we should hav~ such a provi
sion, so that such claiixis may not be 
made at a later date. If there are 
such· safeguards, they will see that 
the claim is made and allowed. If 
the' claim is made iate, it will not be 
allowed. 

SHRI DHONDY: If prior intimation 
is given, do you send a man every 
time, to verify whether the industry 
has shifted from. the. existing site to 
ihe other site? 

SHRI MUTTOO: There is no ques
tion of everytime. The concerns will 
do it only once. 

SHRI DHONDY: Shifting from one 
location to .another? 

· SHRI MU.TTOO:. They. are not 
shifting· too frequently. . 

SHRI IiHONDY: ' Is the, Depart-. 
P>ent's · intentioii. once intimation is 
given, say, shifting. from Bombay. to 
Nagpur,. that the. authority will, a~ a 
matter' of procedure, send' its repre
sentative to see whether there was 
a unit in Bombay and it 'has moved 
to Nagpur? 

SHRI MUTTOO: We -will not send 
a man physically. We would rely on 
your report. But we will have some 
idea about the shifting. 

SHRI DHONDY:· If you do not in
tend to do this in every case, and if 
you are really trying to have a safe
guard that a false claim is not made, 
there are umpteen ways of finding it 
out. Suppose it is made later, you 

cannot 1phys_ically, relocate. the whole. 
plant.. in Nagp~l,' withOUt the buildin& 
being, . there,. It . is_ very . simple for 
the.,'department to find out. Possibly, 
the; assesin& officers' jurisdiction will 
change. · 

'SHRI MUTTOO: As the Chairman 
h'B.S 1iskeii, What is . the harm in this? 
It is · only ·a ' safeguard; 

MR.,CHAIRMAN: I have personal 
knowledge o.f this. Last year, the 
Estimates Committee was entrusted 
with the question of drums and bar
rels -of certain industries, and to what 
extE)nt, corruption was there. We 
came to. know by our examin'Btion 
that in almost all cases, those who 
were . having the industries in Bom
bay acted in such a manner that they 
could shift the. business, _violating all 
the" .regulations of tP,e ,Companies Act 
and the Industries (Regulation and 
Development) Act; they did it in 
such a subtle manner. that it was 
founq., ultimately. that they had with
hel4 th~ licence; , already three, barrel 
centres could be set up. in Calcutta, 
It is done in such a way that · even 
the entire, Industries_. Department W'BS 

not aw!!re <1f -~t in. spite ·of the regu
lations.;. What, is1 •the. ,harm in· giving 
prior intimation? 

SH~l :N. DAN:DEQ):J.: . What is 
the._harm .. in. gjvipg,notie.e of all sorts 
of thin8li,, that,. I , am . 60 · years. old, 
that I am residing here; that I have 
shifted my office. from here? It is a 
meaningless proposition. 

SHRI MU.TTOO: Regarding the 
withdrawal of the amortization we 
have relied on section 280ZA ( 4') of 
the Income-tax Act. Therein, it rela
tes to tax credit certificates for shift
ing industrial undertakings f•om an 
urban area to 'another place. 

SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: There is 
where you get a tax credit on capi
hl gains. On that, it will not be 
allowed. 



SHRI·: MUTTOO:, We •have. relied 
'on rt!ii& fori cwithdr.awing. 

SH:IU N. K. P. SALVE: This clause 
deals with· tax credit· ·cer.tificate on 
capital gains fo~· shifting · cif in\iu~trial 
undertakings. How is that relevant 
for this hitima~ion? . There, yoti are 

. givi!lg a· tax credit, 

SHRI. DHONDY: The question is 
whether. this additional requirement 
will achieve the . objective in your 
mind ornot. ·On. the contrary, it may 
serve. as an instJ;ument of unfair de
privation of. relief to somebody who 
-has genuinely not known about this. 

SHRI N .. K. .P. SALVE: Before we 
close; since you are representing a 

. profl!ssion. which carries: yery serious 
responsibilities, both .to the exche
quer and to the successful adminis
tration of the tax laws, I want to 
know" one. thing. Very. rightly,, your 
memorandum has not been a catalo
. gue,. of., demands . and,· concessions.! But 
·you have stated,· in . the· .preliminary 
-intr,oductony paras that many of· the 
·major :recommendations ·Of ·the Public 
·Accouzit!;, Committee. ·and the. ARC 
have;not;been,incorporated or -imple
mented. when you come again here, 
we wilt' be' • gratefuL 'if ·:you . point· . out 
·the .. major . recommendations .. which 
want to. be ,. incorporated, within the 
framework .of this :Bill; So, if you 

·do •that, we shall ,be glad. Your view 
is that we will not be travelling be
yond the . present proposals, but with
in the proposals, let us know·. what 
are the major recommendations. You 
have made a categorical averment to 
that effect. Please tell us which are 
those' major recommendations. We 
expect to hear you in detail when 
you come next time. Your elucidation 
has been very brilliant. 

SHRI DHONDY: Would you wish 
us to continue this afternoon? 

MR. CHAIRMAN: No: it will be 
some other time. 

In reg3r,d to .section 35E, I submit 
that this• technicaL condition .may not 
be strictly- necessary. for achieving 
the .. objective in view. As regards 
the, withdrawal of relief in the event 

·of sa)e,.,.)llle felt this. was not a justi
fiable provision. .Since ·tne ·outlay had' 
been made, if there was some"unallo
we~ outlaY :.at . that .. point of time, . 
there.•may. be.oa.·case:.for allowing th& 

. balance. to be written off in the last 
year of the business. Nobody closes 
his business just for avoiding paying 
taxes. The analogy of development 
reb~te . provision is not at all appli
cable. 

Then, there is a printed error we 
have pointed out at page 10. 

MR.. CHAIRMAN: That has been. 
accepted. 

SHRI. DHONDY: Thank you. As 
regards the proposed new section 
35F, we .. already.have a fifth and sixth: 
schedule, in the Income-tax Act 
Now .. .a, seventh- schedule-.is proposed 
to· be. ;1dded to the. Income-tax· Act. 
But is it necessary and does it simp· 
lify matters? The Fifth Schedule i& 
in :egard "to development rebate. The 
'Sixt!'l · Sch\!dule · is about · 8 · per ·cent 
·redllction · of profits" fcir priority· in
dus~ries. The Seventh Schedule·. re
peats ··verbatim the 'list •·of · ·niinetals 
given in some other law for· some 
other· ·purposes. Is there ·a · mineral 
which ·_this country does not ·want'to 
prospect tor and · develop? If there 
is . any, exclude those by mentioning 
them in the section itself; 

Then, wliy do you want to encou
rage prospecting only .by Indian com
panies? There are a large number 
of assessees other than Indian com
panies. It seems there is justification 
for giving this concession to all the 
assessees. In regard to disallowing ot 
certain specified expenditure, I am 
told there is no uniformity in legisla
tion from State to State as regards 
the capital cost of acquiring the right 
to extract which is a wasting asset 
In certain States, there are provisions 



for paying salami. This is al'lO an 
outlay for the same objective. On 
what logical ground cim you say that 
it should. not be allowed to be amor
tised? There is a strong case for al
lowing all expenditure inctirred _for 
promotional activity. 

in regard to clause 30, there is no 
power for waiver of interest by the 
ITO even where he himself thinks it 
proper under the circumstances to 
allow extension of time for filing the 
return within the prescribed deadline. 
This does not· seem to be logical 

Regarding the proposal to increase 
the duty of the assessee to make pay
ment of tax on self-assessment as en
vi~~ged in clause 31, I submit that 
we have not reached the stage where 
the average tax-payer will be able· to 
calculate his liability with any sub
stantial accuracy. This is an exer
cise which is beyond the ingenuity of 
the average tax-payer. There is no 
justification for reducing the limit 
froll' Rs. 5lJb to Rl!;-lUG. It does not 
bring in any substantial revenue also. 

Regarding clause 35, we have a 
time-limit sought to be introduced for 
_completing assessments which have 
been reopened as a result of appe
llate \lrder or because originally there 
was an ex parte assessrri\mt. This 
would apply only to reopenings from 
the assessment year 1970-71 onwards. 
We feel there is a case for fixing a 
time-limit in regard to pending asses
sments relating to earlier years also. 

We are of the view that the pro
posed increase in the fees for appeals 
to the Appellate Tribunal from 
Rs. 100 to Rs. 250 ls too high, unless 
you introduce a provision giving the 
right to the Tribunal to award costs. 
In the interest of equity, we want to 
lrnow whether the fee is chargeable 
o both the parties, because sometimes 

the Department may file an appeal 

There is a provision which takes 
away the power of the AAC to con
done delays in filing the appeal We 
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submit that this provision Should be 
deleted and the AAC ·snoUld C'ontinue 
to have the power to exercise his dis
cretion and condone delays in sub
missjon of appeal for sufficient cause, 
even ~eYo~d 30 days. 

In r'egard to clause 27, which· seeks 
to amend section 89, we feel that the 
Income-tax Officer, instead of the 
cozm:russioner of Income-tax, should 
be g1ven the power to allow this 
relief where the salary or the interest 
on securities is received in arrears. 
If you are now going to provide, as 
the amendment proposes, that there 
should be rules prescribed by the 
Central Board as to the circumstan
ces in which this is to_ be done, then 
the officer merely has to follow the 
rules. Why do you then want to 
bring it again to the level of the 
Commissioner?_ That is the logic of 
this particular suggestion. 

In regard to clause 29 amending 
section 119, we suggest that the rules 
that are proposed to be published 
. should be given the widest publicity 
so that assessees do understand what 
is the present view of the depart

. ment' in regard to specific matters ·so 
that they do not. unknowingly com
ll1it · any default of the provisions. 

: ; ·Coming to clause 30, amending sec
tion 139 (8); you have· a provlSlon 
here that if it is a registered firm 
which commits the delay in filing a 
return, even though it is going to be 
assessed as a registered firm, the in
terest should be charged to it as if 
it were being taxed as an unregistered 
firm. With respect, it may be a deter
rent but it does not seem to be justi
fied on the facts. You may allow ex
tension and even then you are talk
ing of charging interst for that exten
ded period on tax which the firm 
never defaulted. This may have ori
ginated at a time when registered 
firms were not subject to any tax at 
all but now there is a fairly substan
tial quantum of tax on registered 
firms and this provision for interest, 
being calculated in respect of regis
tered firms, which are late in filing 



returns, on the basis of the· tax the:Y 
may. have had to pay if they were 

· treated as unregistered firms, seems 
a little unfair. · 

These are the main points. We are 
grateful to you for this opportunily. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: We thank you 
and your colleagues for the valuable 
suggestions that you have given to 
this Committee. Please send us the 
second memorandum on the points 
that are outstanding. Then, we will 
fix the time and write to you again. 

The witnesses then withdrew. 

H. Punjab, Haryana and Delhi Cham
ber of · Commerce and Industry, 
Now Delhi Spokesmen: 

1. Shri Raghunath Rai-ChaiT":<an, 
Company Law and Taxation Pane! 
of the Chamber. 

2. Shri Mohinder Puri-Me,;,ber, · 
Managing Committee. 

3. Shri S. Sundara 
ber, Company · Law 
Pane!. 

Raman-Mem
and Taxation 

4. Shri Onkar Nath-Member, 
Company Law and Taxation Pane!. 

5. Shri· M; L. · Nandrajog -Secre-. 
tary of the Chamber. 
(The witnesses were . caHed in and 

they took their sea.o;. 
MR. CHAIRMAN: Mr. Raghunath 

Rai, we welcome you and your col
leagues to this Committee. I would 
like to bring to :your notice the direc
tion of the Speaker so far as · tlie 
work of thi~ Committee is concerned. 
It reads thus: 

"Where witnesses appear be
fore a Committee to give evidence 
the Chairman shall make it clear 
to the witnesses that their evidence 
shall .be treated as public and is 
liable to be publfuhed, unless 
they specifically desire that all or 
any. part of the evidence given 
by them is to be treated as con
fidential. It shall, however, be 
explained to the witness that 
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even though they might desire 
their evidence to .be treated as 
confidential, · such evidence is 
liable to be made available to 
the members of Parliament." 

t:.' 

I ask you to give a brief resume of 
the Memorandum that you have 
given us. 

SHRI RAGHUNATH RAI: On be
half of the Chamber I express my 
grateful thanks to the hon. Chairman 
and the members of the Committee 
for having given \1'3 the opportunity 
of expressing our views and giving 
oral evidence on this Bill. 

The aim~ of the Bill have been en
unciated in the Bill itself. They are 
simplification and rationalisation of 
the tax structure. The Chamber, there
fore, welcome the measure>. We feel 
that, on the whole, the Bill is in that 
direction and if it is passed with 
whatever modifications the hon. 
members feel like, it is bound to give 
that effect. 

We have submitted our Memoran
dum and, therefore, I would not like 
to take the hon. members' time in 
going into each and· every clause but 
briefly would mention a few impor
tant provisions. 

The· Chamber feels that, with re
gard to t!ie· remuneration of foreign 
technicians, the existing provisions 
are quite adequate and need no 
change, and the time has not yet 
come when a limitation on the sala
ries that are to be paid to the foreign 
techniciam should be placed. 

In regard to Hindu undivided 
families also, we feel that the exis
ting provisions are quite adequate 
and the fear expressed that large 
scale Hindu undivided families have 
been formed after 1965 as a reoult of 
the Gujarat High Court decision doPs 
not go to such an extent as to need 
amendment in the statute because ir. 
that High Court decision it has been 
mentioned that it is only the partition 
which is to .be affected and not 



throwing. of the ·money into common 
hotch-poch. • • • 

MR: CHAIRMAN: On what basis 
do you say that · it should not have 
retrospective effect from 1965. on
wards?c·· 

SHRI RAGHUNATH RAI: My 
submission is thh. So far as throwing 
into the family hatch poc'l1 is con• 
cerned, those provisions were already 
there although it may not have been 
known to many of us. The provisions 
of the law say only with ·regard to 
those formations of Hindu undivided 
families which have been effe.cted 
after 31st March 1965. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: You mean to say 
what is the legal thing should not 
be .••• 

SHRI RAGB'UNATH RAI: .. should 
not -be disturbed because even under 
the Hindu law it will lead to a lot of 
complications and the purpose of the 
simplification of the law would not 
be served, 
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With regard •to registration ·of -firms, 
the' present provi~ions of the law · 
have' been very· much clarified-- by 
numet'Ous decisions- of the<· High 
Courts as well as the Supreme Court. 
The purpose of registration is not 
to affect the · genuineneS3 -or· non
genuineness of the firm which the In
come Tax- Officer has got the power 
to go into the merits of the case and 
find out whether the firm is genuine 
or not. What has been incorporated 
in the Bill is a procedural one as to 
how the registration of a firm should 
be effected in a particular manner. 
In this our submission is that the 
existing provisions .are quite ade
quate and any further provi~ions 
will rather complicate· the matters 
because getting registration from the 
Registrar of Firms is not easy. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Existing pro
vision i'3 adequate? 

SHRI R. N. MUTTOO: It was on 
the recommendation of the Adminis
trative Reforms Commission and 

Bhoothalingam · Committee, that . we 
came out with· the- change,· It was. 
a general demand that the registra
tion by the Registrar of Firms ~hould 
be taken as final. 

MR.· :cHAIRMAN: · ·How• ·far is it 
correct that the existing provision is 
adeqUater to meet this demand? 

SHRI R D. SHAH: The-re is a 
general 'feeling amorigst thooe firms 
coming up for -registration that the 
prooedure is rather involved and, as 
expressed in the discussion this mor
ning, there· WM a great deal of doubt 
as to what application should be filed 
an·d what not, with the result that there 
was· a lot· of public · opinion which 
represented bef&re the· Bhooth'alin
gam Committee and the Administrative 
Reforms Commission that the proce
dure for registration of fi= should 
be rationalised and simplified. So, 
in this process, one of the recommen
dations of the Bhoothalingam Com
mittee was that if a firm is registered 
with ·the Registrar of firm:;, that 
should in ·itself form the basis of re
gistration by the Department. Pre
viously the idea of registration was 
that the Income · Tax- Officer would 
look irito the genuilieriess or · non
genilineness'cif the·'firm.· ·The present 
procedure a~ envisage(l'by the> Bhoo
thalingam Committee and also attemp
ted by the amendment proposed is 
that the registration with the Regis
trar of Firms will ·be· pfimii · facie 
evidence as to the genuineness of the 
firm. So -it is felt that this provisicn 
is likely to simpUfy the vexed ques
tion of regiStratiim of firms. Now the ' 
Income Tax Officer would not have 
to look into and examine each and 
every case from this point of genuine
ness. 

SHRI RAGHUNATH RAI: My sub
miS3ion only is this that so far as the 
procedure is concerned, the proce
dure was already there that the firm 
requiring registration has to file- an 
application with the Income Tax 
Officer and the Income Tax Officer 



goes into the ques .ion whether the 
firm is genuine or not. That power of 
the Inco~e Tax Officer is still retain
i!d in the Act. Although my friend 
has said that normally the registra
tion with the Registrar of firms will 
be taken as prima facie evidence as 

· to the genuinene3s, still it would not 
in any way prevent the Income Tax 
Officer from going into tliat question. 
The procedure which has been pres
eribed is far more cumbersome than 
the procedure which is ·at present in 
vouge. The system under which the 
registration was granted by the In
come Tax Officer i'3 an additional pro
eedure which bas been prescribed. 
Through the lncome Tax Officer he 
has got to give the application re
G.Uesting for registration of the firm. 
My '3ubmission is that the law re
lating to registration of firms has 
become very clear on account of 
the numerous decisions of Supreme 
Court and High Courts. They have 
gone into each and every case ;tnd 
laid down the nature of tbe juri;dic
tion where he can get -the genuine
ness or non-genuineness of the firm 
examined. Any more details about 
that will lead to more complication. 

SHRI TENNETI VISWANATHAM: 
What is the effect of those decisions? 

SHRI RAGHUNATH RAI: The 
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effect is that ·3o far as the future re
gistrations and renewal of registra
tions are concerned, the law is clear. 
They are following the decisions of 
the High Courts and the Supreme 
Court and registration i3 being 
granted. So far as the procedure as to 
how the application is to be filed, it -
was only in particular circumstances 
that genuineness of the firm was affec
ted became of cer,ain provisions not 
being complied with. The decisions 
of the High Courts and the Supreme 
Court have clarified the whole thing. 
The difficulties on the part of the 
assessees are no 1 anger there. My 
submbsion is that any further 
changes in this would lead to more 
complication. • 

SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: Apart from 
the question of the contemplated 
modification of the procedures, I 
actually fail to appreicate your ap
prehensions that the settled law un 
the point specially the Jaw as it 
emerge'> after a decision in a number 
of cases about the determination of 
the genuineness of the partnership, 
is likely to be umettled. I do not 
.share that apprehension of yours be
cau:>e the law as contemplated now 
is not going to unsettle the settled 
law on that point. The modific~tion 
of procedure, apart from any other 
procedures, is in point of fact 
simplified. The registration proce
dure is a different thing. 

SHRI RAGHUNATH RAI: Per-
haps I have not expressed myself 
clearly on the matter. WJ-.at I sub
mitted was that difficulties which 
would now be faced oy t'he assessees 
in following the procedure as prescrib
ed would be far more. 

SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: We will 
come to that point whether the pro
cedure now prescribed is more cum
bersome than the procedure prescri
bed before. Do you concede that 
otherwise this law does not contem
plate unsettling the established law 
a; to the genuineness cf partnership? 

SHRI RAGHUNATH RAI: Yes, 
Sir. 

SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: Therefore, 
we now come to the procedure. About 
the procedure the Department is 
saying that the Income Tax Officer 
has been so far getting along with the 
test which was not somewhat sub· 
jective, about the genuineneso of the 
firm's registration. The largest 
amount of litigation under the income 
tax law is under Sec. 34, relating to 
registration of firms. Now the De
partment says 'We will accept -your 
registration with the Regi3trar of 
firms as the prima facie proof of the 
genuineness of the partnersip'. If 
this be correct, do you believe that 



the added formality required to he 
complied with more than off sets the 
hardship which h being caused to the 
assessees to prove the genuineness 
•without such a registration? 

SHRI RAGHUNATH RAI: I agree. 
A the view of the Department is 
that once the registration is made 
with the Registrar of firms, it will 
be taken as prima facie evidence of 
the genuineness of the firm, that is 
an advance on tlie present situation. 
My only apprehension is that the 
procedure that has been prescribed 
ls somewhat complicated. 

SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: The only 
-procedure is about getting it register
ed. The other procedure at present 
is filing of various forms for the 
registration of firms. When it is the 
case of renewal of registration, you 
file anofher form along with re
turns. What are the changes that 
you think are more cumbersome as 
compared to the existing forms? 

SHRI RAGHUNATH RAI: The 
offices nf the registrars are not so 
easily situated. There is this aspect 
of time-lag in getting registration 
done there. Also, for a number of 
times the applications are returned 
by the offi~ers to the firms and such 
occasions are quite numerous. Tax 
officers are conversant with the de
tails of the registration which the 
registrars are not so well-equipped 
at the moment. They are situated in 
the headquarters. It can be effec
tive at the headquarters, where the 
assessee is being assessed. To tha> 
extent it is easier for him to approach 
and he can get them sorted out. In 
respect of 50 per cent of cases or half 
the number of assessee:; the forms 
would be returned after lapse of 
time. Assessees will be put to diffi
culties. There should not be proce
dural irregularities or inadequacies. 

SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: Would you 
be satisfied with a situation where 
the genuineness will not be challen
ged or would you have the commit
tee accept that we don't want this 
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difficulty, determine the genuineness 
in the normal course? 

SHRI RAGHUNATH RAI: The 
requirement:! of the law are there 
with regard to the matter of details 
of registration which have to be 
stated in the application for regis
tration and these are already given 
clearly there. If these very forms 
and regulations are provided even 
with I.T. Officers, then we have to 
give them throe things, which have 
to be given to the Registrar, we will 
certainlY welcome it. There is no 
difficulty. But if the Registrar be
comes registering authority himself, 
it is different. We are going to third 
authority and that will lead to waste 
of time. That is all. 

SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: You Jug
gest registration with I. T. Officer 
should be prima facie proof of the 
gunuineness. Is not that begging 
the question? With Income-tax 
Officer you seek registration. 

SHRI RAGHUNATH RAI: Registrar 
of firms even to day has no authority 
to refuse registration. He is only to 
go by particular provisions of the 
form pres~ribed and if that is duly 
filled in and completed and support
ed by documentary evidence and all 
that he has to register that ·tliing. He 
does not go into the genuineness of 
that thing. If it is desired that 
particulars should be given by as
sessee which are normally given toRe
gistrar of firms I would submit that 
procedure should be changed in a 
way that the ITO are required to get 
that· procedure to himself and f!S 
soon as those thing:; are completed it 
should be treated as prima facie 
evidence of the genuineness of the 
firm. My diffi~ulty is with regard 
to procedural delay and difficulties 
on the assessee and not with the 
forms and particulars which are 
required. 

·"sHRI N. K. P. SALVE: Registra
tion by itself does not establish ge
nuineness as such-it i~ an official 
re~uirement, formality, without 
really helping the assessee. 



SHRI RAGHUNATH RAI: The 
ITO can still go into that question 
irrespective of the assurances of the 
.Department. 

. SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: If the 
•. J?rovision is not in harmony with any 

assurance we get change of the 
·· · section modified properly. 

SHRI RAGHUNATH RAI: That be' 
incorporated in the section itself. 

SHRI N. K. l>. SALVE: What do 
you think about it? · 

. SHRI RAGHUNATH RAI: If it is 
incorporated in the section itself and 
modified it is welcome. Difficulties 
are created by procedural difficulties 
of registration with registrar of 
firms. I have no objection. 

SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: Suppose the 
section incorporates a condition that 
unless there is reason for the ITO to 
believe otherwise, registration with 
tJ:te registrar shall be prima facie 
proof of genuineness of the firm. 

SHRI RAGHUNATH RAI: There 
~s provision made in the sec".ion 
1tself. The ITO exercises indepen
dence with regard to the genuineness 
of the firm. 

SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: Ultimately 
what Will prevail is this: Registra
,tion with the Registrar should 
conclude the issue-unless there are 
reasons for the rro to believe that 
the registration with the registrar of 
firms is merely a pretence. 

SHRI RAGHUNATH RAI: 
concession provided to ITO. 
not given too many powers 
,into that authority. 

It is a 
He is 

to ~o 

SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: We 
giving more powers to go 
genuineness. 

are 
into 
• 
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SHRI R. N. MUTTOO: The changes 
you know, are made as a result of 
the recommendations of the Bhoo
thalingam Committee. As far as the 
hardships are concerned, vis-a-vis 
procedural changes I have got two 
points to submit. One is that all the 
partnership firms, as the law exists 
have to get themselves · registered 
with the registrar of firms in order 
to have the benefit under . Section 
69(1) and 6~(2) of the ,Indian Part
nership Act. Non-registration bars. 
the right of any person who is a 
partner in a firm to enforce certain 
rights against the firm or any person 
alleged to be a partner therein. And 
secondly it bars enforcement of cer
tain claims by a firm against third 
parties. So the question of going to 
registrar of firms is not something· 
new. They ha,ve !!lot themselves 
registered already with the registrar. 
Regarding practical hardship the 
position is this. They are now re
quired to be registered with the 
registrar of firms. There is a propo
sal for consideration that all firmsc 
which are already registered with 
income-tax department need not get 
themselves registered with the regis
trar of firms for getting benefit of 
renewal of registration in the Income
tax Act, unless the co~stitution 
changes. These are the pomts. 

SHRI N. K. SANGHI: One of the 
objects of the Bill is to remove cer
tain malPractices anCl Thcuna in the 
provisions. Some firms are not 
genuine. They get themselves regis
tered. Can you suggest steps to be 
taken by the tax officers concerned to 
determine the genuineness of the 
firm. 

I am drawing your attention to this 
fact that this requires registration ~Y 
the Registrar of Firms. It is poss.. ' 
that the agreement form might have 
been purchased and made use of 
after some time. In the meantime 
there might be change in the part
nership. This requires registration· of: 
a firm. 



SHRI RAGHUNATH RAI: With 
regard to the registration with the 
lLegistrar of Firms, the time (actor 
vptill now was not there. According 
to us it can only be settled by the 
partners themselves. With regard 
til registration_ by the I.T.O. the time 
factor is very important. You say 
that the firms partnership deeds are 
purchased but they are executed 
later. To that extent the time factor 
does come under the law. I do not 
know whether any procedure can 
be attempted by which ·this can be 
obviated. If I purchase the partner
ship deed to-day and I execute the 
deed before the end of the financial 
year I have got to indicate therein the 
number of shares held, names of 
partners etc., supported by my account 
books for registration purposes. 1f 
proper account books are maintained, 
these will all be clearly shown accord
ing to the deed. To that extent I 
do not think it will make any 
material difference. 

SHRI SANGHI: The procedure is 
that the firm has to be registered· 
With the Registrar of Firms. If the 
'ltm is registered by the Registrar that 
1neans he is satisfied himself as to 
the genuineness of the firm. Don't 
you think that there· is a marked 
ir lporvement now than the previous 
provision? 

SHRI RAGHUNATH RAI: I sub
mit that it is a marked improvement 
but with a proviso that the process 
of registration with the Registrar llf 
"Firms is also accelerated. Here the 
lime factor comes in. If I do not 
~end by application within the finan
-<:ial year to the I.T.O. it means that 1 
do not register myself with the Regis· 
1rar of Firms within the financial year 
as my application is not going to be 
~onsidered within time. If the Re
gistrar himself takes three, four or 
six months' time to reply my letters 
how can it be registered within the 
financial year. If there are proce
dural irregularities in my application, 
to that extent, I lose my right to get 
the firm registered with the Regis
-trar and to produce a certificatE' of 
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registration before the I.T.O. That is 
my difficulty. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Under the law 
:You have to send up the application 
to the Registrar of Firms. What is 
the difficulty? 

SHRI RAGHUNATH RAI: I have 
to get it registered before this is 
accepted by the I.T.O. that it is duly 
registered. This takes six months 
time. 

SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: What does 
it· matter? 

SHRI RAGHUNATH RAI: Because 
the application for registration has 
to be put in before the close of the 
financial year. 

SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: After all 
it is put in for the previous year. 
Suppose you enter into partnership 
from to-day. You have one year 
from to-day. 

I· think you are talking of regis
tration certificate. 

SHRI RAGHUNATH RAI: I am 
talking of registration of firms. 

SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: I am not 
able to understand it. On your appli
cation for registration of firm, the 
Registrar communicates to you that 
you are registered. That relates 
to the date of application. In the 
form you will give the requisite 
particulars. If you receive your 
certificate much later because of the 
delay on the part of the Registrar 
that is not going to debar your claim 
for registration. 

SHRI RAGHUNATH RAI: My 
submission is that this should be 
clarified in the Act. Sending the 
application to the Registrar of Firms 
will be treated as the final date ·of 
registration and if I take the case to 
the I.T.O. he has to accept that. 

SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: Please 
bear with me for a while. Suppose 
you constitute a firm to-day and you 



apply to the Registrar of Firms for 
registration. Your accounts . are 
closed on 31st March. In that case 
your application is valid and even if 
the Registrar does not send you the 
certificate before 31st March but in 
April, the firm will be entitled to 
registration according to law. . That 
is for the year ending 31st March, 
1970. If that is the position in 'law, 
is it all right? 

SHRI RAGHUNATH RAI: My'sub~ 
mission is· that the filing date should 
be the date when it is issued by the 
Registrar. 

SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: Suppose 
the accounts of the firm are closed on 
23rd October, 1969. Even ·then you 
can get the firm registered. 

SHRI RAGHUNATH RAI: All : 
want is that it should be mentioned 
in the certificate. I have no objection 
to this. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: AU those pro
cedures are there. 

SHRI RAGHUNATH RAI: The 
procedure is there. It does not give 
me the right or an opportunity as to 
the date from which the firm is 
registered. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: The· I.T.O. may 
entertain an application and condone 
tlle delay even if it is made after the 
end of the previous year if he is 
satisfied about the registration of the 
firm. It is all there. 

SHRI RAGHUNATH RAI: It Is not 
applied in practice. It hardly satisfies 
the I.T.O. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Do you mean to 
.Say that the I. T.O. is not satisfied 
with the case? Is there any such 
e·tse? 

SHRI RAGHUNATH RAI: There 
are so many cases. 
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SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: Do you 
think. that the:I.T.O. will not condone 
the delay if there are valid reasons? 

SHRI RAGHUNATH RAI: I can
not say what he would do. 

SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: We want to 
.tell you one thing. It is to be made 
clear to you. ·The Committee would 
not certainly deprive the I.T.O. of the 
right of going into the genuineness of 

·the ·case before· ·registration of the 
firm. We want to simplify the regis
tration of firms with the Registrar by 
consensus of opinion. · Can you aug
gest anything else which can really 
·be taken as a conclusive proof of the 
genuineness of the partnership of the 
firm under the law? 

. SHRI RAGHUNATH RAI: I sub
mit that every· application which is 
:5Ied for registration ·of a firm before 
the Registrar should be taken as a 
prima facie evidence of the genui
neness of the firm by the Income
tax Department. 

SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: That is 
our intention. 

SHRI RAGHUNATH RAI: It may 
be your intention. You just now 
mentioned that you would not take 
away the power of the I.T.O. to go 
into that question. 

SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: Our inten
tion is to make this as a prima facie 
proof. It should be taken on the 
face of it. But, .certainly, if there are 
reasons for the I.T.O. to believe that 
it is an unreal document, he can go 
into it. There are so many complaints 
made as to the formality that Is to be 
gone into for registration of the _firms 
with the Registrar. The I.T.O. will 
have to satisfy himself before he 
accepts the genuineness or otherwise 
of the partnership of the firm. If the 
registration is all right you get the 
certificate. 

SHRI RAGHUNATH RAI: My sub
mission was that these are filed with 
the Income-tax Officers in the normal 



course. They can tak., the evidence. 
My submission is only procedural. 
It will simplify the laws more for the 
assessee. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: The Income-tax 
Officer should be the registering 
authority? · 

SHRI RAGHUNATH RAJ: So far as 
in~ome-tax is concerned. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: . But how to 
know whether the firill is registered? 

I?HRI. ;RAGHUNATH RAJ: The 
Registrar of ;Firm does not go into 
the genuineness of the firm. He only 
sees to the procedure; whether it has 
been complied with, and whether 
there are papers to that effect. The 
~egistrar of Firms has absolutely no 
,.authority to reject an application an~ 
say that the firm is not genuine. This 
is my submi~sion. · · 

SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: You say 
instead of the Registrar, it should be 
the I.T.O.? . 

SHRI RAGHUNATH RAI: Yes. 
Prima facie; unless he has' reason to 
believe otherwise. 

SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: That means 
we will be where we are. Is it not 
the law today? 

SHRI RAGHUNATH RAI: Will the 
assessee avail himself of such a pro
cedure which is more complicated? 

SHRJ; N. K. P. SALVE: Do you 
mean to say that the existing proce
dure is less cumbersome than the one 
contemplated? 

SHRI RAGHUNATH RAI: 
what ~e ·feel 

That is 
' 

SHRI R. D. SHAE: : I may spell out 
the intention of this. I appreciate the 
apprehension on the part of Mr. Rai, 
that difficulty will arise primarily be
cause the registration is with the Re
gistrar of Firms which is a State 
authority. You also made out that 
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the Registrar is not !;<ling to look into 
the genuineness of the firm because 
he will see whether certain formalities 
prescribed by the Partnership Act are 
complied· with or not. But there is a 
fundamental difference between the 
registration with. an Income-lax 
Officer and with the Registrar of 
Firnls, ana it ·;S'·this tliat it iS a 'public 
document, to which every one has an 
access. The fact that an:Vbody could 
have an access to a certain dOcument 
is in· 'itself a certain · amount of 
:restraint. . It aoes happen that a per
son ·is shown as a partner in a firni, 
though he may not be aware of its 
business. I know a number- of such 
examples. When we cross-examine 
partners, we find that. they are some
times. absolutely ignorant of the 
business of tlie firm. 

What I am tr:ying to indicate is that 
if it is a public document, anybody 
could have an access to it. 

The difference is this, that in the 
first -alternative we accept it oas 
genuine, unless we have .very good 
reaS'ons to the contrary. ·Contrasted· 
with the present, we have to judge 
the ge'iluineness ev:~ry time. 

MR. CHAffiMAN : :Do you mean to 
suggest that the new procedure is go
ing to be cumbersome as compared to 
the existing procedure ? 

SHRI R. D. SHAH: If I may ex
•Press my opinion, I sharethe mis
apprehens:on of Mr. Rai, so far as the 
Registrar of Firms may be concerned; 
otherwise, as ·Mr. Salve has pointed 
out, it is simple enougli foz: ll11 pur
poses. 

SHRI N. K. SANGm : I want a· 
clarification. It was stated by the 
Chairman of the Board of Revenue 
that all those firms which are already 
registered and are working will not 
be required to take this certificate of 
the Registrar of Firms. This is not 
provided in the present law. Shall 



we take it. that this point has been 
accepted ,byj Government? 

SHRI MUTTOO: This is only a 
,proposal for the consideration of the 
Committee. If it were accepted, it 
.).Volild mitigate hardship _in ;1 -majority 
.of cases and save unnecessi'ry work~ 
lo;~d fo:r; file Registrar: of Firms.-

We will consider that and let you 
have our views.· 

MR. CHAIRMAN : Let us go to 
other questions. 

SHRI RAGHUNATR RAI : Tile next 
point is in regard. to the raising of' the 
limit for the purpose of amortisati'ori 
of preliminary expenditure from 2.5 
to at least I! per cent of. the capital 
expenditure, - which is incurred in 
raising the capital. Our submission 
is that we go by the statistics. This 
expenditure is actually more than 4 
or 5 per cent. Our submission was 
tha~ if ·it is intended that this con
cession should have a real effect on 
the assessees, then this limit of 2.5 
should be raised to at least 5 per cent. 

SHRI N. K. SANGill: I would like 
to have a clarification. Your memo· 
randum has given certain figures. But 
it is not known whether it is a mathe
matical figure or it comes from an 
authenticated balance sheet. 

SHRI RAGHUNATH RAI : These 
figures come . from a few balance
sheets. 

- .SHRI N. K MNGHI: We would 
like to know""the names of the com
panies ~hose _figures they represent· 
otlrerwise it wj.ll_ not be feasible. ' 

SHRI RAGHUNATH RAI : We 
have taken a few companies. Because 
they are public companies, it will not 
be improper in any way disclosing 
any of their secrets. 

SHRI N. K. SANGill : I think there 
should be no ob5<ection ... 
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· MR. CHAIRMAN : In the case· of 
'A', your paid-up capital is 30 lakhs 
and ·preliminary expenses 12.5 per 
cent. 

SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: You are 
only mentionihg- the paid-up capital. 
What abo~t the long-term borrowing? 
What is tlie percentage? 

~H.RI R~GHUNATli RAI: My sub.;_ 
mission_ js that in _ so far as the pro
portion -between the capital borrowed 
and the own capital is concerned ln 
the beginning the companies usu~Uy 
spend their own capital "nd they go 
for borrowing at a later stage. Even 
where it is done simultaneously;· it 
should be on issued capital as well as
borrowings. -But it is never done that 
in the beghihmg'a~c;;nw-ari'y-would be 
issUing only borrowed capital and not 
equity capital: · 

SHRI N. K. P .. SALVE: That is a 
different aspect. We are now on the 
question of percentage. YOtrseem to· 
support the case ·of the department. 
Assuming there is ·equal amount of 
borrowings as paid-up capital, the 
percentage will come to only about 2! 
per cent everywhere, except in regard! 
to (a). 

SHRI RAGHUNATH RAI: When 
we talk. of borrowings, there are two 
t'ypes of borrowings; one is· normal 
borrowings in the course of business 
from the banks; there is also borrow
ing from specified institutions where it 
is considered as capital, like deben
tures and long term borrowing agahlst 
fixed block assets ..•• 

SHRI N. K. P. SAL VET Tam fii1k
ing of borrowings against the gros~ 
block. This is invariably the cane in 
industrial units these days. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: You may give 
us a supplementary memorandum 
giving the names of those companies. 



. SHRI N. K. P. S"ALVI!: : You may 
compute according to the law, and let 
iUS see how it works out. You seem 
tto substantiate what the department 
lhas done and you seem to support it, 
.and you seem to say that what they 
.!have worked out is correct. 

SHRI RAGHUNATH RAI: It is 
•only a question of calculation. I shall 
:submit the detailed calculation later. 

SHRI 'N. K. P. SALW: Uls you 
.!have any grievance about tlie f>asis or 
do you accept the basis which is thePe 
mow? 

SHRI RAGHUNATH RAI: We have 
mot discussed every single aspect of 
:this very point in our Chamber, but 
;:personally I would say that if it is 
:fixed purely on the bas~ 6f ·tlte paid· 
tUp capital, that would be better, 
"<Whatever percentage wnr be used. 
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!MR. CHAffiMAN: So, you suggest 
tthat :it should be on!)' on the basis of 
the ]laid-up capital. 

'SHRI RAGHUNATH RAJ : That 
-will be better than trying to- incor
porate along with it tlie borrowings 
:and lowering the percentage. 

"SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: Supposing 
:a company wants to have a larger 
lloan and lesser capital, and supposing 
:another company wants the whole 
tfhing to be out of capital, why should 
their preliminar'y expenses be diffe
a"ent? 

·SHRI RAGHUNATH RAI: My sub. 
:mission is this. Normally, it means 
tthat a company is not well formed if 
;there is not a certain proportion bet
·ween borrowings and equity?· If it is 
tthought so, then that will not be 
•correct. A company which depends 
:mainly on borrowings is not consider
oed to have a good issue even by 
'bankPrs. Therefore, most of tlie capi
"tal is issued in the form of equity and 
1ess is issued in the form of long-term 
!borrowings. 

SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: Does it 
mean that a company which rna)' not 
have the entire capital cannot go to 
the bankers and get any long-term 
loans? 

SHRI RAGHUNATH RAI: If there 
is a choice between the two, then the 
choice of the capital is better than-tlie 
choice of the borrowed capital. My 
submission was ·only this that the eX· 
penses incurred in raising the borrow-. 
ed capital are less than those incuued 
in raising the equity capital. To ;that 
extent, t)le proportion has to vary, and 
if a company goes in for more borrow
ed capital and less of equity capital 
and the percentage remains the same, 
they will be the sufferers. . . 

SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: Supposing 
no further capital is raisea; then under 
preliminar'y expenses, none of the ex
penditures contemplated is to lle 
allowed? 

SHRI RAGHUNATH RAI: They 
would not be there. 

SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: Supposing 
it is partly borrowed capital and partly 
equity capital, then what is to be the 
percentage that is to be allowed? 

SHRI RAGHUNATH RAI : Our 
submission is that it should be treated 
as revenue expenses incurred in the 
course of business. Even some-or the 
court decisions have· also been on this 
ver'y issue;"1hey are taking tnis deben
ture issue as in the normal course of 
·business and the expenditure incurred 
is being allowed as revenue. Our 
submission is that the expenditure m
curred after the company has com
menced business and prodtfction, 
should be treated as revenue expendi· 
ture. 

SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: Tlte dis· 
pute is not about those items of ex
penditure which will be treated as 
revenue. That will be treated as 
revenue expenditure, but such of the 
expenses as are not revenue are to be 
amortised. Assuming that an indus-



trial unit is put up_ without raising any 
capital, then how do you determine the 
ceiling? Since you say that it should 
be only paid-up capital, how will you 
determine the percentage? Have you 
applied your mind to this ? 

SHRI RAGHUNATH RAI: My 
submission would then be to have two 
percentages, one for equity capital and 
ano~her for borrowed capital. 

o SHRt·N. ,.K. P. SALVE:. We are 
simpiifying the. law !lnd n_ot. ComPlicat
ing it.. · · 
.·. 
'$HRI ·RAGHUNATH'·'RAI'i There: 

is ·no'complicaticih; it 'is' only a quesc 
tion of calculation; · · 

SHill · N. ,. K. · SANGHI: You are 
representing '" vecy'" unportarit re'giori',' 
nameiy • Delhi'' and . its· 'neighbOurhoods 
where oome ·>of th~ "biggest"' indus
tries have come up in the northern 
region. What is your experience? 
What" 'is the average percentage of 
equity capital iri''relation' to· borrow
ings·? · Is' it hot your experience that' 
most··of the lndustries''that have come 
up: ·during cth{ last ''>ten ·years''have' 
practically'done with 20 to 2ff per 'cent· 
of equity' capital and the baiance ·has' 
been taken by them frorri financial 
institutions .. in the form of -borrowings 
to make the industry go -along.· If that 
be the case, do yoti not think you will · 
be hurting fue cause of. the companies 
which have larger borrowings to ·start 
industries because they will be getting 
less for amortisation exPl!nseD ? · 

SHRI. RAGHUNATH RAI : It is 
correct that in these days they are 

. going in for more borrowed capital,. 
because these financial institutions. 
would like to give funds more in the 
form of loans than in the form of 
equity capital. 

SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: That is 
· there no doubt, bUftolliat extent, llh 

entire percentage is bound to be 
harmful to one of the categories. 

, MR. CHAiRMAN : From your 
observations now, it becomes clear 
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that you are not very sure about per:.. 
centages. 

SHRI RAGHUNATH RAI: We 
have studied only four or five cases~ 
we shall study more_ details from the 
company law administration file and 
then give you the details. · 

MR. CHAIRMAN: You may sub
mit -a· ~e·.Qnd ·memorandum =e-ntion
ing the names of these · 'companies 
and also give a break-up·. as befween 
borrowed capital and paid-ilp capita!. 

SHRI RAGHUNATH RAI : We shall 
furnish lhe' ihr&m!ition~ · 

· SHRI N. K. P. SALVE : If you are 
serious· about -the-Tonif raised, then: 
aome rational basi~· has ·to be. there to' 
link it up wrth paid-up capital;"then 
let. us 'have some more· reasons' for 
yotii' ·averment. 

.. SHRT:.RAGHUNATH,RAI·:-M'y neXt 
pointi was ·-regarding :mming •exp~nses 
under• section 35 .... A number' of •our• 
members have'aJso.represented to US

in· •this. regard. The Bill 'is confined 
to: limited companies only. c ·But there' 
are··a number of cases where mining' 
operations are done 'bY' assessees who
are not companies and by partnership· 
firms that may ·be even foreign com
panies.· · My submission ·is that this. 
concession should be given to all. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Your point is 
that this concession. should be given to 
whosoever has been granted a licence 
to go in for mining and prospecting, 
if the expenditure is incurred in the 
normal course ·of business of the 
mining operation. 

SHRI N. K. P. SALVE : Otherwise, 
you ·are satisfied with the scheme "Of 
amortisation ? 

SHRI RAGHUNA'l'H RAI : I am 
coming to that. My second point is 
that amortisation has been confined 
only to· certain types of expenses. 
Take, for example, capital expenses. 
incurred in· acquiring ~ea. For a 



number of years, we have been 
pressing that if machinery could 
be depreciated, . if buildings could 
be aepreciated, our capital which 
has gone into purchase of mining 
rights and which is being treated as 
capital and not as a revenue item 
should also be allowed to be amortised. 

SHRI TENNETI VISWANATHAM: 
It has been said that mining is a con
tinuous process. . Please enlighten us 
on this point. 

SHRI RAGHUNATH RAI: Mining 
is a continuous process in this seru;e 
that under the -various State laws, be
fore mining operation is .Gtarted, the 
applicant has to get the prospecting 
licence; the prospecting licence is for 
a duration of three to six months 
and it is for a maximum period 
of two years. It is only when the 
person has succe.edeil. in :prospecting, 
that he goes_.in. fo:J; thec!ease- pf the 
P'8.lVC!ll~ n$rlng· .·area~ and· then . ha, 
goes. in for mining operations. In 
I\Ormal practice, once a person has, 
selected the busin_ess of mining, . he 1 
has got to go in search of raw mate,c 
rials from p:tace to place. But even 
t)le normal- expenditure like travel~, 

ling expensEl3, petty wages and e.ven · 
prospecting fees for a· period of three· 
to six months are not being allowed; 
in several cases we have gone to the 
courts higher up also, and in some 
cases, .· we failed, and in some cases 
we have succeeded. 

SHRI N. K .. P. SALVE: Have you 
succeeded . in. getting prospecting· ex-. 
penses allowed? 

SHRI RAGHUNATH RAI: The 
prospecting expenses in the nature 
of prospecting fees are of the order 
of about Rs. 250 to Rs. 500 on a 
particular area or mileage basis, and 
we have been. allowed travelling al~ 
lowances at the Tribunal stage. 

SHRI SALVE: To whom? 
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. SHRI RAGHUNATH RAI: To the 
assessees. 

SHRI SALVE: Provided he is al· 
ready in the mining business. 

SHRI RAGHUNATH RAI: Yes. 

SHRI MUTTOO (Official): We 
have provided this facility only for 
companies for the following reasons. 
Companies are. subject to discipline 
of company law their accounts are 
statutorily audited and then compa
nies have greater potentiality for 
commanding large amounts of capital 
needed for mining on large scale. 
Companies can provide institutional 
management on scientific lines. These 
were the factors which we have taken 
into-account and first tw.o being most 
import1int we have confined this bene~ 
fit to the companies only. 

. S,:_~(SALVF;6. fu the same ,busi
I)ess. If he has a :mining business 
and he se~k~. to. 'i>r~p<:c~ a. mine 
of .. ~E! ,same minm;at a!ld ~e, fails, to 
find .then I unperstaild the rationale 
11:t. your c.0ntention. that., prospecting, 
exlie.nses · eve.J;l if they, are foUnd to be. 
illf;pctuous .. should be allowed. · 

· Sinl.I. RAGHUJ:II'ATH RAI: The 
saine type of mineral .which is being 
exploited under different areas the 
expenditure · w)lich is useless in a 
particular area should be allowed to 
be ·merged in an area which has pro
ved useful. 

SHRI MUTTOO (Official): Sir, in 
this connection· I would invite your 
attention to sub-section (5) (a) of sec• 
tion 35F 'which' provides: ''For the 
Perposes of this section-(a) opera
tion relating to prospecting means 
any operation tindertaken for the 
purpose of exploring, locating or pro
ving deposits of any mineral and in
cludes any such. operation which 
proves to be infructuous or abortive." 
We have made, Siv, this provision. 

SHRI RAGHUNATH RAI: The 
next point that .I was trying to make 



is amendment· suggested ih S~ction 
143. 

.. The-.addition of this sub-clause (3): 
where it gives power til the Income
Tax Officer to re-open his own asses. 
sment ... ·We feel, · sir, that. this will 
lead to .11- dangerous · situation, parti
cularly because firstly there is no time . 
limit that has beelli given to re-open 
his own assessment ih the manner jt 
is desired. 

SHRI .N. K. P.SALV;E: .. It is sub
ject to limitation of 2 years. 

SHRI RAGHUNATH RAi: Two 
years is for assessment and not for 
ro;-assessment. . Once hE! has opened 
his own as_s_essment, there is !10 period 
fixed for it . as to when he coan re
open. 

MR; CHAIRMAN:. 143 (1) (a)
certain procedure has been ,Prescrib
ed. · ThE1y· say ~imll limit of· 2 years 
cilntiiiues to a:P:Plv. 

. SlffiJ, ~GIWNATK RAI: . He has 
to .complete his . assessment . withih 
143(1) ... Now he is- re-operung''it 1n 
143 (3) havihg . found some reasons. 
There is no time limit. 

s:Emt Mtitto6: The · re-opened 
assessment. would . have"· . ~0 to lie 
completed .. accordihg to the existing 
provision, ·. withih 2 years. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Two years from 
the end of _tli~ asst;ssment . year ih 
which the iricome . was first assessa• 
ble. You refer to 153 (3)'-the time 
limit is there. 

SHRI N. K: P •. SALVE: The bar-
153.1 (a)' woUld still apply. Shri 
Muttoo I want to ask, is the time 
limit really two years or 4 years. 

SHRI. MUTTOO: It is 2 years. 

SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: If that be 
so, would you be so kihd as to refer 
to 147(b). read with 149(b)-re-open 
assessment without any fault on the 
part of the. assess~ yel!-l"s. For• 
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merly ·the limitation. for coinplamt 
was 4 years arid also assessment could 
be re-opened in '4 years time. · 

. Now whereas an ITO will com· 
plete assessment within i years, but 
without any fault of the assessee the 
assessment caii .be opened ih 4 years 

. Virtually _ tlie limit is 4 years. 

.,SHRI MUTTOO: .. But he would. 
re-ope~ the . assessment if there is 
some short falL 

SHRI N. K. P. SAL~:, . Earll~. 
the limitation was 4 years and the 
assessment could not have been ope
ned beyond 4 years after the relevant 
assessment order. Now even if there 
is no fault, omission or failure on 
tlie part of the assessee as is there 
under Section 147(11), he is none-the• 
less exposed for no fault of assess. The 
assessment limit is· 4 years by the 
I.T.O. 

Virtually it is 4 years . 

SHRI MuTTOO:· Yes, it is 4 years 
iii' this' case. · 

- SHRI RAGmJNATH · RAI: • Exen. 
the period- of 4 years in the case .of . 
assessment 143 (1) may be considered 
as. too. long a period. 

SHRf N. K. P.-SALvE: That does: 
not , cov~r. 1\fi". Rai. ; '!!'or P.urposes of 
143 tne limitations are prescribed _ih . 
153 (1) (3)-it is 2 years. !'fhat was 
a .. different question,. I asked him. 
S~ far as this amendment is concern
ed you still have the limit prescribed 
by 153(1) (3)~ years from·the end 
of the assessment year in which the 
ihcome was first assessable. 

SHRI RAGHUNATH RAI: · Next 
poiht . was, Sir, ordinarily· there Is a: 
power with the Commissioner of In
come Tax to re-open it. Suo-motu un
der 260. it is 2 years. These existing 
provisions are too. inadequate and the 
power has been given to the Income
Tax Ollicer ·to reVise his own assess
ment even Within -a period of 2· yE!Ilrl. 



Is it justice to the assessee because it 
would lead to lot of complications? 
The reasons have not oeen stated. 

SHRI N. K. P. sALVE: The scheme 
is according to the Boothalingam 
recommendation. An assessee after fil
ing the return without being requir
oed to be present 1s given an assess
ment" order made by the· I.T.O. after 
making routine assessment and only if 
lie finds. something more than what IS• 
necessary, he wilr send:.for the· I.T.O. 
rnd complete the ii"ssessment. What is 
tne hardship? 

. SHRI RAGHUNATH RAI: After he 
gives reasonS while sending the notice 
that .these are the ·re·asons which pro
mpted . him under. power given by 
B3(3), .. I wou~d certl\inly .submit that 
he has applied his: mind. B11t. I _fear 
that these :no_tices are issued_ without 
applying the mind. 

SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: You read 
the Section carefully. Section 3 says
if he finds afterwards that i~ is no);. 
adequate or something is wanting, 
then he will call the assessee concern
ed and complete the-assessment. 

SHRI MUTTOO: Sir, let me give the 
background of this whole thing. The 
new procedure ·envis-ages completion 
of assessments on the basis of returns 
after making aritlfinetical adjust
ments to the returns of income and on 
points which are obvious on the face 
of the returns. Such assessments will 
be made without calling the assessee 
in the bulk of cases, which do not in
volve any dispute. Income Tax OffiCer 
is to make supplementary assess
ments in cases where he finds on a 
scrutiny of the return and accounts 
that assessment already made on the 
basis of the return is incorrect, in
complete or inadequate in a material 
respect. This has been done because 
in 11 scheme in which the bulk of as
sessments are to be completed on the 
basis of the returns; it. will be· essen
tial in the interest o'f revenue to make 

a limited check of· some of the cases. 
In fact this is beinl: done at present 
under the small income scheme. The 
new provision for completing the as
sessment on the basis or the return 
after making routine adjustments ap
parent on the face of the return is in 
fact not mliterially different from the 
existing system ·of provisional assess
ments. fll demand tax. In fact, the 
new procedure is favourable to asses
sees because in the majority ·of the 
cases these assessments will be the 
final aSsessment' whereas in· the case 
of provisional· assessments, every case 
has to be looked. into by _the . Income 
T-ax-Officer again and· -a ·regular as
sessment made ' after 'calling the as
sessee. and examining the · evidence. 
Further, 'within the ·course of the next 
two· or· three years, the number ci1 tllx 
assessees on our registers ·1s likely to 
increase consid!i)rably. With: the .. :~:e
duced' tithe liniit 'Of two years for com-. 
p)eting . fucome-tax .assessments>! the 
adoption of a siinpnn~ p'ttfcea.ure for :• 

· assessments as proposed in the Bill is 
inescapable .in order· that tli.e Depart
ment may 'not .be . faced with - the 
m'Ounting.arr.ears of assessments. 

SHRI 1tAI. My fear "i~ ' that the 
notices might be issued without apply
it]g~. any mind~ My submission is that 
the notices should be issued only in 
genuine· cases ' and not indiscritni
nately. Either the _Officer should take 
the permission of the authority. . ..• 

SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: That will 
make· it vecy cumbersome. ·sub-sec
tion 3 says, "on the day specified in 
the notice issued under sub-section 
(2) or as soon afterwards as may be, 
aft~r hearing such evidence as the as
sessee may produce and such other 
evidence as the Income-tax Officer . 
may require on specified points, and 
after taking into account all relevant 
mllterial the Income-tax Officer shall 
in the case where an assessment has 
been made under sub-section (1) .•.. " 

SHRI RAI: My submission is, before 
making that assessment, he has gather. 
ed all the inform'ation ana be is sup-



posed to have seen, and having made 
up his mind, he h'as authority. What 
is the material which has come to 
after the· completion of assessment 
and before the issue of notice is a 
valid point. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: .Your anxiety is 
understood. Let us ask Mr. Shah.· 

SHRI R. · D. SHAH: I may have to 
begin with a !ittTe!ntroduction. As to 
the present position, under the present 
143(1), it. says, "H .. the Income-tax 
O!ticer is, satisfied, . without requiring 
the presence• ,- of_ the - 'assessee, etc .... 
Therefore, today even if we find -a 
~mall mistake of Rs. 191-, or there. is 
the slightest variation in the figure 
'!"eturned .by the assesse. and in the 
figure ,a~sessed by the Department, the 
II) come-tax Officer. has to give- a notice 
to. _the_ assessee and he goes' through 
the_,procedure. Very often as 'every
body. knows, obvious· items llre ignor
ed for the purpose. of additions in the· 
retur~ · of. income: Now,· in- all ·such_ 
large masses of cases, the. Deplli:tment 
desires to have the power to make 
those additions which could be made 
prim(l faeie on the face Of the return 
and documents. For example the as
sessee h'as claimed depreciati~n which 
is not correct, or that he has under
claimed or over-claimed. It is some
thing which is very patent on the face 
of the return. Therefore, the Depart
ment, without entering into a contro
versy, might oo in a position to amend 
the figure of return and make lln as-· 
sessment so that all that procedure 
whereby he issues the notice to the 
assessee and the assessee is called 
upon to appear and then he examines 
him which for a <;mali assessee me>an 
unneces;ari!y lot of inconvenience, 
can be avoided. Therefore, this pro
cedure will apply to.a very large num
ber of small cases. As you know, 
there are 17 llikhs of small cases. But 
still it might happen thoat out of these 
17 lakhs of cases, there may be few 
Calles in respect of which we have got 
some material which comes up later 
Clr we find that there is a material 
underst>atement, well we might suliject 
. . . . 
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such cases to check. Here we are not 
going to reopen these cases because we 
would take them- out of 17 lakhs and 
subject them to check and that is a 
different thing. Where the Depart
ment has sufficient material, then only 
the Department will have the power 
to reopen. And as you know the in
tention of the, .legislation being pri
marily to reduce. work the Department 
is not interested in incre-asing its -work 
by random recoperiirg. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: That is a correct 
view. So far as this point is concern
ed, still, this purpose will. serve under 
Section 143(1) (a) . ''where· a return 
has been made under Sec. 139 the In
come-tax. Officer may, without requir-
ing the presence of assessee, make an
a·ssessment of the total income". I' 
the income is not_ disputable and is ac
cept-able ·to· the-'Income-tax Officer, 
and 'if he- makes an" assessment under· 
thfs Clause,_ I think you will have no
objectior. · 

SHRI RAI: Everi under that Section. 
he has got the _power to reopen. 

_ SHIU,N. -~. P.- SALVE:: That , is 
hypothetical and Sub-section 3, CI. A. 
makes it clear. It says, ''where an as
sessment is made under sub-section. 
(1), i1 he is of the opinion that such 
assessment is incorrect, in'adequate or 
incomplete in any material respect". 
There are two things. He has to be· 
of the opinion that there is inade· 
quacy, inexactitude and incompletion 
in respect of any· material - respect. 
Personally 1 think the Department is· 
taking tremendous risk. As soon as· 
there is 'a notice, there will be a writ 
petition. In a total taxatiOn of · Rs. 
20,0001-, there is a mistake of Rs. 500. 
Is it material respect? I think, in this· 
Section we are _triing to over-simplify 
the procedure-all out in favour of the 
assessee. The Committee will have to 
seriously consider whether we are
binding our own hands. I would like
to ask Mr. Shan to answer one point. 
Assuming on m•athematical recompu
tation, there are disputes between the·. 



assessees and the Income-tax Officer. 
What about ti)e disputed assessment? 
He does not make a second assessment. 
I go in appeal. And what happens? 
I have known cases where rectification 
is m'ade and it has showed that it is a 
mistake. Such cases· are likely to 
arise. And where There is a variation 
in the total assessment, what is going 
to happen to the disputed assessment? 

SHRI R. D. SHAH:_ In the disputed 
assess~ent, when· the party goes m 
appeal stands but the assessee C'an re
quest for stay of demand. 

SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: Without 
calling him and without insisting his 
presence, you make an assessment and 
then you say ' you pay the aSsessment'. 
And that is enforceable in a court of 
law. There is a basic grave injustice 
is involved in this. But here, you do 
not call the man; you make your own 
computation and you create a demand 
and ask him to pay. Otherw1se; he 
would put the assessee in default. 
What is this iniquity? 

SHRI MUTTOO: So far as the _party 
objects to the demand, he goes up in 
'appeal, and: he can ask for time from 
the ITO; So far as the amount is 
concerned.; ... 

SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: There is a 
patent injustice involved. 

SHRf MuTTOO: How? 

SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: I will tell 
you. Where the assessee makes a re
turn of Rs. 10,000 or Rs. 15,oou; if it _is 
Rs. 15,000 income and you want it to. 
raise it to Rs. 25,000, even by way of 
mathematical calqulation, YOU will 
have to C'all the assessee arid give him 
notice. He will come and you will re
ject his claim and you will make it 
Rs. 25,000. He can go in appeal. I 
can understand. But here, you . are 
assessing it and saying that this is 
purely a mathematical error. 

. SHRI MUTTOO: Here, whut you 
call a prima ·facie case eXists. 
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SHRI N •. K. P. SALVE: Are there 
not a number of petitions in which the 
mistakes are corrected?· If there are 
grievances coming up· under section 
154, I have no doubt that there will be 
a number of grievances coming up 
under this procedure too. ~ can 
understand the asse-Ssee being given an 
opportunity to extend, and you reject 
the •application, but in his absence, 
you are going to do it and he disputes 
it. What happens then?. 

SHRI MUTTOO: There' is. provlSlon 
for appeal. Why should he go in ap
peal when there is no disPute? 

SHRI TENNETI VISWANATHAM: 
Pending the appeal, what is the posi
tion? Will coerCive action be taken 
against him? You take an· explana
tion 'and then reject the claim and pass 
your judgment. That is something 
understandable· but here is a case, as . . 
Mr. Salvi( has pointed out, where you 
make your own assessment · witliout 
that man kriowing the assessment. "You 
are· alsel taking coercive· action pend
irig the action? 

SHRI MuTTbo: We are not t'aking 
coercive action. 

SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: If there iS 
a dispute, the demand will be suo' 
motu stayed. Is that so? 

· SHit! MUTTOO: It is implied. 
There is section 220, and the ITO will 
stay it.· 

SHRI N. K.·P; SALVE: That is his 
discretion. We want it to be foolproof, 
It is a cardinal question of natural 
justice. We do not want our law to 
have a li'abi!ity in the absence of the 
assessee. Nonetheless, as it is the de
partment has authority to proceed 
against him with coercive measures.· 

SHRI MUTTOO: We shall consider 
it. . 

SHRI sHA1I: May I try to . clarify 
the doubt raised by the hon. Member? 



'The point is this. We should start 
with the first hypothesis that the de
partment. is going to P:lake or invoke 
these powers as it, is . doing tod'ay iti. 
the case ·of small income cases on the 
.same principle that the department is 
going to make assessments where the 
area of the probable dispute is the 
least where to the best judgment ol! 
the ITO, th~e iS no area of· dispute. 
What we are trying to do is to put the 
scheme of assessment or small ·income 
C'ases on a legal basis, lind our experi
ence of the disposal--of small income 
eases has· not shown Us that people 
are going in appeal. 

SHRI BRIJ BHUSHAN LAL: Why 
don't you puf it as "'undisputed total 
income''? 

SHRI . SHAH: The position is that 
we start on · the basis that. this legaL. 
provision enables .us to make those 
a.s~essm-mts which> we, are doing tod'ay,. 
and . our ··experience of 12 la.kh assess" 
nients made last· year shows that-there 
are no cas!!S of appeals primarily be
cause we. do not .intend to· make any 
controversial assessments .under these 
powers. But we have seen a very 
large number of assessments and, 
whenever in cases where the assessee· 
has appeared -and· we have• heard and: 
passed an order, or where he has not 
appeared, when a case goes in appeal 
before the AAC, it is 'his right; and the 
courts have laid down .in no indefinite 
terms that the officer is . required .to 
use his judicial discretion for keep
ing the tax pending, 

SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: I am sure, 
we can count on the goodness of the 
department as we should count on 
human goodness, but the department 
is not running a branch of the Rama
krishna Ashram. We have to be 
obdurate men; they are going to leyy 
the tax on people who are unwilling 
to pay, What I want you to ·consider 
is whether you have not entertained 
cases unde1• section 35, in your tenure 
'S Commi: Jioner; there are petitions 
~nc_erning assessments where there 

are mistakes which are not really mis
takes. ,Should. there be any · section 
which stipulates that an order coul~ 
be rectified in respect' of . 'an error 
which is borne from the record? What 
js apparent from the law of the land 
}).as been a subject-matter· of labyrin
thine debates iri the various · high 
courts. If things could go wrong, the 
same human material is going into it. 
I am unwilling to accept that things 
will be so religious; so pious, so ethi
cal th'at they are not likely to go 
wrong. My objection is that there is 
a principle of natural' justice involved. 
In the absence of the assessee, you 
pass a judgment and Impose a liabi
lity; which he disputes, and still he is 
at your mercy to keep the demand: 

SHRI N. K. SANGffi: We would 
like to' have a clarilication from the 
Ministry. An 11ssesment is made 
under' section 143(1),: and the person 
goes in appeal. In the · meanwhile; 
the assessment is reopened an another 
assesment is. madel)y the ITO ·under 
section 143(3). ·When the appeal is 
pending and opened up again, it is a 
sitilation. which really · is something 
funny and it makes 11 mockery of the 
whole law.· This matter bas to · be 
thoroughly understood and the Minis~ 
try shbuld b&·able to· tell' us what ill 
the status o'f the appeal under section 
143(1) and when the income-tax 
officer opens it again under section 
143(3) and how the Iaw is going to 
take shape in this mutter. 

SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: Even if 
indicates. that you apprehended that 
there is going to be a dispute about 
it. . 

SHRI SHAH; A right must be' pro
vided even if there is one dispute. 

SHRI.N. K. P. SALVE: The scheme· 
there is. one assessee, there must be a· 
right not to be called upon to pay; 



MR. CHAIRMAN: What is the idea 
of the Government in this matter? 

SHRI MUTTOO: The idea was to 
speed up assessments on the basis of 
the record available. Previously we 
could not dispose of the assessments 
on the basis of the returns filed · by 
adding obviously inadmissible thiDgs 
for income-tax. They could not have 
come under. section 143(1) which re• 
quires, what we say, · absolutely 
repeating the returned figures, with
out adding' back. inadmissibles which 
are available ·from the statement 
given by the assessee. To obviate that 
legal difficulty, :we have:. 'introduced 
this, so that the. assessments could be 
completed on ·the basis of the return 
filed and the documents attached with 
it. 

SHRI RAGHUNATH RAI: Then, so 
far as the point of materialitY i.~ con_., 
cer.qed, it is noCproperl'y .defined what 
is materiality._ · ' · · ~ · 

-Clause 60 '>deals, with imposition of 
penalties, fqr concealment of income. 
The present power of the ITO to ·im
pose penaltYc is . limited to Rs. 1,000 
imd for iJnposing a greater penalty, he 
has to take ~he_ pe~ssion of the I.A.C. 
Under· this new clause, the ITO can 
impose penalties upto · Rs. 25,000: This 
will reall'y be a hardship on . the 
assessee. 

SHRI N. K. SANGHI: Do you think 
the senior officers will be more con
siderate than the ITOs? 
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SHRI RAGHUNATH RAI: By virtue 
of his power and his position of being 
not attached with the assessment him
self, the senior officer is bound to take 
a better view of the case. It is quite 
possible that the assessee may be able 
to convince the I.A.C, Our submis
sion is. Rs. 25,000 is too high a figure. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Rs. 25,000 does 
not refer to the penalty. It refers to 
the amount of income in respect of 
which particulars have been concealed. 

SHRI RAGHUNATH RAI: There ·is 
a provision that the minimum penalty 
shall be equal to the amount of in
come concealed. If the income con
cealed is Rs. 25,000, the minimum 
penalty is also Rs. 25,000. 

SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: Have you in 
your career come across a single case 
where under section- 274 the penalty 
has not been -levied because _ it was 
before·. the IAC and not before tht1 
ITO? ·rs ·it your experience that the 
Inspectirig Assistant Commissioners of 
Income-tax really and factually act 
in a manner as would be expected of 
them and that it really makes a 
difference?-

SHRI N. K. SANGHI: The ITO is 
in the know of the facts very well and 
knows ' what peJlalt'y: is going to be 
levied but if the case is to be referred 
to the lAC, tl!e ITO while sending the 
report .makes, thE!''· case . '. look .-- more< 
serious so that the penaltY. looks very-

. reasonable."·, In such·. a ·. ciicumstance 
would· :you· .not like. that the · Income

. tax Officer himself has' the authority tO' 
levy . the. penalty because ' an > officer 
who is doing so many cases and levy
ing penalties in a numl'ler · of : cases 
will. be more J:eaSonable than the lAC 
to whom only a few cases are refer
red? 

SHRI RAI: The apprehension is not 
about the imposition of the penalty but 
about the issue of notice of penalt'y 
and being dropped later on. When the 
Income-tax Officer wants· to drop the 
proposal he will think twice before 
he goes to the Inspecting Assistant 
Commissioner of Income-tax. This is 
the tYPe of difficulty which we are 
apprehending and which we want to 
avoid. 

SHRI MUTTOO: The whole ocjec
tion appears to be against trus:ing the 
Income-tax Officers for a little amount 
of penalty while we trust him with 
his assessments because his assess
ments are not to be reviewed by the 
IAC. That apart, what we are just 



'tcying to do is to give some work to 
"the ITO as in the past vis-a-vis the 
change in tax levels and penalty 

:J.evels .. The entire penalty proceedings 
ln all cases are not to be handled bY 
the ITO. Important cases and cases 
.of higher amounts of penalty would 
lbe looked into by the IAC. 

:SHRI SHAH: With the changed 
standards of penalties if the law is 
not amended, it will lead to absurd 
ll"esults. Under the revised scales of 
:penalties, for a penalty of Rs. 1,000 
ihe concealment would have to be 
"Rs. 1,000; which means that every 
-case will have to go to the Inspecting 
..Assistant Commissioner which is cer
iainly not possible. Previously when 
oeases of penaltY of Rs. 1,000 and over 
-went to the Assistant Commissi'Oner, 
ihe concealment should ordinarily 
:have been equivalent to Rs. 25,000 and 
tax was Rs. 5,000. Now when the 
-penalty is equated to the amount of 
-concealment, it would almost amount 
·to every case having to io to the Assis
tant Commissioner, with the result 
ihat the volume of work from the 
Assistant Commissioner's point of view 
will be enormous. Then, · you must 
devolve authoritY at the lower level 
also; you should not try to concentrate 
it higher and higher up. Therefore, 
"from the practical point of view, the 
administrative point of yiew and as a 
"tlatural concomitant of the change in 
1aw as to the quantum of penalty, this 
js an inevitable amendment. 

SHRI RAI: In principle I would not 
=ind giving the power to. the Income
-tax Officer even up to Rs. 25,000, but 
it is not only a question of imposi
iion of penalty but also the conse
"!Uences following the issue of notice. 
Even with a small addition of Rs. 2,000 
made in some cash credit or other, the 
Income-tax Officer is bound to give 

immediately a notice of penalty. The 
"llotice of penalty will hang on tile 
assessee till the last minute of appeal 
-when the actual assessment is decided. 
:In the mean time if the power is given 
-to the In•:ome-tax Officer, without any 
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right to the assessee to withhold the 
demand created out of that penaltY 
till the decision of the appeal, it is 
bound to be more harmful and onerous 
on the assessee than with the present 
position . 

The rest of the points are of a minor 
nature and we have submitted about 
them in detail. I would not like to 
take more time of the Committee on 
them. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Have you any
thing to say about self-acquired pro
perty in the Hindu undivided family? 

. SHRI RAI: We have already spoken 
about it. 

SHRI N. K. SANGm: You had so 
much to say about the penalties to be 
ratified. May we- take it for granted 
that you have nothing to say about the 
proposed penalties, of rigorous impri
sonment of six months, for lailure to 
file the return? 

SHRI RAI: We have taken into ac
count the difficulties which are being 
experienced by the Government and 
as a Chamber we would certainly like 
the imposition of a certain discipline 
on assessees. They must file their 
returns in time and if the failure lasts 
beyond a particular tilne, there must 
be deliberate failure. In such cases 
of deliberate failure we have no gym
pathies with assessees. 

SHRI N. K. SANGm: The Commit
tee is very happy to know your frank 
views in this particular matter. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: We thank you 
very much for your kind and valuable 
suggestions to the Committee. Thank 
you. 

. SHRI RAI: Thank you. 

The witnesses then withdTew. 

The Committee then adjourned. 
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(The witnesses were called in and 
they. took their seats). 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Before we begin 
taking evidence, I bring to your notice 
that you will kindly-no~ that the evi
dence you give will be treated as pub
lic and is liable to be published unless 
:Vou specifically desire that whole or 
part of tbe evidence tendered by you 
is to be treated as confidential. Even 
though you may desire :your evidence 
to be treated as confidential, such 
evidence is liable to made available 
to the Member of Parliament. 

We have received your Memoran
dum and we request you to give a 
brief resume of the Memorandum 
that you have given to us or any point 
you want to highlight before we ask 
you any question. 

SHRI RAI: Actuall:V we have given 
whatever we have to say. We do not 
wish to say much about it except the 
questions tbe Hon'ble Members might 
feel to put. 

In the first instance clause 14 Sec
tion 2(b)-the proposed amendment 
says if an individual transfers his: 
separate property to tbe common HUF 
property after 31st of March 1965, !heo 
tbe income derived from tbat property 
shall be assessed as in tbe bands of tbe 
individual who has so transferred his. 
property. 

In this connection as we have 
already said that this will be quite 
unfair on the part of the Department 



·"to assess the Income of the property 
in the hands of the individual while 
1he benefits derived from the property 
shall belong to the HUF. That is our 
main objection to it. And we hope 
you see how far our objection is sus
tainable. 

SHRI DAMAN!: Your suggmtion is 
1o withdraw this. 

SHRI RAI: As tliere was prevl
-ously an act, it should remain as it is. 

SHRI DAMAN!: You agree with the 
prospective effect? 

SHRI RAI: No, Sir. It should 
remain as it is. 

SHRI N. C. CHATTERJEE: This 
Cl. 14 militates against the fundamen
tal points. They say that you cannot 
do it, because large number of people 
in this countcy will be deprived as it 
is. Therefore, they attached this pro
vtston. Secondly, this has been 
attacked on the ground that it has been 
offending Art. 119. 

SHRI RAI: I am sorry, I have not 
studied from those points of view, and 
I cannot say. 

SHRI N. C. CHATTERJEE: Is it ap
propriate that it should be prospective 
and not retrospective? You know, 
upto 1965, there was no announcement 
by the Government that this should 
'be done. 

SHRI B. B. SHARAN: We do not 
oagree even to that. It should not be 
'l!ccepted. 

SHRI RAI: In any event it should 
remain as it is. We again impress 
upon you not that we do not want 
Tetrospection. It should not be accept
ed. 

SHRI B. B. SHARAN: But in case 
the Government is going to amend it 
.as it is, then, will it be proper at all 
in your opinion to give it retrospec
iive effect i.e from 31st March, 1965? 
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SHRI RAI: Our submission in this 
point is that such proposal should 
never be retrospective. Retrospective 
is most undigestable. But, we are not 
agreeable to this proposal. This may 
be withdrawn. 

SHRI DAMAN!: Mr. Rai, I "think 
you have not mentioned about the 
limitation of amount for foreign tech
nicians. I think you are in agreement 
with the Government proposal. · 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Let us first have 
their views on this. Regarding this, 
you are opposed to this kind of thing. 
But you must be aware that this has 
been included according to the recom
mendations of Bhoothalingam Com
mittee, and, perhaps, it has not come. 
Have you gone through the observa
tions? 

SHRI RAI: We tried to go through 
them. But not completely. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Shri Bhoothalin
gam took into consideration all the 
difficulties before he suggested these 
amendments. So far as _HUF is con
cerned, we all agree. What he has 
tried to make ouf is that HUF is 
essentially an involuntary asssocia
tion of members of a specified rela
tionship, the management and control 
in the widest sense of word being in 
the hands of the Head of the family, 
While the members of the HUF have 
definite rights to property, their share 
to income of HUF is quite indetermi
nate as long as it remains HUF' for 
tax purposes. It is treated like an 
individual, except that the exemption 
limit is higher. This is on the whole 
reasonable. There has, however, al
ways been some scope to use this as 
a means of _lowering the tax liability 
of individual. This has become some
what wider since the Supreme Court 
upheld the right of individual to HUF. 
This enables the creation of a new 
HUF even by persons who had inheri
ted no ancestral property. How do 
you explain this? 



SHRI RAI: MY submission is that 
Mr. Bhoothalingam has examined all 
these things ·strictly from the adminis
tration point of view. In HUF, nobody 
is deprived of his legitimate rights. 
The·moment one is deprived, he breaks 
the HUF. Mr. Bhoothalingam has 
stated· that th~ rights of the constitu-

. ents of a HUF are not denied. It is 

. probably; in 'his opinion, a whimsical 
thing~ .He· says that taking advantage 
of these decisions in the courts, cer
tain individuals having no ancestral 
propertY, are creating new HUFs. It is 
created according to the permission of 
law. If there is a scope of law to 
admitting it, it will be created. Why 
should he resent it? 

MR. CHAIRMAN: So, if tax is 
evaded? 

SHRI RAI: Using the word 'taX' is 
:ilot a fair thing. Then it is not eva
sion. But this conception is a growing 
one. 
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SHRI N. C. CHATTERJEE: Before 
the Chairman's question is answered 
by you, I ought to. read otit to you one 
sentence from Shri Bhoothalingam's 
report where he says: 

"In eoon"Omic terms it would be 
justifiable to restrict or diminish 
the tax benefit .... ". 

SHRI RAI: Th~re can be many 
·cases like that. Take, for instance, 
partnerships. Why do you allow part
nership in such a case? If you say 
that partnerships . should be · · there, 
:then from the tax point of view, you 
will get lesser taxes; them even part

.. nership may not be allowed. That 
-question also would arise. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: It is not a ques
tion of evasion. · As Shrf N. C. Chat
terjee has pointed out, it is a question 
of restricting the tax benefits. Sup
posing he gets some b'enefit, then in the 
interest of the State we want to have 
a little more out of it. That is all. 
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SHRI RAI: If you want to prohibit 
that, you may have to prohibit so 
many other things, as, for instance," 
partnership. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: What was your 
suggestion regarding Hindu undivided 
families? 

SHRI RAI: Our submission is ·that 
when the Hindu undivided family has 
been allowed to be formed, according 
to the law laid down, .... 

SHRI V. KRISHNAMOORTHI: Your 
point is that it should not be taken 
as a method of tax evasion. 

SHRI B. B. SHARAN: Let us go 
'into this term 'evasion'. What is 
evasion? Evasion arises when I am 
legitimately to pay something but I 
do not pay it or I do not want to pay 
1t. :But ·supposing a partnership is 
formed, or an association of four or five 
,People forms a partnership, that too 
'can be termed as evasion, if it is going 
to be interpreted like that. But it is not 
so. The Hindu undivided family is 
an institution of our society, and it 
should not be done away with by blow 
after blow being inflicted on it. The 
Hindu undivided family is perfectly 
l.n order. ' · 

- MR .. CHAIRMAN: Supposing we 
·adcept your· suggeslioh or we consider 
. )'our suggestions, but to · avoid such 
things, supposing we decide to get 
more for the State out of the tax bene
fits, do you have any objection to it? 
·supposing we make if prospective and 
not retrospective, then do "you have 
any objection? 

. SHRI B. B. SruutAN: We do not 
·want it either prospectiveiy or retros
·pecti;Vely. -

· .SHRI DAMANI: · Will you expiain 
bow the. assessees are going to be 
affect~d? Are they going to pay more 
tax or .double ta.X'! 

'sHRI RAI:. i:t is a question of the 
·rate· 0n8x. · As the income grows the 
- - . . . ~ ·r . , 
art~ouni: of tax or the rate also grows 
·up: . 



SHRI DAMAN!: My point is whe
ther there would be any double taxa

'tion. 

SHRI RAI: What I mean is this. 
supposing my income is Rs. 20,000 
the rate of tax might be i5 per cent. 
But if it is Rs. 40,000, then it might 
be 25 per cent. The tax increases 
that way. 

SHRI DAMAN!: There will be no 
double taxation? 

SHRI RAI: I do not think so. 

SHRI N. K. SANGHI: Whether this 
amendment is to be prospective or 
retrospective is a different thing al
together. But I would like to know 
whether this amendment hurts the 
Hindu law. Is it against the canons 
of Hindu law? Does it in any way 
vitiate Hindu law and particularly the 
Mi~kshara law of Hindu undivided 
family? Does it affect Hindu law? 
That is the fundamental issue which 
we have to decide now. 

SHRI RAI: We have already sub
mitted that it does affect Hindu law. 
But I am not an expert of Hindu Law 
and so I cannot go into the details of 
how it affects it and the repercussions 
that it has on Hindu law. Under the 
Hindu law certain benefits are there 
for every member of the joint· 
family •.. 

SHRI N. K. SANGHI: I would like 
to give you a small instance. What 
is the status of that person who has 
grown up in life, leaves his father 
and goes out to another country and 
takes with him just a hundred rupees, 
and starts business there and he be
comes richer and richer and his life 
goes on there? When it comes to the 
taxation laws, he files his return as 
an individual, because he is not con
versant with the income-tax laws; 
suppose he files his return as an indi
vidual and he is taxed as an indivi
dual for a number of years; suppose, 
his family grows, and a male heir is 
born; originally he had come out 
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from the hereditary family with about 
a hundred rupees. In this case, what 
is the social code? What is the reli
gious code? Will his property be the 
Hindu undivided family's property 
and will his sons be able to claim 
partition rights out of it or will it be 
considered as individual property, be
cause he has been submitting his re
turns as an individual? Please clari
fy this particular aspect. 

SHRI B. B. SHARAN: Before we 
answer your question, we would like 
to know one small thing from you. 
You have given the example of an 
adolesent or grown-up person of the 
Hindu undivided family going out, 
and not the karta. 

SHRI N. K. SANGHI: Suppose a 
father has a number of sons. Sup
pose the sons grow up, Suppose one 
son leaves the family taking just a 
hundred rupees with him, or as we 
say in Rajasthan, with just a letha 
and goes and settles down in a place 
like Assam and he does business there 
and he prospers in his business there; 
when he submits his return he sub
mits as an individual, because he may 
not be conversant with the tax laws. 
I would like to know from you whe
ther the property that he has built up 
and the. status that he has built would 
be subject to partition by his family 
members as and when a dispute arises 
or as and when a. partition arises ar 
whether it will be determined on the 
basis of its being individual propertY? 

SHRI B. B. SHARAN: It is his 
choice. If he wants his family to 
gain, well and good, but if he wants to 
treat it as his property, he can do so; 
it is his choice. If he wants to give 
back something to his Hindu undivid
ed family, then it is his choice. WhY 
should the family not gain out of him, 
simply because he has gone out of the 
family in adversity? Supposing 
everybody in the family agrees to it 
and Bays 'We two will remain here, 
you may go elsewhere and earn', then 
what is the objection to it? In fact, 
the whole family may be striving for 
it, 



SHRI N. K. SANGID: We would 
like Mr. Shah to explam this point, 
because unless my doubt is removed, 
I shall not be able to participate pro
perly in the deliberations of the com
mittee. 
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MR. CHAIRMAN: What Shri 
Yadav wanted to know is, whether 
you have '8ny suggestion to that effect. 

SHRI ·B. B. SHARAN: As my 
friend has . already submitted, trans
fers are not · necessary only with a 
view to avoiding any tax. Instead of 
helping himself, he may be doing it 
for his own family. 

SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: The law 
as it stands does not seek to intro
duce '8DY new impediment either in 
the way of putting it in the common 
property or of impressing it with the 
character of the joint family property. 
Why should there be any such diffi
culty? If one does it not for the pur
pose of taxation, he can do it. Is 
there any difficulty? 

SHRI B. B. SHARAN: Your pro
posal, if accepted, will give the same 
result. He will not be able to trans
fer anything.-

SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: Which law 
prohibits an individual from impress
ing it with that character? 

SHRI B. B. SHARAN: This propo
sal which we have submitted, ...• 



SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: You have 
not understood the proposal. The 
proposal is that if you put this money 
into the common hotchpot of the 
joint family or you impress it with 
the character of the joint family pro
perty, notwithstanding such transfer, 
if the money is self-acquired money, 
the income will be assessed in your 
hands. There is no prohibition what
soever in bringing about the trans
fer or the alienation which you con
template. 

SHRI B. B. SHARAN: While the 
property is that of the family, the 
income is with the individual. We 
do not agree to it. We do not accept 
it. Our submission is there. That is 
all. 

SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: Is there 
going to be any reason for it? If you 
say that you are not accepting it, it 
is not the be-ail-and-end-all of it. 

·MR. CHAIRMAN: It is a question 
of exchange of ideas. Suppose you 
have something better in your mind 
to suggest to this Committee, and sup
posing Mr. Salve wants to bring to 
your notice that this is the provision 
of the clause and if you have a cer
tain misapprehension-you may not 
have read between the lines ........ . 

SHRI KANWAR LAL GUPTA: Mr. 
Salve is a lawyer, and I am afraid 
the witnesses are not lawyers. They 
are representing the common man's 
point of view. What J; understand 
from his evidence is that it will dis
courage the formation of HUF. 

SHRI N. CHATTERJEE: This is 
what Mr. Palkhiwala says: 

"The administration of the new 
provision is bound to create vari
ous legal complications and cause 
n\nnerous hardships to a large 
number of small HUFs. . If cash 
is thrown into the hotchpot, and 
some time later out of such cash, 
shares and agriculturalc lat!ds are 
acquired and some business is 
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done, it will be impossible to- as
certain which income from which 
source should be -assessed under 
-section 64 in the. hands of the in
dividual who initially· threw the 
cash into the hotchpot. Clause 
14 which seeks to amend section 
64 should be deleted.:' 

SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: ThiS is a 
common hotchpot of the joint family. 
What Mr. Palkhiwala is referring to 
is the legal complications which may 
arise. 

SHRI KANWAR LAL GUPTA: In 
memorandum (6) you have said that 
this proposal will bring in unneces
sary administrative expenditure and 
its retrospective effect will adversely 
affect the assessees in general. So, 
you say the proposal is unjust. Will 
you explain what this means: "Ad
ministrative expenses", and "it will 
adversely affect the assessees?" 

SHRI RAI: 
0 

This is unjust up till 
now. I do not think we have any 
further thing to say. 

SHRI KANWAR LAL GUPTA: You 
have referred to three points; rather, 
you have raised three points:- that· it 
is unnecessary administrative expense; 
that it will affect the assessees in 
general, ·and it is retrospective. What 
are your concrete proposals? 

SHRI RAI: I think we have already 
discussed it. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: They ·said they 
are opposed to it fundamentally. 

SHRI KANW AR LAL GUPTA: 
What are the administrative expenses? 

SHRI RAI: By the changes you 
will have to make ........ 

SHRI KANWAR LAL . GUPTA: 
What is. the reaction of the Govern
ment to this? I want· to know the 
Government's point of view. .There. 
should be some Minister to give us a 
clarification. There· is no Minister 
here; this has not been the practice 



in the Select Committees. I am sorry 
to say that this Committee is being 
treated so shabbiliY. The Finance 
Minister is not here; the other Minis
ters concerned with this are not here. 
If they are pusy somewhere, it ·is 
better we adjourn the Committee. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: This point bas 
already been raised by Shri Dandeker 
and we have conveyed it to them also. 

SHRI KANW AR. LAL GUPTA: 
What is the effect of conveying this 
message to the Minister? He has not 
turned up. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: When last time 
I explained it in detail yesterday, the 
Minister said that it is not conveni
ent. Even then we wanted to meet 
and go ahead.· 

SHRI KANWAR LAL GUPTA: I 
am prepared to participate, but then, 
this matter which I have raised is 
important. 

SHRI BISHWANATH ROY: Re
garding the procedure in the past so 
many years in the Select Committee, 
when the witnesses are called into 
the Select Committee, discussion 
among the Members of the Select 
Committee does not take place. Only 
questions are asked of the witnesses, 
and discussion takes place with the 
. witnesses. 

MR. CHAffiMAN: We have discus
sed this point again and again. Even 
when you were not here, we decided 
that and Mr. Damani raised that 
point. 

SHRI N. K. SANGHI: Now, I do 
not think a clarification has come 
from the Government side •. 

SHRI SHAH: I will . try to explain 
it to the· best of my ability. The 
point raised by you is that there is a 
HUF. ·Out of this, one of the mem
bers o£-ihe HUF goes out with a small 
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amount of Rs. 100, becomes a million
aire and amasses a lot of money. 
What will be ihe status of that mem
ber who has gone out of the HUF? 
The member concerned is A. A. con
tinues to be a member of the HUF. 
The HUF has given him Rs. 100 and 
he earns a substantial amount. You 
can stress that but for the Rs. 100 
given by the HUF, he would not have 
been able to embark on the venture 
and therefore, all his acquisitions 
would become part of the HUF to 
which he belongs. 

SHRI N. K. SANGHI: Suppose he 
takes Rs. 100 from the HUF, goes to a 
different country, starts a· business and 
builds it up in a couple of _years. He 
starts submitting his return as an in
dividual because probably he does not 
understand the Hindu law. Would 
his acquisition be called HUF pro
perty? 

SHRI SHAH: The fact that he is 
submitting his return ·under a wrong 
impression or out of ignorance of 
law as an individual does not change 
the position vis-a-vis the department. 
While examining the case, if the de
partment comes to the decision that 
this nucleus bas been drawn from the 
bigger HUF, the department would be 
justified in including the income of 
that member A in the income of the 
HUF . 

SHRI RAI: Clause 13 deals with 
the delay in filing return and interest 
chargeable thereon. Till now, with 
the permission of the ITO, an assessee 
could file his return late with the per
mission of the ITO, and no interest 
was chargeable. Now it has been 
suggested that interest at 9 per cent 
should be compulsorily charged if 
the return is filed late, even thougli 
it may be with the permission of the 
ITO. We submit that if the ITO is 
convinced that due to some circum
stances the return could not be filed 
in time, there should be no question 
of charging interest. 



SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: The ITO 
may find that there are circumstances 
for extending the time, but what is 
wrong in his enquiring the assessee to 
pay some interest on it? Otherwise, 
·the person who takes the trouble to 
prepare his account'3 and submit his 
return in time does not find a pre
mium in comparison to those wh9 
delay the filing of returns. 

SHRI B. B. SHARAN: This is pure
ly academic. When we look into the 
practical working of the department, 
it is not at all up to the mark. We 
feel that so far as the working of the 
income-tax department is concerned, 
it is only one way traffic, only caring 
for its revenue and . not bothering 
about its responsibilities. 

SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: Mr. Chair
man, we would request the witness to 
be coherent and not philosophise on 
the general working of the income
tax department. 

SHRI B. B. SHARAN: Without go
ing deep into it, we would submit 
-that we oppose this provision. Sup
pose I am out of India or I am con
fined to bed with serious illness and 
I am not able to file my return. The 
ITO is convinced that extension of 
time may be given. Why should I be 
made to pay interest on it? 

SHRI KANWAR LAL GUPTA: You 
are supposed to file the return within 
the prescribed period but, suppose, 
because your accountant is ill or be
cause of ather circumstances you are 
not able to file the return within the 
pre>cribed period; so, you ask for an 
extension. The Income-tax Officer 
gives you an extension. But you are 
supposed to pay income-tax on self
assessment. The ITO gives you one 

· concession, namely, to file the return 
after the pre>cribed period so that 
penalty will not be imposed for late 

· filing of return, but then you should 
either pay income-tax under the self
assessment scheme or· you should pay 
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interest. They do not want to give 
you a concession for paying the in
'come-tax late. 

SHRI B. B. SHARAN: We submit 
·~hat we do not appreciate this levy f>! 
mterest and request that it should not 
be done. 

SHRI KANWAR LAL GUPTA: Can 
you give some reasons for it? 

SHRI B. B. SHARAN: We are here 
to expre5'3 our views and we submit 
that we do not want it to be levied. 

SHRI S. R. DAMAN!: You have 
pointed out in your memorandum that 
it seems to be highly detrimental to 
treat the registered firl!l on the same 
footing as an unregistered firm and to 
penalise them for genuine difficulties. 
Will you please explain how it is going 
to affect them adversely? 

SHRI RAI: There is a difference in 
the calculation of tax but for charging 
interest it will be the same; so, there 
will be an inequality. · 

SHRI V. KRISHNAMOORTHY: Can 
you suggest any way of avoiding inten
tional delay in filing returns by as
sessees? 

SHRI B. B. SHARAN: When the ITO 
approves of the application for exten
sion of time, it means that there is 
some valid reason for not filing the 
return in time and there is no inten
tional delay. Just because we gain 
something out of it, it is not inten
tional delay. 
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. SHRl B. B. SHARAN: There is one 
more thing. The payment has to be 
made after the expiry of one year but 
.it is being done within that very year. 
We are paying advance tax; so, the 
question of interest does. not arise. 
You c~n demand interest if arrears are 

: being paid when they are overdue. 

SHRI N. K. SANGHI : Suppose, a 
new clause is added permitting the 
assessees to file the return after a de
lay of, say, three· months and the 
assessee may suo motu pay interesf at 
9 per cent. Do you accept such a safe
guard and do you think it will be 
beneficial to the business community? 

SHRI RAI: We do not think it has 
any bearing on this. If the ITO is 
satisfied that because of very valid rea
sons I have been unable to file my re

·tum in time, he'extends the time. Then 
w)ly should he penalise me for this 
whether hi the form of interest or ~ 
the form of penalty? If the ITO is not 
s?tisfied, even today I am being pena
lised for not filing the return in time. 

SHRI B. B. SHARAN: The return 
has to be filed for a period for which 
advance payment has already been 
made. For obvious or certain unavoi
dable reasons, there is some delay in 
doing that for which we seek permis
sion. . Now you want to impose this 
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interes~, _which amounts to penalty in 
our op=on, on account of the delay in 
formally filing the return. We submit 
that the question of interest does not 
and should not arise. 

SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: The existing 
l,aw plus the contemplated amendment 
would not bring about any liability of 
interest in case your advance tax 
covers the total liability of tax as 
would be determined on your. filing 
th~ return; in other words, if you have 
paid your entire tax in advance even 

. if your time is extended for filfug the 
~eturn, there is going to be no leVy of . 
mterest. 

SHRI SHAH: I think, the point has 
been. clarified. I would like to make 
a little addition to the explanations 
offered. If the return is justifiably 
delayed beyond a certain time which 
has been laid down statutorily, there 
would be no penalty but only interest. 
The question is why should there be 
interest where the delay is justified 
and accepted by the Department as 
such and the Department has extended 
the time for filing the return. The 
reason is obvious that for that period 
statutorily laid down, the assessee is 
utilising the government funds which 
otherwise would have been paid tQ the 
Government on self assessment. It is 
in a way interest on the amount of tax 
which is being utilised in the business. 
Likewise, may I make it clear, the 
Government also would be paying, as 
you will see in the legislation, interest 
on the dues to be paid by the Govern-
ment. ' 

SHRI RAI: At what rate? 

SHRI SHAH: At the same rate, ie., 
9 per cent. 

SHRI KANWAR LAL GUPTA: I 
want to know from the Government 
as to why they treat it as an unregis
tered firm instead of a registered firm. 
What is the basis? 



MR. CHAIRMAN; I think that point 
can be discll5sed between ourselves. 

SHRI KANWAR LAL GUPTA; It is 
an important point. 

SHRI SHAH: The position as now 
brought out brings no change in the 
existing law. 

SHRI KANWAR LAL GUPTA: That 
is true; there is no change in the exis
ting law. But what is the basis of the 
existing law? 

SHRI SHAH: I shall trY to explain 
the rationale. Previously there was 
.110 tax on registered firms, but now 
there is, and that tex is very nominal, 
as the bon. Member would agree with 
me. The partners of a registered firm 
would be liable to pay· tax on the basis 
of self aSGessment or on assessment 
'under 143 (1) or the provisional assess
ment, on the basis of the returns filed 
by them. If the registered firm makes 
delay in the submission of the return, 
naturally the assessment of the part
ners would also be delayed, and it is 
the experience of the Government and 
also of the members that the asseSG
ment made on the registered firm 
varies substantially from the income 
returned. In other words, the shares 
of the ·partners undergo a substantial 
change on the assessment of the firni. 
Therefore, the intention is that the 
firm should not delay the submission 
of the return and hence, this deter
rent provision. Of course, it conti
nues; it is not a new provision. 

SHRI B. B. SHARAN: It has been 
said that the assessment is. delayed 
because of the delay in filing the re
turn. This is what I underntood when 
he said that the delay in filing of the 
return was bound to result in delay in 
assessment. But in practical working 
we find absolutely rio connection bet
ween filing and assessment. · My sub
miSGion is that filing has absolutely 
nothing to do with assessment. AsseSG
ment is done independently of the 
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date of filing of the return; it may be 
done whenever it suits the authorities. 

S:HRI N. K. P. SALVE: What about 
ta:c liability on self assessment? The 
filing of the return has an intimate 
nexus with the liability on the assBGsee 
consequent upon self assessment What 

· happens to that? .Is not that p~stpon
ed? 

SHRI B. B. SHARAN: It is, of courne 
deferred. It remains troublesome to 
the assessee also that he is not assess
ed. 

MR. CHAffiMAN: Have you anything 
more to say on Clause 43? 

SHRI RAI: Till now it was up to Rs. 
500. Suppose my tax comes below 
~s. 500, then I am not to pay at the 
time of self assessment but I pay when 
my assBGsment is completed, 

SHRI B. B. SHARAN; Even this 
amount of Rs. 500/- is insignificant. 

SHRI KANWAR LAL GUPTA: So, 
you do not want any change here? · 

SHRI RAI: We do not want any 
change. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: What about 
Clause 34, reopening of the assess
ment? 

SHRI RAI: Here they are taking 
powers to reopen their own assessment · 
without any objection filed by the 
asseSG.ee. And they have done it ac
cording to their own views. 

SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: You see the 
law now seeks to introduce this change 
in terms of which they first want to 
vest the authority and power in the 
Income Tax Officer to modify your 
return for an extremely limited pur
pose. Only mathematical and arith-

• metical changes are to be made. If 
you have indicated your profit in the 
return, the ITO is not going to bring it 
to the correct profits. He is only em
powered under the first assessment to: · 



make arthmetical changes. No :further 
and no more. Thereafter he has to 
call the assessee, examine books of 
accounts, collect evidence in support 
of the return which an assessee has 
filed. Then if he finds that there is a 
material difference between the earlier 
assessment and the real assessment 
which needs to be made, then only 
he makes a second assessment. That 
is the position of the law. 

SHRI RAI: Why should he make 
two assessments? · 

SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: I have ex
plained you just now. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: The present pro
vision is like this. .Under the present 
scheme of regular assessments, re
turns are classified into two categories, 
namely (a) those in respect of which 
the Income Tax Officer is satisfied that 
they are correct and complete, (b) 
those in regard to which he is not so 
satisfied. In regard to the returns in 
category (a), assessments can be com
pleted under Section 143 (1) on the 

· ·basis of the return without calling the 
'tax-payer or requiring him to pro
duce evidence in support of the return. 
However, in making such an assess
ment, no adjustment can be made to 
the returned income or loss even fo~ 
obvious arithmetical mistakes or pa
timtly inadmissible expenses or for 
brought-forward losses or unabsorbed 
depreciation as computed in the past 
years' assessments. In regard to. the 
returns falling under category (b), the 
Income Tax,Officer has to call for the 
accounts and other. evidence and also 
requjre the presence of the tax payer, 
if necessary, and complete the assess~ 
ments only after considering the evi
dence. This is the procedure. What 
is your objection to this? 

SHRI RAI: My suggestion is that · 
when the ITO makes assesSment him
self without calling the assessee and 
without calling for any explanation 
froii! him and completes the assess
ment mt.! ives the assessment orde!,', 
then _w,hy : ithout any petition, .from_ 
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the side of the assessee be should be· 
allowed to re-open it by himself? 

SHRI B. B. LAL: In this Bill the· 
Government is going to abolish the· 
problem of provisional assessment. You 
might have read in this Bill provisional 
assessment is going to be · dispensed 
with. In view of that, when there 
will be no provisional assessment this · 
new section is added that when the 
returns are filed and on the basis of · 
those returns if the ITO, after consi
dering all the mathematical and other· 
points, assesses, what is the harm in . 
that. Even if the assessee is not call
ed for because the ITO finds on the · 
basis of the return that the total in- . 
come, whatever is mentioned in that,. 
is reasonable and assesses, what is the 
harm? That is why no opportunity is 
being given. But, if there is any mis
take or something like that, then the 
case is reopened. What is the harm 
there. It is to the advantage of the· 
public. 

SHRI BRIJ BHUSHAN: Is there any· 
provisional assessment? I do · not . 
think there is any provisional assess-· 
ment. 

SHRI RAI: They are not doing it. 
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SHRI BRIJ BHUSHAN: My sub
mission about this point is that the fra
mers of the law have very good in-
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tention. When they frame the laws. 
they have no intention that anybody 

-should be pinched or anybody should 
be inconvenienced. It has also to be 
taken into account as to how the law 
is implemented. What we see is that 

-whereas there is a provision that 
assessment must be done within 4 
years, they are not done. Even now 
you are reducing it to two years. 
They have no other way but to take 
recourse to Sec. 143 (1). What I am 
trying tq submit to you is that all such 
assessments are not being done with
in time. While in some cases the 
assessments are most ·upto-date, in 
many cases the assessment are lying 
without being finaliseD. 

SHRI B. B. SHARAN: Contd: In 
Delhi we brought these things to the 
notice of our commissioner 'and we 
found that he also was helpless. The 
thing is this. Within 2 years it is 
impossible to complete the business as 
is expected of them. Thay w;ll have 
to fall back on this section 143(1). 

SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: The final 
assessment is subject to limitation of 
2 years. Wi!l Shri Muttoo clarify? 

SHRI R. N. MUTTOO: Firstly, sup
pose, 143{1) assessment is made, his 
apprehension is that on 31st of March 
just before closing of 2 years 'all the 
assessments would be reopened. The 
question is this, as to what is meant 
by reopening. Fresh assessment un
der 143(2) is possibl:e provided that 
the time limit has not expired. He 
can't just start reassessment proceed
ings. I am distinguishing between 
reassessment proceedings and reopen
ing. So far as reassessment is con
eerned they also become barred on 
completion of 2 ye'ars; The next ques
tion is about 'reopening of assessment. 

. For that the time limit still remains 
4 years. Tn fact, I am making a dis
tinction between reopening and re
assessment. For reopening the limit 
is 4 years, 8 years, etc. and the maxi
mum is 16 years. There is no change 
in that. For reopening the law 'as it 
is has not been changed. It is quite 



a stiff provision. The ITO has to com
ply with it. There is no change pro
posed in that law. 

SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: Reassess
ment is subject to that. That is sub
ject to the limit of 2 years. 

SHRI R. N. MUTTOO: That is 
what I explained. 

SHRI N. C. CHATTERJEE: In Mr. 
i'alkiwala's note it has been stated like 

· .this: One of the most indefensible 
provisions of the amending Bill re
lates to Sec. 143. The proposed 
.amendment only succeeds in making . 
complicated and irrational what un
der the existing law is relatively sim
ple and rational. The amendment to 
Sec. 143 in effect provides that an ITO 
may make an assessment-he 'allows 
1:ertain expenses which in his opinion 
are prima facie and allowable with
out even calling for or hearing the 
assessee. Thereafter he can on the 

. same return make a fresh assessment 
increasing the income or the tax. In 
other words the ITO can virtually 
mak.e 2 assessment orders for the same 
year in respect of the same assessee 
on the same return. 

Now, are you going to allow that 
on the same return? He makes the 
assessment without calling for the 

. assessee. · He makes a new assess
ment 

SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: Without 
calling the assessee second assessment 
will not be made. 

SHRI N. C. CHATTERJEE: He 
says:· Two assessment orders for the 

. .same year in respect of the same 
· assessee on the same return of income. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Please see 143 
(2). 

SHRI TENNETI VISWANATHAM: 
The ITO makes the assessment. 
What is 'assessed is sought to be re
opened by himself, without anybody 
else pointing out anything. Is that 
the point? 

·. _ SHRI BRIJ BHUSHAN SHARAN: 
Yes. 
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SHRI TENNETI VISWANATHAM: 
We are not going to clause (2). We 
are on Clause (1). He makes his own 
deductions. He makes his own addi
tions. That is sought to be reopen
ed again. 

SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: Shri Visawa
natham said is correct; it will create a 
very great hardship. Proposed amend
ments are not like that: He cannot 
make it like that. Under (B) his 
hands are circumscribed. 

SHRI TENNETI VISWANATHAM: 
Under Clause (1) he has got .the right 
without calling :tor the assessee. He 
passes that oraer. That order is final, 
so far as assessee is concerned, so far 
as the departll!ent is concerned. 

. MR. CHAIRMAN: Please have the 
Bill before you. 

SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: ITO receives 
the return from assesse. He scrutinises 
it on the basis of documents which are 
attached to the return. He corrects 
arithmetical errors.-deductions, addi
tions, multiplications etc. He will 
under law allow whatever deductions 
are there which assessee may not have 
claimed. Insurance premia made on 
his life may be shown as expenditure 
in the P&L Account. He will take out 
as much out of the insurance pre
mium as statutorily is to be disallow
ed, under clause (2). 

' 
SHRI BRIJ BHUSHAN SHARAN: 

In the first time he should have taken 
all these. into account. After paying 
tax dues so many recovery certificates 
are issued. It is beyond imagioation. 
Not one of them has been cancelled. 
The working of the Income-tax De
partment is like that. 

SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: This Com
mittee cannot redress your grievances 
for administrative lapses. 

SHRI BRIJ BHUSHAN SHARAN: 
Sometimes it is said the file is not 
available. Sometimes it is said, 
assessment is not available. The 



attachment staff goes on harll.ssing 
people. There is no redress of grie
vances. My hon. friend saYs about 
the working in the way he has under
stood it. It is not that jusf as he has 
understood we have understood it. 
Our submission is ·mat the ITO after 
going into the accounts generally 
comes out and says that he will re
open the assessment. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: As you say there 
may be practical difficulties. We can
not go beyond the scope of tbe Bill. 
Our work is confined to the provisions 
of the Bill. They c'an be improved 
in any way. Have you any sugges
tions to ·make in this regard? . 

SHRI BRIJ BHUSHAN SHARAN: 
Some limitations should be there. 
But the assessfnent may be reopened 
within six nfonilis etc. should not re
m&!~ 

SHRI :N. K. P. MLVE:. You may 
please answer one question. What 
have you to say With-regard to provi
sional assessments made by the ITO? 

SHRI BRIJ BHUSHAN SHARAN: 
I submit that since we have no expe
rience about the provisional assess
ments, we cannot throw any light on 
that. 
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SHRI BRIJ BHUSHAN SHARAN~ 
What I say is that the scope is very
limited here. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: He has come 
here with a definite suggestion. 

SHRI BRIJ BHUSHAN SHARAN: 
My submission is this. If you want 
to retain this, some limitation must 
be put. Why should the period o'f six 
months remain? And why should the 
ITO have the power to "reopen the 
earlier cases also? 

SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: We shall 
consider your suggestion. 

SHRI BRIJ BHUSHAN SHARAN: 
In regard to the recognition of the 
firm, our submission is this. You have 
already recognised some firms. And 
even if they have not completed some 
formalities whicn are required to be 
done they should be allowed to be 
continued as recognised firms. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Recognition of 
fums is a new provision. 

~· ~ \'11\'1' ~.:a : 'ltTif'tiT ~ 
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SHRI BRIJ lffiUSHAN SHARAN: 
You can do anything for future . 

SHRI N. C. CHATTERJEE: You 
say that the provisions may be applied 
only to future cases. 

SHRI GANPAT RAI: For future 
they should go in for recognition. 
When they have already been register
ed with the Income tax authorities 
that is quite enough. Suppose there 
is no change in 'A' firm's constitution 
for five years. . Why should the fii-m 
be asked to get itself, registered and 
then apply to the ITO? 

SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: Under the 
existing law even if you are a regis
tred firm you have to comply with 



certain formalities for renewal of 
registration with the ITO. ·To that 
.have you any objection? 

SHRI GANPAT RAI: We accept 
-this on this condition. Instead of re
newal of the firm every year it will 
be better if the firm is recognised 
-once and then if there is. a no change 
in the constitution, it should continue 
to be registered year after year. 

-SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: Registra
tion of firm is governed by 'a certain 
procedure. You accepfthat for every 
~me? 

SHRI GANPAT RAI: Yes. 

SHRI KANW AR LAL GUPTA: 
'What about new applicants~ 

SHRI GANPAT RAI: They can go 
i;o the Registrar for registration: 
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So we beg to submit that the In
come-tax authorities should continue 
to register them. 

SHRI KANW AR LAL GUPTA: And 
they should simplify this present pro
cedure. 

SHRI BRIJ BHUSHAN SHARAN: 
But they have to come up for renewal 
every year. I say that they need not 
go in for renewal unless there is a 
change in constitution of the firm. 

. SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: Do you 
want curtailment of the power of the 
I.T.O. to go into the genuiness of the 
firm? 

SHRI BRIJ BHUSHAN SHARAN: 
There should be specific provlSlons. 
And they should be fulfilled before re
newal of registration. 

MR~ CHAIRMAN: An application 
for registration should be subm. 
with a partnership deed within a pe
riod of six months or one year. 

SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: In other 
words, the written application should 
be a conclusive proof for genuiness 
of the firm. You know there are 
honest and dishonest assessees. Some 
may be ·genuine partnershi-p firms 
while some. others may not be so. 
Do you thinl< that the law should not 
give them protection and that the ITO 
should be prevented from enquiring 
into the genuiness or otherwise of the 
partnership deeds of the firm? 

SIIRI GANPAT RAI: Today he has 
to enquire about the genuiness of the 
firm. 

SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: You don't 
want any change in the law in that 
regard. 

SHRI GANPAT RAI: Of course 
genuine partnership should be accept
ed. 



SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: That is 
what is sought to be achieved. The 
Department can take that as a proof 
for genuiness of the firm if you go to 
Registrar of Firms unless there are 
strong reasons to the contracy. 

SHRI BRIJ BHUSHAN SHARAN: 
Let it be laid down. 

SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: That is 
what the Department has explained to 
us. A suitable amendment has to be 
provided with a proviso that registra
tion and renewal of "firms would al
most ensure the registration unless 
there are reasons to the contrary. 

SHRI BRIJ BHUSHAN SHARAN: 
Those reasons should also be given. 

SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: I see your 
point that the law should be-amend
ed so >as to include that. 

SHRI BRIJ BHUSHAN SHARAN: 
Sir, one firm is not befug registered 
because of the anomaly in the name. 
For instance, the name 'Bharat' will 
nof be allowed . • • 
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SHRI SHARAN: It should be more 
than enougn. 
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SHRI SliARAN: It should be 
enough. 
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SHRI SHARAN: He has completed 
the formalities. The person whom you 
think is an employee is paying at least 
his income-tax dues. If somebody is 
trying to make use. o'f this weapon, he 
is doing it leglllly. There is nothing 
wrong. 

SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: It is not 
legal. 



SHRI SHARAN: You are keeping 
too much in the inside of the story. I 
think that is not perfectly justifi~ble. 
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The Dissolution Deed should Ee sign
ed by all the partners. 
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SHRI S. R. DAMANI: May I ask 
whether you feel that by compulsory 
registration the assessees will be put 
into great difliculty on account of the 
time-limit. Are yoti · objecting to the 
time-limit or the method? 

SHRI SHARAN: Both the things 
we have submitted. We have suggest
ed that the registration should be 
with the Income-fax Officer. 

SHRI S. R. DAMANI: The time
limit can be extended. 
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SHRI SHARAN: Well, both the
things h'ave to be done. 

SHRI GANPAT RAI: Now, we
come to clause 43-sections llr6(a) 
and (b)-cases of disollution of the· 
firm. In many cases when there is' 
a difference among the partners, then. 
it is dilticult to get the signatures of 
all the partners. Actually, according_ 
to the Jaw, if one partner does not 
want to remain in :PartnerJ;hiP, the
P"artnership is supposed to-be dissolv-' 
ed. Wliy stiould we insist that all the· 
partners should sign and only then it .. 
should be considered as dissolved. 

' 
SHRI SHARAN: I think you must 

have come across such experience in. 
several cases. Some partner may not. 
agree to sign just because he does not 
suffer by keeping that pending. Be
cause of one man, the whole group
may suffer. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: This is not a. 
new thing, which has been brought in. 
That is the existing provision. This. 
has been included here. This is a new
one. This is in the existing Act. 

SHRI SHARAN: Since this section.. 
is now open, we thought of pointing it. 
out what we feel. 

SHRI KANWAR LAL GUPTA:: 
There should be no objection if the~ 
Commissioner is authorised to condone 
it. 

SHRI SHARAN: That is what we~ 
beg to submit. 

SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: .We will con-
sider your suggestion; 

SHRI K. L. GUPTA: Clause 46-
Section :il. Here you have given two· 
suggestions. First is the notice for· 
the payment of advance tax should: 
be sent well in adv-ance 30 days before •. 
I think that is a good suggestion.. 
Normally, what happens the notices-
are sent a pay early. So, it should be
obligatory on the Department. As. 
regards the second point I agree withe 



·_you there may be hardship but the 
,solution is there he can file the esti
mate and suppose one is given to you 
then your problem is solved. It should 
be obligatory on the De1)artment to 

·.send the advance notice at least 30 
days before. In that case they can file 

·the estimate. · ~} ~ 

SHRI CHATTERJEE: I think that 
·is proper. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: We shall discuss 
-whether or not it should be 30 days. 

SHRI B. ll. SHARAN: Clauses 54 
, and 56. Apart ~rom these clauses 
,about the enhancement of fee we want 
1o take clause 57-hearing of appeals 

·by the appellant tribunals single board 
'bench. 

l!lr ~""""' ~: ~ s6 iii m 
it~~ fop zso m ~rif.r "'T~ 1 

· F?~ iii <mr <~§<~' <rr i!f;:f\<;r ;;rrm- ~ 1 

· m<r'fiT ~ ~ ~ fop m <1'i1IT en-~ 
' trfi' 't.rf ~TI ~~~'!IT 'lim~ 

·11r.rr '11<: 'f;l'fir ~ ;;mrr ~ 1 ~;rc 'liT 
~ 'l{f 't.rf ~ ~ I !!iN'li T 'f;~ ~ 
'liT ~ f.!; mf£c F.;rwrr ;;rlh; ~ 
'llVI"r ~ m ?r mo <ror2- <ir.r ~ orrcrT 
~ 1 'fliT 'fl'!'I>T ~ ~ ~ fil; mf£c 
'WR f~'fOT it ;;rr;rr ~ err ~ 'iir 

-<~"r <1'i1IT 't.rr If% crrfop ~ <l<t;n: 'fir i!l"l'l<'f 
Of~? . 

11ft ;fto otTo mar : ~ ~ <mr 
~I 

lilT <111a<~4> ~rqq -~ err .J<R: 
· ~'lirifu"rr ~r_ ~im 1 

SHRI B. B. SHARAN: The idea of 
-this fees is n6Ct<> collect any levy or 
it is not a revenue. If you make 
·them costlier you are . denying the 
-renefit of being heard. They should 
ce kept where they are. 

We wanted to draw your attention 
-to clause 57-hearing of appeals oy 
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the appell'ate tribunals-single · mem
ber bench. • We want the limit of Rs. 
25,000j-, should remain. 

SHRI GANPAT RAJ: We have pro
posed, upto 50,000 ·shoulago to a s1ngle 
person. 

You mean to say that the joint res· 
ponsibility is better for the assessee. . 

SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: You have 
stated that if it is single Member 
bench, it should be judicial, why not 
Accounts Member. 

SHRI GANPAT RAJ: We feel more 
secure. 

SHRI N. K. P. SAL~: Does the Ac. 
countant Member not understand 1aw? 

SHRI BHUSHAN SHARAN: We 
have not said that. We !tave said be
cause we may be 1i.eard correctly and 
sympathetically. 

SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: If you are 
willing to give cogem reasons we will 
consider it. 

SHRI GANPAT RAI: We should be 
:in6re of judicial mind. 
" . 

i!.ll l!iirt--~ 'lCT: ~~irri:nl:~ 
f'li ~ m:e: 'liT i!l'fq-~ i!:TcrT ~; ~'li it'FT· 
:a-<c ~ em ~ ill'T' 'i"'l::T ~r~ .i'lff!f 
iii m * 1 ~.rf<111; ll'f.rr ~ ~ ~ 
~~();1. . 



~m<'n<'i·~=~~~ 
~f.!; \t<t>i<l¥ ~~if q1R •• ~ : 

cit """' 1a ue 'liT ~ ~ ·...n: ~ 'll'l'lf.t 
~~if~ cit ijf~fiulli:t' ~ ~r.r. 
~?· .. ~ 
'~"ll.~ 

•. ·, 11ft ;pr lJ.~ ~~ vr : ;;IT ~ 1 

15ft IIi' 'I"( ;;m:r ~ 'i : ~ ~ ~ f.!; 
.~ ~ ~· .'R'j'j'i;r ~ q1R ~ ~ if 
.m<'i' 'liW ~ cit <t>~ ~·'fiT q.~. 
or~ q!IT ~ "''T<: "'l'b'T w;cr ~ or'fTlft . 
~~I "'''a':f~~~ltT lO<f• 

m 'liT q.~ orlfT'if wtf"l'cr ~"M1 
~f.Pfm<r.~r~'li~·~ tir.•~~~r.rr 
-~-? ':-1.· . :rr'.r 

!;fr,;or '{_!for m:ar /~ ~ 1. 

SHRL BHUS'HAN · SHARAN: · You 
have said fine of Rs. lOJ- for late 'fil~ 
ing should be· imposed. · It is a clause 
absolutely mandatory.· It. is not fair. 
There are ·some .tinies very valid rea~ 
sons·whentreturri·inay not be filed in 
time. r:•· 1.' ~~ ,,. · '! 

... SHRI KRISmfAMOORTHI: · Have 
you re'ad the claus~ below. " · • • 
-r· · ,. ,. .:, 1 

. SHRI BRIJ IlHUSHAN SHARAN:• 
'Without reasonable cause or excuse'.' 
The safety clauie should always be 
there. · : · , r 

.. · 
Some light should be thrown· on it. 

The person may be out ol this coun-
try... . '. ' ,. 

SHRI KRISHNAMOORTHI: · We 
.have pointed out~nilstake due to over
sight and being out of station. out 
of station is a reasonable cause. If it 
is . Illistake or over-!Jight; ignorance of 
l'aw is no excuse. .. i • -

MR. cHAmMAN: As far as we look 
to these provisions, under the existing 
provision in Section 276 9f the7 Act 
there •is no liability to prosecution in 
the case of a person who faiTs to fur-
1358 LS-6. 
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nish his return of income· voluntarily 
as requirea .under Section 139(1). A 
person who fails 'without reasonable 
cause or excuse to furnish the return 
of. income ·called 1or 'by notice under 
Section 139(2) or fails to produce his 
books 6! Accounts arid documents call
ed ~or by notice under Section 142(1) 
is liable to prosecution but the punish
ment 011- convinctlon by court In such 
cases is only a fine of Rs. 10 f• or 
every day, during which the fault con-
tinues, etc. etc. . · ' 

A ,person can eva.de .tax with simply 
with-holding his books of Accounts. 
Therefore, as. you were suggesting it 
is not a kind of giving full authority 
exercise his power l.or vindictiveness. 
The intention is not like that.. · 

. I '' ,' ; I 

· SHR!' GANPAT RAI: Intention · is 
never there. 

SHRI BR!J BHUSHAN SHARAN: 
Implemen\ation is different from what 
is there . aCtually. . . 

\. 

I . 

15ft l!i'f'( ~ ~ ~ lrn it 
. <'mit <'iFf !>;ffuf~ ~. ~ . 1[1' ~ 
~. ~ 0'11 f.!l ~ ~ <'iFf '1ft ~ 
~-f .rfr ~...m.r·m orr'~. on 
Q.ffi.t:{-.J ~~ ~·?( · ~ .if · mer. ~ 
<'I'Tl11llT "''T<: ~ ~ ~ ;fr m, ~ I 

. • ' ·1 ' 

~;r ~m fl!.~fl' 'lfi fu>f-<1<t><1 qf,rnc 

ife flr.r ~ o'\'1f; ~ ~ I 

" I,J ' •I 

Thls'may amount to bigger levY and 
punishment than lh\) actual tax. 

. SHRI ~. ·K. P. SALVE: 'Are you go
ing to suggest that the very scheme is 
disproportionate .to the lapse? Is it 
what you are goiilg 'to say? 

SHRI BRIJ BHUSHAN !!HARAN: 
Yes. 

SHRI N. 'K P. SALVE: Then we 
appreciate. 



. .-fr ·~ ~~ ~t i ; ~'T ~ lli! 
-t: fif> ~·i·il«t 'lit "'RI9\i{ ~ 'lim ~ 1 

~'f ij'Jlf @" ~r ~ lli! .~ fif> ;;rr 
~ n~ & m'{ f(;r~ ~ :~ 
~-m j;"'l<il•l ~ 'fir «~>tlq~ 1 t i:>~>r 
vr p;n;;" "l:~ .mt J 

SHRl SANGHI: Will the Govern
ment gi\re us some 1dea about the per
centage of the defaulters who came 
under Section 276? 

· MR. C:HAffiMAN: We shall get it 
later. · 

We thl\nk .you . and ,your collegues 
Mr. Bhuslum Sharan. 

SHRI BRIJ BHUSHAN SHARAN: 
We thank you fOr givillg u 8 this op
portunity. 

(The witn<!s\!es then withdrew} 

(The Committee then .adjourned) 

(The Committee re-assembled after 
lunch at 15.00 hrs.) 

SHRI N. DANDEKER: 1 have writ
tp_n a note to the Secretary of the 
Committee about the absence o1 both 
the Finance Minister and the Minister 
of State in the Ministry of Finance. 
That means, we continue -to deal· with 
this matter .in .the absence of any xe
preseritative at the ministerial level. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: In the morning 
•also . we discussed this very .point and 
you mre not here.·· This ·iS the second 
time we are ni.ee!ing. He was present 
at the first meeting. When we decid
ed to meet here o11 ~he 31st, the Minis. 
ter said that ·though he was anxious 
to attend, he bad his engagements 
fixed earlier and he requested the 
Committee to postpone. I was also in
clined to ··it. You also wanted that 
the meeting should be little postponed, 
but the Members of the Committee· 
wanted th'at we could' hear the evi
dence. 
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SHRl N. DANDEKER: What is the 
point in ·hearing the evilience when 
none of them was present here. 

MR. CHAmMAN: Yesterday 1 ex
Plained the positfon to the Members. 
Today, in the morning, Mr. Gupta 
raised 'this point. 'i'herefore, we have 
decided that from the .next meeting 
onwards, the Minister should be pre
sent. 

SHRI N. DANDEKER: Sir, I take 
very great exception to it. I do not 
know whether any question of privi
lege is involved in it. But I think <it 
is c_ertainly .contempt cf the Com
mittee. 

MR. CHAIRMAl><: So, this is .the 
position. When next time we meet, 
the Minister will be present. 

SHRI N. -DANDEKER: These wit
nesses are expected to be convincing 
not only the Members ·of this Select 
Committee, but also the final decision 
makers who will be at the ministerial 
level. These gentlemen ·come here. 
Yesterday we had can e:x;cellent ·cxpo
.sition of -the case ~Y the Institute of 
Chartered Accountants. Whom ·are 
they going to convince? Eventually it 
has to be the· Ministry. It is my ex
perience that whatever we may wish 
to decide, it is the Minister who ev!!n
tually decides and the .majority of the 
Members ,J,ere follow suit. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: We 'all agree. 
Even in your absence, we discussed 
this , point. 

SHRI RAM SEWAK YADAV: We 
had already conveyea our. feelings, 
not. today bul yesterday itself, but no 
notice ·whatsoever 1ias 'been taken o'f it. 

MR. CHAffiMAN: If Shri N. 
Dandeker suggests . that any other 
Minister should be present, then we 
may perhaps get the Law Minister or 
somebody -else. 

SHRI N. DENDEKER: l am not 
tallong of any other Minister. It must 
be some Minister from .the Finance 



Ministry. If they think that this 
is not important . enough, then I cer
tainly am .not going to waste my time 
here ••. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: I hope the Mem
bers would request Shri N. Dandeker 
to stay on. 

SHRI N. DANDEKER: I feel that 
_this is Utterly' contemptuous. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: I would against 
request Shri N. Dandeker to be pre
sent here and give us . his valuable 
suggestions, and we want his help. 

SHRI N. DENDEKER; I come .here 
to work, out ~ently the Minister 
does not think that this work is .im
portant enough. 

. SHRI AISHWANAni ROY: As a 
matter of fact, the absence ·of the 
Minister here is due to our own deci
sion. It was vie who. decided the other 
day that we would meet today, though 
the Minister concerned informed us 
that he would be going out of the 
country; still we the Members of the 
committee decided that we would 
hear evidence. So, if Shri N. Dande
ker has 'any feellng against that, then 
it is ·really against ourselves ·and 
against the Members of tbe Select 
Committee. '.I .do not know why the 
Minister or the Min'stcy is being ac
cused of this. 

SHRI N. Dli.NDEKER: It is not a 
·question of 'just any Minister, but a 
Minister from the Finance Ministry. 

_ In ·the absence o'f any M"mister from 
the Fimui.ce Ministry, it is just a futile 
beating in tile air to carry on dis
cussions, to listen to evidence, to cross
examine witnesses and to elicit ideas 
from them bercire we make up our 
minds about something: because· the 
one mind that .has to apply itsel'f to 
it and take decisions not at the ad
minisfrative level, but at the Minis
terial level is 'absent here. I have had 
tire honour of being on Select Com~ 
mittees .with which the .Finance Minis
try has been concerned, and I have 
always found a good deal of assistance 
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from the Finance Minister or the 
Minister of State in the Ministry of 
Finance, either ·Shri K. C. Pant or Shri 
Morarji Desai; very often during ac
ross-the-table discussions we found it 
e'asy to convince them. ' But in the 
absence of any Minister here, we are 
just having a futile exercise of beat
ing ·in the air. If it merely a matter 
of ·reaching the recorded evidence, 
I can •also read the evidence just as 
they can. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: I appreciate his 
difficulty. 'I •would request him again · 
to st'ay on with 'Us, ana we snall over
come this i!ifficulty '"-· 

SHRI N. DANDEKER: You may 
have 'feelings on the subject, but I 
also do have certain feelings . 

MR. CHA!RMAN: We shall .discuss 
this point again. Now, let us hear the 
other set of witnesses. 

SHRI N. DANDEKER: No, I feel I 
am not prepared to be treated in this 
fashion by the Finance Minister. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: .I would request 
Shri N. Dandeker on behalf of the 
Committee io be present. 

SHRI N. DANDEKER: I know I am 
embarr'assing you by saying all these 
things, .and I would not like to do that. 
But 1 would like ·to express my feel
ing in the only way possible; if the 
Minister will be satisfied by reading 
the ·evidence, so will I be. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: We are all 
agreed on this point. We have dis
cussed this point already this morning 
when you w.ere not here, and we also 
felt the same way. ln fact, we not 
only discussed it, bue we have record
ed it also in our minutes. 

SHRI :rol'. DANDEKER: I 11pologise 
to the Committee, but I beg leave to 
withdraw. 

(Shri N. Dandeker then 1ejt the TOom) 



.··· 
SHRI BISHWANATH ROY: I feel 

that_ injustice is being done to this 
committee. -

_ SIDU N. K. 'sANGffi: A serious 
thing nas happened by Shri N. Dande
ker leaving the . committee. I do not 
know what the constitutional propriety 
was. But I .think that it is time that 
we dis~uss these things and , see that 
something is done to remed;r this 
matter. It does not look nice that we 
should have one Member of the Select 
Committee whaling out in ·this man-
ner .. , . 

MR. CHAIRMAN: We shall discuss 
this afterwards. · 

H. Bar Association (Incom~-ta:z:>, New 
. Delhi: 
Spokesmen: 

1. Shri R. K. Gauba, 
2 •. Shri J. M. Bhatia, and 

' 3. Shri L. D. Verma. 

(Witnesses were called in and they 
took theif seats). 

, I 

MR. CHAIRMAN: We welcome you·
and your colleagues to the sittings of 
this committee. 

SHRI GAUBA: We also express our 
gratitude to you, .for : your having 
invited us. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: The evidence that 
you give will be treated as public and 
is liable to be published, unless you 
spec~cally desire that all,. fir any part 
of the evidence ,shoulclbe treated · ·as 
confidential; even . in that case, the 
evidence is. liable to be made available . 
to Members of Parliament. 

' ' ' 

We have gone tnrough your memo
randum, and if you want to highlight 
any points, you may do 'so. 

SHRI GAUBA: Please permit me to 
introduce my association. It. has a 
membership of 200 lawyers wh~ are 
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practising exclitsi\rely on the origi:ilal 
and appellate side 'of the income-tax 
department: · What We shall be stating 
here will be in the background of the · 
practical difficulties or the experiences 
that we have had in tlie course. of our 
day-to-day professional activities. 

· Fii:st, I would start with. the co~ce~
sions proposed in the' Bill. We always 
welcome any concession . which.. is 
offered to :. ihe taxpayers·. who ''are 
groaning under heavy taxation, at im;r 
time and at any. stage.. However, . I 
have made a mention at page 3 of our 
memorandum that there is an appa
rent lacuna. This relates to proposed. 
amendment to section 23. There is a 
lacuna there . . . · 

MR/CHAIRMAN: That·:is being 
remedied. .. '• 

SHRI GAUBA; ofhei), I would deal 
with the amendments which have been . • ! ' i • 

proposed in' the field of avoidance or 
evasion of tax. _As I have subniitted 
in my' memorandum our'' association p ' ' . . ' 
focussed its attention qn the. proposed 
amendments to section 64 of the In
come-tax Act. That 'particular· amend
ment proposes a change in ihe sense 
that if an individual transfers certain 
assets· to' a Hindu. undivided family, 
then · the income arising, therefrom 
shall be treated as the income of that 
individual in so far as he is a member 
of the Hindu undivided family or in 
so fa·r as it affects the interest of his 
wife or minor sons. ~here is already 
a provisio.n .. in section 1i4 which deals 
with transfers effected .in the case .of 
minors ' or · wives. Iricom~s . arising 
therefrom are 'clubbed with the ~come 
of ·,the individual.. ·;aut the .. position in 
regard to the Hindu undivided family 
is altogether a diffe~ent one. The 
Hindu undivided familY, as it is 
known under the income-tax law or 
the Hindu joint family as. it is under
stood under the Hindu law, is aunique 
institu,tion, as the Supreme Court or 
every other High 'Court has said; in 
the sense that it does not have any 
characteristics either of an association 



or a person or an individual or an-y
thing of that type. S'o much so that 
even in a 'couple of ~1ldgments. Their 
Lordships of the Supreme· Court have 
held that transfers when they are . 
effected in favour of a Hindu undivid
ed family are not transfers:· in the 
strict sense of the term, because an-y
thing that- is merged· in the assets of 
the Hindu undivided family of blend
ed with or even thrown into the com
mon hotchpot ·of the eXisting assets 
of the. Hindu undivided family or 
even otherwise an, individual thinks' 

·of ·throwing so;,e · of his individual 
assets into the common''' ·hotchpot 
which may not have existed before,
~>ven then, · the 'assets transferred as• 
sume a special character of the Hindu 
undivided family.· It is in respect of 
ihat unique inetitution of Hindu un
divided · · family that the proposed 
amendments are suggested. ' 

. ·My submssion is that this will create 
a lot· of- complications and. ·a lot ·of 
difficulties, because we'· ma'Y assure 
·you here that we ·are not against 
bringing in • legislation ·which · may 

. have the desired effect of curbing the 
unsocial activities of the assessees in 
so far as the ·a voidance of tax is con
cerned. Where a certain legislation 
eventuates into consequences which 
will result in a real, sfficere intended 
effort to avoid taxation or curb the 
unsocial activities of the assessees, we 
ar~ with the Government. But where 
they create complications of the nature 
which will outbalance the collection 
of taxes, there, of course, we feel 
differenUy. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Have you calcu
lated it? 

SHRI GAUBA: I am mentioning the 
difficulties that are likely to arise in 
this matter. 

.. MR. CHAIRMAN: 1iave you made 
omy assessment? . 

SHRI GAUBA: It is not a matter of 
alculating things. It depends on the 

• llJculation of income of the Hindu 
1 lldivided famil'Y or an individual who 

transfers the 'assets. From that point·,' 
of view, the department nas -prop~ly. 
covered 'itself, ·because it is only in 
cases where the reven.ue suffers that 
the department will interfere. So far 
as the department is concerned, they 
have very amply covered themselves. 
I am making it' a point on behalf of 
the lissessees and also on behalf of . 
the counsels who may be called upon 
to deal with such matters and also the . 
department itself who may be called 
upon 'to administer these very provi- · 
sions in a practical way. ' 

The _Hindu undivided family or the 
coparcenery property is an'Y property 
that. I may inherit from my father or· 
father's father, or father's father's 
father. . So far as this aspect of the 
property is concerned, the law leaves 
it . as sucjl, ,because the question of 
anYbody transferring anything doe& 
not arise in· the case of an individual 
particularly.· If there -Is an ancestral 
prpperty admittedly and avowe9ly as 
such, and in those assets I throw some 
into the common hotchpot, then it is on 
that part of tne assets wliich I trans
fer and throw into the c0ilfu10n hotch
pot of the assets of the familY that the 
mischief of the proposed amendment 
to the section lies. . In that case, it 
will be held that. the assets that I 
have to put into the common hotchpot 
of the family shall be mine in so far 
as it represents my individual inter
est in the transferred amount or it 
represents the interests of my wife 
or the interests of the minor sons. In
sofar as the Hindu undivided family 
is constituted of members who are 
majors, there, I am not debarred from 
converting an-y individual property of 
mine into that of a Hindu undivided 
family; m~y be I have all the major 
sons. In that 'case, the only interest 
which will be deemed as mine will be 
that of my wife . 

so' far as this is concerned, we 
could see that these transfers, if they 
are effected, would affect only the in
dividU'al concerned. U they were to 
an individual 0 r an association of per-



sons, that can be understood. But then 
the Hindu undivided family which is 
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a unit by itself and in which the inter
ests of an individual, is not determin
ed is different. It is only a fiction of 
law by certain deemed clauses which 
are being brought here that you are 
going to create the interests llf an, 
individual, the interests of a wife, so 
that at the close of a particular period, 
which means every year, you have to 
find out who are the members of the 
Hindu undivided family and what will 
be the pro rata share fo that indivi
dual who transferred the assets, his 
wife and his minors. The situation 
may change year after year with the 
birth of one son or with the death of 
another. Year; to year, there will be 
changes· according· to the number of 
members ot the Hindu undivided 
fami!y, increasing or decreasing. 

SHRI N. K. SANGHI: I think the 
work of this-Committee would become 
simpler- if you ask certain clarifications 
first. The Members have studied your 
memorandum. You also represent the 
Bar. Association which possibly has 
friends on this side who have a feeling 
of responsibility for. creating so many 
troubles between the tax-payer and 
the tax-gatherer! For the average 
man, it is very difficult to understand 
the legal complexities· and you have 
very. clearly clarified them and we 
have followed it. 

Regarding the Hindu undivided 
famil"y, there are three formulations 
that you have given. One is where 
there is a Hindu undivided family 
coming ipso facto, which may be in 
existence for the ancestral property. 
The second is that there may be others 
where it may be partly ancestral pro
perty and partly a property that may 
have been blended and thrown into 
the common hotchpot. The third is' 
where the amount may have come into 
existence exclusively by the voluntary 
act of the caparceners concerned by 
throwing their individual properties. 
Could you tell this Committee whe
ther any of these situations as envisag
P.d b'y. this new Act hurts the Hindu 

law on which the fundamental basis 
of recognising the HUF as a- unit bas 
been· there for ages? We have hurt 
th~> Hindu Code and the social aspect 
of the Hindu law. Do you trunk by 
legislating this, there can be no ques
tion of raid and there is no question of 
tinkering with the. Hindu law? We 
would _like to understand. this parti
cular position. 

SHRI GUABA: It Will hurt in the 
sense that it will. create discrimina
tion between the. properties and the 
properties Bo3 I have discussed. in the 
memorandum. May be I do not 
choose any particular, occasion to 
transfer assets to the HUF as 
such, but I am living with the 
members of the HUF and the family 
exists as such. I; have my personal 
income and I have income from 
family funds too. I keep on merging. 
my personal income into that of the 
family and likewise I go on spending 
some of the funds belonging to the 
family, The merging and spending 
becomes· so imperceptible and an
palpable that it would be very 
difficult for anyone to spot out at 
what particular stage and what 
particular amounts I have tansferred 
into the assets of the HUF which 
shL<~ld be treated differently. 

SHRI N. K. SANGHI: Government 
do not want to have any loss of 
revenue by your individual income 
thrown into the HUF. To stop this, 
this legislation has been brought in. 
Does it hurt the Hindu law? If it 
does not, we can go into its merits 
and demerits. 

SHRI GAUBA: One is a transfer· 
which is palpable and so effected 
in favour of ·the HUF that it can be 
known as such by the ITO. But the 
manner in which I live is such that 
I • do not . discriminate between assets 
of the family and my own assets. 
In this section only one aspect. of 
the matter has been dealt w1th. 
Day-to-day practical aspects have not 
been, properly visualised. 



A HUF cons!sts of minors, myself 
as karta, my wife and'major memba·s 
~· the family also. So far as the 
mterest of the minors and wile is 
concerned, for purpose of taxation it 
gets tagged on to my income. So far 
as the accumulation of assets are 
~oncerned,, they still. continue ta be 
1n tfie hands of' . the; HUll. I do not 
spend. . anYthing out of> it. I- have 
tr'lnsfe.ured certain. assets• to- the 

.family and certain incomes arise out 
of the f~mily's.· funds also. They go 
on 'lCcrumg. The amending; Bill. does 
not say whether any income arising 
from those aC".retions shall also. be 
tagged •on to my income; 

SHRI N. K. SANGHI: Poooibly this 
is· the· first step that Government is 
taking• to prevenue loss · of revenue 
by people throwing their income into 
the HUF. In future, Government 
may say that any individual earnings 
or properties· will· not• bE!' allowed· to 
be thrown· into thE!' HUF property 
at• an; 

SHRI TENNETI VISHWANA-
THAIVI: To avoid all these compli
cations, would you agree that the tax 
on the HUF may ·be raised a litt!P 
so that Government may get some 
extra revenue? 

SHRI GAUBA: So far as the 
structure of taxation is concerned, it 
is- already so heavy that it hardly 

·.leaves a· person enough amount to 
live a decent life in the present day 
economy. I do not know whether it 
would be possible for a man to live 
at aU if more taxes are imposed. It 

·is only with a view to get a breathing 
space or a breath of relief that 
peoplE!'·· sometime& constitute a HUF. 

·.Sometimes. you have to pay almost 
. 80 per cent of your income as tax. 
.But nobody throws something into 
tlie complications of Hindu law 
simply for the sake of avoiding tax. 

SHRI TENNETI V'ISW ANA-
THAM: In these days of developing 
economy, with the reduction in the 
value of lll()ney, Government also 
want more money. Therefore, they 
are sugaesting that you should give 
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!DOrE!. If as. individuals· you. cannot 
give more, give us more as members 
of ~UF. That is the .suggestion. 
Possrbly, your point of view is that 
if a little more is left in. the pockets 
of the Joint Hindu family or the 
individuals, it will add to the strength 
of the nation itself as it Will not 
go out of India. 

SHR~ GAUBA: You are visualiS'
ing only· HUFs consisting of the 
individual, his wife • and minor 
children. That is not· essentially. ~o. 
The HUF may· consist of major 
members also. Therefore will you 
not be. creating discrimination 
betwe.en one. family and another
between a· family which ha& only 
minor mem·bers. and a family ·which 
has all major . members? I submit 
that that would not be a very 
desirable thing. 

· SHRI TENNETI VISWANATHAM: 
So, you. want it to be dropped al-
together. · 

SHRI GAUBA: In the· fitness of 
things it will be bE!'tter that this pro
posal is. not ·brought on the statute 
book. It will only add to. further 
complications. Year after year you 
·wilL have. to calculate the interest of 
the individual, the wife and the minor 
in. a family which is recognised by 
law as a Unit by itself. 

SHRI TENNETI VISWANATHAN: 
Can' you, suggest any alternative? 

SHRI GAUBA: Probably that is 
not· within the scape of my being 
here. Given the occasion, I might. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: If the individual 
converts his separate propE!'rty. into 
property belonging to the HUF of 
which he is a member, it is complete
ly against Hindu Jaw. How do you 
stretch it so much, I do not under
stand. 

SHRI'GAUBA: Hindu law does not 
know of any olhE!'r type of HUF but 
one which may exist qua ancestral 
property though it may huve been 



inherited or may have been thrown 
into the common · hotchpot or may 
have been merged with the existing 
funds of the HUF; otherwise, HUF 
will become three different type of 
institutions, namely, one which owes 
its existence to ancestors, the othe1 
to which some of the assets of an 
individual have .been transferred 
and still another which may be the 
creation of anyone of the individuals. 
The ancestral property is not attract
ed because HUF has been recognised 
as a separate unit of assessment both 
in the statute itself and by judicial 
pr9nouncements. We are left with 
certain ancestral assets to which some 
of the individuals of that family have 
thrown all their personal assets or in 
the course of their living as members 
of the family as such some of their 
personal assets get merged and 
blended into .that of the HUF. · That 
is not envisaged here. Such like 
transfers should be left out because 
it might create complications. For 
instance, the HUF is inclined to pur
chase or construct a property or the · 
property is already there and is in 
a very bad way; the family has some 
of its funds and goes on investing and 
improving the property. I as a mem
ber of the family contribute some
thing from my own personal income 
but I do not keep any record of it. 
Now, these· are transfers but of a 
very imperceptible nature and are 
indistinguishable. What is going to 
happen to such transfers? Is ·the 
Income-tax Officer going to estimate 
the extent of my contribution to re
pairs and improvement of the pro
perty or is he going to leave it at 
that and look only to amounts which 
have actually been transferred in 
bulk or in lump sum? Such like 
difficulties are likely to arise when 
we actualiy lead a life. 

The third is, of course, one which 
is completely covered by this amend
ment in the sense that family does 
not have any ancestral property. 
Individually a Hindu in his own right 
is entitled to throw his individual 
assests .into the common hotch-pot 
which also may not have existed 
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before because this .has been recoa· 
· nised ·by ' judicial '· pronouncement; 
there is no necessity for a common 
botch pot to exist before I add some-
thing to that. · 

,, 
::>HRI SANGHI: Suppose there is a 

certain , amount of imperceptible 
transfer from· individually earned 
money in the repairs . of a building. 
Do . you think •that the Income-tax 
Officer will ·be able to see the imper
ceptible. transfer that is made in the 
repair of a property? Where it is 
perceptible, of course, that· can be 
sorted out by the Income-tax Officer. 

SHRI GAUBA: There is a very 
fine distinction between impercep
tible and perceptible. 'Perceptible' 
is something which can be seen by 
the Income-tax Officer. Once he 
sees something coming up, say, a 
structure, or . some improvements be
ing made, then naturally he puts me 
the query, 'Where did you get the 
funds from?'. And I say -that I am 
an earning member of the family, I 
have my personal income of Rs; 2000 
or ·so I spend something on my per
sonal' things and I put something on 
repairs or improvements ... 

SHRI SANGHI: The Income-tax 
Officer will have to undergo this 
difficulty. If he can readily sort it 
out, he would Win his point, and if 
he is not able to prove it legitimately, 
possibly the assessee will ·win ·the 
case. If complication is there, it is 
for the Income-tax Officer to justify 
what he has done. Otherwise, taking 
the point of view of the Ministry, 
this has been done to avoid the little 
bit of loss of revenue. I agree with 
you that if this can be avoided, it 
will be very nice for every one. 
Suppose it cannot be avoided, can 
you give us a better solution by 
which the revenues frittered away 

"can be taxed by Government and at 
the same time some of the difficulties 
that you or the assessee may face 
can be sorted out. Have you got any· 
alternative suggestion in this matter? 



SHRI GAUBA: . So far as the ITO 
is concerned, I should say that he 
controls one side of the traffic in the 
sense that he must safeguard the re
venue and make an estimate which is 
not an estimate which may be ques
tioned by the higher authorities or 
by internal or external . audit. But 
the matters will ·be finalised before 
the appeallate authorities. This will 
lead to litigatio}:l-assessees being 
assessed on certain- figures going in 
appeal and getting some relief at one 
stage and the~ going. in another stage 
am~ . getting some relief and so on. 
When I said that it would lead to 
complications, I meant this. The 
matters are not going to be settled 
so smoothly as we think at the level 
of ITO. After all, they _are revenue 
authorities; their anxiety is to i::ollect 
the maximum · possible revenue and 
to determine the maximum income 
that they can possibly pay under the 
law in the sense that it can stand the 
scrutiny of law at higher levels. 

· MR.- CHAIRMAN: fiom your dis
cussions one can think that perhaps 
you are not .opposed to the third 
category of HUF if this comes under 
the provisions of this Bill. 

SHRI GAUBA: Where it is solely 
created by the efforts of an indivi
dual by putting avowedly his ~er
sonal assets into a supposedly eXlSt
ing botch pot ... 

MR. CHAIRMAN: You have no 
objection to that? 

SHRl GAUBA: What I say is that 
it should ·be within the premises of 
the Hindu law itself. This is a matter 
of judicial pronouncement. So many 
rulings have come. There is no dif
ference whatsoever, between the 
first tn,e of Hindu Undivided Family 
and the third type of HUF. That HUF 
has the same characteristics and en
_joys _the same privileges and has the 
same obligations. 

'17 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Can you give 
us some important case law where 
this has been taken into consideration 
and he converts it again into HUF? 

SHRI GAUBA: , . I can cite cases, 
but I do not have at the moment 
the reference. The law does not 
make a distinction between the first 
type of HUF and the last type of 
HUF because if the first type of 
HUF can claim the privilege of 
being assessed as a separate unit, 
so can the third type of HUF claim · 
the right to; be assessed as a 
separate unit. This is not a well 
settled law. There is no distinction 
so far' as the Hindu law is concerned. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Here is the 
decision of the Madras High Court. 
'A Hindu father can impress his self
acquired property with joint family 
character even where there is no 
nucleus of joint family property ... .'. 

SHRI GAUBA: That is a case in 
my favour. The Law as it exists· 
does not discriminate. It .is now by 
virtue of the proposed amendment 
that the distinctions are being created. 

· This is what I submit. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: We would liketo 
have your lawyers' intelligence. The 
Bombay High Court also says that it 
is open to a member of Hindu Un
divided Family to throw his self
acquired property into the family 
hotch pot even though there was 
no joint or ancestral property. Do 
you mean to say that this is justified? 

SHRI GAUBA: The law permits. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Of course, you 
have your legal acumen to this. Sup
pose, law permits and in this process 
we find that many new mischiefs 
are created. What iS your remedy to 
this? Will it be possible to amend 
the Hindu law to that extent? 

SHRI GAUBA: I do not think so. 

MR. cHAIRMAN: Is it your point 
that if we are going to bring this 
thin~: into the scope of the taxation 



laws, then we can do it only by 
amending the Hindu Law and not by 
having this amendment in the taxa
tion law? 

SHRI R. K. GAUBA: Hindu Law 
cannot be amended. Either there 
should .be an amendment to the 
Hindu Law itself because so far as 
the concept. of the Hindu law is con
cerned, that shall continue to remain 
there. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: We want reve
nues to the State and we want your 
legal acumen to help us to see· if we 
cannot go this way, which way we 
could go and how to improve upon 
this? 

SHRI L. D. VERMA: So far as this 
concept of throwing the individual 
property into the joint family and so 
far as t.he concept of tracing the 
individual property into the hands flf 
the wife and minor ·children is con
cerned, that was accepted long ago. I 
do not think there is any use going 
back on this thing. Parliament can 
tax income arising from that. But 
we have all seen that this new provi
sion will result in so many complica
tions in actual practice. How should 
we get over the difficulties? We all 
appreciate the difficulties that are 
going to crop up in the actual work
ing of this. What I suggest here is 
to am~nd the definition given in 
Explanation (2) to t.his Clause 14 
which defines the interest of the indi
vidual, the interest of the minor son 
or the interest of the spouse. It shall 
have to be worked out on the last day 
of each previous year for the relevant 
assessment year. Looking to the 
fluctuating nature of the family as it 
existed on a particular date, I submit 
that instead of making it change from 
year to year we should once for all 
fix that the individual's interest or the 
minor's interest or the gpouse's 
interest be determined on the 1ast day 
of the previous year in which the 
transfer takes place, that will solve 
the whole problem. In the case of 
minor, when he ·becomes major, his 
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share will get separated from the 
individual. So long as he remains a 
minor, his interest and also the 
interest of the spouse wUl go with the 
interest of the··individual transferer 
and its income will be taxed in the 
hands of the individual. Whenever ·the 
individual transfers an asset to his 
wife or the minor, the Department 
taxes its income. They just keep a 
track of it. Similarly, you can keep a 
track of the interest of the minor or 
the gpouse in the converted property 
We can solve thirl difficulty only in 
one way i.e. if we define the interest 
of the individual once for all. 

SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: What do 
you mean by 'once for· all'? 

SHRI L. D. VERMA: My subinission 
is that once we determine the interest 
on the last day of the previous year 
during which the transfer takes place, 
that interest will be deemed to be 
determined for all times. 

SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: Assuming 
in the previous year ending 31st 
March, 1966, A impresses certain pro
perty with the character of HUF, 
from the assessment year· 1966-67 to 
1968-6!1, there is going to be diffi
culty in the assessment year. As the 
law postulates in the assessment 
year 1970-71, in case there are minors 
and in case the properties are 
partitioned, diffi'!Ultieo, are continuing. 
Whatever the income, that is attri
butable to that corpus, that is trans
ferred on 31st March, 1966 would be 
included in the assessment of the 
transferor. What is exactly your 
suggestion? What do you want on 
31st March, 1970 should be done? 

SHRI L. D. VERMA: In the pro
posed amendment the interest of the 
individual or of the minor or of the 
·spouse has to be determined year 
after year. Supposing an individual 
'A' transfers his property worth Rs. 
1 lakh into a family which has four 
members entitled to a share. The 
interest of the minor will be Rs. 
25,000, the interest of the 
wife fu. 25,000, the interest of 
the individual will be Rs. 25,000 and 



the interest of the other minor son 
·will be Rs. 25,000, Income attributable 
to these will be taxed at the hands of 
the individual. 

SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: That is the 
contemplated law. 

SHRI L. D. VERMA: No. In this 
law you. say that the interest of the 
individual or minor sons or the 
spouse will .be determined year after 
year, whereas, the character and size 
of the family will be changing, 

SHRI N. K. P, SALVE: Family 
size may change but the interest of 
the transfer so far. as his assessment 
b concerned, clubbing only this pro
perty which is transferred and 
secondly only the income attributable 
to the corps and not income on 
income. Do you agree with that? 
Clause 14 read with Sec. 64 applies 
at the moment. I am unable to see 
the connotation which you have spelt 
out. 

SHRLL. D. VERMA~ In clause 14 you 
are proposing sub-clause (b) under 
sub-section (2) which reads as 
follows: 

"The income derived from the 
converted property or any part 
thereof, in so far as it attributa
ble to the interest of the individual 
in the property of the family, 3hall 
be deemed to arise to the indivi
dual and not to the family," 

So you see in respect of the incoille 
<!erived from the "converted pro
perty" or any part thereof, s<> far as 
interest of the spouse or of the minor 
in the property of the family is con
cerned, the word 'intereJt' is defined. 

SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: 'Interest' 
cif the individual is defined. 

SHRI VERMA: That is defined in 
explanation 2. 

SHRI N. K, P. SALVE: If you read 
the entire clause together, on a 
simple reading, it means this that the 
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income of the family will be in res
pect of that income which r3 attri
.butable to the transferred property. 
To use the language of the section, if 
it: is partitioned, then to the extent 
the minor has interest or the spoune 
has an interest, the income only will 
be attached in the hands of the trans
feror. This is completely in harmony 
with Sec, 64 as it stand:; now, 

SHRI VERMA: That is just .an 
extension of that principle, 

S:im:r N. K. P SALVE: What is 
your apprehension? What d<> you 
want to be determined once for all? 

SHRI VERMA: What I apprehend 
lS' that there· will be difficulty in 
determining the interest Of the indi· 
vidual or the interest of the minor 
or the interest of the Jpouse year 
after year, be~ause the size of the 
family may be changing, and or the 
nature of the property may be 
changing There may be dimunition 
of the property, 

SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: At present 
how do. they administer Sec. 64i 

SHRI VERMA: Here, the interest 
will be fluctuating, 

SHRI N. K. P. SALVE It is fluctua
ting. Otherwise it would have gone 
by partition to the members then 
existing, 

SHRI VERMA: It will be determin
ed by the legal fiction of 8'3suming 
that partition takes place on the last 
day of the previous year just preced
ing the assessment year. 

SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: First there 
is no partition of HUF. Will there be 
any difficulty? 

SHRI VERMA: There will be no 
difficulty? 

SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: A3suming 
it is partitioned and it is given to 
the minor. a~-· the spouse .•.. 



SHRI VERMA: Partition will have 
to be supposed and not effected. 
Supposing a partition has taken place, 
then the'e two interests will go to 

.the hands of the individual from the 
transferer. The main difficulty arises 
when you have to determine it. 

'SHRI R. K. GAUBA:· What I was 
submitting is that another complica
tion may arise in the matter of 
assoosment of wealth tax, estate duty 
and all that. If a certain asset has 
been transferred by an individual, for 
the purposes of income-tax that is 
going to be treated as a converted 
asset so that any income that arises 
from that assets shall .be added to 
the income of that individual. But if 
the aszet starts having income year 
after year, that income goes on adding 
,itself to the funds of the Hindu Joint 
family. Its value will appreciate or 
will go up. How are those funds or 
assets to be included in the wealth 
of that individual or the wealth of 
the Hindu undivided family? So al3o, 
hi the case of that individual's death, 
how is that property to be treated? 
Is it to be treated as that of the Hindu 
undivided family? Or else, how much 
of that portion is to be treated as that 
of the individual? 

The income from the property 
grows year after year; to the extent 
of the intere:;t of the individual ·or 
to the extent of the interest of the 
minor or the wife, that has got to be 
clubbed with the income of that 
individual. But the fact remains that 
the property has been converted and 
now it enjoys all the characteristics 
of the Hindu undivided · family 
property, 

We now come to the wealth-tax 
assessments. We visualise how the 
difficulties in estate duty will arise. 
I,n the wealth tax assessment, if a 
certain property is treated as convert
ed property for the purpose of assess
ing the income how is that proper()' 
in its original form and in its .grown
up form to be treated? Will that have 
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to be treated as the wealth of that 
individual or will a cel'tain portion of 
the. income which has been enjoyed by 
the Hindu undivided family go to in
crease the assets of the family? 

. MR. CHAIRMAN: No change has 
been made in wealth tax. 

SHRI GAUBA : That is what I am 
submitting. It creates complications. 
I am only pointing out the complica
tions that are likely to arise. If it is 
treated as converted prnperty for the 
purposes of assessing that individual, 
then there is one picture of it under 

·the income-tax law. On the other 
side, in· the wealth tax case, there is 
a different picture. After all, these 
are all iiltegrated taxes. Again, in the 
case of estate duty, how is that· pro
perty to be treated ? Will that con
verted proper()' continue to be treated 
as that of the Hindu undivided family 
or a portion representing the futerest 
of that individual or that of the 
minor? 

'SHRI MUTTOd : Under the Bill as 
it stands, wealth-tax has·· not · been 
changed. The suggestion' made now 
would lead automatically to · some 
thinking on that. 

SHRI GAUBA : This is not the 
way to raise taxes .. 

SHRI SHAH : May I just . add a 
word ? The proposed section refers 
to th income from the converted 
asset. ·It has no connection with the 
wealth. The wealth of the Hindu un
divided family will remain as it is. 
Whatever income accrues· to the indi
vidual or the spouse or the minor 
child will-be taxed in the hands of the 
individual to the extent it is attributa
ble to assets put in the hotch-pot, I do 
not know how this can lead to any ~ 
confusion or complication. 

I would like to clear the other point 
also about the partition and the 
fluctuations that go on .... 

SHRI GAUBA : If you would 
permit, I would like to say something 
on what Shri Shah has said just now. 
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He is· talking ·of' the income arising 
from the converted property.· We' 
should not suppose that . that income 
would be spent away. Suppose it goes 
to add to Hie assets · · of ' the ·Hindu 
undivided family. While dealing with 
the wealth tax assessment, there is no 

-such mention. God forbid that any 
further change ·should be proposed 
about it; but still as the things stand 
at present, I am talking of the con
verted asset itself and further assets 
which· arise by ·accumulation of the 
income from the assets. So far as the 
ilicome arising from that asset is con
cerned, since that has been treated. as 
the income of that individual, then 
supposing there is any accumulation 
of that income out of which arises . 
another asset, will that be treat~d as 
the •asset of the individual who con
verted his property or will that "be 
considered as the asset of the :Hindu 
undivided .family? .. -) .... ,. ,, ; 

SHRI SHAH : This '·'has been 
modelled on 'the. existing. section. I 
shall give a· very simple example. 
Suppose the converted asseT· is of the 
value of Rs. 1 lakh and . the total asset 
of the Hindu · undivided family 
is .. Rs. 2 lakhs. If Rs.. I , lakhs 
is ,.dded as the converted asset, 
then the value of the Hindu 
undivided family's asset is Rs. 3 lakhs. 
Suppose in the first year, this Rs. 1 
lakh yields an income of Rs. 10,000, 
the total wealth· of the family will be 
It$. 3,10,000. But what will be taxed 
in the hands of the individual in the 
first year, granting that there is onlY 
a spouse and a minor, will be the 

. whole of Rs. 10,000. In the next year-
after it is converted, it does not be-· 
come Rs: '1,10,000 but still remains 
only Rs. 1 lakh; the accrued income 
·of the ·converted asset forms part of 
the Hindu Undivided family's property; 
it 'does not"go on changing. 'l'hat is 
the present position. . , 

SHRI GAUBA: That is not clear. 

. 
SHRI SHAH : That is the present 

position. 

· SHRI N. K. P. SALVE : According 
to Mr. Shah, I take it that the position 
is: like this. To the extent the income 
is attributed· to a certain amount, the 
income has ·to be taxed in the hands 
of the transferor, but for wealth tax 
purposes, ·it would none~the-less be 
taxed in the hands of the transferee; 
whereas the income would be taxed in 
the hands of the transferor, for pur
poses of wealth tax it would 'lle taxed 
in the hands of the transferee. · Since 
a valid point has been made, I would 
like to know why we should depart 
from the scheme of section 4 of the 
Wealth Tax Act in this respect. If we 
are to go by the rationale explained 
just now, then that would make 
section 4 of the Wealth Tax Act as it 
stands irrational. 

MR. ,CHAIRMAN : We shall con
sider that point later. 

i i :.. 

SHRI N. K. P: SALVE : I hope I 
have appreciated Shri Gauba's point 
aright. While the income would be 
taxed in the· hands of the transferor, 
the corresponding wealth would be 
assessed iri the hands of the transferee. 

'• q.· 

SHRI GA:UBA: 'That is right .. 

SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: The logical 
course would be to amend the Wealth 
Tax Act also. 

SHRI GAUBA: Or to delete this. 
, I . , ' 

SHRIN.K.P.SALVE: Why?You 
must answer one question. Why 
should this facility under Sec. 64 be 
given .only ., to H.U.R .. Are you 
absolutely sure that this is for anyone 
else prohibited ?. . 

· SHRI GAUBA: So long we recog
gnise the Hindu Law. • 

SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: We are not 
changing the Hindu Law. We are only 
saying that if they resort to this device · 
then theY shall not be able to get rid 
of this tax liability to which any other 
person would be liabe to. 



SHRI GAUBA : According to 
Hindu Law a Hindu in a family is 
nothing more or less than the mode 
of life which has been prescribed in 
the Hindu Law. And that mode of 
life permits me to Jive with the mem- . 
hers of my• family. Why sbould you 
convert what I earn ..as my personal 
income as the income of the family? 

SHRI N .. K. P. SALVE: Do you 
envisage that a meher is .C'Onsidered as 
an adequate proof in this ~egard ? 

SHRl GAUBA : Meher and Dowcy 
may be recognised as such. 

SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: They are 
to-day 1·ecognised as suCh :t.:;r the pur
pas under Sec. 34. 

SHRI GAUBA: True. So far as 
meher or dowry is concerned that will 
not ·be considered as an income. 

SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: I am 
entiJ·el:f on a different argument. You 
are saying that the Hindu Law per
mits this particular mode of living. 
That enables a person to put his self
acquire.l property in a common hotch
potch. That we are not at all touch
ing. If it is so, I would request you 
to remove that impression from your 
mind. That is not at all being touch
ed. If this is to be done for the pur
pose of taxation, then you have to 
carry a larger tax liability. That is 
all. Take for example any other com
munity-Jains. They are not taken 
to be Hindus as such. Why should 
they be denied this facility ? There is 
a j'Udgment of the Supreme Court 
which says that they are not living 
the Hindu ways of living. They are 
living the way of life as any other 
citizen. Take Christians. It is vel'y 
common in their community to give a 
gift to a minor daughter or minor son. 
Why should that facility be denied to 
them if only a higher tax liability is 
taken to be a measure which brings an 
affront ·to the mode of living. I can 
understand if you say that there is a 
possibility of a larger section of the 
commur, ity being allowed to get away 
with thi; tax liability. This is some
thing which needs to be plugged, On 
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the question of the Wealth Tax which 
the· witness has :raised .Mr. Shah, -I 

·want you to clarify. 

SHRI R. D. SHAH : If you see 
Section 4(1), Proviso, of the Wealth 
'!'ax Act, it says : 

"Provided that where the transfer 
of such assets or any part thereof is 
.either chargeable to gift-tax under 
the Gift-tax Act 1958 or is not 
chargeable under Section 5 of that 
Act for any assessment year com
mencing after the 31st March, 196~, 
.the ·value of such assets, or part 
thereof, as .the case may be, shall 
not be included in .computing the 
net wealth of .the individual". 

MR. CHAIRMAN : Now we can go 
to the next point. 

SH:RI R. D .. SHAH : In view of the 
Supreme Court's decision this is not 
considered a gift but in view of the 
deemed income this has been treated 
on par with Section 64. And therefore 
that has to be in line with this pro
viso. 

SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: Therefore,. 
for wealth tax purposes, it will be 
included in the hands of the trans
feree. 

SHRI GAUBA: .Now, Sir, I shall 
refer to ·clause 34 in relation to the 
changes which are proposed to Section 
143 (1) of the Income-tax Act. Here 
is a considerable -change ·to the .provi
sions -of Section 143 ( 1) as .it exists 
now. Under Section 143 ·(1), when an 
assessee gle a return, the Income-tax 
Officer, .if he finds .that the same 
is complete in all respects, 
accepts the declared income as 
such and determines the taxpay
able thereon. But, in the proposed 
amendment, the returned figure of ihe 
assessee is not io be accepted as such. 
But, the Income-tax Officer has been 
given the right to meddle with it in 
the sense that he can disallow a deduc
tion on one thing or on the other 
thing as mentioned explicitly here so 
as to arrive at the figure of the total 
income. The very object with which 



Section 143(1) existed so far, the 
present amendment defeats that. Here 
is a latest ruling o:f the Supreme Court 
in the case of J aipur l1ayog. Here an 

~ assessment has .been .completed under 
Section 141 of the Income-tax Act. 141 
is a section which enables the Income
tax Officer to make a provisional 

· assessment of the. assessee on the basis 
of the return . that he has filed. Of 
course in that particular case wnat the 
I.T.O. did was this. He altered the 
figure of his claims relating to a 
certain brought forward loss and all 
that. Their Lordship said that in a 
case wheri! the enquiry is barred at 
the initial stages and the assessee 
makes an objection, it does not la:Y 
with the Income-tax Officer ·to com
plete the assessment on "figures which 
are not returned by him. 

So far as Section 143(1) ls concern
ed, it postulates that certain returns 
which, on the face of them, are 
acceptable as such, should be· accepted 
Without calling upon the assessee to 
prove the returned figure. But, in 
this particular .amendment, .if" r .were 
to draw your kind attention to clause 
(b) of Section 143(1), the Income-tax 
Officer shall make the following ad
justments to the income.:tax or loss 
de<llared in the return. That is to say, 
he shall rectify any arithmetical error 
like any deduction or allowance, 
which, on the basis of the informa
tion available existed which, prima 
facie is admissible :but is not claimed 
in the return, he can give effect to 
all these depreciations, losses, this and 
that. So, essentially the Income-tax 
Officer has the -right to process the 
return in order to arrive at the 
assessable figure as against the prac
tice of accepting the return as ;uch. 

· If the returned figure is an acceptable 
one under Section 143 ( 1), he has to 
see that the returns are properlY pro
cessed. The law has given the right 
to the assessee. And under Section 
143(2), the I.T.O. has to call him to 
ri!nder such evidence as he may 
possess in suppoFt of his return. This 
is natural ~ustice. This is what can 
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Pe expected, because the Income-tax 
Officer may complete the assessment. 
In :the past assessments· there may be 
disallowances. These disallowances 
might well be there in appeals, might 
not have been finalised. 

Now, this being the position, the 
assessee has ·not been given a right. 
The only. right that he has been given 
is to .have it rectified or modified by 
the Income-tax Officer, b:V telling him, 
''Here .is your mistake; since you are 
entitled to .look into errors and mis
take in the return or in the statement 
of .accounts, will you please rectify 
it?" I have the resiricted right to 
point out :to the ·Income-tax Officer, 
'"you have ma.de a ·wrong assessment". 
For that I go to .the .appellate autho
rities to have a proper redress. In the 
meanwhile, supposing the Income-tax 
Officer· has gone amiss, and he finds on 
one fine morning or next day that he 
made a mistake and that mostly has 
resulted in incorrect, inadequate and 
this and that assessment, he can reopen 
and re-assess the whole thing. But I 
am given the only right to go to the 
Appellate Assistant Commissioner. 
What will happen if I go to the 
Appellate Assistant Commissioner? He 
is not going to assume tlie role of the 
Income-tax Officer and look into what 
the Income•tax Officer should have 
done. He will mark if to the Income
tax Officer, saying, ''Please look into 
this aspect of the matter". The matter 
again goes to the Income-tax Officer. 
The Income-tax Officer again looks 
into the whole thing. 

What is the fun in making a provi
sion of this kind, where it controls 
only one way traffic? 

. SHRI N. K. P. SALVE : My ap
prehenion appears to be of a hard
ship which might come upon ~sessees 
in so far as there might be disputed 
items. 

The first part of the grievance is 
that the hardship might be caused to 
the assesse~s. the computation made 
might be disputed by him, and the 



only way out for him is to go in 
appeal. But the second part of the 
grievance is that you are making, I 
am not able to appreciate. 

SHRI GAUBA : This is what I 
submit. What the Income-tax Officer 
has got to find, as a matter of fact, is 
whether the assessment which is 
already completed is wrong or inade
quate in the sense that the revenue 
has suffered. If it has suffered, he 
can reopen· the assessment, re-assess 
it. Now, there is no time-limit given 
here. I submit this will in fact be 
superseding the powers wliich are con
ferred on the Income-tax Officer to 
reopen the assessment under section 
147. After all; there are certain con
ditions laid down there. 

SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: When you 
come to limitation, ~ou read Section 
137, that is not abrogated. · 

SHRI GAUBA : That limitation 
applies to all and sundry. No excep
tion to this. 

- MR. N. K. P. SALVE: That means, 
re-assessment has been completed. 

SHRI_. GAUBA: Then, of course, 
the prescribed time was four years. 
Now it is two years. Section 147 there 
lays down certain conditions. 

It is vecy much worse .... 

SHRi N. K. P. SALVE: How? 

SHRI GAUBA: Yoti have a right 
to criticize it by making certain ad
ditions, by disallowing certain deduc
tions. 

It would not be the achievement of 
one of the objectives, which has been 
laid down for this legislation, namelY, 
simplification. It may be one-sided. 
If the assesee feels aggrieved about it 
and then again b~ the ITO if the 
Appellate Asstt. Commissioner wimts 
it .. 

'sHRI SALVE: We have appreciat
ed to the extent the assessee disputes 
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this clause is likely to c~u~e hardship. 
We will consider that. Take the case 
of a · small assessee who goes to. an 
ITO and files a reb,xrn-you know how 
returns are filed-and ITO wants to 
make a summary assessment without 
calling the man and that has to be 
final assessment. It often happens his 
personal expenses Dharmada is debit
ed and he will sort out the items and 
make additio'!s. · · 

SHRI GAUBA : I appreciate it very 
much. To this extent I am one with 
~ou that small assessees whose returns 
are filed should be accepted as such 
but what. is actually done is if in a 
particular year , ·there was a cash 
credit and taking that into considera
tion the Income Tax Officer made an 
addition of Rs. 4,000 not because he 
found anything virong about his 
accounts but since there was certain 
explained cash he 'made an ad hoc 
addition _of Rs. 4,000. Without taking 
into consideration the circumstances 
under which that addition was made 
the suhl?equent _ ITO · ·does the sam~, 
thing. This is being ·done. · · 

. ' . 

SHRI MUTTOO: Mr. Gatiba's -. ape 
prehension that because 4,000 -was 
added in 1968 it 'wou14 be repeated in 
1969 is not correct. · ' ' · · ' 

SHRI GAUBA: I may avail of this 
opportunity to point out that so many 
good instructions are issued by the 
Central Board of Revenue • and they 
are hardly looked at-no question of 
bemg respected. I know there are 
instructions··saying if there is ·small 
cash credit' something below Rs. 500j
don't look into but I tell you from my 
own experience that for even cash 
credits worth Rs. 1000 /~ and 1200!- the 
ITO· says call the assessee. I want to 
cross-examine him. I can cite hu'h
dreds of cases. This is what happens. 
So far' as the instructions frO'm the 
Central Board of·Revenue they are in 
good faith issued but they are more 
for breach than for acceptance. · · 



SHRI SALVE: Tell us Mr. Gauba 
assuming this is a salutary provision 
otherwise what would be the safe
guard that you would want. 

SHRI GAUBA: There should be a 
limit. If .there are small assessee in 
their case the first thing to be insisted 
upoh is that their returns should •be 
supported with regular statement of 
accounts showing all allowables and 
dis-allowables so that the ITO if he 
has to process through he does not 
find difficulty and allow the items 
which are allowable and disallow the 
items which are dis-allowable. Then 
beyond that the ITO should not go. 
With reference to ·the past assessment 
or with referehce to the amounts 
which are in dispute he should have no 
option. He should not use his arbitra
riness to allow certain items and dis
allow certain items. That will lead to 
litigation and unnecessary compli
cation. 

SHRI SANGHI: We understand your 
point. I would like to draw your 
attehtion to your previous statement 
and find that the fundamental point is 
1ihis-Amen~ent 143Q1) (a)-you 
have said in which the judicial pro
nouncement that this assessment is 
not legally correct. I would like to 
know from you whether 143 (1) (a) 
does not hurt the judicial pronounce
ment that has been recently expressed 
in J"aipur case. 

SHRI GAUBA: It provides a guide, 

SHRI SANGHI: Will it stand the 
test of the Law? 

. SHRI GAUBA: The judicial pro
nouncement postulates certain princi
ples and those principles we must 
keep in view while making further 
enactments. 

SHRI SANGHI: You have seeh im
portant cases. Similar facts are put 
in different ways. There has been a 
judicial pronouncement. Majority of 
the decisions have been one way and 
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what has really been pronounced by 
the Supreme Court is anotlier way. 

Whatever income tax officer is going 
to disallow should prima facie be ac
cordi'ng to Law. Taking all this 
where a man has clai-med more de- . 

· preciation and has large percentage is 
not allowed, Naturally the Income Tax 
Officer will allow what is there. Will 
it be drawn into the Court of Law 
keeping in view the case of J aipur? 

SHRI GAUBA: Prima facie allow
able or disallowable things. do not 
fit in bacause this is more or less a 
matter of opinion which can be argu
ed both ways against · the assessee, 
in favour of the Department, 
because as I submit disputed items 
are concerned, in them there is the 
inherent dispute of opinion, as I sub
mitted one way or the other. There
fore, I submitted so far as disputed 
items are concerned, the decision 
depends upon the view you take. 
Views being two divergent views, 
such things should be left alto
gether. In that case, instead of invok
ing the provisions of Section 143(1) 
he should invoke 143 (2), send a notice 
to the asse93, come forward, support 
your return or 1 reject it, but they 
essentially stick on to Section 143 (1) 
which involves disputed amounts. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: I hope you have 
other points also. 

SHRI MUTTOO: There are so many 
which come first under 143(2). The 
idea of havtrtg 143(1) is to dispose of 
bulk of the cases under that without 
planning to re-open them under 143(2) 
because basically, it would not be 
possible with the increase in the num
ber of cases that we anticipate. 

SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: This can 
only go with the departmental view. 

Supposing there is a case of 4,000 
rupees and there is a C'ash credit of 
Rs. 25 lakhs. The business income is 
only Rs. 4,000 and has cash credit of 
Rs. 25 lakhs. Therefore, it will have 
two departmental instructions and 



they have ?escretion that the report 
they receive from the Inspector in 
which 143(1) should be in vogue, cer
tainly it will permit the ITO to include 
disputed items without affording any 
remedy to the assessee concerned 
excepting the remedy of appeal 
which is little lengthy and difficult. 
Something should be done to mini
mise this possibility. 

SHRI GAUBA: The other main 
point is registration of firms. That 
is a very important point. Well, Sir, 
at the outset, permit me to submit 
that what the change by thi::; Bill is 
envisaged is first the nomenclature 
from registration to recognition. 
Shakespeare said in Romeo and 
Juliet, whatever name you may give 
to the rose, it will give the same smell. 
Why this fascination by this change 
'recognition' which envbages ad
ditions and drafting changes at more 
than 30 places. Additions to the 
Sections 1,2,3,4,5,6, 7,8 and then 
drafting changes about 16 or 17. I 
cannot find out how the word 're
cognition' has been chosen in pre
ference to the word 'registration' 
which has come to be known and 
understood by the Public and by the 
a::;sessees for such a long time. This 
is what I have to say about the 
change in nomenclature. 

Now this law relating to the regis
tered firm has seen many vicis:;itudes 
I should also 3ay to the disadvantage 
of the assessees. I am saying lot of 
rules and laws have been amended 
from time to time. So far as · the 
judicial pronouncements are con
cerned they are liberal so far !IS 

granting of registration is concerned. 
Now I submit that it was now only 
in the enactment of the provisions of 
1961 that the law relating to the re
gistration has .been properly rationa
lised and ha3 come to be understood 
by the people. It is quite a simple 
way because now what is re
quired under the existing law is 
that the firm is constituted under 
an instrument of Partnership 
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the individual shares are specified, 
application is made within the pres
cribed time that is before the close 
of the firms accounting period. That 
is the law now and if there is any 
change in the constitution of the firm 
that should .be evidence again by an 
instrument of partnership and an in
timation be given in the prescribed 
form to the lncome Tax Officer con
cerned. The law is very simple and 
is being very much appreciated in so 
far as, once the Income Tax Officer 
grants regi3tration, he grants regis
tration for that assessment year and 
that registration continues to have 
an effect in the subsequent years 
provided along with the return the 
assessee files a declaration in the 
form No. 12 saying that there has 
been no change in the constitution of 
the firm. Law is so simple as it exists 
now. But now there is an effort to 
simplify with a view to create more 
and more complications. The citadel 
for claiming registration is now being 
shifted from income tax Office to 
that of Registrar of Firms Office. All 
of you know, Sir, that Registrar 
Office or registration is administered 
by the State Governments. They 
are not under the control of the 
Central Government and now what 
has been made a very esse.ntial and 
important condition precedent to 
claiming registration is that the firm 
should have been registered with the 
Registrar of Firm and within six 
months of it-:; having come into 
existence. Not that the firms were 
not registered with the Registrar of 
Firms, because if it is· a firm and if 
you do not have it registered with the 
Registrar of firms, the effect. of .oon
registration will be that you cann?t 
enforce your right as laid down .111 
the Partnership Act. This i:s to the 
benefit of the assessee and he, gene
rally, has the partnership registered. 
What makes the things difficult iS that 
the Registrar's Office is ::;o lethargic 
and dilly-dallying about things, that 
you never get a Certificate before a 
year and half. Now the condition 
being that I must have filed a certi
ficate from the Registrar of Firms 
with the Income-tax Officer concern-



ed with 6 months from my coming 
into exi$tence .... 

SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: No, No. 
You have to furnish it along with The 
return. 

SHRI GAUBA: I would like you to 
read 186A-l{a)-''the partnership as 

·in existence during the previous 
year, is evidenced by an instruments 
and the individual shares of the 
partner.s are specified in that instru
ment; (b) the firm is registered 
with the Registrar- (i) in a case 
where the firm was constituted at 
any time prior to the previous year 
relevant to the assessment year com
mencing on the 1st day of April, 1970, 
by the 31st day of March, 1970; (ii) in 
any other case, within six months of 
the commencement Of the business or 
profession of the firm or by the 31st 
day of March, 1970, wqichever is 
latter:" 

MR. CHAIRMAN: You kindly read 
the proviso also. 

SHRI GAUBA: "Provided that 
where such registration is effected 
after the expiry of the period speci
fied in this clause, but before the 
eX'piry of the time allowed under
sub-section (1) or sub-section (2) 
of section 139 for furnishing the re
turn of income for the assessment 
year for whioh the firm neeks to be 
assessed as a recognised firm, the In
come-tax Officer may, if he is 
satisfied on an application made 
by the firm in this behalf that it 
was prevented by good and sufficient 
reacons from getting itself so regis
tered within the time specified in 
this clause condone, with the previous 
approval ~f the Commissioner, the 
delay in such registration, ond, 
thereupon the firm shall be deemed 
to have 'gulfi!Ied the condition in 
this clause in relation to that assess
ment year and any subsequent year. 

DelaY$ are bound to occur as they 
occur no\V. 
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SHit! N. K. P. SALVE: Failure of 
the Regi,;;trar to do the needful within 
the reasonable period of time-
Mr. Gauba, do you even for moment 
think that even in one case, it will 
not be condoned? 

SHRI GAUBA: Practical experi
ence shows that from the Registrar's 
office, we never receive the certificate. 
In every case, I have to make an ap
plication to the Inc~me-tax Officer to 
condone the delay. Income-tax
Officer, left to himself, has no discre
tion to accept the delay. He has to 
refer the matter to the Commissioner. 
Therefore, bottle-necks are there, 
one at the end of the Registrar's 
office and the second at the Income
tax CommiS$ioner's office. I have to 
file the returns and that proviso has 
to .be kept in mind-"where such 
registration is effected after the ex
piry of the period specified. in this 
clame, but before the expiry of the 
time allowed under sub-section (1)." 
It may be that I may not file within 

6 months but mmt file before the 
time for ' filing the return expires 
either under section 139 (1) or (2). 

SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: Assuming 
that this word 'regi-3tration' was 
substituted with the word 'applica
tion' filed before the Registrar· · 

SHRI GAUBA: Good enough. That 
will solve the problem. If I give . a 
proof of my having filed ~n app!i~a
tion with the Registrar urespecbve 
of .•.• 

MR. CHAIRMAN: ·Submitting a 
mere application-these are the fo~
malities which we- have to comply m 
order to claim registration. The 
Income-tax Officer has to go into the 
question of genuineness.. That . ~y 
putting in the applicatiOn Withm 
time and in the prescribed fo~ does 
not entitle him to claim the rignt. 

SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: T_his ~s 
what Ministry tells us. How: It '; 
going to help in the genumeness. 

· This is what the Department says, 



when they are adding this ad
ditional burden of formalities 
"The regi3tration of . firms for the 
purpose of assessment to income
tax requires a subjective determina
tion by the Income-tax Officer of the 
genuineness of the firm, and leads to 
dispute;, litigation and delays in the 
finalisation pf the assessments of 
'irms and their partners. The new 
procedure in section·3 186A and 186B 
ls designed to considerably simplify 
•he assessment of firms and their 
partners by eliminating the require
ment of separate registration for the 
purpose of asses:;ment to income-tax 
and, virtually, recognising the regis
tration under the Indian Partnership 

. Act as being sufficient for the purpose 
of charge of income-tax." So, it virtu
ally geb3 rid of your necessity of 
coming in for registration, and they 
'lirtually did recognise that registration 
as conclusive proof for purposes of 
being recognised. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: What he points 
out is delay .... 

SHRI GAUBA: This i·o not a well
conceived notion about the thing. So 
far as the registrations are concerned, 
the essential thing for the Income-tax 
Officer to look into is that it is a firm, 
a genuine firm. It is for the sake of 
ti.nding out whether it is a genuine firm 
.r not that he makes certain enquiries, 
<~•3ks for the Bank certificate to show 
chat the firm opened an account in the 
firm's name, asks for a certificate from 
the Registrar of Firms that it has been 
registered under the Indian Partner
ship Act, asks for certain certification 
from the Sales-Tax Department ~hat 
it has been registered, and so on. 
These are the things which he enquires 
into in- order to determine that the 
firm has been genuine and in respect 
of which a certain privilege is claimed 
in the form of registration or what 
you might call now recognition. So, 
he finds them out. And added to 
them are the formalities. And the 
Supreme Court has held that in a case 
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where certain formalities have not 
been properly adhered to or complied 
With, in that case the assessee forfeits 
his right. That is very essential 
because in spite of the fact that the 
firm i•3 genuine, but if he does not 
make an application in the prescribed 
form and within the prescribed time, 
he forfeits all his rights of cla~g 
benefits of a registered firm. And the 
law says, and the Supreme Court has 
held, that in such cases thi•o is a 
special privilege, 

SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: That is 
~:orrect. That is a different aspect of 
the matter . 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Supposing there 
is registration. You are bound to have 
under the Partnership Act. 

SHRI GAUBA: We have it because 
it suit-3 us. 

SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: Therefore, 
you must comply and it should not 
cause undue burden. There might be 
difficulty in ge!ting the registration, 
but application can be made. We 
would like you to tell us firstly if this 
view of the Department is a correct 
view. 

S'HRI GAUBA: The conditions that 
have been laid for claiming registration 
are evidence of partnership and all 
that. This may be included a~ one of 
the conditions that the firm should 
have been registered with the Re
gistrar of Firms. There should not be 
any time limit. It should not in any 
way interfere with my right, with my 
obligation to tile an application for 
registration, within a period of 6 
months or before the close of the ' 
accounting period or along with my 
return. That is what I would like to 
submit. In respect of shares, you say, 
application should be filed within such 
and such a time; you can also say, he 
should also file a certificate from the 
Registrar of Firms. 



SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: There is 
that in (e). 

SHRI GAUBA: I have no objection. 

SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: That is more 
reasonable. He can extend the time. 

SHRI. GAUBA: That is in 
a different context. That is not for· 
claiming registration for the first time. 
(e) is more rational. I am objecting 
only to the preceding part. I say, you 
can make it a condition. You can 
make it, I _am prepared for it. 

SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: We duly 
take into account practical difficulties 
and delays involved in this. We 
appreciate it. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Is there any 
other point? 

SHRI GAUBA: This is about the 
jurisdiction of the tribunals. The 
value was Rs. 25,000; now it is raised 
to Rs. 50,000. There should be no 
speeding up at the cost of justice. 
Tribunal is the only institution where 
the assessee feels he · can get the 
desired relief. 

SHRI N. K. SANGHI: The Ministry 
or Revenue Board are inspired by the 
high fees charged ·by your advocates. 
May I request you to see that the 
legal char geG are kept as low as 
possible? · 

SHRI GAUBA: They pay more 
taxes than the assessees. I pay more 
tax than my assessees whom I charge 
a fee. 

SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: And it is 
not allowed to them in their assess
ment. 

SHRI GAUBA: That is right. 
Referring to Tribunal this is increased 
from 25,000 to 50,000. Regarding fee 
fixed for tribunal from Rs. 100 it is 
raised to Rs. 250 on the ground that 
number of appeals are multiplied. It 
is not because of assessees, it is 
because of the department. I was 
reading just today, when this tribunal 
came Into existence-and Members 
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here will endorse -me-there were 
instructions that for appeals involving 
tax liability of Rs. 500 or more no 
revision appeal should be filed to the 
tribunal but now you see so many 
appeals for small matters are coming 
before the tribunal. The department 
has not got to suffer payment of any 
fee. The appeals are fully free for 
them. So far as assessees are 
concerned they have to pay Rs. 100. 
I don't mind fee being raised to 
Rs. 250 or 500-provided provision is 
made that the 'assessee will get costs. 
Look at the high court.. Have they 
got to pay that much fee? No. This 
is the final court of law. It is RG. 50 
that I pay. We are already paying 
Rs. 100. Even when it is accepted, no 
rebate is given to us. 

SHR N. K. P. SALVE: Do you say 
it should be Rs. 100 and the cost? 

SHRI GAUBA: When they file an 
appeal, Government must pay the 
tribunal fee. 

SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: That will 
be changing from Ceasar to Ceasar. 

SHRI GAUBA: That will certainly 
be an adjustment; but that will apply 
the break. 

SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: Do you 
think so? 

SHRI GAUBA: I think so. He 
recommends something and the de
partment has to suffer a fee of Rs. 100 
or Rs. 250. He will think twice be
fore he recommends it. He will think 
seriously about it. 

SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: It will come 
about if costs are allowed? 

SHRI GAUBA: That would be the 
best. 

SHHRI N. K. SANGHI: I want one 
clarification from our friends. Tribu
nal fees are not part of running ex
penses. What is the reason by which 
this particular fee or eXPenses are 
not allowed as part of revenue? Is 



there any rationale, behind it, in the 
words of Shri Salve? 

SHRI GAUBA: There is an English 
case where they have laid down that 
matters connected with. the processes 
before the income-tax officer, are 
allowable, but when you have to go 
in <appeal tile appeal expenses are not 
allowed and that rule of law is being 
accepted as correct by all high courts 
and supreme court. 

SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: Much water 
has flown under the Thames; but the 
old decision continues to hold good 

. even today, . •,; 

. SHRI GAUBA: We have covered 
all the points. Then about 276 the . . . ' prov1s1on 1s regorous imPrisonment 
for 6 months if I fail to file the re
turn within the time allotted without 
reasonable cause. It is a subjective 
thing. It must be a justiciable thing 
before the appellate authorities. 

SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: ITO is not 
sending you to jail; it ~. the magis
trate. 

SHRI GAUBA: He will not do it. 
Ultimately I have to go. 

SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: ITO may be 
sub~ective; but he cannot write an 
order that -you are sent ••••.• 

SHRI GAUBA: He can recom
mend. 

SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: But the 
deciding authority will be the Court 
of Law. 

SHRI GAUBA: Ali the conveyance 
and other things go along with it; they 
are rather prolonged. All this is in 
the throes of litigation. 

SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: You think 
that punitive measures are dispropor
tionate? 

SHRI N. K. SANGHI: You want to 
suggest that it should be reduced; if 
the term of imprisonment should be 
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reduced, there could also be a dispute 
about the term of imprisonment for 
fault in the law, 

MR. CHAIRMAN: The quantity of 
mon~y is there. 

SHRI N. K. SANGHI· There is 
delay in filing the return;, 

SHRI GAUBA: There could be 
· some rationale behind the suggestion 
that if a certain assessee is continuous
ly disregarding ~he notice of 
the income-tax officer, you might pro
vide a punishment, but not in the 
ordinary case . 

SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: Another as
pect strikes me when we are consi
dering this. I do feel that the law 
being as complicated and difficult a~ 
it is, all of us would not know the ex
emption limit. My postulaffon is: 
where the income is Rs. 50,000, and 
deliberately the assessee conceals, and 
with a view to concealing, he does not 
file a return and ultimately the tribu
nal says the income is Rs. 50,000, in 
such a case, the question is whether 
he can go completely scot-free. There 
will be no concealment under section 
71(1) (c). 

SHRI GAUBA: There is provision 
that in the matter of concealment, the 
.minimum penal~ will be cent per 
cent of the amount, not exceeding Rs 
200. It will be a minimum of Rs. 100 
but will not exceed Rs. 200. If you 
were to provide a punishment to him, 
then, he will probably take it as a 
relief, because he will be provided 
with meals. 

SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: The case is 
a little differei'lt. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: We will finish 
now. 

SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: Say, the man 
has Rs. 50,000 as income. He does not 
return ; that is, he does not make a 
return of •)le income, and ultimatelY, 



the income is determined at Rs. 
50,000. The ITO asks him to file a 
return, and he shows· an income of 
Rs. 50,000. There is no concealment. 
What happens then? 

SHRI GAUBA: Penalty for delay in 
filing a return. 

SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: I am talk
ing of imprisonment. Should not such 
a person be put in jail? He does not 
conceal the income and sits merrily for 
three or four years. When the ITO 
asks, he files a return and shows an 
income of Rs. 50,000. 

SHRI GAUBA: If there is a contu
macious disregard of the notice issued 
by the department ...• 

SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: There is no 
disregard. Suppose his assessment is 
opened under section 147, after seven 
years, and he files a return in com
pliance with the notice, a return which 
he should have filed earlier. 

SHRI GAUBA: It entails a penalty 
right from the day, when it was due. 

SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: I am talking 
of · prosecution. Will he go to jail 
under any other provision? 

SHRI GAUBA:· That a different 
question. It is a matter as to how 
people behave in society. 

SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: It is so pal-
. pable, patent, recalcitrant, contuma
cious an attitude of an assessee who 
manages to get himself out of prose
cution, by compl:ying much later with 
the "provisions of the law in respect of 
an income which he should have re
turned earlier. If you say that he 
would otherwise go to jail, this clause 

. is really harsh. I think care has to be 
taken about this type of assessees. 

SHRI GAUBE: I thing he can go to 
jail. If he files a return in response to 
a notice under section 147, when you 
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are contemplating a case of an 
assessee who files a return much later, 
it postulates a c-ase where essentially 
the proceedings have been initiated 
against him under section 147. Section 
147 means he has concealed or ..•• 

SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: He does 
not conceal. In the return he shows 
it straightaway. r 

SHRI GAUBA: '!'he filing of the re
turn is there. 

SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: Mr .. Muttoo, 
I should like you to exam~ne this 
matter and let us have a note from the 
Law Ministry: in a case like this, 
where he otherwise applies and does 
not conceal, and where the default is 
under section 139, can he 'be sent to 
jail? Such an asseeasee needs to be 
sent to jail, I think. 

SHRI GAUBA: One point. It is in 
respect of the penalty under section 
271 (c) (iii). Previously, as under the 
law that exhts, if it involves a 
penalty exceeding Rs. 1,000, the pro
ceedings have- to be referred to the 
Inspecting Appellate Commissioner. 
Now, it should be Rs. 25,000 irrespec
tive of the fact that this amount may 
include concealed income; when it is 
a concealed income of Rs. 2,000, the 
minimum penatly to be impo:;ed on 
him is Rs. 1,000. The penatly is 
Rs. 1,000, which is 100 per cent. So, in 
every case of concealment of income 
worth more than Rs. 1,000, it may be 
referred to the lAC. Perhaps, this 
aspect has been overlooked. Other
wi3e, the intention does not seem to 
be there. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: I am much 
obliged to you for your valuable 
assistance. Thank you. 

SHRI GAUBA: We are much ob
liged. Thank you. 

(The Committee then adiourned) 
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(The witnesses were catted in and 
they took their seats) 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Mr. Sen, we wel
come you and your colleagues to the 
sitting of this Committee today. You 
can enlighten us on the points that 
you want to bring to the notice of 
the Committee. I must let you know 
that your evidence would be treated 
as public and i:.; liable to be publish
ed unless you specifically desire that 
all or any part of the evidence 
tendered by you is to be treated as 
confidential. Even though you might 
desire that your evidence is to be 
treated as confidential, :such evidence 
is liable to be made available to the 
Members of Parliament. Now you can 
say on the points you want to place 
before the Committee. 

SHRI A. K, SEN: May I at the
outset express ovr gratitude to yotr 
for the opportunity that has been 
given to us for expressing our views. 
before this Committee. A memoran
dum on the subject has already been 
submitted by the Associated Chamber 
of Commerce on the 15th July, I may 
highlight some of the points men
tioned in the memorandum. The first 
point i:.; that we would have liked to 
see some important provisions in Shri 
Bhoothalingam's Report to be 
incorporated in the Bill, for instance, 
abolition of inter-corporate dividend 
tax, abolition of additional income
tax on registered firms and so on. 
The second point is that in 
certain portions of the Bill a very 
wide discretion is given to Income
tax Officers. The broad approach ct 
Assocham is to restrict discretion 83 

far as possible so as to reduce the 
need of making frequent reference to 
income-tax officers. Thirdly in 
considering the amendments three 
main objectives, viz. simplification, 
rationalisation and promptitude should 
be borne in mind and fourthy while 
we appreciate and recognise that 
income-tax law should .be amended 
and changed from time to time tG 
keep pace with the changing circum
stances, it may be pointed out that 
to frequent changes give rise to un
certainty and confusion. With these 

ge-neral remarks I shall now proceed 

to consider some of the specific pro

posals put forward by As:;ocham, 
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The first is under ci•ause 3 (d) which 
deals with tax free technicians. Here 
the main point is the ceiling of tax 
:free salary that hl!s been mentioned : 
in the Bill. Our objections are two
:fold-to the principle of ceiling as 
such because we feel that a flat and 
indiscriminating ceiling like thil3 will 
.defeat the very object for which tax 
free technicians' services are made 
available to the company and second
ly, in any case the ceiling of Rs. 4000 
per month is too small to serve useful 
purpose, bearing in mind that we 
want to attract the technicians of 
.suitable qualification•; and reputation 
and calibre. We would like to have 
<i!lucidation whether Rs. 4000 per 
month includes perquisites or not. !f 
it is inclusive of perquisites, then, of 
.course, the effect will be much worse. 
There is another point also and that 
is in respect of tax paid by the em
ployer on the amount in excess _ of 
Rs. 4000 per month. That, it appears, 
.does not come within the mi:3chief of 
secti?n 40(a) (v); in other words, this 
tax 1s not regarded as perquisites for 
the purposes of section .4(a) (v). That 
seems to be the implication but re-

. quires clarification and confirmation. 
The third point on this is that under 
the Bill a technician employed on 
-scientific research employed by the 
Government qualifies for rexemption 
and similar concession :;hould be given 
in the private sector also in order to 
promote research and development 
in the private sector; in other words, 
technicians engaged in scientific 
duties in any bU3iness in private 
sector should also qualify for exemp
tion. So these are the main points 
in connection with tax free techni
cians considered in clause 3(d). 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Mr. Sen, in your 
memorandum you have mentioned at 
one .place that as the industriali:3ation 

· of India progresses technicians will 
be needed for increasingly sophisti
cated industries and consequently a 
higher price will have to be paid to 
them. In support of your contention 
you have made this observation in 
your memorandum. Do you mean to 
say that the more you will have 

sophisticated industries, 'the more you 
will have. foreign technicians? 

SHRI SEN: No, probably that i" 
not the intention. What we meant is 
that as we are going in for more 
and more sophisticated industries, we 
would require more and more highly 
qualified people . 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Do you mean to 
say that we cannot train these tech
nicians here? 

SHRI SEN: It all depends on the 
degree of sophistication as we pro
gress in more and more sophisticated 
industries and therefore what was 

. regarded as sophisticated two years 
ago will .. no longer be treated ·as 
sophisticated and will be manned by 
our own people . 

SHRI VISWANATHAN: Mr. Chair
man, I want to know whether he is 
trying to make any distinction 
between our technicians and foreign 
technicians and when our technicians 
develop ·sophistication they need not 
be entitled to as much salary as he 
suggests for the foreign technicians? 

SHRI SEN: Yes, when that stage 
is reached. It is a process of 
sophistication. As you make more 
and more progres:; we become inore 
and more sophisticated and so what 
was regarded as sophisticated two 
years ago will no longer be regarded 
as sophisticated two years after. 

SHRI VISWANATHAN: And so 
you can pay them lesser salary? 

SHRI SEN: It may be but that 
depends on the stage we are in. 

SHRI CHATTERJEE: Mr. Sen, just 
look at page 2 of your memorandum. 
You have said that the salary which 
must be offered to induce a techni
cian to come to India depends on his 
worth to the company, on the supply 
and demand and no prevailing rates 
of remuneration at the international 
level and as the industrialisation of 
India progresses, technicians will .be 
needed for increasingly sophisticated 

industries and consequently a high7r 



price will have to be paid to bring 
them here. I don't think, it is your 
intention to have foreign technicians 
here for ever but you have got to 
have them for ·some time to come. 

SHRI SEN: Exactly, Sir. Supposing 
the sophistication degree is A, at that 
stage we require no technician. Now, 
we come to the etage B, i.e. a little 
higher sophistication and then at that 
stage we shal! need foreign techni
cians and after "Some time when we 
go to the still higher sophistication 
stage, say, stage C, we might require 
foreign technician for C stage but not 
for B Stage, So this is .a continuous 
proce:1s and the more we· progress in 
sophisticated industries, the more our 
dependence on foreign technicians 
go. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: But who will 
decide that-whether the industry of 
the Government should decide 
whether technician A or B should be 
~ispensed with and at what stage? 

SHRI SEN: That is covered by an 
agreement of appointment approved 
by the- Government. 

SHRI SOMANI: I submit, Mr. 
Chairman, that let the witness be 
allowed to go on with his opening 
remarks and then we shal! put ques
tions to him. Instead of our putting 
questions to him now on the different 
clauses, it is far better if he com
pletes his general observations first. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Yes, that is 
better. Mr. Sen, please continue. 

SHRI SEN: We come to clause 3(f). 
There is a very short point. It re
quires confirmation and clarification. 
The scheme not only covers replan
tation but replacement of the bushes. 
Under clause 3 (f), same type of con
cession should be extended the coal 
mining by way of sand stowing and 
difficult mining conditions because 
similar circumstances prevail there 
also. 
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Clause 4-property tax-First point 
is that there is a lacuna in the Bill in 
so far as building started before 
1-4-69 but completed after 1-4.69- · 
there i-3 no provision. Second point 
is, some of the recommendations of 
Mr. Boothalingam have not been 
included in the Bill, e.g, no allowance 
for depreciation, cost of administra
tion, maintenance cost and so. on. The 
point mentioned at the end of clause 
4 in our memorandum has already 
been taken care of by the Finance 
Act, 1969. 

Coming ·to amortisation clause, 
·there the ite= of expenditure quali
fying for this should be enlarged in 

·our view. We have given examples 
·here of what these items may be-
no mention is made of the items 
referred to in clause 8 ( 4) of our 
memorandum. Similarly, no mention 
is m'ade of expenses fOr the purchase 
of know-how and auditor's fees, More 
amortisation facilities should be given 
to the mining industry and in parti
cular the allowance should .be per
mited on expenditure incurred on the 
acquisition of a ::site and cif deposits 
of mineral. Moreover, the relief 
should be made available to all such 
assessees both foreign and Indian. 

One important is that the quantum 
of this amortisation which ha-3 been 
fixed as 2 per cent is very low for 
two reasons. One is, rate is very 
low according to the actual figures. 
Today the under-writing commission 
is 2~ per cent. -On top of it there is 
1 per cent brokerage. We have recent 
experience of Tribeni Tissues. The 
actual figure there comes to 6 per 
cent. I have the proopectus which 
gives all these details. So, the 
standard rate is 2~ per cent and 
brokerage 1 per cent. That alone 
makes it 31 per cent. With expenses 
included it comes to 5 per cent. Second 
point is, the capital base itself is ve? 
narrow. It is 2! per cent on the capl
tal broadly defined 'as at the end of the 

· previous year in which the business 
commences. At the end of the first 



year of commencement of business 
the capital is normally· small. We are 
hit in two ways. One, rate is too 
small and second, capital base is 
small. We should like to make oa 
suggestion. The capital base should 
be related to the capital at the end of 
the year subsequent to the previous 
yftar in which business commences 
and in the second year this allowance 
should be adjusted. 

There is one point about the cost o'i 
the issue of debentures. There we 
should bear in mind the decision of 
the Supreme Court in the case of 
India Cement where it was held that 
such expenses should be regard as 
revenue expenditure. So, in drafting 
this clause the decision of the Sup
r;eme Court in the case ol) India 
Cement should be borne in mind so 
as not to disturb the fundamentals of 
their decision. 

In clause 21 there is a gross draft
ing error because the words, figures 
and letters "Section 80-L or" do not 
·appear at ali in section 80E. It is not 
clear to us. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: It has been cor
rected. 

SHRI N. C. CHATTERJEE: Since 
then we have rectified the mistake. 
We have accepted your suggestion. 

SHRI SEN: N"ow, about clause 24 
which deals with t'ax allowance. It 
is not clear however whether this de
duction is available for one year only 
or for five years. 

Then about clause 27-about relief. 
The principle of reducing references 
to income-tax officers to a minimum 
should be pursued by making it clear 
in the Bill that the paying authority 
will be allowed to grant the relief in 
accordance with the rules and without 
the need for an application being sub
mitted to an income-tax officer. Sec
ondly, the officers should grant relief 

within six months of the submission 
ox the returns. 

Next is clause 30 and with it ·comes 
clause 59 which deals with penalty
sec. 271. In both these .cases interest 
is charged (in accord"ance with sec. 
139) and a penalty is imposed (under 
sec. 271) once on the firm and then on. 
the partners. 

SHRI K. L. GUPTA: Would you like 
penalty on the partner or on the firm. 

SHRI MODYi Previously, under 
the old system it was on the firms. 
What we want now is that these 
should be 'done on a rational basis-
so long it was done on oan irrational 
basis. 

SHRI SEN: Our point is that there 
should not be double taxation-first 
on the firms and then again on the 
partners. When you are charging a 
registered firm, you should not again 
charge their partners. That is our 
point. 

WITNESS: We have another point 
to discuss in Clause 30, regarding the 
date for the submission of income-tax 
returns. In the case of tea companies 

·whose accounting year ends on 31st 
December, sales are made right into 
the new year and it will not be prac
ticable for them to submit the return 
by 30th September of the following 
year. So the d'ate should be the 31st 
December ·of the assessment year and 
not the 30th September. 

Next we come to clause 31 with re
gard to the self-assessment proce
dure. Here the lower limit has 1ieen 
reduced from Rs. 500 to Rs. 100 
That will, in our view entail consider
able hardship in regard to small 
assessees who may not be conversant 
with the details oand we .therefore, 
suggest that the new proposal should 
preferably be withdrawn and if that 
is not possible it should be a:pplicable 
to companies only and for the indivi
duals the existing provision should 
continue. There is another small point 
in regard to Clause 31 There is re-



ference to Section 141(A) in our writ
ten memoranCium. It should be Sec
tion 140(A). 

Then we come to clause 43 regard
ing recognition of firms. Our view is 
that it does not satisfy us, it violates 
the main objective. It introduces com
plications and it makes the whole 
thing cumbersome ancr-we do not see 
any .reason why it is necessary to in
troduce a new procedure while the 
exisfing ·procedure is working satis
factorily. The new pr'ocedure will in
volve additional steps to be taken i.e. 
registration of the instrument of part
nership with the Registrar· of Firms. 

Next we come to Clause 52 regard
. ing granting of refund. It is sug
gested there that in the case of an 
assessee the time limit for payment of 
tax due after assessment is 35 days or 
earlier whereas in the case of refund 
it is three months. We do not find 
any reason why the two should not be 
Pl'aced at par. 

Our next point is Clause 55, We 
~hould like to alter the reference and 
make it Clauses ·51r· and 58; these 
Clauses relate to appeals-Clause 56 re
lates to Tribunals ana Clause 58 re
lates to High Court. Our remarks 
are more releV'ant to Clauses 56 and 
liB· than to 55. 

Then we come to Clause 63 which 
deals with rigorous imprisonment. 
We think it is a very harsh measure 
end inflexible also. Some flexibility 
should be allowed and that can be 
done by substituting the word "shall 
be punished" by the words "may be 
punished". We also want that this 
provision should only apply to asses
sees whose total income during the 
year exoeeds Rs. 10,000. 

SHRI BISWANATH ROY: But 
there are so many complaints of tax 
evasion which are known to the Gov
trnment. 
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WITNESS: Tliati know but what 
I was suggesting was that equity 9nd 
justice should be followed and this 
principle shouia aTso be observed. I 
think that them are enough powers at 
the hands of fue-Government to en
force upon those who do not pay tax 
in ti!I\..e without such inflexible course 
being included in the Act. There is 
interest, there is penalty and there are 
ample provisions· in tim 1iiil to enforce 
payment of tax in time without t•aking 
recourse to such harsh and inflexible 
course. 

I have another point to suggest. In 
the Proviso, after the words, "under 
Sub-section (1)", the words "or sub
section (2)" shoul~ be added, These 
are not concessions exactly but pro
vide some amount of flexibility which 
should be introduced. Provision 
should also 14! made in the Section 
to the effect that the penalties men
tioned therein will not apply to cases 
where the returns 'are filed or the in
formation called for is supplied with 
the extended time requested by the 
assessee, and that fn -any event the 
notice under Section 142 should pro
vide for a minimum period of 28 days 
to the assessee within which the 
assessee can supply the information. 

My last point is Cfause 68 relating 
to Provident Fund. I think it is un
necessary and might make the opera
tion of trustees difficult. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Now let us pro
ceed cPause by clause. 

SHRI N. C. CHATTERJEE: Mr. Sen 
look at your first point i.e. Clause 
3(d):- If'iS not clear why you are say
ing that the limit of Rs, 4,000 inclu
sive of perquisites should not be fixed. 
What is your concrete suggestion? Is 
fu. 4000 too low? 

WITNESS: If you make it exclu
sive of the perquisites then also it 
will be 1ow, and if you make it in
clusive of the perquisites the position 
will be worse. 



SHRI N. C. CHATTERJEE: What 
is your suggestion? 

WITNESS: There should be no in
flexible ceiling. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Have you got 
any figures to show that during the 
last 20 years you have reduced the 
number of foreign technician? 

SHRI A. K. SEN: We have not got 
any definite figures on that. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: You should also 
take into consideration the technical 
points. The point is whether one will 
be self-sufficient. 
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SHRI A. K. SEN: I do not think 
we will ever be self-sufficient. We 
should not" be self-sufficient. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: · You know that 
technological independence and self
sufficiency are two different things. 
You can tell us about the technical 
know-how or the technical personnel 
that may be thought necessary with 
this regard. 

SHRI A. K. SEN: It all depends 
upon the roate of our industrialisation, 
the rate at which we are making pro-· 
gress. We should not look at one 
side of the picture only. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: One is to work 
out so many things. This may be with 
regard to the cost o'f production. The 
point is whether the cost of produc
tion is increasing. or decreasing. You 
are l'o take all these things into con
sideration. Why do you object to a 
ceiling up to 20 ye·ars? 

SHRI A. K. SEN: We consider that 
there should be no ceiling. What is 
necessary is th'at something concrete 
should be done to achieve the desired 
result. At the moment we have to get 
the approval of the Government in re
gard to certain matters. One .~ay. 
have to bring in foreign techmc1an 
and we must be prepared to pay them 
their market value. 

SHRI N. C. CHATTERJEE: What 
is wanted is that the ceiling should 
be made clear. Are you· agreeable 
that in some cases a Company will be 
allowed to pay the tax on salaries in 
excess of Rs. 4000? 

SHRI A. K. SEN: It is not clear 
whether the limit of Rs. 400() would 
be inclusive of the value of perquisites. 
If perquisites are to be included, then 
the proposed amount of 4,000 is grossly 
inadequate, for, at the inflated prices 
which have to be paid today for suck 
things as houses, servants and trans
port tlie greater part of the tax-free 
sala;y will be accounted tor by per
quisites alone. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Do you think 
that in some cases you are to reduce 
the burden on the industry? 

SHRI A. K. SEN: It is necessary 
that we should give thel!l the market 
value as their knowledge is valuable. 
The point to be determined is to re
move the hardship of the industry. 
We can bring foreign technician sub
ject to the approval of the authorities 
concerned. 

SHRI BISWANATH ROY: In case 
the price of a car is reduced, the qua
lity of the car is different. I am not 
saying anything against the industry. 
I thinK some standard iS required to 
be maintained. 

SHRI SEN: The point that I was 
going to make is that we. can employ 
foreign technicians or bring them into 
India only after the approval of the 
Government of India. If it is the in
tention of the Government that in a 
particular case the foreign technicians 
shouta not be brought to India, the 
easier thing would be not to approve 
of the employment of foreign techni-
cians. 

MR. CHAIRMAN:·- That is not the 
point. The· poiiit is that Government 
does not want to stand in the w~y but 
what Government feels after th1s en
quiry that there are sufficient engi-



. . 
neers and technicians in our country. 
But it has been realised that there is 

· a kind o'f built-in incentive to em
ploy foreign tecnnicians even with
out assessing whether· such technicians 
lire available in This country or not. 
In all such cases a built-in incentive 
is there and what has been calculated 

· as remuneration to these technicians 
results in a massive drain on foreign 
exchange and a very substantial bur· 
den on the revenues of the Govern
ment. 

SHRI GUPTA: After this clause 
you can employ highly foreign tech
nicians but pay the tax. The point is 
that the tendency to employ foreign 
technicians should he discouraged and 
if a particular industry is forced to 
employ foreign technicians and give 
them more than Rs. 4000T-, it will have 
. to pay more tax. 

5S!t~ ~: ~l1t flR:~ ~it~ 
~ f1f; 4, o o o ;; • 'l1T •rhfiful'f ~ :oo:r ii; 
irir fu<'IT'!i ~ 1 lifG ff of'l1-:;1'11 mmr 
o-"t ~!ol ~r f'l1 ~ ~:f1f'ifl'f ii; f~<r 
. ~ ~r f."lf'irli ~ 1 ~ ~if m ~'l<li'f!1A' 
~ij" ~ire: ij; f'f~ ii ~ij" firr.W<<r 
ij; '>m1T~ tn: ~ of ~rft ~ ~a-1 m;: 
~r r;rforr;[l{c: ~!fl'f<f ~ 1 <tll'i f'l1 ~l'l"RT 
'flf<'t1<Tiic: 'l"IT'ifl'f ij; firfW"<<'!' r,~ ~~ 
~ 1 ~;f 'A'i"ifT ;f!if'f.r <r~ ij; ~il ~ 
~rmc: ii ~Tful'f ii; f 'f.affi 'fi"t ~~~'it' 
f.!;qr §liT ~. ~i<. m«"G: ~riT 'lit '11 ~iT 
~<r<f <~fG" ~rq '11£ "iil"l<t~l"' ~ct'lf.:w ii; 
;;r;rr.r fsr~ ij; <m<: ~ i1'r aT ~Rr 
ml"lf>i<rr 'fi"T ~rq l'fl'li ~if I ilrf~ !ofG" 

>;{rq '11£ Q;<:Rni \lfffi <r"h: G'<: ~" 'iflf'ifl'f 
iii m ii ~ aT ~l'll{'fi" 'iiToi 'il'l'li ~ f.!; 
~ wi~c- ii; "'!illf<r<t; Mlffr ~if~ 
<tiT orR 'fi"T 'f>W +~ +u f'lll a ;;it ~ , fu'!i 

~ 0 

€'f'i!' m .,-;m;r ~ 1 ~:t'fi" ~~r fm '+l'r 
F<r~r ~'f"''Tfilrll'1" 'fi"T "'T ~o-r ~ 1 S~9if 
l1'ij' ~ f'fi" 'd'il' <tiT ~'ffi f<:<r)$ fir<;r;rr ~ 
f1f; ~ ? i'f'i!' fu;frn; ~r ~lm<!?;r 'fiT 
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'l1Tl1<r r;;: ~ ~"tor ~ oT ~r 'i!'l'il'~r 
<tiT 'l'ii o{;f~ f'filrl' ;;rrlf €'f'i!' fuftt!; 

~ ij; fu!i 'lfr.ft ~ f<ti >;{rq !!iTt!' 
~'f"'"if~ <tiT f.rnT ~~r ii "'T ~ ? 
~p:rro qlfotql•la it ~";frfu <t>Tf.l'ertf<:<r 
>;!'\";: ~1"11r<. fifiq£ ~ fl; ~ >;!G'ol ;;r'"t<f;;,. 
m<: 'lfffi '11<: ii; ~i''fifu; orm ii; 1ffir 
if ~T 'fi"T Sf~ 'lim ~If I 

. Why the whole society should be
penalised or m"ide to suffer for giving 
tllx relief in order to bring in foreign 
technicians whim there is growing 
number of Indian technicians so much 
so that already we have been faced 
with the proble·m of unemployment 
and that also goes against our na
tional policy • 

r;~ ~T ~"rGT iftfu ~ I 'fliT mer 
m ~ror r;r ~!If)$; ~r ~lf '!fi1<i£Gr 
iftfo m ~'~if ~r 'f.<:""dT 1 

SHRI CHATTERJEE: He should 
also tell us what should be the amend
ment made in the Taxation Bill hav
ing regata to this ceiling. 

SHRI SEN: Sir, I would like to
make one general remark in connec
tion. with the observation made just 
now. I am entirely in agreement with 
the view that foreign technicians. 
should be brought in only when they 
are required for the benefit and inte
rest of the country. That is accepted. 
But my plea is that already there is 
11 machinery to scrutinise this. We 
cannot bring in foreign technician~r 
without first getting the approval of 
the Government. Now, let the scru
tiny, which 1s already there, be more 
rigorous--that either they are needed. 
or they are not needed. At that stage 
the whole thing can be certainly scru
tinised if they are really needed for 
the benefit of the country. We have
an existing machinery to deal with 
thlli: But having recognised thr..t" 



:forei~ technicians are necessary at a 
certain salary because the scrutiny 
.covers the salary and service condi
tions suggested or recommended what .. 
is the need for providing a sort of 
indirect deterrent through the Taxa~ 
tion Bill? 

SHRI CHATTERJEE: Younave not 
.answered my question. My question 
is what is the- view of your organisa
tion as to what should be done with 
regard to perquisites or the extra sa
lary. What should be the law, what 
change do you want? 

SHRI SEN: !'f;we have to provide 
for a ceiling under' the tax laws, our 
broad suggestion would be to increase 
the sal•ary, exclusive of all perquisites, 
from Rs. 4000 :to Rs. 6000 per month 
and the technician should also be al
lowed to enjoy all other perquisites 
like housfng, car, medicai and one or 
two other things; also there should 
be no ceiling ori the perquisites under 
section 40(a) (v) ·so far as the em
ployer is concerned. 

SHRI CHATTERJEE: Assuming 
there is a ceiling on the tax-free 
.salary, you want that the perquisites 
.should not be brought under that. 

SHRI SEN: Yes. 

SHRI N. K. SOMANI: There has 
been an opinion in this country that 
both the Indian and foreign employers 
have been making too liberal use of 
foreign technicians where it is not 
entirely justified. Would it not be 
worth while to put a restriction of 
course, a tax restriction? But if' the 
·Chambers were particularly employing 
·only sophisticated technici'ans, I am 
surprised they have not made any 
-comment about the defining clauses. I 
would like to know why your Cham
bers did not say anything about the 
-definitions. 

SHRI SEN: These definitions have 
got to be wide because they have to 
-cater for many varying circumstances. 
:But it does not mean the Chambers 
-,re anxious to take advantage of this 
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wide definition. Of necessity the dell
nitions included in the Act or the Bill 
should be wide. But what will be the 
particular application of a particular 
definition has to be decided by a par
ticular· organisation;" I would like to 
see individual c;ases scr-utinised more 
vigorously. 

SHRI BEN! SHAl\TKER SHARMA: 
The main object of the ·amendments 
proposed in this Bill is ration'alisa
tion of certain provisions and simpli
fication of procedure of collection of 
taxes, etc. How far you are satisfied 
that these provlSlons will go to 
simplify the procedure and rationalise 
the proyisions. 

SHRI SEN: Not in all cases, e.g. 
recognition of firms where instead cf 
simplification, complication has ber-m 
introduced. We do not see the neces
sity of a new procedure.· The old pro
cedure is, on the whole, regarded as 
quite satisfactory. 

SHRI N. K. SANGHI: You repre
sent a very important association and 
so many associations are connected 
with you. Can you give us a tabulat
ed survey of a particular State o~ an 
inifustry where majoiity of these tech
nicians are drawing more th&n 
Rs. 4,000? That would be very help
ful. 

SHRI SEN: All these reports should 
be available with the Government be
cause we have to apply to Govern
ment to get their approval for em
ploying these people. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Whenever they 
go in for ·collaboration with foreign 
firms" fhey>·press for a foreign techni· 
cian and they get it from the Govern
ment. 

SHRI SOMANI: I think the depart
ment has got the information as to 
how many foreign technicians there · 
are in India now-their salaries-if we 
can get. this, it will be of ·great helP 
to us. 



MR. CHAIRMAN: Mr. Sen, you are 
.1l1eaqing :for the· public sector and not 
for the priV'ate sector .. · Our 'statistics 
.show that on .1-1-69 there ·were 1928 
foreign technicians in India who were 
<i!ligible :for. tax concession: 

SHRI B. S. SHARMA: I .think that 
:figure is obsolete now. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: No, no. Now, 
Mr. Sen, your quota is 129 and you 
need not worry about it. 

SHRI R. K. SINHA: I would like 
to know what are tlieir lines of spe
-cialisation tor which the foreign tech~ 
nicians have come. We have to de
pend on them :for everything. Even 
breeding of children is dependent ,Jn 

their advice. Then there are animal 
husb•andry, poultry and so on and so 
forth. I think the Ministry concern
-ed should make a study of this. 
llowever, my question to Mr. Sen ls 
this: India is a poor country. Here 
there is a standard of living and con
sidering that what Mr. Sen thinks 
should be the perquisites ·that should 
be made available to foreign techni
cians. Should they have a 'bungalow, 
a car and other faci!ifies? 
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SHRI SEN: How much we should 
pay to a foreigner th'at will be 
,governed by the level of payment out- ' 
side. A foreigner is not concerned 
with tho~ level of payment that is 
made inside India. If we have to 
attract good and efficient men we have 
to pay them on international level
salary and perquisites. 

SHRI R. K. SINHA: But the in
dustry should also come forw'ard to 
pay the tax as they are being im
mensely benefited by these foreigners 
by their knowledge of know-how. 

SHRI SEN: The question is that 
;,>ou have already fixed the ceiling of 
.Rs. 4,000 and they pay tax on salary 
in excess of Rs. 4,000 and so this 
wilT be an additional burden on the 
'indu•try it they are to p'ay again. 

1358 LS-8. 

SHRI VISWANATHAN: The pomt 
is how much· the industry is paying 
:.....is it : 1 p.c. or : 02 p.c. They are 
gaining so much 'from tneir technical 
assistanCL"-they are m·akfng cent per 
cent profit and there will be no harm 
if they pay a little more tax. 

SHRI SEN: ·At the present rate 
of salary and perquisites, it is difficult 
to attr'act. any foreigner. 

SHRI S. B. PATIL: Instead of im
porting foreigners to get the know
how, will it be less expensive if we 
send our men to get experience from 
abroad? 

SHRI SEN: We have got both the 
things-we import foreigners for a 
very short period-one, two or three 
years and we also send our men for 
getting training abroad. 

SHRI N. C. CHATTERJEE: I am 
now going to Clause 8. You have said 
that the limitaffon of the amortisa
tion allowance to 2! per cent is quite 
inadequate. What actually do you 
want? 

WITNESS: I think 6 per cent will 
be the reaosonable figures I h'a ve a'
ready. mentioned a case. 

SHRI K. L. GUPTA: What is the 
basis of your suggestion? 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Would you give 
us a copy of the balance sheet of the 
company in support of your conten
tion? 

WITNESS: Yes, Sir. 

SHRI N. C. CHATTERJEE: You 
have said that the upper limit should 
be substantially increased. Why? 

WITNESS: Sir, the brokerage is 1 
per cent and other charges are 5 per 
cent. Sp we want that 6 per cent 
would be reasonable and this we have 
.paid in the case of Tribeni T:ssues and 
it can be taken as a representative 
case. 



SHRI lC. L, GUPTA: But. under 
:What b~sis. UJ:>1~ss you gfve us ·101 
12 casej yo1,1 cann'ot· justify your con~ 
iention. . There. must Re·. some b!~Si~. 
Let us know. some figures. You may 
send the figures later. - · 
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SHRI N. K. SOMANI: This is •a 
valid point. because in the past we 
asked the Government to ~urnish to 
the Committee representative set of 
figures regarding the percentage v_is
a-vis captial employed under the ini
tial promotionar expenses of a com
pany. The department came out with 
certain figures which accordin~ to me 
were not representative 'at all. But 
this will support your case very much 
if you are able to .furnish 10J15 such 
c11ses to -the Chairman of this Coni: 
mittee. So far as this Tribeni Tissues 
case is concerned- it may ·be· more or 
less reasonable but at the same time 
we have to take into account what 
the government should h'ave and what 
the Income Tax Department should 
have. I can quote an instance where 
85 lakhs new capital is being issued 
by one of the co;:..panies who have 
not sougbt to under-write their issues. 
They have 2! per cel)t strai~h~av;ay. 
Therefore extreme ca•es on. both side~ 
can be qi.Ioted. • So it ·is better "that 
you send 'a set: of representative case~ 
to the Chairman as early- as possible. 
-· . . . . ·. ·"- ~ . .· ' 

WITNESS: Yes, Sir. We would 
prepare it and send "it. · 'But .the Tri
bmi Tissues can be taken as a repre
sentative case.·. 

SHRI N:' C. CHATTERJEE: What 
is the capital basis? 

WITNESS: One crores and 13 lakhs. 

SHRI N. C. CH..I\.TTERJEE: Mr. 
Sen, you h'ave dealt with the Sup
reme Court judgment iJ;~. the India 
Cement ease. Now, what is your con
crete suggestion? · Just -look at. item 
No. 2 at page 5 of your memorandum. 
1t reads thus, ''The proposal to per
mit the amortisation of expenditure 
incurred in the issue of debentures 

sho~si be. _car~ully -naconsidered, fo:
tlle . SupJ;eme CourJ; has ruled in the 
case of. India Cement. Ltd •. that such 
expeJ:!se5 _.sha'uld l;le regarded as reve
nue expenditure."' Now, what is your 
concrete recommendlation? 

WITNESS: They may be included 
in the Bill but the benefits of tndia 
Cement Ltd.'s case should not be dis
turbed. 

OFFICIAL OF THE MINISTRY: 
What i< admissible .under the law is 
attempted to oe taken away by this 
c]a.',se _arid 'what is not admissible. is 
included ·for allowance under amor
tisation. Th-a.t is a. misgiying on your 
part to wliich Iriilia Cement does not 
r.ome at an. ' wliat is' admissible has 
be~h decided by the. Supreme Court 
"nd ;.i;ili z.e;;;ain admissible. The deci
sion of the· Suprerrie Court is not 
negative by this. . 

WITNESS:. That is our cont~ntion 
also thl\t the benefits of I!!dia Cem('.nt 
r.'ase should not be disturbed. 

SHih N.C. CHATTERJEE: Then we 
come to p~t'ag~apll 4 reg~rding omis
sions. You have said that no mention 
f~ made of· the! amortisation expenS'-'S 
incurred in amalga~atiJ:ig companieS. 

~ SiirlilarlY ·. nO 'mention is~ made nf 
experises iricured by the. purchase of 
li.now-how; 'Thei·e is- also no mention 
<!{ the tee which blis. to be paid for 
an auditors report when a prospectus 
is under' preparation. ·would you give 
us your concrete suggestions? What 
should be don~ according to :your 
view. 

WITNESS: They should be includ
ed and amortisation should he allow
ed. 

SHRI N.C. CHATTERJEE: Do you 
want separate ciause for them? 

-WITNESS: lt may be included in 
the coricernea elause. 



_ . SHRI BEN! SHANKER SHARMA: 
-flo yo11 think that _ the_ amortiS'ation 
period -ctf 1(} yea)'s js sufflcientt .Do 
you want that it should be Jesser or 
hi!lher? 

WITNESs: 10 year:s, will he suffl-
cient. 

SHRI N. C. CHATTERJEE: With 
regard to amortisation ot expenditure 
there is a suggestion by- Mr. -Tata 
that in the place of Indian Company it 
shouid be substituted by assessee. D<l 
you apptove of that'/ 

WITNESS: Yes Sir. There '-;s no 
· rea•oon why · distiJ;~ction should be 
·made. Now with your permission, Sir, 
may I revert back to the India Cement 
case? Could we from the Associated 
Chambers offer· a d-raft w0rdlng ·of 
what should be i~cluded in the Bill? 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Yes,_you can do 
that and send it tci us. · -

o..i\' lf~ ~ :. 'A'l"f -.. ~ {IT~ 
_ if 'fi~L l!ff f'fi ~f~lf'l' 'fil"1'•fi >;/'f<: '111\~f 
~;fo ;r ~G>h-or ;;([r ~ ·';ffi'c;:<l;,-cr'( 
li' 'l.iif ••t·,'<cr ~<'fr. ~· f<i> 'flir ~ tiT~ 
~~ ~:a-~ ~ f'" ~ ~·rror ... "Tlrt~r 1.1r 

: ~"frfr t!:m .:<ifr :wu,Zli'l''ofinro'f11r. <!.~ 
<rr~r 'fil"lf.rff 'klJ:~"T'ffi fi <rolf.~ ~r~ 

· "''Tfc[l:!; ? O;Nt a-Wl~ ~if'\· W<l'<l; cir . ~<: 
• " ;; • i .',.I, ~ .... '' 

l{!'QS'I.i'f 'fii"i'fi o;r'r<: <rrc;:n ~r ik ifG'Il1"T 

'fir i{cr~- 'fir <iTa' <P.i'f'fi"'r m 'tl!f ~ ? ~~ 
il; q''i~ 'fliT <mr ~ ? 
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SHRI N. C. CHATTERJEE: Would~ 
there be comprehensive legislation to 
cover the partnership aftd other things? 

MR. CHAffiMAN:._ We have dis
cussed this point. There is difference 
between the Indian Company and t."tis 
Company. We shall discuss that later 
on. 

o,;ft litii;;r~ltt! ~'k~~ ik ~r 
~ ili<;:c41 ~; ~ m if !!!'liT~ 
.,~ it qcwrr f'fi ~'~' ~ of.r mr 

' 

~'It ~>i r aT· 'WI' l\'il~ <mt <t1 ~ 
~r ~ f'" ~;ff~i/rf · .m- ~ .. -<iFf f'fo"'.iT 
~-~'IT ? i!li OfFr <iWhi ~ f.l; ~r't o;rrfvr. 
~"r<R' ~r ~ iri~tf<f~T ~ .f'li' cr5Q ur. 
;f.-.,.1 'liT ~ ~'i'<Rr T·!li<ir ~·r w. i 1 ~ifr 
i(rmr ;r ·~'k:r<;:o1wr ill' 'Ar~~- 'fir ~q
llT>r ;; ~), ~ii <m: ~ 'lif'iik · ..-.iPl~ 

. 'f<lT ~-? . 

SHRI A. K. SEN: If there is any
thing wrong, then we can take care o·t 

\· it through the legislation. What is not 
necessary should' not_ be included in 
it. ') 

SHRI YOGENDRA l;iHARMA: What 
will happen if there is any loophole. 

SHRI A. K. SEN: If there be any 
loophole or lacuna that· snould be re-
medied. ··~ ! • 

. . MR. CHAIRMAN: What is actually 

.done .in some Companies ·will have to 
l be i~oked intQ. 
<· • 

. SHRl A. K, SEN: In . so~e cases 
under-writil'-g ,has. become necessary 

. and therefore all that is . necessary 
should be taken into account. As a 
matter of fact, un.der-writing has be
come ari abs'olute!hecessity becallSe of 
't!-i~ capital ma'rket aria other things. 
,_. ~1 . f 

- '~>HR! K. 'L .• GuPTA: Relevant 
1clauses should be dealt with first to 
make the position' clear regarding the 
recognition of firms. ·. 

,. '. ) ,:__ 

SHRI B. s.· SHARMA: We are now 
to take up the section which . deals 
with the assessment. You will see 
that so far as the particular section 
is concerned, it is working very 
harshly against the assessee. First 
the assessees are required to file a 
return.· Thei are required to calcu
late their tax and further they are to 
pay tax within a ~ertain perio~. 
Now they canriot pay the tax until 
the Income-tax Officer · issues the 
challan. 

SHRI A. K. SEN: We suggested 
deletibn of what is unnecessary and 



the facility should be extended to a 
place where it is dire necessity. 

SHRI SHAH: Previously, as you 
know, there was provisional assess
ment but it is found in practice that 
the department ·does not have enough 
machinery for making an assessment 
because. they have to go through a 
large number of .cases. The depart
ment's intention is that in course of 
time the assessee would be able to 
calculate the tax and pay. This is a 
step towards self-assessment. 

SHRI B. S. SHARMA: It is neces
sary that those who are connected 
wit.h the matter should see that every
thing is done properly to avoid any 
difficulties in future. 
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MR. CHAIRMAN: I suggest that it 
should be the duty of the oflrcer to 
issue the challan himself. Of course, 
I have got an alternative suggestion. 
But in the return something like a 
ch'allan should be attached-that I 
admit-but the assessee should be 
helped in knowing his liability be
cau92 the calculation is so complicated 
now-a-day-3. 

SHRI SHAH: l welcome the view
points expressed by you and I will 
also partly share the views of the 
companies that we have received. But 
at the moment we are thinking of 
changes in the law. On these points 
we would certainly like to see that 
assistance is given to the assessees 
but we would also like to see that 
the administrative machinery should' 
evolve the means to simplify the 
challans. We would also like to see 
that we provide the taxpayers ade
quate literature to train them up. 
There are various steps to be taken 
for the purpose. But at the moment 
we are thinking of the law. Train
ing must be done by the Department 
no doubt and so far as the large num
ber of small assessees are concerned, 
they should be trained and should be 
assisted and our fleet of Public Rela
tions Officers should be increased. 
But the basic principle should be 

borne in mind that i.w a<Uninistration 
• is possible-as is done in other coun
tries-we have now today 30 lakhs 
and in course of time we will have 
50 lakhs assessees unless a large part 
of it is done by self-assessment and 
voluntary compliance. The depart
ment is only moving in a small area 
where it is necessary but I agree that 
steps should be taken to educate the 
large number of assessees. 

SHRI BENI S. SHARMA: My only 
point is that no penalty should be im
posed for nonpayment of tax within 
thirty days from the date of assess
ment. If a person does not get the 
challan, .how will he pay · the tax? 
So I suggest that we may agree th .t 
penalty should start from the day on 
which the challan is issued and not 
from the date on which tax becomes 
due. 

SHRI SHAH: That relates to ad
ministrative matters. 

SHRI GUPTA: This problem can
not be solved only by educating the 
people. The administrative machi
nery is such that we don't get the 
challans unless we give something· to 
the clerks and we know that in spite 
of their best efforts the assessees are 
being harassed, and the only solution 
is; as suggested by Mr. Sharma, that 
the Department should send the cha
lan after due calculation and there
after within thirty days the assessees 
will be asked to pay the tax. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: These are points 
which we shall discuss amongst our
selves. Now, .let us proceed with 
clause 43, Mr. Gupta. 

SHRI GUPTA: I think, Mr. Sen, 
you prefer the status quo to be main
tained? 

SHRI SEN: Yes. 

SHRI GUPTA: But· why do you 
want it? Can't . it be simplified? 
Why do you want renewals every 
year? · · · 



SHRI SEN: We are in favour of 
general simplification but our sub
mission -is tliat the procedure which 
has been suggested is introducing a 
lot- of complications. 

- - . SHRI GUPTA: So you want the 
existing proceeding to remain? 

SHRI SEN: Yes. If there is fur
ther simplification, then as regards 
renewals are concerned, no form 
sh<'uld be prescribed for filing the re
turn and that there should only be a 
form for the purpose of registration. 

- SHRI ·SANGHI: On, clause 55, I 
personally feel that you are doing a 
little disservice to the · taxpayers. 
You have suggested that when the 
Ini:ome Tax Department loses an 
appeal, it should not only pay all the 
fees involved but also the assessee's 
legal costs. Don't you think that if 
we have such a thing, the Department 
would be more resistant to giving 
judicious decision to the case? I 
would request you to consider this 
and give a little· thought to it. 

SHRI SEN: Our suggestion is that 
the Department should bear all costs. 

SHRI GUPTA: In clause 63, you 
have suggested 'may be punishable' in 
place of 'shall be punishable'. In this 
clause the discretion regarding 
punishment is already there. Why do 
you want to change it? 

SHRI SEN: But there is no know
ing how· the discretion will be exer
cised .. 

SHRI GUPTA: What is your sug
gestion regarding physical punish
ment? 

SHRI SEN: It should not be made 
obligatory. 

_ SHRl GUPTA: My last question 
will be, the Commissioner has ~~t un
fettered power to impose panalty 
under clause 274K...c.what is your re
action to that? 
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SHRI SEN: Let that remain. We 
would also like to have more exten
si_ve use of this power. When you 
g1ve some di•cretionary power it is 
expected it will be used judiciously. 

SHRI GUPTA: Do you want certain 
principles should be adopted and 
followed by the Commissioner? 

SHRI SEN: We are confident that 
this power will be exercised judi
ciously. 

SHRI GUPTA: We would like to 
know whether this .clause exists in 
other countries. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: We shall dis
russ that point in the Commit:ee. 

Thank you; Mr. Sen, and your col
leagues for the valuable suggestions 
that you have made. 

n Indian Chambers of Commerce 

Spokesmen: 
' 1. Shri A.K. Jain- President.' 

2. Shri B.P. Khaitan-Chairman, 
Taxation Sub-Committee. 

3. Shri J. Singhi-Member, Taxa
tion Sub-Committee. 

4. C. S. Pande-Secretary-Gene
ral of Chamber. 

5. Shri B. Kalyanamdaram-De
puty Secretary. 

6. Shri Manab Chaudhry-Assis
tant Secretary. 

(The witnesses were Called in and 
they took their seats.) 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Mr. Jain, before 
we take up clause by clause discus
sion, if you like, you may highlight 
the points that you want to bring be
fore the House. 



SHRI JAIN: Thank Yllll, Sir, .. for 
-giving us this opportunity to place 
our views before this Committee. We 
have already sent our memorandum 
to ·you' hi advance. I would like to 
highlight only some of them. First 
of all, I would mention the case of 
foreign technicians. ·The amendment 
,therein imposes a ceiling of Rs. 4,0001-
in salary and the period of tax free 
salary is reduced to three years and 
the approval period is reduced to 6 
months. The .changes sought to be in
troduced are all for promotion of 
Indian consultancy service. We feel 
restrictions imposed are unrealistic. 
The figure Rs. 4,000 is far too low for 
any highly qualified technician. It 
should be increased to Rs. 7,500. In 
order to encourage Indian consultancy 
'Service, we think some tax incentive 
should be given. 

SHRI JAIN: I would like to point 
out that the renumeration of foreign 
technicians is subject_ to review by the 
:Central Government for their appro
val and permission. In the long run 
it is felt that when , foreigners are 
paid for their knowhow, It is much 
more U an bringing ·foreigners on 
monthly basis, because our people 
-work with them and got the experi
ence quicker. ·So, this aspect should 
be kept in mind while considering 
the point. 

SHRI B. S. 'SHARMA: ·Have you 
any idea as to how many industries 
are required to bring-foreign experts. 

SHRI JAIN: JYiany important indus. 
tries are bringing foreign experts. 
There are some industries which do 
not require them. Sugar industry 
kioes not require. So, it depends on 
the industries. 

Next clause S;--35D-amortisation of 
certain expenses. .I think this is a 
step in the right direction. Our 
Chamber has always been pleading 
that all .expenditure incurred _in ·the 
business is either revenue expendi
ture or capital expenditure. ·In the 
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<Unendment · a list )las been specified 
fo.r fiiv~ items -but these items !io no; 
covl!r a large number of expenses 
iegitirnately required for business 
purposes. By way of illustration I 
would like to point out that certain 
items of ~enditure necessarily re
quired have -n!!ither been. shown as 
revenue expenditura or eligilble for 
J:]epreciation. For instance, registra
tion for mortgage of property when 
loan is given. Then there are certain 
trial period expenses, pre-incorpo
ration expenses, pre-operational ex
penses bn administration and ac
counts, expenses on plants before 
commission on a commercial scale
GOm_e raw materials are consumed~ 
their charges etc. Those expenses if 
they are capitalised do not get de
preciation facilities on those items. 
Payment £or technical know-how
s:apital payments for patents are en
titled for amortisation but there is 
no .relief for capital . payments on 
know-how. Travelling a!lowance for 
trips abroad and expenditur_e incur
red over infr.uctuous feasibility re. 
ports. Sometimes entrepreneurs take 
up three or four schem~s-and only 
one scheme is finally taken up. These 
expenditures :are neither allowed as 
revenue expenditure or capitai ex
pe!J.diture for the purpose of depre
ciation. For all .these cases, a scheme 
of . amortisati~n should be hitroduced. 
I cannot enumerate all the items-but 
for _genuine !n.tsin:e~ purpos-es what
'ever expendit1.1re !s incurred should 
have the amortisation :facility. 

Instead of permitting ·amortisation 
of ·preliminary expenses incurred at 
any time after 31st March, 1969, it 
would be preferable if preliminary 
expenses are covered by the new sec
tion '35D if they are incurred at any 
time in any accounting year relevant 
to the assessment y'lar 1970-71. 

Then in the case of mines, parti~u
larly when the mines are abandoned 
or exhaustea, expenses in .connection 
with compensation paid to labourers 
should be allowe-j to be -set off against 
income of earlier years. ·This. system 
;s -prevailing -in U. · ;K. and U.S.A. In 
the case of mines there is iniructuous 



expenditlU'e or. · rrospecting. This 
should be allowed. On a perusal of 
the list of minerals in part A and B 
of ·the 7th schedule, it is found that 
bauxite which is essential , for the 
'production of'all,lmi.Iiliim is not in the 
liSt. It 'should b·e' in~fudeci. -

Then new section 3~~ it is proposed 
that . an . assessee who has obtaiiled 
amortisation· allowances ·for ·shifting 
an industrial ·undertaking, if he sells 
the undertaking within 4 years, he 
shall not be eligible for the unabsorb
ed amortisation allowance and allow
ance already allowed should be add
ed. My suggestion is that since the 
undertaking 'is continuing it should 
not be disallowed. 

SHRI JAIN: Sir, if amortisation al
lowed is added ·back it means that 
the expenses inclll'red in shifting are 
not responsible when he sells it. 
Amortisation expenses are allowed as 
revenue expense. Expenses ·of shift
ing will be capital ·ross, and capital 
loss .cannot be set of against revenue 
profit. This will create hardship to 
the assessee. Then Sir, the proposal 
that ·amortisation will not be allowed 
in case of sale within 4 years does 
not appear to us to have any parti
~ular reason for doing so. It does not 
provide any safegual\i to the Income 
Tax Department but may be a hard
sh.ip to . the asse5see. It should be 
deieted. Then 'we' come to' the 'amor
ti>ation period of ·10 years. You know 
that any industry shifts only as a last 
resort when it cannot continue eco
nomically ·in a particular· ··area ·for 
want of r'aw material' or otherwise. 
'!'he period of 10 ·years is too long and 
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_ we ·su'ggest it ·be reduced to five 
years·. Then we ~orne to SeCtion 35 
(f) which relates to prospecting and 
mining. A gain this is applicable 
only to companies engaged 'in the 
mining industry. There is no reason 
why indivjduals and partership firms 
should '!lot also .receive the same bene
fit. In fact the initial expenses for 
prospecting al}d mi1'ing is m!'t by the 
indi.Vidu~ls and partnership and later . 

when an application ·is made to the
C'entral ·Government, tfui· · expenses 
ar·e 'transferred to the Company, So 
this may add an additional difficulty. 
I have already dealt with the ques
tion of infructuous expenditlll'e for 
prospectini( etc. It may be mention
ed here 'that ·these expenses will be 
allowed to' be set off only when the in
come 'is derived from mining opera
tion; A · cc.mpany may have mining 
O!leration and it may have other busi
ness ·also. It will unnecessarily com
plicate inatters if the •amortisation ex
penses are set off only against min
ing income. It should be set off 
against all incomes irrespective of the 
fact whether it is derived from mining 
or fro~ other sources. · Sometime• 
mines are acquired by the enterpre
neures ·by purchasing and sometimes 
by lease and payment of lump sum 
monies. ·These lump ·sum payments · 
relating to the· acquisition of the lease 
should also be given the same treat
ment as prospecting expenses. There 
is ])O specific provision in this regard. 
In this connection I would refer also 
to Section 42 of the Income Tax Act 
on mineral depletion allowance. Of · 
course this is a special provision for · 
th£> purpose of exploiting the oil re
sources of the country and it is avail
able only where the agreements are 
approved of by the Central Govern
ment. But the same principles should 
be extended in the case of mines be
cause this is also a depleting asset. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Do you mean to 
say that the mines also will have to 
be treated on the same . footing as 
th!' mineral oils? 

SHRI JAIN: I am not suggesting 
that but it should be treated at least 
on part with mineril.l oils. In the 
.<:ase of mineral oils the government 

/ is giving a special depletion allow
ance. We do not know bow much oil 
remains under-ground. But the gov
ernment is giving them the allowance. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: You know that 
nuestion of oil and that of mines 
should be treated on a different basis. 



WITNESS: Sir, I am merely sug
gesting need for same kind of deple
tion allowance for mines for the same 
re&son. 

Regarding a proviso in section 35 
(f), in this proviso there is a provi
sion that in the case of amortisation 
expenses when it is being spread 
over, after debiting amortisation ex
penses over that particular year the 

· in~ome is reduced to nil, the un-
absorbed amortisation expenses should 
be carried over to next year and 
would become a part of the expendi
ture for the next year. Likewise it 
will be carried for 10 yea~s from the 
.:late of commencement of production. 
But we find in Section 35 (D) there 
is no such clause. We are not in a 
position to understand why this is 
given in section 35 (F) only and why 
not in Section 35 (D). Our Chamber's 
suggestion is that this should be 
treated as part of the expenditure for 
the year like 35 (B) and should also 
be treated as a business loss carried 
over ·and allowed to be adjusted in 
the future years as a part of the 
business loss, and for Section 35 (F) 
no separate treatment should be 
given. 

SHRI JAIN: Sir, I might clarify a 
little. I expect that this is the inten
tion of the Committee that the ex
penses will not lapse at the end of the 
_year. 

Sir, then we come Clause 14 viz. 
clubbing of H.U.F. income with the 
income of the individual. Sir, I would 
point out that various assessees have 
planned their business in accordance 
with the law which is uptill now pre
vailing. If it is found that it is not 
operating to the advantage of the Ex
chequer these are changed. But re
trospective application to past trans
actions would create hardship to the 
assessees who have planned their busi
ness in the manner which was then 
allowed by the law prevalent. So 
considering all these factors and in 
all fairness to-the assessee we think 
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t~at such proposals of .dubbing a por
tion of the .HUF income. with indivi
dual income should be dropped. 

You will fiind that ther~ 
is no gift involved in this mll.tter. 
We would request you to see that 
there is no ambiguity in the matter. 
Complications will arise if there is. 
any ambiguity and it should be avoid
ed. We have placed our views in the 
memorandum that has already been. 
submitted. 

I refer to Clause 30 regarding in
terest for delay in filing returns_ 
There should be a provision for pay
ment of interest in <:ase of delay in· 
refunds also. Though there is no. 
objection to the levy of interest in 
case of delay in filing returns We feeL 
that the proposed. provision may act 
harshly on the assessee. The anoma-· . 
lies that are. there should be removed. 
as far as practicable. . The refund be
comes due to the assessed from the 
date on which an incorrect asse;s
ment is made by the ITO and so in
terest on refunds should be paid from 
such date of assesment. This should 
be some sort of a check on unduly
heavy assessmen1!s. It is suggested 
that interest payable by assessees be 
reduced in all cases to 6 per cent 
against the existing rate of 9 per cent. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: When the ques
tion of interest payaQJe comes to you, 
you wa'nt to reduce the rate of 
interest. 

SHRI JAIN: Reduction of interest 
should be from 9 per cent to 6 per cent 
is equitable since while the interest 
received by the assessee is taxed, in- · 
terest paid by him is not allowed as 
deduction. 

Many of the important points have 
been dealt with in the memorandum. 
So it is hot necessary to dwell on them. 
in details. Then we come to Clause· 
43 regarding recognition of firms .. 
There is at present a considerable de- . 
lay in the ·granting of r-egistration by-



the Regist,-ai". We would als3 suggEst 
that in the mat ei" of assessment of 
firm incomes there should be no 
separate tax levied on th3 recognised 

·firms. 

SHRI KHAITAN: .I would like to 
point out som:othing here. Tha sys:em 
of tax was introduced with a view to 
check avoidance. Here I think a 
change is necessary since in the case 
of professional firm-3 the question of 
avoidance does not arise, as no person 
can be taken in such partnership un
less he is "profeS'3ionally qualified. 

SHRI B. S. SHARMA: So far as the 
partnership law is concerned, they 
can be admitted to the benefit of part
nership. The thing is how you will 
safeguard that position. There is no 
di•stinction between professional firms 
and other firms. 
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SHRI KHAITAN:. Mr. Sharma; that 
is not correct. So far as the solicitors 
are concerned, they cannot admit any 
person in the partnership who is not 
a solicitor. The High Court will r.ot 
allow them to take in minor partners. 
Similarly the Chartered Account'ants 
cannot admitted somebody who is not 
a chartered accountant. : Non-pro
fessional men cannot be . admitted in 
such profess!onal partnerships .. 

SHRI BENI S. "SHARMA:. So far as 
the Partnership Act is concerned, 
there is no bar in doing that. 

SHRI KHAITAN: But you cannot 
ignore the other provisions of law. 

SHRI JAIN: In the case of part" 
nership, there is another' difficulty. In 
the case of a partnership firm there is 
penalty or interest to be paid on 
account of late filing of returns. Now, 
it attracts double interest, double 
penalty, both in the hands of the 
partnership ·firm and in the hands of 
the individual partner. · Something 
should be done to safeguard this .. We 
feel that r,ow that you are making this 

change on recognised . firms; this pro
vision for separate taxation for regis
tered firms should now be abolished.
Althaugh this is not strictly within the
purview of this committee, still we are 
expressing our vL:w on this with the
hope that there should be no separate 
taxation on registered firms. 

Now, about the other points whicl. 
are mentioned here, I would not like· 
to go into detail except that the provi
sions regarding penaiities are very· 
harsh ar.d specially the provision for· 
confinement. Here, if the assesseE 
makes a mistake or delay in filing 
returns .there should be provision for· 
imposing pecuniary penalty but not 
for physical confir.ement. We are all 
aware of how these things occur. I 
think this requires some treatment 
which should not be so-harsh as men
tioned in the Bill. Our suggestion is 
that pecuniary penalties, and r.ot 
physical punishment, . should be im
posed. 

Then, I would just like to make one· 
more suggestion with regard to clause 
68. At present recognised provident 
funds ar.d gratuities and superannua
tion funds are exempt from taxation. 
Now gratuity has also become a very 
vitally accepted principle and the 
Supreme Court has awarded gratuity 
in a large number of cases an many 
companies have started forming gra
tuity funds. If the gratuity 1und is 
approved by the Commissioner of 
Income Tax, we suggest that the in
come of the gratuity fund should be 
exempt from taxation. 

I have not dealt with all the points 
made out in the memorandum but I 
have just dealt with the more impor
tant points. 

SHRI SOMANI: On the aspect of 
foreign technician, you have said that 
there should be no ceiling at all. 
Would you like to recommend any 
alternative ceiling? 

SHRI JAIN: We have said that 
there should be no ceiling but if any 
ceiling is to be suggested, it should be: 
Rs. 7,500. 



SHRI SQl\11A.NI: Surely you can em
,-ploy foreign technicians and p•ay the 

excess t.~ . on the balance, there is no 
_ in~ntion of proscribing the ~oreign 

technici;ms to be employed. In any 
.. case, therll has got to be a certain 
. ceiling. Rs. 4000 may be low but so 
_far as the principle is concerned, what 
is your opinion about the ceiling? 

SHRI JAIN: Except in a few cases 
- the ceiling should be Rs. 7,500. 

SHRI SOMANI: The fear of the 
:private sector has been that foreign 

technicians might be banned and 
therefore their number •Jhould . be ex

.aggerated. The Department has given 
~s figures as on January 1968 that out 
<>f 1920 technicians that are employed 
in this country a large m'ajority, as 
·many as 1500 are working in public 
.sector undertakings and only about 
129 are working in Indian companies. 

'Therefore, I think the point has to be 
.considered. On this . a bit of ser.se of 
irresponsibility ~n the part. of public 
,sector undertaking and making use of 
foreign iecl;micians -in such a large 
:Scale has got to be curbed. 

SHRI JAlN: As far as private sector 
is concerned, it is quite .clear that we 
.are doing our very b_est to train 
In:Iia~ 'technicians and take Indian 
.technicjans as ~arly 'as. possible. . 

SHRI SOMANI: We would like to 
nave the operation of the cad~e of 
foreign technicians as restricted as 
-posro.ible. Now, if you see the defini-
-tion of this clause on page 5 of the 
'Bill, you will find that the definition 
bas been so enlarged that even ·cons-: 
tructional engineers or even buSiness 
-and management experts and several 
-<lther categories of persons and even 
-poultry farmers have been included in 
-the definition. We do not certainly 
-see any point in enlarging the defini-
tion. we do ,not certamly see . any 
·point in _enlarging t!;te definition as 
.Such. I would like to know your views 
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whether the a.:umtton of technician 
should -be restricted. Of course there 
are certain special fields where techru
cians are required but don't you· think 
that unless there is some sort of res
triction every Tom, Dick and Harry 
would be coming to India? 

SHRI JAIN: I agree, but there is a 
provision for Government's approval, 
In such cases Government ·will not 
give . the approval. 

SHRI SOMANI: I do not know how 
it will work out. Mr. Jain, would 
like to restrict the word 'technicians'? 

SHRI JAlN: I would agree that in 
certain fields foreign technicians are 
not required. But it is dfficult to 
define in that manner. · This can be 
better controlled by a system of Gov
ernment approval in order to achieve 
the purpose. ., 
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. -SHRI N. C. CHATTERJEE: Tech
nician means a Person having speci;~
lised knowledge and experience in 
<;on_strJ!ctjonal, .manufacturing oper!l
t~~n. • or ~n mining or generation or 
distribution of electricity or other 
form -~f p~wer; or agricultural, anim.al 
husbandry dairy, or poultry farming. 
Po you want this to be .clarified. 

flHRI ,1' AIN: This is vecy wide. I 
do npt know how it will be applied, 
but it is difficult to make it precise. 

_SHRI ,BI~W:A~ATH ROY: Whether 
invitation of foreign experts is to be 
eQcouraged oc not. If it is essential, 
in that case, do you agree with the 
policy -of ceiling or restriction? 

.SHRI JAIN: I am all for encoura
gement .to Indian technicians. I think 
this should be done by promotional 
measures. On .restriction I have 
already mentioned that the ceiling 
should Rs. 7,500. 

SHRI S. B. PATIL: On what basis 
yo'u ~uggested this figure of Rs. 7,500? 

SHRI JAIN: It comes to 12.000 a 
y~ar.· This sort of salary is not 
ucl<nown. 

SHRI SANGHI: What is your sug
gestion ~bout tax incentive? 

. 

SHRI JAIN: Lot of work is requir
ed in the form of technical consultancy 
service. ·TheY cannot easily compete 
with foreign firms. They have no 
capital assets of their .own. Lower 
rate of taxation or development reb'ate 
may be allowed. We will give some 
more thought to it and give our views. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: You have men
tioned that when the country is trying 
to produce sophisticated goods and 
export them by competing in inter
national markets. Have you any idea 
of .any industry associated with your 
Chambar which is doing this with the 
help of foreign expertsT 



SHRI JAIN: Engineering industry 
has done · exceptionally well in this 
field. · 

MR. CHAIRMAN: The:V have not 
done it with foreign technicians. They 
received incentives from Government. 

SHRI JAIN: At the same time the 
quality plays a very important part. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Tell me of one 
instance where an industry has been 
able to compete in the foreign market 
because of foreign technicians. Can 
you give us any instance that foreign 
technicians have helped us to increase 
our production? 

SHRI JAIN: Mr. Kargin, who was 
in Jessop and now with Government, 
is a very competent person. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: If you have an:V 
specific instance in view of any parti
cular industry who are competing with 
other countries, please give their 
names later on. 

SHRI JAIN: All right, Sir •. 
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SHRI B. S. SHARMA: Mr. Jain, 
you have given a very· formindable 
list of expenses where amortisation 
benefit should be given and that list 
also I think is not exhaustive but only 
illustrative and there may be many 
more items. Now, I draw :your atten
tion to clause 8 (g) which says "such 
other items of expenditure (not being 
expenditure eligible for any allowance 
!Jr deduction under any other provi
sion of this Act) as may be prescrib
ed". There are two aspects of it. 
You have stated in your preliminary 
observation that the I.T.O. should 
decide whether an expenditure is capi
tal expenditure or revenue expendi
tur. Now, here al'SO should the I.T.O. 
be left to decide the matter himself 
or it should be left to left to the 
rule making authority, 

. SHRI JAIN: I have stated that all 
legitimate expenses for the purpose of 
business should either be revenue 
expenditure or capital expenditure and 
amortisation Should be· ' given. The 
I.T .0. disillows this in both the 

places. So; our point ·is that ·we need' 
· this benefit, it does .not matter whe> 

does it. · 
(The Committee then adjourned). 

The Committee re-assembled after 
lunch at 15.00 hrs. . . 
III Indian Mining Association, .calcutta. 

Spokesmen: 

1. Shri H. C. Dass 
2. Shri S. P. Saigal 
3. Shri S. K. u,amsingh 

4. Shri W. G. Macintosh. 
(The witnesses were called in and. 
they took their seats) 

·MR. CHAIRMAN: We welcome you: 
all to this committee. Now, before, 
coming to the actual business we have 
a 'formality to be observed According 
to· the rules of procedure evidence 
shall be treated as p~b!ic and .is liable 
to be published unless :you specifically 
desire· that all · or· any part of your
evidence is to be treated as .confiden
tial. But even though you might de
sire that your evidence is.to be treat
ed as confidential GUCh evidence is 
liable to be made ·available to the 
Members of ·the · Parli'ament.· Now, 
we have received your memorandum. 
If you like to highlight any of your
points you can do so ..... 

MR. DASS: Mr. Chairman, Sir,· our
appearance before the Committe.e is in 
the context of provisions which are 
sought to be made by section 8 of the 
amending Bill b:V introducing section 
35(F). This. is about deduction for 
expenditure on prospecting. Firstly 
it is about the allowance ~or prospect
ing etc. and secondly the allowance 
pertaining to the payment made for 
acquisition of miRing rights etc. In 
this Bill provision has been made for 
allowing the former where'a., in .~s
pect of the later· specific p~ovlSl~ 
has been made for not allowmg 1t. 
The first point is that. even in. . res
pect of the former namely the p~o
vision pertaining to prospecting 
etc .. expenses the proposals .do not go 
far enough. It may be submitted that 
such expenses e.g. prosp:cting ~tc 
precede setting up of a mme. F1rst 
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thing is that prospectmg is aone, then 
shafts are set up and then plant and 
machinecy etc. are fitted and then the: 
raising etart. On the plant, machi~ 
nery and other equipments which are 
installed, depreciation is allowed and 
-development rebate is also allowed 
whjch means in ~other words that the 
unjt gets Rs. 135 against Rs. 100 spent 

· ~ ind so our submission is that in case 
· 'Of mines and minerals the prospecting 

expenditure should be allowable in 
like manner. Therefore, firstly, our 
submission is that the proposal in this 
.respect does not go- far enough. Pros
pecting expenditure also should be 
~.,ligible for ·similar treatment in 
11smuch as it1 is the first step towards 
setting up and fitting up of mines. 
lt may be submitted that in tea gar
dens, for planting of tea bushes deve
lopment allowance has been permitted. 
.Regarding the second point namely 
:allowance in respect of paymen!ts 
made for acquiring mining rights or 
fhe mineral deposits some type of 
amortisation of the expenditure should 
lbe permissible. Another point is that 
when a mine is ultimately abandoned, 
the buildings are to be discarded, the 
-plant and machinery have ·to be dis
~arded, and so there is a huge loss. 
'This point should also be taken note 
of and some tax concessions should 
be made. 

SHRI DASS: I would speak like this 
that ali the working expenses direct 
{)r indirect should be allowable. On 
the drafting side, one point is th•at the 
provisions in the drafting have been 
made applicable to Indian Companies. 
'rhis also means that certain com
panies which do not fall within the 
definition of the term of Indian Com
panies. woulQ. not get the benefit of it. 
For instance Indian Copper. In some 

. cases. •about 95 per cent of the capital 
is held by person inside India. I 
should point out that the terminology 
used may be something different so 
that the Companies like Indian Cop
per are not made to suffer. The pro
visi.on should not be restricted only 
to companies. As a matter of fact, 
they should be aplicable to all as
sessees. We suggest that the words 

~'Indian Comp'any' may be replaced by 
the word "assessee" or the words 

·'domestic company.' 

In section 85 F a new schedule has 
been incorporated. There are two 
Schedules in the income-tax Act
Schedules V and VI. There are three 
items-bauxite, mineral oil and alu
minium. What we submit is this that 
it may not be necessary to have Sche
dule VII here. Schedules V and VI are 
there in the Income-tax Act. This pro
vision can be made applicable to the 
items covered by them . 

There •are very serious handicaps 
which the mining industry has been 
suffering from for a long time. There 
handicaps are required ·to be remov
ed; if some effective steps are taken, 
they may be removed. There is some 
provision that tea garden would be 
exempt from tax. We feel that the 
Game treatment should be given too 
in the case of coal mining and other 
industries. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: That has been 
given just to meet the international 
competition. 

SHRI DASS: We can also supply 
coal. Till 1965 the entire supply was 
made to Pakistan. Incidentally, I may 
point out that Burma was our market. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: When Burma 
was our market, the market condition 
was quite different. 

. SHRI DASS: There is diversity of 
interpretation in some cases. All these 
need some scrutiny so that any diffi
culty does not arise. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Mr. Das, you 
have s'aid that the word 'Indian' 
should not be included in the propos
ed section, and that should be substi
tuted by the word 'domestic'. 

SHRI DASS: Yes. 
MR. CHAIRMAN: There is a sec

tion BOB which defines what is a 
domestic company. 

At this point Mr. S. P. Saigal men
tioned that in some cases ."develoP- · 
ment expenses" were being allowed to 
be capitalised, for instance, as shafts 



and inclines. In other cases, "deve1op:.. 
ment expenses" were considered lis 
capital expenditure and . not· entitletl 
to. depreciation. He enquired why the 
practice 6f allowing depreciation al
iowarice on sucb development expen
ses was not followed in all cases. The 
c·hairmiln thereupon asked Mr. Shah 
and Mr. Dass for their views and Mr. 
i:>ass replied as upder: 

An Iridian company or any other 
company which in respect of it3 in
come liable to tax undeJ:" this Act has 
made the prescribed arrangements 
for the · declaration "'nd payment 
wi,hin India of the dividends pay
able out of such income. But the 
question is' .tl:lat Indian €opper is a 
company which is riot registered here. 

SHRI DASS: Sir, the Indian Copper 
Company is ·a company which has 
made the prescribed arrangements 
under the Indian CompaniesAct. They 
declare divideiiils ·'within india, theY 
pay dividends within India and they 
deposit the income tax with the· Gov
ernment of India. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: There is a great 
deal of difference between a domestic 
company and a company in terms of 
the Companies Act. There is material 
difference. r.: · c: 

SHRI DASS: The difference is. like 
this.- An Indian . company is a com
pany which is incorporated in India 
under the Indian Companies Act of 
1956. The "Indian Copper" is not. 
It ;, incol"])orated outside India. 'A 
domestic company means a companY. 
which may not be necessarily an 
Indian company but if the company 
is subject to Indian Income Tax Act 
which India Copper is, that is No. 1; 
if it has made the prescribed arrange
ments for declaring dividends in India, 
which he has; No. 2, if the dividend 
is paid in India, which is being done, 
and No. 3 if that tax is deposited with 
the Government of India which is 
being done, then certainly it is • 
domestic companY. 
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MR. CHAIRMAN: Why do you say 
that special exception should be made 
for Indian Copper Company? 

· · Simi J!;.A'Ss: Indian Cower is doinig 
mmm~ ih India; i'1f is :Pa~mg>'diVide:n"ds 

:;nr India and als\l .depositing' mil! fa>Jl! fu 
. Irid<ia'J .· • . . ' ' . 

~ • • • I • 

. 'JY.i:R.' cHAiRMAN: That is a· Ciiffe
.>;e,nt ·i>oint .. Now, we 11re.on th~ point 
of company and domestic conipany. 

SH:RI DASS: The intention of this 
section is presumably that we· do not 
want to give benefit to a- foreign com
pany. But if :you register a- foreign 
company in India· with all the share
holders in India:, it will still get the 
benefit of this section because ·it is 
registered in India. ' ' 

SHRI B. SHARMA: . Sir. this is an 
academic diScussion that we a-re 
having. I ·think if we agree to change 
the word company into the word 
'assessee: the ·whole dispute will be 
solved. 

SHRI DASS: That is our prayer. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: That is not pos
sible because that is not within the 
scope of this committee. The com
ri:littee will have to discuss this point 
and then decide. 

SHRI B. S. SHARMA: Mr. · Dass, 
~ .. :sour. lette~ .dated 7th July, 1969, 
you "av.e .statec;l in para .4 that as the 
last year of a mine's life is likely to 
have a very low level of profitability, 
in such cases mming companies shoUld 
be permitted· to -reopen tl).eir income 
taic assessment for uo to five yeats. 
Dcn't you think that the reopening of 
assessment is a dangerous thing and 
you may 'be involved in Un~nted 
assessment? Or, is it that you want 
only for the purpose of adjustment for 
this relief. 

SHRI DASS: Yes, Sir, this is only 
for the specific purpose of adjustment 
for affording tax · relief, . and nothing 
else. This should have been made 
clear in our letter. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: You have said 
that section 8 of the Bill seeks to 
exclude from amortisation, expendi- · 
ture on acquisition of the site and of 
the deposits of the mineral. You want 
that ·this should be included. 



'?IIT~)'S~.: _ f\s < ~ submitted; either 
this amount should· be allowed tb I:e 
. amortised,c pt we. sliould. b~- allowea to 

· write it off as revenue expendif\11"~,-

MR: c:FiaiRMA:N:. 'Yciri have given 
two suggestions, · 

WITNESS: Yes, Sir. We -would 
requ¢st yqu ·to pBierve the· last pata
graph on this page, With regard . to 

'.the. proposed aeauc"tiiin in' iesp~ct of 
. expenditure. on'· prospectilig incurred 

by. Indi'an . Miping· Companies, 
it is. submjttl)d ~hat the present pro
posals do not go· far enough. Pr~s
pecting is !!sseritiaJ for 'f'uli-eXploita
tion of mineral resources ·for scientific 
mining.· I;,· th~ circumstances it would 
De reasonable fdt elo~endit~~ equal .to 
133! per ~ent . of the ~ctua1 eX}:iendi
ture incurred on J>rospecting,. to . be 
allowed during the first year of. com
nierOial prcidticiiciii; against tlie ptafits 
of that yeai;. ·That me;igi-e allowance of 
~ll.Oth o'! .the expenditure. in each. ·.of 
10 years ls by no means sufficient to 
encourage additional p,\ospectii:ig. 

·MR. ·cHAIRMAN; Is . there' any 
other point th-at you want til maker· 

. -· .: __ -__ • -~ :.:~.·i- -.~-

WITNEss:. This· .was. the pb;nt. I 
want!!d to. make:c' ·. . :·:= :· ' . ·- " 
; :-.:..-~..:.-----,--------.--!-' 

SHRI 'sANG1u:· If mining ope~a
tion becomes unecoQomic .and- on that 
g:-ound it is give!{ up;·liow do you 
e>.Pect that .w~iting .off shOuld .Le al-
lowed? ' . · ·· ,... ',.... 

. , . - -

' 
WITNESS:~ It only .concerns .. the 

mining industry which has a wasting 
asset. A paper mill; or a sugar mill 
does not have a wasting asset. If a 
paper· mill is closed down on grounds 
of .. economy quite· a good part of the 

. assets can ·be . realised by selling the 
; prapt ··and machinery. If I give up a 

coal mine, or a copper rilirie I will not 
be able to sell anything. All that I 
want is that I should be placed at par 
with sugar industry, paper . industry 
or teXtile fudustry where depreciation 
is allowed on all. the years. 

SHRI SANGffi: Cari you give us 
some statistics? 
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. WIT .NESS: . Yes, as a: ·m.iHer of' 
!"ct; in •my graup there were quite
a few cases where mineS' have closed 
-an.d they· had to' close tile collieries. 
• :.;.l i --' J - ~ 1- ' 
. ~.m, CHMRMAN: Mr. Das; I: hope· 
you, wilt agree that the persons who 
.~re engaged in mining indu•iry, when 
they go in for deeper underground:. 
work; • they. must ·have ··suffiCient 
reserve fund· made out of the profits ' 
in: the initial ·years for Undertaking 
this expenditure further. 

. WITNESS:· In so far as we are con
cerne'il1, most. of out coal is coming . 
from under&rounci. :We do not get any 
sUrface coa_l.r~ ; . 

.MR. CHMRMAN~ Government of 
In:lia· appointed .a Committee to en
quire into your miniiig conditions in 
coal mines.· They have said;' it· is inost . 
unfortunate that the labourers engag.:. 
ed ·in cc>al mines are the lowest· paid. 

) ' '- . -

WITNESS: . It depends upon wHh 
what they compare. . In that way,. 
these workers are, tnuch more. unskil
led. The; e is another submission that 
T may make. Today, in ·the coalfield 
fo~·:very m11ny:yeats.lit :is· the f"mily 
that wprks.· , R. is• not .so· in other 
industries. 
~~-·· -; ,_,_·.,_ ··:· -:::> :~-·J . 
· -'MR. CHAIRM4t'l': When I had been 
!9 I)hai-,'bad areas; sp!ne.pf, th'l mine 
~wnei:s. were foun~I to :?tav,e ~pt .the 
mines for some yearn. Now they 
wanted to lease them out to ·others . 
A gentleman I'an to Delhi to· get the · 
permission. Supposing t~~Y. have kept 
the mines. for 11 years .and have not 
worked them out-what is the pur-
uose?- .. 

WITNESS: There are something 
like mining rules and regulations. It 
somebody wants to do it at the cost 
of safety nothing can be done. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Are you . not 
aware that all the benefits that tlie. 
Government of India wants to give to
the coal mining industry-as a matter·· 
of fact the money that was given tc>
tliem wits riot utilised for the purpo~ec 
for which it was given? 



WITNESS: l am ·not aware of It. 
"The position is that for sand stowing 
>'there is cess levied on coal. A fund 
:is created. The total expenses are 
.divided into two parts. One is direct 
.expense and another is indirect ex
o;pense. So far as indirect expense is 
'oncerned, it is not fully neutralised. 

. .lt depends on the availability of the 
-funds with the Coal Board and to the 
-extent the funds are there, neutralisa-
• tion of indirect expense is done. My 
:.SUbmission is that so far as subsidy 
-ls concerned, it is given on verifica
·tion of expenses incurred. Therefore, 
:.1 am not aware if there could oe a 
~case of giving suooidy without sand 
;£towing having been done. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Have you got 
cStatistics to tell us now, or can you 
.send it later? Please check up all the 
:l!:nquiry Committees which have been 
•.set up on the mining accidents during 

the last 5 years and find out their 
conclusion. In most of these cases it 

:bas been due to n"gligeuce. 

WITNESS: That is true, negligence 
·1t any level. 

M:R. CHAIRMAN: Negligence more 
:-at the level of the mine owners. 

WITNESS: My submission is that 
·subsidy is received after the expPnses 
rhave been incurred and Government 
.department have verified! those ex
d)enses. 
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MR. CHAIRMAN: What is youi rate 
.of profit in 1968-69 in any of the coal 
·mines? Can you give us some figures 
about profit and investment? You 
must have started some mines for 10 

-_years or 15 years. How much mone:V 
_you haye invested and what is the 
·.rate of profit? 

'ITT ~·t~~ ~11i : ~r-: ;t;r~f'I"T >fro: 
~ l!;:rrfRI"'i> ;,;<f; ~ ;r, h..- 'l"ifl<fif 

lii"hri<r .fi ~;;ftfq; ~-~· ~<a{r if~ .;th 
ll;jjq" ljif ai lii! ~ f'f>" f;;;;; ~ ~u ~.:-
~~r<r if 'f>"~'l"T <r~ ii ~ ;,;~1 a~~ ;r~f.;lf 
~~{t if '1\'~'fi '1FT ~ I if 'R'i'l' ~ 'i~ 

_ f<l'~~ if ~r. cr~if omr "l'Rifr ~ ~ t 
~r ~~l'if, · ii', ~~ t'Rl"~<'T <rr ~ 
~~T if Gfr '1\'lf?T liT .!!JlR ali:<: l[lcrr 
~ <rr ;,;tr '!IT l{r'!::fi'f'f<: 'll~ii ;r, fu'ij- ~f'rc.r 

il;~l~ ""''R" ;r, ~1 if <'l'ilT'IT '1~a"T 
~ oq li~'f'!l: l[Tm ~ \;<!' <r<: ;;ft lil''ifi 

·l!:Tm ~ \;<!' 'f\'T mfcf'!l<'l' '1fT '!fTII'cr if· w 
'!IT <'I"'T!l"T ;;rr<rr ~ I 'fll'T lii! omr ~'if 'i([f 
~ fH-:; ;r, f~or f<.rqfrcr ~i<f'flf 'f\'T 
~1<'1':1' ~ lf!flf'l> li~fiflf :;r) !!I'T'l' lji~ ~ 

. ;ii~ <r.r~m ~ <rT w '1\'T 'R'T'l' '!IT 4-~!h'if"< 
'l"l[l '1\T<fT '<~:rr ~. w if ~'!\' •hrr lil'-.f 
"~ 'll<:'iT G'~:rr ~. Cf\l: <rr ;;rlfrr if -.:€[r 
9m ~ f;;rtr '!IT !!I'T'l' '!IT f'i'~>~<'~' 'll'>: ~ifr 
t. 4!<5'f'if"< 'il[r 'll<:'iT ~. ;;rq f'f\' ~u 
~"';;;r it 'R'T'l' 'ii'T 4r~'f'!l: 'f\'o:'ir G'~a"T 
~.~a- ~'11 -.:Plm~ ~ ~u 'ifr:u <rrm 
~. ll'&:t "'-.: 'l'l'l'fu'~fu<r ~m!llr <:iPir;r 'l"l!:l 
l[Tm ~. ~ "~'~ ~ '11r Clir '!'<tT ;r, il'li 
~ f.;<rnfl' ;;rmr ~ 1 ~~'i! ~fir"' fu!!fur 
~ 9;fr~ f<<fifu'f m- ~ft;r!fff ~u ~~ 
~r if ~ ;;;; ~ 'l>r ~<:<r ~~'~ <r< <r<ar i!m"'r 
'fll'lf'l1 "If ij;$;m: % fu<i!'fu~ if "l'T €[;f 

l[RrT~<l'i!ll~fiflfit'i~fl[ToT~ I ~atga" 
~r l'fii ~ 9;1'T'l' ~ ~ ~lfa- ~ f'!> 'i([r ? 

'ITT <ml' : ;;rr "<!:l 1 

'ITT q)if~ ~i : q;f, ~ 1 ;r~fiflf it 
9;1'T'l' '!1r 4rft'l"'''<: 'llr sr!mr if ;;~l ;;rr-;r 
~err~ 9;1'R ~'llf ;;r) ~ !!I'T'l' il;s

cr'Jii;e '11< ~ ~ w ~r ;;rlkf.q;mi.r ;;~ 
~;;rr<TT~I 

9;1'1'1 it <l'g:f ~ tt'f<rlfu'q<: 'f\'f ll'~ if 
itit~~!IR' '1ft lifl'T 'liT~. f.lf 9;1'T'l' <t.t 
<mT ~.lfifT 'i!T<!l ~ f<ffrf<tii" lfi! W-fr<il' 

•rcn~ ~ 1 

<Tll'rtr ~!;'rntfu'if<: '!lr ~r ·~fJT!fr it 
crier ;;rr S''f>"ii'T ~-~'11 <TT ~fqG<'f t!;'ffl

offu'if<: mo: ~ ~rli ~iftr:]"~ 1 il 
'i;!f ~&f¥ffi' ~ f'l1 ~ ~ 'll'f ittrr 'P~ 



\fm:ifu'<R i[T Wliffi" ~ .~ 'liT <F!~ 
if'f~l crm'"l'rtl ~ t1irorrcr ~ a'H'Ii~ 
T'!l~~ 'In" m 'flff ~<rr a- 1 

iff«.ft <mr 11 ~ "~"f'f'l'r "'l&<IT ~ 
f.!; ;;ror ~ ~'~' 'fi'l"iifr '1ft <mr .~ ~ 
for~ '!i'Vif.ilf1 ~ ll'l\'~ it, m<: ~ 
~· q)OOrr {fur;;r 'fi'l"i-lr 'lit ~ ffi 
~:r &. "~· ~r~ ~~!arfuw qjf<i~ 
~it d !'fif'M1 'f~ ~ f'l1 'fit;; lf([t ~
a ~mr ~ ;;rr~ 'fitif <rr~ i["Rrr ~ 1 ;r~R 
'imr<i '{~ ~ sr~r lliii ~ 'l!'l~ <1\f li"~ 
~ f'!i l!l'!lir srW!ie: l!I'R ~:;;~a- '~'~" '!\'~ . 

~";rr Q;l1rt ~!lf ~ srr~~ ;;rr<rr ~ f'f\' 'f~l 1 
~ 'i>•'T~r 'In" p 'lfr 'f!lf Q:T, ;re 'fiT itfu
<N' ~.il'iff 'frf\! i l:i'f 'f~l ;a.-r 'f\'f 'ff!f~ 
<l'<l:T l[Frf ";;l'%'t f'!i ~ 'fi~='lft 'In" 'filii 
~r >rifq;a- l:l'f ~a-m 'In" 'fi~ ~rnf srrir< 
'll'r<rr ~ f'li ~ 1 'AT'l' ~ 11<nf.T'f\' lff~ rm · 

,'fi'l"i;ft ~ srif.q;; ;;rr~ ~~ 'In" 'fi~ 

~rnr l[l'frt w ~ err&<: '!'<if ;;rrr Iff 

·~if. otT ~fq~ <i•il' ~ ;re <Ffi.e-<1 'fif'i1W 

~f!Trfdf~f<r.r Q;T il'T 'f•H a<r 'liT lifu?ior 
'11P'lli' :wr .-r~a fl:r.rft ~if ? lifG" 

~r ;;rT, 'fif fq;;rifr '<llf!{i ? i!f(T( t 
'!mfif'li 'fi~ :at( 'fif . ~f~l11"1 ~ 

f'li ;;@ I 

'llr mr : ~r .~ 1 ~r a"t it ri 
'll<:'ff ~d)' ~ , l!f(T( lrff;rrcr Wf ~ I 

SHRI DASS: I am answering your 
second point first. I am fully at one 
with you that there should be only 
iwo categories of expenditure, r;>amely, 
capital expenditure and revenue ex
penditure. So far as the capital ex
p~nditm•e is concerned it should be 
spread over ce~tain 'peri,od. :Unfortu
nately, this is not. done. 'l.'here are 
cases when :10 depreciation is allowed 
such as prospecting expenses are deve
lopment exPenses,. nor are these allow
ed to be charged to revenue as In res
pect of salaries, wages, printing, sta
·tionery. · repai~, maintenance. But in 
other industries tJllgo snuation does not 
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arise and we suggest that this point 
of o.i.lrs shoula '6e kept in mind while 

_ considering tliis amortisation. 

Then there is another difficulty. In 
other industries allowance for multiple 
shift working is made in the deprecill• 
tion allowance but· in case of mining 
this is not dbne. . 

SH:RI B, S. SHA!RMA: For that you 
got special ·subsidy. 

M:R. CHAIRMAN: I. can explan 
~t in ·this way. Suppose I have an 
orchard and after 10 years it does not 
yield any fruit. Should I ask for com
pensation becaus& the trees are not 
giving. fruits? . 

WITNESS: You can certainly ask f~r: 
some conipensation for the trees. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: You know UK. is 
the biggest ·concern so far as coal is 
concerJ;~ed and there no such wastinl 
assets are allowed. So, I fhink no 
deduction can be; claimed· iri respect
of expenditure of the capital assets 
from which the income was derived. 

SHRI SINGH: The real thing is that 
if the profit and benefit of a company 
do not go out of India then only that 
coinJ>any should be treated as Indian 
'Company. 

SHRI YOGENDRA SHARMA: What 
according to you as an Indian, lookinj: 
after the .interest of India, should II, 
the intention? 

SF!RI SINGH: In that case my ans
wer as an 'Indian would be different. I 
Would rather say that if you want an; 
industry to come here you will have 
to' giove that industry the mining and 
pvospecting license, as also the minine 
lease. But no mining lease 'can beo 
granted expect by the Government of 
India- under the Mines and Mineral$ 
Elevelbpment Act which lays down 
that the mining lease will only be
granted to an Indian citizen provided 
however the Central ·Government, 
may, if they think so, for special cir-· 
l!urruftances . • • · 



· SHRI YOGE.NnRit:sHARMA: That 
is the legacy. we')l~ve inherited from 
the British Government. 

. SHRI SINGH: That is due to the 
definition •. 

. 
SHRI YOGENDRA:· SHARMA: At 

the moment we are concerned with 
national interest. Don't you· --think 
that in the national interest th1s. defi
nition should be amended? 

,·: . 
MR. SINGH: ln the national interest 

. you are inviting. quite. a number of 
foreign experts. 

SHRI .TENNETI VISWANATHAlltl: 
You said that the Taxatlori 'Enquiry 
Committee made cerfain recommenda
tions. 'W IU you be satisfied if the 
items recommended by the Taxation 
Enquiry Committee are i!lcluded in 
this Bill? Secondly; could ·you give us 

. a report as to what -~ happening in 
.other countries witl).·_'regards to the 
'amortisation expenses-say, America, 
~apada, Austrl!lia,. France and Bel

. gilim. If you are a,ble to give us a 
small summary-of the position it would 
be of much help to us. 

SHRI DASS: We have submitted 
0ur proposals before you. If these pfo-

" posals are nof'acceptable to you t!i~n 
the recommendation of the Taxafion 
Enquiry Committee would be help
~ul. So far as other statistics are con
~erned we will compile tha(and send 
it to the Committee. . ·- ... 

MR. CHAIRMAN:. The proposals 
were also examined . by the Commit
tee which went inta·.- the incentives of 
mining industry. So they have gone 
thoroughly into thi!se aspects about 
which you ·are referring. UltimatelY 
they said~that this depletion allowance . 

· is not be· a11owed. We have also seen 
the report of the Bhootalingam Com

. mittee.- · Even he has not recommend
ed it. 

SHRI DASS: This is not a manu
facturing industry. J~1ine is a wasting 
asset. It does not fetch profit like the 
manufacturing industries viz. paper 
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industrY, sugar· industry, and textile 
industry. Considering, all these the
mining· industry should be treated on 
a different footing. 1 · • . :· • 

SHRI YOGENDRA SHARMA: Well. 
I know all cthis: I come from .a· place 

. whP.re: there are.,.plenty of mines. ·: 
~; ; ' "" 

SHRI DASS:_. There· is also--another 
factor. Fre.quently. we have to go Oil 
with deep rttining operations even as 
deep as 1,500 to .2,000 ·feet. This re
quires huge amount of money. So 
this aspect of the case has· to be borne 
in mind while' considering the case of 
mining industries. · · · · · 

SHRI DASS: Machinery and equip
ment in mines uruiergoes more wear 
and· tear· thari in the case of paper 
mill or textile mill. The difficulty is 
tj:lat the m~!ling has not been given: 
the incentive· as it requires, the result 
being 'that its development has· b~en 
affected .. 

SHRI VISWANATHAM:.If the pro
posals . are not accepted, the mining 
industcy has got to pay. · 

s:B:Rr DASS': Unless so~e incentive 
., 'is given its dev.elopmental work wi!I 

be considerably affected. 

~1 ~'Wir ~~ : ~twr 11;fR:.-r 'lfr . . . 
ii!lQ , >;£f<l" if ~ I 'f<IT ~\'Glt 1:1;~. ~ 

n.r~w1 ·'!<: ~;; -~ .. ~·in<r ~ 
liir.-r ~!!f<illld. ~if ;;f.T . 3 o. <iii Sf'P'>;ITq" '1ft 
m;ff ·if 'firl1 ~- ~ <IT<{ ~- f,;r.W 

, >iff imRr +ir.T<1' •. '!<: ,~ -i'~m- ~ ..m: 
I , • .. 

• ........ -.lf7......:.· ifi1lf 'fiUI" gu; +11 <. »mf: ,'a • ., Vl 'fi ~ 

~;; '*"' ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ l."f'f Cl'li 

~ 'firl1 'li<ft <f.T ~-if ~ m.r :a;;t~Horr 
~ ~f.!; ~if it <fT'II<I". <:i·-m ~ >;ITq" '<if 

l!ft<r.rr f'1'\!1<1d_ <:i. "'111': 'ii<r .. ~ ll<:. cit !d 
~eft~~~~ ~~~Tilt I 

ar if~~-~~ f.!; >;ITq" "3'1 '!ffr m 
~ ~m ~ '!ffr -~- liT ~ ? 

. ::. 



111( 1 

' . ·";',I' "Lq:..: 
•st''r<mt': ~ 'R'T"f i&.~it a1 ~Tf<r~ · .. 

n-~ 'liT ~ ~ ~ ~ 'j:'"lt iiT'£1 !fit .. 
·~f.!; !fiT<'r ~h'T~~·Pi:<i ' 
~ :5<1' !fit "11 #'efO!e"l'it ·flr.Rft ~ it miT . 
~~iif'loW,~~ ~·,' .. 
::. ">;to?. 
... 1ji+f 'til:• ~- ' . .. • . '. ·' 

. ' - I', /, -, . - .. 

. tilT~~: •i't;m~,f~~;. 

tilT m : ~ cmr m-· ~ ~ t ~ 
'liN ~~·nar.,~"' 'liT~ m ~ flr.tT ~tm 1 

:· . . · _- ... : _.____ '': 

tilT ~Fr.ir ~id·: '-~ir iiT'f ;f itm.T'.: 
, · r i• 

it~ 'liT cmr ;:r~· ~. oi '11'll'~ 'fiT lfT 
~ fi:r.r;rr . 'qtf~ ? 

... 
'-'IT qr« : '11'll'~ ;f.,. 

~ ;;ffijT t l. 

l.. • ; 

:1 '1' 

·till~~"" : ~ iii <m{ m- '3'«. 
'i1T tu·.~ t ? 

. . . 

. ~~«:~crr~~m~ 1 .· .• 

~~-~ :;oorm'liif~r .·• 
l5Rlf ~ ~ ~. ;oor iii fuir !!IT'1 ~ .,.~·r ... 
~~? .. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: I hope we shall , 
now conclude. I fhank you very 
muc!! fAr giving us the valuable sug- ' 
gestion( .. These ,'?,ill, be very helpfult 
-to ust;.put would you lilildly,,send us 
within a few days as to tlie· ratio of 

. pr,ofits pl<!ughed baclb tel tdtaVprofits? 
-·- : ... H 

, SHRI VISWANATHAM: I ·also' ask 
t'you to give';i.ts a summary of the 
. methods followed in other mining 
countries also. 

SHRI DAS: All rlgpt, we will give·· 
that also. . .. , 

·MR. CHAIRMAN: I'tliliilk you"!IH•"" 
Mr. Das9,. Mr. Mackintosh and other·• 
colleagtie'!: · · •· : " 

Eviden:ce · of ~h~ Ind)an Charrt~er':q{ 
Commerce: and .Industry . , 

Represented by"sili:; jain and ~thers, 
I I . , . ,J 

SHRI B. •S. SHARMA: Now, ·Mr. 
Jain; I ·come''to ~llmse ·14. You have 
objected to this clause on · two 
grbunds-first ·in respec'f ·of its· app
licability with ·lrefi'okpective effect 
and• another because· 'it cuts at the 
very root of thl!-! system of Hindu 
Joint family:·Are''you' only agaimt 
the principle of application of the 
provisions of this BiJJ with retrospcc
tiv,e ·effect···-or·:You object' to · this 
chtuse lock stock of barrel. 

sin~{ jAIN: W,e are. oppo~ed. to 
ret~<;>.spectiy~ ~!fe,ci .because that . will 
create great hardship to individual.' 
"-'ll~ have a,t 1 any, ,tjm~ after 31st .. 
Ml\1'~!1. 196.~ conveped their se!f-ac
q)lired P.rop~.rty intqc.Hindu undivid
ed, ~atnil:y; property of. which he is , .. a 
member.. . .. . . . ' . . . . 

SHRI B: S. · SHA'RMA: Do you have. 
any objection i~ proJ;p~j:tive . ~ffect is 
given froin · 1970? .,,. .. 

SHRI JAIN: We feel that the., 
H:u.'F. is a very !100d system and 
if this 'Bill is enacted it' will cau;e ., 

1 
disruption of many families. So we 
are. opposed to it in principle. 

• ·T 
MR!''CHAIRMAN: Mr. Jain, I 

dtaw Your" attention to page 43 of ' 
tHii"'Bliootalingam Committee's re
port after which this Amendment 
Bill has taken into consideration 
this, ~'='gge:;tio~. :fhey .have said ' 
that there has always been some 
scope to· u·se ... the"insiftution of 
H.U.F. as a means of lowering the · 
tax liability of·' the individual3. · 
Don't you think this is a problem and 
how to tackle it? . :n ,. 

-SHRI JAIN: Sir; -the· problem is 
there but it-is' mot so acute. If you 
see th~ .. tax collectionot,. ~om the 
H.U.F. you will see it is no~ really 
a. serious problem to the tax autho- . 
ritie3. 

' 
oh"1 • 

SHRI .K L. GUPTA:· 'Have" you. 
got' any figure of the H.U.F. collec- · 
tion? 



SHRI JAIN: The figures that we 
have relate to the' period 1950-51 
and 1963-64; The' income and· the 
tax collected in those years· were 11 
Per cent and 9 ·per cent and 6 per 
cent and 4: 5 per cent respectively. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: This is really 
a problem. The difficulties are there 
but we· have to find out a via- media 
to overcome this problem. Have you 
any suggestion to offer to us in this 
respect? . 
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SHRI JAIN: The Supreme Court 
judgment was given on the 9th 
November, 1964. The Supreme 
Court haS clearly laid down that on 
partition if any property was ther~. 
it is not to be transferred. So 
taking help of that' judgment peo
ple have created lf.U.F. and parti-
tioned it. We know that but we · 
were of the feeling that considering 
the mO'IIlent of tax collection and 
the difficulties in keeping .... 

MR. CHAIRMAN: But comidering 
the tax collection before 1964, what 
will be _,!he effect and if the decision 
of the Supreme Court is given effect 
to by law, what will be- the effect? 

SHRI JAIN: The feeling of the 
Indian Chamber is that the amount 
will not be very material. We do not 
have the figures but the Department 
may enlighten us on this point. 

SHRI K. L. GUPTA. You are not 
basing your argument on the figures. 

SHRI JAIN: We. are basing our 
argument on the basi-3 of income but 
how it will be calculated is very 
difficult. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: We understand 
the difficulty and we understand that 
a new problem has cropped up. 

sHRI GUPTA: This amendment is 
there becalise they want to check the· 
loopholes. There are many other 
things where tax is evaded on a 
large ·scale-legally and otherwise. 
If you want· to stop one, why should 
Y0\1 not stop the other? 

SHRI JAIN: We do not think that 
it is qi.tite correct to say· that there 
are many legal: methods- by which tax: 
is evaded. 

SHRI BENI SHANKER SHARMA!. 
How do you expect that all the cir
culars should be made availble to 
the asse:;sees or the Chamber? 

SHRI JAIN: If they are depart
mental circulars we ·do'· not want 
them. But We want that the circu
lars which affect the assessees should 
-be sent.- · 

SHRI GUPTA: Some years back 
thell! was a volunt_ary 4isclosure 
scheme. Under that scheme some 
disclosures 'were made b'y ladies and· 
minors. Later on· a circular was is
sued by the department that they 
were going to accept the disclosures 
so far a5 the· adults were not- con
cerned. But they were not going tn . 
accept the disclosures made by the 
ladies and minors. The ladies have 
paid' the tax, the minors have: also·paid 
it and the department has accepted 
it. These types of things are very 
genuine and what they have said is 
right. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: This point has 
been taken nore of by· .. the Ministry. 
They pave bfformed · the Committee· 
also that they will comider this 
point. 

SHRI GUPTA: Coming to para 30 
on page 9-I think this is a very 
genuine demand. It is a good sug
gest'ion; I think in 90 per cent cases 
the application is neither accepted, 
nor rejected. That creates a problem. 

SHRI K. L. GUPTA: If the I.I.O. 
does not reject or accept the appli
cation after some time it will be 
presumed that· ·the application is ac
cepted. 

WITNESS: There is one point left 
which could not be included in our 
memorandum. Thi.-3 is regarding l:he , 
registered Finns. 'When registered 
firm Iiles a return and if it is delax~ 
ed· then the income is treated- to- be 
of an unregistered firm and . - the 



~otal income ta-x ,is calculated and 
.then interest is ,c!)arged .on that .hi
, come. When the :Pal.'tners .file . , their 
. return if there h delay, the penalty 
is there. This is inequitable .because 

· ·if the fink has already paid the 
:Pemllty ·why the pal.'tners will agam 
·be charged, separately, This point 
-should be ·taken into consideration. 

· SHRi_,B. -s. ,SHARMA: You say 
·.that .the firm ·if it commits default 
:why the partilers should .pay the 
:penalty. There should ·not be double 
-chal;ge. 

WITNESS: fu!garding ·the calcula
tion of interest ill- case of , the assess
ment of the registered firms, .. ad
vance payment of tax i:3 made but 

-the tax is ,not deducted. This is a 
:mistake. :There should be a . deduc
tion on account. advance payment and 
it should be , deducted from the total 
tax in calculating . the interest. 
· SHRI B. S. SHARMA: Now, Mi. 

, Jain, I hope you welcome this 
change which we are making now in 

··the matter of the registered firms. It 
has been enacted that every firm for 
. recognition h!t3 got to be :registered. 
with the Registrar of firms. Do . you 
. think that only those firms which 
will come into · existence thereafter 
should only be registered with the 
Registrar and not the· old one. · 

SHRI JAIN: It takes a long tilDe 
to get _a certificate for registration. 
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SHRI B. S. SHARMA:. What is 
. your reaction about the new function 
~of the fu!gmrar of firms. 

SHRI JAIN : It will be .better if 
one Person does both the work. 

SHRI K. L. GUPTA: The difficully 
is. that the Registrar of Firms is 
-under the State Govt. and the In
come tax Officer is under the Centre. 
So the --basis and consideration to re
gister a particular tirm i:3 absolutely 
different. If somebody wants to 

. name his concern . as India House, 
. you cannot . register . its name as 
·:National or Bharatiya etc. So, the 
basis is different. This problem will 
arise. I suggest you give the power 

·to a -person and . then after sometnne 
if he does not reject or respond, you 
assume ·that it has been . registered . 

_ .SHRI lAW: _The Registrar of 
Firms. takes a very tong tilDe. 

SFl:Ri 'B. S. -SHARMA: ·eome to 
clause· s:i. You · Iffiow that there has 
been an anxiet:i on the part of the 
department to reduce the ever ill
creasing mnnber of appeal and that 
is why they have increased the fce3. 
·D0 you think that this increase will 
be sufficient to reduce the pendency 
of appeals. 

·SHRI JAIN: I think mere increase 
of fees -.will , not serve the . · purpose. 
The :tr.ouble .starts at officers• le.vel. 
Appeals arise .because .of unreasona
ble and 'heavy assessments by I.T.Os. 
In almost 2j3rds appeals. -The de
cision is in favour of the assessee. 
Further a good deal of expenses are 
incurred by the assessees in appeal 

. ;~nd . I think that expenditure should 
be allowed. / 

SHRi: JAIN: That should be made 
part of the cost of appeal and the 
department should pay that amount 
to the assessee in C8'3e the assessee 
wins the appeal. I should also say 
that the Departments should be more 
realistic in making 8'3sessments. 

SHRI N. K. SANGHI: That is . a 
matter of discretion. 

SHRI BENI SHANKER SHARMA: 
How to make the assessees file the 
returns in time. That is the whole 
problem. What is your suggestion? 

SHRI JAIN: I can only say that 
penalties should not be ilnposed. 

SHRI BENI SHANKER SHARMA: 
What is your suggestion about rigo
rous ilnprisonment? 

SHRI KANW AR LAL GUPTA: I 
think you are principally opposed to 
it. 

SHRI JAIN: That is right. Another 
thing Sir, which I missed. to point 
out in the morning is at page 2 of 
our memorandum. There is· a pro
posal to limit the allowance to 2i 



·per cent of the issued. share•. capital 
·debentures and lOO)g-term bon-owings. 
This .ceiling appearo to us.lto-,be· in-

.- adequate. In several cases expen
' diture of this kind has''i:ieeh aii"ni'uch 
as 5 per cent. Capital iSsifes' con.~ol 

. envisages underJ117iHog commis)!io<!!l of 
.2! per cent for. ~hares and--- brpker
, age of 1 per cent. The ._total pr;;j~~t 
.cost is much mo~;e ,than thE\ , i~SJ.I~d 
.share capitaL Long ter~ bo,r;rq~iqg 
also take })lOre than 7 y~ars',_, time. 

·Now, in many cases the. banks qo 
. not lend money for mOJijl. tH!\11 f\v,e 
years. Considering all th~~E\ ;j'~ct~,-s 
the Chamber would urge that the 
>Ceiling be fixed at a higher · figure, 
and further that It be related to the 
total project cost rather than to the 
issued capital. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Have you 
.any companie3? 

~ot 

· WITNESS: I am reading 'ftoin" iln 
article which was published'' · b:r 

' Company Law Board, Ministty1 not 
Industrial Development and lnterriaC 
Trade and Company Law Affair~,. It 

. was published in the 16th Novell!ber, 
1966 is3ue. They have published 'the 
.article. Cost of raising capital in 
India-it is quite interesting, Accor-

. ding to their own paper ,No. 3, they 
say that for raising debent11re~ · the 
cost is 5.4 per cent and for shares the 

' cost is- 3.4 per cent of the amount 
issued. -· ·' - ' ' 

MR. CHAIRMAN: 'Tnat - is a 
general article they have written. 

WITNESS: Yearwise. statement is 
given here. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: ·;How many in
du3tries they have surveyed?, 1 . 

WITNESS: TotaJ, capiWJ issued is 
325 Jakhs. , ·:,.,.,. , 

MR. CHAIRMAN; .. What are the 
industries they hav-e surveyed?' .,: ' . ' . 

WITNESS: There are various in
dustries e.g. · electricity, · chemical 
products ·and variom others. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Which time · it 
referred. to?' Is it 1968 when it was 

'~ · stirve·ved., · f :-1' · 

rW 
r ··WITNESS: . It :telates to·-· " i96·7~6~. 
We could not .give •more·tMught--' to 
~L-as we have • ieceived' it orily ·. ·twi> 
days •back. :' < ,,' 

' . ' . . . ,. 

. ' SHRf, ,,r:AIN;: However, I. wil! pre
)?,are a;' ~upplejll.entacy memorandum 
; <:Q,v;~ring , ~1! !t>e ; ~oi,il.~s and I . will 
s_end,that. ,to ypu .• ,Next-· Sir, I would 
like to draw your kind attention to 
page 23 'of ·B!ioo'tafingam Committ

' ee' s Reportr ·":Of ' couroe I do · not 
know the basis · on which the· depart

•JIIIent. has taken' out the items. ; ::1/Ir . 
Bhootalingam gave · about > seven 

_itell)t>;in· .the Jist. -~;';.' 

_,_MR. CHAIRMAN: We wiii check 
;~hat up'.' · 

r ..SHRI JAIN! •There are some.- ex
penses which .. do not directly relate 

'to the plant and machinery. There is 
• .some regular expenditure : incurred 
by the : companies up 'to the date of 
productjon and· they are of general 

, nature which cannot be allocat~d to 
,,any partipular item. Our submis
sio!ff, is: that this kind of expenditure 

-1 .~hould be taken into account .. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: They are done 
,frqm some regular sources. In some 
case~ it m·ay be more and in some 
,cases it may be Jess. 

SHRI. JAIN: ·What is required it 
. ~bat only actual expenses_ be allowed. 

-MR.: CHAIRMAN: You.kn9W; there 
is some difference. It raises its finance 
from its own source. It does not 

· borrow from the banking institution 
or from any· ·other institution. It 
raises that fro!ll its own source. 
There is some unaccounted for money 
which is not in .. the accoun\3 of ~he 
bartk. · ·,·· 

SHil-l. J A.IN: We are !'Sking for the 
actual expenses and .. nothing more 
than that. - If there is any unac
·counted for money, ·something should 
be done to cbeok ~hat. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Mr. Jain, iiian:< 
you very miich . for the suggestions 
that 'you have made here. 

I • 1 • .' 1 .• • 

., '"{The· Committee then adjourned) 
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• J. Charteftd lDititute of Secretaries. 
India Association, Calcutta 

Spokesmen: 

1. Shri L. R. Puri 

2. Shri S. P. Acharya 

(The witnesses were called in and 
they took their seats. 

, ;MR. CHAffiMAN: We welcome you 
to this meeting. Before we slurt tak
ing evidence from you, may I just 
tell you that YO!l will kindly note that 
the evidence that. you wouia give 
would be treated as public and is lia
ble to be published unless you speci
fically desire tnat· ail -or any part of 
the evidence you tender is to be 
treated as coiifidentiiil. · Even though 
you may desire yoUr evidence to be · 
treated as confidential such ·evidence 

· is liable to be made available to the 
members of Parliament. Now; Mr. 
Puri, ybu can highlight some of the 
points you have mentioned in your 
memorandum. 

SHRI PUR!: We are representing_ , 
the Chartered Institute of Secretaries, 
India Association. This Institute is a 
professioll'al boay, the parent institute 
is in U.K. which was incoJ;porated in 
1891 and this Institute has members 
throughout the world-U.K., U.S .. A, 
Australia, Canada, East Africa, India, 
Pakistan, Philipine--anc1 we have over 
30,000 qualiRel! Fellows and Associates 
of the Institute. We have the India 
Association with its headquarters in 
Calcutta. Tiifs Association in India 
was formed only in 1952 and so it is 
almost in its teens but all our mem
bers are posted in bodies corporate or 
local authorities or public sector under_ 

· takings as Secretaries or other mana- . 
gerial positions. Now, with that back
ground r would just highlight some of 
the points and I will not speak on a~l 
points. The first clause that I would 
like to take is The clause · of the 

foreign technicians. We think that the 

Income Tax Act is not the place 
where the salary limit should come in. 
Gwer.nment. appr-Oves: the appoint
ment • .of the technicians and consider
ing the .qualifications and experience 

. of the technicians who will .be com
in'g G'overnment should ·decide whe
ther they are ·entitled to particular 
salaries.. If the .sala,x:y, is to ·be given 
including the ev.aluatign of . the . per
quisites, I would· say that house -rent, 
for example, varies from place to 
plaoa You .can· have a· lti'c~ician 
in Calcutta and ·another in &mbay or 
Ca:Wnpur. and :the ihouse r:eqt thllt you 
will pay, bin!. .at 11 ·Par.t.iC1lla.r place 
will straightway diswopor.t:ionately 
reduce- bitr salary. Apar.t fiiOIIf that no 

1 very qlialffied .technician 'Will come 
·oii Rs. 4000 f- and· n: is our stibmi!ISion 
that only well · quatified • persons 
should come to Tndra· as~ techni.eians. 
Then' the· next. point is 'fluit ~garding 

· foFeign teclmicillns : emp1oyed 'lor 
scientific research, wherever' they ax:e 
·employed, whether in ·Government 
bodies· or· in. priv.ate. sector, tlie ~ala
ries .of 1such persons· should be exempt
ed from tax ,and . distinction should 
not be made whether a person is emp-

. · loyed at 'this place or that place. 

. :, _'l'h_!:l, nexf. cl;l~e, .on .. which I would 
like to speak is cfause 38-amortisa
tion expenses;"'.. Here I think the 
figure of 21 per cent-is out of all 
realities.. If y.ou· .. consider a share 
issue, you will find. that· there are 
various expenses. such ·as the printing 
charges, drafting .Charges, etc. and the 
total expenses come to atleast 4 per 
cent. For example, for an issue of 
shares of the Tril;>eni Tissues we ex
pected about 20 thousand applications 
but actu'3!ly we received 50 thousand 
applications and the. expenses for 
issue of the shares came up to 21 
lalths rupees. Of course, the Bill has 
mentioned that the expenses of pro
ject report and market survey report 
will be included within .2f .per cent 
but the figure of 24! per. cent which I 
2f per cent is the actual project cost 
but the figure o f4 per cent which I 
have mentioned is in relation to the 
share issue and debenture issue. There 



illi'!Y be loans. on which 2~ 'per cent 
:might be .allowed but .... 

·MR. CHAlRMAN:. You mean that 
2t per cent 1s only the project cost? 
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SHRI PURI: Yes, the prqject cost · 
wou!d' co!'lsist not 'on'ly of the share . 
capital and . debentlires buf alsp' bor
rowing$ either from companies or 
ot!iet inst'ituti"1ms~ "So· there is iliat 
marglh but that margin is 'too small 
.to include a part of. the other expenses 
wliicnt have mentioned. · 

The next pmnt is that 'lit present 'any 
company which· makes a · debentlire 
issue is allbwed' to charge the ·ex
penses in the year in which the deben- · 
'tures -are issuecfbut' ·Uhder.·this• new 
clause the. expenses· will be allowed in 
ten· year's time. Therefore, instead of 
giving benefit, it is actually taking 
away ·the b!mefif. We ... are ; cpro~es
sion'Bl managers and we .consider tliat 
ali legitimate· expenses wllich are in
·curred in business· must"be allowed
whether they are allowed in 'ten; five, 
twenty or mirty years' time. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Have yo~ come 
acrosss any industry which will say 
that' the expenses incurred are not 
legitimate? Therefore you leave .that 
otit fo the rules of th~ income tax. 

SHRI PURl: Sir, the expenses are 
audited expenses l'lnd they are seen 
by the Income Tax Officers, the lns
:pector sees them and I don't ·think it 
is possible for people to hoodwink 
them. For instance, the depletion of 
assets is not allowed with the result 
that the companies pay dividends out 
of inflated profits. No provision has 
been made in this Bill for replacement 
of assets. In U.K. depletion of assets 
is not allowed and I think our -Act 
has been taken from the U.K. Act 
but, Sir, we nre independent people 
and we must act logically. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: You mean to say 
that when you : want to give some
thing to the industry, you want to be 
independent of the U.K. 

sHRi PURl: .No, Sir take for ins
.. tance, the subsidiary ' companies, in. 
U.K. there is no double intercorporate
-taoc .• but. in lndia ;it is there. We are 
,not representing. any industry,'we may 

. be emplo~d in any comp>any .... 

' ·. 
MR. CHAIRMAN: But you should. 

-!live .a :non~professional approach to
the problem;· 

SHRI' PURl: No provision has been. 
made for the amortisation .of certain 
expenses. There should be amortisa
tion· ·of expenses . on amalgamation. 
Auditor's fees~ etc. should also be in-
cluded. 

N ~xt' is .clause 27. This is a relief on. 
s'alary income' or interest on securities 
·received in arrears. The Association 
~eels that with a view to reduce the 

· paper work and expedite instead the· 
.proposed rules to be made by the 
Centra} Board of Direct Taxes, it 
should provide for an automatic relief 
by the· Income-tax ·Officers. 

The last one is clause 63. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Do you attllch 
any importance to clause 31. 

SHRI PURl:· We have included 
clause 31 in our memorandum. These 
are the points which we want to high
light. It is a penal clause. We feel 
some limit should laid down. We had 
thought Rs. 500 as the limit. We have 
made this suggestion with a view that 
the cost to the exchequer is not dis
proportion'ately higher ~ relation ta 
the tax that is going to be collected. 

SHRI GUPTA: I would like to ask 
only one question with regard tc 
'Clause 63. Mr. Purl, do you agre< • 
with the principle that the personl 
who have not filed a return in time 
should be physically punished? 

SHRI PURl: I would say, it depends 
on the quantum and the person con
cerned. If the person Is educated he 
should be more severely punished. 



"'The law should be nexible. In our 
-;,ountry a large ;;umbftr iif the popula

tion is still uneduc~ted . · >f> · • 

·. ·SHRI GUPTA: Suppose ii. person 
, does not file the return 1n time, or he 
. does not file the retur-n af ·all. There · 
is a penalty which has been provided 

: in the Income-tax.·Act. A particular 
.amount is .. imposed as penalty. You 
:may increase it or decrease it .. _Now, 
.according to this amendment a person 
will be imprisoned.- Do you agree 
·with the princip_le? . - ~ ... _ . ·' . 

. 'SHRi PURl:' We hitve not discussed 
:this in the - Associ•ation. This is my 
·personal opm10n. Anyone who is 
violating such laws and according to 
:the seriousness of that . law tl)ere 
·.should be physical punislui!ent and 
·publicised, so that, that acts as a de-
terrent. But there should be balance. 
1 relate the quantum of the tax 

SHRI GUPTA: Can you give >a con-
·crete suggestion? · · · 

SHRI PURl: We have said, if the 
tax evaded is Rs. 500, then a person 
should be punished. 

SHRI GUPTA: 
.,.nything about 
:firms. 

You 
the 

have not said 
recognition of 

· SHRI PURl: This is a professional 
·body which deals with corporate sec
'tors, local bodies, .public bodies, etc. 

SHRI VISWANATHAN: He was 
·referring to pysica1 punishment. I sup. 
·pose he includes whipping also .. ·He is 
jn favour of punishment. These >are 
days when persons are thinking in 
.a different way. These ana civil debts. 

· no you say that by providing for this 
imprisonment for civil offences we 
-are creating. civil crimes? As civili
~ation is advancing, is it proper? 

SHRI ACHARYA: My personal 
-·i.ew, firstly, is ihat the word is 
·rigorous'. If there is to be rigorous 
'imprisonment, perhaps. the discretion 

. .should be left to ,the _Court. Personal-

ly, I think the· publicity by listing the 
·-defaulters promptly in the -newS"
papers, without h'aving to punish will 
probably bring tl)e, ~efaulters to' heel 
.even faster. Imprisonment quite often 
hardens criminals . 

. 'imR~ ACHARYA;. Sometime~. the 
prisoners are released and so that is 
not very deterrent. To , m-y mind 

1 withdrawal of government patronage 
will have- the desired ·effect. A per
son who ·is defaulter should not 'be 
for example invited to a Government
Dinner PartY. If the person ap
proaches . the government. He will be 
told .. that person of your character 
s,!iould not be honoured in any way. 

' MR. CHA~MAN : Do you think 
we have developed that much of cqn
sciouseness ? ,_ 

SH!l.I ACHARYA: · Our civilisation 
. .;s: very· old. 

MR. CHAffiMAN: May be older 
than the moon .but have we developed 
that consciousness to that extent as 
you are thinking. 

SHRI PURl : My point is that so)De 
rich people live on such a small ex
penditure, say at a monthly expense 
of Rs. 50/- or lOOJ- and if theY are 
put to prison, I think they will be 
living in a better standard than they 

. .are accustomed at home. So we 
sliould improve the moral tone and 

. this can be do-ne by not inviting them 
to any such parties _and in this wa-y I 
think they will learn the lesson_ 

SHRI VISWANATHAN: You mean 
to say that. they will not be invited to 
Governors' or President's parties or 
that they. will not be allowed to sit in 
.the first row. 

SHRI PURl ; Yes, Sir. They will 
not be given any interview.. TheY 
will be told that your character on 
such and such occasion was not good. 

SHRI N. C. CHATTERJEE : There 
is a proposal for providing rigorous 



i.nmr.iS9Illl!ent to non-s.alari~d persons 
and, sJll,;lll assesse.es. . The small 
assessees :You know are general.ly 
illiterate and so do you approve of 
this? 

SHRI PURr~·· 'Among ·the non
salaried persoris 'mll:s;: ·be people whose 
ihcome from salary may· be Rs. 5,000 /~ 
but they _IJlay have. ousiness fetching 
Rs. 5 lakhs and they will. contend that 
their salary income was'Rs. 5,000/-. 

SHRI N. C. CHATTERJ;EE ~.-··But I 
think there-' is' no justification• fof ·ex
tending ~enalty to these small income 
employees whose income may be taxed 
at source. 

I. ' ' • • • I ~ • 

SHRI ACHARYA :· In practice it is 
generally not done. · If tax is · not 
deducted at power ·the employers 
ought to be liable·. t-o ·'Severe penalty . 

. ._ • ,. . -j • : ; ' 

·· 'SHRI CHATTERJEE: If ii man lias 
DOt filed his. return but has paid his 
-tax; should he be penalised ? 

... 
SHRI PURI : No, Sir. 

.. 
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SHRI ACHARYA: There Wa<l a big 
l:imgster in Chicago who was put to 
prison on ·the. ground ·df-tax ·evasioil-'
~t ·was near about ,1930 ·or 1931--but 
imprisonment on these people is not 
supposed to have a:b:t effect. so, my 
suggestion wou:ra ·be ·ta make these 

'!leople "non-persons'-' -they will .not 
be invited to any ,dinned or anyfumg 
and if they come for licences etc. 'they 
Will be told that your conduct .or 
character is not .very desirable. ' . So 
this non-recognition of their status 
will go a-long way in reforming them. 

·WITNESS : For severe offences it 
should be 10 years and for 'light 
offences it may be a year. This is 
11ormally done throughout· the country, 
at the State level, at . the Central 
ieirel and ·I thirik this will bring result 
'fastest. 

. SHRI BENI SHANKER SHARMA : 
So far as ·the question of pwiiSh-
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. !flent is concerned I may say that 
there are some authorities who do not 
'favour physical punishment· for civil 
·offences. But there . are others also 
who believe in the theory of 'Spare the 
rod and spoil the child'. So far as 
the physical punishment is concerned, 

·will it cure the habitual offenders ? . 
There are also other aspect of the 
thing. These are civil offences but I 
will call it financial offences. Physi
cal punishments should be awarded 
only in th.e case of mental aberration 
and not otherwise. Only for certain 

· defaults which are of civil nature one 
should not be physically punished, for 
not submitting returns in time. You 
have also got your patrons and clients 
who do not maintain books of accounts 
in the same way as others do. So 
what do you think should be the 
remedy for this state of things. 

SHRI ACHARYA: As I said pre
viously the law should be flexible. It 
is possible that each pei}l¥>n reacts 
separately to a dose of punishment and 
in certain cases the name may be most 
important, . the status may be most 
important and· in other cases _going to 
the Prison may be the most important. 
1 do not think that it will be possible 

to Jay ·down .and suggest in precise 
terms whaf should be the punishment 
fol'.each. 

SHRI BENI SHANKER SHARMA: 
You see in many cases the assessees 
are highly qualliied and they know 
their responsibilities fully well. At 
the present moment .we have approxi
mately 30 lakhs of assessees. I think 
the assessees you represent would be 
not more·than.50.thousand throughout 
India. We have.got to deal with the 
remaining .29 lakbs . and 50 thousand. 
·The , other day .the Minister of State 
for Finance said that about 350 mem
bers of Parliament were in default for 

. not filing· their returns in time. They 
might have some income but they 
cannot be termed as criminal. At. best 
you can term it as a serious lapse on 
their part but they cannot be called 
criminally guilty. However I fully 
agree with you that if the social status 
that one -enjoys is taken away from 
such persons then it would have a 
great effect. The only thing is that if 
we can create an atmosphere in which 
the society will treat such· defaulters as 
out castes. then it will have some effect. 
As such we will have to take out the 
prestige and status from the person"' 
concerned. In other words if we can 
make these greater number of assessees 
honest then the others will nave to be 
honest perforce. By simply putting a 
man into jail you. cannot change his 
habit. Our experiences show that , 
after returning from jail the person 
·becomes a greater criminal. What 
according to you would be the remedy! 

' 
SHRI PURl : The final solution in 

all these· things is the improvement of 
character. I should say that .this 
aspect is. neglected throughout either 
in education Or in any other matter 
everywhere, and uhless that can be 
improved, you won't get a solution. 

SHRI. BENI SHANKER SHARMA: 
We have cbecome independent. Let us 
try' to improve our standard ·of 
honesty. ' 



MR. CHAIRMAN: Mr. Purl, this 
point is very simple. The amendment 
has come ·after a great deal of ex
perience, because you see the provi
sions are there for submitting returns. 
Sections 139 (1), 139 (2), 140 and 148 
are there. Now it has been found that 
under the provisions of the Act there 
is no liabilitY to prosecution in the 
ease of a person who fails· to furnish 
his return of income voluntarily as 

• required under section 139(1). A· 
person who f~ls without reasonable 
eause or excuse to furnish the return 
of income ca:Iled for by notice under 
139(2) or· fails to produce the books 
<lf account ·and documents called for 
by notice under section 142(1) is liable 
to prosecution. But the punishment and 
conviction before a court in such cases 
is only a fine up to Rs. 101-, 
and there is a very light punish
ment ' or conviction. tt is not 
that summarily he is going to 
be ·punished or given imprisonment. 
Appeal is· there. We want to mobilise 
the public opinion imd We shall give 
some benefit if it is possible. Once 
you know a rich man was convicted 
and when the question of imJ)rison
ment came he was so much upset. He 
said-'how can I go to jail?' He went 
and· appealed to his lawYers-can you 
nof do something for me ? So this is 
the case. He was put into difficulties: 
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The rich man is really afraid of going 
to jail. He can give a heavy sum but 
he would' not like even a day's im
prisonment. That is a terrible thing 
for him. 

SHRI N . C. CHATTERJEE: Will 
it do in the clause if the word 'shalP 
be substituted by the word 'may'. 

SHRI ACHARYA: That is one 
part. It all depenas upon the age and 
health condition of the culprit. 

SHRI T. VISWANATHAM: !':im"Ole 
imprisonment is lighter than rigorous 
imprisonment. In simple imprison• 
ment one will be confined to· cell, but 
in rigorous imprisonment he will be 
ablE> to go about and he will also get 
a better· ration. 

SHRI .13. S. SHARMA: You are 
connected with a: very big Assoch1tio~ 
having valuable experience and you 

· are representing, I Should S'IY, the 
topmosf class of assessees. The object 
of this Bill you know is to rationalise 
and simplify the provisions of the Act. 
Do you think that the proviSion which 
we are going to enact now are going 
to achieve this· objective or these pro~ 

. visions are not sufficient and some
thing · more is needed to be done to 
simplify and rationalise the Income~ 
tax Act. I say the Act has become 
vei'y complicated and it is changing so 
often. Our anxiety is that it should 
be simplified. It Should be done in 
such a way so that ev~>n a lay man 
can· 'understand it. · 

SHIU PURl : There is great truth 
in what has been said just now. Our 
suggestion also would be to simplify 
it so that the people can realise what 
it is. There should not be an'Ything 
complicated. The Act should be re
duced in size and there Should be som" 
guidelines. · 

SHRI ACHARYA: I think that 
these rules be shortened subject to 
Central Government'S" approval or 
the · Income Tax Department's 
approval so that' people can under
stand them . better and · eas!ly. 

SHRI B: S. SHARMA: Them ar~ 
about 30 lakh· assessees in the country 
which comes to about 5 per cent of 
the total population and if our tax 
j1aws are simplified and made 
attractive more people shall be glad· 
to pay their taxes. You know, 
formerly a boy did not like to go 
to school for fear of punishmE>Dt but 
now-a-days a boy merrily goes to 
school because apart from reading 
he is able to play as well. That 
attracts him to the school. Our 
anxiety is that ev.ery man who h~s"
got sizeable income should pay hiS 
tax properly. Do you think that 
so far as the present Bill is 

concerned, it will go to that extent 
and achieve that object or do you 
think that we require further 
amendment of the clauses to achieve 
that end?' . 
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-~RI ACHARYA; I think if the .. 
clauses which deal with special of .· 
cases are· relegated to schedules and . · 
the Act confined to broaa . c)lapte~s · ·. 
and secti?ns to m'ak~ . theni easily<· 
understandable by the _p~opl~. that 
will serve the purpose;.-

SHRI B. S. SHARMA: So you. 
agr~e . that. to , that. ex.tent tile Act' is·. 
not simple and it. should be, sjmpiified 
further ... Now, I come to amortisation,
c,lause. So .far . as . this. Bill is < 

concerned, the.re is provision that the 
Board .of .Direct Taxes will frame the 
rules and they may add further 
items but. do you think that . will · 
achieve the ·objective you . have in 
view. Would you like this matter 
to be left to the guidl!nce· of the 
Board of Direct Taxes or you would. 
leave· it to the· dificretion ·of the , 
Income Tax officers? 

... 
SHRI ACHARYA: We would be 

hapPy "w1t7r'"flle Central Board of 
Direct Taxes to frame the ruoes and ', 
lay the guidelines. 
. . 
SHRI,.SANGH,l: Rega~ding ~!ause 

63 about, . .im;Prisin;tm!lnt, I can ·assurji! 
J.'OU that. w:e arj! not very keen for 
minor lapses and that impriSonment 
should not be given for· minor lapses. 
But you know there are lots of ca·ses 
of evasions and delay in filing 
returns. Can you sugge3t any alter
nativl!'•method by which people who 
delay in 'filing returns or producing 
books can seriously be ·brought to 
book· without being··sent to. jam.-

. SHRI ACHARYAf I think if there 
iS :a. sort of reward ''or a title or an 
awatd ·to people who ·contribute, let 
us say, the highest amount of tax, 
probably you will find there. will be a 
race. This ls particularly importatrti. 
As Napoleon said _that even generals 
~iked . ribbons ·arid crosses, similarly 
I think we can a!s£i give ribbons and 

· cross .to our people. : . . . -

, . •. . . . .· ~ .. 
.... l1:R, ~HJ\.IRMAN: But supposmg 
·if a · person gets the award ond 
thereafter does not pay the tax? 

SHRI ACHARYA: · -'l:he. a'W~d ca.11 
be .only fo.r. one year . and. no1' 
permanently 

,S~~I ,591\M;N:~: Please refer to . 
yo.ur representation on clause 3 (d) 
'on the subject of admissibility of 
fo.reign technicians into. t!il( country. 
I ·would lik~ .. :yo~ .t.o' J!e~p, )ii 'n~ind 
that no .. bu}iness!D!'!t. would. c_~IJ a 
foreign. technician unless. it is. abso
lutely necessary ... secondly, .he \,·ill 
ol}ly .. calj .for :when a venture is · a 
new:' orie an& . consists. qt"'new and 
sophisticated'.technology !~bout· \vhich 
nqbody know's anything in India arid 
by this argu~e~t 'ibis is ·bound· to be 
a highly profitable ventur~. Now. 
there is abso'iutely no mention in the 
Bill that y01/ :J.rih 'not ·be able i~ pay 
anything inqle thlin Re. 40'00 1-· and 

• .. - "•l. • . • • . • 
that. m _exce.~ of .Rs.: 4000)- the com
pany ·should "pay the taxes. · · 

• - .· • I 

~ 
- 'SHRI SO~!: Apart from these 
consideration);, even on a given situa-

. tion -where aup.!ifications ;ax:e equal 
we are not .prone: to pay Indians the 
same salary ,as we._,pay to th"' forei.g
ners. I hav~ several. examples where 
Indian tech'/icia!ls ,have been giving 
expert . advice to other. countries. 
What .J ;~m trying to say .is that I do 
not- see, first of all, any justification 
for- a .liber!\i. provision in t•espec: of
foreign,;~ecl)nicians and as a body ol 
professional ·_experts you are expected 
to .welcome' . this measure that· we 

~· . 
should henceforth be very restrict! ve 
and selective about foreign iechni. 
~ians. I want to know your specific: 
approach .. ,.. - . - : ... 

SHiU AOHARYA: My submission 
is that :we made the point quite clear 
that Government while .gi:iirig appro
val should. consider . what . sort of a 
person ·he· i~·whether hids required 
in India or not. 

SHRI SOMANJi~· You pay ·whatever 
-salary you like;, Only Rs. · 4,000 is 
exempted. 

. SHRI :ACHARYA: Our point is 
why should there be a restriction ·on 
the salarv? 



SHRI SOMAilli: I am sure You are 
aware of the mischief of the operation 
·of this definition clause. 

SHRI ACHARYA: In the case of 
. . my own company there is only one 

technician, who is in fact, a techni
. · cian, putting __ up ·a plant. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: You have not 
capplied . your mind io the definition 
clause. If you want to employ ,a 
foreign technician, you can employ 
him and you get the approval oi the 
Government also. But keeping in 
view the natural growth of industrial 
development during the last 20 years 
we have placed a limit We want to 
put some kind of . restriction so that 
We can give some . encouragement to 
our own technicians who are growing 
very fast. Our consultancy services 
are also growing faster::' 

' . 
You are aware, there is a loss of 

Rs. 2! crores to the country and you 
are asked to pay a liiNe ··i.a.-r: You 
must have to look tcf the · gradual 
growth of industries in this country, 

,how technical knowledge _can be de
veloped in this country. 

._- ; 

SHRI SOMANI: These Jndustries 
will be J\ighly __profitable industries 

in this country. Therefore, even 
from that point of view ·;hey should 
consider this. I would. expect such 
professional bodies·· to seriously- CQfl-

sider these things. .--·~ 

SHRI N. C. CHATERJEE: They 
should protest. 

· SHRI ACHARYA: We never 
'realised that anyone would brin.~ in 
experts -in poultry farming into this 
•country. ·· 

- MR. CHAIRMAN: What we feel is 
that you have ;llOt given very much 
thought over this problem. 

SHRI PURl: That arises from ex
perience. 

..... 
SHRI N. C. CHATERJEE: Oilly 

thing you are saying is that this· is 
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grossly·' 1nadeq\tli'fe:· · What is the 
ceiling that you r~comrilend? 

SHRI ACHARYA: The technican is 
on a temp.orary assignment, anyway . 
He would normally except in hand 
something like Rs. 5,000 as minimum . 

SHRI BISWANATH ROY: w\i~n 
the il)dU~\Ty-is malvijlg so much. profit 
with the help of ,,'these. foteign ex-

. . '"' perts and -technicians-, 3hould they 
have IJo contribu_iion to· lhe- society .. 
They shoul(l help .the gov_ern;nent by 
paying .more ~ out ol the huge 
profits they 'make .jn theit,; industries· 
with the technical·· assistaiices of -the'· 
.foreigners. . 

. SHRI PURl: They -are certaiuly' 
paying higher tax on their -higher 
profits._ B:v. importjng jhe'l_e Jecl)_ni
cians these sophisticated industries 
are making pr~fits and they are- pay:_: 
ing for their excess profits-!' think 
this is the yardstick cif' t)leir paymen! 
of higl)er tax on higher profits:_ -- ~-

- , v· ~ ,- . 

-
SHRI N. K. SOMANI:· You, hav,e-~ 

/ said that 21 p.c. is inadequate; have 
you ·made- any altemative indication 
as to how mu~ -it sho.u!fl be or w9uld 
you like it to be limfifess? _ 

SHRI PURl:~,- We want that···alT. 
legitimate expenses should be innlud;.. 
ed at the time of tax rebate. If this 
is done then people :will have arr 

easier job and they would be able 
to devote their time iii ~ther gainful 
ways.' If the' :n'iachinery is madi!
complic'!ted, then they Will have 
busy. time. - ~-

- EHRI SOMANI: ·Go'vermncnt have· 
already -conceded .. · th!! preliminary
expenditure and .they have according
ly made provision for amortisation of 
expenditure. W:Qat'· else; you want'l 

SHRI PURl: Some people. might 
have abused the concession but for 
that government should not set up 
a machinery for holding everybody-

in penalty. · 



SHRI SOMANI: )ou show us what 
-will be the cost of promoting or float
.ing a company. You may JUSt give 
us all the . details-cross-sections of 
.all actual expenditure. This will be 
very helpful to the committee. 'l'he 
figures that we have got from the 
Central Board are quite contrary to 
:your point. 

SHRI R. K. SINHA: Some of the 
industries are making huge profits· 

-with the help of the technical experts 
from abroad. So what is your 
<>bjection in paying- more taxes out 
of the excess profits that the indus
-tries are making ? 

SHRI PURl: On the higher profits 
higher taxes-! mean income taxes 

:are being paid. And it is better that 
-the deduction is made at one -piace. 

SHRI R. K. SINHA: Do you think 
-that these experts from .abroad should 
get more or much more than our 

'Rashtrapati, senior Civil Service 
Officer. There is something of a 
morality and moreover it may be so 
much salary etc. are not perhaps 

Yleeded by them. · · 

SHIU PURl: If Rs. 40001- is inclu
-sive of accommodation, ft will be 
very low. 

SHRI N. C. CHATTERJEE: If we 
-drop perquisites. 

SHRI PURl: If it is Rs. 50001.- with
·out perquisites, the company can pay 
-tax on the excess over this salary. · 

'l1i litli";l ~ : ~~ 1fi m if 
·f'crfirn' lfffi 1fi tm 1fi ~ if w 

~ ~ 

-~ ~. ~ 'lit Gllili.f>i:fr l:lfu' ~ mr 
'ii't ~ ~ a't ~ mm 'lit ~ ~fWl<r 
~~ ~ 'fi'W ~~ 1(; €~ ~ij' 
if ..m: ~ 1(; €~ 'PFI'il' if ? 

~ 

~r ~r :ur'PTI1;i.f>'~~m<r 
<it ~ '11<: ~ ~if f.!> mr ~ if ~ 
mrm ~<;1"3'; i!:Tar ~ 1 
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~r ~";i ~"" : roGif 'liT ij' 'llr.r
it'll'• 

MR. CHAIRMAN: You will please 
submit the information to us. 

SHRI N. C. CHATTERJEE: Do you 
consider 2! per cent to be too low? 

SHRI PURl: Yes, Sir, we would ask 
for 4~ per cent. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Yoy may give 
that information as to wherefrom you 
have got it. 

SHRI VlSWANATHAN: How much 
our Indians get abroad? 

SHRI R. K. SINHA: Much more 
than in India. 

SHRI ACHARYA: Sir, if you have 
a look at the advertisements appear
ing in the foreign papers you will 
have an idea as to how much a senior 
executive gets there. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: You will also 
give us what a project cost'l on which 
amortisation is claimed. We have 
examined several balance-sheets , 
from. which we find that they include 
with the cost of products the price 
of(the commodity. That means they 
spread over theh .produets · the expea
diture that is incurred. · 

SHRI PUR!: We arrived at the cost 
keeping in mind what a ·fair selling 
price would be and how much the 
c:onsumer iS' able tO pay. 



fi. Merchanta Chamlber ·Of Commerce, 
Calcutta 

Spokesmen:· 

1: ·Shri B.S. Kothari-President. 
. 2. Shri S.N. Dalmia-Sr. Vice 

President. 

3. • Shri B.P. Agarwala-Commit
tee Member. 

· 4. Shri H.L. Somany-Committee 
Member . 

. 5. · Shii . M.L. Saraf-Committee 
Member • . 

6. Shri R.L: Saraogi-Chairman, 
Taxation· .Sub-Committee. 

7. Shri H.R. Bose-Executive Offi-
cer. 

·MR. ·CHAIRMAN: Mr. Kothari, 
before we proceed may I read the 
rules of:procedure· that the evidence 
you give .would ·be treated as public 
and is liable to be published unless 
you specifically desire that all or any 
.part of the ·evidence tendered by you 
·has to be treated ·as confidential. . But 
even though you · might desire that 
your evidence is to be treated as confi
dential such evidence 1s liable to be 
made available. to the Members of 
Parliament. ·So we have received your 
memorandum. Would you kindly 
highlight the important point~. 

,· 

SHRI KOTHARI: Mr. Chairman, 
Sir, I thank you vecy much for afford
ing us an opportunity to represent our 
Chamber before this Committee. We 
have already submitted our memoran
dum but I will like to highlight acme 
of the points. Our Chamber welcome 
the objective~ ot the Bill which are 
rationalisation of certain proVIs1ons, 
•implification of the procedure, amend
ment of certain clauses, removal of 
certain unintended hardships and 
checking of tax evasion offences. But 
our committe feels that the provisions 
as they hav:e been introduced in the 
Bill will not be able to meet the objec
tives of the Bill. Although we wel
come some of the provisions regarding 
amortisation of expenses we feel that 
1358 LS-10. 
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the other proVIslons particularlY re
garding the registered firms or the 
procedure for assessments and others 
will not· meet the objective. In this 
connection I would like to point out 
that there is a provision for making 
penalty and interest on the registered 
firms as unregistered. If simplification 
principle is accepted then appropriate 
steps should be taken for removmg 
such provisions in the interest of all 
concerned. ' · 

I would also like to bring to your 
kind knowledge . that while we wel
come . the .. amortisation measure we 
also want that it should be the. princi
ple that . whatever· expenditure II 
incurred it should be either revenue 
.,xpenditure or capital expenditure 
and ·on the capital expenditure 
depreciation or amortisation should be 
allowed. Another point Sir, which I 
•ubmit il that amortisation has been 
'limited to 21 per cent of the share 
capital; debentures and. long terms 
borrowings. 'There is no ~ustification 
for k~eping such· a low limit. This 
ceiling is inadequate in view of the 
fact' that· for under-writing shares the 
financial institutions are charging 2i 
per cent commission and brokerage of 
1 per cent. Therefore this ceiling is · 
v~ry inadequate. 

, SHRI ,KOTHARI: 'J;'hen regarding 
amortisation on shifting of industrial 
.undertaking: There Should be impro
v-ement in this provision if anything 
·concrete is to be done. Now two con
ditions have been laid down. One is 
that the . Income-tax Officer must be 
uiformed whenever shifting is made. 
It is necessarY that any expenditure 
legitimately incurred for the purpose 
of business . should be eligible for 
amortisation if the expenditure is not 
otherwise eligible· for depreciation. 
Another thing is that the relief should 
not be given on the analogy of deve
lopment rebate, and the shifting 
expenses ~hould not be withdrawn as 
on that reason. Then, Sir, regarding 
expenses of prospecting of minerals. 
If .they are not related to production, 
,they will not be allowed. There is a 



search for minerals. Some time the 
expenses may be infructuous. In such 
cases not to allow this expenditure 
will be not to encourage the risk 
taking for prospecting of the minerals. 
Then I will come regarding the assess
ment procedure. At present the 
Income-tax Offic~r has the power 
to make provisional assessment and 
on the analogy of that right is being 
given. That he can complete the final 
assessment. It has to be done in a 
proper way. Otherwise it will lead to 
more appeals. Appeal right has also 
be~:n given for this assessment, but 
even if the appeal is pending before 
the Appellate Commissoner, the 
Income-tax Officer has been given 
right under section 143(2) to call for 
any books of accounts. In case he 
.finds that it is inadequate or, incom
plete, then he can make another 
assessment. If this provision is ·not 
properly utU:sed, it will lead to 
complication, and there will be more 
appeals. There should be a simplifi
.cation of the procedure if an'Y com
plexity is to be avoided. There is 
another clause 43-regarding recogni
tion of firms. Discontinuance of the 
pres~nt system of registration of firms 
js not desirable. The amendment will 
not bring any simplification. It will 
not be a desirable thing to do away 
with it and invite more litfgations. 
Simplification might be done by main
taining the present registration claus
es. With so many amendments what 
wm happen? It will bring more com
plications in the Act. May I further 
suggest that instead of the proviso 
that husband and wife will not be 
treated as relationship having right or 
interest within the term of proposed 
condition, there should be an expla
nation or clarification. Otherwise by 
presumption other relationship will 
come within the purview of the sub
clause. Some clarification should be 
given over there. Then I would refer 
to the clubbing of the H.U.F. income. 
I would suggest that some healthy prin
ciple should be followed in tliis case. 
There should not be an'Y attack at the 
basis of the HUF. The retrospective 
effect of any of the provisions in 
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clause 14 will go against planning and 
equity. Now Regarding appeal fees. 
It may be said that fee of Rs. 10 for 
appeal to AAC is not a heavy sum. 
We will venture to say that the AAC's 
jurisdiction should be transferred to 
the Law Ministry furisdiction. The 
idea is to reduce the pendency of 
appeals. Many of the appeals go to 
the Tribunal because assessees feel 
that adequate justice is not lJeing 
done. We will suggest that to bring 
down the pendency of the appeals, 
the control of the AAC sfiould · be 
transferred to the Ministry of Law. 
That will inspire more confidence 
among the assessees. 

Thank you, Sir. 

SHRI N. C. CHATTERJEE: Look 
at clause 8 of your memorandum, 
page 2. Ali expenditure le{litimatelY 
in~urred for the purpose of business 
should be eligible for amortisation, if 
the expenditure is not otherwise eli
gible for an allowance of_ deprecia
tion, or is not allowed as a revenue 
expenditure. What is the real grieva
nce here? 

SHRI KOTHARI: Tllere is no spe
cific provision for pre-production 
expenses. 

SHRI N. C. CHATTERJEE: What 
is the rate? 

SHRI KOTHARI: In our opinion it 
will be about 4 to 5 per cent. 2! per 
cent is actually given on the capital. 
Here the formula which has been 
prescribed is paid-up capital plus 
debentures, excluding general reserves. 

SHRI SOMANI: We have .not 
worked out on this new formula as to 

"how much the expenditure will 
amount to if this base is taken. 

SHRI N. C. CHATTERJEE: Do you 
think 4! per cent will be ·better? 

SHRI SOMANI: Yes, it will be a 
good average. 



SHRI .CHATTERJEE: In the Indian 
.. Cement case the Supreme Court has 

laid down certain principle. You want 
to be retained? 

SHRI KOTHARI: That is a vezy 
salutary principle which has been laid 

· down by the Supreme Court. That 
should be retained. 

SHRI CHATTERJEE: You are not 
challenging the judgment? 

_ SHRI KOTHARI: "No .. We would 
like to submit that any type of expen
diture whether it is capital or revenue 
must be entitled either for amortisa
tion or depreciation or should be 
allowed for computing the income 
because a person should Be assessed 
on his net income otherwise there will 
be great hardship. . 0 

SHRI CHATTERJEE: Supposing we 
make it at 4 or 4! per cent, will that 
cover ever'ything, will that satisfy 
you? 

SHRI KOTHARI: We have not 
made different studies on the new base 
as to how much it will fall in cer
tain cases. But my friend has sug
gested that it will be a good average. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: We have worked 
it out at 2! per cent. We have exa
mined witnesses who say that 3! will 
do and riow you come and saoy that 
4i per cent will be good. Have you 
made any study? 

SHRI KOTHARI: Sir, this is going 
to change from compan'Y to company. 
Whereas there are certain companies 
where the expenditure is not required 
in a large way, in certain new indus
tries which are coming up the expen_ 
diture may be quite large. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: That way you 
cannot argue. it out. You see, for 
the last two da'Ys we have heard so 
many witnesses. When we have 
worked it out at 2! per cent, it means 
that the Government has studied some 
30 to 40 -companies. After that studY 

' 
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they have found that somewhere it is 
3 per cent, somewhere it is 3! per 
cent but in no case it has gone beyond 
4 per cent. We cannot go on acting 
like the school teachers who wanting 
to cross a river without a boat took 
the depths of the river at different 
places and were drowned. 

SHRI SOMANI: On this point wP 
are talking of the future and the indus
tries that will come up in future will 
determine the cost. And, Sir, even 
if we have a boat to cross the river, 
the bed of the river is going to shift 
or the depths are also going to change. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: But we must 
have some basis, some data to work 
on. 

SHRI SOMANI: One thing has 
to be considered regarding foreign 
collaboration .. In a foreign collabora
tion agreement, at the time of making 
the agreement we alwaoys try to pro
tect ourselves as the other Gide also 
tries to protect itself. We always 
include secret formula. The expres
sion . secret formula is not secret at 
all, alth~ugh in every agreement it is 
there. Now, when it comes to the 
I.T.O. he says that you "have got {a) 
to {h) clauses, and we want to have 
the total amount to be split up into 
{a) to {e), Now, I say that {e) is the 
secret formula and I have to include 
it into the agreement. At the time of 
agreement a lump sum is always 
mentioned for the simple reason that 
the other side wants to capitalise or 
put into the revenue account some 
items of expenditure according to the 
available practice in that foreign coun
try, whereas we have to do it accord
ing to the actual practice or to the 
best advantage of the assessee within 
the law. But that Jump sum distri
bution to the satisfaction of the I.T.O. 
is most difficult. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Mr, Somani, per
haps you are aware that in Britain 
they do not paoy this amortisation. 

SHRI SOMANI: Yes, you are right. 



MR.. CHAIRMAN: Amortisation. it 
the project cost that you want to get 
free from all these things. Now, when 
your factory goes intO production, 
don't you take into consideration the 
entire proj·ect cost. Government has 
considered all aspects and they say 
that the industry must have its say, 
they must be encouraged. But for the 
last twenty years you are working in 
a sheltered market and when' you sell 
your product the project cost itself 
forms part of the cost of the product. 
If there is · competition, you. decide 
how much to absorb in the cost and 
how much not to absorbe in it. You 
are working in a sheltered market 
and now if you say that you want to 
get back all the project cost by way 
of prices that the consumers are 
paying and you also want the benell.t 
of amortisation, that is not fair. 

SHRI SOMANI: As far as this sub· 
ject -is concerned; it is a very very 

- difficult subject and can be argued for 
hours and da:Vs together .. 
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MR. CHAIRMAN: We want sug
gestions from you. Government is 
anxious to understand the point of 
view of the industry as to how much 
can be done and Government wants 
and the country wants to encour~ge 
industry. But all these factors should 
be taken into consideration. Some 
people come ar.J sa:V that 2! per cent 
is enough, some others say that 3! per 
cent is good and you say that 4! per 
cent will be a good average. Now, 
whatever it is, there must be some 
basis for that. 

SHRI SANGID: What do you think 
is more ·important? Should the de!l
nition be broadl'Y based, or keeping 
the same definition the amortisation 
should be slightly increased? 

SHRI KOTHARI: These are based 
on two different things. If the base 
is kept as it is, a company which has 
got accumulated reserves will be dis
criminated. A company which has no 
accumulated reserve will be in a4 
better position. This· will be ani 

unintended sort of discrimination. A 
limit, <taking ·the' base· as· it 'is with the 
paid'-up capital,· reserves, long terui, 
loans, debenture-we are at the pre
sent time trying to assess whether that 
ceiling should be 4 per cen,t, or 3! per 
cent or 5 per cent. We are not taking 
into · consideration; T ' suppose, ·the 
reserves which will be available in 
the case of man:v companies. 

SHRI SANGHI: Some. relief has 
been providei:l by the Government, for 
the first time, to thEt industries. . This 
is·' with regard to' new 'industries. 
Would you prefer the definition to be 
broad based, or keeping ,the same defi
nition,· amortisation should ,be slightJ:ir 
increased? · ' 1 

.s:Hru: KOTHARI: I would suggest 
that the ceiling should be raised. tr om 
3 per cent to 5 per cent. · 

' MR. CHAIRMAN: We are not very 
much satisfied on this point. Plea!e 
think over it and give :Your vi<!WI 
later. 

-SHRI KOTHARI: We will try to do 
that. 

SHRI B. SHARMA: Before I corr.e 
to particular clauses, Lwould .like. to 
ask you one question. As you are 
aware, our anxiety and the main 
objective of this Bill is to simplify and · 
rationalise the provisions of this Act. 
From the' point of vieVI of your mem
bers, is this Bill going to achieve that 
ob~ect of simplification and rationali
sation of the .Act? 

· ·SHRI KOTHARI: Particularly 
regarding section 143 and recognition 
of firms, even regarding appeals, 
where all the assessees will be affect
ed, whether middle class or· small, I 
do not feel, · and our Committee also 
did not feel- that it will lead to anv 
simplification. As I ·explained, there 
have been too many amendments. As 
I said there are some clauses which 
will· be with -retrospective eifect and 
some with prospective eifect. There 



is no uniformity of the clauses, ope,-, 
ration. 

SHRI B .. S. SHARMA: · L wanted -to 
··know . whether these are _the. only 

issues · as discussed in the clauses of 
this Bill which are to be simplifiel!, or 
something is missing _which should be 
supplemented in order to simplify the 
provisions of the Act? May I ask you 
to give us a note later which will con
tain your suggestion .make _it _-simpli
fied and rationalised? 

SHRI KOTHARI: If we are invited 
to -apply our mind we will definrtely 
like to sul;nnit an_ additipnal memo
randum in this regard. 

I·.-, i" + ~-, t- , ,- · j" i : ', 
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SHIU H. S. ·SHARMA: Pl<ia~~ . do' 
that..- Now,. there iS· a· specific provi
sion- in -the· Bil]......,please, se.e page 3 of 
your memorandum on clause 14-you 
have said that :Vou object fo the retros- · 
pecti:ve ·.application. That 1s; c - this 
clause should apply. to the . Hmdu 
Undivided families · whicll has come'· 
into·: being. ·-after the· Supreme ·Court · 
decision of ;1965. · ri --agree with you· 
that th<> )aw _ should, not be.. given 
retrospective effect. · I personally 
thin~ 'that giving retrospective· effect• 
will add to the dillicultjl of the depart-
ment also. The ex-Finance Minister 
was also not in favour of retrospective 
effect as you know. Any new. provi~ 
sidn should 'be made with prospective 
efrect·oniy. > Bui"ieaviilg aside this 
quarrel of retrospective or prospective 
application' do you think that sucll a 
provision will· strike at the root· of 
this institution of Hindu Joint 'famll:V? 

I • , r .; ' •. 

SHRL KOTHARI: Our·cllamber has 
considered this, aspect. We feel this 
as an interference in the personal law 
and strikes at the very basis of the 
.Hindu Joint fanilly and will lead to 
its disintegration. Tl::e ··snare- oi the 
co-parcener. remains indeterminate-. 
until 'Hindu Undivided family is parti
tioned. It will create a lot of diffi
culties to determine tt:e share flowing 
from- the transferred property; Where 
money is •• thrown-· into the Hindu Un-

divided family hotch potch and has 
other income it will · iJe difficuJ t to · 
detenpine liS what is the income !rom 
money thrown into t!•e family hotcll 
potcll for the pur.pose of this sec
tion. This will create difficulties in 
the administration al'd aloo for the 
assessees in submitting the . details. 

SHRI B. S. SHARMA: The depart" 
ment. has its own arguments ... It is 
not that- _people take rEcourse to legal 
avoidance always but to some extent 
it is true. There is another aspect of 
the change. There are genuine cases 
where an individual wants to have· 
something in his joint far::nl:V for the 
maintenance and other m:eds of the 
family .. There ,are very .few people
who will take recourse to legal
avoidance through th~ :Oeji= oi this· 
institution an<:! the majority of the · 
people have faith in Lhe institution and 
they want to continue the sy>tem. 
How far do you agree with this? 

SHRI KOTHARI: Even assuming 
that people are taking advantage of' 
the legal avoidance, everybody is not 
doing_ so. Hindu undivid .cl family is 
a very impa-rtant system in India. We · 
are following a sociological system 
although -by now most of the people 
have became westernised in their out
lrJOk but there are s!l!l s•>rr.e who oup-' -
port this system and it •h•,l.ud be our
endeavour to see thai tin• system is 
not disturbed due to the fa•.olt o: sC>me 
p~ople who want to avoid lax. 

SHRI ·B. S. SHA1t1L\: So far as 
the concept of Hindu family is con-
cerned, it is based on the principles · 
of socialism. In a family there are 
some good earners and some bad ear • ' 
ners. Every one tries to contribute 
accordmg to his own right and is given 
according to his needs. We have 
been following this system for a vecy 
long time. Therefore, keeping in view 
the socialistic pattern of society which · 
w~ talk so much now-a-d•Ys. It 
should not be dis\uroed. n., you 
agree with me? 

SHRIKOTHARI: Many people still 
attach great value to this institution. 



This has a sociological and historical 
1-ackground and this in,;titution has his 
o:wn guiding line. So if we put it 
aside on ·account of ta~ evasion, that 
will be a great blow to this age-old 
iu~ti tution. 

lilT ~ ~'ff : ~ GT <mit 'liT 
w.liN "11~ ~ I ~ <rT ~"k~ il; 
if;~ if !!f1fi ;rl'fi{)lr "'r.ff ~ it i!fl'f 
ifiT wrrr ~ il •il'{ .,. +1 il; ~ •hr 'liT 
m<: ~ ~ f.rait merit ~ ~ f.!; 
~ ~·,..m >ill f.r. ~ l:!.'ffi"
~ m<: ~ ~ir..n:: if ;r@ i!fl 

~·, ~'fifil ~~ f+l<'f'f; ·'IT[~ I 

. lii!: i!ff'filn" ~l'f ~ 1 ~ '!frcril; ~l'f 
il; iff~ if ~~ ~ ~ iflfifif> ~ 
f1r-rnrli;r ;r@ ~ m.: ~ ~ ~ 
if~~ w ~ 1 ~ ffi'flii!: m~ 
>i1"R'ff ;;~ fil> ~?!" '1ft ~r;n: ~ 
m ~ >ill "~" m ~ ~:il;n: if 
m<;: 'I"~ ~;il;n: if I ~ ~qr;r 
~ ilr ilf!m<: m f.r<r't ..rr ({'f<:t<r .. ~~"'< 
mr.m ilr r~<ilf~<1it ~iT~ iff m i.fre.r 
({'f<:IGil'~"< ~iff w4: ~m ~TiT 
1ilr< ;~iff ~r iRT'1'I>'t illTfml;l:fif~ 
~. "liT ~ meri!>T f1r<il" l ~. iff i!fi"Q''fi

~·'~> If<~; "''lf:.hr'f if ~fl'<li"r ~·if rm:r.rr 
;;~ '") f.r. f1r<il"<rr ~ 1 <rT Ml< ~+!'ful s
m if>r +it'T ~ ~ q<{r ~ ~ 1;1'h: 

~ ~il;lrr;r 'fliT ~ I llft 
'!IT i f(m ~ QiRiih:l;; < ~. '"r fir. 
~ Q_iffi4 .. "'!;; < if ;r@ m<rr ~ ~ 
;r ~ ~ ~ ({'f<:t4-.~l"l < if m<rr ~. 
m m<r'll1 f~Tfur lfi[ ir.ft '!Tf~ 
f.r.~~iff~ ~mit . 
llfl f1r<il" ~ ;;n I!; I lfi[ m<rif>f ~ 
lflif ~ 'llf~ f.!; ~ ~~~ 
if "<il1'll ~ 1 ~ m ~t mer<~; ~sr~<~ 
'!IT~ ilr fu1!; l4{[ wnr{ ~r 1 

~r ~!"{ l4{[ ~ t f.!; ;;it 
~!;'if o l!. o 1% o ilr .m: if iff<f"'T<r • . .rr •ft 
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i!ri"< mtf.t ;;ft iff<£ '~>@", <rr ::o~r merit 
#r<i; m: If( m!fr ~ fifi ~~ r~<il r~iit it 
'if.~ f<re ;f<fl" it i!f.llmf'f Wx' ~ f.!; 
~ f<{l;:Cl f'gq ~~ '!"@' ~ ;;;%~!; I 

lllr <ivft m ~'" : ~ ifil'f'f 'liT 
iff<£ ~. ~ ~ '!"@' ~ I ~ 

"'l"T ~ ~'ff : ~ '~>f'J:f 'liT iff<r 

~~ G:""tf.rr!; I lfi[ ;;it lrnr l<ll'f ~ f;;rnil; 
iff~ if ~ ffi1f "1""11 if>( <:~ ~ ~<: ~ 
m ~ merit Gt1 ~ ~r ~ ~ olfu<!; 
~ ~ fifi 'if.~ flffi li<fr "'r -mm" ~ 
;i,<;: ~ flr<rU<r liW <r<: 'flit if>f'f'f if'fTit 
'liT iff<£ 'iffi W ~ I mer <if'lm if>) ;rr<pr 

~ f.!; ~ i!fl'll'im'f 'liT mer ifr<r if>ii 
~ ~ ~ i!fmr~ 'liT 9;Jif if>'lt ~er 
;r@ ~ 'Tt, ¢01"1!; f.!; f;;m flffi l'i01r it 
1;11ij<tltr'1 W-IT ~. ~ •w, ~ '~if W< . . 
;ftfulif ifiT qgcr 'T"''ft<: ·l<ll'f ~ o;fi <: ~ 
;ftfulif ~ ~ m<: crr~rife ~ '!"@' 
~. ~~ ~ m'1l ~ I il;~ 'ff,~;r 
'!IT mer i!f'fit ~ ifiT mar<: #r ififf 
m & f.rfl'i!>r ~ ~if<: it ;ftfu 
il; m: If( ~ii<f if><: fG:!fT ? 

SHRI KOTHARI: You have raised 
two points. One is that the expendi
ture should be eithe~ capital expen
diture or revenue expenditure. From 
the commercial point of view both the 
capital expenditure and the· revenue 
expenditure are over a period of time 
written off whereas in Income Tax 
they do not allow any depreciation or 
any amortisation unless it creates any 
tangible asset • 

'50 lfl~ ~'ff : l!'ffllif ~<: •n m 
l!l<fT ;r~ ~' qgcr ~r o'm crrf¥:fif> ~ 
~ 
Q. • • • • ' • • 

SHRl KOTHARI: You see an arti
ficial definition has been. created. 



~i' ~ ~ : ;;~ it-u sr!ffl" 
: ll'&: ~ f;p 'fli'T <r@' ;mq ll'~ ~ ~ fil; 

~~m-i_'ff~ ~q;rift~ .. r ~ 'li~ 
. fu«;r iii'T'fr lf'f ~ 'flf~ ? 

. "SHRI KOTHARI: That is what I 
suggested at first thaf all th~ expenses 
should be allowed. There is one sen
tence in our· memorandum which Shri 
N. C. Chatterjee also referred to. It 
is, "The Chamber suggests that all ex
penditure legitimatel'Y mcurred for the 
purpose of business should be eligible 
for amortisation, if the expenditure is 
not ·otherwise . eligible for. an allow
ance of depreciation or is not allow
ed as a revenue expenditure." 

~i' l:ftti'T,r ~'ff : '"~ ~r•n: 
Gil fil; ~ "t'f\tq .. ~Iii ( 'f ~ m< 

. ~ ~sm '1ft <r ~T. <it ttn< '~"{[ 
'{'«tqJ't.ij ( .. ~ ~. <r&: <itlflli'T &: m< 
;o~P!Tli'T it" <m: if 'l"flf 'l"'W<rif >i~ "'T~ 
p 

SHRI KOTH;ARI: As I have said 
that the artificial definition should be 
corrected. 

SHRI N. K. SOMANI: Mr. Kothari, 
you said in your memorandum that 
the ceiling of 2l per cent in the case 
of amortisation as has been proposed 
in the draft Bill is to~ inadequate. 
Would you tell us as to what a~cord
ing to you s'Qould be the ceiling? . , 

MR. CHAIRMAN: The'Y have said 
·that 4! per cent would be a good 
average and if it is 5 per cent then it 
will be all right. 

SHRI N. K. SOMANI' There is the 
question of capital, there is the ques
tion of initial expenditure on pre
production and they are bound to be 
a little higher than the large-sized 
companies. Would you give any spe
cific suggestion on behalf of small 
scale industry in this p31"ticular field? 
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SHRI KOTHARI: The onloy thing is 
that there should not te any discrimi
nation for firms. Nothing should be 
discriminated against if amortisation 
will be allowed to the companies, it 
should be allowed to nrm; as well . 

SHRI N; K. SOMANI: There are 
incorporated companies. Would you 
not like to give tnem a little more per
centage rather than taking an average 
because they are likely to suffer? 

SHRI KOTHARI: It will all depend 
upon the size of the Companoy. It will 
depend upon the type of the Company 
and upon the type of manufacture. If 
something is not done in a proper 
manner, one or the other will suffer. 

~T !ff<rnm:r qca- : it !!ll<f'!i'T WT'f 
~ 

'f<'l"l'if 1 4 <tt Cf"{'!i mrr.rr ~ ~ .n
r~ W!f.:q 1 ,..s., #r.fl" it" <rrt if f.rnii 
t;Mf.gq ~'lit <mi- ~ I if ~ 
~ fil; ~ ;r@' ~ ~ . I #t;.r 
;; ..-~ mll' -m>.r 'l"ftf ~ lfl";fif fil; '{"~" o If. o 

'{!lio if ~ 'lffilrnror 'lit ~ ~ 
'!i~ ~ 'l"<fift ~ 'PI •x r '11': ~a
~. ~ ~ f<li!'li<'l Q'«t41 f<4« ~ t fil; 
I 9 6 5 it" iiTG Ol"i.f ~ ~')1r 'fftt 'lit 
""fuor mlft ~ <r<r ~ m "4t<:ld < 
it<ro !f_o '{!lio q;m '11': ~ ~ >r't<: m 
~~~ 1 m~Gf't ~ ~~rt 
m ~ <f( ~ ~ it" full; >rr<f 
'fli'Pn•.r ~ ¢1" ~ ? 

SHRI KOTHARI: I would sub
mit it may be taxable when it is 
partitioned imlead of when it is 
thrown into the HUF. The intention 
is only to prevent it at this point of 
time. It will be rather difficult to 
determine the income from the money 
thrown in:o HUF. 



~ ~ ~ ;;miT &:, ~o lj:o ·~o 
iRT <frf;rit, ftr$ f<m;a" ~ ~ f.!; ~ 
~ ~ ~ ~fsf<l"J>m:l" ~ ml!l' 1 

~r <mr Ill ~ f.!; mor ;;ft <f"'tai 
!!ill~. WI"<~ m<: ~ <rr.i'f ~ 
~ ;;rr5" ~. 1f1W'f< WI" lfT ~ ~ ~ 
\jfla- ~ m- oo 'l>'t ~ lfflil" ~ if<l" ~ 1 

a"t W'liT m<r 'fi.TT "'f *"l'ii~ Qli1 ~fl ~ ? 
wr< ·mrr lfli 'lit ~ ~ ~ mill' 
~ ~ Gmif~m'lil'{~ Of@ t 
~. wr< mrr'lit~t~~ 
<Rf-r.r S'if ~. m ~r.n 'lit <Wmr ro lfflil" 
zyrr 'ifl~ 41b1<f~l4 ~ <r< ? ~ 
f.rl1rqa i f.!; ~ ~ mif<fu<r 

. ~.:- m.: ~'lit ~r·~ q-~ 
miT g.)t;f ~ ~ ~[1!1' qr.!if<fu<r 
if@'~~ 1 m~;;ft~~ 
~ '!liT "'fu:f-l-~ ~ ? 

SHRI KOTHARI: This is a compli
cated matter. There is no justification' 
morally or legally when one is com
petent for that. She .may have got 
her independent wealth but taking 
in the larger interest and from the 
revenue point of view, it may .be said 
to be utilised to a greater extent than 
perhaps when thb clause was enact
ed. ·There is provision in U.IC ' and 
USA also for clubbing wife's income 
with that of the husband but actually 
here the case is different. So it should 
not be practised. 

~ ~ <'~"'(<'( ~ : it Or 'fm!i ifr<:: 
¢? <Fr 'f<'if•"~" '!ir .;;fT <rr<T ~r o:fr, 
'l"o ii;"o if~oT~~f'F~;w<: <R<r'Ra

i, ~ifiii ~t m ~fm; ~~ ~r -.r~fr 
~1 ~ 1 !!!"If<: .'II!: .rrf<:ra" . ~!:T ;;rrar ~ f ~ 
«~?<$ ~ qffi wr.rr ti~r ~. ~u-~ f-ar a:.; 
~. 'l"r ~ ~.; ~ G"ffi !!l"<f'lT tim ~. 
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or"t '3tl"'li"T !!j"q.;prn'1'<'f &. m m ~1".;1 'liT 
~'!>+! 'fll'l 'ffli[ Q:tfi 'if!~ ? :::....- 'liT 

<f•"if<'~' '~t'h: ~ ~m <t<1r ~ ? 1! o ii;• 
it wr< '1>1{ ~"ifi~ 11:T<fr ~ a"t ;n;-f;) . 

~ <it •or~Gffi <~"i1T lfR<rr 'flft[lt 1 

it ;;rr;;..-r "'Tti<fT ~ f~ q'ffir ll"f <'l'l"if<i 
~ '1fT'( '3tl"iliT '!<if ~:ffif' & ? 

SHRI KOTHARI: So far a1 I feel, 
there should not be clubbing. We do 
not '3ee any justification that the in
come of the husband and wife should 
be clubbed. In the case of .benam
dar it· is a· different matter. There i• 
the·. power with . the . Income-tax 
Officer to• · see rif there is, any be
namdar. He cari take steps, if nece•
sary, .by virtue of the pow en vested 
in hun. · --

. ~ ..m: <'l"t<'f 'tea' : or<rr~frm it 
;o~ !!I"T<: ~iii!:T m\: a<T or <F;~-w.; ~!:"t · 
;;nt(lff 1 ~f'l>'i "i'i?i$ ii~T i[);fr "flf~ I 

Here any other lady can also be 
the partner. 

SHRI B. S. SHARMA: One .of the 
objects of this Bill is for reduction of 
appeals. With that' object the framers 
of the draft have taken it into their 
head to .increase the fee from Rs. 106 
to Rs.· 250. Do you agree that this ,in
crease.of fees will reduce the appeals? · 

SHRI KOTHARI: We do not feel 
that the increase in fees will be anY 
factor though it is not desirable. It 
all' depends upon the circumstances of 
the case. It requires some conside• 
ration before anything b done. 

SHRI B: S. SHARMA: So far. as 
the frivolous appeals are concerned, 
they do not come up before the As
sistant Commissioner's. stage because 
in. 99 cases the Bl!sessees do not argue 
the cases themselves. and .. they have 
to , ~ploy. lawyers: and accountants 
and sa the process is rather co~
The frivoloU3 appeals actually a:nse 



after the Assistant .Commissioner's 
stage. Personally I do feel that the 
asse53ees go on in appeal generally 
not on any frivolous grounds but for 
redress of their grievances. It is 
the Department which files appeals 
on frivolom grounds because the De
partment does not have to pay any 
fees and. incur any expenditure on 
that account. In ·answer to some 
questions of mine in Parliament the 
Department has said that in at least 
65 to 70 per cent of the cases on ap
peal the- department has _ lost. So 
instead of this clause. would you like 
that the department should be made 
to pay fees of Rs. 100 and if the
department loses and the assessee 
wins the cost should be made over to 

_ the assessee and that will be the real . 
remedy for this malady. 

SHRI KOTHARI: . We agree with 
the sugge:;tion that' the · Tribunal 
should have power to award the cost. 

SHRI K. L. GUPTA: In 
words, do you suggest ti).at he 
wins will' ~,tet the cost? ·-

SHRI KOTHARI: Yes. 

other 
who 

SHRI SANGHEE: On the quantum 
of fees, Mr. Kothari, you are not 
averse to the fee of Rs. 10_ for .appeal 
before the A.C. but for appeal be
fore the Tribinual you are - opposed 
to the fee of Rs. 250. I may tell you 

-that there are small assessees. who 
cannot pay even Rs. 10. However, 
would you agree that where the 
quantum of tax appealable against 
exceeds a lakh the fee should be Rs. 
250 and below. that there Will be a 
lower fee because Government is -now 
thinking of increasing its revenue 
apart from the question of taxation. 

SHRI KOTHARI: We suggest that 
two slabs may be made in such 
cases-one for. the higger assessees 
and one for the smaller uoessees. 
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SHRI CHATTERJEE: With rega"d 
to clause 14, I think you have relied 
on one principle. You are not :le
pending on a Minister's statement r.r 
a Minister's promise with regard to 
retrospective application of this pro
vision. You . have :eaid in your me
morandum that 'it has been held by 
the highest· judiciary in India that a 
person· can arrange his affairs with 
the regal framework so. as to attract 
minimum amount of tax. I think you 
are depending on this principle. 

SHRI KOTHARI: Yes. 

SHI;U SOMANI~ I gather this im
pression that on fair assessment of 
tali _m-atters, if this were repealed 
from 1965- and that- i:f it is prospec. 
tiv~ly _ appljed, it will pot attract 6b
jec~ion from you: Is 'that corrP.ct? 

SHRI KOTHARI: NQ, Sir. Retroo
pective effect will have a disastrous 
influence, we are opposed to· it other
wise too. 

Mit: CHAIRMAN:. But surely 
should· yo.u not· oppose if somebody 
tries ~o evade. the tax by taking re
course to an institution· which you 
have bUilt up for · thousands of 
years? 

P.i(f q)ii;;r ~'" ~ ~- f~;;r it; ~~
'liT. '!1'!'1ir <;JI ~NT I crl;r ,.-~lllfj if ~'Yo 
;;·~'llt <t6 'Iff ~ f'Yo ~'B ~~'if'!' 'liT <:~ . 
•f.'L'!ffimr 'lif ;;;'r<l I f.f<i if ;;fr Iii:, 

'O~'Ilt ~-~<lit -~if 'crsr ;;>• ~ 'fliT m'( 

~ <i~W'l' ~ <f'lia- ~ ? <rf« . 'IT 4f. O:fl'I 

<im ~ ~ err <~R_li' 'lhr <frf~ crrff. 
t<R~ ~~;;r;; <it <:ff. <;if 

"lf ~ \'IT'l ~ m<f.r '!<ir.l 

63 ii; crr7.: ;j- ff'i!i ~1 'Pil:T f;;;t;i'f <.~ <r.<[r 
'!'<T ~ f;;; ~ · m \n" 'lfi 'PT..-r f.f;r,"r 

;;;'r<i or '3tf~t <!\-;:-~ ;!,· -.,-r.; I if<T ~·rq 

~ m:rmr ~ f'l; \n"q;~f<1'T 'til$ rn ;r. 
r.rr ro;rmo ~ ~ lj( it ·l'ifec!fr 
~ <TQ:r or.nr.r ~ ? 



lift q)ll;;r ~ : ~l'l' w~<:lf>:~ ~s 
c;,;o;:- 'F'l ~ ;;r ~rf<R1 'is 'l'W<l: ~ 

~ ? 

1!{\' m ;:m;r lf<r : r~ ~~, 
il1 for<t {r ~fsrma- f~·r ~mrr ~ ~ 
~lll'l it aT ~ 'liim ;;r "lfr i(mT ;;;r ~r 
~ ~1< l(f! t &"If fuf<r.r 'P~if m<: 
>;JTI!l:ll"f il1 ffiit fg;f;;r~ r;f~a- rn 
;;r '!'r<r '-H 1 ~ ti"'if;;; it ~~ ~ 'liT 
srri!<ill' :l;fr<ir ~ m.: o;;;r~ ~' ll;'P "~''~""" 
ij; f<>rit f.'iif.r~ ~f'f9lira- 'P<ir ;;;J"ffif 
a't '~~r c;f~llll+i 'flt'r ~"Frr «~:!:I" ll;<~' 
ll; i:;'t<i ij; f<rit ? ~tTh""f~ l't ~l'l'~i ;;;r;r;;r 
'i!Ti(<ff ~ f.n o;ffi;fj mer ~r z;r ~ '1'1r 
':3<!<li't f.<if..ir~ c;fif11Tita- ~ oT<n ~ ? · 
f'r.t;tiff!!A" o;rrn; ~ ij; om: it 
'fflf<~' 4 • 3 it me; it "Tr flY 

fullrf ~ ;;~ r.n!: <rr ~<rr <r~or ~ fifo orr 
~ ~r ~r ~ ~« >;JI'l' ~w ori[r ~. 
~ ~>:r~r m<: f{i"i.;i't'liri; ~ <f. fuit 
me;~ ~r wrr'f t ? ~r •;f'lfi ~ 
~ f ~ ~r~ ~l'!i q;•!f ii; ~·m "tT~it 
h<l;rifm ~t ;;;r.tm 1 ffi~ ~r .. ft:"
ifl'!i !!iii ~c ~~if,o ij; ;r'r.t ~· m<: 
;;;rij; f<:~ifflll'if 'f1\" ;ff':t·<r ~ ~ llffif 

<ri"r.rit f~«r q;if ;;r 'fTTf ~l'l' ltfu<.T 
~mf l(f 1ff'if ~fll"·~ 7.1ij"iif ~ 
<rr f\'!i"•mrif ~r flr.rtrr 1 m.: ~·'Pli 
€;m f<Nm 'I; f<:'lir.filll'if 'fiT <ffij"« ~ 
~ I <iT ~r ~l'l .;n-, 'Pit ;ft.r wrrii';r 
f.r.r« lfi( "d'~llTif ~($ !li>4" 'PT srrn"r;;;< . 
l!Tr~ ;;!fm fu<q<ft~ ~r ;;;~<~ ? 

SHRI KOTHARI: At the s;age of 
partition it may be taxed. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: We understand, 
as you have said, there will be so 
much difficulty to trace all these 
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things. But after the Supreme Court 
judgment, as Mr. Gup!a pointed out. 
a new situation has arisen when cer· 
tain people want to take advantage 
of H.U.F. so that they can evade their 
due taxes to the State exchequer. 
Even with these difficulties and o.hcr 
things, can you suggest any ways 
and means, >again, so that these 
institutions may not be utilised as 
they are being utilised? 

SHRI SOMANI: As previously 
pointed, if you take the statistics 
you will be able to find out how many 
of these have been made and how 
many have been broken. If Lhe 
number broken is very small, don't 
you think that it is being exaggera
ted?-

MR. CHAIRMAN: After 1955 we 
got some statistics. Though we are 
trying it has become very difficult to 
find it out. 

SHRI YOGENDRA SHARMA: (In 
Hindi on Page 1). 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Supposing, now 
the limit to the H.U.F. is perhaps 
Rs. 5,000. Would you suggest that 
th:s should be increased? 

SHRI KOTHARI: H.U.F. is created 
by throwing self-acquired property 
in different ways. There have been 
some conflicting decisions whether 
gifts tax should be given on it. It is 
very high. No one would like to pay 
it. That is the greatest deterrent. 1'f 
the idea .of H.U.F. is wtrmately dis
rrupted 'and any advantage is taken 
thereby, it may be taxed at that point 
of time. 

MR .. CHAIRMAN: At the time of 
partition it should be done. 

SHRI KOTHARI: Yes. 

SHID KANW ARLAL GUPTA: (In 
Hindi on Page 1) . 

SHRI KOTHARI: This escaped 
our a tention. We feel that thb pro
vision is very harsh, although we 



agree to the principle of punishment 
for those who do not file their 
returns. At the same time 1hPre 
should be a criterion for a smalf man 
who::;e tax is deducted from his 
salary. 

SHRI GUPTA: Do you agree with 
the principle . that a person who has 
filed his return la.e should be physi
~ally, punished, or financially punish
ed? 

MR. CHAIRMAN: First of all, Mr. 
Kothari has made it clear that even 
a man with small income should • be 
put to this position. 

SHRI GUPTA: (In Hindi on page 
Q.lto2). 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Before you 
answer, Mr. Kothari, would you 
kindly enlighten whether a man whc 
steals from one man commi, s greater 
offence than one .man who steal:; 
from the nation? 

MR. GUPTA: It is not a question 
of stealing. Here a man i'3 being 
punished for late filing of returns. 

SHRI KOTHARI: I would submic 
that the punishment should be pro
portionate to the degree of offence. 

SHRI GUPTA: . (In Hindi on page 
Q. 2). 

SHRI KOTHARI We feel that tee 
exisLing procedure should be im
proved upon instead of changing it 
in toto. That will create more com
plications. And for renewal a simple 
declaration that there b no change 
in the constitution should be a suffi
cient compliance for granting rene
wal of registrat;on. 

SHRI KOTHARI: It should not be 
form No. 12. Now, so far as the link
ing it with Registrar of firms, thi> 
linking will. create much complica
tions. 
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SHRI B. S. SHARMA: I 
- that you are aganbt change 

nomenclature from registered 
cognition and do you think 
there is no difference in it. 

gather 
in the 
to r~-

lhat 

SHRI KOTHARI: If I may be per
mitted to say if no difficulty is put 
to the assessees, I do no, mind it. 

SHRI B. S. SHARMA: About re
gistration under the old system the 
signature of all partners is necessary 
at the time of renewal. Do you think 
that signature of one partner should 
be sufficient for renewal purpoJe? 

SHRI KOTHARI: It .may be done 
by one partner. 

SHRI B. S. SHARMA: You know 
sec. 140A has been newly added. 
Now Sec. 141 is sought to be omitted. 
Under sec. 140A a person . is asked 
to file return and calculate the 
tax ·pay to government the tax so 
determined. Now · further two asses
sments have been provided under 
these new provisions, one practically 
provbional and the other final. Do 
you agree that other there . shoul<l 
two . assessment--'One revisional and 
another final? 

SHRI KOTHARI: So far as self
assessment . is concerned, there are 
many initial ftifficulties which we 
have already represented. Of 
course there has been some improve
ment in the matter but I am strongly 
of the opinion that there should not 
be two assessments under 143 section. 
And the counting of dates within 
which the tax is to be paid should 
begin from the date of sending of the 
challan. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Thank you very 
much Mr. Kothari and others repre
senting the Association. 

tThe Committee then ad;oumed). 



The Committee reassembled after 
lunch at 15.00 hours. 

III Indian copper corporation Ltd. 
Calcutta. 

1. Shri S. H.· Utamsingh
Business Manager. 

2. Shri P. H. Bray-
Assit. Mine Supdt. 

3. Shri S. K. Ghosh
Taxation Executive. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: I welcome you 
all to thb Commi,tee. Now, before 
coming to the actual business we 
have a formality to be observed. Ac
cording to the rules of procedure 
your evidence shall be treated as 
public and is liable to be published 
unle:;s you specifically desire that all 
or any part of your evidence is to be 
treated as confidential. But even 
though you might desire that your 
evidence is to. be treated as confiden
tial such evidence· is' li'able to be 
made available to the Members of. 
the Parliament. 
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SHRI SINGH: Firstly, I should 
mention that the purpose of the Indian 
Copper Corporation Ltd. to put fol·
ward their evidence was basically to 
highlight the problems particularly 
in connection with the non-ferrous 
metal mines ·specially where .the 
mining has to go to a considerable 
depth. Taxation lam normally deal 
with coal mines and one does not 
think in terms of other metals spe
cially when mining operation goes 
below the ground to a· depth of · 
3,00014,000 feet. Secondly the inten- · 
tion of putting this note was to draw 
attention to· the proposed wording 
which in our opinion will not meet 
the Tequirements of this existing min
ing companies which have already 
established commercial production l'S 

against· new ventures which might 
start mining industry for the first 
time. So the second purpose is pure
ly to go into the draft wording. It 
is not our intention to seek any 
special conces:;ions or incentives as 
such. 

Further in the case of non-ferrous 
metals there is . practically no mining 

of any substantial nature at the· 
present moment. For example the 
Indian Copper Corporation is the 
only company in India which pro
duces copper and we only . produce 
roughly 10 about 8 per cent of 
India's requirement. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: 
total requirement? 

What is · the 
,,: 

SHRI SINGH:· Total requirement is 
about 70.180 thousand tonnes. and <he 
rest is imported. 

SHRI N. K. SANGHI: What about 
the Khetry Project? • 

SHRI SINGH: It has only started. 
recently and it will be about 1 .3;4 
years before production of copper 
metal 'as such starts. Sir, this is with· 
regard to copper. But there is . no 
mining for such metals as lead, nickel 
tin, all of which are of considerable 
importance for the economy as well 
as considering· the general shortage 
of these materials throughout . the . 
world. One would think that special 
concessions are necessary to en
courage mining of these metals. The 
government should give some special · 
incentives to these non-ferrous :in eta: ·' 
industries, but this is a matter for 
Commitee to consider• · as' a specific 
issue.1 

MR. CHAIRMAN: What is the 
area that you have got? · 

SHRI SINGH: We have got about 
10 Sq. miles. 

·' : 

MR. CHAIRMAN:' When w~s" the 
first lease given? · '' 

SHRI SINGH: That was in· 1920. 
There were · two Companies around 
the same area· and they went bank
rupt. We took the lease about four 
miles away and found some mines and 
we have survived. 

MR. .CHAIRMAN:· What 'is the 
area that 7ou have covered ·up? 

SHRI SINGH~ Very nearly 6 to 7 
sq. miles. 



MR. CHAIRMAN:· What is th~ 
price that you have got for your cop

_pe17 during the last period of years? 

SHRI SINGH: I have got all the 
fact~ ,about that. · · · ·. , · 

MR. CHAIRMAN: What . is the 
price today? 

SHRI SINGH: We got Rs. 8,500 uer 
ton, as· against a price of approximate 

.140001- , ch;mged by MMTC 'for copper 
which is ·imported ·by Government and 
distributed amongst the rest of the 
-trade. The scrap value of copper is 
17,000 per ton. '··· 

SHRI S. B. PATIL: Is there any 
difference ;It ·quality? 

, SHRI. SINGH: I am not : aware 
about. the ,quality o~ imported copper, 
but we produce elecrolytic wire bar 
which is of 99,9 rper .cent purity. This 
perhaps is a special quality as the 
bulk of our copper is sold to Defence 
Department. 

SHRI SING~: The paid up capital 
is 5 crores. · .The total investment for 
day is · al:-out Rs. i1 or Rs. 12 crores. 
The expansion programme of 9 crores 
in hand ··mostly on the ·plant side. 
We hope to increase the production 
by about 50 per cent more. 

SHRI B. S. SHARMA: What is an
nual requirement in India? 

. SHRI SINGH That is around 70,000 
·tons. 

SHRI · B. S. SHARMA: In public 
sector there are two places where 
there is this metal is found i.e Khetri 
and Rakha. I was told .by the Minis
ter that· the Khetri Copper Project 
will be coming into production some 
time by 1970. 

SHRI SINGH: I do nof think that 
Khetri will be producing copper in 
1970. It may be producing ore in 
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1970 as ·the 'Smelter is not as yet ins
talled. •The production of copper is 
expected in 1973j74 according to our 
-information. · 

· 'Rakha is next door to us. They arc 
negotiating with us for .smelting their 
ore at our Plant ·and they have in
dicated that the smelting facilities 
will be required from around 1973. 

SHRI B. S. SHARMA: How muci1 
more can be produced. 

MR. BRAY: . That would depend 
entirely upon the exploration re:;ults . 
.It. would involve an expenditure Irom 
ti;le _extraction point . of view. 

. SHRI B. S. SHARMA: As I told 
you we are very much in need of 
copper and . we shall go from the side 
of the Government to any length tc 
assist you. Now, if all assistance 
in the shape of capital, foreign ex
change and other 'things, i> given to 
you, how much extra production you 
will .be able to have? 

SHRI SINGH: Off hand I ca'l say 
that we can produce at least 50 per 
cent more of what I am producing 
now. Recently we have asked for a 
lease of a land and the application is 
pending with the Government of 

· India. 

• MR. CHAIRMAN: How 
would be the area? 

much 

SHRI SINGH: It would be about 
6. sq. miles. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: What is the 
·total reserve that you have estima
ted in thb area? 

SHRI SINGH: Those are all proved 
by geologioal means and we have yet 
to find that out. 

MR CHAIRMAN: How much 
extra copper can you produce from 
that area? 



SHRI SINGH: In the present area 
we are producing 8000 tonnes 
which will be increased by about DO 
per cent when our expansion pro
gramme is completed. The new 
area has yet to be surveyed and 
proved, but the expectancy is about 
300 tonne> of copper per annurn as
suming normal conditions. 

SHRI SINGH: Th~ average is 2 
per cent. 

SHRI SINKRE: How doe.; :hat 
compare with the Jharia mines, the 
Khetri mines? 

SHRI SINGH: Their average copper 
content is lower th'an us-0. 7 to 0.8 
per cent, as we bear. 

SHRI B. S. SHARMA: In Kotoham 
Mines of Khetri they have got some
thing like as much as 20 per cent cop
per conrent. Of course, they are pros
pecting the whole area. The area is 
something like 60170 square miles. In 
Khetri copper project, I was told we 
sh•all be getting to th-a extent of 32 
thousand tons per year. 

SHRI SINGH: That is right, we have 
a 'so heard accordingly. 
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SHRI B. S. SHARMA: And then as 
bye-products we shall get something 
like 10 thousand tons of gold and sixty 
thousand tons of silver. In your 
mines, as bye-products, do you ex
t··act gold or silver? 

SHRI SINGH: No, it is not produ~e
able. 

SHRI B. S. SHARMA: Are you 
utilising the sulphuric acid? 

SHRI SINGH: Sulphuric acid will 
come in the new process th'at we are 
putting up and is expected to be com
ple~·~d in 1971. The new process has 
been invented by Finland, we have 
taken that and I Jearn· that Khetri is 
nl•o going in for that plant. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: How much 
money would you require to increase 
copper production to say, double your 
capacity? 

SHRI SINGH: This is a difficult 
question and will depend on a num
ber of geological and production fac
tors. But on a very rough guess-work 
machineries and plants? 

SHRI B. S. SHARMA: How much 
money would you require to modernise 
your machineries and plants? · 

SHRI SINGH: On a rough guess
work-over 100 crores. 

SHRI B. S. SHARMA: . We are llll 
for helping you so far as this thing is 
concerned. 

SHRI SINGH: I think I need ·more 
assistance in the price structure. · 

SHRI SHARMA: Thoat is not in our 
bands. 

SHRI SINGH: Any way, as I was 
saying, Sir, it is really heartening to 
know that the Government has accept. 
•od the allowance of expenditure which 
in any case has always been essenti'al 
for the production of copper except
ing that the Tax Department had 
taken the view that it does not quali.i'y 
under the existing wording of Income. 
1:ax Act. I do not see in the present 
wo"ding anything of the nature of in
centive or something unusual done. 
The Bhootha!ingam Committee men
tions that there should be no doubt 
that in computing profits, all true 
costs whether immediately incurred 
or not, should be allowed against the 
profits before you are liable to tax. It 
i~ necessary that llll expenditure 
legitimately incurred for the purpose 
of the industry or business should be 
allowed as a deduction either as a 
revenue expenditure or through depre
ciation for capital expenditure. Un
fortunately not all capital expenditure 
qualifies for depreciation because, 
(this is my own presumption) the In
come Tax Act restricts depreciation 



only to physical assets -like bu;lding, 
plant and machinery. A number of 
types of capital expenditure do not 
result in assets on which Depreciation 
is allowed under the Act but neverthe_ 
less they are necessary and legitim'ate 
expenditure of the business and par
ticularly· so in the case of mining. It 
is this kind of expenditure which is 
capital as far as the classification is 
concerned but does not produce which 
is now proposed to be of the classifi
cation on which Depreciation is allow
ed under the heading 'amortisation'. 
Amortisation is simply depreciation of 
expenditure on Prospering and 
Development of a mine .. 

As far as I am concerned, I may 
mention, that Indian Cooper Corpora
tion Ltd.'s taxation position that right 
up to 1956 the Department has already 
allowed this expenditure. Thereafter 
they disallowed this both as revenue 
expenditure and also as not entitled to 
depreciation. The Appellate Assistant 
Commissioner decided in favour of 
the Company, but the Dell"'rtment has 
taken it up to the Tribunal. All subse
que!lt assessments are in dispute on 
this point. 

· SHRI VISHWANATHAN: You have 
referred to Bhoothalingam report. 
Are you satisfied with the proposals? 

SHRI SINGH: In my personal 
view, the principle is satisfactory; 
but as the clause is worded the benefit 
would seem to be available only to 
new companies. Not many new com
panies are coming up in mining. It 
i• only the Government companies 
that are coming up. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Mr. Singh, when 
you will go in for opening new mines 
under section 35(f) (ii) you get the 
facilities. Why do you worry? 

SHRI SINGH: What I suggest is 
that it should be allowed even other
wise. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Supposing, that 
is alloy, ed to you. 
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SHRI SINGH: I get a little extra 
benefit. I will suggest a few amend
ments to ensure that the intention 
behind the section is correctly carried 
out. I will give my amendments now. 

Now, coming down to the details of 
the thing, section 35 (f), as it is word
ed, would hardly seem to achieve the 
purpose, particularly, for existing 
companies which have already esta

. ·blished Commercial production long 
ago. The main point is that deduction 
should be applicable to an assessees. 
We discussed this point in greater 
detail yesterday. But if any stress 
has to be laid, as Mr. Sharma has said 
that the intention is that the foreigner 
owned capital should not get benefit 
then the ownership capital of the 
company is more important. I may 

.clarify that this purpose is hardly 
being achieved by' the use of the 
word "Indian Company". According 
to definition of Indian Company, the 
word "Indian" only refers to place ot 
registration and not to the ownership 
of capital. In my company 96 per
cent of the shares are held by Indians, 
only 4 per cent shares are held by 
foreigners. Yet, I do not come under 
the definition of the word "Indian 
Company" because my place of regis
tration happens to be U.K. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: What is the 
value of that 4 per cent and how 
much repatriation do you pay? 

SHRI SINGH: The value is Rs. 20 
lakhs. We do not pay anything by 
way of repatriation. We only pay a 
dividend which for last few years has. 
been at about 8 per cent. The Divi
dend remitted would amount to ap
proximately Rs. 1.60 Iakhs per annum. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Out of paid up 
capital who is your greater partner? 

SHRI SINGH: It is a public limited 
company, not attached to any group, 
with over 26,000 shareholders. The 
biggest single investors are Financial 
institute like LIC. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Do you pay anY 
royalty to any people? 



SHRI SINGH: Not to any peraon. 
Royalty is paid to Bihar Government 
according to the Mines and Minerals 
(Regulation & Deveploment) Act. The 
only payment made to the shareholders 
of capital is the dividend that is de
clared on the shares. 

MR. CHAffiMAN: Why do you not 
request these people to transfer their 
shares? As Mr. Sharma has said that 
Government is also prepared ,to help 
you. 

SHRI SINGH: That will come later 
I might take this up but individuals 
are involved as shares are not held 
by any group. Reserve Bank per
mission and other facilities have to 
be considered. 

SHRI B. S. SHARMA: Which is the 
country producing biggest quantity of 
copper? 

MR. BRAY: Maximum in South 
America. 

SHRI B. S. SHARMA: If prospect
ing expenses are allowed to you, how 
much copper will you be able to pro
duce? 

SHRI SINGH: The allowance will 
reduce the tax bilrden and strengthen 
the financial position. To this extent 
one may consider further prospecting. 
However, it is not possible to connect 
the allowance of expenditure with 
production of copper. So far as allow
!ng expenditure to Indian ·companies 
lnly is concerned we have made our 
position clear yesterday. Second 
point is that Clause 35 (f) (ii) lays 

. down that the expenditure that quali
fies is to be incurred at any time dur
ing the year of comerciai production 
and in one or more of the 4 preceding 
years immediately proceeding. I do 
not know what is the reason for this. 
But this seemes to indicate that the 
view is held that once the commercial 
production commences there is no 
more prospecting or development ex
penditure incurred. 
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SHRI SINGH: If the wording is as 

1926. Because of this I say that the 
wording of the clause indicates that 
the benefit~is sought to be given to a 
it is then I shall not get any benefit 
because my company was started in 
new company and not to the existing 
compi\Ilies ... 

SHRI N. K. SANGHI: How can 
you ask for propspecting expenditure 
benefit when your company was 
started in 1926. 

SHRI SINGH: Even ·after com
mercial production has - commenced 
there is expenditure in mining indus
try which is technically classified' as 
prospecting ·and development ex
penditure and the Tax Department at 
present also takes this interpretation 
and does not allow it for tax purpose 
although it is incurred wholly and 
exclusively for the purpose of busi
ness. If the expenditure is continued 
and the Department's view is what it 
is, it is only ·correct that the benefit 
under the present Amendment should 
be given to us since it specifically 
relates to amortisation of expenditure 
incurred on prospectin2' and develop
ment of the mine. 

SHRI SANGHI: Can you give 
your prospecting expenditure for the 
last four years? 

SHRI SINGH: Last year (1969-70) 
it was Rs. 4,68,000. I have not got 
previous years figures ready. Your 
idea cannot ·be that you want to give 
incentive to the new companies and 
not allow the same facility to the 
existing ones . 

SHRI SANGHI: If it was of a 
prospecting expenditure nature then 
amortisation could be recommended. 

SHRI SINGH: This is the point I 
am making. To a common layman's 
thinking prospecting expenditure is 



only incurred before commercial 
pr~uction and once commercial 
production is established there is no 
prospecting expenditure. However ·as 
mentioned before there is expenditure 
being incurred after the commercial 
production has been established which 
is classified technically as prospecting 
expenditure. There is also expendi
ture after commercial production is 
established which is classified tech
nically and by Accountants as "Deve
lopment Expenditure". This expendi
ture in our case is being incurred 
from year to year even now. As the 
wording of the Section stands, since 
our commercial production started in 
1926, we will not be able to claim the 
expenditure on prospecting and deve
lopment even after the passing of the 
Amendment Bill. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Development is 
different from prospecting. But sup
pose you have taken mine which is 
10 sq. miles; you start with 7 sq. 
miles and then when you start with 
the rest 3 sq. miles, you can claim 
prospecting expenditure benefit. · 

SHRI SINGH: Not aceording to 
the wording of the Section as it is 
given in the Bill. You are correct 
that we should be entitled to claim 
such . prospecting expenditure, but 
since the commerical production com
menced long ago, this will not quali
fy even under the working of the 
present Section. 

Suppose. we have a mine. which has 
reached 3000 feet · depth and after 
reaching this depth; we; next want to 
decide which way to go-sideways or 
further deep, it is. an investigation 
and a certain amount of developmer.t 
work would need to be done before 
further actual production ' can be 
taken out. But this expenditure will 
not be allowed by the Income· Tax 
Department although · it is in the 
1358 L5--ll. 

nature. ·:of.· prospecting and develop
~~nt of mine. . In actua.I. effect the 
development work at 'a further depth 
is· ·undertaken while production is 
being taken from a higher depth so 
that there is no disruption in produc-
t
. . . . . . . 
I On. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Mr. Singh, now 
the point very clear. It is now known 
as· to ··what is prospecting and what 
is development expenditure. In the 
light. of it could you. prepare a draft 
and send the draft t'o us? 

SHRI SINGH: All right Sir, I ..shall 
prepare the draft and send it to you. 
But I would request you to see the 
taxation. clause of the Oil Industry. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: We all know 
•about the C'ase. They have taken a . 
lease of 100 square miles. 

SHRl SINGH: But Sir, under the 
Mines and Mineral Development Act 
the Government does not want mines 
to take lease of more than 10 square 
miles.'' · 

.. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Whatever it 
might be. We all know about the Oil 
India Case and I would request you 
to go into the Repprt of Estiml3tes 
Committ..e in thiS regard. The Gov
ernment of India has lost six crores 
of rupees for this. However, you pre
pare the draft then send. .it .to us. 

SHRI SINGH: Another point . Sir. 
our lease is approximately 26 square 
miles as Mr. Bray has just now cor
rected me. Previously I told that it 
was 10 square miles. I may be e_:s;
cused as I am only one year old in 
this Company. 
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SHRI SINGH: To be more facile 
~ will be speaking in English. N~ 

· special facilities or things like that 
have been given. It all depends up·· 
on the advantages that are available 
in a particular area. Chota Nagpur 
Mining area does not comprise only 
26 Sq. miles, leased to us. 

SHRI YOGENDRA SHARMA· You 
could have got it for a long .. · 

SHRI SINGH: We may not have 
been interested. It is . an a question 
o'f money. One cannot go beyond 
one's resources. I am not asking for 
any special facilities or any incentives 
or anything like th'at. That is for you 
to consider separately. My view is 
very simple. Whatever expenditure 
has been incurred legitimately and 
necessarily for the purpose of business 
should be allowed for tax purposes. 
There is on the same analogy of a 
manufacturing Company. Please allOw 
me th10t. 

SHRI B. S. SHARMA: The whole of 
Chota Nagpur is full of copper. 

SHRI SINGH: That may or may not 
be. 
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SHRI B. S. SHARMA: Have you 
any knowledge whether there is any 
prospect of copper in that or any other 

~area? 

MR. BRAY: The Geological Survey 
of India has been extremely active 
both before and since independence 
and I think the Geological Survey of 
India c'an give the answer in a better 
way than we can. Copper was in 
fact, found due to the geological 
working. The survey was made by 
intelligent workers. The first report 
of the Chota Nagpur Copper was made 
by Mr. Jones in 1822 and the report 
was not officially published until 1833. 
It was in 1855 and fronl: there until 
1920 there were numerous companies. 

. . .. , .. 
-~-.,.,. 

SHRI UTAM SINGH: Something by 
way of 'IOmendment is necessary to the 
working of definition of ''year of com
mercial production" as given in the 
Section to clarify the position of Com
panies who have already established 
commercial production prior to 31st 
March, 1969. 

· MR. CHAIRMAN: You can. send 
that to us later on. 

SHRI SINGH: Sir, we have brought -
a model as to the working of the 
mine. You all can see that. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Thank you all 
very much. We will see that. 

(The Committee then adjourned) 
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(The witnesses were called in 
they took their seats) 

and 

M&- CHAIRMAN: Mr. ·Banerjee, 
you pleaGe introduce your colleagues 
to the members of the Committee. 

SHRI BANERJEE: This is Mr. 
Pugalia . and, a member of the Asso
ciation and after him is Mr. M. -Baner-
jee, also a member of the Association. 

- MR. CHAIRMAN: Novi, before 
you start, I am reading out to you 
the procedure that we have to obser
ve-that- you will kindly' note tli'at' 
the evidence you give woi.tla-be· trea:.
ted as public ~d is liable, P> be pub
lished unless you specifically .- desire. 
that all or any part of tJ;te evidence 

tendered by' you. iS !to be treated as 
confidential. i --Everi though you -mar 
desire 'your ·evidence· to- be· treated as 
confidential,- such evidence is liable 
to be made available· to the members 
of Parliament. ' - -

' ... · 
NoW, we have received your' me:..· 

morandum. If ·you like, you can 
high light 'Some of the points men;; 
tioned in -your memorandum.-•~ · -, 

SHRI BANERJEE: Sir, before I 
begin, I offer my heartfelt thanks to 
the Chairman_ and the Members of 
the_ Parliamentary Committee for ex
tending us an opportunity. of placing 
our views before the .Committee. Sir, 
before I begin, I will say that we 
want to make some observation& 
about the Income Tax Act and w_he
ther any amendments are necessary 
at all and if so, on what lines tho~e 
amendments shotild -be made. Sir, in
come tax is an institution of taxation 
which is prevalent throughout civili
sed countries. When income tax was 
introduced in 1886 there was much 
row: .why the tax should be imposed.· 
'rhen- agitation went on for a long
time. Ultimately both U.K. and India 



aettled to have income tax on income 
arising from source. Formerly it was 
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a licence tax only on salary and some 
other income but now the scope of 
income tax has been extended so tl'iat 
we have to net anything which comes 
under the word 'income'. But · the 
word 'income' has not been properly 
defined uptill now as to what is in
come. We have to depend upon the 
judicial interpretation and the com
mercial practices to· arrive at what is 
income. Sir, income tax means tl.at 
for the purpose of running the Gov
ernment, for the purpose of defend
ing the country we want contribution 
from everybody according to his 
mite. There are various forms of 
direct and indirect taxes and · 
from morning till night and tiiJ we 
sleep we are subjected to tax. There 
are some indirect taxes which we 
cannot see directly but we feel. For 
instance, I am wearing this coat which 
is a part and parcel of my daily use 
and I am paying tax on it. There is 
an excise tax in the cotton mill, there 
is a tax on the cotton that is pro
duced. Similarly there is ll tax on 
lubricating oils and these taxes we do 
not see. But when it comes to direct 
taxes, that is, income tax, the Estate 
Duty Tax, the wealth tax, expendi
ture tax, gift tax and I do not know 
whether tax on keeping a servant 
may be imposed-we feel these taxes 
most. On this point income tax Act 
is a very complicated one. Already, 
Sir, both in England and America and 
in India we are ransacking our brains 
to make it easier, more comprehen
sible, more understandable to the pub-. 
lie and to the layman without the 
help of experts guiding them. This 
touches both the stratas of the socie-· 
ty-the lower strata and the upper 
strata and the corporate and the non-
corporate. · 

MR. CHAIRMAN: I suggest Mr. 
Banerjee, you come to your points. . 

SHRI BANERJEE: Sir, when we 
make an amendment we have to think 
how far th13 amendment is necessary. 
I think these amendments are unne
cessary except for some economic 
ftUOna. It is aecessary tha* 110me 

amendments should be made but not 
in this fashion as envisaged in the pre
sent Income Tax Bill. For instance, 

· Now, if I come to clause 2, I will say 
that judicial decision laid down that 
the land assessed to land : revenue 
outside India is not taxable. This is 
the practice we have been ·following 
and we welcome it. . Then regarding 
the second proviso, . it is · putting a 
limit to the dwelling house. With 
the abolition of zamindary, the lands 
are not now assessed to laid revenue 
but we are paying rent to the Gov
ernment. Land revenues is someth
i~g technical It was in Bengal by 
Regulation I: of 1793 and revenue 
has got some particular adjective 
attached to it. · These two are contra
dictory· .. because now-a-days no land 
is assessed to land revenue. Land re
venue is a different tping altogether 
from rent and license. Before the 
enactment of the Estates Acquisition 
Act land revenue has lmd attachment 
to the land we possess. We can alie
nate the ·land, we can· sell the land 
for payment of revenue. · When 1953 
Estates Acquisition came in there was 
a notification that you cannot alie
nate the land. When one of the items 
it taken it is not a revenue at all. 
Practically speaking, we now pay 
rent to the Government . and so it is 
not assessed·to land revenue. 

SHRI YOGINDRA SHARMA:·· I do 
not think that is the correct · under
standing of the position. Previously 
what was ~ailed rent is now called· 
revenue. 

SHRI BANERJEE: In . 1886 this 
agricultural income was exempted. 
The same definition is continuing up-' 
till-now. In a .leading case of Bha
banath Sen the court held that it is 
not assessed to land revenue-the 
Dlmpa Math case. · 

MR., CHAIRMAN:· In. this· provi
sion we are not taking into c01isidera-· 
tion ti).e second item. Only the first 
item is there. It is only confined to 
the first provision .. 

SHRI SANG HI:. · Exemption is 
£i,ven for agricultural purposes and, 



is not given to building, or a dwell
ing house,-- or a store house. What is 

. your view on that? 

SHRI, BANERJEE: The' land is 
either· assessed .to land revenue ·in 
India or is subject to a local rate 
assessed and collected by officers of 
the Government. as -such, that is in 
this BilL It it. is 1,15ed for agricul
tural purposes, then it become super
fluous. The amendment is ... 'the la~ 
used for agricultural purposes'. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: ·;'lou mean to 
say, second proviso is not necessary. 

SHRI BANERJEE: Yes. 
., ' ' 

SHRI N.C. CHATTERJEE: If you 
look to page 2, Government has made 
it clear. Secondly, the term agricul
tural income presently covers income 
attributable to a building or in con
nection, etc. It is proposed to amend 
the definition so as to cover buildings 
by the cultivator for his residence or 
in connection' with agricultural ope
ration even if the land is not assessed 
to land revenue. The new condition 
is an alternative and in addition to 
the existing. 

SHRI BANERJEE: I can . under
stand y~ur saying that -this clau:e 
should be made alternative. 

SHRI SHANGHI: A little clarifi
cation is necessary from Government. 
The agricultural land · should have 
some precii;e definition. It should not 
be one in one case and different in 
another. Then there is another diffi
culty. The distance of 8 kilo. is also 
going to hit hard the people. 1n a 
big city ,like Calcutta or Bombay the 
distance is not much but in small 
towns with a lakh of population it is 
great. So the · distance should be 
decreased. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Yes, 'Mr. Baner
jee, you go on. 

SHRI BANERJEE: Sir, I will next 
come to the distinctioa regardine citi
zen and non-citizen. You know that 
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many of our students go to England 
and other places and if they remain 
there for near about 5 years they 

·cease to be residual here. So, if you 
are' rigid about the foreigners who 
come here for· giving us technical 
know-how, the same. would apply 

• equally upon our· students who go 
>abroad for education. · So, I think 
this clause should be deleted. There 
should not . be any · -dscrimination. 
Then relief is given -about double 
taxation. These foreigners are com
ing here to give us technical advice 
and they should get some· benefits by 
way of tax concession. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: You are think
ing of foreign technicians b-ut this 
clause does not deal with them. It 
relates to other persons who come 
here. 

r 
SHRI BANERJEE: You know, 

Sir, a student who lives abroad for 
more than 5 years becomes a non
resident he should get the tax bene
fit like foreigner? 

MR. CHAIRMAN: That is a diJfe
rent matter. There are also various 
foundations which are also asking 

· there men to come here and work 
here. There it is written that where 
any amount of tax which the asses
see is liable to pay under this Act is 

- to be borne by the Government. 
These are persons who are not r~
sident in India. Only for simplifying 
the procedure it has been introduced. 

SHRI N. C. CHATTERJEE: This 
is not a taxable income at alL 

SHRI N. R. SANGID: l think that 
by this provision they are getting 
more and more advantages while the 
Central Board of Direct Taxation loses 
the money. So I personally feel that 
this should be deleted. 

SHRI KANWAR LAL GUPTA: Mr. 
Chairman I would request Mr. Ba
nerjee through you to take up such 
important points which have ;;ume 
bearing on the small assessees. I 

-think that would be better. 



SHRI BANERJEE: Therefore, Sir, 
I may now com~ to the administra
tion portion, amending section 143 (1) 

. that. is· the provision one taxation. It 
is in clause 34. Sir, before .that there 
is clause 31, clause 32,. and. then Clau
se 33 and Clause .34 .• These may also 
be taken up, " Sir, it. is written in the 

. marginal note of clause 31, "Substi
tution of new .s.ection for section 
140A, Self<· assessmenV'. Then·· there 
is. Clause 32 amending section 1\11 
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. thet j,s, making the assessments on the 
-return .. Sir, then I go to Clause. 3~. 

Section 143 ( 1) .. Sir, then comes the 
substitution clause 143 (3) in the In
dian Income-tax Act, Sir, there are 
serveral stages in between the filing 

: ot return till the finaL assessment is 
completed, This will .. ·simply cause 

c harassment to the asse>see, .,Sir, if you 
read Clause 34 i.e. Section 143 that is 
at page 521 of the Gazette you will 

. ·find, "Where a return has· been made 
· Under section 139, and whether or 
·not an· a'S'sessment has · been made 
-under-sub"section (1), if the Income-

tax Officer considers it necessary 
" 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Mr. Banerjee, 
. ple'ase state what exactly is your 
ol:ije~tjon? 

. 
WITNESS: My objection is that 

after pne -assessment is made the 
aSsessee is again called for production 
of account books and various papers 
and fresh assessment is made. . So · 
from the filing ·of returns till final
isation there '!r~ · f_our stages. 

SHRI N, C. CHATTERJEE: But this 
has been done in the light of the 
report of the Admfnlstralive Reforms 
Commission. . · r_ • 

SHRI KANWAR ~AL GUPTA: I 
think Mr. Banerjee's objection is 
that why the Income-tax· Officer will 
be given further powers to re-open 
the case. There is no finalisation: so 
far as the assessees are concerned. Do 
you want that Section 143 (3) (a) in 
Clause 34', which reads, "In a case 

. where an as3e5sment has been made 
under sub-section. (1), if he is of opin
ion that such assessment is incorrect, 
inadequate or incomplete in any 
material respect, by an order in writ
ing, make a .fresh. assessment of the 
total income or loss of the. assessee, 
and determine the sum payable by 
him or refundable to him. on the basis 
.of .such assessment", be: deleted? 

WIT.&ESS: Yes. ·• 

SHRI B. S, SHARMA: The correct 
• procedure will be that .143(1) should 

lie final . assessment for- all purposes .. 
If the I.T.O,. has something else, he 
should be allowed to reopen it in the 
usual manner under Section 14 7 and 

· not under 143: 147 may be here .. He 
must have information· and ther~ are 
some conditions under 147. The inten
tion is that the assessment made in 
143 (1) should be finaL for all purpos
es and if the I.T.O. discovers anything 

. else or if he. has got any other infor
mation, that assessment should be 
reopened under 147. 

MR. BANERJEE: Yes. 

SHRI N. K. SANGHI: It is not 
possible for him to examine every 
assessment. Do you think that any
thing else would improve matter? 

MR. BANERJEE: It is not possible 
to examine all. I agree with what Mr. 
Sharma has said. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Now under the 
present scheme returns are classi
fied ii1to some categorioo, Supposing 
at one point where the Income-tax 
Officer. is satisfied you said it is filial. 
Where the Income-tax Officer is not 
satisfied, he wants further · argU
ments. What is point of objective at 
this stage? 

SHRI BANERJEE: My point of 
objective is that it will simply make 
work-load both on the assessee and 
on the Department. 



MR. CHAIRMAN: 143(1) is final. 
Th-at should be finaL 

SHRI . SHAH: The point is · . how 
this section is an improvement over 
the existini .. procedure. At the mo
_ment we have .. got section· 140 (a) 
wherein ceJ;tain cases the · · Income
tax Officer can make provisional as~ 
sessment. Now in a large nuinber of 
cases 148 we had proposed to abolish. 

;In. a large number 'of cases :out of: 27 
lakhs about 23 lakhs ·are small qate
gory cases. Today as the law stands, 
e~en if the slightest part is there bet
ween .the return of income' and" "tb.e 
·assessed income, the ·Income-tax · Offi
. c·er has to issue ·a notice. Here the 
'_party wastes his time ·and make 'as'
sessment .. What .:we propose· to · d6 ln · 
this section is that all those ·cases 
where there are those minor varia
tions and only for adjustment of those 
_minor . variations, . the Income-tax 
Officer has to issue a notice unneces
sarily. The thing is that these noti
ces may not be necessary. On the 
basis of the return and the statements 
and . the -documents-whatever items 

·are to be ·added-the assessee has not 
made additions -which he should 
make. The Income-tax Officer will 
make a complete assessment. This_ is 
not permissible under the present 
·Act. Even if there is a variation of 
one rupee, he- has to give in addition. 
So we will cover a very large number 
of those small cases. We have done 
it; Now those cases which otherwise 
even we would have issued notice 
and called . for the accounts, we may 
not complete that under this proviso 
and we cannot do it. We are not go
ing to make a double assessment in 
every case. We could complete the 
assessment on the basis of the returns 
and on this we would ·complete' . 'it. 
Those cases which cannot be comple
ted under this category or that 
category may call for books. Between 
these two limits there can be a bor
der. line limit where in certain cases 
we find certain reasons. That is some
thing whereby we could have issued 
a notice. One is-we are going to 
issue the notice arid· the other is whe
re we are not going to issue notice 
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and the third _is where on the basis 
Of some data the Income-tax. Officer 
·comes to a conclusion that he should 
have issued a notice, and he· issues 
the notice. So it is nothing else· but 

-liil,' ~~vancement pver. the; existing 
.conditions whereby 90 per cent· or 80 
per cent of the cases ·would be ~over-
ed. · · 

SHRI B; S. SHARMA: You say 
that out of 30 lakhs of cases, 23 lakhs 
or '24 lakhs are small': eases and . we 

· arl! anxious to ·complete them with
out any scrutiny." That is ·very good. 
But- those cas!!s. ·which you--complete 
under section 143- should be treated 

_as final. Our .intention .is that small 
cases should be _completed once for- all 
under section 143 (1) and if later on 
any wide difference is found, then 
<>.nly the assessment should be reo

)>_ened under section 147. The't.T.O. 
should not. proceed to make reassess
ment without taking recourse to re
assessment proceedingo; 'Suppose there 
is a big difference of. tax amounting 
_to .Rs. 1000, in th-at case· we may give 
powers to ·the I. T.O. to issue notice 
to the assessee to open reassessment 
but for all practical purposes ·we 
should see that assessments are final 
after proceeedings have · lieen 'once 
taken under section 143 (1) and they 
should be treated as complete and 

· final for all purpose. · 

SHRI SHAH: Instead of two cate
. gories we are · now contemplating 
three categories. We are not goitlg 
to bother at all because there · is no 
material. The other .is that we are 
going to issue notice under section 
139 and Mr. Banerjee knows very 
well that 147(A) and 143 will create 
a large number of complications. 

SHRI BANERJEE: Sir, if you plea
. se look to clause 54. A case under 
section 143 (a) has been made appe'l!
able. Now, a provisional asseJsment 
is appealed against and nobody knows 
when it will be disposed ot .a'nd m 



the meantime the l.T.O. opens an· 
other reassessment case. What wiil 
happen then? There will be serious 
difficulty. 

SHRl CHATTERJEE: Are you 
· contemplatihg to give any notice un· 
der section 14 7? 

SHRI SHAH: Some notice has to 
be given. It there is scope of reopen· 
ing the cases, the l.T.O. will do that. 

SHRl GUPTA: But in that case 
the reasons will have to be recorded. 
We should not give unfettered power 
to the officer at least in reopening the 
cases under section 147, 

MR. CHAIRMAN: These are mat· 
ters which we shall discuss at the 
committee stage. 

SHRI VISWANATHAN: But we 
cannot put questions to the witnest 
unless we know what is in the mind 
of the Government. 

SHRI B. S. SHARMA: The purpose 
of 141 is very laudable but it will be 
defeated if. we reol)en cases under 
143(a). 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Mr. Banerjee, 
you please proceed. 

SHRl BANERJEE: Sir, before I 
go to the next point, I will tell you 
the difficulties iii a nutshell. Now, 
supposing the assessee has filed hi1 
return along with a balance sheet. He 
claims depreciation on the machine· 
ries which he states to be electrical 
machineries. But the I.T.O. says that 
not these are general machineries and 
he reassesses under 143 ( 1) . Then 
there might be an appeal and he will 
not know when the appeal will be 
disposed. Meanwhile the l.T.O. will 
again take up another case of re
assessment and in this way heaps of 
cases will be piled on and nobody 
knows to what extent the harassment 
of the assessee will &o. 

SHRI SANGID: What remedy do 
:you IUI&eQ fo& that? 
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SHRl BANERJEE: Whatever be 
. the provisional assessment, let it te• 
main. ·· · · 

SHRI SANGID: No, in case where 
an assessee has gone against the pro
visional assessment, what remedy do 
·you suggest? ' 

.. - SHRl BANERJEE: We have not 
-given.' 'thought to it. ' ., 

Sffi.tl BANERJEE~ We welcome 
section 34B. Sir, _I .was asked to sug

-gest ·an alternative: For- the present 
·we have not thought of any alterna
tive. suggestion. We suggest that the 
present provision ~hould remain. -

.MR. CHAIRMAN:· Please think 
over the matter and give your note 
to us later on. 

SHRI BANERJEE: , We :will do 
that. There are other salient points 
which we would like to mention. Re
garding recognition and registration 

·of firms. Some new words have been 
coined-registered firms versus re
cognised .firms. The provision for 
registration, as it is today, has prac
tically been a settled law. It we look 
. to clause , 43-recognition of firms
before that there is clause 42. If this 
clause comes in, then that is a nec"s
sary amendment. -We find here onl.y 
two sections, but there are other sec
tions also which should be amended 

-pari. pasu. 

Coming to clause 43, · the~e are three 
conditions. lf we look to the exist· 
ing Act, the first clause is not in so 

.many words in the Act. But in the 
_.judicial interpretations · we have 
.known that the firm should be in 
existence. In the existing Act the 

. officer shell enquire into the genuine
ness of the firm. That . word has been 
deleted in the present amendment. 
The proviso is that the conditiot~. 
specified in this clause roa.ll not apply; 



as between the partners of a firm 
who are related to • one another as 
husband and wife or parent and child 
(being a minor). This --proviso is 
superfluous. The Supreme Courts of 
India and U.S.A. have held that the 
State should not be given· the power 
to tag income of' A with the income 
-of B. We would suggest deletion ot 
that •section. 'In this connection I 
would refer you- to the decision of the 
Supreme Court in 55 ITR. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: You suggest that 
th,e sub-clause should be deleted and 
substituted by the words "notwith· 
standing that the firm has been 
registered the real owner will not be 
exempted· on tli.e · plea thai the 
benamdar ·has been considered to be 
a partner in the firm". 

SHRI BANERJEE: Yes. 

• SHRI B. S. SHARMA: It that 
amendment is accepted that will serve 
the purpose. ,, , -
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MR. CHAIRMAN: ·Anyway, let us· 
proceed. 

SHRI BANER,JEE: Under the CiVil 
Code we cannot institute a case with
out having ,the· company registered 
under the Indian. Partnership Act. So 
this is normal registration or recogni
tion whatever you might call it and 
this may be deleted. The Registrar 
ot Firms has certain limits and every 
year that limit is varied. The depart
ment has got to calculate which way 
the tax would' be greater and they 
try to get the tax more· when it is 
not a registered firm. Therefore, I 
should suggest to take the law 
available in U.S.A. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: It you. refer to 
clause 43-about re~:istration you will 
find ·it says only for the first year it 
may be needed for procedural mat~ 
ter. After that there will be no diffi
culty. So, it is for first assessment 
year. 

:. Sll:RI BANERJEE: Benami prac
tice ·has · been accepted. · And - sec. 
186'(1) and (2) have been combined; 
I~ has been incorporated in· one clause. 

'MR. CHAIRMAN: ! For the first 
year it 'will' be nece'ssary' and for the 
subsequent years there will be no di
fficulty. 'Therefore, what 'is the com
plication-! want to know from you. 

SHRI B. S. SHARMA: There are 
two specific. 'questions h~re. Do you 
think.''that this nomenclature 'regis
tration' should be retained or you 
want it should be replaced by 'recog
nition'. Recognition and registration 
are not the same. What ill your view? 
There is a niiiltitude ·of ·case law 
under registration and it you substi
tute 'recognition'. for 'registration' 
then all those .cases will be obsolete. 
Do you think that the firms already 
registered should not be disturbed 
and only for the new firms these new 
provisions should be applied retain
ing the old nomenclature. 

SHRI BANERJEE: As I have al
ready said what that has been pres
cribed under the Partnership Act 
should be applied to income tax case 
also. 

SHRI K. L. GUPTA: Under clause 
43 if you want registration or recog· 
nition of the firm you have to regis
ter your -firm with the Registrar of 
Firms and he is under the Stat& 
Govt. and ~ot under the Central Govt. 
Now, there is some difficulty. If you 
want to name your firm as India 
House or Bharatiya or National Com· 
pany they won't register your firm 
for reasons of their own. So, is it desi
rable for the income tax department 
to ask the assessee to register with 
them. What is the necessity of send
ing .it to the Registrar of Firms? He 
might de1ay the matter. 

SHRI BANERJEE: Moreover, he 
does not accept it. The income tax 
law should conform to the law of 
the land-there should _ not be one 



law for one and another for the .other. 
.So I cannot object but there is no 
harm if it is registered with .the ~~ 
_gistrar of Firms. 

SHRI K. L. GUPTA: You have not 
visualised by point-the Registrar' of 
Firms will not register your firm if 
you want to give your firm the name 
of 'Bharatiya' or 'India House' ~nd 

so on. 

SHRI BANERJEE: ;But change .in 
the name of the firm will not change 
the partnership. He can only change 
the !lame. ' · 

SHRI KANWAR. LAL .·GUPTA! 
'Th'at means you cannot · have.· th.at 
na!fle. 

SHRI BANERJEE: ' But the rela~ 
lion between the. partriers-·is all right. 

I "' 

SHRI KANW AR LAL GUPTA: 
Kindly answer my pointed question, 
you know that i! any body wants to 
name his company as 'India House', 
'Bharat House', or 'National House', 
he will not be permitted by· the Re
gistrar of Firms to use the' names, 
'India', 'Bharat' and 'National'. In 
that case what do you · think to be 
the remedy? 

WITNESS: I know of a case 
where the RegiGtr!U' of Firms did not 
permit to use the name 'Royal Fiim'. 

SHRI K. L. GUPTA: So what is 
the 'remedy? 

SHRI BANERJEE: It is not the 
name 'that is 'registered. 

SHRI T. VISWANATHAM: Shri 
Banerjee seems to be working on 
as~umption that what is accepted in 
one branch of law should necessarily 
be accepted in_ another branch of 
law. Take for instance the expenses 
which will be allowed by the Comp
any Law Department may not ·be ac
~ptable by the Income Tax Depart~ 
ment. ;you may have a particular 
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notion in a Hindu Joint Family, The 
Income Tax Department ·is a Depact;
ment by. itself. It may not accept 
other Department's notions. 

. SHRI. BANERJEE: i. know it that 
when an: expenditure -is- allowed un~ 
der the Companies Ac.t it .. may not be 
allowed under th~ Income Tax Act. 
This point is to be considered- as fis
c~! policy of 'the -Government. • ,The~ 
Sir, I com~ to . Clause. 43 .. i.e .. Secti9n 
186 (A) (1) (ae) (iii) regarding 
declaration in the prescribed form. I · 
ao not ·know how the ·procedure would 
be followed. It will create ·com plica~ 

-tions. · ,-,·_.: ·• · ... c< 
~·· • ':> 

•. -~ ' -·· - ' •. -• •' - • • . I ,. •. • "'i 

.- ~HRI ,BENI SHANKER SHARM4: 
Declaration Q.f.. any one . partner 
should suffice; · I think that is _ yol.!r 
point. · - ' 

MR. CHAIRMAN: But it is writ
ten- in the section that, "a declaration 
iii . the prescribed form in respect 'i>f 
such matters as may be specifi-ea 
therein, verified in the • prescribed 
~anner by all the partners (not b~~ 
mg minor) personally, or in the ~ase 
of a dissolved firm by all persons (not 
being minors) who were partners in 
the firm" .... etc ... .'etc .... 

-SHRI BEN! SHANKER SHARMA: 
The words 'all Partners' · should be 
replaced by 'any uf the partners'. Any 
one of the partners can act on- behalf 
~f -all the partners. - My personal ex
.perience is that it ·is very difficult to 
make all -the_ partners sign at the 
·particular moment. . Any one of the 
partners may be· as good or as bad 
as all . the partners. 

SHRI KANWAR LAL GUPTA: 'If 
one of the partners dies and there 
is a dispute ·between the legal heirs 
and the other partners and i! the 
legal heirs do not sign the renewal 
form then what is the remedy? - -· · 

SHRI N. C. CHATTERJEE: . · The 
legal heirs will never sign. 



:MR. ·cHAIRMAN:- This· provision 
is already exi~ting. No addition is 
being done. I hope it is working 
satisfactorily. · 

SHRI BEN! SHANKER SHARMA: 
No, Sir. Not at all. It has been a 
source of hardship to the assessees 
and also huge amounts remains .·due 
from the assessees on this account. 

. MR. CHAIRMAN: Any way we 
_shall discuss that point. 

WITNESS: This word 'recognition' 
may be rejected· and this clause may 
be deleted. . Next I come . Section 186 
(b) (1). It is in the same clause. 

SHRI BANERJEE: Now about the 
withdrawal of recognition. The Com
missioner can only direct or reopen 
it; The clatwe says-if where a firm 
has been assessed as a recognised 1irm 
for any assessment, here the Income
tax Officer bas in consequence in his 
possession the reason to believe any 
condition or conditions in sub.section 
(1). Sir, what are the conditions? 
If there is any technical dillkulty, 
he can rectify it. All these require 
some clarification. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Mr. Banerjee, if 
there is anything more to be said, 
you can write a separate memoran
dum and send that to us in Delhi. 

SHRI B. S. SHARMA: There is an
other concession under section 218(Z). 
There will be a sort of double relief 
to the assessee. 

SHRI BANERJEE: l undellStand 
that some individuals transfer their 
property to Hindu Undivided Family 
just to avoid tax. The Supreme 
Court has also considered those points. 
The law is good 'but there are people 
who try to evade tax. What I want 
to say is that that particular section 
should not be inserted and even if it 
is inserted, retrospective effect should 
not be given. 
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· ·MR. -CHAIRMAN: You want to 
say there iS nothing .harm if it is 
there but not retrospectively? 

SHRI BANERJEE: There is harm. 
The principles have been. enunciated· 
in Supreme Court case. The assessee 
will be· called upon to make declara
tion whether there has been any 
transfer of property. If it is . asked: 
whether the Hindu Undivided Family 
has acquired property and where
from has it come and any other de
tails, . then _that will make matters 
complicated. I do not think it is 
necessary to add anything more in re
gard to this matter. 

SHRI B. S. SHARMA: The maiD 
purpose of the Bill is to simplify and · 
rationalise the provisions. 

SHRI BANERJEE: That is always 
necessary. The avoidance cannot be 
checked unless · many things are 
changed and people understand what 
all these are. I think if it is there, 
then retrospectively that may not be
given. One is to see whether this is 
necessary or that is necessary. I 
hope every aspect of the matter wiU 
be properly looked into. ·Then, the 
most important point is the raising of 
the tribunal fees. In this connection I 
would draw your attention to the
speech of the late Bhulabhai Desai 
published in the Legislative Assembly 
Debates at page 3090 dated 21st Nov
l!lllber, 1938. What he said then still' 
subsists. We think, Sir, there should 
not be any change or enhancement 
in the tribunal fees. We have seen iiJo 
today's paper that the cost of collec
tion of income-tax has risen sub
stantially. 

· Then clause 271(4) (a) has also to 
be considered. The tax is becoming a 
matter of confiscation. The State has 
the right to taxation but not the right 
of confiscation. 

SHRI YOGENDRA SHARMA: You 
mean to say that the assessees have 
the right .to evade the taxes but the 
State has not the right to punish them. 



_: SHRI BANERJEE:, The State will 
4:ertainly punish them but not confis
cation. ~J -J.·r; ~~ •• • 

-SHRI B. s>SHARMA: AS· a repre
sentative of a 'practising institution 
ar~ you satisfied that the Bill in the 
way it has been: framed fulfils the 
-objects for which - it is intended, 
namely,_ to rationalise and simplify 
the procedure of assessment and col
lection etc. Do you think that the 
amendments whir.h are being made 
here . will fulfil this object or - some 
more amendments are necessary? 

SHRI BANERJEE: More things are 
to be ,;lone .. 

SHRI B. S. SHARMA: Could you 
give us your suggestion-not now but 
at a later stage-as to the provisions 
you want us to include for the sim
plification of this Act? It ·has- always 
been said that the Income• Tax Act 
has 'been made very complicated by 
perfunctory amendments here and 
there aild so In order to simplify and 
rationalise-that: is the ' cry-what 
further amendments are necessary so 
that the main objective of the Bill i!i 
achieved? 

SHRI BANERJEE: If the Commit
tee so desires, we can do it. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: You are always 
welcome to do that. 

I 

SHRI VISHWANATHAN: I suppose 
that in the administration of the In
<eome Tax Act neither the practitio
ners nor the assessees have got any 
complaint with regard to the treat
ment mete.:! out to them by the _ad
ministration. 

SHRI BANERJEE: The less said 
the better. r think there is a feeling 
that the assessees and the Department 
are two separate entities. Even :dur· 
ing British time there was no- :such 
thing 
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MR. CHAIRMAN: The honourable 
member understands the loopholes.· :' 

SHRI BANERJEE: Sir, in all coun
tries, specially in England and Ame
rica, volumes .. and· volumes are pub..: 
lished on tax planning, how to save 
taxes. That is called avoidance. We 
never support tax evasion and I am 
giving an undertaking on behalf o.t 
the Income Tax Bar Association that 
we are one with the Government for 
checking evasion but avoidance we 
will always welcome. 

SHRI _ YOGENDRA SHARMA: 
The-re - is a: -practical difference bet-
Weeil avbidance a,nd . evasion. . 

' SHRI BANERJEE: That will _ be 
decided by judicial pronouncements. u 

,\ ' .- . . ' . ' 

'MR.. CHAIRMAN: Thank you Mr. 
Banerjee and your colleagues for co
operating with us. 

SHRI BANERJEE: Thank you. 

II. Bharat Chamber of Commerce, 
Ca-lcutta 

Spokesmen: 
. I - -

.. "' 1. Shri B. D. Kanoria-President. 

2. Shri R. -R. Bhlwaniwalla-..Sr. 
Vice-President.-- · · 

3. Shri R. N. Bangur. 

4._Shri K. K, Jain. ., 
i. 

5. Shri Shital _Prasad Jain 
~ . : --. 

- 'r ~- Shri L. _R, Dasgupta-Secretary; · 
•• - • • • j •• • - •• - -

7. Shri K. c: Mukherjee-Deputy 
Secrefa!1l. - ' 

ITi.e ~itne~ses we~e- called in and they 
took tluiir seats) · - - · · · 



. '· MR.· CHAIRMAN: Now, Mr. Xano
·t;ia, before you start, I am reading out 
to . you the procedure that . we have 
:to ·observe. You may. kindly note 
that the evidence you give would ·be 
treated a'l public and is liable to be 
published unless you specifically de
~ire . that all or any part of the evi
dence tendered by you is to be treated 

, as . .confidentiaL Even though you may 
'desire·your evidence to be treated as 
..;onfidentiai, such evidence is liable to 

: ·be made available to the members of 
'Parliament. · Mr· Kanoria, you have 
~!ready submitted your memorandum. 
If you iike, you may highlight some 
of the points mentioned therein. 

SHRI KANORIA: Sir, we are 
thankful to you for the opportunity 
given to us for· personal submission 
of our views before this Committee. 
I would like to tell you the history 
of our Chamber in brief. This Cham
ber was established in 1900. We have 
600 direct members and about .1500 
indirect members through affiliated 
membership, all types of big and 
small limited companies, firms and 
proprietorships. This means that ours 
is a composite Chamber having all 

· types of membership who are very 
much interested in this taxation af
fairs. We have submitted a memoran.. 
dum indicating our views and sugges
tions in the month of October last 
year. In that memorandum we had 
taken only 16 clauses, or sub-clauses, 
out of 88 clauses. There are two as
pects. One is overall general approach 
and the other is the specific aPProach. 
I will take up the overall general ap
proach first. We consider that the 
present Bill can serve only up to a 
limited extent. We find that rationa
lisation and simplification of proce
dure cannot be done unless the whole 
policy of direct tax system is review
ed once again. The system is too 
much complicated. Our view is that 
we want an overall review of the 
system to effect a complete change 
in the measures that are required to 
be.:brought in. The position is that, 
w.e. feel, these simplification proposals 
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and . the relief for which we are here 
to<lay falls far short of expectation. 
The new Act 1961 had too many 
changes in a piecemeal manner and at 
-short intervals there were amend
ments and changes. But they do not 
actually suffice for the purpose. Sim
plification· should be in- the real sense 
of the term. If we have these type of 
things; we feel, .,when in futur_e the 
number of assessees will increase to 
a very large extent . it will be very 
difficult for the department to .cope 
'With the difficulties. The · assessee' 
also would not like to go through 
those complex laws and would try to 
avoid. Take for example wealth 
tax, gift tax and estate duty. Many 
definitions had actually been taken 
from the Income-tax Act and in the 
Income-tax Act various amendments 
were made from time to time. These 
laws do not have these amendments. 
So, there is a difficulty, because they 
were taken from one place and now 
they do not exist. · So, we feel a 
thorough review in this Income-tax 
Act should be done for the purpose of 
simplification and in a manner that it 
can serve the needs of the country 
much better. This is our submission 
regarding overall general approach. 

Out of the memorandum that we 
have submitted I am taking five 
clauses which we feel very important. 
First clause is Clause a-amortisation 
of certain preliminary expenses. Here, 
there is a ceiling of 2l per cent 
which, in our opinion, is inadequate. 
It should be on the actual expenses 
incurred and not a ceiling. If there 
is to be a ceiling, it should be not less 
than 5 per cent because, Sir, we have 
seen from studies published by the 
C:overnment .. , ... 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Are the studies 
inade by the C:overnment ot India? . 

SHRI KANORIA: That is a study 
made by a man of the. Company Law 
Board and this. is a study made by 
the Resear.ch Department ot the 



Board. Tha~ is indirectly Govern
ment of India. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Please don't 
~all it a study made by the Govern
ment of India. 

SHRI KANORIA: I am sorry, Sir. 
But according to this study we find 
that it comes to 6 per cent. l'!o, our 
submission is that either actual ex
penses should be allowed, or a ceiling 
should be put· at 5 per cent and, in 
case of non-corporate section, the per
centage should be on the actual cost 
of project. This is our submission in 
regard to this clause and this has 
been mentioned in pages 4 and 5 of 
our memorandum. · 

I next .oome to clause 14. This has 
been mentioned in pages 6 to 9 of our 
memorandum. We have put forth 
our reasons and our alternative sug
gestion is that gift tax may be levied 
on -transfer of self-acquired property 
to wife or minor children. 

In regard to clause 43-recognition 
of firms and registration-our submis
sion is that the proposed new sections 
186A and 186B should be thoroughly 
redrafted, We do not find any sim
plification except the change from the 
word registration to recognition. 
Our feeling is that the old system 
should continue a!!d registration should 
only be at the hands of the income.tax 
authorities, not at the hands of the 
Registrar. That will complicate the 
matter and will take much longer 
time. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Why do you 
want redrafting? You want the 
status quo. 

SHRI KANORIA: Yes. 

We have dealt with clause 63 on 
pages 18 and 19 of· our memorandum. 
This is ·in regard to penalty and rigo
rous imprisonment. This we consi
der to be very drastic. lt should be 
done at a much later stage. The 
assessee must be given ample oppor
tunity before action is taken against. 

Imprisonment 'for non-production of 
documents is too much. In our opin
ion, if this is to be done it should be 
done at a very late stage after 
giving proper notices. 

SHRI KANORIA: Lastly, Sir, 
clause 71-self-assessment of wealth 
tax mentioned in page 29 of our 
memorandum. Here, the officer has 
been given the power to impose 5() 
per -cent- penalty in default af pay
ment of self-assessment wealth ·tax. 
How do. you .oalculate it? The pro
perty ma:y_, be in the town or in the 
mofussil-may be of a private com
pany or a public company-then there 
may be partnenhip interest. So, it 
is very difficult to make self-assess
ment of these properties. Then there 
is penalty if the assessee. cannot ·.de
posit the tax in time. 

There is another· suggestion. If the 
assessee cannot' pay in cash, he may 
be allowed to pay in kind. The as-

- sessee may have some property and 
he might be allowed to part with 
some. The officer should have power 
to give him time. According to ihe 
present Bill he will not have any 
time. About wealth tax, the time
limit for completion of -assessments 
should be as in the iteome tax at 
various stages. But here we do not 
have any time-limit. This is a bso
lutely necessary. Now, these are my 
points. If you now put further ques
tions I or my colleagues will reply to 
them. 

SHRI SHINKRE: Now, you have 
suggested that the amortization ceiling 
should be 5 per cent. Should it be the 
same both in big industries and small 
scale industries. 

, SHRI JAIN: If the ceiling is to be 
vpplied irrespe~tive of the quantu~ 
of actual .expenditure then it will be 
5 per cent otherwise. it is the actual 
expenditure. If the intention is to 
determine the specified percent~e 
irrespective of the eXPenditure then 



the ceiling may be fixed low. for the 
.large. Otherwise 5 per .cent. It all 
. depends on how you take it. . 

MR. CHAIRMAN: The authority 
should have power to vary aecording 
to the actual expenditure and overall 
expenditur.e. 

. SHRI JAIN: If" the Government 
want to be ·more realistic then the 
eeiling should be 5 per cent and not 
2}: per cent. 

SHRI SETHI: Mr. Jain wants 5 per 
cent ceiling. 

SHRI SOMANI: If as has been 
suggested by the Hon'ble Minister the 
cUing is accepted at 5 per ~ent it is 
likely to go against the interests of 
the small entrepreneurs, small scale 
industries. It might satisfy the big 
industries. So the case of the small 
industries may also be kept in view 
while agreeing to the ceiling: 

SHRI JAIN: There are two points
when we say we are not satisfied with 
2} per cent and ask for 5 per cent 
it does not mean that our case for 
small is quite . beside consideration. 
Whatever is fixed. it should not be 
related to the capital of the body 
corporate. There are loans, deben
tures, share capital etc. So if the 
ceiling is to be fixed, it should be 
fixed on a particular basis. It should 
also have some consideration for the 
capital expenditure. 

SHRI BENI SHANKER SHARMA: 
In your memorandum you have said 
that your Association represents the 
majority of smaller businessmen. So 
far as the question o! amortisation is 
concerned as in this clause 8 section 
35! A) this benefit is only confined to 
companioo. Do you want that all 
other assessees, partnership firms and 
others should ,be benefited by this 
relief? 

SHRT KANORIA: We want the 
J.enefit for all. 

1358 LS-12. 
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SHRI N. C. CHATTERJEE: Should 
I take it that you want to delete 
Indian Company for the word 3Sses'
see. 

· SHRI KANORIA: Yes. 

SHRI BENI SHANKER SHARMA: 
From the evidence of several other 
. organisations we had a list of items 
en which amortisation should be al
lowed. According to me if you want 
to include 'all these items that will 
be a huge list. Even then that will 
be only illustrative and not exhaus
tive. So I think either the I.T.O. 
.should be left free to determine the 
amortisation expenses or the list 
should be more exhaustive. What 
do you think should be done? 

SHRI KANORIA: The items should 
be specified which will go under the 
heading for promotional expenditure. 

SHRI BENI SHANKER SHARMA:. 
We have got different suggestio:ts 
from different witnesses. It will be 
difficult to include them ail. So you 
-will have to leave it to the discretion 
of either the I.T.O. or the Board. 

SHRI BANGUR: These (as in the 
Bill) are the expenses for which we 
suggested 5 per cent ceiling. We are 
not suggesting the ceiling of 5 ;;e~ 
cent if the list is made further ex
haustive. The position is this. After 
f!,;ating the company the business 
starts working within 2/3 years. And 
within these 2/3 years we are to in
cur com'Jnercial expenses, we are to in
cur interest of the Joan which we 
have taken from the different insti
tutions. Now they are to be capita
lised. They should be made clea!'. 
For this purpose we suggest 5 per cent 
ceiling and if the intention of the 
Government is to bring further items 
then the ceiling should be further en
larged. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: The intention of 
the Government is to give 2i%. 



SHRI BANGUR: Our suggestion is 
that it should be 5 per cent if no 
further items are added on this. At 
the same time a clarification should 
be made that before the Gtart of the 
production whatever the expenditure 
may be--:it may by way of commer
cial expenses, it may be by way of in
terest charges and other expenses
all these expenses should be capita
lised and neoessary depreciation 
should be allowed. Once you list the 
amortisation items the Income Tax 
Department might say that these ex
penses are of a capital nature and 
these are not to be allowed. So that 
point should be made clear otherwise 
the business community will suffer 
very largely. 

SHRI N. K. SANGHI: At page 5 of 
your memorandum you have said that 
the entire amount of preliminary 
expenses should be allowed to be 
amortised without the proposed ceil
ing of 2! per cent. How will you 
justify it? 

SHRI JAIN: Several factors are to 
.be .oonsidered for this. If the ceiling 
i~ retained, then the percentage 
should be increased to 5 per cent of 
the total capital expenditure on the 
project. Besides development is re
quired in diverse industriE>J and it is 
desirable that the people, the entre
preneur, should be encouraged to ex
plore the possibilities. Therefore it 
is necessary that considering all these 
fadors the entjre expenditure should 
be admissible. 

SHRI VISHWANATHAM: Amortisa
tion expenses are allowed for parti
cular industries in which certain pre
liminary expenditures are do.·~ but 
that is not clear in the case of other 
matters. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: It is no good 
discussing further on this point. He 
has answered and we h:ve under
stood the points. 

SHRI DASGUPTA: We ha,·e sug
gested ·tJ,at all the preliminary ex
p~nses "f all the experimenting 
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schemes are to be added. We have 
suggested for deletion of reference to 
cne project or survey report in that 
clause. 

SHRI N. C. CHATTERJEE: Sup
passing there are 5 per cent or six 
per cent, then what is the up? How 
much you pay to brokers? 

SHRI BANGUR: As far as the de
bentures are concerned, 3 per cent 
stamp duty, 2 per cent brokerage, liZ 
per cent solicitors and ! per cent 
on other expenses. That means 6 per 
cent for debentures. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Have you got 
any other points to make? 

MR. DAS'GUPTA: We have dealt 
with two important things in the 
m~morandum. We have suggested 
about the project cost and the actual 
expenditure incurred. All these re
quire careful consideration. Every
thing has to be done in such a way so 
that complication does not arise. 

l!o'!l~'l'l'r.ntllf : m<r if ~ f.;; 
~"m:m t »~J't<a•nl »11~ q<i:t·2"1 

' 
'liT lfR or@ ~a- ~ <ri for;;r~ ~f.!if 
'fiT ~ 'fi"<iiT ~Tm I ~ ~ wm;rr 

~ ~ f.;; ~ ;;IT ~ <'ll'iT ~ it 
~ fir~ t ~ 'ffi'i ~ .;rn:rrfm 
~ ~fil;;r ~ '1ft f<l;;r~ "'''J.fiiil . ~ 
f~ if(!' lfo'«iT f.i; ~ q~ '~«TI'Ii' 
~".c~ '1ft <<r<f{~f ~~ ~. ~ 
"ifii'li'r wo;: 'fi"<iiT ~m ~ • or ~ 'li'r 
fcr.r;m lfi~fifi\" ~~'1ft fq;;r~ 
'li'llff.!if ~t .. •l'lf"f<r ~ ;;fT f.;; ~1als. :;t "''~ ~ ~ \:1. 

t »>''lT'f it '+IT lf~ ~o if@ 'li'«ft, 
or~ 1m '1ft "'4fiilt <if<lf.l; ~ 
t~ m ;;;; t t~ m ~ 
»>TEHf m ~. <iii: f'!ll"fi'l'lRf 'li'<OT ~. <rT 1HI 

'li'r w "'~Wiiil>"'il ~? 



~~~~f.!;~~ 
I{'R14s"i"'< it f;;rnit "MI~i!'*i ~ ~ 
o;m: .~ m<r it '!i~ ~~:;-.. ~1'1'
it f;;rnit "MI~i!'"!i ~ ~. ffit1!T;r orr 
1ti ~ ~ om :a-<r it 'li't ~ ? ~ ~ 
~ (l't om J:ii'ii ~ 1 

<f't.m 'IN ~ ~ . f.!; t2"f.!lil'\'l" 
l{i.f~i'f.s~i"' < i.fiT 'IN i.fi"@ ;;miT ~ I 'MT'l' 

or"'ti.f; WI'II'fi ~ ~. f<~'11<1~<1'1 ~. 
~ 'd'i'fi!T ~ 'f~l ~ ~ 'MT'l' 11; 

'~!'!'+~'~" ~ ~ ;;r)lr ~ ~ ~ I 
om «~ <n<r ~"" '1\[\" ~ f.li t2"f~ 
~m m~11~~ <~"&~ 
I{'Rl~ ~ ~ f.!; ~ ~ ~ ;;IT 
~ <i'iffi ~ ~ <: «< Ml 'fill" i.fiTI1<f 
'liT <f>fu:\'1" 'i'lfM 'fiTI1<f <TiT ~) ;;mrr ~ 1 

'd'm 11;- f<111; t2"f;;r;;,z;r ~m ~).rr 
~ I WI'( ~T'f< ~~ ~), or 
t~f::;r;r.r ll;i.f~4.sl"'< i.f>T ~ ~~ 
~'TT I <fT ~ij' i.fi\" '1ft 'MT'l' ~'liT{ ~ I 

SHRI DAS GUPTA: Sir, with your 
permission, I will take up the last one. 
The honourable member has asked for 
intangible expenditure. Intangible ex_ 
pendi ture in commercial business has 
been defined as those expenditures 
which are ver'y real b•1t does not 
result in the crel!tion of tangible phy
sical assets. Therefore you will agree 
that there are expenditures like send
ing men or any other thing in connec
tion with the project costing promo
tion, procurment of machin~ which 
do not result in the direct physical 
creation of assets. Then intangible 
expenditures need not necessarily be 
interpreted to be those which have an 
appreciation in value. Sir. you will 
find even in our Income-tax Act some 
of the expenses result:ng in the crea
tion of assets are allowed b> be added 
tc those assets and which are eligible 
to depreciation. Some of the expenses 
which are considered to be neccssat7 
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were not allowed so long to be added 
to the total capital cost of those fixed 
assets. The intangible need not neces
sarily be taken and it has not been 
taken also as being undesirable or 
speculative for appreciation. Regard
ing the other countries' allowances 
and our country's allowances, m:V sub
mission would be that which country 
gives which allowance for .promotion 
or development depends upon the 
stage and circumstances cf that coun
try. After the last war both France 
and for a long time even Great Britain 
gave different allowances according to 
the 'circumstances of th~ country. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: That is not to be 
explained so much. 

SHRI YOGENDRA SHARMA: 

iro ~ ~ m f.li ~ 'X~'I" 'I>T 
m~ ~f.til ~ r~li.f>lllct ~; o;.m 
f.!; 'd"f 11; ~ ~~~ i.fi\" ~T 
11;- 1!i"++1'i' it 'd'<i' i.f>T m!i'( i.jl'('fT ~<IT ~ I 
m f'li< ""r ~ ~1IT i.fiT fi.nr"'tr 
<t>1"{fiiGT f~ i lf<i'fctT ~r i.jl'( 'MT'l' it 
~ f.!; ~ mi( i.jl'('fT ~ ~ 
~1aY;;:;ii•l'1 11;- ms:a~ 'Ill~' "~ 
;;mrr ~ 'Mi<: ::;r) 'f<~~~ ~. 'd'~ i.f>T 
~1 ~ GfictT ~ I 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Mr. Sharma, Mr. 
Das Gupta wanted to expiain that the 
conditions in England and America are 
different from what they are here. 

SHRI DAS GUPrA: Again, Sir, I 
would submit that if today we make 
adequate allowances for development 
rebate ort ordinat7 depreciation or 
other depreciation, perhaps the busi
ness comllfunity will not require this 
new allowance, 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Now, let us come 
to brass tacks Mr. Kanoria. We have 
studied reports of say 20 o: 30 com
panies where the avPrage comes to 
either 3 or 3 or 4. Whoe;rer we have 



asked for have gone by this kind of 
averages and the average began at 2~ 
to 3t and now today we have come to 
5 and we are not sitting tomorrow 
otherwise we would have probably 
come to 6 tomorrow. You have so 
many associates and so would you 
kindly work out and ma1;e a study 
and send us a report either today or 
tomorrow or any time in Del.b,i so 
that we can arrive at a correct deci
sion. Whatever studies w ~ have made 
up to now show that the average docs 
not go beyond 4. If yC>u have any 
such study you kindly furnish us. 
The second thing is that you can lUSt 
let us know from your di"ect experi
ence in how many year3 you recover 
the project cost which you incur for 
an industry which goe3 in for com
mercial production, 

SHRI KANORIA: Sir, rcga~ding the 
second point, I can say that it varies 
from industry to industry and it also 
varies according to the markot condi
tions. The same industry may recover 
in five years, when the tin,e is bad, it 
may recover in ten years if it has 
started well. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: But in answering 
this question you must take into con
sideration that the country has provid
ed you with a sheltered and protected 
market in almost all the commodities. 

SHRI KANORIA: Si~, we will just 
study this point and wha;.ave~ infor
mation we can get, we shall send you. 

SHRI SOMANI: Mr. c;,airman, I 
would like to shift the ar~a of exami
nation a bit. The Cha~ber in its 
memorandum on page 2 ha~ made a 
significant remark when they say that 
the poor mutual understanding and 
positive mistrust between tbe Admi
nistration and the assessees go unabat
ed. It is a very interesting statement. 
I would ask Mr. Kanoria, what steps 
he would recommend so that this 
mutual mistrust and hck of under
standing between tlie two is likely to 
go away. I am sure the oiiccrs and 
also the Hon'ble Minister woo.~id also 
be interested to know tl·.is. 
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SHRI KANORIA: We have a feel

ing ·that if there is some contact bet
ween the business community and the 
Department of Income Tax, it starts 
with. a misconception. The officer 
always feels that on most of the items 
the expenditure is high; he siaTts with 
mistrust. The feeling is even found 
in companies where thet·e a~e big 
profits and big amounts o! income tax 
are paid. There also tha·~ feeling of 
mistrust is tbere. Even when we go 
over to the Government of India not 
only for income tax assessment but 
for other matters, for raw materials 
shortage, we are always looked with 
a mistrust and a ·decision i.; taken at 
a ver!y late stage. 1f yo11 want a 
specific instance, last year we had a 
serious raw jute shortage. Though 
this is out of the point here, yet I am 
explaining this to illustrate m's con
tention. We went to the Hon 'ble 
Minister for import uf 5 lakh bales of 
raw jute from Tbail•md when the 
price there was low. Now, a decision 
for the import of the j u:~ was taken 
but it was tal<en after four to five 
months since when we we,tt for im
port with the result that we had to 
spend 50 per cent more in foreign ex
change. So far any propo.;al that we 
send to the Government of India a 
decision is taken only aEer it is 
thoroughly examined. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: That is not within 
the ~urisdiction of tlli.~ Committee. 

SHRI SOMANI: Is it your conten
tion that the proposals shou \d not be 
thoroughly examined? 

SHRI KANORIA: They should be 
examined 1n 'time, the ti:na f.1ctor is 
most important. 

SHRI SOMANI: What specific sug
gestion can you offer to do away with 
this mistrust? 

MR. CHAffiMAN: The example that 
Mr. Kanoria gave was outside the 
scope of this Committee. He referred 
to the questio.u of delay. 



SHRI KANORIA: Let us not side..: 
tract the -thing. That was a question 
of delay all right, but in most cases 
there is want of confidence in us 
shown by the Departments. 

SHRI B. S. SHARMA: 1 may say 
that· this mistrust is going away gra
dually and things are improving. It 
is hoped that with the new Minister 
things will improve. 

SHRI KANORIA: We feel that the 
climate should be improved if w~ have 
to ·do anything. There is lack of 
Understanding everywhere. 
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MR. CHAIRMAN: Don't you feel 
Mr. ·Kanoria that the Members of this 
Committee want to !<now problemse, 
with understanding? 

SHRI KANORIA: Sir, this is the 
general feeling. What we are facing 
today in,ihe country is like this. Sup
pose we go to an I.T.O., he will look 
with mistrust that things are not in 
the right direction. 

SHRI K. L. GUPTA: Well, both 
sides are to be blamed. 

SHRI BISWANATH ROY: I want 
to know from. you the reason why 
this sort of· suspicion has been creat
ed in the business community and also 
in the Government officers. Are you 
able to point out the reasons for this? 

SHRI JAIN: Mr. Chairman, Sir, I 
will trY to· bring two or three very 
small aspects. What happens is that 
somebody makes a deposit with us by 
cheque or in cash. We refund the 
money by crossed account payee 
cheque. Income-tax officers proceed 
with the assumption that it mu3t be 
your money indirectly and because the 
assessment is completed 5 years later 
you should be subjected to tax and 
penalty. That is a matter of mistrust. 
In our opimon, when everything is 
done bonafide the Income-tax Officer 

· think that because he may not have 
proper reasons for ·enquiry it is vecy 
difficult to assess and there are ins
tructions. ThereforP.. he is help:ess. 

SHRI BISWANATH ROY: Do you 
think the suspicion of the officers is 
justified or unjustified? 

SHRI JAIN: My submission is, 
whatever was possible by the assessee 
has been done and there is nolhing to 
disbelieve him. I do not say that there 
is no malafide case. But that does not 
mean that an honest assessee should 
be made to suffer.. When an assessee 
disclose the income and the source, 
merely because the Income-tax Officer 
considers that a particular cxpE:ndi
ture is not admissible, or a particular 
income which has been claimed by 
the. assessee as tax-free, should be 
taxed, it will_ be wrong to impose any 
penalty for non-payment. 

SHRI GUPI'A: There is another 
side of the picture also which should 
not be ignored. Is it no·t a fact that 
there are cases ·where the assessee 
receives money by cheque, he makes. 
payment by cheque and still it is a 
bogus credit and it has connivance of 
the assessee with that bogus firm. 
What the Government should do? 
Both parties are to be blamed. The 
Income-tax Officer has to verify the 
cases. 

· SHRI JAIN: We do not deny that 
there is tax evasion or avoidance. We 
do not mind verification. But unless 
you have something positive to say an 
assessee should not be proceeded 
against on the basis of assumption. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Anyway, let us 
come to the point. 

SHRI B. S. SHARMA: Mr. Kanoria, 
in your remarks about clause 43-186A 
and 186B-in reply to a question yol.l 
perhaps hurriedly stated that you 
prefer the status quo. I draw your 
attention to page 16 of your memoran
dum where you have given a very 
good amendment and it is a positive 
scheme in lieu of the status quo. 
Would you revise your opinion as it is 
self-contradictory? This substitution 
contained in your memorandum is a 
good alternative and I think this 
ahould stand. 



SHRI KANORIA: Yes, Sir, the 
position is what you have explailllld. 

SHRI B. S. SHARMA: May I ask 
you to what extent that ·purpose of 
simplification and rationalisation of 
procedure has been achieved by this 
Bill. You cannot give the answer just 
now. You ;r.l!Pare a detailed answer 
and send it to us. You will give your 
suggestiorr of the exact provision which 
in your opinion will simplify the pro
vision and remove the mistrust bet
ween the assessees and the depart
ment and at the same time the 
assess~s will be in a position to pay 
their correct tax. If they do so, there 
is no reason why the department 
should harass them. · So prepare a 
detailed note and send that to us. 

SHRI KANORIA: All right, Sir. 

SHRI SHINKRE: Now, the Board 
and the Commissioner have been givea 
some discretionary powers what do 
you say about them. 

SHRI DAS GUPTA: Our experience 
is that the I. T. Os are more powerful 
than the Board or the Asstt. Com• 
missioners or Commissioner. So we 
consider that this delegated legisla
tion has not much importance or 
effect. The C.B.R. interpret the law, 
issues notifications and circulars but 
the I.T .Os are the real persons who 
rule. So, whatever is enacted should 
be equally applicable throughout the 
country uniformly. 

SHRI SHINKRE: The difficulty is 
that there may be some officers who 
may think that they are safeguarding 
the interest of the assessees and others 
may think that if they take certain 
action the other officers may be sus
picious about them. 

SHRI DAS GUPTA: Local officers 
previously used discretionary powers 
with confidence but in recent years 
these powers are not being used by 
them. There is evasion of responsibi-
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lity or shirking of responsibility due 
to many factors--by different inter
pretation of the laws etc. Ultimately 
there is delay. The assessees have 
acquired some immunity, business men 
are !suspected of doing something 
wrong and somebody taking advantage 
of this position. Of course thanks to 
our democratic discussion and inter
pellations in the legislative bodies. 

SHRI K. L. GUPTA: Now, you have 
suggested that clause 14 should b~ 
dropped. About this retrospective 
effect, I agree with you entirely that 
it will be a great hardship on some. 
Then there is the question of security 
-I mean social security. 

SHRI KANW AR LAL GUPTA: Can 
you suggest some remedy so that this 
avoidance may be checked? 

SHRI KANORIA: We have suggest
ed, as alternative, that gift tax may 
be levied. 

SHRI KANWAR LAL GUPTA: That 
is already there. 

SHRI DAS GUPTA: It may be 
legalised that gift tax should be levied 
on all transfers. 

SHRI KANW AR LAL GUPTA: 
Then come to the case of H.U.F. In 
th~ case of H.U.F. even if it is disrupt
ed income tax should be levied. Do 
you agree to this? 

SHRI DAS GUPTA: Yes, Sir, 

SHRI KANW AR LAL GUPTA: 
Then I come to the question of punish
ment. Suppose as assessee fails to 
submit his return in time and defaults 
for 314 months. Don't you agree that 
physical punishment should be given 
for late filing or returns? 

SHRI KANORIA: Here the posi
tion is that we consider this penalty 
to be very harsh. Compulsory impri
sonment for late filing of returns Is 
too much. Physical punishment is too 
harsh and it should not lbe given. 



SHRI BEN! SHANKER SHARMA: 
W:ould you prefer financial punish
ment to physical punishment. 

SHR(KANORIA: Yes. 

SHRI SETHI (Minister): Do you 
mean to say that he should be given 
proper opportunity? 

SHRI DAS GUPTA: We would 
suggest that notice should be given to 

. the assessee by the department indi
cating the consequences on his failure 
to comply with the filing of returns. 

SHRI KANORIA: Along with this 
it should also be noted that physical 
punishment should not be there for 
non-filing of documents. 

SHRI SETffi (Minister): . What will 
be the case if the assessee does net· 
submit the returns after getting due 
notice? 

SHRI KANWAR LAL GUPI'A: 
If there is a taxable income and the 
notice under section 139(1) has been 
given then the person has to file the 
return within the prescribed period. 
Even if he does not file it there is a 
provision for penalising him finan
cially. A heaV'y penalty of 2 per cent 
per month is already there and there 
is no point in having physical puni
shment by putting the person behind 
the bars. 

SHRI BENI SHANKER SHARMA: 
All assessees dfi not maintain their 
accounts and papers in the same 
:fashion. So far as stock book is con
earned, unfortunately, same of the 
assessees may not have stock books 
.at all. If the I.T.O. wants such an 
assesssee to produce the stock book 
it will be physically impossible for 
hlm to produce it. For this kind of 
defaults do you think it is highly 
improper to punish him. 

SHRI BANGUR: People are affect
ed adversely. Most orthe people do 
not understand law, people are 
paying tax and some are paying 
wealth tax. Only one lakh and ten 
thousand people are now assessees for 
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wealth tax. It is giving an impression 
that the country is a poor people's 
place to live in, but once we go to 
towns or any part of the country, we 
find that development is there. People 
earn but the income is not going to 
be ~ssessed. That . part should be 
exammed carefully and relief should 
'be given, wh~re it is necessary to be 
giv.en. The country is a very big 
country. There are so many towns 
and villages. Many people do not 
know the law and they do not under
stand what it is. They go to the offi
cers, when required, to understand the 
law. With such a complicated case 
of the law and wifu such a vast coun
try, I think it is the duty of each citi
zen and all law 'makers to see that 
the law should be made in such a 
manner that it could be imp!~mented 
and people could understand that this 
is the law. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: I thank you all 
for giving us your valuable sugges
tions. 

(The Committee then adjourned for 
lunch.) 

The Committee reassembled ~fter 
lunch at 14.30 hours. 

W Bengal National Chamber of Com
merce and Industry, Calcutta. 

Spokesman; 

1. Dr. B. N. Ghose, M!s. Bengal 
Chemical & Pharmaceutical 

Works Ltd. 

2. Shri Milan Kumar Mookerjee, 
The National Rubber Mfrs. Ltd • 

3. Shri M. C. Poddar, Messrs. Saha 
& Co. 

4. Shri A. K. Chattopadhyaya, 
Messrs. D. Basu & Co. 

5. SHRI R. Singhi, Messrs. Singhi 
& Co. 

6. Shri A. R. Dutta Gupta, Of!g. 
Secretary. 

(The Witnesses were called in ancl. 
they took their seats). 



MR. CHAIRMAN: Dr. Ghose, we 
welcome you to this meeting. Will 
you kindly introduce your colleagues 
to the members? 

·(Dr. Ghose introduced his collea
gues.) 
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Now, according to the rules of pro
cedure I have to read out to ·you the 
relevant rule. You may kindly note 
that the evidence that you give would 
be treated as public and is liable to 
be published unless you specifically 
desire that all or any part of the evid
ence tendered by you is to be treated 
as confidential. Even though you 
might desire your evidence to be 
treated as confidential, such evidence 
is liable to be made available to the 
Members of Parliament. 

Now, we have received your memo
randum. If you want to make any . 
points out of your memorandum, you 
may do so. 

SHRI CHATTERJEE: The first 
point in our memorandum is about 
clause 3(d) (iii), particularly the new 
sub-clause vii(a) in clause (6) of sec
tion 10-Income tax on remuneration 
of foreign technicians. So far as this 
Chamber is concerned, we have yoint
ed out that it is now proposed to 
impose a ceiling of Rs. 4000 on the tax 
exempt remuneration of a foreign 
technician. The only point is this that 
while the Government has actually 
acknowledged that so far as the ceiling 
of Rs. 4000 should be taxed and that 
principle having been accepted, the 
quantum of Rs. 4000 is too low in our 
opinion. We cannot import any foreign 
technician at this rate minus all the 
expenses to be incurred over year. 
That is why it has been suggested that 
so far as the quantum is concerned, the 
quantum should be raised to make 1t 
more attractive or current market rate 
oriented. In this connection I would 
like to add one more point that the 
contract of service of ·a foreign tech
nician should be approved within 5iX 
months from ffie commencement of his 
service instead of within one year as 
at present. By the way it may be 

~entioned that at the present market 
rate no foreign technician within 
duly qualified status is available belo\V 
Rs. 7500 and the technical experts who 
are appointed. here as managing 
directors with the approval of the 
Company Law Administration are 
being paid a remuneration of Rs. 7500 
and so a foreign technician will not 
be agreeable to take much below 
Rs. 7500. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Do the foreign 
technicians have to be appointed as 
managing directors? 

SHRI CHATTEIUEE: They are 
technical people, technical experts, 
having specialised knowledge in cer
tain fields and naturally we do not 
expect that they will accept any posi
tion subordinate to that of a mana
ging director. They may not be 
managing directors but certainly they 
should not and cannot be given the 
status of below a technical director. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: The members of 
your Chamber must have been con-
nected with industries? · 

SHRI CHA'TTERJEE: Yes. 

MR. CHAIRTv!AN: What industries 
they are connected with? 

SHRI DATTA GUPTA: Practically 
all the industries. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: For all indus
tries you need foreign technicians? 

SHRI DATTA GUPTA: No, not for 
all industries. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: How many 
foreign technicians have you emploY
ed in your industries? 

SHRI DATTA GUPTA: That l.a 
difficult to say off-hand. One of ou~ 
constituents is the Incheck tyres about 
which Mr. Muker'Jee can say. 

SHRI MUKHERJEE: We have 
appointed a foreign technician and the 
salary that we are paying is mucn 
above Rs. 4000. 



MR. CHAIRMAN: How much are 
you paying? 

SHRI MUKHERJEE: I cannot tell 
you off-hand but it is near the figure 
of Rs. 7500. 

. SHRI B. S. Sll:ARMA: So far as the 
remuneration of foreign technicians is 
concerned, the point is that up to 
Rs. 4000 it will be exempt from tax 
and the figure above that will be tax
able. There is no bar that you cannot 
employ a foreign technician on Rs. 
7500 but the only po1nt is that you pay 
the tax. What objection do you have 
to· that? What I mean to say is that 
this clause does not prevent you to · 
taking foreign technicians on ·any 
salary you can afford to pay, but you 
have to pay the tax above Rs. 4000. 

SHRI CHATTERJEE: With due 
regards to Mr. Sharma, I would like 
to mention that the cost of importing a 
foreign technician will be much more 
if that ceiling remains at Rs. 4000. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Why ~ilould you 
at all need foreign technician? 

SHRI CHATTERJEE: There are 
certain. technical and sophisticated 
industries which cannot but be 
managed without foreign technicians. 
These industries are like the chemical. 
and petro-chemical industries, t·ubber 
industrieo.> and things of the like 
which are rather extremely sooh\sti
cated. 

SHRI DATTA GUPTA: In any 
case, Sir, import of foreign technician 
will require the approval of the 
Government of India. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: And whenever 
you have gone to Government, have 
they disapproved of it? 

SHRI DATTA GUPTA: That is 
for the Government to decide. 

· SHRI B. S. SHARMA: The only 
point that we want to say is that 
we want to make the foreign 
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techniCians to be a little expensive, 
than our indigenous technicians. We· 
have here so much of unemployment. 
and there are very efficient <>.nd . 
competent people too in this. country. 
We therefore want to make the· 
foreign experts a little bit expensive . 
The provi•sion herein is pinching to. 
you but it is not pinching to the 
foreign experts but I think you will 
agree on this point that we should. 
prevent this import of foreign 
technicians to the extent as it is 
possible to do so. Of course, where 
it is necessary, we have to get the
f·c-':n tec~:>ician only wh.k it is a 
must. 

SHRI CHATTERJEE: The tradi
tional industries do not require· 
foreign technicians in any way. Only· 

. non-traditional industries will require 
technicians. 

.SHRI SHINKRE: What about the· 
tyre manufacturing company? 

SHRI MUKHERJEE: For the 
tyre manufacturing, we do not want 
to import foreign technician where 
one is not necessary and we have 
got our technical personnel whom. 
we employ first. But there are 
some industries where we cannot 
do without · foreign technicians .. 
Those are special types of industries. 
For example, for industries like tyre 
manufacturing excepting foreign 
companies who are having their own 
foreign technical experts, ours is the 
only hundred per cent Indian com
pany. So here is one industry and 
the only way for us is to Jepend on · 
some foreign technician but not on 
foreign capital or foreign finance. 

SHRI MUKHERJEE: We cannot 
discontinue the technicians because· 
we do not want our quality to be · 
deteriorated. We are also having our 
own technical people duly educated 
so that after a certain period we may· 
do away with the foreign technicians. 
At the present moment it is not. 
possible. 



MR. CHAIRMAN: Even after. 20 
.-years it is not possible. 

SHRI MUKHERJEE: It is not 20 
years in our case. Our factory 

·commenced production only 4-5 years 
•back. Particularly after devaluation 
the amount of 4,000 is practically 
nothing in comparison to what they 
will receive at their end. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: What is the 
·membership of your Chamber? 

SHRI DATI'A GUPTA: Our 
Chamber has a direct membership of 

. aos in addition to 46 affiliated bodies. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: What is the 
average number of industries, &II 
categories taken together, that you 

. are running? 

SHRI DATTA GUPTA: More than 
500 units. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: What is the 
number of foreign technicians em 
ployed in these units? 

SHRI DATTA. GUPTA: 
. difficult to say off-hand. 

It is 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Why is it 
necessary to import foreign techni

·cians. 

SHRI CHATTERJEE: After all this 
will require the approval of Govern
ment. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: You are running 
more than 500 units of industries and 
your Chamber is not in a position 
to let us know how many ioreign 

·technicians are employed in these 
units. Even then you have . some 
forward with. the argument that this 
4,000 is nothing. As pointed out by 
Mr. Sharma, the Government has 
made provisions for you. Let us also 
get something for the ex~hequer. 

SHRI PODDAR: So long it was 
not necessary. When the approval of 

.. Government is there, why do you 
-import that point of 4,000 'as a ceiling? 
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MR. CHAIRMAN: By putting that 
ceiling we put a kind of premium 
also so that you shall have to think 
again of paying some extra tax. 

SHRI PODDAR: I am afraid, 
putting that kind of ceiling does not 
help us in any way because on all 
accounts we are to go to Government 
for approval. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Government also 
gives the approval. 

SHRI PODDAR: We suggested 
withdrawal of ceiling, 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Do you know, 
we are losing Rs. 2t crores to the 
exchequer in that way? 

DR. GHOSH: We would suggest 
that this bcility should also be 
extended to Indian technologists who 
are at present staying abroad. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: That is a very 
good suggestion. Have· you looked 
to the definition in the Bill itself? 

SHRI CHATTERJEE: No. Sir, Our 
second point is the concession which 
has been granted to· the flats or to 
the buildings which begun and 
completed before 1969. 

·MR. CHAIRMAN: That has been 
noted. 

SHRI CHATTERJEE: Next we 
come to amortisation clause. We 
welcome jParticularly' the amortisa
tion of these preliminary and other 
expenses fol.' the development and 
formation of the company, but the 
limit of 2t per cent is too low. That is 
why it has been suggested .by the 
Chamber that the above limit 
is very inadequate considering the faot 
that the expenses on the capital issues 
are sometimes more than 5 per cent. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: You are in 
favour of 5 per cent. 



SHRI CHATTERJEE: Yes in order 
to make it- more rational ~d parti
cularly factual, it - should be made 
near about 5 per cent, so that it may 
he a real benefit. 

SHRI SHINKRE: Have you made 
:any study about certain companies in 
this regard? 

DR. GHOSH: In a project of Rs. 1 
<:rore the expenses go up to Rs. 20 
lakhs. 

SHRI SIDNKRE: Have You made 
:any study of a specific company? Can 
you give us some facts and figures? 

; SHRI B. S. SHARMA: You may 
;g1ve us the figures later after making 
-the study. 

SHRI CHATTERJEE: We shall 
:submit the figures. We will establish 
it from the balance-sheets of the 
public limited companies. 

SHRI B. S. SHARMA: Please make 
the study at randm. 

SHRI CHATTERJEE: All right, 
:Sir, we will not pick and chovse. We 
will make the study at randm. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: I think, so far 
:as your memorandum goes, you have 
arrived at a rough cal9ulation of 
.5 per cent. 

SHRI CHATTERJEE: We welcome 
your amortisation for shifting of 
Industries from one place to another. 

·This is a very welcome move. 

Now, there is one thing, namely, 
:prior intimation to the income-tax 
officer that one industry is shifting 
-to another place. Now, in case of a 
big industry, well-established ind•s
try which is shifting within West 
:Bengal or outside, this i3 well known 
to the government department. At 
that time the industry is no~ much 
disturbed about the intimation to the 
income-tax officers but they are mo•·e 
.,oncerned as how to do the shifting. 
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So, if somehow they miss to inform 
the income tax officer then the 
industry ceases to get ali the benefits. 
Perhaps that is not the intention of 
your amendment. 

. MR. _cHAmMAN: When you are 
mformmg 12 different places you can 
as well make another copy by 
cyclostyle and send it to the income
tax officer for information. 

DR. B. N. GHOSH: Then there is 
another thing. Sale of an under
taking. Why should the undertaking 
be sold only to government and not 
to private or outside ·bodies. 

SHRI CHATTERJEE: I come now 
t~ another important matter, namely, 
levy of interest for delay in filing 
of returns. There is levy of fine to 
recognised firms on the basis of a 
national idea. If I have avoided 
som-e amount of tax i may be penalise~ 
on a rational basis and not on a nation
al basis. But why on unregistered 
firm basis in the case of registered 
firm. Then there is the time-limit. 

SHRI B. S. SHARMA: There are 
two categories. One is recognised 
and the other non-recognised. Your 
point is that the partners of a recng
nised fiJ:"]ll may be penalised and not 
the firms itself. 

SHRI CHATTERJEE: If you tax 
me you tax me as a registered firm 
because I am paying tax. You 
cannot treat me as an unregistered 
firm so that you might get more taxes 
from me. 

Then about cluase 30-sec. 139, levy 
Of interest in respect of submission of 
loss return for the purpose of carry 
forward. This section provides for 
submission of return of loss within 
~he time allotted under sub-sec. 
139{1). The I.T.O. has been given 
~e right to give time in suitable cases 
and the only condition is that it should 
be done within the allowed time . ., 



SHRI CHATTERJEE: While wel
coming the amendment in respect of 
submission of loss return for the pur
pose of carry forward a departmental 
circular may be issued by the Central 
Board of Direct Taxes to allow the 
benefit the a&;essed losses to be carried 
forward if the returns showing losses 
are filed within the time under sub
section (1) of section 139. Section 
139(3) provides for submission of 
return of loss within the time allowed 
under sub-section 139(1). As the 
I.T.O. is empowered to allow time in 
suitable cases, only point stressed up 
on its return of loss is required to be 
filed within the time allowed under 
section 139(1)). It is an absurd pro
position to hold that time allowed 
under section 139(1) by the I.T.O. who 
is the prudent authority, does not con
fer right on the asse&;ee to get the 
benefit of loss to be carried forward 
under section 139(4) even though it 
is provided therein that "time allowed" 
under sub..:;e~tion (1) of section 139. 
So it should be in the form of an 
amendment to give benefit to the 
assessee in the interim period. 

SHRI CHAIRMAN: All right . we 
shall consider that point. 

SHRI CHATTERJEE: Then I come 
to the Clause 31 regarding self-assess
ment payment. I will suggest that 
Rs. 500 should be retained for tha 
benefit of small assessees. I will 
further suggest that for relief of 
llsse&;ees, the I.T.O. should be autho
rised to allow instalment payment of 
the tax payable because as you know 
income-tax is payable on accrual 
basis and not on cash basis. The 
money might not have -been received 
but still the money is accrued. 

SHRI GHOSH: In this connection I 
may give an instance of a case in which 
I was personally involved. I used to 
get commi5'3ion from a concern whose 
year ending was in the month of 
March but the balance sheet used to 
come out in August. So unless the 
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balance sheet was available after th~ 
general meeting I did not get th~ 
actual commission. But the lncom~ 
Tax Officer said that I was legally 
entitled to that amount I would 
have to pay the tax. So I · lost 
the case. Besides it will be very much 
hardship to the small assessees if the 
amount is made Rs. 100. 

SHRI SETHI (Minister) : But if the 
accrued income goes to unaccounted 
for. 

SHRI CHATTERJEE: There are fiv~ 
sections to take. steps for that. 

-
MR. CHAIRMAN: If. the incom~ 

accrues and the assessee never with
draws it, what would be the position 
then? 

SHRI CHATTERJEE: That is a 
different matter. But what we want is 
that power should be given to the 
Income Tax Officer>a to grant instal
ments. Then I come to Clause 43 
regarding recognition of firms. It 
relates to new Sections 186 (A) and 
(B). In our note we have elaborately 
dealt with this. 

SHRI BENI SHANKER SHARMA: 
It is a very good suggestion. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Your point is th'at 
there must be offices in the villages: 
also. 

SHRI CHATTERJEE: Yes, Sir. Then. 
we come to the question of fees viz. 
Rs. 10 and Rs. 250. I think yotl' 
will kindly consider our proposal. 

SHRI KANWARLAL GUPTA: We 
agree to this point also . Now I gOo 
to the next question. What are your' 
views about physical punishment? 

SHRI PODDAR: There is section 
144 for summary assessment. Ther~ 
are ·also provisions for non-submis
sion of return in time viz. 271 (1) (A) 
and for non-production of papers anci 
other things viz. Section 271(1) (B). 
So there are three provisions by which 
financial panalties can be imposed. 



There are lots of privisions and some 
application is being made of those 
provisions. I think in some cases the 
punishment is so. he.avy that it is more 
than a rigorous imprisonment. There . 

· are provisions for defaults 'and other 
things and for alleged evasions of tax." 
Of course, rigorous imprisonment pro
vision i•3 not there, but if all these . 
punishments are compiled together, 
the punishment becomes so heavy that 
it is more than a rigorous imprison-
ment. · 

';['hank you very much, 
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DR. GHOSH: Assessees are not con
versant always with the ever chang
ing tax laws. We cannot follow it 
unless we take the help of a Chartered 
Accountant.· Sir, I am grateful to you 
and your members of the Committee 
for· giving us a patient hearing. I 
hope you will accede to some of our 

. requests at least, if not all. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: I think you all 

for giving us your valuable sugges

tions. 
(The Committee then adjourned). 
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(Shri H. R. Varma, Technical Ad
viser, Indian Electrical Manufucturers' 
Aisociation, Bombay was then called 
in and he took his seat). 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Mr. Varma, we 
welcome you. Since you are all alone, 
there is no need of introducing any
body else. Now, before we proceed, 
according to our Rules of Procedure, 
I must read out the relevant rule so 
far as. your evidence is concerned. It 
say>s: 

"The witness may kindly . note 
that the evidence he gives would be 
treated as public and is liable to be 
published, unless he specifically 
desires that all or any part of the 
evidence tendered by him is to be 
treated as confidential. Even though 
he may desire his evidence to be 
treated as confidential, such evi
dence is liable to be made available 
to· the Members of Parliament." 

We have received your Memoran
dum. If you want to say anything 
more you can do. so and you can 
elucidate the points that you have 
Jtlentioned. 

SHRI H. R. VARMA: The only 
thing that I would like to impress 
upon this Committee is this. While 
Rules, Regulations and Tax-Laws may 
be made by the Government from 
time to time with the best interests 
of the country in view, it should not 
be applicable with retrospective effect. 
That is bound to shake the confidence 
Of the public as we are today politi-

cally and socially absolutely in a tur-
moil. Even people have not got much· 
faith left in them because things a ·e · 
changing so fast. I war.t to say that 
there should be something to continue 
the best for stability in all aspects of · 
life. Thing>.; should not merely be· 
correct, but they should appear to be 
correct and if any change is made, it 
should not at all affect or shake the
people's faith and confidence. This is· 
my view which I would like to place 
·before your Committee. 

.MR. CHAIRMAN: At one nlace 7' t 
have said like this. You may kindly 
refer to your Memorandum. You have· 
said like this: 

....... Since then the Income-tax 
Department had been accepting this 
view to represent the law correctly 
and no attempt was made to upset 
the position established by thE> 
highest Court of the land. Thousands 
of people took it to be the correct 
legal position and acted on that 
assumption." 

SHRI H. R. VARMA: That is right. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: That is the very 
point. After the Supreme Court deci
sion, as you have said very correctly~ 
thousands of people have now gone 
into H. U.F. and put their income in 
H.U.F. 

SHRI H. R. VARMA: That is 
right. 



MR. CHAIRMAN: Then you have 
--said: 

"I was advised by highly qualified 
and competent legal experts that if 
any asset>.; were put into the com
mon pool of the HUF, the income 
arising to the HUF, is not clubbed 
in the hand of transferor and there
by suffers tax at lower rates. Led 
by this advice I have been trans
ferring my saving to the HUF since 
1965 so that the members of my 
family could benefit and have the 
feeling of security." 

SHRI H. R. VARMA: That is right. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: As you have 
·done it on the advice of legal experts, 
thousand others have done it. 

SHRI H. R. VARMA: Yest, they 
must have done it. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Therefore, the 
·question which arises is this. That is 
what the Committee would like to 
know from you. They have taken 
recourse to this kind of method. How 
can the Government, the State Ex

.chequer get their dues? 

r8o 

SHRI H. R. VARMA: What I said 
is that all the loopholes can now be 
plugged. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: You want to tell 
us that this is to be accepted, but that 
·you don't want to make it retrospec- · 
-tive. 

SHRI H. R. VARMA: That is right. 
Jf it is something which is in the 
interest of the country, then, every
body will have to ~;~ccept it. It cannot 

·be given retrospective effect. That 
·would be detrimental to the imagina
dion and faith of the people. 

·sHRI N. K. SANGHI: I want a 
oclqrifi"ation. You made two discri
minations. You said, after 1965, if it 
is done. it would be discriminatory but 

-that if it is done after 1969, it would 

not be discriminatory. How would you 
real.ly explain it? How can that be 
discriminatory if it. is done? · What 
have to say about it? If it is discri
minatory there in that case, don't ;you 
think it would be discriminatory here 
also when after 1969 it would be 
adopted? 

SHRI H. R. VARMA: Once it is 
declared that we are going to have a 
change in law, everybody is warned 
about it. If you say certain facility 
cannot be given, that is an end of the 
matter. But after giving that inti
mation, it should not be made appli
cable for the earlier period when the 
previou•3 law held good, till it is 
changed. So, I would say, if such and 
such a thing has been announced, it 
is at my own risk whether I take it 
or do not take it. 

SHRI N. K. SANGHI: People who 
take advantage of the supreme court 
decision have been very circumvent
ing. This is really an important as
pect why it is to be given effect from 
1965. There will be discrimination if 
it is not given effect from 1965. Is it 
not? They will say, 'You have barred 
us'. 

SHRI H. R. VARMA: I might have 
paid certain taxes which I am not 
supposed to do, for w;mt of knowledge 
Of tax laws. I will tell you one ins
tance: I had lost my salary for a few 
days because I did not claim it within 
three years' period. All these things 
are a little bit off the mark. What I 
·w·ant to say is this: Q;1c2 a thing has 
been declared a" lcgal it has to take 
its effect, till it is modified. I never 
knew of HUF when I was in Delhi as 
Deputy Chief Engineer, Central 
Water and Power Commission, till I 
carne to Bombay in 1965. At that time 
taxes would be deducted from my 
salary. After coming to Bombay I 
came to know about the provision in 
the HUF where there is provision in 
tax-laws and this could be done. 

MR. CHAIRMAN It is quite true 
that in Bombay there are good expert 
legal advisers. 
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SHRI H. R. VARMA: It is for 
Hindus only. Why such a thing should 
not be for other people? This is a 
privllege given only to Hindus, and 
not to others. 
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SHRI H. R. VARMA: They will 
have to suffer ultimately. This will 
be very hard on them. 

SHRI S. R. DAMAN!: Shall I 
assume that in this Act, for other 
amendments you have nothing to say? 
There are m'any amendments. Do you 
want to express your views on this 
amendment only? 



SHRI H. R. VARMA:~I-have-come 
before the Committee ·- only for this 
particular -point. 

SHRI S. R. DAMANI: Do you 
think that the validity of this Act can 
be challenged? 

SHRI H. R. VARMA: I think it can 
be challenged. If it is made appli
cable with retrospective effect, cases 
will have to go to courts. To my mind, 

. this is a very wrong action. 
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SHRI S. R. DAMAN!: Do you think 
that there will be some misuse of 
this? 

SHRI H. R. VARMA: I don't thilik, 
Misuse is there in so many other 
things. HUF is a clear thing. I don't 
think in HUF there has been much of 
misuse. 

SHRI BEN! SHANKER SHARMA: 
Your memoran.dum is very simple. It 
concerns only one point. There are 
two aspects so far as changes in law 
are concerned. One is the principle 
and the other about applicability
whether it should have a retrospective 
or prospective effect-with which you 
are so much concerned. You seem to 
be in agreement so far as the principle 
is concerned. I want you to rise a 
little above, self and take a detatched 
view and tell me whether, in principle, 
you agree that there should not be 
interference with this age old institu
tion of joint family and that every
body should be free to put something 
in the undivided family for its rainy 
days. Do you subscribe to this view 
that this institution should continue. 
In other words I would like to say 
that as it is based on sound socialist 
principles all the members of the 
family get security and guarantee Io~ 
their futw·e there should not be any 
·interference by law with this throw
ing of individual earned money into 
family hotch-potch. · 

SHRI H. R. VARMA: I object your 
remarks that this is selfish view. It is 
not. It has been a very considered 
view.- Then, the second point is 
fundamental again whether the HUF 
as an institution should remain or 
not. A:3 I said earlier it is a privilege 
to the Hindus only and as such takir.g 
an overall aspect of the law it can be 
done away with. All that I have to 
say is that till the ·raw permits every
body has the right to exercise that 
right and HUF provision. I think it 
is forroight to make some provi<ion 
for the children when there is 
opportunity. 

SHRI BEN! SHANKER SHARMA: 
Perh•aps, you know that the Finance 
Minister at the time of 1968 Budget 
had s•..,ted that he would see that so 
far as this retrospective application of 
the raw is concerned it would not be 
taken recour:;e to. And you are pro
tected by it.· Now, you say that this 
is an institution peculiar to Hindus 
and only Hindus are being benefited, it 
may be done away with. 

SHRI H. R. VARMA: Whatever has 
been established I am not going t <> 
challenge. If HUF has been created for 
centuries that i3 a fundamental 
question altogether. But having HUF 
laws over there what should the 
enactment of it or what should the 
changes brought about and from what 
date-people should be told in advance 
that this will be applicable from on
ward otherwise I feel it will amount 
to snatching away. 
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The case o_f HUF is not applicable 
to everyone of them. There is only a 
~ction of society who can 
take . advantage of it. The others 
cannot take any help. The HUF is 
cre_atesi only when You have surplus 
money. When you have surplus 

"inoney you put the money into HUF. 
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'Ill~:. 31T _m'f ;;t<r ~;r ;r;;r 
"("~ . ~ m't'!iT qm;;r t$1' f'!i ~ ~ 
fll ti;;r f'l'l'~T 'li"( ~ ~ I . 

You have to declare. Whether ;t lS 

correct or incorrect i> a different 
matter. That is a matter of law. 
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by businessmen would hardly be 
10 per cent of what it should be. 
There sh'Ould be a law to check loop
holes and leakages. But the law 
should not have retrospective effect. 
There are more importa'lt matters 
where more revenue can be earned if 
those loopholes are plugged. It is for 
the Government and the legal 
Department. 
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"!.'I' ~mr qg<r ~ I 'flfT m<r 'f'l'!I~RaT 'liT 
~..rrnitfuit~~ ~fror ~m<r 
~ «'~>';t ~? o;rll'f;;q_"f aT mnr~ if iior 
~ ~ f'!i' i ~ ~ "!. <r ~F« 'liT t<=r'l' 
f'f.lfT OI"Tlf I 

This is not my sphere. I am nut a 
legal man. This is not in my hand. 

~Nfu~q~i: 
Thank you very much, Mr. Varma. 

We have listened to you. 

(The Witness then withdrew). 

II. The Hindustan Chamber· of Com
merce Bombay, 

Spokesman: 

1. Shri Nandlal Kerjriwal-
Hony. Secy. 

2. Shri Ramesh Chandra Rastogi
Hony. Secy. 

3. Shri Pannalal sanganeria
Adviser. 

4. Shri J. N. Gupta
Secretary, 

(The witnesses were called in and thew 
took their seats). · 

MR. CHAIRMAN: We welcome you. 
Your evidence shall be treated as 
public and is liable to be published, 
unle».; you specifically desire that all 
or any part of your evidence be treatc 
ed as confidential. However, even if 
you desire your evidence to be 
treated as confidential, such evidence 
shall be liable to be made available 
t'O Members of Parliament. 

We have seen your Memorandum. 
If you have 'anything to add you can 
do so. 

SHRI KEJRIW AL: These are all 
the points. 

SHRI BEN! SHANKER SHARMA: 
Will you please tell us what is the 
membership of your Chamber: and 
what type of businessmen or indus
tria lists are you. 

SHRI KEJRIW AL: Our member
ship at the m'Oment is 750. It con
sists only of firm members, not indi-
vidual members; · 



SHRI BENI SHANKER SHARMA: 
Does it ·include limited companies 
or simple firms? 

SHRI KEJRIW AL: There are 
. ~ited ; compa,~ies :as well as ,pro
prietary and registered . firms. The 
activities .. of the .Chamber are maijt!y 
trading. Mostly we are traders. .It 
comprjses. 'Of all . sorts . of traders, 
mainlY. ?oth and yarn. .. 

SHRI BF;N~ SHAN~R SHARM..~: 
You know. the main object of this Bill 
is to simplify and rationalise the 
income-tax laws 'which·. have ·'become 

•-very complicated for the laymen · as 
well as for . experts. · Do -you ·.think 
that this Bill achieves that object? Or, 

.. you think that some fllliher things are 
·,to be · adde~. gr · ~~~b~tr~cted fo~ . , the 
rationalisation of ,tlie pro.visions of this 
!',OmPliCIIted enactl)lent? ... , , 
•i I ; 

1 
. . • I· • 'f I 

.. SHRI .KEJRIWAL: There are so 
':inany. other things which can be done 
to simplify matters. But we have 
applied our minds only to the clauses 

· whicb·were sent to us.f<>r·amendment, 
and -not in addition•.to that. ·. 

' 1:. -. 
. SHRI BENI SHANJ$:ER SHARMA: 

Would you give us your ·.;ubmissiuns 
on those .points later if we ask you? 

SHRI KEJRlWAii: Yes; later on 
we can submit this, no doubt, but not 
now. 

SHRLBENI SHANKER SHARMA: 
.There are. certain provisio11-• in this 
. Bilf 'which have been given · retros
. pectiv.e cll'ect .. Some are for the bene
fit of the assessees while some are 
against the assessees, Are you tota!Ty 

. against this principle .of application 
·with retrospective cll'ect? 

SHRI KEJRIWAL: In our Chamber, 
so far as majority opinion gues, we 
are totally against retrospective effect. 
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SHRI BENI SHANKER SHARMA: 
It is stated that the Income-Tax Act 
is being changed so often or so many 
provisions f!re being added every 

year-sometimes 'Once, 1-wice or 
thrice in a year, and it becomes very 
much complicated, and in fact c;ur 
Finance · Minister earlier had ·also 
stated that there should not be so 
many frequent changes. Even the 
Acting Chief Justice of India had ulso 
stated that. · Do you think that we 
should have· a holiday from further 
amendments for at least five years or 
such period, so that there are <>O 
frequent changes in Jaw and people 

· can understand and plan their future 
· bu~iness according ·to the existing 
Jaw? ·. · 

SHRI KEJRIW AL: My personal 
··'opinion·'is that ·the' Bill -should · be 
·· made definitely for a longer period, 

and not· for a shorter period. Especial
. ly, changes twice or thrice in a year 
definitely· make matters worse and we 

· have to seek advice from· :~dvisers 
·more often than is- necessary. There
. fore, I woold definitely say that 
'things which. ·are only·· to be simpli
fied or which are ·only explanatory 
in nature could be 'definitely , taken 
during the- year because .. difficuftics 
are to be removed; but changes which 
are basic changes should not be 
made during the ·year. 

SHRI K. L. GUPTA: You. have 
objected to the· retrospective applica
tion about the: HUF .provision. But 
in ·reply to Mr. Sharma's question 
you said that · you are principally 
against it.. lin your . .memorandum you 
have not mentioned that you not only 
object to its. -retrospective, applielltion 
but oppose it in principle . 

SHRI KEJRIW AL: At page 1 we 
have stated that · the very. basic 
principle of HUF as stated herein is 
not correct. The family assets re
main undivided right upto the last 
period. The very concept in the 
Hindu Family tJf .a division before it 
actually. takes ·place cannot be . con
sidered very fair. 

SHRLK.L. GUPTA:· You will agree 
with me that on account of Supreme 
Court ;judgment in 1964-65 people 



took advantage of it and formed many 
HUF families but later on disrupted 
tbe same. What steps should the 
Government take to stop this leakage 
or loophole? 

SHRI SANGANERIA: The Gov
ernment has been fighting since 1964 
but losing all the cases in High 
Courts as well as Supreme Court. 
That is why they want to patch up 
by legislation but this is not proper 
because the presumption goes under 
the Hindu Law t}Jat every Hindu 
family is undivided. '!'hat funda
mental presumpti'On we cannot forget. 

SHRI K. L. GUPTA: Suppose the 
fundamental principle of HUF re
mains and the Government agrees 
with you what you say but the dif!i
culty of the Government is .that on 
account of this principle Government 
has to Jose revenue and this has 
become a source of great nuisance to 
the Government. So that this revenue 
may not be lost to the Government and 
at the same time Government may 
agree with you in principle also wh'at 
steps should the Government take? 

SHRI KEJRIWAL: It is something 
like an individual getting into the 
'majority' after 18 years when he 
becomf!l; a tax assessee. We know that 
so many people get the 'majority' and 
Government t'Bx which was being 
paid by his father formerly will be 
reduced by division. It ls something 
like telling that it is revenue decreas
ed but not illegitimately. That . is 
legal evidence and proper avoidance. 
If somebody has not taken opportunity 
of HUF formerly why should he be 
debarred now? 

SHRI K. L; GUPTA: What is 
happening is people are throwing 
their self-acquired property into HUF. 
So far as that it is all rig,ht. But 
later on they disrupt that HUF which 
was formed only two months before 
and it is again divided. Can yUu 
suggest some remedy :for it? . There 
was suggestion from some hon'ble 
Member that the right of forming 
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HUF should be allowed by Govern
ment but further disruption of HUF 
should n'Ot be allowed so· far as taxes 

·are concerned. 

SHRI DAMAN!: My friend Mr. 
Gupta has said that the main purpose 
of the Government to bring in this 
amendment is to ·stop the misuse by 
putting the capital in the joit1t family. 
First thing l would like to know is 
whether you feel there is such kind of 
misuse of this cl'ause or it is not so?. 

SHRI KEJRIW AL :. 1 feel it is ~ot 
so. The assessees are not misusing it. 
They are only using it. 

SHRI DAMAN!: By making it 
retrospective do you feel doubt about 
the leg'S! validity of this measure? 
Certain trusts are created. If those 
things are challenged,, in that case, 
have you doubt about the legal vali
dity of the action of the Government? 

SHRI PANNALAL SANGANERIA: 
There is every possibility. It may be 
possible that it is challenged in the 
court. This matter will be liable to 
be challenged. 

SHRI S. R. DAMAN!: ;You say 
legal complications will arise on ac
count of this clause? 

SHRI PANNALAL SANGANERIA: 
~aturally, Sir. It will be complication, 
Instead of simplification, 

SHRI S. R. DAMA..."iil : In that, 
Government is taking away funda
mental right of the parent or elder 
son to give their capital to children. 

SHRI PANNALAL SANGANERIA: 
Certainly. · 

MR. CHAIRMAN: You know, 
Parliament can pass legislation giving 
retrospective effect. 



SHRI BENI SHANKER SHARMA : 
Government's anxiety and our Com
mittee's anxiety is this. There is 

· :some evasion of taxes and this has got 
to be checked. Y01,1 eay, there is no 
evasion and there is some increase in 
tax collections. That is quite diffe
rent. However, if the professional 
man gets all his income from profes
sion, it is his personal income and in-

. dividual income. , To help the Mem
bers· of his family he puts some capital 
in the H.U .F. and with that capital 
some business is carried on. He as a 
professional man,. . as Chartered 
Accountant or as a Lawyer, cannot 
do it. The . Department should 
welcome such creation of more 
<lSsessees and by this there won't be 
decrease of tax but there will be some 
increase of tax realisation. Is that 
:your point ? 

SHRI NANDLAL KEJRIWAL: 
Any income increases revenue. There 
is no doubt about it. If the increase 
is by investing that amount in some
thing else, he has to pay more 
·revenue, more taxes. 

S~I BEN! SHANKER SHARMA: 
I will tell you one example. My 
friend has Rs. 5 lakhs. · He transfers 
Rs. 1 lakh to the H.U.F. If all this 
money had remained with the indivi
dual, that would have attracted the 
Wealth Tax. Interest would have 
been added to his income. If this 
portion of his money earns interest 
separately and assessed separately it 
is avoidance of tax though legal We 
have to plug this loophole. Most of 
the men who have created such 
H.U.F.'s carry on other business. 
What is your experience ? 

SHRI NANDLAL KEJRIWAL: The 
main fhing is not avoidance of capital 
interest or more revenue. It is on 
account of the family affections that 
the H.ti:F. is being created. It is one 
of the reasons. Why happens ? If 
we just look at the practical aspect, 
we will see, by just givlng more 
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money to the H.U.F., they also create 
partnerships. It is not an easy type 
of demarcation between the two. It 
is more family affections 

SHRI BEN! SHANKER SHARMA: 
Now there is another principal involv
ed in· this clause. One is retrospective 
application and another is prospective 
application. You are against retros
pective application. Suppose we 
agree. · Are you in favour ? If 'we 
make it prospectively applicable. Are 
you in favour of that ? What is your 
opinion? 

SHRI NANDLAL KEJRIW AL: 
H.U.F. should be on equal footing 
with the individual assessments and 
there should be no discr1mination bet
ween· the two. Prospective· and re
trospective, both goes. 

• SHRI BEN! SHANKER SHARMA: 
.You don't want any interference with 
your personal laws? 

SHRI NANDLAL KEJRIW AL: Yes. 

MR. CHAIRMAN : Before hearinl: 
·. you. we heard another witness slso. 
If I just tell you what he told us, you 
would appreciate it. He was a salari
ed officer of the Government of India. 
He did not know that he belonged to 
any H.U.F. He did not know till 1965 
what H.U.F. means and what Hindu 
Law is. Only after retirement, after 
60 years, when he came to Bombay 
after retirement, that he went on ask
ing friends, who is there in this great 
city, to advise me how to gPt a little 
Jess burden of tax and he heard some 
legal experts in this city, He could 
not get such advice in Delhi. Some
where in Bombay, some legal experts 
advised him and said : Look, here is 
a good chance for you; why do you 
bother about tliese things? Supreme 
Court has given this facility to you. 
There is one way out. There is this 
H.U.F. This H.'!r.F. is something 
which can help you to get rome less 
amount of the tax burden. You can 
do it. He said, not only I alone, 6ut 



many others also, who Y.·ere not con
scious of the H.U.F. and Hindu 
Law. After this they became con
scious of the H.U.F. and they have 

. gone in.for the H.U.F. This is a. pro
blem which has been mentioned· by 
the Bhoothalingam Committee. There 
were various wifnesses who have ap
peared before the Investigating Com
missions and Committees. Let us not 
say that people have not tried to take 
advantage of this thjng; let us not say 
that there are persons who did not 
take advantage of the Supreme Court 
decision to avoid tax. 

SHRI NANDLAL KEJRIWAL: 
Certainly it is an interesting example 
which you gave. I would , still hold 
that .. it is a 'bonafide avoidance. I 
know of certain cases. They can be 
concretely proved ·as well. The 
number of firms in Bombay which 
were assessed as ~oint ·Hindu family 

· Members ·or · individual firms. were 
about 10,000 or 2o;ooo and so they 
were never worried. 

MR. CHAIRMAN : There is no 
doubt that it was an avoidancJ ·which 
!was according to law. But as inter
preted· by the Supreme Co•Jrt, some
times the man is not interest.ed . in 
being very careful for the simple 
reason that his earnings are, say, only 
Rs. 5000: the tax payable is very 
small. But no sooner he gets, say, 
Rs. 20,000 then he is in search of 
advice ·as to ·how to pay les;er tax; 
or he wants to make an H.U.F. so that 
he provides his family as well as he 
pays whatever Is just to be paid. 

Do you mean to say that what he 
was paying before was not a )'ust 
demand? 

SHRI KEJRIWAL: No. It was his 
right to provide for his family as well 
as pay lesser tax. 

MR. CHAIRMAN : ·If it is your 
right, the· Government has also its 
right. Let us find a via media. 
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. AN'HC>N. ·MmBER: ·What is your 
objection if the Government wants to 
raise "the rate of tax for joint family. 
You· cannot go into the'legal compli
cations and the legal· niceties of the 
.Hindu_Iaw. " · 

'· SHRI SANGANERIA: It will affect 
· everybody, not 'only the joint family. 

''SHRI KEJRIWAL: I would still 
'hold lhe same view. I feel the indi
. vidual and H.U.F. are entirely sepa
'Tllte entities and · the Constitution 
gives that right. .., 

·•So far ·as •the increase of lax goes, 
'I"wuuld :tequest that it should be 
made general. "That ds a · ·measure 

"which the Finance :Minister decides. 
That is up ·to the ··bon. Members. to 
look tp look after. 
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SHRI SAN<1ANERIA : It is a curb
_ing of the sentiments of the Hindus. 

SHRI BISWANATH ROY: For the 
. sa"ke of maintenance or well being of 
the family members· you think the 

joint family is the proper organisation 
. and it is the family which looks after 
;the members of the family wllile the 
society and the Government is -respon
sible for maintenance of all subjects 
.of India. Don't you think increase of 
income tax on the joint family will 

.enable the Government to look after 
those citizens of India who are in 
joint family or separately that will be 
more beneficial for the nation ? 

SHRI KEJRIWAL :· I am not 
·.against the increase of taxes. It is for 
the common good that taxes may in
.crease and properly distributed. The 
whole point is whether the diffe

·rentiation between an individual and 
joint family from the point of raising 

-1axes is justified or not. 
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That may be eliminated. If there is 
any change in the constitution then 
the same firm is required; if there is 
no change in the firm that shoulJ be 
eliminated. 

. SHRI DAMAN! : I also feel the 
registration creates hardship as in 
some places there are no facilities and 
no registrar.· Supposing the applica
tion for registration . is rescognised 
then will it serve the purpose. Have 
you objection to the entire clause or 
to the delay part of it? 

SHRI KEJRIWAL: We do not have 
~bjection in principle but only on 
account of delay. Secondly. i: wculd 
be bett~r if we make it more wid~! as 
.,ither it may be registration with the 
Registrar or with the ITO to make it 
more convenient to the public. <:cr
t~in simp!ication can be made. 

SHRI BEN! SHANKER SHARMA: 
You are in favour of keeping the satus 
quo. But don't you think this new 
provision is certainly an improvement 
on the old provisions in as much as 
this gives you the right of regostration 
or recognition simply if you get your 
firm registered with the Reltislrar of 
firms. Formerly the ITO used to 
enquire into so many things. Now 
what you are required to do is to get 
the firm registered and that gives you 
the right to get you automatically re
gistered with the I.T.O. It is a great 
improvement on the old system but 
the only difficull'y is this registration 
is to be done in the office of the Re
gistrar of Firms. According to the 
provisions of this Bill all the firms 
now recognised shall have to be re
gistered with the Registrar of Firms 
afresh. . I 

Are you in favour of this - al
ternative that those firms which nr'. 
already registered with the ITO 
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should be treated as registred without;; 
any further application to the Regis
trar offices. That i3 Number One. So 
far as the future registration of the 
new firm is concerned, they should get 
themselves registered with the Regis
trar as my friend has already pointed 
out. What would you like? Would 
you like that the Registrar of Firms 
should be replaced by some authority 
~~~ the Income-Tax Department itself 
(as Income-Tax Officer or Assistant 
Commissioner) who wil! perform the 
duty of the Registrar as it i3 perform
ed now? What is Your view? Wbat 
would you suggest? · Should this 
duty of registration is left to the. Re
gistrar of Firms or to some authority 
in the Income-tax Department who 
will do this job? 

-SHRI PANNALAL SANGANERIA: 
Registration should be done with the 
Income-tax Department only. The 
registration of firms_ with the Registrar 
will have to be done away with. 

SHRI BENI SHANKER SHARMA: 
You say, as it is done with the Regis-
trar Of Firms. r<> 

~ SHRI PANNALAL SANGANERlA: 
That is, those firms should not be 
further recognised. That is all. They 
should be deemed to be recognised 
already for this purpose. 

SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: I would 
like to stress certain basic ideas. Now 
the basic idea behind the contempla
ted change is not merely to simplify 
the procedure of registration, but 
also . to obviate and to elilninate the 
difficulties involved in establishing 
the genuineness of the partnership 
firm. Look at the position in this 
regard. I would too clarify my posi
tion. The existing position is this. 
If there is genuineness of the part
nership firm, we want to obviate the 
difficulties and we want to simplify 
the procedures. The Central Board 
of Direct Taxes has told us that 
under Revenue Law the Registration 



-with the Regi~trar · of Firms would 
prima facie constitute a ground for 
·registration straightway. It will be 
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· almost the Income-tax Officer to 
prove that the firm is not genuine. 
It will come up before the Income
·tax Officer. He has to prove that 
registration with the Registrar · is 
purely a ·pretence it is simulated and 
it b not genuine. It is the .basic as
pact of the matter. What· we want 
to do is this. We want to simplify 
these thirigs but at the same time, we 
do nqt want •to over-simplify to · a 
point that merely by complying with 
certain formalities etc. you ·get regis
tration even if 'YOU are not a genuine 
partnership firm. 'rhat right of . In
come-tax Officers to determine the 
genuinen~s etc., we ·want 'to retain. 
That is, while working on the exis

' ting law, -we wan~ to obviate future 
litigation about establishing partner
ship and .we want to simplify the 
procedure. ,Therefore, would. Y,OU 
still want to maintain the status quo? 
What is your view in this regard? 

SHRI NANDLAL KEJRIWAL: 
The properity of saving the 
firms are duly constituted or not re
cognised properly, that right is . with 

. the I. T.O. at all stages, even in the 
first year, second year and in . the 
subsequent years, in the present law. 
That right of the · I.T.O. is well
established. We are not challenging 
that. I agree with you there-that 
we should ·not make the thing so 
simple that he has no right to deter
mine the genuineness or non-genuin
eness of the firm. I ·!Would still say 
that the right of everybody, whether 
it is the I.T.O. or the .assessee has 
got to be carefully looked into. If 
a party who ha~ got a partnership 
proves this question with the . banks 
or with the registrar of firms, If he can 
prove that it is a genuine partner
ship firm, that should be proof 
enough, and good enough also to hold 
that the partnership is there. That is 
what is exactly being done at 1 the 
moment. I feel that the status quo 
should be maintained. 

.SHRI N. K. P. SALVE:· Actually, 
we. want to obviate the litigation. 
Any amount of litigation is taking 

pla_ce. You are aware of the amount 
of litigation going on. How to obviate 
these litigations? tIs there a • possibi
lity of laying ·down a little more of 
•Objective teot-as a result . of which, 
a firm can be taken to :have prima 
facie established the genuineness? 
Is that possible, or is that not pos-
sible? What is your 'view? · 

' ' . 

SHiu 'NANDLAL 'KEJRIWAL: It 
can'be left to· 'the I.T.O. at the time c.f 

· th~ assessment-that· is· being done at 
. the moment. . ... 

SHRI N. K; P. SALvE: We want 
to minimise the discretion of the 

. LT.O. We want to. ~urtail that thing. 
He· cannot· have .. an untramelled 
authority.' to go ~ri infinitely chal
lenging the genuineness of the part
nership firm. ~e must have some 
criteria ·.which he has to .accept. He 
must .. be on firm ground if. he has to 
go again~t it. . · · 

SHRI NANDLAL KEJRIW AL: 
That .i~ what we want. Any··sugges

, tien that hon. Members may· • -make 
may be. such .as, would make · the 
system foolproof. 'In . respect · of 
cases where certain -firms ·have com
plied with ·all the requirements the 
ITO may ·.not .proceed witiL the non
recognition of the fir=. . ' 

·MR. · CHAIRMAN: What he says is 
this: Under the present existing con

·-ditions, the I.T.O.._ has to be satisfied 
with · genuinene~ of the firm-he is 
.being ·given discretion also. We are 
improving upon it-once it is regis
tered, prima facie, the I.T.O. has to 
recognize it. It is a great improve
ment. Why then do you object? · 

SHRI PANNALAL SANGANERIA 
How litigation is to be avoided? 
Litiga:tion can be avoided by avoiding 
registration with the Registrar. They 
will like to get the firms registered 
within 6 months. If it is registered 
in the 7th month, there will be liti- · 

' gation. 



SHRI N. K. P: S:ALVE: ·Are· you 
against this procedure ot registration? . 
They say, it should be registration 
with Income-tax Department 

SHRI PANNALAL SANGANERIA: 
It will not simplify the work. 

SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: What the 
difficultie> are with • the present re
gistration is a different matter. It 
is all a question of minimising the 
litigation. The procedure might 
present difficulties. Under the proce
dure, as it is prescribed, if the diffi
culties are eliminated, will it, or will 
it not, minimi;e · the possibi!tes of 
litigation? 

SHRI BEN! SHANKER SHARMA: 
Re used to go· into so many things 
and there were difficulties. . And here 
you get a very simplified procedure 
that once you get yourself registered, 
the Income-tax Office-r will· suo motu 
accept that the firm is a genuine one. 
'This is very good improvement. 
Perhaps you have not applied your 
mind to it. The only difficulty is- that 
you 1\ave to get yourself .. registered 
with the Registrar of Firms and he 
may ~Jeep over the matter, and there 
may 'be delay. · · 

SHRI KEJRIW AL: This is only a 
question of registering with the Re
gistrar of Firm~ and suo motu .. 

. SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: Not suo motu 
:but prima facie. 

SHRI KEJRIW AL: That means the 
litigation·· would be less, most pro
bably. 

SHRI N. K: P. SALVE: Do we l"ke 
; it that you airee? 

. SHRI KEJRIW AL: AI! right. 

SHRI N. K. P. SAL'IlE: About tr.e 
form. have you any concrete sugt!~S
tions to make about the firms so that 
no hardmip is caused to them? 
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SHRI KEJRIW AL: That can be 
made easy Columns may be made in 
the Income-tax returns "Any change 
in partnership" or "No change in 
partnership". Cases are usually 
taken at the time of hearing. 

SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: But there 
is one difficulty. Supposing there is a 
dispute and one partner says that in 
particular Year, 'I . have not been a 
partner at all'. There can· be hund
red other disputes. Then it is . not 
easy to do that. 

SHRI KEJRIW AL: But such cases 
will be very few. The Income-tax 
Officers can decide these cases. 

SHRI N. K.. P. SALVE: Have yuu 
got any ::;uggestion that while making 
it incumbent on every partner to 
commit one way or thl! other to the 
I.T.O. we can get rid: of the forms? 

SHRI KEJRIW AL: The only lhing 
can be that if partners remain . the 
same, the information would not be 
sent. If there is a change, the ITO 
may be informed. 
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SHRI KEJRIW AL: It is a question 
whether the imprisonment should be 
kept for the. defaulting asse:;ses for 
late filing. What I suggest is every
body in India who is an assessee is 
not well-ver3ed with laws. The 
laws keep on changing. Suppose there 
is a change and we do not · kn<>W 
about it and there is late return and 
the question of imprisonment comes, 
it is not justified. That is too much 
and we are pos>ibly giving too much 
power to the ITOs 
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SHRI DAMAN!: The intention of 
the Government to bring this physical 
punishment b that the assessees 
should be alert to submit their 
returns in time and to avoid tax 
evasion. In view of that if such 
severe penalty is not imposed the 
percentage of tax evasion may not be . 
cheeked. 

SHRI SANGANERIA: The in-
tention of the legiJlation will not be 
served by the results achieved be: 
cause under the criminal court aU 
the offences are penalised by physi
cal penalty though we find the 
offences are not minimised, So, how 
can we as3ume here! 

SHRI DAMAN!: Because here we 
are concerned with 30 or 40 lakh 
responsible and -respectable people. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: From experience 
it has been found the rich man is 
afraid of physical punishment than 
a poor man. 

SHRl SANGANERIA: We should 
not be prejudiced agaimt the rich 
man. 

SHRI DAMAN!: U some discre
tionary . power is given that due to 
circumstances the returns have not 
been submitted then you will agree 
with this physical punishment. 
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SHRI DAMAN!: Now in tickctless 
travel by imposing physical punish
ment the ticketleSJ travel has gone 
down. Similarly, if this severe 
penalty is imposed these people will 
be afraid. They will not like to go. 
to jail. 

IITI"<iiii(l<ll\1: ~t <f'ii 'lfr «rf<fl.v 
<rfm c 'liT <mr ~. ~ar err ~a «1 ': 
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it ~f ~Rfl" ~ 1 ~ <it ~ita 'f:<:'ir ~h 
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Mr. Gupta skipped over certliin 
·dauses-clauses 56 and 58. As 
regard3 clause 63 I may draw y•Jur 

.attention to the provisions of new 
Section 256 (a). This punishment is 
not only for late filing of the return. 
This is also for your inability 
to produce certain documents which 
the I.T.O. wants to be produced. 
Every dealer has maintain a stock· 
book. But some do not maintain it 
he says that it is impossible to pro

·duce it. He has not committed any 
crime. Is thb a case of real hardshio 

·Or not? That is the point. This cas~ 
will affect very adversely the small 
assessees. Big assessees are not 
affected at all I am speaking of the 
smaller assoosee3 having income of 
10,000, 15,000 or 20,000 rupees. They 
cannot afford the paraphernalia of 
maintaining stock accounts, which 
I.T.O. is accustomed to requisition. 
Would you like that thb clause should 
not be there? What is your view? 

SHRI PANNALAL SANGANERIA: 
This clause should not be there. There 
·should not be any physical punish
ment. 

SHRI BENI SHANKER SHARMA: 
fhere is a view that we should make 
people tax conscious by phy1ical 

·puni•,hmen s. There is a tendency 
in Government to prescribe physical 
punishment for financial defaults. 
I am personally not in favour of 
physical punbhment for financial de
faults. Financial punishments are 

. sufficient to deter the man for finan-

. cia! irregularities or defaults. If 
rigourous imprisonment is prescribed 
for the late filng of return3, are you 
in favour of that. What do you say? 
I think, you also are not" in favour of 
"that. You think, I believe, financial 
-punishments are and will be suffici
. ent to deter a man from indulging in 
such kinds of practices. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: On that point, . 
whether financial punishment is 

-enough to deter an assessee, there is 
"Section 642 (1). You can fine Rs. 10 
;a day. 

S:HRI. BE;NI SH.I\NKER SHARMA: 
If we maintain and· retain this pro
vision of physical punishment would· 
you like this clause, to. remain. as it· 
is or in some amended form. Suppose. 
we retain this, clawe and provide 
physical punishment only, if .the man, 
intentionally and knowingly does not. 
file the return· and· not for his failure 
to produce certain documents would· 
you have. objection? 

SHRI PANNA.LAL SANGANE;RIA: 
Even if the clause· is simplified more 
litigation will be • there. The ITQ 
will prosecute. the assessee. . The 
assessee will take the matter to the 
court. 

SHRI BEN! SHANKER SHARMA: 
Will it improve if we add that if the. 
man intentionally, deliberately a1od. 
knowingly, is not filing returns, then 
and then only he should be puni3l1ed. 
Will that improve mattero? What 
is your view? 

SHRI NANDLAL KEJRIWAL: 
The penalty may be more by-· way 
of fines. 

SHRI N. K. P SALVE: Can you 
give us some idea of the amount of 
evasion going on in the country be~ 
cause of the failure to file ret urn 
under 139 (1)? 

SHRI PANNALAL SANGANER!A: 
Voluntarily they are not filing 
returns . 

SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: Because of 
the failure of the people to file re
turn 139 (1) there i3 evasion in the 
country. 

SHRI NANDLAL 
That is true. 

KEJRIWAL: 

SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: Is 
any evasion because of the 
under 179(2)? 

there 
failure 

SHRL NANDLAL KEJRIW.'\L: 
There is evasion, but not much, to my 
mind. 



:':HRI N. K. P. SALVE: If there is 
. fliilure to file return under 139 (2), 

1a evasion poS3ible? That is, for 
failure to file return. If an assessee 
fails to comply with the notice issued 
undeJ 139 (2), of the Income-Tax Act, 
b evasion possible? 

SHRI PANNALAL SANGANERIA: 
It is possible for this reason. 

SHRI NANDLAL KEJRIWAL: I 
would like to explain myself. Do I 

. understand you to say that you ask 
whether mere filing late returns 
would lead or not lead to eva3ion? Is 
that what you want? To my mind, I 
would say, mere filing of late returns 
does not lead to much of evasion. 

SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: Thank you. 
That is all right. Now, tell this. Does 
filing no return lead to evasion? 

SHRI NANDLAL KEJRIWAL: 
That may lead to evasion, but not 
.late filing. 

SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: Under 
.139 (1) it is the assessee who bas to 
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· file his return when hi 1 income ex
-ceeds the sum exempted from taxa
."tion. People do ·not file the returns. 
If it leads to evasion, then what is 
the magnitude of the evasion? Can 
you tell me that? · 

SHRI NANDLAL KEJRIWAL: Not 
very 1arge because big income comes 
to the notice -of the I.T.O. I may 
not very wellversed .with the law. I 
have /lOt three income -sources; . I 
feel that that -income i!3 not much m 
·;t!ie··arsi year. I am talking of the 
new · assessees. I may not be _sure 
about it· but finally it may go to 10 
.or 15 p~r cent. I may not have filed 
the return. But in these cases, I 

. would. say, the evasion will not be 
big. People who are already assessed 
would have got big income; they can
-not just evade it by not filing the re
.turns. . Ev-asion ~annot be big in such 
.cases. 

1358 L5-14. 

S~RI N. K. P. SALVE:. AsseS3ees 
. earrung 3,000 to 5,000 rupees are being 
rop~d in here and they constitute a 
section of the business community 
who do not have any precise idea. 
Are we or are we not to rope in these 

· ?eople who do not have a precise 
Idea of their income? You only say 
they are not educated. I do not kno~ 

. what you mean by that, by saying 
that they are not .educated. The 
degree itself is hardly a valid criteria 
for the business people. Suppo3e a 
b~sinessman i3 running a pan shop. 
His income is Rs. 6,000. The nature 
of busin~ss being what it is, do you 
;eally think, you can have a precise 
Idea of his income? What do you say? 

SHRI KEJRIW AL: Whether he is 
getting Rs. 5000 or Rs. 7000, may be 
misleading if he is not keeping ac
counts. 

SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: We intend 
to save people who may be innocent 
but might be trapped. Do you think 
,that the clause takes adequate care to 
protect such as3essees? 

SHRI KEJRIW AL: It does not. 

SHRI SALVE: Would . you en-
,lighten us whether you apprehend 
that this clause would be struck down 
as ultra-vires of the Constitution and 
if so, . what are you~t reasons'! _ · ·- . - .. . - - . 

SHRI SANGANERIA: These &re 
ultra-vires of Article 22 of the Con
stitution· 15ecause two puni3hments 
cannot be given. 

SHRI SALVE: It is an extra tax 
we are collecting. 

SHRI SANGANERIA: By way of 
penalty you are imposing plus the 
physical punishment. 



MR. CHAffiMAN: You have said 
even late filing of returns does not 
mean that there is an attempt to 
evade tax and there ·is attempt to 
conceal the income. 

SHRI KEJRIW AL: That is what I 
felt. Late filing of return by 'lne 
month does not mean that a person 
is evading taxes. He might have mis
sed it on account of some other cir
cumstances. These avoidancc3 are 
not many and have not done much of 
evasion. 

SHRI BENI SHANKER SHARMA: 
Clauses 56-58. One of the objects 
of this Bill is apart from simplication 
·reduction in filing of appeals. Do you 
think that the:;e clauses whereby we 
are increasing the fees for filing ap
peals before the Appellant Assistant 
Commissioners and the Tribunal, are 
sufficient to reduce the number of 
appeals? 
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SHRI SANGANERIA: It will not 
reduce the litigation. 

SHRI BEN! SHANKER SHARMA: 
There is a suggestion in as much as 
so far as the Deptt, is concerned. 
Uptil now Department has not to pay 
any fee for filing appeals before the 
Tribunal that they should be made 
to pay fee-though it will mean a 
book adjustment only but it will be 
accounted for against the ITO by 
whom the appeal is filed. This will 
discourage filing of unnece:;sary ap
peals by the Department. Do you 
agree with this ouggestion? 

SHRI KEJRIWAL: I do not think 
it will much effect as the money is 
still being kept by the same Deptt. 

SHRI SALVE: If we think that 
frivolous appeals should be dis
couraged either way by Government 
or assesnee then we say you will 
have to pay Rs. 250 if you want 
justice. You will get the whole 
think back. Principaly what is 
wrong in it? 

SHRI KEJRIW AL: This i3 a very 
good suggestion that if we get our 
cost back from the Tribunal even if 
it is increased fees that will not harm 
our interests. As I have already 
said merely on the a3sumption that 
we will get everything back-what
ever we fiile-is not correct. There
fore, to increase the fees is denying 
the justice. 

(The witnesses then withdrew) 

(The Committee then adjourned for 
Lunch) 

(The Committee reassembled after 
Lunch at ·15-00 Hours) 

ill. The Indian Merchants Chamber 
Bombay. 

Spokesmen: 

1. Shri Pratap Bhogilai 
2. Shri Vasant Dalal 
3. Shri J. H. Doshi 
4. Shri C. C. Choksi 
5. Shri C. L. Gheevala. 

(The witnesses were then called in and 
they took their seats). 

MR. CHAmMAN: We welcome you. 
I must read out to you the relevant 
portions of the Rules of Procedure in 
respect of taking evidence be:fore the 
Parliamentary Committees. It says: 
"The witnesses may kindly note that 
the evidence they give would be treat
ed as public and is liable to be pub
lished, unless they specifically desire 
that all or any part of the evidence 
tendered by them is to be treated as 
confidential. Even though they might 
desire .their evidence to be treated as 
confidential, such evidence is liable to 
be inade available to the Members of 
Parliament." We have received your 
Memorandum and we have gone 
through the same. You may highlight 
the main points of your Memorandum. 

SHRI J. H. Dosm: Mr. Chairman 
and Hon. Members of the Select Com
mittee of Parliament, I will make a 



few preliminary observations and then 
go to the main points. I thank you 
very mu<>h on my behalf and on behalf 
of my colleagues and the Committee 
of , the .Indi·an Merchants' Chamber,. 
for· having afforded us this opportu
nity to appear before you and perso
n~lly convey to you our views and 

· suggestions on the provisions of the 
.'!'axa.tion Laws (Amendment) Bill, 
1969. 

The Committee of the Chamber 
have submitted a detailed Memoran
dum on the Bill, making special refe
rence to some of its provisions which 
they feel run counter to the objectives 
underlying the Bill, namely, rationa
lisation, simplification ,of procedure 
and removal of unintended hardships. 
I do not propose to go -in detail into 
these various aspects. But, I would 
like to make a brief reference to some 
of these provisions, which, in my opi
nion, deserve your careful oonsidera
tion .. 

There are certain proVJSlons in the 
Bill which have the effect of making 
the reliefs pr<aposed under the Bill 
grossly inadequate as a result of their 
being hemmed in by various condi
tions. For example, Clause 8 of the 
Bill seeks to insert three new Sec
tion viz. 35D, 35E and 35F in the Act. 
I appreciate the scheme of relief en
visaged by these provisions. But, I 
fail to understand the rationable be
. hind fixation of a ceiling on prelimi
nary expenses which would be allow
ed to be amortised, as also restricting 

· amortisation to the items of expenses 
in the provision. Shri Bhoothalingam 
in his Report has observed that "Once 
expenditure under any one O'f the 
above heads is accepted for the pur
pose of business ·or industry, provision 
should be made to deduct them over 
a period of years in computation of 
profits." He further added that "Un
less ull true costs whether immediately 
incurred or not, were allowed, the in
cidence of taxation would become un
even in unintended ways and would 
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discourage enterprise and growth." 
Therefore, the ceiling on preliminary 
expenses laid down. in this provision 
for purposes of amortisation should be 
removed and all expenses legitimately 
incurred for the purpose of business 
or industry should be allowed. 

An important objective sought to be 
achieved by this Bill is simplifiC'ation. 
I am aware that some of the provisions 
of the Bill reflect a desire to simplify. 
But, it is doubtful whether in all cases 
this objective could be achieved. As 
an instance in poinf, Clause 34 seeks 
to substitute a new Section for Sec
tion 143 under which Income Tax 
Ofticer is being authorised to complete 
assessments based on the return filed 
by the >assessee without requiring his 
presence. Even though an appear has 
been provided for such an assess
ment, 'for all practical puposes, there 
is no finality since the Income TUx 
Officer can, if he considers it necessary 
or expedient, verify the correctness 
and completeness of the return and 
require the presence of the assessee 
and production of the evidence und 
make a fresh asses!ment. Such a pro
vision, apart from increasing the work 
of the Department, will provide in
creased scope anlr opportunities for 
harassment to the assessee. Therefore, 
this Clause should be so framed' as 
would provide 9n element of finality 
and at the same time, afford a right 
to the assessee to go in appeal if he 
so desires . 

Clause 43 inserts two new Sections: 
186A and 186B providing for the dis
continuance of the system of registra
tion of firms and renewal thereof 
from the assessment year 1970-71 and 
substitution of a new system of recog
nition of firms. I do notfeel that there 
is any need at all for any such change 
which would only result in a huge 
amount of additional work both for 
the assessees and for the Deptt. Instead 
of simplifying or rationalising the 
existing system, The proposal would 
result only in causing more hardships 



to the oassessees. According to .me, 
the only change that would be ne.ces
sary in the existing system would be 
to do away with the requirement of 
filling every year a declaration in 
Form No. 12 for continuance of the 
registration signed by all the partners. 
In place of Form· No. 12, it should be 
sufficient if a simple statement is made 
in the return of income to the effect 
th'at the constitution of the firm· has 
remained unchanged, 

I would now invite your attention to 
a policy decision by the Government 
that substantial amendments in the 
tax laws would be made as far as 
possible prospectively and not retros
pectively. Surprisingly enough, the 
provision relating to individual pro
perty converted into J oint-i'amily pro
perty is being given effect to from the 
1st April, 1965. Sir, I urge that the 
matter should be reconsidered and 
suitably modified so as to take away 
its retrospective character. 

Finally, I would draw your atten
tion to· the Law Commission's recom
mendation that there should be a re
duction in court fees. In the context 
of this recommendation, I feel that the 
prescription of any fee for appeal to 
the Appellate Commissioner or any in
crease in the fees for appeals to the 
Tribunal is not justified. 

· My colleagues and myself would 
be glad to make such further clarifi
cations that you may desire. · 
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MR. CHAIRMAN: Shri Beni Sh'an- . 
ker Sharma. You may ask. You want
~d ·to take up Clause 8. 

SHRI BENI SHANKER SHARMA: 
What is the number of your Members? 
I want information about the mem
hership of your Chamber. 

· SHRI L H. DOSHI: Directly, about 
1750. 120 bodies are affiliated to our 
Chamber 'and if we take the total of 
all the M"embers of these bodies, it ex
l:eeds 20,000 Members. 

SHR!BENISHANKER SHARMA: 
What is the type of the membership? 
Do they repr~sent small or middle
class businessmen? Or, ·do they re
present big itidustry-owners? 

SHRI J. H. DOSHI: All classes of 
membership we have got. We have 
got limited companies-public and 
private firms-, individuals, and then, 
we have trade associations also; which 
are again affiliated to our Cham~er. 

SHRI BENI SHANKER SHARMA: 
About your Members, from which 
class do they come? From middle
class businessmen or from the top? 
Can you tell us >aoout that? 

SHRI J. H. DOSHI: They are from 
all classes. I would say, 40 per cent 
Members come from Industry. 40 per 
cent come from Trade and 20 per cent 
miscelaneous professions, small tra
ders, individuals, etC. 

SHRI BENI SHANKER SHARMA: 
You c;m claim to represent the small 
traders as well. I am thankful to you 
for the elaborate way in which you 
have defined the objectives of the Bill 
and purposes which this Bill is intend
ed to serve. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Let us confine 
ourselves to the clauses they have 
highlighted. 

SHRl CHOKSI: For the present I 
will confine myself to Clause 8, S~c
tion 35(d). So far as this clause is 
concerned, it may· be for the purpose 
o.f discussion broadly divided into 
three parts. The first one says that 
where a company incurs certain ex
penditure before the commencement 
of the business and after the com
mencement of the· business •.. Now, 
before the commencement of the busi
ness it talks nf the preliminary ex-. 
penses. All this. t'me, the representa
tions ·which· were made to the Gov
ernment and to Mr.. Bhoothalingam 
were not only in respect of prelimi
nary expenses, but they were also in 



respect of pre-operational expenses. 
What is meant by pre-operational ex
penses? As soon 'as a company is re
gistered certain prelinrlnary expen
diture i~ incurred. There is a consider
able time-lag between the date on 
which the company comes into being 

· Or · commences the business . and the 
·registration of ihe company. Thls 
particular period varies between the 
period ot six .months in the ·case of a 
very small company to a period of 
three ye-ars or four years in the case 
oi a big company. For example, I 
know a company recently registered 
in. 1964. It went into production in 
the year 1968 and during thi.s period 
a large amount of pre-operational eX
penses were_ incurred. Sir, lt ·is the 
intention of the Govl!rriment that we 
should try _to· develop our own teclmi
cal knowhow in constvuction of the 
factory, m construction of the build
ing, instillation of machlnery, try to 
produce local· machinery etc. They 
enter into a collaboration, agreement 
with foreigners. For· the purpose of 
collarboration agreement they have to 
incur a large amount of travelling ex
penses and when the colloaboration 
agreement is made, these are expenses 
incurred for construction of the machi
nery installation of machinery, etc. 
All these expenses are considered to 
be pre-operational expenses as di.s
tinct from preliminary expenses and 
as distinct from expenses incurred for 
carrying on the business 'and these ex
penses can be up to a few crores of 
rupees iil a big project.. Not only that, 
but if the project is delayed on ac
count" of some hardshlps created either 
in India 0r outsiiie India, then for 
every year the pre-operational ex
penses go on increasing at rate of 10 
to 15 per cent of the project cost. 
There is no provision- at all for 'al• 
-lowing these pre-operational expenses. 
It is a matter of fact that the limit laid 
down in sub-sction (3) of 2! >'er 
cent of the aggregate · of the share 
capit'al debentures and long-term 
loans i~ a very meagre sum compared: 
to the total amount of pre-operational 
expenses whlch have""to be incurred 
by these big companies:-'!'Or ·a petro:.c 
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chemical or a big engineering com
pany or a feriilli:ers compoany the pre
operational expenses, Sir, come to 
nearly one to two crores of rupees and 
these are not allowed. As Mr. Bhoo
thalingam mentioned in hls reporf 
they fall between the two stools; they 
are neither considered to be expenses 
incurred tor carrying on the business 
nor are they considered to be prelimi~ 
nary expenses. Thls type of expen
diture should be taken into 'account. · 

Then, I find tliat Government has 
taken power to prescribe, that is, to 
sotify ·certain expenses. But after all 
the Government's power will also be 
limited to the overall limit of two 
and a half per cent. Therefore, there 
should not .be a limit of 2! per cent 
This is my first point. 

· SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: Before you 
proceed further, I would like to know 
which are the pre-operational expenses 
you 'are referring to? 

SHRI CHOKSI: I will explain. Let 
us take an illustration. A company is 
registered on the 1st of January, 1970. 
Now, after the company is registered, 
as mentioned here, the company will 
have to· incur certain legal expenses. 
Those expenses have to be incurred 
for registration of the company, for 
issue oi its capit-af, for subscription, 
etc. Some of them have been .men
tioned here. Although this is not an 
exhaustive liSt but all of them have 
not been mentioned. If the Company 
is registered ancf'before the Company 
commences business these are the ex
penses whlch should be incurred
managerial personnel have to be ap
pointed. They have to be paid month
ly S"a!aries. They have to pay rent, 
expenses for stationery, etc. · 

- SHRI SALVE: In the · construction 
period· all these expenses including in
terest according ,to• Bombay High 
Court decisiOn will be charged to the 
machineries, plants and business. · · · 



SHRI DOSHI: Not the whole of it. 
i will give you my own personal ex
perience. After signing the collabo
ration agreement I sent three of our 
chemists to u.s. for training in the 
plant of our collaborator so that they 
can have training in plant and before 
the production starts they would re
turn to India and be helpful at the 
time af starting of the plant. The 
expenses were of the order 'of Rs. 
75,000. They stayed there for three 
to four months. This amount would 
not be allowed either as preliminary 
nor operational expenses nor research 
nor training. They just added Rs. 
75,0001- and could not >ammortize that 
amount in any shape or form. 

SHRI SALVE: J:t you look at clause 
(g) of sub-section 2 of Section 35(d) 
what are the expenses you think 
which are covered to be allowed 'llll
der clause (g)-"such other items of 
expenditure as may be prescribed." 

SHRI CHOKSI: That will depend 
on what the Governme~t will pres
cribe and instead of le>aving it to the 
Gllvernment to prescribe it I would 
submit, Sir, it is for the Parliament 
to prescribe all those pre-operational 
expenses which are neither considered 
to be debitable to the capital cost nor 
are allowed as revenue expenditure .. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Tell the Com
mittee whether you want the capital 
base lis enunciated in this Bill or the 
project cost as the base? 

SHRI CHOKSI: Normally these ex
penses should lle related to the project 
cost. 

-
_ MR. CHAffiMAN: If that is your 
argument then tell us what should be, 
according to your basis, percentage of 
the project cost? 

. SHRI CHOKSI: . Actually it varies 
from industrY to industry depending 
upon the time taken and the manner 
In which the· project is· implemented. 
Normally; from an experience we 5nd 
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that this. type of expenses vary· from 
10-15 per cent of the project cost. 

MR. CHAffiMAN: I tell you in Cal. 
cutta it began with 3! per cent and 
went upto 5 per cent but you say Hl--
15 per cent. 

SHRI CHOKSI: I would not sug
gest any fixed percentage. I will use 
the same language "all legiti
mate ~ expenses should be allowed 
to be . written off either as 
capital or revenue." They should 
be classified. somewhere. They 
should not disaPPI-"'ar in the air and 
added up indiscriminately, It should 
be written off~ somewhere. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Would you en
lighten in how many years a particu
lar industry recov~rs the project cost? 

SHRI CHOKSI: It depends upon the 
profitability of the project. Today the 
most profitable project would be petro
chemical and least profitable would 
be a textile industry newly started. 
If it is possible in 11 petrochemical in
dustry to recover all these types of 
eKpenditures within 7-8 years in a 
tP.xtile industry it may be 10-15 years 
and during that period one cannot 
guarantee there may not be losses. 

. SHRI DAMAN!: Mr. Choksi what I 
gather from your_ memorandum is 
that the ceiling of 2! per cent for new 
companies will be at 'a very low per
centage and for old companies or big. 
ger established~ companies with re
serves it may not be so low. Now 
there are certain expenditures which 
are not being included in the list 
which companies have to spend. In 
view of that do you think that there 
rhould be two rates-one for new 
companies and second for established 
aompanies? Will that serve the pur
JlOSe? Secondly, what I gather is that 
1here are certain items which have 
not been mentioned in the list and for 
which company has to spend. What 
do you suggest as to which items 
should be included more in the Jist to 
runmoratize either in capit'al or reve
nue expenditure. Will you clarify on 
this point? ·--
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SHRI C. C. CHOKSI: You have 
nsked _me three questions:· · One is 
about the percentage, Second is, whe- . 
ther there should be a separate yard
stick for the purposes of a going in
dustry, than for Ia new industry, or a 
newly started undertaking .. The third 
is, what are the items or details of· 
expenses. I will answer all the three 
questions. With regard to the first 
question, I was told that my estimate 
of 10 per cent is excessive. It is not 
excessive, oecause 2! per cent has to 
t1e paid for underwriting ~ommission. 
7~ per cent of the capital issued is to 
lie paid: straightway for underwriters' 
commission. So, when I' say, it comes 
to 10 per cent, it is no exaggeration at 
all. That is my experience- that 10 
per cent would be a reasonable sum 
for a new industry. In an established 
industry, 5 to 7 per cent would be 
the minimum cost that they wil! have 
to -incur for meeting botil preliminary 
expenses land pre-operational expen
ses. Pre-operational expenses include 
a large amounf of management or ad
roinistratiye _expenses._; As. the · hon. 
Mell!ber mentioned, there ls the ma
nagement expenses because the com
pany does not go . int9 production 
when it is registered. It takes about 
two to three years before the company 
goes mto production. Of the expen-

. •os incurred by the Company, most of 
them •are revenue expenses. They are 
not considered to be revenue expen- . 
ses for the purposes of Income-tax. 
All revenue expenses incurred before 
the. commencement of the business are 
to .be considered to be pre-operational 
expenses or capital expenses. These ex:
penses are in the nature of salaries, . 
rent; printing and stationery. 

MR. CHAffiMAN: We understand 
those points. You need not stress on 
those points. 

SHRI S. R. DAMANI: I want to 
know this. Certain expenditure is in-· 
curred .like salaries, advertisements,· 
travelling expenses, know-how · etc. 
Is it to be considered as revenue ex
penditure and could not be· 'llllowed to 
be set off against the profit? What do 
you want to say about this? 

SHRI - C. C. CHOKSI: Tbey should 
be allowed to be spread over. a period 
of 10 years. _ At the rate of instalments 

· of 10 per cent :(or every year, they 
s)lould be allowed over a period of 10 
years after the company goes into 
~reduction. Th'at is the way in which 
they can be .recouped. If . they are 
allowed as . r.evenue expense in the 
way in which it is incurred, then the 
difficulty is this. The period before 
which it goes into production, that 
period, is lost. It is for 8 years. If 
that takes 3 or 4 years, to go into pro
duction, those 4 years' period would be 
lost to the assessee. It would be more 
appropriate for the assessee to spread 
it over Ia period of 10 years after it 
goes into prod·uction. 

SHRI SHINKRE: We have come 
across witnesses from Calcutta who 
say it is upto 5 per ·cent. It is only 
here that we hear from you that it 
is 10 to 15 per cent. I want to know 
only this, as to how it is that you 
have arrived at this figure and how 
you arrived at your conclusion like 
this. What 1are your precise facts? 
Have you made any Gtudy of some of 
your companies? Can you give those 
facts and figures to this Committee? 

SHRI C. C. CHOKSI: I have not 
made a study. I am saying all this 
from my own experience .. As I have 
already mentioned, about 2! per cent 
has to be P'aid merely for underwriters. 
Commission-nothing else but under
writers' commission for issue of capital 
straightway; · 

SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: A little 
earlier you said, 10 to 15 per cent. 
There is a project, it is worth a crore 
of rupees. You are wanting 15 
lakhs alone for preliminary expenses 
and pre-operational expenses which 
are not to be loaded on plant, ma
chinery and buildings. 

SHRI C. C. CHOKSI: KDow-how. 
fees themselves are allowed by the 
Government to the extent of 5 per 
cent of the project cost. ·Now, today, 
what they· do is this.· Tbere are know..; 
how fees, engineering fees. If ask for 



royalty that is · allowed to me as a 
deduction .. Then. there will not be an 
attempt on the part of the assessees 
to persuade the collaborator to change 
the know-how fees into a royalty pay
ment. So when I mention that it is 
10 per cent., I am mentioning it with 
a ~ull. sense of responsibility that for 
a project cost it would .amount to 10· 
per cent if know-how fees, expenses 
incurred in running the office, . before 
the factory goes into production, ex
penses incurred in printing, stationary, 
etc., expenses for trial-runs of the fac
tory, · etc. are all taken into account 
and expenses for the training of the 
staff when they are sent to foreign 
countries are taken into account. All 
these expenses will run into quite 
large sums. I may say, I have men
tioned it with a full sense of respon
sibility; it comes to 10 per cent and 
not less. 

SHRI SHINKRE: How many cases 
have you studied to say that it comes 
to 10 per cent? How can you come to. 
the conclusion that it will be 10 per 
cent.?. 

SHRI C. C. CHOKSI: I cannot say 
of all cases. I am talking of large 
industdu1 undertakings where· foreign 
collaboration is involved and where 
the Indian party tries to put up the 
filctory by merely getting drawings 
from ~oreign firms and undertaking 
l'esponsibility of constructing· factory, 
placing the orders, for machinery, im
porting machinery by inviting tenders 
from outside, etc. 

SHRI SHINKRE: There is another 
case I would like to mention, the case 
of the small-scale industries where 
these points do not arise. In that case, 
what will happen? 

SHRI J. H. DOSHI: After all, what 
is the sanctity 'about the percentage?' 

SHRI J.IT.·K. P. SALVE: · That is 
different thing. Mr. Choksi took up a 
different line of argument about the 

per centage in relation to the project. 
The two things are different basically. 
We have understood him correctly 
when he said that we should increase 
the number of items to be 'allowed for 
amortisation and that it should be lOc 
to 15 per cent. , .. 

.SHRI C. C. CHOKSI: Both are cor
rect. 

SHRI N. K. ·P, SALVE: The two are 
different. The real question is whe
ther you want fixed percent!'-ge, or 
not. 

SHRI C. C. CHOKSI: Percentage 
cannot be fixed; it will vary from in
dustry to industry. 

SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: That is the 
end of the matter. 

SHRI J. H. DOSHI: Actually, in 
our Memorandum, we have said that 
there should be no ceiling 'at all. We 
have not suggested any percentage, 

SHRI N. K. SANGHI: Overspending 
of money is there in these days, be
cause of heavier taxation. The ten
dency has grown to restrict expendi
ture. ·That is fn respect of items like 
entertainment tax, restricting them, 
and also advertising expenses and all 
that. There are so many concessions 
which are given in Britain whose 
example we emulate. We have heard 
certain witnesses from the aroociaticns 
at Delhi and Calcutta. We have heard 
another witness at Bombay. Noliody 
has suggested 10 to 15 per cent. The 
maximum is 5 per cent. Can you give 
some samples of the industry's 
balance-sheets where such expenses 
are incurred in the past? I think if 
you do that, that would give .us the 
true picture. 

SHRI N· X. p,·SALVE: Mr; ChOksi, 
supposing there is a -project of 2 
crores of rupees;.. 15· lakhs is to be· 



llimrtizeci according to you and if it 
is plant and machinery, then oa deve
lopment rebate further will have to be 
allowed. - How many lakhs of rupees 
will be subsidised by the Exchequer? 
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SHRl CHOKSI: We are not talk-
ing cof development rebate; we are 
talking of actual expenses which oare 
not being allowed. That is not the 
point at issue. 

SHRI N. K. P. SAL'VE: Then how 
are you canvassing for 10 or 15 per. 
cent. 

SHRI CHOKSI: I would like to 
correct myself if I have given a wrong 
impression. I was only asked, 'What 
is your opinion, experience'. 

SHRI N. Ko P. SALVE: But you 
must give me some concrete things. 

SHRI PRAKASHCHAND B. SETffi: 
May I know whether Mr. Choksi is 
basing his 'arguments on studies made 
by him? 

We have studies conducted of 31 
industries which were set uP during 
the course of the last seven years and 
out of these 31 industries, 21 indus
tries have shown an expenditure of 
about 1.9 per cent, on an average, some 
are doing . 7 per cent and like that. It 
must be based on some studies. I W'as 
rather amazed to see that in spite o.f 
welcoming th1s new measure, which . 
was not existing on our Statute. book 
as yet, it is being _argued that this 
limit ..•• 

SHRI CHOKSI: May I explain this 
point? First of• all you mentioned 
that you have made studies. But. in 
my opinion, Sir, tliese expenses which 
lire disallowed that is neither allow
ed as revenue e:!tienditure nor allow
ed as capital expenditure are not dis
closed in the balance-sheet as a sepa
rate item: That is number one. 

Secondly, I accept it, Sir. We appre
ciate the generosity in allowing 21 per 
cent.' But when I W'as asked as to 

what would- be a -reasonable limit, I 
must in all 1airness to everybody con-
cerned tell you that it varies from 2.5 
to 10 per cent . Cif' even 15 per cent., 
depending-!, would like to be cor
rectly quoted-depending upon the
Pt<liect. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: The bon. Minis
ter wanted to know-whether you have· 
made any study like this? 

SHRI CHOKSI: I will contact my
colleagues in the profession and send
it to you. 

~ '\"!Z 
-SHRI BEN! SHANKER ·SHARMA: 

Do not you thin!< iliat this fixation of 
ceiling either 'at 21 per cent or 10 per 
cent or 15 per cent may be misused by 
some people and may be a source of. 
hardship to others. That is, there 
might be some unscrupulous fellows 
who may not spend legitimately even 
21 per cent but may claim that 
much and there might be some· 
industrialists- who are spending, say, 5 
per cent half of which would not 
be allowed for obvious reasons. 
In that case, would you like that 
the whole matter should be left to the 
Income-tax Officer to decide? 

SHRI CHOKSI: I agree -with you, 
Sir that it would be advisable to 
lea~e it to the Income-tax Officer, 
with the overall condition that they 
should be legitimate expenses incur
red for starting of the business. This 
limit of two and a half per cent shouM 
go. 

SHRI BEN! SHANKER SHARMA:
Under 35(d) this benefit is given now 
only to Indi-an companies. thereby 
meaning that partnership firms are· 
deprived from claiming amortisation. 
Do you like that" this word .'Indian 
company' should be replaced by 
'assessee' or ·would you like this word· 
to remain? 

sHRI CHOKSI: Actually, in fairness, 
it should be 'assessee'. It is not only
the -privilege of the Indian companies
to· start ·new industries; it Cll11 be a 
partnership firin aTso. -



SHRI SALVE: If it is genuine ex
penditure it must be allowed. 

SHRI CHOKSI: That is the princi
ple. The principle is an expenditure 
is either a revenue expenditure or a 
capital expenditure if it is incurred 
for the purpose of business. 

SHRI nosm: The word 
mate' also means not only 
but reasonable. 

'legiti
genuine 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Would you 
please enlighten this Committee what 
is the procedure in U.K. about am
mortization? 

8HRI CHOKSI: My impression is 
preliminary as well as operational ex
penses are not allowed. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Cl~use S(d). 

SHRI CHOKSI: There are two points 
involved. The first point is a respon
sibility is thrown on the assessee to 
obtain the approval of the Central 
Government within a period of six 
months from the employment of a 
foreign technician. The present law 
is that within one year they have to 
obtain the approval But, Sir, it is 
not the question of the difference bet
ween six months and one year. The 
difference as a matter of principle is 
in this way; that at present without 
the approval of the Central Govern
ment one year's salary is tax free if 
he is a genuine foreign technician. 
Therefore, within one year's time ap · 
proval has to be obtained. There
fore, there -is no chance of the as
sessee coming into difficulty but when 
we prescribe the limit of six months 
that creates hardship. Therefore, 
there should not be any six months 
period. There should be a period of 
not less than one year within which 
the approval- should be · given· or 
deemed to have been given if it has 
not been refused. Some such provi
sions should be there otherwise there 
is no protection to . the - assessee. -
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Secondly, this limit of Rs. 4,0001- is 
a small limit -because thereby what 
we are trying to do is to make the 
assessee pay more tax and this being 
the tax which he will have to -pay 
before ~ing into operation it will 
be a tax he will have to recoup from 
his taxed income. That would be a 
terrible amount of cost to the assessee. 
No technician would- come to India 
within Rs. 4,000J- if it is a complicat
ed industry and further the employ-· 
n:<>nt of technicians is always subject 
to Government approval because rio 
foreign technicians can come and stay 
here without obtaining the approval 
of the Home Department. 

SHRI BENI SH;ANKER SHARMA: 
Could you tell us how many foreign 
technicians you are . employing or 
your members of the Chamber are 
err.ploying. Have you any idea also 
as to the salaries you are paying to 
them? · 

SHRI CHOKSI: About number we 
de not have any statistics but we will 
try to collect and furnish. The 
salary is between Rs. 7,500-10,000. A 
foreign technician is very difficult to 
get at less than Rs. 7,500. 

SHRI SOMANI: Mr. Chairman, I. 
would like to get certain clarification. 
First of all it should not give any 
impression to the witnesses of the 
Chamber that if it is necessary to 
pay them any salary say Rs. 10,000 
to Rs. 20,000 there iS no bar at all 
!!lecause Rs. 4,000 is not sought· to be 
the. total ceiling that is payable. 
Secondly, Sir, Indian technicians are 
not being given enough chance and 
the employers take a preference for 
the colour of the skin. The first 
question that you have asked is about 
permission. I fail to understand why 
a prior permission cannot be obtained. 
It there is a breakdown in a plant 
and equipment· I can understand· you 
must have a technician immediately 
and in such cases the Government 
ought to consider the permission be
ing given within- 24 haUl'S time. But . 
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when you set-up a plant or industry 
and you know three, four or five tech
nicians would be needed certainly you 
are not taking steps and nothing sto»S 
you to take a prior permission of the 
Government of India instead of com
plaining that we will have to obtain 
this permission within six months 
time. Thirdly,, I knOw it·. for a fact 
and the Department corroborates that 
we have both in the private and 
public· sector have misused this pro
vision of tax-free. There are such a 
large number of unnecessary techni
cians. The term 'technician' has been 
applied very losely in India. There
fore, I would expect that Indian busi
nessmen in the interest of the deve
lopment of Indian technology would 
certainly take these things into ac
count. I would, therefore, like your 
comments in this back-ground-first 
of all:-if a ·foreign t~chnician is re- . 
qwred it is required by an industry 
which is a profit making one. It is not, 
for instance, Mr. Bhogeelal will • get 
technicians for textile mills because it 
is not profitable. You will call them 
for Petro-chemicals, for new aspects, 
of Electronics, for new aspects of 
Chemical Engineering. I want you to 
teu· us about that. But most of the 
difficulties are there because of the 
present market position and the situ
ation in the .country. There may be 
exceptions but the industry as a whole 
is supposed to be wanting that and so 
some of these thing have to be allow. 
ed. I would like to have your com
ments on this background. 

SHRI J. H. DOSHI: I agree with 
you that there is no ceiling. Over 
4,000 we have to pay tax; that is ex
tra burden. Secondly, we apply even 
before calling . the technician or even 
15 days or· 1 month after he has 
arrived. It has been our experience 
that we don't get the permission from 
Delhi within 6 months. I will give 
you all · the. correspondence. They 
call for the qualification and the ex
perience of the man. This matter 
drags on for a period longer that 6 
months.· If yiJU say, we. must apply 

within a month, I have no objection. 
But it is beyond our powers to decide 
whether we will obtain the permis
sion in 6 months _or one year. 

. MR. CHAIRMAN:· Instead of 6 
months, it should· be 12 months. 

SHRI J. H. DOSHI: It gives longer 

SHRI C. C. CHOKSI: Present 
period of one year should be there. 
Another point is that for one year at 
least the exemption should be there 
without their approval, it it is a gen
uine. technician as it is· now. One 
year exemption should .be there in a~ 
case. There is one other point. It is 
true that there is no need for foreign 
technicia!:ls in many of the industries. 
No Indian would like to call a foreign 
technician unneoessarily. We have to 
remember, when we are entering into 
collaboration agreement, for offering 
the knowledge, the foreign collabora
tor says, technical responsibility is 
his. The Government approves all 
these agreements. It is only after 
obtaining Government's approval that 
the foreign technician comes here 
after obtaining the Government's ap
proval to the collaboration agree
ments. One of the clauses says, the 
responsibility of technical matters is 
on the foreign collaborator. He says, 
you will have to employ my techni
cians. The urgency arises in this 
way: The man who has .come here 
falls ill; the climate does not suit him; 
he goes away; somebody else has to 
be called immediately. It is not that 
things can be planned out all in ad
vance. If they could be, I agree with· 
hen. Member, permission could be 
obtained in · advance. Then there is· 
a legislation, we have to think of all 
the different cir.cumstances. That is 
why our submission would be that the 
present position should prevail . . . 

SHRI N. K. SOMANI: You said 
about delays. I agree there. Will 
this satisfy industrialists it precise 
guidelines were indicated by the Cen
tral Government from time to time 
that for such and such years - and 
such and ~uch types of. ~hnicians. 



only would be allowed to be imported 
in the country because it is felt that 
sufficient technical expertise is not 
available in the country and second
ly, within these categories of cases 
the permission would be given to you 
within a month of your application? 
This is one suggestion that I would 
like to make. 

SHRI C. C. CHOKSI: Certainly, . 
Sir. 

SHRI J. H. DOSHI: We can also 
say that if permission is not received 
within one month it would be deemed 
to have been received. 

. SHRI N. K. SOMANI: They will 
tell you why they cannot grant you 
permission. Government Departments 
have also to be given some laxiry in 
these matters. If I could tell you, I 
do not know of any case where such 
application has been made and ulti
mately it has been refused. 
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SHRI C. C. CHOKSI: What we say 
is that the procedure should . be. 
streamlined. The application should 
g~ to one Ministry-the Finance 
Ministry-instead of as at present 
when we have to send it to different 
Ministries. If it is Petroleum and 
Chemicals we have to send it to Petro
leum Ministry, Finance Ministry and 
different ministries. 

SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: That is exa-· 
mined from different angles. Finance 
Department alone will not be able to 
examine the necessity of technician 
for petro-chemicals. That will have 
to be done. It will have to go to the 
concerned Ministry which has to deal 
with it. My question is this. This 
limit of 4,000 is going to create land
ship, that is what you said. You are 
being given 10,000. If it is above 
4,000 are you or are you not entitled 
to pay additional salaries? 

SHRI J. H. DOSHI: We will, with 
permission· of Government. · 

SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: Additional 
salary is to be paid. On the additio
nal salaries tax is to be borne by the 
company. Is the tax his perquisite? 
Is the tax to 'Qe added as his income? 

. SHRI C. C. CHOKSI: It is not tax 
on tax, 1t is not- grossed up. 

SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: What is 
your hardship? Extra money is paid 
to him. It is treated as salary in. 
your hands entitled to deduction. 
Your burden is going to be 50 per 
cent. · 

SHRI C. C. CHOKSI: That 50 per 
cent burden is not fair. 

SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: What is it 
that you want? Do you want the 
State to subsidise the entire 100 per 
cent? This is 50 per cent of what 
is there over and above this 4,000. 
How can you say, it is not fair. 

SHRI C. C. CHOKSI: l would sub
mit that in these days when prices 

. are being fixed and fixed very strict
ly bY. the Tariff Commission, it is not 
always correct to say that the assessee 
or the manufacturer recovers the 
full amount from the consumer. It !s 
true there are cases where there were 
large profits made ...• 

SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: Do you tell 
us that profit Margin in India are as 
competitive as in the western world? 

SHRI C. C. CHOKSI: They are not. 
But there have been fluctuations 2 
year's back and the time was very bad. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: You do not 
know. What is the rate of return of 
Union Carbide. What is the rate in 
America? 9 per cent. And, in India. 
52 per cent. 

SHRI J, H. DOSHI: I entirely 
agree with you. When you make 
legislation you don't mal<e it for such 
.companies only which are making, 
large profits. You make it · for all 
companies, big and small. 
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SHRI nosm: I cannot agree more 
with the bon. Member. I fully agree 
with what he has said. 

SHRI CHOKSHI: Now, there are 
several points to which I would like 
to invite your attention .. One is Sec
tion 140(a), ·clause. 31. Under this 
clause, if the difference in the amount 
of tax already_ paid anil. the amount of 
tax payable according to the return 
is Rs. 500 or more, then he has to 
pay the balance of the tax, otherwise 
he has not to pay up. That difference 
il; being reduced from Rs. 500 to Rs. 
100. It is very difficult for a ;>erson 
to make such a correct calculation as 
not to have a difference of more than 
Rs. 100. It is a very complicated 
matter to do tax- calculation. · We 
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submit that the difference of Rs. 501) 
should be retained. That is number 
one. 

Then I come to Clause 34, introduc
tion of amendment to section 143. 
Under this clause the power is given 
to the Income-tax Officer to make an 
assessment twice over. He can make 
an assessment on the basis of income 
returned from past experience. The 
assessee no doubt has the right of 
appeal But the Income-tax ·omcer is 
given the power again to start re
assess-ment proceedings. This is highly 
unfair for various reasons. One llf 
the reasons I will explain. Suppo3e 
against the original assessment the 
asssessee has gone in appeal and in 
appeal he has succeeded on some 
points. But the Income-tax Officer is 
going tn have a second go, and in the 
second go he . has retained that parti
cular item. Not only that, but he has 
marie a further addition. So the 
matter comes in appeal before the AP
pellate Assistant Commissioner and if 
it comes up before another Appellate 
Assistant Co~issioner, he may have 
a different view. This will create con
fusion. 

SHRI .BENI SHANKER SHARMA: 
Do you mean to say that the assess
ment to be made by the ITO under 
143(1) should be for all practi~al ;:>ur
poses final and complete? 

SHRI CHOKSI: Yes. 

SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: I am 
impressed by your argument. But 
understand the difficulty of the 
Department also. They want expedi
tious, quick assessment in small cases. 
That is why they think it ill a laud
able project. If there is a provision 
that it may 'be kept in abeyance, do 
you think that it wiU meet the ends 
()f justice? 

: SHRI CHOKSI: ·with resPect it 
would l!ol meet the ends of justice if 
second time ITO is allowed to start 
re-assessment proceedings without re-



opening under Section 147. The most 
important point is if against the first 
as3essment the ITO finds there is 
something that the assessment needs 
revision he has right to appear before 
the Appellate Asstt. Commissioner if 
the matter has gone in for appeal and 
ask for an enhancement. 

SHRI SALVE: The jurisdiction of 
ITO under 147 is entirely different as 
under J.43. The question is first 
assessment is prima facie assesment 
and regular enquiry cari proceed at a 
later date. This is merely a provision 
which enables the ITO to do what the 
assessee should have done. 

SHRI CHOKSI: My feeling is this 
would result in lot of harrassment and 
hardship particularly to small asses
sees. 

SHRI SALVE: How do we solve 
the difficulty of Mr. Sethi that they 
want expeditious assessments; make 
prima facie additions and demand 
money, 

SHRI CHOKSI: When you have 
self-assessment procedure •••• 

SHRI SALVE: Self-assessment is 
my own return and in that I am not 
making prima facie . ... 

SHRI DOSHI: If the 11i.fference is 
more than 25 per cent there_is provi
sion for heavy penalty, 

SHRI TENNETI VISHW ANATHAM: 
Your obj·ection is under the provision 
the ITO is making a second assessment 
against his own first assessment. The 
provision consists of two conditions 
either if it is inaccurate or inadequate. 
Now, the first objection is he cannot 
re·open it on the ground that his own 
assessment was incorrect. But sup
posing it has not been inadequate but 
be feels inadequate because he has 
found new material meanwhile what 
is your objection? 
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SHRI CHOKSI: .He can ·proceed 
under 14 7 (b) doors have been thrown 
open by the Supreme Court by their 
recent judgement. 

SHRI SANGHI: Mr .. Choksi, this 
whole system has been brought in to 
expedite finalisation of cases because 
the income-~tax retiu-ns have increas
ed collosal and are likely· tli increase 
by 25 per cent more and the Ministry 
is not capable of increasing the staff. 
Can · you suggest any safeguards 
whereby this re-opining of the case 
is not misused by the ITO? . Can you 
give some thought on it? We also 
agree this system is going to create 
hardship. Can you provide some more 
safeguards as to how we can avoid 
the ITO unnecessarily fiddling with 
the fates of' the assessees. 

SHRI DOSHI: We appreci tte 
your objective but we do not think 
that objection Is"'served by that amend
ment. Do it -as a iinal step; give it 
finality, · 

SHRI SETHI: Here in the present 
situation ·two assessments are provi
sional assessments with the result they 
are made final ouly after some time 
and as far as appeal is concerned even 
as against the provisional assessment 
you are at liberty to go in for -appeal 
and in the meanwhile the assessment 
is made final. Now, this is a sort of 
improvement In the sense it would not 
be a provisional assessment -·now. 
Henceforth it would be final assess
ment and it is nof as if it were all the 
cases are going to be re-opened. It is 
only after some meterial evidence 
comes to the ITO that he will open 
'Ill that case and not all the cases. 

SHRI P. C. SETHI: At the present 
moment as it is, all assessments are 
provisional. They are made final. If 
assessment is reopened we are to tliat 
P.xtent closing--up the gap. Only very 
few assessments are likely to be 
reopened. To say that all cases are 
to be reoPened is not correct, 



SHRI C. C. CHOKSI: In the con
text of the self-assessment provisions 
there is no need for provisional assess
ment at all. In fact provisional 
assessments are not made. And 
in some of the cases where self
assessments are made, provisional 
assessments are not i:nade by the 
. Department. We know very well that 
the diff~rence ip., taxes is very small. 
What is done il" that a. right is given 
to officer to add those prima facie 

· items. ·What those prima facie items 
' are- we· do not know. Prima facie 
items are not added back in the pro
visional assessments. Right is being 
given under guise of passing final 
assessment.- I doubt whether he has 
the right, but assuming he has got 
that right, that right is not exercised 
today with the result that in provi-
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, sional assessments no add back is done 
and no provisiqnal assessments are 
made. A right is given to add such 
prima :facie items. And having given 
that right, look at it from assessee's 
point of view, as 'to what an amount 
of harrassment h"e lias to under ao. 
Kindly apply your mind to this aspect 
of the matter. You have taken the 
power asking the assesssee to make 

. advance payment of tax. In respect 
·of the difference between the tax 
demanded and the tax assessed on the 

· basis of his estimate of income, if the 
difference is more than 25 per cent 
then he can be penalised for not 
paying advance tax. It is a terrible 
provision. Having made an advance 
-payment he submits his_ return ol 
income. He is called upon to make R 
self-assessment. -Already there is a 
two-time review made by him. Only 
small amount of tax is left to the right 
of income-tax officer to make assel!S
ment under 143(1). There is a right 
to pass assessment order under 143(2). 

. Is it fair to the assessee, to make him 
undergo all the calculations four limPs 
over and over again? 

SHRI N. K. P.-SALVE: On the one 
side there are the intentinna of the 
Government. On the other side are 
the assesses. The Committee is there 

in between these two. If there are 
any ·genuine cases of · hardship to 
the assessee we can point it out and 
recommend to Parliament. When we 
do something for the assessee, we 
can't at the same time forget what 

. exactly the Government wants. You 
said something about hardships. The 
hardship of Mr. Sethi and Mr. R. D • 
Shah is th~ Lakhs and lakhs of 
assessees do not file the return who 
make self-assessments and out of lnkhs 
and lakhs of assessees, 'half of them 
are such in whose cases wit.hout cal
ling them one or two items may be 
added and that is the end of the 
matter. For the remaining half it Is 
necessary to go into the details. How 
does the Government get over this 
difficulty? 

SHRI C. C, CHOKSI: Clause 6:! 
should not be there. You are taking 
terrible powers Under Clause 63. You 
are taking power to send to ~ail the 
person who has not submitted his 
return. 

SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: Let alone 
the person going to jail; I am not 
talking of the person going to jail I am 
talking of the honest assessee, I am 
talking the genuine assessee who for
gets to make proper return. Filing re
turn is so expensive. Anybody does not 
.file a. proper return. The other man flle 
a proper return. In the case ot one 
man, they make additions and tho 
matter ends there. In the case of the 
other man the assessment is inade
quate; there is large income w~ch is 
not included in the return. What IS the 
difficulty? 

SHRI C. C. CHOKSI: He cannot 
under-assess his income. becaUS<l very 
severe penalty is prescribed in Sec
tion 27L It the dilference is so much,. 
he gets the penalty, 



SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: Do you mean 
1o say, because of the penalty in the 
'"books, there is· no evasion? · · 

MR. CHAIRMAN: This point we 
(!an discuss later on. We need not go 
-into it now. 

2I2 

SHRI VASANT DALAL: This is 
just a thought that occurred to me 
just now. Could it not be that the 
ITO may be asked to disallow such 
items which he has disallowed in the 
past and accepted by the assessee and 
.he has not appealed against? It is 
·very likely that these assessments 
might be final. Suppose I ·don't dis
'allow my return 113 of my motor
car expenses which are being disal
lowed year after year in the past and 
accepted by me, the ITO may add that 
and finish my assessment. That will 
be final assessment. 

SHRI N. K. P, SALVE: That is one 
way. 

SHRI N. K. SANGHI: If you go 
-through 143(2) you will see the pro
.vision where the JTO has til re~open 
.the cases. After saying "he shall 
~erve on the assessee a notice" we may 
add "for the inadequacy, incomple

,ieness !).nd the incorrectness to his 
knowledge" I think that would set 
.matters right. 

SHRI C. C. CHOKSI: Something is 
"better than nothing. If law is to be 
enacted in the present form, that is 
1he worst of it. If that cannot be 
.accepted, well, som~thing is better. 

SHRI N." K .. SANGHI: You .8re vecy 
-misgcidtld. 

SHRI N: K. P. SALVE: That 
means, we have to scrap the Bill in 

·entirety. 

· · SHRI R.'D. SIL<Ui: In view ::Of cer_ 
-tain apprehensions mentioned by some 
I think it woUld be necessary for m~ 
to clear certain matters up and express 
certain view-Point in this matter. Mr. 
Choksi said about Plovisionar assess
ments, and he said now they are not 
done. Earlier provisional assessments 
were being made wherever there w~ 
revenue gain to the department. In 
other cases provisional assessments 
were not mll:de. 143 (1) says, if the 
ITO is satisfied as to the correctness 
and completeness of the return. When 
he says assessment under 143(1) it 
was necessary to certify that the 

-return was complete and correct in all 
respects, and that he was satisfied. 
Now, in all cases even if there was a 
slight variation between the returned 
income and the income on which 

: assessmen't was" tc:i be made · ui. .spite 
of the fact that there may be clear 
items the Income-tax Officer . had 
necessariry to resort to 143 (2), take 
the proceedings, issue notices, call the 
assessee, make the assessment and all 
that. A very large number of cases, 
on the face of it, wherever there are 
disallowables, the ITO will complete 
under 143 (1) where there was mate
rial. Where the Income-tax Officer 
considers that a notice should be 
"issued, the assessee should be given an 
opportunity to produce the books 
and only thereafter to make the 
~seessment, he is certainly not 
going to waste his time and 
the assessee's time. Between these 
two extreme lies a small number 
of case where the Income-tax Officer 
has made the first assessment, which 
.is fin a I so far as the assessee is con
. cerned and under the existing pro
cedure which is corresponding to the 
provisional assessment. Now, here the 
word ''reopen" is unfortunately not 
correct. He does not reopen. What 
he does is that he issues a notice to 
the assessee, calling upon bini to pro
duce his books of accounts and exa
mine them and make an assessment. .• 



~HRl N. K. P. S.U.VE: But- Mr. 
Shah, most of the appreliension arises 

. in ~he minds of assessees on account 
of the attitude of the Department 
under the existing provisional assess-

. ment. A large ntimber of cases have 
gone to the· Supreme Court a.itd they 
are left to litigation.· What guarantees 
or safeguards are you giving to such 
assessees who will be roped in by 
143? 

SHR~ SHAH: As I put it, Sir, the 
point is that in a large number of 
small cases . this provision is intend<>4 
to be applied. A very large number 
is . there-nearabout 15 lakhs. This is 
intended ~o be applied ·in spite of the 
fact that there is no legal sanction for 
it. 
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In bigger cases, what he is doing is 
'that he issues the· notice, call the 
assessee, examine those books of ac
counts, and if he is satisfied, he will 
make an order. He issues notice in 
every case. 

SHRI DOSHI: In the final analysis, 
it is a part of the legislation in these 
matte>'5 and it is really unfortunate 
that the experience of the nssessees 
with the Department has not been so 
very happy in the past an(l'that creates 
a fear in our mind; sometimes it may 
be a misplaced fear. I would suggest 
that what Mr. Sanghi has suggested 
is ·very true that the powers of the 
Income-tax Officer should be restrict
ed if he is made to do assessment a 
second -time; he must have some rt~al 
reason to do it; otherwise it should 
be r,onsidered as llna1. 

. . 
MR. CHAIRMAN: We will further 

discuss it in the Committee. 

SHRI DOSHI: To the best of my 
knowlede. in the United States they 
never call an assesS!!!! every ':;'ear. 
They call an assessee every year. ·.rh~ 
perhaps call him once in five years. 
If be is found dishonest, he is very. 
severely dealt with. 

1358 L&-15. 

sHRI N. K. P. SALVE: You also 
help us on that point • 

SHRI CHOKSI: Clause 43 section . 
186(a). No doubt this is an' attempt 
to simplify the procedure, but· at the 
same tim!!' This is likely to create con
siderable amount of hard3hip. In case 
of Mofussil assessees, one of the re
quirements is that the firm which is to 
be recognized must be registered with 
the Registrar o'f lfirms. The Registt
rars' of Firms ao not have offices in 
all the places of all the Districts. '!'hey 
have their offices in some of the 
important urban towns or cities and 
in om· countr'Y. there are so many 
assessees who are not fully con ver
sant with the P•;~visions of law. There
fore, is this a great improvement on 
the existing system. Then assessees 
wiii be relieve<j. to a great extent. The 
snag is there is not sufficient number. 
of Registrars and the matter may be 
dela)'ed. 

SHRI CHOKSI: The requirement is it 
should be registered within six months 
and a person might forget in these dnys 
of forgetfulness. 

SHRI BEN! SHANKER SHARMA:. 
You have obtectton --wlien the Regist
rar takes time. These are procedural 
difficulties and can be got over by 
increasing the number of Registrars 
or making them register the firm in a month. I think you agree with the 
pro:visions. 

SHRI CHOKSI: Broadly 
but some relaxation should 
Here it is ver'Y watertight. 

I agree. 
be there .. 

MR. 'CHAffiMAN: We are looking 
into the details. 

SHRI SALVE: I take it that Y'·''· 
have read the l!lause very carefull,Y. 
Here the Department while comment
ing on this clause has given a note to 
us which says inter alia: "That the. 
new procedure ih' Section 186(a) and. 



(b) is designed to considerably sim
plify the assessment of the firms arid 
their partners by eliminating the 
requirement or separate registration 
for purposes of assessment the income 
tax and virtually recognising the 
registration under the Indian Partner
ship Act self-sufficient for purposes of 
charge of income-tax." 

SHRI •CHOKSI: There are two 
clauses which require consideration. 
One is clause (e) which says in the 
first assessment the assessee is to 
follow the same procedure as he has 
to follow for the registration of the 
firm under the present law. Under the 
present he has to make this declara
tion to the ITO under clause (e). 
Therefore, the procedure is more or 
less the same in addition to clause (e) 
whatever the present requirement he 
has to comply with the present ~aw. 
Clause (e) says That- firm should be 
a genuine firm iind not benami of 
another partner. 'l'11erefore, the pre-

. sent provisions of law ere being enact
ed in a different form. The only point 
is in addition to that tne requirement 
of registration Should be done with 
Registrar of Firms which creates prac
tical difficulties. • If that is relaxed I 
have no objection. 

Further, we want to make a men
tion a&out clause 1(. It goes beyond 
what the Finance Minister mentioned 
at the time of the Budget. In his 
Budget speech he mentioned what he 
wanted to achieve-assessees were 
trYing to transfer their assets to their 
wives and minor children which could 
not be done under .Section 64 but that 
can be done through the agency of 
HUF. "'Ie wanted to plug the loophole 
that they shoula not 'be able to trans
fer their assets to the wife or minor 
child. This is, however, often circum
vented by the use of the special !JrO
visions relating to the taxation of 
HUF as a separate unit. What is being 
done in this clause is something 
entirely different. That was not what 
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he mentioned in the budget speech. 
Therefore, this clause goes beyond the 
intention of the Finance Minister from 
his statement. 

SHRI SALVE: You approach this 
question from the point of view of 
Equity. 

SHRI CHOKSI: I am on the princi
ple of Equity 

SHRI C. C. CHOKSI: When pro
perty is in passed with the HUF, 
nobody will say, my shareJs so much. 
It is only in the event of partition that 
this happens. Otherwise there is n<> 
division or partition of the HUF. · 

SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: Who par. 
takes the benefit of tliaf? 

SHRI C. C. CHOKSI: That pro
perty belongs to the family. It is not 
the -property of X or Y or Z. We 
should not levy a notional charge, for 
which the person has no right to take 
anything out of IT. We are trYing to 
tax the person, individual, if he has 
separated that property with the status 
of HUF, that you will pay the tax on 
the assumption that you are going to 
get the benefit out of it. It is not a 
moral respbnsibility. It goes beyond 
what the Finance Minister contemplat
ed. After transferring property to the 
fam:!y, if there is further partition 
that is one thing. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: This HUF is r.ut 
the creation of todaY or yesterday. 
You know the Finance Minister has 
already made a speech. This is here 
for many years. We have accepted 
what the HUF is. After 1964, after 
the judgement of the Supreme Court, 
new HUFs are created. Many people 
were not conscious of the HUF. One 
witness told us, he had been in Delhi, 
as Deputy Director. He was more 
than 60 years old, When he came to 
Bombay only he was told by legal 
experts here that he can do that. 
Before coming to Bombay he did 110t 

know that there is any HUF. He 



said, so many people in Bombay have 
done this thing. You can explain to 
us what your views are so that the 
·committee may take them ·up for con
sideration 

~- SHRI C. C. CHOKSI: This should 
I}Ot b;,_ given retrospective effect. 
·Tiuit is. number One. It should come 
into "force from 1st March. 1969. , 

.. \ 

Secondly, regarding appeals. The 
appeal fee is proposed to be charjj;ed 
at the rate of 10 rupees ·before the 
AA.c. In the case of tribunal the 
appeal fee is increased fo Rs. 250 and 
it is not fair at all. It should not be . 
so very costly, so very expensive. 

So, that is my suggestion. And 
another thing, for paying this amount 
of Rs. 10 he has to go to th., Reserve 
Bank and stand in a long queue ..••.. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: We are thinking 
of that point also. 

SHRI C. C. CHOKSl: The right to 
. condone delay i~ unnecessrily being 
restricted. Normallv they do not con
done delay unless there is sufficient 
reason for them to condone it. To put 
further curb on that does not appear 
to be all right. These are all the main 
points which I would like to submit 
to the CommitteP. 

SHRI BEN! SHANKER SHARMA: 
At one stage, you made a statement, 
that there are clauses which, instead 
of simplifYing, are going to create 
complications. I do not know what 
you meant by that. What are those 
clauses, please let us know. 

SHRI C. C. CHOKSI: We have 
alreadY mentioned the main points. 
There are five clauses and the clauses 
have been mentioned. There is one 
regarding double-assessment proceed
iru:s. The assessee is required to pay 
tax on self-assessment if difference is 
more than Rs. 100 instead of Rs. 500. 
On recognition of the firms, ll.e will 
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get the firm registered with the Regis
trar of Firms within 6 months. 
Again there are appeal proceedings 
and be has to pay the appeal fees. 
There is another point, namely, taking 
away the discretion of the Appellant 
Assistant Commisioners from admitting 
appeals after· 30 days. There are these 
four or five points. There are cer
tain other points, not in the Bill. This 
is about ·advance payment of tax. The 
very heavy penalty in wealth tax will 
in genuine cases causes hardship. 
There is some addition or change of 
the Section 276(c) imprisonment. You 
want to have rigorous imprisonment 
if he bas not submitted his return. I 
know of cases where one is likely to 
forget .... 

MR. CHAIRMAN: May I tell you 
about the procedure in other countries? 
Everywhere there is this provision of 
imprisonment punishment. 

SHRI VASANT DALAL: Under 
276(c) if the assessee does not submit 
the return under 139(1) without rea
sonable cause, he is open for prose
cution-in spite of the fact that the 
entire tax to which he is liable, is 
deducted at source, and he is not 
required to file a return ... 

SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: He has to 
file. 

SHRI V ASANT DALAL: If the 
intention is he is required to file that 
is a different matter .... 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Very good. ·rhank 
you ·Mr. Choksf. We thank all your 
other colleagues for this verY valu
able evidence which you have offered. 

SHRI C. C. CHOKSI: We offer our 
thanks to the Chairman and to the 
Members of the Committee 

MR. CHAIRMAN: The Committee 
stands adjourned to meet at 10 "'.m. 
tomorrow. 

(The Committee then adjourned) 
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(The witness was called in 
and re .fook hi~ seat): 

MR. CHAIRMAN: .We welcome you 
· to the sitting of the Committee, and 

before we start, I shalll'ead out.to you 
· the relevant rule,· 58, of our Rules of 

Procedure. · Your evidence shall be 
treated as public and is liable to be 
published unless you specifically 
desire that all or any part of the evi
dence given by you is to be treated 
as confidential. However, if you 
desire to it be treated as confidential, 
it is liable to be made available to the 
Members of Parliament. 

We have received your memoran
dum.· Would you like to highlight 
some of the important points mention
ed in your memorandum? 

SHRI PALKHIVALA: Thank you. 

'I'he first comment I would like to 
make is that we have had so many 
amendments brought out in out' In
come-tax law that a stage has come, 
and I think, I speak quite sincerely 
and honestly, when I tell you that 
people would rather go without tax 
concessions or tax reliefs than for 
continuous amendments to the law. 
The confusion has reached a stage 
when the Income-tax Department,
for whom I personally have high re
gard because I find people of outstand-

ing al>illty engaged in ·dealing with 
more money in the course of a single 
month. than a High Court Judge will 
deal with in the course of a whole 
year-,-and even people with great 
ability and great thoroughneo.;s find it 
just impossible to know what the law 
on the subject is when they deal with 
the assessments for a particular year. 
It is the same with the taxpayers. I 

·think. there is no ·country where so 
much of the intelligence of the nation 
is just wasted as a result of conti
nuous changes as it is in this country. 
And I would beg of the bon. Members 
to bear this in mind as the m<>.;t im
portant cardinal consideration when 
dealing with the question of any tax 
organisations. Speaking for myself, 
if you ask me whether from the point 
of view of this Bill, which one I would · 
prefer, I would · say that · I would 
rather go without the tax reliefs. I 
would say; let the country be Without 
tax reliefs; leave the people alone. 
Because one can understand doing it 
-once, twice or thrice; but doing it as 
we do it every year or every alter
nate year, frankly I think,-if a cal
culation were made you would realise 
what utter waste of national talent 
and ability and time is involved in all 
tl1ese amendments. I would with 
gi'eat respect submit that if at all the 
bon. Prime Minister's suggestion is to 



be implemented, namely, that a Com
miosion should be appointed to consi
der the question of the tax laws, ad
ministration, etc., to have a fresh look 
at the whole thing, it is eminentiy . 
desirable that this Bill should not be 
pa.Jsed but should be left to be consi
dered along with other matters by the 
Commission to be hereafter appointed. 

Now, coming to the proviSions, the 
main provisions which I shall deal 
with are not many. If I do not touch 
upon the other provisions of the law, 
it does no~ mean that I am unmindful 
of the good which the Bill aims at 
doing. But I do not want to take up 
your time on these provisions, Hon. 
Members may take it that I have no 
criticism to offer and I am in agree
ment with the policy underlaying 
those provisions. Therefore, I shall 
draw your attention only to those 
provisions which need a certain appli
cetion of mind, which you may recon
sider before making your report to 
the Parliament. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Please say a word 
of appreciation for those provisions 
also, with which you agree. 

SHRI PALKHIVALA: Very well. 
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First, Clause 2 of the Bill aims at 
doing something which I think is in 
public interest, namely, you exclude 
agricultural income from the scope of 
Ce!ltral income-tax assessment, even 
if land revenue is not payable by that 
land. This be-oomes necessary because 
in many States the land revenue has 
been abolished, partly or wholly and 
a very anomalous position arose under 
the present law where purely agri
cultural operations may be carried 
out, the income may be agricultural, 
and yet exemption is denied only be
cause land revenue is not payable. So 
the provision that you seek to make 
in Clause 2 right from the commence
ment of the Income-tax Act, 1961 is a 

salut~ry prOVISIOn, removing the con
dition of payment of land revenue. 

The next clause is Clause 3. It 
aims at amending Section 10 of the 
Income-tax Act. That section deals 
with various exemptions which are 
granted to the citizen in reospect of a 
part of his income. The idea is again 
here a healthy one, namely, to en~ 
large the scope of this exemption in 
respect of salaried employees who are 
the worst hit in every country, be
cause they are mainly the people 
where income is, generally speaking, 
fully disclosed and in their case this 
is very necessary. 

Now, the direction in which this 
relief is to be given is that if a cer
tain travel concession is given. to an 

· employee to enable him tu go on 
leave, that travel concession should 
not be taxed. But in the Bill as draft
ed, this travel concession becomes 
exempt from tax only if the employee 
proposes to go his home ·district. I 
think this is, frankly, not only un
necessary but it is a clear inducement 
to dishonesty, because if there is a 
poor employee drawing, say, Rs. 1000 
-which in these days js not much
wanting to go to a hill-station, Simla, 
from Delhi ••• 

MR. CHAIRMAN: It is home-sick
ness, not to a hill-station. 

SHRI PALKHIVALA: My point is 
this. Suppose his home di-strict is 
Simla. But suppose his father is now 
settled down, say, 80 miles from Delhi. 
Well, what is wrong with the man 
wanting to go back 80 miles from 
Delhi; he does not want ·to go back 
to his home district. 

My point is this. You are dealing 
with little assessees; you are not 
dealing with big business magnets 
who can find out how to get benefits. 
These small people are really in need · 
of some concession at the hands of 
the law-makers, and I do submit that 



·it would be a good amendment if you 
were to remove the words "to his 
home district .. ". 

~o far as foreigners are concerned, 
it is all right, because they go back on 
home leave out of India. 

SHRI PRAKASHCHAND B. SETHI: 
So far as the travel concession to 
home district is cor.cerned, it is in 

,.consonance with the Home Ministry's 
legal connotation. 

lllil' ml' .~ l:{Tl{<t : 'flff lf~ ij'nrq" 

<r{t ff'r<rr f;p "~"'!': •ft;;r 1t ~tr it q:r11 
fsf<~t<: <mr m-r ~ crt ~~ <r.<: q; 
'ff"f it ~ ~ ? 

SHRI P ALKHIV ALA: The diffi
culty arises that 'home district' does 
not change in law. 'Home dhtrict' is 
the district where the man hails from. 
That is his home district. So it has a 
legal connotation 

My point is it is always unwise to 
pass laws which induce people to be 
dishonest when by letting them be 
honest the law can be respected: 

SHRI SALVE: What is the basic 
intent of this clause viz-a-viz neces
sity. 

SHRI PALKHIVALA: The basic 
intent of this clause is to give little 
concession to that class of society 
which is very hard bressed and 
deserves relief. Furt!ler, the man may 
be encouraged to go back to his family 
and have a little recuperation. If that 
is the idea, it is in consonance with 
that idea that you remove this thing 
about home district. 

The next point, Sir, is the other 
sub-clause Of clause 3 which is sub
clause (d). So far as technicians are 
concerned the idea clearly is to reduce 
the amount of tax exemption available 
to them. I would only point out this 
that sint.:e it is with the approval 
of the Government that the employ-
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ment has to be given before tax 
exemption is available and in most 

. cases Government does not permit and 

. rightly so persaps it may not be quite 
necessary at this stage to reduce the 
exemption limit because in practice 
we find that the cases are rare and if 
an exemption like this is reduce the 
burden on the employer becomes so 
excessive because he will have to 
bear the burden of tax as the em
ployee may still get his · tax free 
salary. The tax on tax is a spiraling 
effect and the burden becomes so 
enormous that sometimes you may 
want to· do without the foreign 
technician and the industry. Itself 
may su ifer; The Department says 
under the law they are entitled to 
Pyramiding tax on tax. 

SHRI BEN! SHANKAR SHARMA: 
Suppose we do away with this tax on 
ta:o.; !tystem would you agree to the 

· sugf!!stion that the tax could be paid 
on the salary over Rs. 40001- by the 
employers? 

SHRI PALKHIVALA: If you do 
not have Pyramiding. 

SHRI SALVE: That is the ir.ten
tion that no tax on tax is levied. It 
is simple tax. Will you then have 
any objection ? 

SHRI PALKHIVALA: The main 
objection would be substantially re
moved. 

SHRI SALVE: We will see to that 
that supposing there is salary of 
Rs. 7000. Rs. 4000 is exempt and on 
Rs 3000/- the employer is liable to 
pa~ the tax. Now, the tax is, for 
example, Rs. 22001- then what he 
pays is Rs. 3000/- plus Rs. ~200 {
which will be liable for deduction m 
the hands of the employers. 

SHRI pALKHIVALA: I am on the 
question of amount of tax apart from 
the deductability. 



SHRI DAMAN! : This amendment 
has been br'otlgtit on the basis of the· 
recommendations of the Bhoothalin
gam Committee and ARC Recommen-

. dations and with the intention to dis
cow·age the emploYing of foreign 
technicians and to give chances to our 
own technicians. . We have got a 
sufficient number of intellectuals. This 
Rs. 4000/- includes perquisites. Sup
pose perquisite« are removed and 
salary is taxed in that case will it 
serve the pu~pose ? 
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SHRI N, ·A. PALKHIVALA: The 
purpose would be. served if you made 
it clear that the salaries shall not be 
grossed up for the purposes of deter
mlmng income-tax payable by the 
emploYer. Then substantially that 
will be met. 

MR. CHAIRMAN:. We want to 
hear you first. 

SHRI N. A. PALKHIVALA: I lind, 
hon. Members have one idea in mind. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: You must a'so 
be aware of the intention about techni
cians. We want to make it prohibi
tive also so that we go in more for 
Indian technicians. 

sHRI N. A, PALKHIVALA: Your 
intention has to be implemented; it is 
the policy decision made by Parlia
ment. It is a question of implement
ing the intention. It should be im
plemented in such a way that while 
the objective of the Government is 
good, namely, encouraging Indians, 
you do not go to the other extreme, 
of making prohibitive, even the ser
vices of· those technicians wliose pre
sence here would be publicly bene
ficial so that we may be able to manu
facture products which earn foreign 
exchange. There will be cases where 
the presence of the technicians in 
certain areas will be so important 
that really speaking it is in the in
terest of the Government. That is 
whY Government gives approval for 
2 year and for 5 year contracts. In 
auch cases, if you make it economi-

cally prohibitive, it wiU ·be a self
defeating proposition if you go to 
such an extent to say that even where 
foreign exchange can be earned you 
will not permit him. The other point 
is this. Mr. Salve ·mentioned about 
the deductability· to the employer. I 
want to draw attentiqn to this point. 
The lion. Member ma'Y be under the 
impression that the employer will get 
a deduction. In every case I am 
aware of, the employer pays the tax 
which is payable by the ellOPloy<'r 
because it is treated basically under 
section. 4() clau.se . (a): .sub,.claJ:lse (5) 
'oi' the existm'g Act. ·There is a limit, 
·a .c:iling, upto which perquisites are 
allowed··for the. deduction. This tax 
will not be fully al~owed. to. the 
employer .... 

SHRI N. K. ·P. SAi.VE: ·Subject to 
the limit. 

SHRI N. A. PALKHIVALA: Limit 
is so small. When a man has to be 
emploYed, you will have to give him 
house, give him cal", give him oJther 
facilities. One important aspect we 
will have to bear in mind. Do you 
want foreign technicians at· all ? If 
the decision of the law makers is, we 
do not want them, it is all right. 
Supposing you realise there are some 
areas where the circumstances are 
such that the employment of foreign 
technicians would be· in the national 
interest, for the time being, then we 
cannot defeat our own objective by 
making this economicallY prohibitive. 
The way this is drafted, there are two 
objections-one, there is this grossing 
up which I will deal with; and 
secondly, the employer will not get 
full deduction for the tax he is paying. 

SHRI BENI SHANKER SHARMA: 
We have got an amendment to be 
made. 

SHRI N. A. PALKHIVALA: You 
would be good enough to amend 
section 40, clause (a) sub-clause (5) 
to make it clear that in providing 20 
per cent npto which deduction is 



allowed, the • burden of tax bome 
· imder this new imposition will not be 

takeri into acco~nt. 

SHRI TENNETI VISWANATHAM: 
You used the term prohibitively cost
ly .. Why do you·cuse th~ term? Pay
ment oL tax beyond the salaries is 
over 4,000. So, in what way you con
sider it, 'prohibitively costly'? What 
would be its percentage of . the to~al 
cost of salaries. ?_ 
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SHR.I l\1. A. PALKffiVALA: There 
iS no ha.rd and fast rule. Evecy 
business wili naturally look ··at ·. the 
economics of any particular ,thing. 
When I say prohibitive, I mean this. 
Any reasonable businessman having 
x:egard to the interest of the · share
holders and to his own interest, would 
hesitate to undertake such a burden. 
He will say, why go in for a foreign 
market, if I could sell my goods in 
India. He will make shoddy goods. 
He will say, I will be able to sell my 
goods in India, that is all right. I 
don't have to exert. 

SHRI TENNETI. VISWANATHAM: 
As a general proposition it is all right. 

What do you think of the percent
age of the excess 1 

SHRI .N. A. PALKHIVALA: It is 
impossible tc:> say that. 

SHRI TENNETI VISW ANATHAM: 
How can you say, prohibitive? 

SHRI N. A. PALKmVALA: You 
have to see the normal effects of the 
law sought to be passed. If the nor
mal effects m a number of cases would 
be to include what I call prohibitive 
items, by prohibitive. I mean ~onomi
cally prohibitive, ~y businessman 
understands what moriey is-really he 
will think this is not a viable proposi
tion for him. What a businessman 
would really think as a viable pro
position is something which can give 
him a fair return for what he is 
doing. 

I now come to the provision for
enlarging the definition of a technician. 
so as to include animal husbandry. 
dairy, poultry farming, fishing etc. 
This is very good. This is a very good 
suggestion to enlarge the definition. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: · You say, it is 
good enlarging .this definition. 

SHRI N. A. PALKHIVALA: This i; 
subject to Government approval. 

It is only with that Government. 
approval that the man will come. 
Take subjects- like de~-sea fishil\g. 
De~p-sea fish!ng _i~ _s~.etlting out of 
Which we will earn ·millions of foreign 

·exchange; · Our resources are tre- · 
.mendous in. ~e. Indian ocean. These 
have never been tapped. You could 

· ha"ve Japanese to assist you here· for 
deep-sea fishing. You· would be able 
to earn much more by foreign ex
change that what you spend by way 

· of tax relief. 

MR. CHAIRMAN : Poultry also. 

SHRI N. A. PALKHIVALA: By 
_poultry I don't mean what we keep 
in the backyard. I mean, that kind 
of :scientific, technological develop
ment on a big scale. 

MR. CHAIRMAN : That we have 
not developed in the country. 

· SHRI N. A. PALKHJVALA: We can 
do it only when we learn the art. The 
first thing for us is to learn the 
technique; to learn the art. Take tht 
Amul Dairy for instance. But for the 
presence of the New Zealand techni
cian who came initially, it would have· 
been extremely difficult for any to 
reach the present position. All the 
pride of India is in Amul Dairy. It 
would not have been so but for the 
presence of such experts to help us in 
our Dairy. We are not dealing with 
any small man keeping dairy etc. 
We are dealing with something which 
can be done on a massive seale which 
may solve the food problems of our 
vast sections of the people of. our· 



.country. That is what I h&.ve par
-ticularly got in mind. I am not 
:talking of 1,000 chickens. 

SHRI BEN! SHANKER SHARMA : 
lt is subject to Government approval. 

SHRI N. A. PALKHIVALA: Gov
-ernment will not give approval unless 
the rna tter is on such a vast scale. 

SHRI BENI SHANKER SHARMA: 
lt should be of great national impor~ 
j:ance, as you say. 

11ft '(fl( ~ ~ : Gi'Gf >;ff'f '<'it 
-~6" ~ f'll' <r'!>-ft~ '!1T i$r;frn;; <it 
;;r'\':s lli-;: f~r ~ ~ o;r:om i!:T ~ m-: 
-~f<rif a"" if <tft~ f~<T ~ ~ 'flfifu 
~\om il:T ~;;mrcr ~r 1 <rr ~ ~
. .,r.r-r 'li'r ~~ rn if,i {~ !liflt~ 
-..;:~ if 'RT ~"lJT <I'T <l<I'T ~ ~r<:<m: ~ 

f<ril' !lm 'li'T ~ ~ 'F111 ;;{~' ~ITT 
f'ti' ;rn '1ft ~'.;fl'o/f t.fr G'~lfr q't< lf'~ 
'T>i!:T ;;j'J'!ilff f'ii' ~ ~u-~ ;;qt ~'tor fu 
""' mrfi ~it~ f.!;1:rr :;n<l m- iffir
. .fro'!' it 'fli'i ~rrr 1 ~ ;;:~ 'liT 

;{;;rr !lil'ro' ;;o~r ;;rr<;;rr 1 

SHRI N. A. PALKHIVALA: The 
·answer Government would give is 
.this. The ob'Ject in enlarging the 

. definition is to promote some big 
national project like the Amul Dairy. 
It should be a national project which 
may be of such importance to the 
nation. And it is open to the Govern
ment to say that, in deserving cases 
they will give. It is not for one in

. dividual who may earn 5,000 out of 
poultr'Y farming. 

~ '@\' ~ II'R<I' : 5. 0 0 0 'i'ilJ 
if'T ~fl!G'fr 'fr<ir ;rr q;rtr €:H'!f!i!ll 'f 
'lit ~l'ft;ffll' ~r ::rFJ:r rnr- 'f'iif'li' ;rn <t.r 
~ i[) ~ ~ 1 ~ ;;A,--q ~T ~ 

i 
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SHRI N. A, PALKHIVALA That is, 
you think of projects which are run 
on big, national scale. You will never 
have a technician with your level of 
taxation. 

~ '@I' m If~ : 'fliT "A1'1 li'li 

:;@ "~ ~ f.!; ~ i!:if ;;:;; ~ ~ 
f'l>f~. ~r. ~r~lf mf'G" mr ~ 
fuit "Tr r~ ;m;:u a-""rn1···{1 
'li'T ;;:~ <R~ ;;rrifiT or %<: i!:ifr'l: 
f.;rlr ~~~ ~c(1i£'!01' ii:T l!:flfT i!lR i!:if 

_ wri'r 'ii'T ~;; <fin.· ~ iFfl G'rliii' fu 
<mru E<r.frf~r<;·r;r <fr -.~m ~ ;; '<i' 
miT ~;r if i 

SHRI PALKHIVALA: The point is 
that, I think, for example, in foreign 
countries much advance has been 
made, which is still unknown to us . 
I have in mind those cases where by 
importing such technicians who will 
be able to contribute to the agricul
tural development, dairy development, 
poultry development of the coUntrY, 
we have a lot to learn still. Our 
people, no doubt, are superior in 
ability, but they are not familiar with 
the technical advances. 

SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: I have 
read the clause very carefully. I 
entirely agree with you. Except your 
point about pyramiding, do you see 
any harm in creating an additional 
safety-volve and bring about a dis
incentive also to the business-men 
not to get technicians where we can 
manage without them ? · 

SHRI PALKHI\T'ALA: My point is 
that the right policy would be at the 
administrative level not to agree to 
such .contracts; but if you find at the 
administrative level that the contracts 
are in the national interest, then it 
should not. be excessive. 

SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: Sometimes 
it is very difficult. There are so many 
factors-involved. What is wr-ong if 
we have an additional safety-valve? 



SHRI PALKHIVALA~ Without 
pyramiding, it would be reasonable. 

SHRI R. D. SHAH: There is no 
pyramiding, for one r~ason that up to 
4000 it is exempt. 

SHRI PALKHIVALA: In the hands 
<>f the employee it will be exempt. 
But the question is what is the 
<!uantum, the amount, which the em
ployee will be asked to pay? 

SHRI R. D. SHAH: The tax paid by 
the employer is not taxable, is 
exempt in the hands of the empl-oyee 
as it is laid down here; last line. 
Also, the tax paid by the employer, 
if it is exempt in the hands of the 
employee, then there is no question of 
tax by the employer .. 

SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: 
the remuneration of the 
I! it is 7,000 .... 

What is 
employee? 

SHRI R. D. SHAH: If the remune
ration is Rs. 7,000, -out of it 4,000 is 
exempt; the employer pays tax on 
:Rs. 3000. And let us take, for 
.example, that the. tax on Rs. 3000 is 
Rs. 2000. That Rs. 2000 is exempt in 
:the hands . of the employee. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: We have heard 
nis interpretation. We shall discuss 
it later. · 

SHRI PALKHIVALA: Then you 
have a salutary provision in Clause 
4. I appreciate that. I have no 
~riti.cism. Clause 6 is also a salutary 
provision. 

I come to Clause 8 which is really 
<Controversial, on which I am sure 
:many witnesses must have dilated. I 
have, Sir, a few comment3 to make. 
It is. clear that the idea is a good one. 
"The idea is to encourage people t"O 
start new industries and expand. But 
1 am afraid the way it is drafted it 
·would work adversely to the national 
interest, for the simple reasons I 
:Shall presently give. 
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First of all, the new section seeks 
to grant amortisation in respect ·-of 
preliminary expenses to the extent of 

. two and a half per cent of the capital, 
debentures and long-term borrow
ings. There are two ways in which 
this provision would work against the 
economic interest of the nation, taken 
as a whole. First, if one company 
is able to do the same job as another, 
but with half the borrowing, then 
that company, though it is more 
efficient more economi.cal and is able 
to get the same job done at half the 
borrowing, has got a lower tax deduc
tion than another company which to 
rio the same job requires twice the 
money. Capital is very scarce in our 
country and we should encourage 
people who are able to make the 
maximum use of our scarce capital 
resources. 

Therefore, t-o make the deduction 
relatable to the amount of borrowing 
is not correct ·because it only puts a 
premium upon wastage of the 
monetary resources. 

Secondly, it works agair ~!. the na
tional interest this way: you have a 
company which is able to generate its 
own resources, which declares small 
dividends and ploughs bar.k profit, and 
thereby it is able to build up its 
reserves and then preliminary 
expenditure is disallowed to the com
pany because it has not borrowings 
and debentures for the purpos~ of 
expansion. But anothe~ company 
which has been extravagent and 
given away large dividends and 
has no reserves such a company is 
at a advantage because it gets the pre
liminary expenses to the extent of 
2!.% My point is that to rPlate this 
amortization allowance to the 
borrowings is economically unsound. 
You should only relate it to the 
capital cost of the expansion of the 
new project. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: How much it· 
c"mes to your estimate? 



SHRI PALKHIVALA: There again 
you can fix a ceiling which you re
gard reasonable. Suppose you fix 
2! per cent of the new blork. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Would you agree 
for such companies who husband 
their resources as 2!% and for others 
we reduce it? 

SHRI PALKHIWALA: It should 
. have no relevance I say, Sir, with 
this 2} per cen~. Qr 3 per cent. There 
are some industries where profi
tability is large and in some profita
bility is sma)L The . companies with 
small profitability are the c'Ompanies 
which need your assistance ·more tlian 
those companies . with large profi
tability, 

"'t '@f ~ q~ : 'H'ift ;;ft 
<rl't if a<!i f~r fif; oft W!if l[T f~ffi;;r 
~ fill"'.r "A'f '1i'W ~. ~ '1\T ~a; ~r 
liiW ~ · m<: orr '1i0i ~ "'~ if;<:or ~. -m 
if; ful:t <1'1'1 Mirlf;r ~. ~ o.:'r.i'i '1>~
~)~~-l 
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SHRI PALKHIVALA: My submis
sion is there is no concert between 
the two. You say in one case give a 
benefit to the man with reserves and 
then I say give a benefit to tlie man 
wh'O borrows. You will have case 
efter case w.here to relate it to 
borrowings is wrong. Once you re
late it to reserves then you are doing 
justice to everybody. Therefore, my 
suggestion is to make it 2! per cent 
or 3 per cent applicable to the com
pany with respect to the cost but do 
not make a distinction between a 
company which borrows and one 
which does not bor.row, 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Supposing we 
calculate this on the project cost and 
not on the capital base would you 

. agree? 

SHRI PALKHIVALA: l'hat would 
be the most rational way of dealing 
with the matter .. 

SHRI SALVE: 
percentage. 

Any idea of 

'SHRI PALKHIVALA: I have not . 
.calculated the percentage .. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Government has 
made a study where the average 
comes to from 0.8 per cent to 3.8 per 
cen"t. 

SHRI DAMAN!: We appreciate 
your point. I want your · opinion 
about new companies. When new· 
companies start with small or big 
capital the expenditure is more and. 
secondly, suppose one company issues 
Rs. 50 lakhs and another Rs. 5 Cl"ores 
but moot of the expenditure will be 
same or a little difference. In such a 

' case the new companies being· given 
2! per cent will be at a disadvantage. 
Would you agree that there should be 
slab system on the · basis of the 
capital?· 

SHRI PALKHIVALA: My answer 
is you want a ceiling. I have for one 
no doubt time will come when all 
these expenditure will be allowed as 
deduction. My own feeling ·would be 
that once a project has been found to 
be a genuine project the expenses 
unless they result in a capital asset · 
being acquire.d must be allowed to be 
written off. In Ireland for instance not 
only expenses but capital assets ca t1 

be written off in the fist year. 

SHRI DAMANI: In U.K. 

SHRI: PALKHIVALA: There they 
have got investment allowance wh1ch 
is very reasonable. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: You may please 
go ahead with the other points. 

SHRI N. A. FALKHIVALA: On 
35(d) the position is this. The level 
of taxation being what it is, I think. 
in fairness and justice, between the 
State and the citizen, all preliminary 
expenses which do not result in the 
acquisition of a capital asset should 



be allowed to be written of. rn 
other countries they are written off. 
It may be not in U.K. but in U.K. 
the rate of taxation is very much 
lower on limited companies. You do 
not have the .long-drawn out debates 
and discussions wheth!'r a particular 
expense should be allowed or not 
allowed. I speak from personal 
experience of the working of com
pa"nies which operate both here and 
there, l myself went up to a Tribunal. 
The matter. was whether a wan 
which was erected outside a factory 
would be allowed depreciation or not. 
The Department went to the extent 
of saying that depreciation should :~ot 
be allowed. We went up to the. 
tribunal not once. The department 
asked for reference to the High Court. 
What I say is, thousands and thou
sands of cases are pendlng in India 
which you can very well put an end 
to in 6 months if only correct desicions 
are made. Let us proceed, let us go 
<Jn, with the job of developing our 
economy. Thousands of petitions are 
there. In Calcutta it amounts to 
30,000 cases. In Bombay High Court 
a reference was made to the High 
Court in 1964 but the assessment 
year would be 1950-51 and 1951-52 .. 
The matter which I argued yest.-r
day pertains in the year 1946-47 and 
1947-48. It comes up after 22 years. 
The man has gone. He also wa·' 
brought on record and he died. 
Another one is on record fighting the 
"litigation. All these litigations could 
be avoided if we had this provision. 
My own suggestion about 35(d) and 
my own per3onal view would be this. 
Do not tabulate the list of expen•es 
which may be allowed. Just say, pre

.liminary e_xpenses. We need not list 
ell such items. About consulting fees, 
the company would like to do a thing 
entirely for buildin!! up the technical 
knowhow. There a~e cases where the 
organisation has got its own consult
ancy services. Take Tatas for ins
tance. We have our own consultancy 
team without going in !or foreign 
consultancy organisation. We won't 
get the deduction because we pay 
our own officers but that will be dis
allowed as capital expenses. Another 
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company which has not butlt up its 
own Consultancy divisio11 will get 
deduction. 

Then take for example the stamp 
duty and printing charges for share 
certificates. The stamp duty ~n share 
c~rtificates in many States is quite 
htgh and it is not allowed as deduc
tion. You may just say, preliminary 
expenses and not provide for ceiling. 
~ o~ may only say this that any pre
ltmtnary expenses which do not result 
in the acquisition of capital asset may 
be allowed as a deduction. 

Then about 35(e), -he has to give 
prior intimation to the l.T.O. in case 
of shifting. The man is in the n1idst 
of change; he has to employ an 
expert. This provision about prior 
~ntimation is just a waste of time. It 
Is waste of funds. It is a case of un
productive labour. This condition 
about prior intimation should be re
moved. The I.T.O. has nothing to do · 
with the shifting. He has to be satis
fied that shifting actually took place. 
That is all. Otherwise there won't be 
any deduction. Another point is 
this. After shifting, if the undertak
ing is transferred, the allow:mce is 
taken away. In the case of cievelup
ment rebate it makes sense to say 
that development rebate will be 
taken back if there is transfer 
People who have assets may transfe1 
them within 2 years with a view to 
earning development rebate. But' 
here when you shift your whole . 
business there is no idea oi earning 
some allowance, A condition like this 
is unsound. 

On 35( f) there are grave objections 
to the section as it is drafted. People 
who develop the mineral resources of 
the country, who create national 
wealth. should get a deduction for, 
what they are spending. That is the· 
basic idea. Suppose, in a particular, 



ye~r, there are deposits worth 5 lakhs; 
the main calculates, 'I will pay five 
lakhs to the owner of the land, incur 2 
lakhs on excavation, I will sell it for 
10 lakhs, and save 5 lakhs this way'. 
Under the existing law, he will not get 
deduction if the deposits are imbedd
ed in the ground. It is, Sir,--I use the 
word most reluctantly-mockery of 
the right of the man. My point is 
that saying that this expenditure 
will not be allowed is completely 
wrong. 

Take oil. For oil you are allowing 
it. Why do you make a difference 
for other minerals. It is, as I said, 
absolutely wrong. 

Then, when you come to sub-sec
tion ( 4), see how it works in practice. 
Suppose you want to develc.p your 
minerals. Somebody must take a 
chance; it is risky; it may turn out to 
be profitable, it may not. You allow 
amortization only against the profits 
of that mineral which is extracted. 
But he may be extracting. say, five 
minerals. You won't give him amor
tisation for that mineral where he is 
really in need of amortisation. This 
expense must be allowed to be de
ducted. 

Next point. You are allowing ex
penses only against the profits on the 
minerals if the man sells. Suppose, 
instead of selling it, he uses it him
self, he won't get any amount for 
amortization. Why? Her~. again, 
it shows the right approach to pro
mote development is to allow C:educ
tion against the business profits 
generally. 

Fourth point. The exemption is 
limited only to companies, and not to 
individuals. There are joint Hindu 
families partnerships which are doing 
this extraction work for manganese, 
·bauxi11:!, etc. In fairness, they should 
get the same deduction that you give 
to limited companies. Fifth and the 
last point, is about bauxite which is 
cne of the .... 
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MR. CHAIRMAN: We have noted 

that point. 

SHRJ PALKHIVALA: Next clause 
I will deal with is 14 which seeks to 
amend Section 64 of the Income-tax 
Act. You must have lot of arguments 
on thi ;. I won't give a fulldress 
arguments, but I would only high
light the important points. 

I think so far as the .Prospective 
effect is concerned, I have nothing to 
say. You decide whether you think 
it fair to the community as a whole. 
A certain section should not get away 
with tax avoidance. But, lhe retros
pective effect, I submit, · Sir, is not 
fair. The only suggestion I want to 
make is that you may have some 
provision to tackle the problem which 
will otherwise involve endless liti
gation, and the problem which will 
arise out of cash ·being put in the 
common hotchpot. A man has got 
Rs. 50,000; he puts it in lhe common 
hotchpot. The joint family may do 
a number of things; it may do busi
ness or buy shares. This is bound to 
result in endless litigation, unless you 

· have some reasonable provision which 
is fair both to the taxpayer and the 
State and work out rules which would 
apply in the case of cash being trans
ferred after it is thrown in the 
hotchpot. 

The next point is only ·a drafting 
matter. It is Clause 24. I was only 
wondering about the word "or" in the 
third line. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: I think the word 
"and" will be more appropriate. 

SHRI PALKHIVALA: I -.ow come 
to Clause 31. To throw the burden 
on the taxpayer of making a self
assessment, frankly, I think, on prin
ciple, is completely wrong. I do not 
mind if you ask me to calculate the 
tax, but I may not be able to do it 
rightly. The Income-tax Office1· was 
calculating my tax for the last 10 



years ·every time wrong; there are 
ah'o!ays 1fiistakes of, say, five =upees, 
ten rupees .or even hundred rupees. 
It is not- his fault. 

. . 
The point is to ask a man to make 

self assessment and even if there is 
-ditference of opinion he must make 
liis assessment. Today fie has to 
make a self-assessment if his tax is 
upto or less·. than Rs. ~00/- as com
pared to the tax payable. Now you 
want to reduce it to Rs. 100. You 

. may reduce it to Re. 1. It is putting 
an undue -burden on the citizen. It 
is bad enough to pay the tax but to 
ask to make self-assessment will be 
putting an_ undue burden on him. 
The professional man will be benefit
ea. It is unprOdl!ctiv.l' labour. Please 
do not change the law. 

Next point is the assessment pro
cedure clause 34-now section 143. 
This is a very important provision. 
./l.t the very outset I make it clear I 
fully appreciate and understand the 
objective underlying the new section 
143 which you want to make. Sir, 
while appreciating the laudable objec
tive- behind this new section it is my 
clear conviction that in practice it 
will not work. It will not work, Sir, 
in our atmosphere in the ~nviron
ment in which the Department has to 
work today and it will not work 
because of the complexity of our 
lliws. To give an example of section 
143_ as it is sought to be enacted. 
You say that the I.T.O. will decide 
whether eertain expenses which the 
-asse~see claims are prima facie dis-

• allowable and if they are prima 
facie disallowable then without hear
ing the taxpayer the disallowance 

·'shcmld be made. Prima facie dis
allowable in Indian law is frankly 
SO!IIething on which you will never 
have the Department or the assessee 
agree. We have four judgments of 
.the Bombay High Court-one on 
National Rayon, Arvind !\Iafatlal, 
Walcott Brothers and Burmah Shell 
l'tellnery. In all these cases at the 

Commissioner's level it ·was thought 
and prima facie there was. a mistake 
and the High Court said fuere was 
no mistake at all. When your law 
is complex to say that anything is
prima facie disallowable or allow
able is meaningless. First of all you . 
are putting a burden on the I.T.O .. 
who is already overworked. With-· 
out hearing the assessee you want him. 
to decide what is disallowable. Louk 
at if from the point of view .,f the· 
tax-payer. Surely his elementary· 
right is to be heard before something_ 
is disallowed. Suppose he makes usc· 
of the right of appeal. In the mean
while you,are permitting the second· 
assessment-· after hearing the tax
payer. Then you are duplicating_ 
Look at the number of appeals in 
your tribunals with the accummulat
ed arrears of work in the courts or· 
India. Today, Sir, the number of tax
payers is 27,00,000. Suppose in the
case of 1 per cent there would be two
assessments then there will be 27,000-
more cases. Do we need 27,000 more
cases every year? As it is the system 
has· worked but I do not think look
ing at it from a practical point of 
view it will work (a) because of 
pending cases; (b) atmosphere under
which officers have to work, they
dare not make decisions Jess they may 
be misunderstood. ·In these circum-
stances what is the wrong with the 
present position. 

Take provisional assessment which· 
is on the basis of the return. Even· 
that has resulted in a litigation ino 
Rajasthan High Court and Bombay· 
High Court as to in what cases there 
is difficulty of provisional assessment. 
the matter was decided by Rajasthan· 
High Court and the Supreme Court 
reversed that decision. The law is >o 
complex that you cannot afford to
make any assessment not without the 
ass...-..sees being heard. My su!:>mis
sion is to keep the present provision 
and not have the new section at all. 

SHRI BEN! SHA.'JKER SHAR:\1.\: 
If we do away with the second; 
assessment would you like the new-



prOVISion to stay? There should be 
only one assessment either under 
Section 143(1) if the I.T.O. is satisfied 
with the genuiness of the return and 

-trC'at it as final or 143(3) if he is not 
sr. satisfied. I£ that all right? 

SHRI PALKHIVALA: Yes. 

SHRI BENI SHANKER SHARMA: 
If the I.T.O. wants to make enquiry 
he calls for the assessees. 

SHRI PALKHIVALA: It is all 
right. It may be for a small dis
.allowance. The point is really about 
the second assessment. 
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Then, Sir, all that is needed is not 
to have this elaborate section. Then, 
you will need a small amendment to 

-the present section. The next important 
-clause is Clause 39 and Clause 43. If 
there is a pravision of the Bill to which 
as ordinary citizen I am against, it IS 

this provision. I cannot see at all 
what public purpose it can serve. I 
have earned thousands of rupees as a 
result of this provision. It is one 
thing to have an income, but one has to 
look at the interests of the nation. 
·what really do we need in this coun
try. today? About this registration 
what are all the difficulties? When 
the Registration law was first enacted 
it was not settled by judicial decision 
and nobody knew what to do. Even 
leading experts did not know what to 
do, how to file an election applica
tion, in form 'A! or form 'B', when to 
apply for renewal, who should sign, 
•hould it be partner at the date of 
registration or partner at the begin
ning of the assessment year or current 
year, the accounting year, etc. A 
leading firm Crawfers and Bailey used 
to file 4- separate applications for re
·gistration' of their own firm, not know
·ing which is the right one. In Delhi, 
a leading firm, J. B. Dadachandji and 
·company went to the Supreme Court 
·when a registration was rc!uscd on a 
~chnical point. Difficulty was with 

the Jaw. There are matters wher~ 
the Supreme Court has taken one 
view; the high court has taken a cili- . 
ferent view. Different high courts 
h&d taken different views, in what 
case you give registration, in what · 
.case you should not give. I started 
income-tax practice in 1948. This 
continued right up to 1962-63; it· 
went on far a period of about 15 
years if not more. By that time, 
1963-64, all the points have been more 
or less cleared up. The Supreme 
Court dealt with number of cases and 
laid down the law. There were dif
ferences of opinion. High Courts dif
fered from one another. But at long 
last, we have reached a stage when 
we know now what registration 
means. If a lawyer is .competent he 
knows his case law; he is in a posi:
tion to advise the mofussil man, lo•>k, 
you file your registration form this 
way or that way. You are now pro
posing completely new conditions. 
Everyone of your conditions will have 
to be re-judicially examined. 

SHRI BEN! SHANKER SHARMA: 
Do you suggest that the old law with 
regard to registration should not be 
upset? 

SHRI N. A. PALKIVALA: What is 
the object which is sought to be 
a.ohieved by this thing? We shoul~ 
know whether the amendment IS 

needed or not. The ·official inter~re
tation of this was that today vanous 
firms are refused registration; W\l 
want to simplify. If the firm is r~
gistered with the registrar of ~ms It 
will get registra~ion. Thi_s difficultY 
about litigation Will not arise. I had 
read the section carefully more than 
once. 

SHinN. K. P .. SALVE: You say the 
law is being reversed and changed. ~. 
got this !rom the Ministry. The 
Ministry says like this: 

"The registration of firms ~or 
the purposes of a3sessment to "':
come-tax ' (which at present . .'S 

inedpendently of registratton ·• 



under the Indian Partnership 
Act 1932) require:; a subjective 
determination by the income-tax 
4lfficer of· the genuineness of the 
firm and leads to disputes, liti
gation and delays in the finali
l!ation of the assessments of firms 
and their partners. The new 
procedure ·in Section 186A and 
186B is designed to considerably 
simplify the assessment of firms 
and their partners by ~liminating 
the requirements of separate re-

. gistration for the purpose of as

.- sessment to income-tax and vir
tually recognising the registra· 
tion under. the Indian Partner
ship Act, as being sufficient for 
the purpose of charge of income-: 
tax as well." 

SHRI N. A. PALKHIVALA: I only 
confine myself to this ·provision and I 
have no hesitation in saying that this 
tlbject is not achieved by the drafts 
as it is. ITO is not only entitled but 
in my opinion as a lawyer, bound to 
enquire whether the firm is ie<lUine 
or not. lf what you read out is the 
effect of it, I am all for it. 

SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: In law this 
is not brought out; that is what you 
say. That means, improvement in 
drafting is called for. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: We can look in
to it. 

SHRI BEN! SHANKER SHARMA: 
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ITO is not allowed to go into deter
mination of genuineness of the firm if 
the firm is registered wtib the Regis

. trar of Elirms. I do not think you 
have any objection. 

SHRI N. A. PALKffiVALA: You 
don't need this. Under the existing 
provisions of the section, which is 186, 
you· put a prOviso, provided that if a 
firm is registered .with. Registrar of 
Firms its genuineness ·shall not be 
called in question by the I.T.O. 

. SHRI BEN! SHANKER SHARMA: 
There won't be the necessity of so 
many amendments. 

1358-L,S.-16. 

SHRI N. A .. PALKHIVALA: New 
procedures you are evolving. It will 
need 20 years of litigation. How will 
the man from the mofussll have com
petent advice? There are so manY 
formalities to be done. The mofussU 
lawyer does not know what the law 
is. I myself have grave doubts as to 
what Supreme Court will interpret in 
respect of some of the provisionS. As 
a result of 15 years of litigation the 
law is established in this way. There 
is a firm of 6 partners. There is a 
father and grown-up adult son; There 
are four outsiders. They do business. 
The father may have told the son, 
look, whatever share you get, you get 
by spilitting up. · In such a case 
Supreme Court says registration 
should be granted. That means, what 
is private agreement between father 
and son under your new section, in 
such case registration must be refus
ed. The department must be satis
fied that each partner is himseli en
titled to some share rate which is not 
the condition today. Sir, the position 
today is that if the firm is not genu
ine you refuse registration. I would 
like to retain the provisions as they 
are and simply say that once the 
firm is registered with the Registrar 
of Firms its genuineness shall not be· 
called into question. These are not 
big companies; you are dealing with 
small men, middle-class men. That's 
why I am strongly against registra
tion. 

I may now turn to clauses 55, 55 
and 57. There, you have sought to 
increase the fees. I think the exist
ing provision is that fees are refunded 
if. he succeeds; when he does not 
succeed, he is not allowed. Now, you 
may yourself make a wrong assess
ment; suppose you add Rs. 200 un
necessarily, and if I want to get my 
two hundred, I may have to incur two 
hundred and fifty. Conditions being 
what they are, I 'liP- not think it Ill fair 
to the taxpayer, 

There is one provision which is most 
objectionable, that is, clause 55, where 
you say that the Appellate Assistant 



Commissioner will have no junsuic
tion to condone delay in filing an ap
peal. It is just incomprehensible, 
The Tribunal can codone delay, the 
Supreme Court can condone delay, 
the High Courts can condone delays. 
The man may be suffering from some 
severe disease, or his father may have 
died and he may have to attend various 
ceremonies, Why limit it to 30 day.s? 
There is no justification at all for this. 

Last one is about prosecution which 
you propose against persons 
who do not file their returns. My 
point is that though, no doubt, you 
may have su.ch provisions as you 
think right for those who, as a result 
of not filing the return, escape tax, 
but please do. not provide such a 
punishment in the case of those where 
the tax is already paid as in the case 
of salaried employees. To give you 
one example, I take my stenographer 
who has got taxable salary. l deduct 
the tax at source; he has no other in
come. He does not file a return. The 
man is satisfied that the tax is fully 
paid. Under this, he will be compel
led to file a return because otherwise 
he may be criminally prosecuted. You 
compel him to file the return for noth
ing, Other cases may be overlooked 
in the welter of these returns filed by 
people who owe no money to the 
State. Therefore, this provision, I 
think, should be restricted only to 
those who fail to file a return and 
thereby evade tax. Cases of prosecu
tion should be restricted to those 
where the person from whom the tax 
is due to the State, fails to file a re
turn. My point is that for the fail
ure to file a return, fine should be 
the punishment, not prosecution. 

SHRI N. K: P. SALVE: About the 
question of amortisation, it is not 
very clear to me from what you have 
stated that we should· not fix up a 
certain quantum •••••• · 

SHR.I PALKHIVALA: I think it is 
not right to enumerate the types of 
expenditure. As soon as you start 
enumerating; you . are . le'aving : out 
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various others. My point is by way 
of preliminary expenditure you allow 
amortization in respect of those ex
penses which do not result in the ac
quisition of a capital asset. 

SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: Would it be 
better if we put it as preliminary ex
penditure and pre-operatiqnal expen
diture? In some countries there is such 
a provision. There is considerable 
debate in the Committee about the 
interpretation of clause 3 (·b) (v). 
What does it mean ? Is it necessary 
at all"/ 

SHRI PALKHIVALA: It is not 
necessary. Without. this the position 
would be the same. 

SHRI YOGENDRA SHARMA: In 
clause 3 (d) you· have said: "The 
proposed ceiling is not only inade
quate but highly unrealistic." 

SHRI PALKHIVALA: I have not 
said unrealistic. 

SHRI YOGENDRA SHARMA: It 
is on page 2 last line. 

SHRI PALKHIVALA: The sen
tence is quite different. 

It is a different thing, 

"While the exemption of ceiling 
of Rs, 40001- per month on the tax 
free salary is somewhat on the 
low side it is not cleBl' whether the 
proposed limit is inclusive or ex
clusive of value of perquisites. If 
it is inclusive of perquisites the 
proposed ceiling is not only inade
quate but unrealistic." 

11ft q)if;a ~ : 'fllT m'f <!<IT 

~~ ~ f'!i' m-<1' ij; f<l"i!T'( ~ 'f1.1T rotr.r
fu:i!i l[Ttrr ~ 'f1.1T l!T~ f<.~~ 
l[Ttrr ? 

SHRI PALKHIVALA: It is highly 
unrealistic if you include the per
quisites. 



~ l:I'Fl;Ji-~ : m if ~r f.!; 
i't!IT'r.T ~fC if 'liT q;fu tf~<tr 
~ 'fir ~ & r.rn « ~ 'fir t~T. 
iii' ~<r.i"1itc if ll'C:C: flr.r 1 l!lf <'frri'f 
iii trllfif <rB<r « f~ :mt:t ~ !ITT<: 11"f 

'liT ~ ;;rl'lit ~ ~ ;;rrcr 'ifi ;;rl'lit ~ 
. f.!; q;'fu' -if'Rf~ '!1\'tr 'li"r.rr-
. • 11Rf iii' f<n'l ftt~ ij ma- ~ .m: ;;r<r 

q;'fu' ~111'! f.!;l:rr ;;mrr & aT '"~ 
it .rr ~ q;'fu' <rrt'l<f ~ or mll' 

;;rr<: '11: ~me <n-6- ~ !iTT.: • ~ 
f.!; ;o;; iii' if<M r\i4«1 fuit ;;r~ I 

· ~« .- i!i'ij';;r if 'liT ;;rqf.!; l[m -.-r 
~ m.r ~ ~ ~'~"~wr ;;;,it 
~ f.!; ~ €Trtr ~<:<!' ~ &. lf{f<: 
<f!l'"ff.!; ;;;~~ 'liVIT &. ;;r) \1'1' 'lit 
'liit-<f Gri'f« 'liT ~ij' WrA- 'liT ll'T'f'fT 

q~ ~ I ;;r<r ~ futf<iCT &, <T<r 'fliT 

~ ~ ~~'R: 4l! Wrr·~ ~\' 
i!i"mT & f'li ~tl' '!Tor 'fit l;f~ 'f f'li4T 
GfTI{ ifW-r; ~ f'P7iT ;;ff\( I 

SHRI N. A. PALKHIVALA: It is a 
valid point and I see the force of it. 

SHRI BENI SHANKAR SHARMA: 
Mr. Palkhivala you have very ably 
given your opinion on this Bill but 
what I am perturbed • about is the 
opening as well as the closing re
marks in your memorandum. How 
do you think that this Bill is insuffi
cient to achieve the objects and what 
further things should be done to 
make the law more simple. You 
have talked about litigation and it is 
true. There are number of cases 
pending for adjudication in the High 
Courts, · Tribunals, etc. My point is 
that the objective clause is very im
portant. If we are unable to achieve_ 
the objective what is the use of pass
ing a law. If you think that it will 
not achieve and what further things 

you would like us to do? In the 
context of litigation and ever-change
ing law would you like us to have a 
holiday from tax-law amendment. 
Then comes the question of making 
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asseessees honest. We have got to 
evolve a scheme by which we can 
make at best 75 per cent of · our 
assessees honest. These are certain 
things which require consideration at 
the hands of all citizens of the State. 
So my query is that will you give 
us at a later date the points which 
according to you will make us achieve 
the objective this Bill aims at . 

~ li\'IT;'j[ ~ : m if wr.t in:rr
~ ij fuqr & f.!; ~ fore" iii' ;;ft ~)'! 
~~ ~ ~ f~ ~1 'i[li'f 1 m 
i't !!fiR f<r<i iii' q-)<r.T~ <it ~T 
'i[TIJT <IT mq i't ~lllT 'i[TIJT f'li ~~ f.r<1 iii' 
<rl"f iA q-~f.!ec;;r ~ 1 <rr a-lm:r 
~r<r.if'IC<r &. ~ m m i't ~ ~ 
f.!;<rr & I it ~ ;;r~ ~<IT ~ f~ 
'<liT ~ mlf~ ~Tic & 4T <n~T 
~ m ql{'w<~ -l!T ~ & ? 

SHRI N. A. PALKHIVALA: So far 
as the 3rd objective is concerned, 
there are alternatives · which are 
there. 

~ li\'IT;'j[ ~ : fcr<'f ij ;;ft <ft.; 
~~ ~. '3"'1" ij « \{'li ;;r) ;;rl<r.T
f.feq- <i"l! & f.!; toft!· t,r<rfliA" 'fiT oin:: 
t'ffi ~ '1ft ;;r) 'fif'liT <r~ sr 10<'11'f 

'i[r ~ &---!S .rtm iii fWrriT ~ 'il 
(IR <~"T oin:: ;m m <;;<:~ ~qif 'fiT t<m 
~'if.; l[la-r ~ ~ '11\" .:T'fii't ij; ftfl{ 
~ ;; ~ li;;r« ~ 'IT~( ~ ~ 
.rr ;;.<T'fT qf." srr«''1f ~ ~ <m 
'i[r ~ &. ~ 'fit ;pr zf;p;;r ;;;<: '*' 1 

~ iii' qft * II!T"'' i't q-q'l" ~;;' ij 
~l!l i!i!T ~r &. ~ <Sta<t>i't'l r<fr qr;r 

~ & f.!; ;;fl!t 'I'<= m i't m<r.Jf.go;;r 
'fiT m f'lilff t. "l!l" 'iJr m i't 
~ 'fit ~ fc:lfr ~ 1 ~ qqm ~ 
& f.!; '<liT mq 'fiT mr.r<r ~ & f.!; trr.fi 
·om-,r.rf.teo;;r \1'1' ~) ~-w..r iii', 
. mifit mit itllr.; f.t>lfT &, ~T it vrri\' ~ 



T: l!:f ;;m,~ <rr it ;ft;ff ~~
f'f~·<r <r<.;<r>:: f<HP.ir ~ ~ ~f<;rl.f f<r.r 
if ~1 ~ orr ~ ... -a- ? 

SHRI N. A. PALKHIVALA: It is 
quite possible to combine all the 3 
objectives. The reason why I have 
not mentioned this evasion or avoi
dance of tax being countered as one 
of the objectives is this, I have no 
criticism at all. So far as law is con
cerned, law-makers would be entitled 
to make laws which see to it that 
there is no tax evasion. I have no 
criticism on that. It is a legitimate 
object of any Parliament. I have no 
criticism at all 

'5il' tiWlr ~ : .;;:~ fi!<'l' it i!<ffl 
~i r~~ 'l'R t'F.i ;;:hr;; 'f\") 'f>r,;<e < 
m:'t 'I; f\'1\t orr ilor4 ~<fH f'!iit qit 

~. '3''1' 'I; <fTt if 'l;fl'l 'liT 'fi~ 11~ 
t ? 

SHRI N. A. PALKHIVALA: I have 
no objection to that at all. 

lilT ~ ~ ll'm'· : t1<r ;;:~<r;; 
-;f.; ~<>; <r#r <:+r.;:llT li:T <r~ ~. \ll'l ;;;) ;o;;r:r 
lfr.ffi ~ I ~<: "iN ',l:i ;r.t li'R'r & 
;;r) 'fllT h~'<'10 if it sMI'"'l'l' ~ ~;; it . - ,.. "' '=•;; ~n~· &,•lfr 'l"R ~<: ;;~i 1;'f;lrr 

i'fT o;m t "Fir ":);;fl'f ~1~ for;; ~ h11 
\i~ <~;; '!fr ~'liT ?;<'~' f,.;<rr OTT 11:j; 'i 
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SHRI N. A. PALKHIVALA: You 
are greatly exercised over this pro
blem of tax evasion. I ·want to say 
this. It is a social evil. Parliament 
would not only be entitled but bound 
to take measures to stop this evil, to 
order priorities. There is one mis
take which persists in our country, 
for people to. think that evasion is 
on a vaster scale than in other coim
tries. In other countries also there 
'Is this tax evasion; it persists in other 
countries too. Even . in countries 
where taxation is oo low; it is still 
there, where it is high, still it is 

there. Where it is ·high, it is a more 
widespread evil. In Germany when 
taX'Btion was at a high level it was 
widespread than when it was after · 
Dr Erhard came and lowered the rate 
of ·taxation. So long as the level of 
taxation is at a certain level, I think, 
whatever laws .YOU make, you will 
find it completely diffict1lt to check 
it. 

SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: About 
shifting of undertaking; you say, no 
prior intimation is necessary, Against 
which business income will you seek 
the amortisation? If You sell away 
industry the business comes to an 
end. 

SHRI N. A. PALKHIVALA: This 
will operate retrospectively. Sup
pose you shift the business in that 
year you have enjoyed· your amor
tisation. You .have enjoyed for first 
year, second year, etc. In the 4th 
year you sell. the business. All the 
past amortisation. which you have 
received and enjoyed is all taken 
back and it is taxed. You have 
enjoyed amortisation. It is a ques
tion of taking back like development· 
rebate. 

SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: Unamortis
ed items will cease to be amortised. 

SHRI N. A. PALKHIVALA: You 
may say hereafter you will not get, 
but not take back what was allowed 
in the past. 

SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: About pre
miums, you said, this is causing hard
ships. This has been the concept ac
cepted by all the centuries. In other 
countries where premium is paid for 
acquisition of asset that is treated 
as capital premium and not allowed as 
business expenditure, as revenue ex
penditure. Is not that position in law 
in other countries also ? 

SHRI N. A. PALKHIVALA: Suppose 
he paid a certain sum. You would 
record that after 10 years it should 
be written off. Excavation is only for 
ten years. Then- accounting requires 
that over a period of ten years this 



amount should be written off, The 
whole fundamental basis of amortisa
tion . provision is that what is other
wise capital expenditure is allowed to 
be written off; it ·arises because it is 
-.apital expenditure. 

I would say: anything which is 
really, for instance; referable to the 
stock in trade. · 

SHRI.- N. K. P, SALVE: What is 
the law in the advanced countries on 
this point? 

SHRI P ALKHIV ALA: In advanc~d 
·countries like Japan and New Zea
land, this is fully allowed, 

MR. CHAIRMAN: In UK this is 
not allowed, 

SHRI PALKHIV ALA: In UK 
there are various provisions for 
amortization. If you. like we shall 
give you a note. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: No. We have got 
it here. 

SHRI N. ·K, SALVE:' About the 
joint family, in regard ·to retrospecti
vity, we have certain ·provisions in 
the matter.. About the other aspect 
of the matter you said that it might 
be difficult for an Income-tax Officer 
to determine as to what is the pro
portion of income which · is io · · be 
clubbed. This is a problem that is in
herent in this type of enactment. This 
is not something which is peculiar, 
What is exceptional about this? 

SHRI PALKHIVALA: There will 
be some cases which ·of the same 
category, The man may transfer cash 
to his minor son. 'The only differ
entiating practice· is that of 'blend
ing". And it is this blending which 
will create in some cases problems 
which do not 'Bl'ise normally because 
when the man gives a gift to his 
minor son, there need not be blend
ing. 
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SHRI N. K, P, SALVE: The con
cept of blending comes in, as identi• 
fication creates insurmountable diffi
.culties. But this is also a distinction 
based on the legal concept of the 
matter; How would the necessity or 
the task of identifying the property 
be not more difficult in this case than 
what it is under the existing situa
tion? 

SHRI PALKHIV ALA: Take an 
example. Supposing a cash of Rs. 
'50,000 was put in the joint family; 
the joint family had already cash of 
over one lakh of rupees, It is all 
blended, Shares are purchased; stocks 
may be purchased and some expendi
ture may be incurred for the joint 
family purposes, marriage expenses, 
etc. How will you work it out? 

. SHRI BENI SHANKER SHARMA: 
So far as the Government is concern
ed, it thinks that it is on account of 
t)le Supreme Court decision in 1965 
that the people have gone in for 
creation more HUF and the natural 
presumption is .that it has been 
done for the purpose of evasion 
of tax. To some extent it may be 
true. At the same time, of course, 
there are genuine cases when it is 
necessary and where the assessee out 
of genuine love and affection and con
sideration for the members of his 
family puts money into the common 
hotchpot. Do you subscribe to this ' 
view ·that actually there . is avoidance 
of tax -on large scale on this account; 
or is it an exaggerated view? 

·SHRI P~ALA: There is 
avoidance of tax, I do not have 
figures before me, But I don't think 
the loss of the revenue would be 
very appreciable, 

SHRI 'BENI SHANKER SHARMA: 
So ·far as revenue is concerned, I 
agree that it would not be much. 
But suppose, if we legislate like this 
that any payment to a Hindu undi
vided family hereafter would be 
subject to gift tax, will that coun
teract the tendency to avoidance of 
law. 



SHRI PALKHIVALA: It would 
be a deterrent to blending with the 
joint family. A gift tax would itself 
be ·a deterrent. · 

SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: Is it equi
tous? 

SHRI P ALKHIV ALA: So far as 
the future is concerned, I think one 
could justify this provision. 

· $1TtiFT;;r~: ~if~f'!i" 
1 9 6 5 iii" <m" f;r;r oi't<ff if I!; 'I" 0~ 0 

l!;'lio if Wl'IT oim ~~ fi!;<rr ~ W '!i"T 
fin;: ~ ~ it \iTlf ~ crg<r '!>"fi;

~~ I m&:Fft I ~ 
silor.r+r ll"ll: .ro ~ ~. lfi'I'Vft iii" om: if 
i'f ~ ;;rr;raT 11111: ~ iii" om: it 
;.;rr;rnT ~. f<l; ql[i" q;: .r~ ~ ~ 
crg<r .rr ~ it cr.r 911; ~ rel!;'!i" $t1r.IT 

· ao~~~~~~~ 1 

;;r.r ll"l[ ~f"'WI~Iil m<rr m ~ ~ or~ 
~ ;f o;rq;ft ~ 'liT Mif<ta~1e 
<nifw;r m ~ <rrf.l; ~ ~ <r"f 

I 

ri I <rg<l" ~ ~f"'W!Qiil it ~ ;ffir 
~-~ rn iii" ft:rir ~ ..rr fl!;trr 
f.!1 ~ ~ <IT ~~ sftqif 'liT 

. ~$:1#\f<f<!q ~ ~ ~:Sf+if'lf~iil"' ~ 
~ <n"R ift ~ m9i "'T ~m 
~ crg<r til' ~ if •l14~ld'1 it ~ 
~ w '!i"T@ ~m f.!;<rr m ~ 
~I ~;ffir~~ ~ij; 
~ q;: ~ ma- ~ ~ l!;"f 0 li 0 l!;'li 0 

" -it ;;IT e!lf<14d ~ w ~ ¢~ rn iii" 
ft:rir crg<r e-r ~t"!i \(¥114$ sfl4if ;;IT~ 
~ ;;it l!;"f o ~ o l!;'lio it ~ ;;mrr 
w ~ m ~ ~ ~.m:r rn t 
ft:rir 1 9 6 5 iii" <m" oi't<ff if mnm-
1!;"~" o l! o 't'lio if I 'ldT ~ Mlf<!C!M 
~ 'liV!T e-@ ~ f.!1 ~ I 11111: 

tt&: ft>ifu ~ 1 m- 4"ft ~ ~ 
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if ~S:I*"If<taq ~ <?~ ~ ~ 
~'f'lir '1ft ;:fl;c ~ m "!fe1~:s ~ a-r 
4"ll:i" <~<: 'fliT~ ~ ~ ? 

SHRI PALKHIV ALA: May I 
make the correction it is not as if 
Government said it is our policy. 
bon. Members have one idea in mind. 
draw one point of distinction between 
land reforms cases. There was lot 
to be done to circumvent the law, to 
defeat the law. Here by contrast 
upto today and even now law permits 
a Hindu to throw his property into 
the HUF. There is no question of 
any law being defeated because to
·day the law permits. What you want 
to say in fairness to soCiety as a whole 
only one section cannot get away with 
this tax benefit. There may be 
Hindus who may not have Hindu joint 
Family. Now, you are going to make 

·a law which is fair to society. This 
will cover by and large 95 per cent 
genuine cases which were properly 
done under the law. 

~ qlir.;r ~: w fsfte'!Qiil il> 
ft:rir 'f<rr qrorr "ff"f~ ? w iii" om: it 
~ ~~ ~ ~ "fTl[ff ~ ~ 
tile 14il iii" ~·roc if ? 

SHRI PALKHIVALA: That is why 
I am suggesting it as 1969. Your Bill 
was introduced in 1969 and you will 
give it effect from 1970. People will 
try and say we had partitioned in 
August, 1969. In order that they may 
not do that you can give retrospective 
effect as from April, 1969. So, only 
give retrospective effect as from 
April, 1969 when this provision was 
put into the Bill. 

~ l".(til;;r ~ : 1 9 6 5 if ;;r.r p 
· '!i"lt if Wl'IT ~ ron- m- ;a'ij" ij"l14" 

-.rr m-~ 'fiT ~ ~ mg; vrr 
re ~ ~ .rnr ~ ~ ~r~ 
1965 if p 'f>1t if~ '!i"T ~ 
~~<mr~~ij<fT~~~m 
sfl4if l!;"fO 11. o l!;'li o if ~ rn ~ 



SHRI PALKHIV ALA: If I · may 
make the correction, it is as if Govern
ment said it is our policy. Govern
~ent said there is an existing sec
tion. We construe it to include such 
a provision. The courts said no. There 
was no question of Government dec
lar~d policy. All that came in 1969. 

SHRN BENI SHANKER SHARMA: 
So far as the retrospective applica
tion of this clause is concerned we 
understand you are totally against 
it. 

SHRI P ALKHIV ALA: Except 
that· it should be given effect from 
1969. 

SHRI BENI SHANKER SHARMA: 
As regards the general question· of 
.retrospective application of law are 
you in favour of retrospective appli
cation as a general rule? 

SHRI PALKHIVALA: I think 
1:"etrospective application should be 
avoided as far as possible .. It is an 
unhealthy practice. · 

SHRI TENNETI VISHWANA-
THAM: The Bill proposes to. go into 
the finances of the HUF. Suppose I 
throw Rs. 2 Iakhs in the hotchpotch 
and the Bill provides for several 
complex procedures to trace . those 
Rs. 2 lakhs. Instead I suggest that 
this amount may be disallowed and 
may be added to my income and taxed 
accordingly. It is to prevent me from 
tlirowing my money i.Dto · the HUF 
to evade tax. Therefore iS it their 
objection to tax my Rs. 2 iakhs should 
they do it instead of entering into 
all complexities. · 
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SHRI PALKHIVALA: Your Rs. 2 
lakhs would be the capital that can
not be added to your income. It is 
only income arising from Rs. 2 lakhs 
which is transferred to the HUF. 

SHRI TENNETI VISHW ANA
THAl'-1:: If I give away Rs. 2 lakhs it 
means I am having the tax on the 
income which is attributable to Rs 
2 lakhs corpus. • . 

SHRI N. A. PALKHIVALA: The 
income arising in subsequent years 
from those two lakhs. 

SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: Some 
witnesses have opposed this provi
sion. They rejected the objectives. 
But you have accepted the objectives. 
You say it is wrong to make assess
ment and demand tax from assessee 
in his absence which is likely to give 
occasion to disputes and litigation. 
You say it will give rise to duplica
tion and unnecessary increase in un
productive work. If the objectives 
are laudable what is a simple pro
cedure? Can it be said that in first 
assessment, if it is made in absence 
of the assessee if he disputes the com
putation by the I.T.O. on the dis
puted items will no tax be payable 
by him? 

SHRI N. A. PALKHIVALA: Give 
him right of appeal, stay of tax. That 
would be justified. You amend 143 
(1) to permit the I.T.O. to make 
assessment disallowing certain things 
without calling for the assessee. But 
give .the assessee the right of appea' 
and stay of tax. If the idea is to 
give I.T.O. without resort to 147 the 
right to make a second assessment 
after calling the assessee I do not see 
wh!tt public purpose would be 
served. 

SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: If we 
amend 14:3(1) that will exhaust the 
right of the department completely. 
Prima fa,cie assessment is not to be 
taken as proper assessment. There 



has to be a certain measure of ex
peditiousness brought about. I.T.O. 

·makes an assessment. You go on 
appeaL 

SHRI N. A. PALKHIVALA: 
Suppose th!lre is a G.P. case. 
I.T.O says, your gross profit was 10 
per cent I make assessment without 
calling you. After 6 months he can 
call the assessee and make it 20 per 
cent. 

SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: It will not 
include addition of G.P. It is absolu
tely clear additions. 

SHRI N. A. PALKHIVALA: G.P. 
is 6 per cent; it was taxable. Atter 
6 months, without resort to 147 and 
without fulfilling all the conditions 
ot 147 he can reopen assessment and 
say, I don't accept your G.P. 

SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: Whether 
it is adequate or not, he has not 
applied his mind at all. 
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SHRI N. A. PALKHIVALA: The 
mischief is there. The evil of two 
assessments on the same assessee ·on 
the same return for the •arne assess
ment ·year remains. 

SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: It remai~ 
there even today. 

SHRI N. A. ·PALKHIVALA: It is 
not there today. It is only on the 
basis of return. 

SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: This 
assessment is to be made under the 
new amended law. Lesser hardship 
should be' caused to the assessee. 

. SHRI N. A. PALKHIVALA: How 
will it be less of a hardship? 

MR. CHAIRMAN : Let us hear 
him; let us not argue with him. After 
we get information we shall see at 
the comments Gtage. 

SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: Let us have 
comments in writing. 

SHRI N. A. PALKHIVALA: I shall 
give you. 

MR. CHAIRMAN : On whatever 
points you want, we can 'request him 
to send further Memorandum. 

SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: Still, I 
would like to ask some questions. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: We need not 
go on arguing. You may submit 
lltlbsequent Memorandum on such 
matters where Members want further 
-clarification. · It will be helpful to
the Committee also. 

· SHRI -BENI SHANKER SHARMA: 
The ITO makes some additions with
out calling for the assessee, the 
assessment is accepted as final. There 
should not be power for the ITO to
reopen the assessments. If we make 
distinction that those cases which 
have been completed will not be taken 
up again will that be all right? Whlit 
do you say to that? 

· · SHRI N. A. PALKHIVALA: :It is all 
right, unless information · 1s there 
which make it necessary to· change his 
opm10n. Today, assessment after 
assessment is completed; concea1inent 
of income etc. you take up. Under 
the new law. what will h'appen is;even 
if there 1s no information or conceal
ment, even when the assessment is 
made and he has paid the tax, the ITO 
will say, after 6 months, Look, I have 
some little leisure: I will look into 
your assessment. 

"'"'-~ ~=oo~~
~ if; <1ft if ~ I m<r if ~ fif; ~
-~ if; ~ ~ .~ 'liT ~ ~ 
m'i l[T m'i 'lii~<te"lc:~ 'm'!i m 
~~if;fu1t~~ &r 
~<rr f'f"m: ~ ~~l!f~fe'l ~ 
'lilfm;r if ~ fu!11irm ;;;:;n: · 13 

it 'lil[r & f'""' if; om: it m<r if; f<r;m: 

;;rr;;;rr ~ ~ 



SHRI YOGENDRA SHARMA 
(contd) 

"The advantage of introducing 
complexity in the Income-tax law 
and its "administration may be set otf 
against the possible ·advantages envi
saged by the use af . . • as an instru
ment of providing incentives to various 
·schemes o'f development. Whenever 
the need for providing such incen
tives arises, an attempt should be 
made, as J'ar as possible, to achieve the 
objective aimed at through methods 
other than indirect ...... " 

·<IT~ l{sf'!fo1t%f~ f<'lll4t~ ~ 
'!IT f<'fiil·~QI'I ~aY~ih1'1 if; '!<II f<1ili 

~. r;;rm ~~~ <f mq; f"fim <f•ft
·.r~.r.q;~ ~~ m- ~ ~ 1 

<IT ~ 111 <1ft it 'f';tR; 'fliT f<f<m: ~ ? 

~ <ml if lf~ ;;rr;r;rr "'TR''lT ~)GY
. ~ if; <1ft it 'fT'f ili't ~ ~ f.l; 

f"l_'llt<'t~ iii~ if ~ imrr fuwr 
'fiT ~ '!IT ~ 'ffi<: ~, ~ 

. ' <?. """-'"' l{'!i 
'!il{fs•l .<ft ~. ::rn if; <1ft it 'fTtf '!IT <M 

. -~ -~ :'f<ffiii;- ~···orgcr ~ ·~ f.l; 
. _t:~~r"ti~ lt'1T "ff~ liT . '1"@ 'lt'IT. 
~-L. ~ ;jrr ~tr- ~ 5i"'rn 
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"In. India at the present time in. adcll
.tion"to .the normal depreciation allow
_ance;. additional,~depreciation: allow
ances are given which double or more 
than douJ;>le · the normal rate for the 
first five years after installation and . 
then. development. ·rebate @25 per 
cent is. given on the whole amount of 
the capital expenditure which is addi
tional to the depreciation allowance. 
The effect of these various conces
sions is that In many cases .the dis
cqunted value of the ·various allow
ances exceeded the .total expendi
ture ... " 

~q.,qife if> T(;l{ 'Fg(f m-~ m<: 
fuk ~ if M ~ ~ <f14>ti~Fo1•1 

ilif.ro;~~~ ~I~: 
tt'ir 'ifr.if if; r.ro: f~l'l it ~~ 
if; f<r;m: ~ 'I>T'!if ~«~ ~ I ~ 
~<~" m- 'fT'f ~ ~ R; ~
.rllr.f 'PT «Tfu-tr ~ ~ 'liT 'fliT <lftil"
-~ ~ iJ'f;<fT ~ ? 

SHRI PALKHIVALA: This is no· 
longer alone. This was at a time when 
initial depreciation ~nd extra depre
ciation were permitted. But all those· 
have now been taken away, and we· 
are left now with only depreciation 
tmd <'" 1·eb; ment rebate. If I may say 
so, the ·n•i'' •b 'we make is to think 
that India is the one country which. 
gives these benefits. In fact, every 
progressive country in the world gives
these benefits. 

~r ~ ~ : lk fili'1" f.m iii 
orr iii'!~ ~ ~ ~ fott~~Qr'l 
~ ~ <n: l{<t'l<:i~.;;.,'l '!IT~ ~ 
'l~t ~ ~ <A1 ~ lll<'l'l" ~ I l{ 
'fT'f iJil <I <I <'1 I '11 ~ f.l; ik fWr it 
!no iii m-<'1" ~if~~ iii 
m it m w.iT 'liTUs" err ~ ;qr orgcr 
~ftiiT ~ . 1 ~ m ;om -n: •hr 
'li<m ~ I ~ '!>W liT :__:: 

"In accordance with •.. no allow-· 
ance . was given ·for the depreciation 
of any llSsets. which was not created 
out by the expenditure of capital". 
Definition is very important. And 
secondly, ". • . whose useful life was. 
35 . years or. longer''. 

·~ ~ ~ 'fT'f ~ f.l; ~zY,;:;i;ltr'1 

00 <I"RI' ~ if; ~ "'<'ft" ;;miT ~ I 

~ <A1 f.l; ~ ~sfrfilrih1'1 iii forl{ 
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<IT if ~ ;;mrrr ~ ~ mr mm <n: 
'fT'f !!i<tt"-f~;i; QJ'1 'PT fufu1f ili't ~ 
~ ~ ;;rorf.l; ;;;r '!<"'iT it ~ ~ 
si)ijf*iq ~ 'l"T'Iir ~ 9;!h: ~ 
;;ft ~if; ~it~~~. 

~. ~ ~ '1"@ ~ 



• .. 1'\ !('1ft ~f~UI~f: 
I don't accept that England is our 

:-mother country. 

~ tfW;r =mri : ll'@' ~ ~ 
q if<1<Hiia 'fiT ftm'!' '1ft w <n: ~ 
~ I ~ W'l1'ff mtr ~ f'if1 'it <ftw 

·-ih<r"w.r~.J-!Il'l'ili~if ~'<~'II'*" 

ffi: ~ I ~ '1ft ~ a"'li ~ +rf<l.ll 
~. :pff;m;)iM '!11 ~ ~ ~ I 
~~ ;r ~ ;;n;r;rr ~ ~ f'if1 'm'l' 

.~1als)iQI'1 '!11 ~ '111' 'fliT m<: 
~T'IT ~ ~ ? ;;rq '!r'h: ~ if 
~ ~1 ~ ffi ~ '!11 lfitr <rnT m; 
·~ ~? 

SHRI PALKHIVALA:- This is not 
.-a correct impression. Apart from 
.l3urma, if you take ten business houses 
.and compare the tax, amortization and 
. everything, you will find that the tax 
will be higher in India th'an in any 

.other country. 

With great respect, we are talking 
. of limited companies. The point is 
. that if we compare the actual laws in 
·the developing countries· and the un
'1ier-developed countries, you will find 
'that the total burden is high and to 
.-delude ourselves into thinking that it 
,is not so is wrong. 

·Take companies which work in 
-various parts of the world. Take· 
ICI, Hindustan Lever, etc. They have 

. got their operations in 35 countries. 

.Just see the operations. I have tried 
to make some study· of · this before 

·making this statement. 

You are talking of 2i per cent. You 
gave the example of Sweden. In 
Swede!). it is 30 per cent. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: The questioa 
-~omes up that there is prosperity in 
.cne country and not in the other. 
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SHRI P ALKHIV ALA: I follow that. 
there is good reason why India should 
remain highly taxed. It is for Par
liament to· consider. I am on the ques
tion of the two points you have made
firstly, it will cause . hardship on an 
assessee who is not present and assess
ment made and additions made. 
Secondly, you said it will duplicate. 
On the first question the objective ·of 
the Deptt. is in such cases where an 
assessee files 'a return,· files profit and 
loss account, submits other data and 
the Deptt. finds without necessitating 
an assessment under 143(ii) certain 
additions can be made prima facie and 
assessment completed. Later on, on 
closer scrutiny he finds this is not ade
quate land he wants him to come again. 
This is not to. be rule but exception. 
If that is what is so.ught to be achiev
ed what quarrel you would have with 
this objective and what would you sug
gest to achieve it? 

SHRI PALKHIVALA: This is ~e 
Cl'UX of the whole matter and ulti
mately it is the vital issue concerned . 
What is the present position? The 
present position is if an assessee's re
turn is accepted even though no ad
ditions can be- made a second assess

. ment can never be made unless the 
conditions ·of 147 are satisfied. What 
you propose is to permit the ITO not 
only to make assessment on the re
turn but even go behind the return 
and make .additions and further put 
the assessee to the risk ot being re
. assessed without the conditions of 
section 147 being satisfied. First, Sir, 
it is duplication. It will not sim
plify. If the point is that in very few 
cases ·the man will b.e called then in 
those very few cases the assessment 
cannot be made under this type of 
provision but only after calling the 
assessee. 

SHRI N. K.. P. SALVE: What 
would you like us to do achieve it?. 

SHRI PALKHIVALA: The point is 
in which way you have found the 
present law defective. There is one 
defect. You are not permitting your 



officeri .to make additions without 
.callina the assessee even if he wants 
to make an obvious ,addition. Your 
objective is to enable the officer to 
make an assessment even without 
.calli?g the assessee. What I fail to 
see 1s how can the possibility of two . 
assessment ever simplify. 

. SHRI N: K. P. SALVE: Consider this 
very carefully. Assume ~e put under 
143 (i) that where an ITO wants to 
make an assessment without calling 
the assessee he intimates to the asses
.see this, if you do not object I will 
make an assessment 'and issue a de
mand notice. If he receives the ob
jection then the assessment would be 
made only under 143(iii). 

SHRI PALKIDVALA: That gives 
rise to doubt. The finality of assess
nlent is the very base of the scheme. 
Jt can only be re-opened in the ways 
known to law. Once you give this 
'POWer you are permitting ITOs to 
complete assessments knowing that 
·these are not right assessments and 
·more is to be investigated. 

SHRI SHAH (J~int Secretary): You 
.are aware we have started this small 
.income scheme where we make 15,000 
by merely accepting the returns and 
.adding obvious additions. Our expe
.rience so far is this has not led to 
.many appeals. I am only placing 
before you the objective underlying 
i:his section in order to get eiilighten
ment from you from the legal point 
-of view. We have at least 15-20 
:lakh cases which are small. These 
1lmall cases come under this small in
come scheme which is not statutorily 
'Permissible we are putting it on par 
with 143(i). Previously there was 
'Provision of assessment where some 
additions or some disallowance should 
be there only thing it was not called 
final and we were still issuing notices 
under 139 and examining the books 
and making final asse&.>ment. Only 
the difference arises we call it final 
and retain the power of issue of notices 
and that power we want to restrict 
as these notices need not be used fri
volously by the ITO unless he is con
vinced there is reasonable ground to 

issue a notice otherwise it will be 
treated final. I feel this is the only 
hope of the Administration whereby 
we can accept a very very large num
ber of assessments under this section 

· a~d we hope the enlightened assesse8'3 
will make efforts and returns will be 
submitted in a manner where we just 
accept it and we- do not examine. 
B~t as you pointed out or Mr. Salve 
~omted out a case where I am accept
mg the gross profit percentage of 8 
per cent I consider it reasonable but 
I fl:Dd this gross percentage of profit 
which has been hitherto to be asses-

. sed ,is an understatement. 147(b) 
won t come to my rescue. I will exa
mine books to satisfy myself that this 
percentage or profit shown by the 
return is re'asonable. Actually it is 
not rea93esment. What we assess un
der 143(1) is provisional assessment 
we call it final. That is alL All t~ 

· administrative machinery etc.; issue 
of notice, writing, despatch, postage, 
everything, only this we restrict in 
a few deserving cas8'3. I would feel 
very happy if we can bring this con
ception into legislation. 

SHRI BENI SHANKER SHARMA: 
There should be some finality some
where. Our officers should take up 
quick decisions. So far as equity is 
concerned, we suffer from this hesi
tant attitude of the Executive. Let 
the ITO look into such cases. Let us 
decide that these are the cases which 
he can complete without calling for the 
assessee. Let him say, these are cases 
requiring scrutiny. That will solve 
the problem. He will cGmplete those 
assessments which are clear and he 
will keep back those cases which re
quire examination and close scrutiny. 
There should be some finality in the 
cases of assessments made. The Demo
cles' Sword should not hang over the 
head of the assessee at all times. The 
ITO need not make roving enquiries. 
He has got to take quick decisions. I 
knGw, it may not always be correct; 
but at· all the same. he should try to 
make quick decisions. 

SHRI PALKHIVALA: I may like · 
like to give a coherent reply if I may, 
without interruptions. I l:rave not the 



.slightest doubt in my mind, that what 
I am saying here is right. I will tell 
hon. Members what I think, with 
examples, and how it will work. 
Either you are doing it for the bene
fit of the assessee or you are not do
ing . it. I can't imagine one singl.El 
honest assessee throughout India who 
will GaY, be wants this provision. I 
cannot imagine one honest assessee 
saying this. Dishonest assessees may 
say this, but not an honest assessee. 
He wants his assessment to be finished 
once for all. He wants to pay his 
tax and he wants to be let alone 
thereafter. The basic right of the citi
zen is this, he would be left alone 
by the Government. Take whatever 
tax you want, >and leave him alone. 
There is the honest assessee. He goes to 
the ITO; he files his return. ITO 
will complete assessment without 
calling him. If there is any infor
mation that the return was not cor
rect, or that income W8'3 concealed, 
there is power under 147, and that 
power will be exercised. But there 
is a case where conditions of 147 ·are 
not satisfied. There is no infonn'a
tion, no question of concealment. of 
income. Why should any honest 
assessee who has paid all tax be 
a&Sessed again? Leave him alone. 
For God's sake, you have taken _80 
per cent., why should he be called 
again? He wll! not be called again 
if you don't want. Then why do you 
want to give power? I don't see how 
you can restrict his power. What is 
the position today? The ITO has the 
assessee before him and he has to 
make up his mind. If you want to 
call, cal! him and finish the aGSess
ment; whatever you do, make your 
final order. No citizen will have to 
run the risk of being called again and 
again. I can understand dishonest 
asressees benefiting by this: but I 
dare say, no honest assessee will be
nefit by this. If I am unable to file 
.some return, if the ITO wants me to 
produce some accounts, I produce 
them, then I destroy the vouchers 
etc. Nothing remains. There are peo
ple who may not keep their papers 
once the assessments are completed. 

You want to let -the Democles' Sword 
hang on his head. Without getting 
any new infonnation without charge 
of concealment, aft~ 3 years, ITO 
will call me. There are people who
m'ake it a busine90 to harass their ;fel
low-citizens. There are such people_ 
But why should any honest man be
harassed like this? How can you im
prove the position? What is the diffi
culty? What you say is: Make a 

· shipshed check; accept it and allow 
him. A'fter 6 months again call him. 
'What is this? IG it in the interest of 
·the <!fficiency of·the Dep>artment? Yoa 
permit shipshed assessment to be· 
made. How can you prevent it? The 

·ITO has cases before him whom he· 
will call and whom he will not call. 
What do'you want this provision fort" 

. What is wrong with the present law?" 
As I see it, and r speak with Gome ex· 
perience of people who are really. 
honestly, paying their taxes, 1:11! that. 
you need is Jhis. My suggestion is 
this. Make a change in 143(1) to say
that without calling the assessee cer-
tau{ obvious items may be disallowed_ 
etc. But when that is done, that is 
final assessment. You need not call him 
again. I am not aware of any law like· 
this. Take ·anything like Customs, Ex
cise, Sales-Tax etc. Is there any Cen-· 

· tral or State law where the man will 
have the whole assessment completed' 

· and: without concealing anything, he 
would be called again? This is the first. 
-law.in.the hostory of thecauntry like 
this. It is a torture for the honest. 
man. Dishonest don't suffer; dis
honest people will be happy when' 

· they see some ITOs may never :re
open their cases, but it is the honest. 

•man who bears this colo&Sal burden .. 
'There are many direct and indirect. 
·taxes. in the States and in the Centre. 
Have you heard of any law either in 
the Centre or in the States, where,. 
without concealment, without any

. thing of that sort, the tax-payer is· 
·called upon to come again? Have 
you heard of such a thing in respect 
of Customs or Central or State Ex

. cise? Have you heard of it? You: 
have not heard of it. It is only in 
cases ot evasion, !:Qncealment o'f In-



come, income escaping taxation, etc. 
that second assessment is allowed. 

The important principle of fiscal 
jurisprudence is • this: Once you 
make a final assessment, let the mlln 
alone. The. State must not bother 
him any more thereafter. You are, 
basically &oing agajnst this concept of 
fiscal i·urisprudence. · It is the first 
law where without concealment, with
out the income escaping assessment,> 
you are permitting this to be done. 
·Take the G.P. case for instance. A 
small-trader is there; he is a small 
shop-keeper. He gets 15,000 income. 
He could have been called and his 
ease decided. But V\T_hat happens? 
After one year he is told to come 
again. The- ITO says: "I was in a 
hurry then; I want to go into the de
tails now; you please come." 'l'he 
m'an rightly asks "Then why did you 
complete my first assessment?" "You 
should have called me." Therefore, 
how can it simplify matters if you 
give power to call a man twice when 
you can do it once only? Is : it not 
simple arithmetic? 

MR. CHAIRMAN: You have made 
your point very clear and very effec-
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tively. ~ _ 

SHRI PALKHIV ALA: First make 
the assessment and then apply your 
mind! Have you ever he'ard of such 
a thing? i 

MR. CHAIRMAN: We shall hear 
him again at 10 o'clock in the morn
ing tomorrow. Thank you, Mr. 
Palkhi val a. 

(The witness then withdrew) 

(The Committee then ad;ourned for 
lunch.) 

(The Committee .. reassembl<!d after 
lunch at 15.00 hrs.) 

H; The MiUU'atta Chamber of Com
mr•rce and Industries, Poona 

Spokesmen: 

1. Shri G. L. Pophale, Income Tax 
Consultant, Bombal/. 

2. Shri M. S. Vartak, Partner 
Managing Agents, Kirloskar 
Oil Engines Ltd., Poona. 

3. Shri V. G Phide p rt . , a ner,. 
Gadre &: Bhide, Chartered 
Accountants, Poona. 

<i. Shri V. B. Kirtane, Chief Ope
rotions ·Exe'C'Utive, Kirloskar 
Oil Engines Ltd,, Poona. 

5. Shri Shantilal Shah, Income
tax Consultant, Poona. · 

6. Shri Y. P. Pandit, Chartered 
Accountant, Poona. 

7. Shri B. R. Sabade, Secretary, 
Maharatta Chamber of Com
merce and Indmtries, Poona. 

(The witnesse& were called in and 
the11 took their seats.) 

MR. CHAffiMAN: I welcome you, 
Mr. Pophale, and your other collea
gues. You represent Mahratta Cham
ber of Commerce and Industries. We 
have received your memorandum. 
Would you like to just highlight some 
of the main points in :Your memoran
dum? 

The Chairman draw the attention 
of the witnesses to direction 58 of the 
Directions by the Speaker. 

SHRI G. L. POPHALE The 
first point is about the re-
gistr.ation of fi=sJrecognition 
of firms. I think there· i• not 
much difference between the proce
dure suggested about recognition of 
firms and the existing procedure and 
the law applicable in regard to regis- . 
tration of firms. My first suggestion 
would be to scrap. the entire amend
ment· relating to recognised firms. The 
reason is the intention of introducing 



the concept of recognised firm was 
once a firm is registered with the 
Registrar of Firms then- it should 
automatically be recognised by the 
Income Tax Department without go
ing into the question whether the 
firm is genuine or not. But that sug
gestion has not been accepted whole
sale and all that they have done in 
this amending Bill is to change the 
name from registered firm to recog
nised firm. If under the existing law 
one is entitled to get registration for 
a firm one may not get it if the con
cept' of recognised firm is introduced. 
There is clause 186 (a) sub-section (i) 
(c)-one of the conditions for getting 
a firm recognised is none of the part
ners of the firm has at any time dur
ing the previous year any right, title, 
interests in the share income or pro
pert.'y of the firm as such of any other 
partner of the firm." -As you are 
aware the Supreme Court held that 
even if one partner of a firm is inter
ested in the share of another partner 
of the firm still the firm has to be 
granted registration because the re
lation has to do nothing with the 
genuineness or the validity of the firm 
as such. This provision really is 
added in such a way that if :vou could 
get registration under the existing law 
you will be deprived of it under the 
new concept of recognised firm. Other
wise, there is no other difference 
whatsoever between the two ~oncepts 
and procedure as is contemplated 
under the new concept as it is under 
the old Act. 

SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: Mr. Pophale, 
you have started by saying that the law 
a~ contemplated in the Bill docs not 
bring about any change whatsoever 
in the law establislied under the ex
isting provisions and as contemplated 
by law. Do I understand you to sa:v 
that so far as the law of registration 
is concerned excepting for the change 
in the nomenclature there is no other 
change contemplated? 

SHRI G. L. POPHALE: One change 
is there, that is, {c). 
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SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: But 'for the 
change _(c) there is no other change in 
substance or in procedure. 

SHRI G. L. POPHALE: Yes. 

SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: That means;. 
the law is being li:ept as it is. If that 
is so, subject to what we may say in
(c), wh:V do you say, it is worse off' 
than any other law? If law and pro
cedure is the same, how is this any 
inferior or how is this likely to .:ause 
any great hardship than the other law?' 

SHRI G. L. POPHALE: There is this 
concept of recognised firms. In that 
concept one more addition is made in 
the amendment so as to get over the 
decision of the Supreme Court. 

SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: If this pro
vision-so far as it relates to compul
sory registration-is taken out, this 
law is as good, and .the nomenclature 
of this law is as good and as bad as 
the other law. 

SHRI G. L. POPHALE: I don't see 
an:V difference. . 

SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: This enact
ment's purpose is not merely not to 
disturb earlier law, but to simplify 
the procedure of registration, so that 
the people are not put to any hard:. 
ship and harassment. This is what 
the Ministry sa:Vs. If that is so, do 
you think, this view of the Ministry 
is properly brought out In the draft
ing? This is what the Ministry sa:vs: 

"The registration of firms for the 
purposes of assessment to Income
tax (which at 'present is indepen
dently of the Registration under the 

Indian Partnership Act, 1932) re
quires a subjective determination by 
the Income-tax Officer of the genu
ineness of the firm and leads to dis
putes, litigation and delays In the 
finalisation of the assessments of 
firms and their partners. The new 
procedure in Sections 186A and 186B 
is designed to considerabi:Y simplify 
the assessment of 'firms and their 



partners by eliminating the require
ments of separate registration for 
the purpose of assessment to income
tax and virtually recognising the 
registration under the Indian .Part
nership Act as being sufficient for 
the purpose of charge of income-tax 
.as well." 

. . SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: Therefore; 

.. we want to obviate even this difficulty 
· of proving the genuineness of tlie 

firm. When you have made registra
tion under the Partnership Law,. that 
ought to constitute a prima facie proof 
of ~our genuineness and that the 
income-tax Officer must accept, of 
course, unless he proves to the con
trary. Do you say, the drafting of the 
law and the brief given to us are in 
harmony? What is ~our view?. 

SHRI G. L. POPHALE: No. It is 
wrong .• If the Department thinks that 
the ITO or some other authority can
not go ·into the question about the 
genuineness of the firm ••• 

SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: For pur
poses of assessment to income-tax, it 

· ·is said here. 'virtually recognising the 
registration under the Indian Partner
ship Act as being sufficient'. 

SHRI G. L. POPHALE: Is the Regis
trar of Firms entitled to go into the 
question of the genuineness of the 
firm? 

SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: The question 
is not that. We want to make it open 
to the I. T.O. to go into the genuine
ness-but only in such cases where 
disputes of registration are there. That 
is, if he feels that prima facie grounds 
are there for him to doubt the genu
. ineness. Otherwise normal course in-

• vestigation applies. That Should be 
' _accepted prima facie. 

SHRI G. L. POPHALE: This is just 
like producing one more piece of 
evidence. I have got it registered 
under Registrar of Firms. Consider 
these. 
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SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: Do I under
stand ~ou to say that the law as it' 
stands does not make it incumbent. 
upon the I.T.O. to accept this proof oC 
registration as virtually conclusive oC 
the matter? 

SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: That is one· 
aspect of the matter. I am drawing. 
attention to this because we are anxi
ous to obviate and eliminate or at 
ieast minimise the avenues which, 
cause the litigation. 

SHRI G. L. POPHALE: Thes~t" 
amendments are based on· the recom
mendations of the Administrative Re
forms Commission. 

SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: That is note 
the gospel for· us. Neither Bhootha
!ingam's report nor that of the Admi
nistrative Reforms Commission is a 
gospel to us. We would like to en
lighten ourselves independently and. 
tell if to the Parliament. What do you 
think about it? Will it be an improve
ment? He will prima facie accept 
registration under the Indian Partner
ship Act as sufficient for the purpose 
unless he shows that it is otherwise· 
not genuine. 

SHRI G. L. POPHALE: At present 
the burden lies upon the firm to prove 
that it is genuine. At the most, by· 
getting firms registered with the 
Registrar of Firms the burden will be 
shifted. That is all. 

SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: Will that' 
not be a substantial relief? 

SHRI G. L. POPHALE: To the 
assessee? -Yes. But the question Is
this, will it not open the doors for 
legal avoidance? 

SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: That is what: 
we want ~ou to ten· us. We want you· 
to tell us this. We do not want to· 
Shut out the ITO from independent-. 
enquiry. Will it be an adequate safe-



;guard to accept this registration and 
ihereafter if the smells something of a 
rat he can go into the whole thin&? 
Will that be an improvement? 

SHRI G. L. POPHALE; There will 
be improvement to this extent · that 
the burden will be shifted from the 

.Assessee to the D"epartment. 

SHRI BEN! SHANKER SHARMA: 
My colleague has ·read out the Depart
ment's brielln~:. It oays that thia 
enactment is going to obviate the 
necessity of certauC1Jiocedure which 
was hitherto being followed. The pro

.eedure is going to be simplified. The 
ITO went into the genuineness of the 
firms themselves. Now, if the firm Is 
registered with the Registrar of Firma, 
he is not further required to eo into 

.it. 

SHRI G. L. POPHALE: With res
pect to Registrar of Firms, I would 
s~. he has nothing to ao with accept
ing or not accepting. 'He is merely a 
recordine officer. He does not eo into 
anything. 

SHRI BENI SHANKER SHARMA: 
·Therefore, it· is in the interest of the 
assessees and it will help the assessees. 
Here the nomenclature is also being 
changed-from registration to recog
nition. All the firms registered up till 
now shall have to undergo through 
the test laid down now. Do you think 
that by recourse to Clause (c) man'Y 
<>f the firms which are enjoying ~egis
tratlon for 5 years or 10 years or 20 
years might be denied registration? 

SHRI G. L. POPHALE: Wherever 
we find the principle laid down by the 
Supreme Court applies to certain 
firms, all those firms will be affected. 
Normally it should not in majority of 

·cases. 

f3HR[ l:ENI SHANKER SHARMA: 
· Th" ITCI shall have to undergo the for
mality llf registration or recognition 

-de-novo. · · 
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SHRI G. L. POPHALE: He shall 
have to go into the question every 
time. That is on tile first occasion 
when he is going to accept or not 
accept .... 

SHRI BENI SHANKER SHARMA' 
Suppose this sub-clause (c) is deleted. 
Do you think that the clause will be 
simplified? 

SHRI G. L. POPHAL:O:: The other 
provisions are such. 

SHRI BENI SHANKER SHARMA: 
You object to thio sub-clause? 

SHRI G. L. POPHALE: Yes. If he 
is ,.. benami or if he has got the inte
rest of any other partner, the ftrm will 
not ~:et reco&nition. · 

SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: Amongst 
the partners, if a partner is benami 
then this will hit. Otherwise, will 
this apply? 

SHRI POPHALE: This will not 
apply. 

SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: The fact 
that someone is sub-sharing the pro
fits should not mitigate against the 
reglst.ration as such. Here also that 
principle stands that each partner inust 
disclose his beneficial interest in the 
deed and if that is so, then that is 
the end of the noatter. 

SHRI POPHALE: Then probably 
there will be no trouble. But hoW 
is it that you are going to allocate the 
profits? 

SHRI N. K P. SALVE: The diffi
culty is not about allocation of profits. 
The point is this. Supposing there are 
t.hree partners, A, B and <;:. A part of . 
the interest of C belongs to A. But in 
the Partnership Deed the three . are 
known as equal <partners, whereas 
actually--part of C's interest belongs to 
A.... .. 



SHRI POPHALE:· . The question 'is 
this: What are their inwvidual shares? 
When· the deed itself shows that out 
~f, say, JD.Y oshare half is to ,)le given 
to somebody else, then ihe shares can 
be determ}ned, . then this will not 
apply. · · 

SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: Yes, this 
will not apply. 

SHRI POPHALE;. But. is it contem~ 
plated? 

. - SHRI N. :Kl'.P. SALVE: That is 
what is contemplated. It is a question 
o{ 9-rafting. · I ask~ you another ques
tion. ' What objection do you have if 
two partners are forced to write their 
genuine interest in· the partnership 
deed? Why should they not? What 
prevents you from· mentioni!tg in the 
deed your correct benefiCial interest? 

SHRI POPHALE: Nothing. But 
once you recogiiize the ~ as such on 
the qasis of it, you must allocate their 
shares according to the profit sharing 
or loss sharing ratio as given in the 
deed. 

SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: So far as the 
firm is concerned. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: How do you say 
that it is different from the recom
mendations of the ARC? 

SHRI POPHALE: Tile condition (e) 
was not mentioned in the recommen
dations of the Working Group •••• 

MR. CHAIRMAN: We are concerned 
with the ARC, not with the Working 

·Group. · 

SHRI POPHALE: Next point is 
about Section 64(2)-Clause 14. I don't 
think that anybody can take objection 
to the principle underlying it. But 
is it worth while making fi? 

_ SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: The simple 
question is of equity. 

SHRI POPHALE: There is no equity 
in this particular section. 

SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: Why should 
a person only :via HUF be allowed to 
get out of the mischief?_ 
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SHRI POPHALE: Because this is 
personal law as applicable to a Hindu. 
Because it is only a Hindu who has 
got self-acquired propertY, he can 
make it.. -

SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: The concept 
of 'blending' comes up in- Hindu law, 
and it is peculiar to Hindus and thus 
it should be allowed: that is what 
you say? 

SHRI POPHALE: As far as the law 
is concerned, it is already there. What 
is the object underlying that provision 
which is_ cer!Uinly _going to the enact
ed with retrospective effect on top of 
it? ' 

SHRI N. K. p. SALVE: That is a 
different aspect 

SHRI POPHALE: Then the princi
ple is not in dispute, unless it is reallY 
a large amount of tax that Is involved. 

MR: CHAIRMAN: What is your in
formation? 

SHRI POPHALE: From the few 
cases that have come up till now, I 
don't think the tax involved will be 
more than Ill Ialilis of rupee1 in a total 
of 60 to 70 crores. · 

SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: What is the 
basis of yoilr estimate? 

· SHRI POPirALE: Becall6e hardly 
half a dozen cases came up before the 
Tribunal in the course of three to four 
years. 

SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: How many 
cases came? 

SHRI FOPRALE: 11alf a dozen 
cases. Unfortunately, law being as it 
is they failed. Everybody failed. So, 
if there is loophole which is going to 
cause the State a loss of crores of 
nipees then it is all right but here it 
is a very small amount. · 



. MR. CI'IAIRMAN~ Other witnesses 
· have told us that a large number of 

;persons took advantage of it. 

SHRI POPHALE: Yes. After the 
Supreme Court judgement people have 
taken advantage of it. 

SHRI BENI SHANKER SHARMA: 
As regards prosPective application do 
you think it will be hard to genuine 
assessees who have got a genuine de
sire to act according to tlleir personal 
law and it will be ·an Infringement on 
their personal law, 

SHRI POPHKLE: Yes. And, Sir, 
why stop at income tax, Why not 
apply it to the wealth tax. 

. SHRI N. K. P. ·sALVE: Now, I want 
to ask you Mr. Pophale if a Hindu 
father relinguishes his right in a HUF 
property then nothing under the law 
can later on make him liable to taxa
tion even by fiction of law for an in
come earned by a minor or wife in 
respect of that property which he had 
given to HUF. Is that a proposition· 
of law or emerges on account of draft
ing of the Bill? 

SHRI POPHALE: It is on account of 
ilrafting of the Bill.· My next point is 
about the fee that is beil:Jif charged 
and proposed to ·be charged under the 
Bill.. I do not kffi5\11TWbat is the justi
fication for increasing the fees, 

SHRI BENI SHANKER SHARMA: 
Do you think by incre9:3ing the fees 
it will reduce the number of appeals?' 

SHRI POPHALE: In small cases the 
appeals may gO'Oown but then the 
other opportunit}'-for the small asses
see is to go to the Commissioner. The 
public is not satisfied :with the manner 
the Commissioner· is disposini off the 
appeals, · · · J ' 

~HRI BENT SHANKER SHARMA: 
The principles of natural justice. is' 
to be assured. ·we are bound by the. 
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yiew that . justice should .be made 
cheaper and not ·dearer. Will this 
make justice dearer and ilot chea~r? 

SHRI G. L. POPHALE: Yes, 
·' • ' ' ' 1 

· SHRI N. K, .P. SALVE: We want to 
avoid frivolous appeals being put up. 
Can we make provision of cost? That 
will be duly taken care of. That will 
be a deterrent to the Department and 
to the ·assessees: 

. · SHRI G. L. POPHALE: Don't in
crease the fees we pay ·for putting in . 

· appeals to the A.A.C, Do not raise the 
fees in respect of tribunal appeals also. 
Make provision for awarding costs. 
That would be a better deterrant. 

SHRI. N. K. P. SALVE: Suppose a 
man goes ·in appeal frivolus1y, He 
knows he has got to pay Rs, 250. 
'.J -

· SHRr G.,~ POPHALE: When the 
mari is prepared to go to the tribunal, 
the appeals .are · not · frivolous. The 
appeals are .not: frivolous when go to 
tribunal except perhaps gross . profit 
cases. Why -people go in for gross 
profit matter cases'? Because, if they 
don't go, the argument used by the 
Department is, we took last year 15 per 
cent, you had not ape_aled against it; 
now we are going1o. make it 17 per 
cent. 

', ~ I 

- SHRI BENI1 SHANKER SHARMA: 
Frivolous appeals are filed by whom
by the department or_ by the assessee? 

• J • • L 

SHRI G. L. POPHALE: I have got 
statistics. I am very sory to say that 
the department fared worse in their 
appeals .b.efore ·the tribunal· 

. !· . '1) ~ •. ' . '} 

SHm N. X; P. SALVE:. This is 
something of great jmportance. He 
says his experience .is, the assessee has 
not filed frivolous 'appeals, but it is 
the department which fileS frivolous 
appeals.· 

. gHRI G. L: P9PHALE: _The figures 
are! from 1955-56 to 1958-59. ·I . have 
collected figures for . 4 . years. • we 
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fouiid that the department fared worse 
in their appeals before the tribunal, 
Department has gone even on appeal 
~n' 'the percentage po!nt. 

·:·simi BENI SHANKER SHARMA: 
;..~ey. are not filed by the assessee, but 
;lly thei department. If so, we should . 
~cti_tj(".tJus :tendency of the Department. · 
'iW"e)sJialf think over what should be 
)ibhe." ··:According to you; this ten-
. dency on the part of me department 
should be curbed. · ' · · 

SHRI G. L. POPHALE: Certainly. 
Even if >you 'increase the fee to Rs. 250 
the department has not to pay. 

SHRI N. K. l?; SALVE: When I pay 
Rs. 250 tq the Department, when costs 
are awarded to me, it should be on the 
basis of Rs. 250. · 

SHRI G. L. POPHALE: If you make 
provision only; At present there ·is 
no provision. 

SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: What would 
b"e' the impact? Would it become 
mor!! just, more rational? 

SHRI G. L. POPHALE: Yes. If you 
introduce. ·awarding cost at tribunal 
stage that will act ·as a deterrant. 

J 

· . SHRI BENI SHANKER SHARMA: 
Suppose the department is also made 
to pay same amount oi fees like the 
asses$ees? ·~ :-:.. 

: SHRI G .. L. POPHALE: It is from • 
one pocket .to the other. 

' -r. 

SHin BENI. SHANKER SHARMA:, 
SupP,ose that fee is to be .forfeited to 
~he assessee as . part. of· his cost. Do 
you think that will dl!tl!r-tlie depart
ment from filing frivolous appeals?~.: 

. ' SHRI G L. POPHALE: If the 'pro
vision is. ~ade for awarding .cost that 
will also include -:tit~.. · "· 

-;' \' _ .. : 
SHRI BENI SHANKER SHARMA: 

· The departinenf shotild ·also pay the 
equivalent fee as the assessee. If as
sessee wiltS', that fee should be for-
feited to the· assessee: · · 

SHRI G. 'L. POP!tA:tE': That will be 
a ··good deterrant on the department. 

SHRI N. K. SANGHI: Tribunal fees 
are not allowable expenses of the as
sessee or litigant.·~ase·ms are in
creased and these are allowed a1 
allowable expenses of the assessee, 
do you think it will serve the purpose 
of the assessees?· 

SHRI G. L. POP.!fALE': A part of it; 
that is all.· If I am tln~a deduc
tion, I will be savffig tax on that. 

SHRI'N. K. SANGHI: Why it is not 
allowed as allowable expenditure in 
the past? Can you throw ·s6ffie light? 

SHRI G. L. POPHALE: At the · 
appellate stage it is not earning of 
profit or income, !t is :fbr retaining 
what you have got. 

SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: Does that 
corieept hold on today? 

. ' 

. SHRI G: L. POPRALE: Yes, it is 
still -~oldiilg go~. it Is oeing applied. 

. . ' 
SHRI N. K. P. SALv:t! You were a· 

judge. You were a fear!ess ~udge of, 
great profounait:Y. There may be dif
ference of otifitton. :Does that hold 
good today? .. ft you were asked to 
determine a case wiffiout any provi-. 
sions of the EngnshCiise what would 
you think? Does 1f not impinge upon 
tiie· right of assessee.To get correct ill-
come assesse<!? · 

SHRI G. L. POPHALE: On the prin
ciple of preserving my right or income 
~at I .have got once should be entitled 
to 'get. deduction just as you have got 
a fixed asset and you want to preserve 
and maintain, you are allowed deduc~ 
tion . 

-· SHRI N. K: SANGffi: The quantum 
of tax . may. not tle nigh.- 'Sf ill there 
is a right. 

SHRI N. K. :P:'"S1tLVE: What-do 
you think about it now7 On the same 
same principle you are·anowed deduc
tion _of expenses. ' 

7 



' 
SHRI G. L. POPHAIZ: 1 will allow 

Itt. Then I come to page 6. There 
should be no limit ' to • expenditures 
which are incurred and are reason~ 

ably incurred. _ 

SHRI ~ K. P. SALVE: How do we 
proceed to have some checks on the 
companies not being hileral unneces
~ari!y? 

SHI POPHALE: The trouble is this: 
If you try to set a certain ilmit in the 
Act itself, then I have reallY io incur 
5 per cent or 4 ·percent. -

SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: There is an
other aspect. This proviSion did not 
exist before and even 1n some of the 
advanced countries this doe& not exist. 
We are bringing that law on our Sta
tute. Surely, we do not want to go 
with a maddening speed fn the sense 
that we give a· liberty· in which the 
people are tempted to do something 
which otherwise the'y -would not have 
taken up at all. Any efficient com
pany would try to bring that under a 
ceiling. A company ~Men does not 
bring that to that ceiling, must stand 
condemned. 

SHRI POPHALE: Under-writing 
commission is itself 2i per cent ..•... 
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SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: That is capi
tal. Assuming we put it in with refer
ence to the project cost, will it be 
more realistic? 

SHRI POPHALE: Apart from the 
question of percentage, I think the 
assessee will not get the full benefit 
of this. 

SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: Project cost 
includes three factors preliminary ex
penses, pre-operational expenses. and 
proj'ect expenses. 

SHRI POPHALE: · If you - define 
it, then it will be all right. 

'r 
SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: We will 

not leave anything to chance. But 

r •• 
would it ·be more rational: fixation 
of limit with reference to the pro
ject, not with reference to the capi
tal? 

SHRI POPHALE: It will be 
more rational with reference to the 
cost of the project. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Have you got 
any studies made in the Maharash
tra Chamber of Commerce? 

SHRI POPHALE: I am told that 
1 -per· cent is . paid as underwriting 
and 2 per cent as brokerage and for 
other expenses connected with the 
printing, stationery, •• _, 

MR. JANARDAN JAGANNATH 
SHINKRE: Have you got any figures 
and facts about this? 

SHRI POPHALE: These _figures are 
so obvious. - · · 

SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: That is 
true. But unless you have a percen
tage with reference to the entire base, . 
how can you compare? 

MR. CHAIRMAN: A study made in 
31 industries shows it begins from 0.8 
and it goes uP-Only in one or two 
cases-to 3.4. 

SHRI POPHALE: I am afraid I 
have no statistics. 

SHRI BENI SHANKER SHARMA : 
If we fix the ceiling either at 21 per 
cent or 5 per cent, do you think that 
tha~ may be misused? --

SHRI POPHALE: I don't think so, 
unless it was benefit given to some
body else in whom I have got interest. 

Another important point iS about 
the limit being imposed on the salary 
of a _!oreign technician-Rs. 4000. 

· SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: What is 
wrong in that? 

MR. CHAIRMAN: How many mem~ 
bers belong to your Association? 



SHRI POPHALE: About a dozen. 

SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: Kirloskar 
Industries are your members? 

SHRI POPHALE: Yes. 

SHRI BEN! SHANKER SHARMA: 
What is the number of your members 
belonging to different categories? 

SHRI POPHALE: About 1000 mem
bers and most of ·them belong to 
the engineering industry. 

SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: Why do you 
think it is objectionable? 

SHRI POPHALE: The reason is 
that even persons of Indian origin are 
now getting much more than that. 

SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: You give 
them much more. Who prevents you? 

SHRI POPHALE: But if I honestly 
pay Rs. 6000, why should I not get it 
for Rs. 6000? Can you get really com
petent men for Rs. 4000 these days? 
That is the question. Otherwise, cer
tainly the industry will suffer. 

SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: There is 
another aspect <?f . the· matter. Either 
you pay his tax .••• 

lt... . ·-- - ''l!e'" ~ - ~-- ... 
SHRI POPHALE: But then again 

I only get 15 per cent; I have to pay 
the balance out of my own pocket. 

SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: That means 
only 15 per cent of the extra. 

SHRI POPHALE: If you accept the 
principle that all expenditure is per
missible; then why place a limit? 

'- · MR. CHAIRMAN: Simply to make 
1 i'it prohibitive. 
~.\ 

SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: We want to 
3 take advantage of the countries which 

have made certain technological ad
-vances. We want them quickly to 
help us so that we are not required 
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to spend much time in the research 

. work. At the same time, we want 
additional restriction. 

SHRI POPHALE: I don't think 
that Indian industrialists are going in 
for foreign technicians . merely as a 
matter of luxury or pleasure. The:y 
certainly find it necessary. · 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Your reading 
might be a little different from the re
ading of the many bon. Members here 
and also those who are dealing with 
the subject. There is a tendency in 
certain industries that even they do 
not look around that that type of tech
nicians are available in the country. 
They have a fancy for foreign techni
cians. 

SHRI BENI SHANKER SHARMA'! 
You think that Rs. 4000 will not serve 
the purpose? It will not be a deter
rent? 

SHRI POPHALE: You cannot get 
even a foreign technician with Rs. 
4000. If I want a service of a particu
lar person I am going to pay because 
I am interested in my Industry. 

SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: Will we be 
well advised to completely wiping it 
out? 

: SHRI POPHALE? If I need the ser
vices I am going to get the technician. 

SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: We take 
clause 34. The law now contemplates 
that there would be provisional assess
ment under 143 (1) and then the asse
ssee could be assessed under 143(2). 
Now, under the proposed amendment 

· what is sought to be done is we want 
to vest into the hands of income-tax 
authorities power. to make an assess
ment under 143 (1) on the basis of the 
record available making prima facia 
allowance, deductions and latter on 
within two years the ITO can if the 
matter requires further scrutiny again 
re-summon the assessee and make an 
assessment under 143(2). I would re, 
quest you to tell the Committee whe-
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ther you think this type of provision 
is going to create any extra hardship 
on the assessees and whether this type 
of provision will not meet the objec
tive which the ministry has in mind. 

SHRI POPHALE: If this provision 
is not to be used as a substitute for 
re-assessment under 147 it is very 
possible that with this provision you 
are giving a weapon in the hands of 
the Deptt. so that they need not use 
147 or 148 which places lot of burden 
upon them. If you place restriction 
that re-opening shall only be to the 
extent of the income source already 
disclosed it is a different matter. 

SHRI SALVE: What you say is in 
a system like this there is built in 
possibility of the Deptt. Making one 
and the second assessment without 
taking recourse to 147 and that will 
cause hardship without any fault of 
the assessee. 

SHRI POPHALE: Yes. 

SHRI SHINKRE: I want to ask 
about discretionary powers to Com
missioners. Is it good to give these 
discretionary powers to them who may 
misuse these powers ? 

SHRI POPHALE: In making an in
come tax assessment one has to decide 
a large number of actual questions 
and in deciding the questions one has 
to use the discretion but it is not an 
absolute discretion but judicial discre
tion based on evidence. If you use 
your discretion judicially and also 
judiciously then the power is necessary 
for proper administration but the tro
uble _comes when the discretionary 
power is not being used judicially and 
judiciously. That depends on the in
dividual who is going to use the power. 
The remedy is not to take away the 

. power but appoint persons who can 
discharge that power. 

(The witness then withdrew) 

III. Mls. B. R. Herman and Mohatta 
(India) Private Ltd. Bombay 

Spokesmen. 

1. Shri Brijratan S. Mohatta, 
Director. 

2. Shri S. Srinivasan. Adviser. 

3. Shri Rajendra Kumar Mohatta, 
Partner, 

(The witnesse's were called in and 
they took their seats) 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Before we pro
ceed, I would like to read out the rules 
of procedure. It says that the eviden
ce which you are giving is public and 
liable to be published unless you spe
cifically desire that all or any part of 
the evidence tendered by you is to be 
treated as confidential. Even though 
you might desire your evidence to be 
treated as confidential, such evidence 
is likely to be made available to the 
Members of Parliament. In the morn
ing you came, but we could not take 
up your evidence. You may now plea
se highlight some of the points which 
you think require elucidation. 

SHRI BRIJ RATAN S. MOHATTA: 
I will highlight · some of the main 
points. First is Clause 4(a) of the 
Bill. This is about taxing rental in
come from buildings which are rented 
out. There is distinction between 
buildings whose construction had 
commenced and those that are comp
leted. This sort of discrimination 
should not be there. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: You have stated 
that. We have noted your pojnt. 

SHRI BRIJ RATAN S. MOHATTA: 
So, I need not go into these details 
of it. Buildings which are construdled 
are rented out for business purposes. 
Many small people cannot afford to 
have their own buildings. They rent 
buildings from others. Even small
scale industries and medium scale in
dustries take buildings or the shads 
on rent from others. Depreciation on 



these buildings is not allowed to the 
owner of the building who rents them 
out. Depreciation or wear and tear on 
those buildings is the same· as if the 
man has constructed his own building. 
In all fairness, depreciation to owner 
Of that building who has rented it out 
should be permitted. 

SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: 1/6 is for 
repairs. 

SHRI BRIJ RATAN S. MOHATTA: 
Repairs is quite different. If I use my 
buildings for carrying on business I 
am permitted to spend on repairs 
which is necessary and but when I 
rent out the building to somebody 
then also the wear and tear is the 
same. I have to carry out the repairs. 
Repairs is not carried out by the occu
pant but by the owner. 1/6 is for 
repair and more than that will go for 
repair. There is nothing left for dep
reciation. 1/6 would not cover depre
ciation. That is not in the memoran
dum. But I would like to state this 
_point. In regard to owner-occupied 
houses, according to income-tax law, 
some deduction in the total income is 
permitted. The department is adding 
to the other income a notional income 
on self-occupied houses. This is resti
ricted upto 10 per cent of the total 
income. This section is a little ambi
guous. A man has 3 houses or 2 
houses. Say for instance he has one 
in Delhi, one in Calcutta or Bombay. 
He has to tour about. He does not 
take rented houses. So, he has his own 
houses there. 

SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: Note has 
been taken by the Ministry. 

SHRI BRIJ RATAN S. MOHATTA: 
Clause 14 is an amendment for the 
HUF income with retrospective effect 
from March 1965. The retrospective 
application is most unjust. This will 
interfere with personal law. HUF law 
is a personal law. It governs the life 
and the conventions of a certain sec
tion of Hindus. When you club it with 
personal income, that is where inter
ference comes in. 
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SHRI BENI SHANKER SHARMA: 
·Do you think that it will strike at the 
·very root of the personal laws of the 
Hindus because the Hindus have a 
right, to throw all or a part of their · 
money into the common hotchpot for 
the security and safety Of the family? 
Apart from the retrospectve applica
tion, do you think that so far as pros
pective application is concerned, it 
should also be stopped, and that pro
perty which is being blended with the 
common hotchpot should be treated as 
separate a! ways. and no part of it 
should be added to the income of the 
individual? 

SHRI MOHATTA: I am fully of 
this opinion that the Hindu Undivi
ded Family law should not be touched 
at all. It should remain as it is. 

SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: I am ex
tremely pained at the language you 
use at page 4 of your memorandum: 
"It tantamounts to treachery to create 
tendencies by fiscal measures which 
will cut at the very root of establish
ed order of the society of the majority 

· community .... ". ;you are entitled 
to your views. But I with the langu
age should have been more moderate. 

SHRI MOHATTA: I am sorry if it 
has been felt like this, if it has hurt 
any one. 

MR. CHAffiMAN: 
your next point. 

Please go to 

SHRI MOHATTA: I take up Clause 
29. This gives certain powers to issue 
circulars for clarification. What I 
think is that if similar powers could 
be given to the Board under the Weal
th Tax Act and the Gift Tax Act, 
for clarification, that would be more 
helpfuL 

SHRI BENI SHANKER SHARMA: 
Do you think that this clause as draft
ed, in the manner it has been, will in
terfere with the discretion of "indivi
dual o,fficers under the Income Tax 
Act? 



SHRI MOHATTA: My reading of 
this particular . clause and the section 
is that it does not take away the 
powers of the officers, or discretionary 
powers on factual matters. Where 
there is ambiguity in the words of the 
law or the Rules framed thereunder, 
and one Income-Tax Officer or one 
Commissioner takes one view and ano
ther takes another view, and where 
there are genuine, serious differences 
of opinion between the assessee and 
the assessing officer, a reference to the 
Board on the interpretation becomes 
necessary. This also become necessary 
if there are genuine hardships and 
certain rules have been formed which 
really are hard, harsh or impractica
ble. Now, if the Board has not got this 
power, then they have to wait till the 
amendment of the Act, whereas in this 
particular case the Board can rectify 
such defects or shortcomings. It can 

·bring about more uniformity in the 
administration of the Act. That is 
how I see it. 

Now, I come to Clause 30. This 
deals with penal interest on registered 
or unrecognized firms. This penal in
terest is something which is levied in 
a case where the firm has disclosed its 
income less or ••• 
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SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: You have 
given certain examples. Your argu
ment proceeds upon an assumption 
which needs examination. Where did 
you get this assumption that this is 
only to compensate interest. 

SHRI MOHATTA: There are penal
ties provided. 

SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: The delay 
in filing the return and other provi
sions are not to 'be read in isolation to 
this but in juxtaposition. But it is the 
aggregate scheme by which we want 
to make it really stringent, make it 

. bite really hard, and so hard that it 
pains the assessee. Assuming this as
sumption was not merely a compensa

. tion to the Government for the bela
tad return but it was also to be 

deterrent, what objection do you 
have to this? 

' 
'SHRI MOHATTA: The ·way it is 

drafted it should be treated as un
recognized firm; That is all. When a 
firm is to be taxed as a registered 
firm, then, in all fairness, the 
interest and everything should be 

. calculated on the amount which the 
firm would have to pay. 

SHRI SALVE: A firm is a firm 
whether registered or not registered. 
According to you levy of tax on the 

·unregistered firm is justified but on 
registered firm it is not justified be
cause you suggest the tax levy fs 
much less on a registered firm. 

SHRI MOHATTA: Yes. 

SHRI BENI SHANKER SHARMA: 
. Do you mean to say it is creating a 

difference between an assessee · and 
assessee and there should not be any 
distinction between an individual and 
a company and they should be treated 
on the same level? 

SHRI MOHATTA: Yes. 

My next point is about clause 59 
. which relates to the question of recog

nised and un-recognised firm. The 
previous clause 30 deals with interest 
part and this deals with penalty part 
for taxing and I would request that 
the same principle should be applied 

, in case of penalty also. Please refer 
to last paragraph on page 18 of my 
memorandum. 

Then I give a further illustration. 
The injustice is all the more greater 
in a case where a registered firm is 
held to have concealed particulars of 
income. This is because in such a 
case a penalty .is levied as a multiple 
of the income and not as a multiple 
of the tax. Not only the firm shall 

. have to pay penalty equal to the con
cealed income but further the partners 
also in their assessments penalised for 
the amount equal to the concealed in
come as minimum penalty. It is worth 
noting. Supposing a firm concealed 
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income of Rs. 10,0001-. The finn itself 
is liable to penalty of Rs. 10,0001-
which is . the mmtmum penalty 
leviable and the maximum penalty 
can be Rs. 20,0001- and further the 
partners can also be levied penalties 
aggregate of which can .be Rs. 10,0001-
and maximum can go upto Rs. 20,000/-. 
The patent injustice of the penalty 
provision can be understood from the 
above example. -

SHRI BEN! SHANKER SHARMA: 
So far as the finn is concerned there 
is an element of duality, Firstly, 
the firm is penalised for the late filing 
of the returns and again the partners 
are penalised for their inab~lity to file 
their returns. What is your opinion? 
Would you like the firm to be penalised 
or partners should be penalised? 

, SHRI MOHATTA: The firm should 
be penalised. 

SHRI :BEN! SHANKER SHARMA: 
So far as calculation of tax penalty is 
concerned so long it has been related 
to the amount of tax that has been 
evaded. But here is a peculiar system. 
For purposes of imposition of penalty 
under this clause even in the case of 
a registered firm the firm is treated 
as unregistered and taxes calculated 
as if the firm was assessed as unregis
tered. It is a case of notional income. 
Do you mean to say that it is to the 
actual tax that the penalty should be 
related and not to the notional tax. 

SHRI MOHATTA: The penalty por
tion should ·be on tax on income and 
not on the notional income. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: You may please 
go on to the next point. · 

SHRI BRI.J RATAN S. MOHATTA: 
Clause 33 deals with provisiOnal 
assessments, particularly for refunds, 
It should be obligatory on the nart of 
the ITO to make assessment within 30 
days of the filing of the return; he 
should not wait for the application 

· from the assessee. But I ha~e to make 
application. Why should I have the 
necessity of making application? Let 
it be straightforward. Let him comp
lete it with the time-limit. 

. SHRI 'BEN! SHANKER SHARMA~ 
, You want to put the return cases on 
-!he saine · basis as in the case. of 
:- a93essments. ·'Refunds should also 
· carry interest, after 31 days of filing 
the application as in the case . <Jf. 
assessment. Interest should be given 
on refunds in the same way as it iso 

: charged on demands. 

SHRI BRI.J RATAN S. MOHATTA: 
It should be on par with demand of 
tax.: This part deals with completion 

. of assessments. It should be completed 
within 30 days. There is no necessit;r 
to make application to complete 
assessment. It' unnecessarily increases 

· everybody's work. It does not 
simplify matters. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Under 141(a)
you say no time-limit is fixed. Ad
ministrative instructions are ther.a. 

SHRI BRI.J RATAN S. MOHATTA: 
. They are not being followed. When-. 
ever I have made complaints in· 
Chambers or Associations or Commis
sions, the Members of the Board 
say bring specific case before us. But 
you would appreciate how difficult 
and embarrassing it is to bring in 
such individual cases. It will become 
a vindictive case after this. 

MR. CHAIRMAN You say adminis
trative instruction is not implemen
ted properly. 

SHRI BRI.J RATAN S. MOHATTA: 
Yes. It should ,be made obligatory. If 
it is not completed in 30 days it should 
be deemed to have been completed. 

SHRI BEN! SHANKER SHARMA: 
. Sec. 143 is a very .important section. 

SHRI BRI.J RATAN S. MOHATTA: 
There is clause 33 ·before that. Clause-

. 33 deals with 141 (a) (2). There are 
4 or 5 years incomplete assessments. 
Today it is still pending. Such pending 
assessments are there. · 

. SHRI BENI SHANKER SHARMA:. 
The law has been changed. 



SHRI BRIJ RATAN s. MOHATTA: 
"Pending assessment.s are there. If 
there are losses or unabsorbed depre
-ciation for the period of these 2 or 4 
years which are not assessed the IISS
-essee should be permitted to set off 
that in case of provisional assessment. 
If the ITO does not assess, if he has 
-objection, he can say. If he does not 
assess, that should not penalise me that 
I must pay that amount without 
taking deduction aspect into considera
tion. There are penalty provisions 
:which penalise me for paying short. 

Then, Clause 34 is there regarding 
reopening of assessments made under 
143 (1). ITO is given power to reopen 
it. It is just making mockery of mak
ing summary assessment; nothing else. 

SHRI N. K. SANGHI: The number 
·<>f cases have increased in the past few 
years. It is going to increase much 
more. The Department wants the 

.-expeditious flnalisation of these assess.-
ments. Only in very random cases 
will they reopen the cases. In that 
background if you want to explain 
~arne point, you may do so. 
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SHRI MOHATTA: This reopening is 
not left to only those cases, becnuse 
the definition here given is: "If he 
finds the assessment incomplete or if 
he finds he has omitted something or 
the other". When complete record is 

· there, there should not be any ques
tion of having omitted anything. After 
all, the complete record is there before 
the Officer and if he finds that there 
is any concealment you have got other 
provi•Jions whereby you can reopen 
up to four years, eight years and 
-even 16 years. 

SHRI N. K. SANGHI: Supposing he 
·does not call for the books, and he 
does not call for the records. Only 
prima facie, he finalises these assess
ments. There are a large number of 
such assessees. 

SHRI SRINIVASAN: The present 
provision in 143 (1) itself empowers the 
Income-tax Officer to accept the return 
.and complete the assessment. So if the 

Income-tax Officer accepts the return 
and completes the assessment on the 
basis of the existing provision, and if 
he finds later that there has been an 
escapement of income on the basis of 
information available, he can reopen 
the assessment uls 147(b). That will 
be more fitting with the scheme which 
the bon. Member has been mentioning. 
On the other hand, if we give the 
power to the Department under section 
143 ( 1) to make assessment in every 
case and then make a fresh a fresh 
assessment, it will only mean adminis
trative inconveniences. You may 
remember that against 143 an appeal 
has been provided to the AAC. The 
assessee might have gone in appeal. ... 

MR. CHAffiMAN: How do you infer 
that in every case the Income-tax 
Officer will open? 

SHRI SRI:NIVASAN: This ·'is 
because of the experience ·which we 
have. At present, Sir, there is a pro
vision for making provisional assess
ment. That provision has not caused 
any inconvenience. Why introduce a 
new theory? That means there is no 
finality at all? 

MR. CHAIRMAN: In the present 
scheme of regular assessments, there 
are two categories: (a) those in respect 
of which the Income-tax Officer is sat
isfied that they are correct and comp
lete; and (b) in regard to which he is 
not satisfied. 

SHRI BENI SHANKER SHARMA: 
So far as the object of this clause is 
concerned, you must agree with me 
that it is landable and the Department 
;,, very serious and sincere to complete 
those cases quickly which do not 
require any scrutiny. ;you do not want 
this making and re-making of the same 
assessment, twice; you want that the 
assessment should be made final and 
once, and after it has been finalised 
it should not be reopened except 
under the provisions of section 14 7. 
That is your point? 

SHRI SRINIVASAN: Yes. The 
phraseology 'incorrectness', 'inadequa
cy' or 'incompleteness' is so wide that 



in every case the sword of .demo
des will be hanging over the head of 
the assessee. So much wide powers 
are 1:here under 147(b). The assessee 
will not have any peace of mind. 
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MR. CHAIRMAN: Next point. 

SHRI MOHATTA: Clause 141, page 
13. This clause gives power to the 
Income-tax Officer to treat unrecogni
zed firms as recognized firms. I want
ed to submit that if an assessee chooses 
to do his business as an unregistered 
firm, and he arranges his affairs as 
such, why should there be an inter
ference with his affairs? If the idea 
is that revenue should not be lost
only if this is the idea-then a provi
sion may be introduced that there will 
be no unrecognized firms; every firm 
should be treated as registered. But 
once choice is given and the assessee 
starts his business as an unrecognized 
firm and assessment is done, otherwise 
upsets everything. 

SHRI BEN! SHANKER SHARMA: 
Don't you think that it may be used as 
a device to reduce tax liabilities of 
certain concerns. Take an example. 
You are running. a firm and income 
comes to a lakh of rupees. It is a 
registered firm. There are four part
ners and each gets Rs. 25,0001- in his 
share. If you make further income you 
start a small firm consisting of three 
of these partners and one another 
working partner and then here you 
just limit your income to Rs. 40,0001-. 
You do not apply deliberately for the 
registration because if you apply 
for registration your share of Rs. 
10,0001- will be added to Rs. 25,0001-
which will afiract higher tax. This is 
in order to reduce this misuse that this 
provision has been made. 

SHRI MOHATTA: When we are 
talking about powers and if we leave 
it to the Tax Officer to tax or to con
sider anybody in a particular manner 
so that maximum revenue can be 
attracted then why not flat power 
given to the assessing officer. When 
we are making distinction in types 

and types of business then irrespective 
of the· revenue consideration we should 
adhere to the decorum if a chance is 
given to conduct business in this 
manner or that manner. Either we 
should say it shall' always be registered 
irrespective of whether the firm is 
recognised or un-recognised the tax 
will be as a registered firm. But lay 
down that way. To say that it is left 
to a person to choose what is · most 
beneficial to him then why is the right 
of the citizen taken away and given 
to the Government? Either you take 
away the choice from him so that he 
may know his position. 

SHRI SRINIVASAN: The practical 
difficulty which arises is supposing a 
firm applied for its assessment as 
un-registered firm. It has got income. 
The ITO wants if it is advantageous 
for the revenue to treat it registered 
firm. The share is taxed in the hands 
of the individual partner. Next year 
the firm makes a loss. The same firm 
is treated as unregistered firm. The 
loss is not allowed to be set off in the 
hands of the partners. Again if there 
is profit in the next year it is treated 
as registered firm. 

SHRI BENI SHANKER SHARMA: I 
agree with you that carry forward of 
losses in cases of firms should be al
lowed against the income of the firm. 
So far as the treating of the firm as 
registered which is not registered if it 
is to benefit the revenue I do not think 
you should have any objection provi
ded the loss is allowed to be carried 
forward against future income of the 
firm. 

SHRI SRINIVASAN: Yes. 

SHRI MOHATTA: C!awe 52-page 
16. This deals with refunds, delay of 
refunds of certain types of income. 
Here I have to state that the delay is 
not only in cases of passing of the 



assessment order but considerable 
delay of months and months occur 
from the time assessment order is 
passed to the time assessee gets the 
refund voucher. Therefore, the interest 
to the assessee should be allowed till 
he gets his money. 

SHRI BENI SHANKER SHARMA: 
That is perfectly reasonable. The in
terest should be paid upto the date the 
refund voucher is posted from the 
office. 

SHRI SANGffi: Technically speak
ing ¥ou are correct but the assessees 
will have to have some faith in the 
Government and to calculate interests 
meticulously for few days nobody 
would like. 

SHRI MOHATTA: Today the ex-
" perience is there is delay - of six 

months, eight months. Clause 53, 
page 16, deals also with refunds 
arising out of appeal. The same 
rule should apply as suggested in clause 
52 which provides that interest must 
start from a certain time after appeal 
order is communicated. Here also 
date from which interest should start 
is not from the time of appeal order 
is communicated but from the time 
the amount3 of tax were paid. The 
amounts are paid as and when ITO 
passes order and money is deposited. 
Thereafter we go on for appeal; it 
takes 6 months to 2 years to be 
heard. For all that period interest 
should be permitted. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Interest is payble 
by the Central Government for the 
period of delay beyond 3 months from 
end of the month in which appellate 
order is received by the Commissioner 
of Income-tax. " 

SHRI SRINIVASAN: Suppose ass
essment is completed in March, 1969. I 
pay tax in April, 1969. I go for appeal 
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Appeal comes up in 1971 for hearing_ 
The A.A.C. may pass order ordering" 
me the refund.· The ITO gives effect 
to the order. It starts from 1971 on-" 
wards, 3 months from the order of the" 
A.A.C. not fr!lm 69 April, when I paid" 
the tax. 

SHRI BRIJ RATAN S. MOHATTA: 
When the demand is made, the ITO" 
can stay the collection. If the appeal 
order goes against me I have to pay
all that interest. As in that case, in" 

'case of the refund also I should get. 
that. It should be reciprocal. 

Clause 55 deals with delay in case
appeal is filed after 30 days. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: We will look in
to the matter. What is the next point?-

SHRI BRIJ RATAN S. MOHATTA: 
Then I come to Clause 63 at page 20. 
It is not a criminal law. Delays can 
occur for several reasoris. Powers are
given to officers to condone the delay 
if it is reasonable. There can be dif
ference of opinion between the De
partment's thinking and the assessee's. 
thinking as to what is reasonable. If 
prosecution is made on that account, 
that would be very verY harsh. I say 
that in case the prosecution is launched 
and suppose the court finds that it was 
unreasonable, fol' that unreasonable
prosecution there should be some pe
nalty on the officer who ordered Ol" 

- sanctioned prosecution. 

I have finished. 

·• MR. CHAIRMAN: Thank you very 
'much. 

(The witnesses then withdrew) 

(The Committee then Ad:journed). 
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SHRl F1ALKHIV ALA: Sir, the 
ruint I am now on today i:s the ques
tion of recognition of the firm. I am 
not, Sir, making any technical point 
that formerJiy you had registration 
and now recognition; Formerly you 
bud to make an application for regis
tration and now a declaration. These 
ax·e matters of words. The point is as 
the Supreme Court said registration 
is a privilege or right and in order to 
Ut>t registration you have to comply 
w lth the formality of the law. The:>e 
formalities of the 1aw have been re
peatedly changed as regards the ques
tion of renewal, time of registration 
to be made, etc. but however by now 
the law has become clear this way
first, we know who are the people who 
have to make the application; we 
know the form; we know the condi
tions; we know in what circum:;tances 
r111istration would be refused. 

The point I am making is that all 
these points that I have referred to 
you were points which it took all the<e 
years to decide. You will be surpris~ 
ed if you read the section-it you read 
the old section of the Income Tax Act 
about registration-you would think 
how ca,n there by any problem but it. 
tuok twenty years to unravel the !aw 
aDd make it certain. Your law -is 
much more complicated, this section 
l;!(l(a), because it is spread over three 
pages. That rule was in ten line>. 
When people pass laws they do not 
realise and if you are changing the 

law that means for the smaller men 
you are again giving him another 
twenty years litigation and by that 
time somebody else will again change 
the law. Please tell me your object. 
If your object is that a firm registered 
with the Registrar of Firms shoold be 
accepted by the ITO then you do not 
need this section but a simple provi,. · 
sion that once a firm is registered with 
the Registrar of Firms its genuineness 
will not be called into question by the 
ITO. As I said you are only benefit
ing the lawyers and not the public 
and not the Income Tax Deptt. You 
know the pendancy of proceedings. 

You need one sentence 'once a firm 
is re.gistered with the Registrar of 
Firms it should ·. be considered as 
genuine.' May I remind you, Mr. 
J. C. Shah who knows more about ·iu
come tax than any other Judge recent
ly made a speech m.. Delhi . saying: 
"Please for God sake don't touch In
come Tax Act for another five years". 
If a &upreme Court judge feels like 
this· you. can imagine about a layman. 

' ·SHRI BENI SHANKER SHARMA: 
So far I have not been able to under
stand the Government's view. They 
want to make it. simpler by introduc
ing the system of registration· W:ith the 
Registrar of Firms. According to me 
·they are further CO!nplicatinj;( things 
because those firms which are. already 
registered will have to ·be re-register
ed . .- Suppose, we leave. !'Side the olcl 
firms and recognise them as registered. 
but as regards the new !lrtns Govern-



ment says it is an improvement on the 
old system in as much as previously 
the ITO had to go into the genuineness 
of the firms now he is being prevent
ed from doing o:;o by this provision 
that· the firm is registered with the 

· Re~istrar of Firms. · 

.SHRI PALKHIVALA: It is nowhere 
at all in the Bill. 

. SHRI BEN! SHANKER SHARMA: 
The brief which has been given to us 
by . Government· says that. • 
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SHRI PALKHIVALA: Which clause,. 
sub-section, anywhere says that .ITO 
will be- debarred from going into the 
genuineness of the firm if it is regis
tered with the Registrar of Firms. I 
have no doubt that the Department has 
an absolute desire to do good. I am 
only saying this Bill will not carry 

. that good intention which it has. My 

. . suggestion, with respect, is that this 
goad intention of the_ Deptt. can be 
·carr;ed into effect by keeping the 
.system as it is with a simple provi
sion added: "if you want your genui
neness not' to be doubted go to ·the 
Registrar of Firms and . get l'cgis-

. tered". 

SHRI BEN! SHANKER SHARMA: 
Will you· give a note on this point? 

SHRIPALKHIVALA·: I will give a 
note on the existing sections. · 

SHRI BEN! SHANKER SHARMA: 
If we change .the nomenclature of re
gistration from· registration to recog
nit-ion: the whole law will be .obso-· 
Jete. So, we shall have to undergo 
over. again thrQugh t:hEl proceso; pf !~gal 
pronouncements on the issue of recog- · 
nitiori though· the .facts·may·be 'the 
same; So; the nomenclature"' .sh.ould 
not .be disturbed and the 5!'m~ -~O!fl~ll:-
clature should be' retained. ' ' 

. ···;oo• -- -'·- - r ,. 
SHRI N. K. SANGHI: -Is there any 

more hardship in_ the old law ab_•:n~t 
registration? · ·· · · · 

- ---- ·. - . 
SHRI PALKHIVALA: Working is so 

different. ~vel'ywhere, . These are new 
provisions: Every sentence; . everY 

clause, will have to be construed and' 
interpreted. This is the real difficulty. 
There is enormous work now for the
legal profession. I would advise you 
to keep it as it is. After 20 years of' 
litigation meaning has been given to· 
different words. Are you going to 
scrap it? You know, in England, you, 
will find; certain words have acquired 
certain interpretation and in their
Parliament, they will take special care
not to change them. When you 
change you are unsettling the whole 
thing. If there is some benefit, if you 
benefit the Government or ·the J)Ub!ic 
I can understand. But nobody is: 
going to be benefited. What is. the 
point of the change? 

SHRI N. K. SANGHI: A hue anCl 
cry is made in the p8.'3t about the re
gistration of firms and in the back-· 
ground of that this i~ done, . 

' . . . r-

SHR~N.-A. PALKIDVALA: This i~ 
much more cumbersome. There is not 
one respect in which it is simpler. 

. ' SHRI N. K. SANGHI: We see ycur· 
point of view . 

. , .o..it 'U'I' ~ -~ : .. <t'<!~;; 'fiT 
~ ;nff lf''T · <J.ff croft ~ ? llT ~ 
·it mq iT~ it~ ~l<fr '!iT 'iii' Fer 

Hm "fd ~fulfcr <i~ 6'1 'iii'T~ ? . . . 

. SHRI.N. A. PALKHIVALA: All that 
you need is one simple provision. A~ 
I see it, Government thinking is laud
able and 0legitimate, why· not say so? 
Say, we are not being c~lled upon to
decide which b a genwne firm, and 
which ·is no(, :You say, .let it b": re
gistered • 'with• the:· Registrar M ~ms. 

·If that :is. so, the department: Will ac
cept it. ::1q ·. .,, 

· ~ '@1':~ tfm' : f,;<: ~fio 

ifto lito ijr ~ ~I srTti'!T-tf'f ~ 'fl 
=~· !fflf ~T ~·f~ '?'-'" . . .• 

·c·'" ·'- . . . 

ift.~·oq~,~-~~,'iil'"t ;;th 



MR. CHAIRMAN: -Ther~ are the 
recommendations of the ' Administra
·tive Reforms Commission. In· one' 
_place, they hav~ ·said like this: 

"Partnership may be recognised 
for the purposes: of income-tax 
.assessees if (a) it is evidenced by 
an instrument of partnership 

$pecifying the shares of partners· 
(b) it is registered· with the Re~ 
gi~trar of Firms within 6 months 
of its commencement; . (c) · Any · 
change in its constiiution is evi
denced by a new partnership 
-similarly' registered with the re- · 
gistrar of firm-s; ·(d) none of the 
partners is a nominee- or .benam-. 
dar of any other; and (e) the re
turn of income of the partnership 
is signed by all the partners. 

As a result of this recommendation 
this new thing has been introduced to 
which you say, it is· Unnecessary. 

SHRI PALKHIVALA: There are 
-onlY 2 things which are different from 
the exist1ng law. You say if the firm 
is registered with the registrar of' 
firms the department should accept it. 
:Secondly, one partner :should not 
-share in the profits which under the 
partnership deed go to another part
ner. Suppose Parliament decides, we 
·want to add these ideas; You may 
-add that. You may retain the exist
ing scheme, but just add these two 
lin~. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: You 
these two things, you say. 

1 
can. add. 

· SHRI PALKHIVALA: Yes, it is so 
-simple. You will not be unsettling the 
"law at all. You may let the "law te• 
-main as it i-3. You may put .. these 
-two new ideas into the existing sye-
·tem. Why change the whole existing 
system? · . c_ ' 

SHRI BENI SHANKER SHARMA: 
-you say, better effect would be 
achieved if you put these two in the 
~xisting law· than to·. re-shape' the 
whole thin2. 

-sHRI PALKHIVALA: You need not. 
reshape the whole thing. Why . have 
a complete reversal of the existing 
system at all? There is a· firm• of 10 
partners. If the partnership is regis
tered the tax may come to Rs. 10,000. 
If it is not registered it may come to 
Rs. 62,000. The department is getting 
between Rs. 10,000 and . Rs. 62,000. 
You are increasing the tax to 500 per 

· cent for a- technical mistake. -,, .. 
SHRI N. K. SANGm:, Registration 

is a thing which is done by the State 
Governments. In many places - there 
are no offices ·of the Registrar.' There' 
is the periOd· of 6 months laid down in' 
the bilL Will it be sufficient to · get: 
the firm registered and will there be 

. no complaints at all? If firms are not 
registered in 6 months what will hap
pen? Will You kindly :say how to 
avoid this kind of inconvenience to the • 
assessee? . 

- SHRI N. A. PALKHIVALA: N.ow. 
that the hon. Member has mem
tioned about it, it 1s true that 
even lawyers do not know in 
what State there is a . Registrar 
of Firms, in what State there is 
not. An Assam Lawyer came and 
consulted me and he said: . I don't 
know whether there is a Registrar of 
Fir= in my State, and if so where 
his office is. · When I asked where is 
the Registrar's office, nobody could 
give any precise information about it. 
In the States you have no idea. You 
are making laws for the ordinary 
people. The hon~t people must not 
be bothered once _they have paid. the 
tax. 

'>if '@f ~ II'1T<f : ~ ll"i!'f 

~~"i! ~ fin f;m;a !fi! ~ fin ~ ~ fr.r-
. ~~ w;;; cnl"i if~ ~ ' ~ ;;r;r !fi! ~ . 
~ ~ aT \;if ~ 'U;;rfe{ 'IW!T 

<'lrf"ilft ~ '<§; ~ iii ~ I aT fp. 
o.r _ 'liT ~-;rr '1ft i~ ~ "llllll orr 
U'!i(IT ~. ~ m if if!IT mq lli!f wr.r 
~ U'!iff n 
SHRI PALKHIVALA: If at all. 

You want this, you will have to give 
much longer period. 
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o,1t U'l' m zmll' : .:r~ m'l' 

q;•.t ~ mik ili ~ ~ 1 ..-1<: 
~ f;;f.r ii ms:f'<:lf <:f~¥< mfilm 
~ I ffi <FIT ~ !illf.!i;r ~ f'li . ~~ 
~" ~qr!<: ~<:f~ 'f>t r.~ ili<:f~ 
ili f<~if $1"1'1<1(>;1 'li<: f<:.'fl 'ii'Tif f>ll<r {I'~ 
~~~'i!Tif? ' 

SHRI PALKHIVALA: Yes: 

SHRI S. R. DAMAN! : Practical 
difficulty is there. In order to s~ve 
and protect the assessee can you 
suggest anything? 

SHRI P ALKHIV ALA: My suggestion 
is thi3. Under the existing law a firn• 
is not required to be register~d with 
the Registrar of Firms. He can go 
straight to the I. T. Department. The 
solution I suggest is this. Only give 
the tax payer a further right if he 
chooJes to get his firm registered wii;h 
the Registrar of Firms. It is the tax 
payer's choice; he may have it regis
tered with the Regiatrar of Firms ar he 
may not. If he has this difficulty etc.· 
in some States,· he will not regi>ter it 
with Registrar of Firms but with the 
Income-tax Department. The tax 
payer has the option if he chooses. 

SHRI S. R. DAMAN!: You are go
ing to give us a draft. You may say 
abou ~ these things. 

SHRI PALKHIVALA: Yes. 

SHRI KANWAR LAL GUPTA: A 
husband is partner; wife is also part
ner. The Registrar of Firms has al- -
lowed that. The income of wife may
be her self-acquired property or her 
Streedhan. The income will be club
bed in the hands of the husband as the 
jposition stlands toda:Y. If wffe be-! 

comes a partner with another person, 
not husband, in that case her income . 
will not be clubbed in the hands of 
the husband. What is your comment 
on this ? Is it justifiable ? Suppose 
the investment is made by the wife 
a• her 'Streedhan' or in the case of a 
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minor son or daughter, income is clu~ 
bed in the hands of father or husband, 
as the case may be. What is the jwtt-
fication for this? · 

_SHR~ PALKHIVALA: My only 
Vlew 1s that there is justification 
for adding wife's income to the 
husband's where the wife's capital 
has been gifted by the husband 
or has come from the husband. 
But where there is 'Streedhan' 
and she is earning, then there is 
no. j_ustification really, though the 
exwtmg law is different. 

SHRI KANWAR LAL GUPTA: But 
where there i.3 one hundred per cent 
'St:reedhan'?. 

SHRI. P ALKHIV ALA : Then, in 
logic, there is no justification for 
adding. 

SHRI KANWAR LAL GUPTA· 
Will you like to change the Act? • 

SHill P ALKHIV ALA : It is not 
in the Bill. In England there 
is clubbing of that. It is only 
where the assets are transferred, 
not where the assets are not 
transferred. There are several cases. 
There -is only one case where it is 
not added and that is were it is a 
professional firm, not business firm. 

SHRI KANWAR LAL GUPTA: 
Unfortunately, I was ·not present ye~
terday. The basb for registration by 
the Registrar of Firms is different. 
For instance, he will not register a 
company whose name is 'National 
Company' or 'Bharat Company' or 
'Indian Company' or something like 

that. It is clearly stated that no firm 
with the .name of 'National Company' 
or 'Bharat Company' or 'Indian Com
pany' can be regbtered by the Income
tax Department. So do you suggest 
that the present position should re
main and it should be simplified in the 
sense that form No. 12 should go and 
any person .or firm, if it or he wants 
to be registered, may apply to the In
come-tax Officer and the Income-tax 
Officer should register it? 



S~I .. PALKHIVALA: My suggestion 
is 'this':· ·(a) Take the existing schemt!; 
(b) there should be added to the. 
extst1ng provision this, namely, that , 
the taxpayer should have the option 
or choice of getting registration with 
the Registrar. of Firins. Once tile 
firm ,is registered• with the Registrar 
of :Firms, it should .be accepted by the · · 
Income.. tax Department.· 

SHRI KANWAR LAL GUPTA: 
The present position .is this. Suppose 
there is a 'registered firm. Sometimes 
there is a quarrel among the partners 
or there is dissolution. Or Suppose 
one of the partnem dies and there i( 
dissolution of the partnership. The ' 
legal heir of that person who dieq; he 
or She, is· not 'prepared · to ~ign·. th!l . 
Form. Or one of the partners refuses 
to sign Form 12. So far there is· no· · 
provision under the extsting. Act liow 
to get it registered. How will you 
solve this problem? 

SHRI PALKHIVALA: Now, this is 
one of the things which has led to a 
lot of ,blackmail. One partner may 
be irresponsible who does not care. 
He may have no, or no known, pro
perty which can be attached and others 
have to pay the price. This is :he
cause of the procedures being what 
they are. It is not at all necessary 
to have those procedures. Throe c'ln 
be. simplified. In other words, yciu 
may eliminate some of these condi
tions, in such cases, if the difficulty in 

.getting the partner's signatures is 
proved before the Income-tax Depart
ment, the Income-tax Department 
should accept it. · 

SHRI BENI SHANKER SHARMA: 
Would you like that there should be 
a simple form attached to the Return 
form claiming renewal which may be 
signed by any of the partners, and not 
by all the partners? 

SHRI PALKffiVALA~ My 'l<lint 
would be that if the firm is registered 
with the Registrar of Firms, it should 
be accepted as genuine. If there is 

a difficulty i;;: getiihg' any. of the' sig
natures and if the ·difficulty is satilf~ 
factorily explained, the Departmeilt 
should accept the apPlication. 

SHRL BENI SHANKER· .SHARMA:. 
It . is ve"ry difficult' to prove the diffi
culty. ram talking of reiuiwal.: Sup
pooing one partner is ·out o't India,' or 
is not available for some reason,' woulJ 
you suggest tjlat·instead~·of. all .Jhe 
partners signing the renewal form, it 
woul.d _be .sufflcient .. .if only one paft
n~ . -signs . .the .. renewal form? · 

SHRI.PALKmVALA: Yes, I ;vuuld• 
suggest that, if there iS no change in 
the constitution of the .f!l:l)l·and it • ..ri!, 
mains the same. . . . . . . 0 

SHRI BENI SHANKER SHARMA: 
DCI you think t!lat''under the.new·iaw 
registration will be refused if the wife 
is a partner along with the husband? 

SHRI PALKHIVALA: No, Sir, it· 
would not be refused .. on that · basis 
because the wife is a partner alonif 
wi.th the 'husband. 

SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: Just qs a 
via media, would it be all right if 
Section 141 is retained, which provide~. 
fOr provisional assessment, with 1he 
further condition that provisional· as
sessment would .become final if no as
sessment is made under Section 1437. 

SHRI PALKHIVALA: Of course, 
subject to 147 and 148. The provisio
nal assessment has created no diffi
culty. Are you thinking of ·keeping 
I'! and giving an additional power to 
make asses;ment on the basis· of re-: 
turn? 

SHRI SALVE: Under the· existing 
law as it stands that means that autho
rity to ITO to make such additions U 
he may make for summary assessment. 
Summary assessment is not accepting 
the return as it is. 

SHRI PALKmVALA: Under the 
existing law he has to accept the re
turn. Suppose, you were to retain 143 
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!!f. it is but you give a further power 
t<? ITO to disallow prima facie admis
sible· items • and if there is" a right to 
appeal against that you must give that. 
The .assessment becomes final unless 
,~,assessment "is m·aae -. under 143. 
_'J;he. real problem ·arises if . you tell· 
the ITO that, he has got to apply lfis 
mind and the'i!Cleave the ITO, except 
in concealment'''cases· ofc iiicoirie, he: 
hav got to apply>"his mind. But· 141' 
iii amended ·and given· the "ITO the 
power virtually 1 to make' an assess
ment' ·at which he"rte\!!l noe apply his 
mind - and six months later make · a' · 
proper 9sseSGment. 

SHRI SALVE: "Applyuigthe minds' 
there are two ways. . One is t~ apply· 
his mind ~o ~~lie documentS . attached, 
to the return and secondly by. apply
ing his mind· by ·scrutiny of books of 
accourits, "going into further evidence. 
he may like to record. · ·' 

SHRI PALKHIVALA: That means 
tw·~- assessments. Today ·provisional 
as! essment is no assessment at all. 
The only victims of this will be 
honest tax-payers. I cannot imagine 
which of the· persons known to me 
who are honest will welcome it. 

flHRI SALVE: It is no doubt that 
honest assessee will be put to hard
ship but there is administrative as. 
p~ct. But this aspect we will be able 
to help the Department in some genu
ine case3 to expedite the assessment. 

SHRI PALKHIVALA: Then what 
Prevents the Deptt. in giving notice to 
the assessee and fiinishing the matter. 

SHRI DAMANI: I think the as-
sesses wi1Jj bE! ·benefited by 
this clause. They ' would get 
benefited and whatever deduction 
ITO makes, deductions on the basis 
of the previous years allowance not 
swnmai-i!y as he likes. In -that con
nection the assessee will save tinte of 
going to the Deptt. and then assess. 
ment will be completed and if there is 

anything about !which ·tJie assessee· 
wants to clain\ an approach the ITO 
for rectification 8nd that can be done. 
So, a number of assessees would be 
benefited. Side ·by side while sub
mitting their returns if they have got 
particular p<>int for . deduction they 
can write a letter, put in a statement, 
that these are reasons in which our ex
penditure is-. more aiid!"more ---deduc
tions could 'be ·given and on that basis · 
ITO can· consider: and give,·his deci-
sion. The second point is about cor
ruption. When the assessee and ITO 
will not come in contact that will save 
corruption. These are "the advantages 
which may accrue. 

- SHRI P ALKHIV ALA: I, am afraid 
the impressions sought to be created 
on· the minds of the hon'ble Members 
that the assessee will get· -benefit is 
completely· wrong. · It cannot be in so 
and let me explain. Take the case of 
a man whose is a simple ·matter and 
some disallowance etc." is to be given. 
There is no difficulty today. The tax
payer will be called and whatever 
disallowance is there will be made. 
You call him and talk to him for half 
and hour and the matter is c<>mpleted. 
What is the great difference between 
existing provision and the new provi
sion? What is the tremendous differ
ence? 

Secondly, you talked of rectification. 
May I tell you even when the recti
fication power is very limited yet all 
over India there are writ petitions 
filed. It just cannot be imagined. If 
a man is honest you· call hint and 
finish the matter. Assessments may 
run into some lakhs but this can be 
finished in one hour. There is no 
problem created. You may make the 
final assessment and finish the matter. 
Secondly, why should the ITO be 
handicapped in dealing with straight
forward, honest cases? The taxPayer 
has got a right to say, call me, rather 
than make an assessment now and call 
him after 2 years. 

SHRI S. R. DAMAN!: I preSume 
whatever you say is based on the pre
sumption that the assessments will be 



reopened. What I feel is that the per
centage of reopening or double as
sessments will be much lower. Re
assessment of 2nd assessment will be 
only on the basis of some information 
or some reasons. It is not at all com
pulsory that every assessment will be 
reopened. Assessee will get opportu. 
ru ty to explain and present his case 
and prove his point: He will get that 
opportunity. There will be number 
of assessees whose assessments will 
not be opened at all. 

SHRI PALKHIV4LA,: With great 
respect, the amendments you are 
making are directly contrary to the 
la•v. In the case of information there 
ca"'l. be a reassessment. Under the 
provision which you have in the Bill 
no such information is necessary. We 
m•JSt always know what the legal im
plications are. When you draft a law 
do not assume, the power given wni 
nc•t be exercised. Assume always, the 
power given will be exercised. Other
wise what is the use of giving that 
pl)Wer at all? Every single assess
ment is subject to the possibility of 
br.ing reopened and reassessment is 
made without any information. 

SHRI BEN! SHANKER SHARMA: 
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All those cases under 143 (1) will re
main in a state of animated suspen
si•>n. 

SHRI PALKHIVALA: Let me say 
how it will work. There is the I.T.O. 
he has made the assessment. He calls 
me after 6 months. He says, how I 
have leisure, I will look into your 
books. It will definitely result in 
Dl ore corruption, 

SHRI N. K. SANGffi: I agree with 
you. In case some addition is made 
in 143(2) saying that while opening 
assessment under 139 the ITO may ask 
him to give information regarding the 
inadequacy, incompleteness or incor
rectness that has been brought to his 
notice, will th~t suffice? 

SHRI PALKHIVALA: That won't 
do. The main point is this. Where 

· there is less corruption, you are mak
ing way for an increase in corrup
tion; Just consider how it will work 
in practice. It is matter of basic prin
ciples. This is the first time you are 
doing it in the whole history of fiscal 
jurisprudence. Why do you introduce 

, two assessments orders, when one will 
suffice? The scheme is this. But I 
lllay say, the rest of the Bill .pales into 
insignificance compared to the damage 
done by this one section regarding two 
assessments. After dealing with vari
ous tax laws in India for the past 
over 20 years I am not aware of any 
J?rovision of law whether in customs, 
excise, or sales-tax where this is being 
done. Just consider what -happens. 
The ITO is hard pressed for time. The 
month is March. He has got 30 files 
with him. He can make assessment. 
Next year he says, I have gat some 
leisure, you please come, I want to 
reopen your case. What is this? 
Where there is scope for corruption at 
one stage, you are giving scope for 
corruption at two stages. Even where 
the cases can be completed and finish. 
ed, you are giving scope for the ITO 
to say: Look, I have no information; 
I don't think you have concealed your 
income; still I have the right to exa
mine your .books, you· please come. 
l'his is where there is more scope for 
corruption. I am sure there will be 
much public furore over this provision .. 
If really you want to make one assess
ment, what is wrong with the present, 
existing systEm? What prevents the 
ITO from dealing with such cases 
straight-way? I have known cases. 
In Tatas, we go and discuss, the in. 
come may run into several lakhs, but 
books are seen, he disallows some mis
cellaneous items, and we say, we don't 
go on appeal. The matter is finished. 
There is no problem at all. In case 
of customs you will never call an as
sessee, saying, I want to reopen your 
account. When you can deal with the 
matter once, you are giving scope to 
deal with the matter twice and natu. 
rally the scope for corruption multi" 
plies twice. 



· SHRI KANWAR LAL GtiPTA: 
l agree with you. It is a most danger
ous provision in ·this Bill. I am clear 
there. The second difficulty is this. 
The ITO makes assessments under ·143 
(1). He makes certain disallowances. 
The man goes on appeal. The .appeal 
-is pending, ~During the pendancy 
-period the ITO again, calls for the 
books. BoGks -are required for appeal 
cases. He again calls for the books. 
Will there not ·be utter confusion? 

SHRI PALKHIVALA: It is a rele
vant point. We have said it in our 
memorandum. What -will happen in 
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· practice? Assessee wants to go in 
appeal. ITO may say: I want to make 
a 2nd assessment. An appeal is pend
ing. A second assessment is pending 
·before the ITO. 'And mind you, you 
have a case where 'is no concealment 
of income, no information. In this 
situation I cannot imagine ihe admi
nistration working at all. 

SHRI KANWAR LAL GUPTA: Have 
you come across such cases where the 
ITO has reopened the assessments? Of 
course under existing law he has got 
authority to reopen and a or 4 years 
after that with the previous consent 
of the Commissioner ·of Income-tax. 
Many times, you say, there is no defi
nite information, it is only · based on 
conjeetures that this. is done, and all 
that. As to why he reopens, he does 
not communicate the · information to 
the assessee. "So, will you think it 
desirable that_ if the Income-tax officer 

· wants to reopen the case, he must 
communicate ~ the assessee the rea
sons for reopening the assessment? 

SHRI PALKHIVALA: What I am 
pointing out is this: The existing pro
visions are adequate. -In fact, your 
Bill does not touch upon them . be
cause these are adequate. Once the 
assessment is made-that is one stage 
of corruption-everyone lives under 
the threat of second assessment. And 
as I said, if you .introduce this, you 
can do it in all the other laws of 
India. And I cannot imagine ~what 
would happen. 

SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: About the 
registration, yesterday you stated 
categC<rically that if the .law was to be 
made on the line contemplated in the 
Bill, ·it would 'completely upset the 
·stablis~ed law. I very carefully 
l~o~ed mto 186(a), provision by pro
~lSIOn. If sub-clause (c) of this sec
t~on was to be deleted and registra
tion of lh.>ms with ihe Registrar of 
Firms is kept ·as.. an optional provi_ 
sion, does it still change the basic law 
which has been laid down after such 
a tremendous amount of litigation? 

_ ·SHRI PALKHIVALA: The question 
I asked myself is this: If it does not 
change the law, what are these three
four~five pages for? l do not under
stand what is the purpose of this 
change, 

SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: The Bill a> 
drafted· does ·not bring 'out. the intent 
clearly. You will appreciate it will be 
impos:;ible to waste any power, and 
once it is Jthe 'Registrar of 'Firms ·chat 
is the end of the matter. ·The I~come 
tax Officer will not go into the matter. 
This is: a provision which- will be ex
tremely urgent in public interest. But 
nonetheless it is possible for us to 
provide that registration with the 
Registrar of Firms would constitute a 
prima facie proof of the genuineness 
of ·the -partnership. Let us go clause
by-clawe. You are very familiar 
with the old Section 26A. .... 

SHRI PALKHIVALA: What is the 
difference between 'Under the Instru
ment' and 'By an instrument of part
nership'? My point is that you change 
or you do not change. If you do not 
change, you keep this as it is. If you 
are changing let us face the · facts 
that we are changing it. What I am 
trying to dispel .is ·the erroneou3 im
pression that you are not making a 
change. 

-·SHRI N. K. p, SALVE: It is the in
tent of the -Government which is 
moving this ·Bill, :to -simplify the, -same 
and to .minimise:theclitigation. 
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SHRI PALKHIVALA: It . cmly 
needs one sentence to be put in the 
existing law .. 

SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: Would you 
kindly rea'd dause (c)? · 

Supposing the father, on behalf · of 
the joint family, has a major son a.• 
his partner having his undivided 
interest in the HUF, would it be ·hit 
by clause (c)? 

SHRI PALKHIVALA: Might be hit 
by clause (c). In fact, the Supreme 
Court has said that this will apply to 
a case where th~ other partners &re 
not aware.' 

SHRI N, K. P .. SALVE: In this 
matter I appreciate what you have 
said about clause (c). Having these 
benamis, pseudobenamis is to some ex
tent a device for evasion of tax, would 
it be wrong if the legislature or the 
Government should go· on to describe 
this and make it punitive so as to put 
this prospecto into jeopardy if the 
partners do not disclose? 

SHRI P ALKHIV ALA: My answer 
is this. Take · any measures to 
counter-act tax evasion,· But ·. please 
do not disturb the exrning scheme; 
you can put additional conditions; 

SHRI PRAKASH CHAND B. SETHI: 
In 'cases where it is considered - that 
the ITO is reopening such cases with
out any solid material at its back, then 
we can ·take administrative action to 
see that such ITOs are properly ;;>uni
shed. So what is your opinion in this 
regard if proper safeguard is provid
ed. 

SHRI . P ALKHIV ALA: The first 
point that the hon'ble Minister made 
was that this is only combining the 
existing provlSlon for provisional 
assessment with the existing provi
sional assessment. May I point 
out ·that is • not the · correct 
position because the :right to make 
provisional assessment is different from 
the righ* given here to make the first 

as3esSihenV--' In the present right to 
-make an•a§'sessment On the basis oft-he 
retum ther.Eotifs no right of appeal be
cause rwhatever" I might admit will' be 

· the tax asse3sed. 'It virtually amounts 
• to self-assessment'; o Today self-assess
·ment is where the individual does not 
make it but' the Deptt. makes.· No
body has any objection to""it;:.v•What 
is sought to be done here is,;· com-
pletely different.· " · l 

Your second point is about safe
. guards. and reasons. The ITO can 
say in the first assessment made I 
did not see books but now I ·want to 
see the books:· It is a perfect' reason. 
In every single case he can-give a good 
reason. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: ... Thank you.very 
'much Mr, Palkhivala: ·. 

(The witness then withdrew). 

n. All India Manufacturers Organi
sation,· Bombay. 

Spokesmen: . 

1. Dr. Pranlal Patel-'-Leader 
2. Shri .B. D. Somani 
3. Shri Y. -A. Fazalbhoy, 
4. Shri B. S, Mohatta 
5. Shri M. R. Shroff 
6, Shri P. A. Shah , 
7. Shri P. L, Badami

SeCTetary· ·General. 
·. S. Shri S, P. Subram'aniam

Secretary. 

(The witnesses were called in and 
they took their seats) 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Mr. Patel we 
welcome you and your colleagues to 
the meeting, I may draw your atten
tibn to chime 58 of the Directions by 
·the ,s:Peaker. · , , . 

We have received your memoran
dum •. Would you like tO highlight 
some ·points? 



SHRI PATEL:. We _are Very thank
. ful to .the wclZntag~·whtcll-i.s ·given by 

the Govl!rnment on' the vfews .expres
. sed ,J:iy oui'"oigiiz#s~tiori"wmcid~ ;;'om
: 'i>os~ o~ simii.I ~ha 'fneciiuiii::,~cale< fn-

dll:3trtes, .of corporate sectors, pa,rtne,r
. ship and individual ownership.' c '' ~ 
- . _,,. ·.' ''. . .. '.. ... . -~ . .--

The first point'in 'our ' :rhemorilndtim 
deals with the' foreign"techniciahs.''It 
is the View _of· the' Oriiariisatiori" that 

- the ceiling which you J:tave, J,>iW' Rs. 
4,ooo. is rather '·unrealistic' 'in' term~ of 
devaluation'' which' we hair~ now gone 
through. ' New; · there''is'· ri-p 'clearance 
on this point whether this''remunera
'tion is exclusive of other perquisites. 
Under normal 'contract either with the 
collaborator or:' machinery suppliers 
this is t:lre net which we have to pay 
to the individual to the companies who 
send the techiticiaii •·to ·us;· Whether 

· this"is 'inclusive or'exclusive··of· --the 
perquisites,~ and it ·Should• be' hot· ac
cordihg 'to our"iinterpretation' other
wise We Will nOt· be able· to ·get first 
rate technilcians"come .to· India .. 
-·,..,:~ .··Hr ,:··· :-': ' •• ~ .. -- ' 

w~~ .ir~l~~e ·, titEf~~as!Ue, · fu.at is, 
managerial personnel, hss ~so . b,een 
included under the technician l:lass 
.but the. di-scrimjnatioJ;I, we _do no! wel
come .. ·You, give five to eight ·years, 
benefit· to ihe, technici!ms '\Vhereas in 

·the case of .managerial personnel you 
are limiting it to 12 mcm~hs. ·.~ _To~ay, 

. in the . modern·. c()mplex '.orga~a~ton, 
we hav.e· recognised aft~ ve_ry bttte~ 
experience in our managem~nt tha 
managment is the most essential 'as
pect of runuing an organisation suc
cessfully. They should be eq?a!ed 
with the technician. Our submJSston 
is that ·even the· Scient1s1;s who~come 
here to work in laboratones should, be 
included and given , the same. ~enefit 

· · · .rl\Te · under the definition> of &,; we c• 

technicians. ·'. t '•. 

MR _CHAIRMAN! •·In _respect,., ot 
manag~rial skill, ,the Indian technician 
will not be able to fill up that gap. Is 
that_ what yo1,1~~ay? , 
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,,_,p~. P~~LAL PATEL!, In: a com'
pl~ organis~tions, it is : particula:ly 
so:_ .)'(~are .,ye:ry, .1 actively · associated 
,~i.th tlleH!xp~rts. buTho~e··technicians 
1!\t;e .!lot ci!Yailable with .• the' Indian·· or
ganisati!!ns. ':And : in · ·management 
J!kil);_ there are Jcertain: . aspects. which 
.are connected with the administra~ion, 
manageml!nt-administration · etc. like 
prod11ction and- .planning , .. control, . 
quality .control; etc." .Building. quality 
controijs not:.l).dministrafive in. nature, 
b.ut they-are classified.·as ·technician
Planagers. ·::.Xou allow 36 :·months. as 
tax. fee remuneration ·to the .. techni
cian. odMter,-, 24 monthS· .it is : to 
.be taxed- ... at cthe :,source of the 
e_~ployer,~c. In-. an .. organisation it 
happ~ns . . that many _ te~cians 
~ill_ be required right from the erec
tion !Stage. till the determination of the 
processes. . '!'he . gestation · peri~~.:· is 

::long; and,a large number of such· te
chnicians have to· be employed. Mter 
Z4 months to say that .taxes, would be 

:paid by the· employer ·is unrealistic in 
this new situation. ; Cost of such te
chnicians i.3 amounting to. a very large 
percentage which hinders these . com
panies in the initial ~tages ·to give 
dividends and show reasonable profits. 
5 years should be' entirely free with

. out any encumbrance on the employ:r 
·to pay tax.'"' We don't ·employ techru
. ciaris ciirectli' as 'individuals. ' ' The 
employment is covered under the col
laboration agreement or . under . the 
Plant and' Machinery suppliers. Pay
ment is made to collaboration firms cr 
Plant and Machinery suppliers. · ''_We 
have encoimtered con3iderable' diffi
cult in sorting ·out this payment and 
'acc~tance of the scheme by the G~v
·ernment. It is not payment for an tn
dividual person.- It is for know-how 
or plant and· equipment. 

. - . ' . . 

. . SHRI B. D. SOMANI: My colleag~e 
Mr · Pranial Patel has already . · sru_d 
-ab~ut the difficulty experienced tn _th13 

d. . This difficulty ;s expenen-regar · ti e•c. 
. ced by cqmpanies, c.rrpora om m~-

which are getting plant . and 
chine from abroad' and even so!fle of 
the r~earch laboratories set up m ~ 

- ...... . When you call a partlcu coun •• J. 



person with some broad overall know
ledge in order to set up an industry, 
he comes here, and oUr experience 
shows, the period required to set :up 
an industry is 3 or 4 years initially and 
then it goes for 1 or 2 years more. 
The period therefore must be incr.~a
sed to 5 years. The erection persoimel 
are :supplied .by the machinery sup
pliers as per their schedule. Certain 

· rates are given and the payment is to 
be made. It is as high as 300 to Rs. 
600 a day. Guarantee given by the 
machinery suppliers has to be ful
filled-this is 'Part of the condition. 
The erection project must be $Uper~ 
vised by their ovin erection person
nel. We ha.ve to take their guarantee. 
It is a very important, a vital part of 
the agreement. Questions have been 
raised about the technical people. 
About those who come here, the period 
should .be automatically restricted by 
the industry itself. · The industry is 
not interested in paying more than 
what could be the minimum. It goes 
from our pocket. It is not that dny
body is. subsidi:sing that. 

MR. CHAlliMAN: It will ·go '.'rom 
your pocket only within the limit. 

SHRI B. D. SOMANI: If I 'cannot 
get a first rate man and if I get a third 
rate man my trouble will be much 
more. A fertilizer project will take.3 
or 4 years to be set up. Any person
nel who comes cannot stay for more 
that 36 months. That man's conti
nuity will be lost. If a new man 
were to be got, unne~essary difficul
ty is being experienced. The man 
completes the erection and he is sent 
away. If I get some little trouble 
during the period of one year, I ask 
the suppliers to send back saying, I 
am getting trouble. My difficulty is 
this. There are certain restrictions. 
Those people who have already been 
here for such period and enjoyed the 
tax will not be given the same 
extent of tax. The help of the 
person who has already been here 
would be more helpful than that of a 
man newly coming, ·a new personnel. 

·MR. cHAmMAN: We have. under
stood your point. . Please . go to the 
next point. 

SHRI B. D. SOMANI: If I . mak1t 
payment to individual, he is the em-· 
ployee of that company for all practi-
• cal purposes: We have to submit the 
application for the individual ~on
cerned. But suddenly, if 'the indivi
dual is permanent employee he gets 
permanent benefits and other benefit 
schemes of the company. The pay
ment of tax exemption should be per
. ri:lissible even to. the company to 
which the personnel belongs. It is .11-
ways advantageous to get the person
nel of that particular company which 
has supplied machinery. There are no 
free individuals floating in the market. 
We have to get them from the sup
plier. He is the only person who 
knows the job and the difficulties in
volved. These aspects should be taken 
care of when yoq ha.ve your amend
ments. Any payment made to the 
machinery suppliers for the technician 
should. be exempted.. They are in
terested to have their own schedule. 

. We do try to maxiri:lise economy wher-
ever possible. In case of difficulty be
yond our control, if difficulties are put 
in, we will find it extermely difficult 

, in getting at the good o/.Pe of techni
cians or erectors who are ·needed for 
the purpose. 

SHRI S. R. DAMANI: Mr. Patel, I 
think you understand the idea of the 
Government. This is to discourage 
the appointment or import of foreign 
technicians and to 'give more chances 
to our own technicians. Our techni
cians are quite capable. I think at the 
outset you will agree with the inten
tion of the Government to discourage 
the appointment of foreign techni
cians. 

DR. PATEL: We are in full agree
ment. In iact, our organisation is 
always propagating that as far as pos
sible opportunities· should be given to 
our own technicians. . 

SHRI S. R. DAMANI: Regarding 
the ceiling proposed In the Bill, of Rs. 
4,000, including the perquisites, in gross 
it . will be Rs. 7000 to 8000. We can 
appoint good tec~nicians ior less than 
that. I think it is double of what is 
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no~inally paid 1o one of the highest 
tech~cians of the country. will you 
kindly explain this? 

_ 'secondly,_ technicians are coming 
from abroad for erection purDoses or 
for setting up plarit and machinery, 
on the conaitfon that those technicians 
wiD supervise. Now this may take 
two years or three -years. How do 
you feel that the- period of 36 months 
will be shorter and should be extPnd
ed? 

DRI. PATEL: With -regard to this 
- ceiling of Rs. 4000, this is partly 

because of devaluation. Secondly, 
prices have gone up vecy high .... 

SHRI S. R. DAMAN!: Then "ur 
Indian technicians who are trained 
abroad, are going back to USA. 

AN. HON. MEMBER: I want to add. 
I do not think that the restriction will 
completely deprive the- manufacturers, 

. because it only restricts the period of 
ell).ployment in order to encourage our 
own technicians in India. And if we 
want him for a longer period, we can 
send him home and get him back 
again on re-employment. It .U. only 
going and coming. 

SHRI B. D. SOMANI: We would 
like to assure that as far. as the indus
try is concerned, they are much more 
anxious to train their own people and 
do their job themselves as far as pOII
sible through our own Indian techni
cians. First of all, it is not easy 1o 
~t foreign technicians. It is . with 
great difficult-y t!lat we can get them. 
There is always a great shortage of 
good technical people even in tho;:e 
countries. · 

Secondly, we have to pay a higher 
rate. No industroy would be anxi
ous or wotild be so going out of the 
way to encoilrage foreign technicians 
at the cost of Indian technicians. This 
notion shotild not prevail that the 
industry as such does not ·give encou
ragement to Indian technicians. In 

_fact, there are regtilar .programmes of 
those organised ·industrial sectors of 
sending Indian technicians abroad for 
training in their .respective line. 

SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: Various 
organisations hava confessed that it 
was imperative necessity toda-y import
ing foreign teChnology in at least 
sophisticated industries. In fact, that 
could not be delayed at all because 
it is accepted boy the Government and 
the Committee realises that we have 
to import techmilogy in the interest of 
rapid industri!i!isation. But what does 
not seen to have been appreciated 
properly and adequately is this that 
we are gettin-g'1oreign "technicians at 
a tremendous premium and the Indian 
technicians at a terrible discount. 

Secondl'Y, the 'basic question; the 
real issue, lies elsewhere, and this is 
to what extent the Exchequer sbotild 
subsidize your import of foreign tech
nicilms, though indirectly in helps ln 
the country's industrialisation? 

DR.- PATEL: l wotild submit that 
there should be· no differentiation 
behieen ·the interests of the· State and 
the ·interest of the enterpreneur. I 
think 'it is in · the common interest of 
both. We have no fancy for "foreign 
technicians. But We want to see thnt 
with the investment which we are 
making the gestation period is consi
derably reduced and the company goes 
into production within a reasonable 
period and arrives at the profitability. 
Sir, in certain technologies it is noi: 
easy to transplant by 'merely corres
pondence the concepts and details of 
technology to be aosorl>ed in new area 
and new environment. When we call 
technicians for erection it is only one 
man which comes. We are not in dis
agreement that our technicians are put 
to disadvanta~e as to forei~n techni
cians. 

SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: Tell us 
why Rs. 4000 shotild be retained. 
You are making a good case for long 
gestation ·period, then have techni
cians fot longer period but why at 
State cost and not on your cost. 
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SHRI PATEL: If the company ma~es 
profit after tax-holiday · the ·· SP,te 
shares." · 

SHRI SHINKRE: ·: 
1 i :w'aht to" ~ow 

how many. foreign J~chnicians ~ are 
engaged in companies belonging to 
your_ organisation.. '· 

SHRI PATEL: We do not have the 
figure. 

SHRI SHINKRE: I think foreign 
technicians are brought here !or 

· sophisticated industries which can 
expect better margitl of profits. It is 
so what is :your diffiCUlty to pay some
thing for exchequer in the form of 
taxes? If you expect better margin 
of profit in bringing those technicians 
then where is the difficulty in giving 
more to technicians' 

SHRI PATEL: I would like to give 
an instance. When any sector in Japan 
is considered to be a develp,Ping indus
try for instance, in 1968 in Japan the 
automobile industr:y, machine tools 
were declared as a essential" sector ol 
development in national economy. 
Every . equipment and component 
require-d were to be absolutely free 
from imposition as far as tax and 
Government leVies were concerned so 
that the Industry grows and when it 
grows further the 15enefits are derived 
by the State. 

SHRI BENI SHANKER SHARMA: 
Your Association is an All India Manu
:llacturo:n-s Association. wp:lat is the 
number of your membershi11? 

SHRI PATEL: 1500. 

SHRI BEN! SHANKER SHARMA: 
You have yoilr members from all the 
States. · '· 

SHRI PATEL: Yes, Sir. 

SHRI BENI SHANKER SHARMA: 
Majority of . whom I presume come 
from Bombay side and· Gujarat. 

. SHR!PATEL: One tbird is from 
Bom ba:y and the r~sl kom outSidG>. 

SHRI BENI S:a::'ANXER SHARMA: 
What type of industry do··thei repre-

1 sent? · - .-!·: -. 

. SHRI :P.Ah:EL;. We have. got 'con
sumer goods, .pharmaceutical-praP
tically all industr1es, 

SHRI BENI SHANKER SHARMA: 
In repl:y to Mr. Shinkre's question you 
said you· do not have figures for 

. foreign technicians · Will you Aupply 
that figure later? · 

SHRI PATEL: We will try to work 
out. 

SHRI BENI S:a:ANKER SHARMA: I 
think we are talking much in the air. 
Government ten- us that out of 2000 
technicians 1800 are employed by pub
lic sector and it is only about 200 
which are J:ieiii.g employed by private 
sector. It is the public sector which is 
to be affected more than private 
sector. Do yoinr~ree with me? We 
do not want foreign technicians for 
medium scale industries like textlle 
industries but only for sophisticated 
industries which can pay. My point 
is the Indian trained men should be 
given preference." As Mr. Salve put 
to you it is a quesfion of subsidy. The 
highly sophisticated ·industries to 
which we are going they do not 
require much to be subsidised. You 
will agree with me it is medium scale 
industries which-require subsidies and 
the exemption of foreign technicians 
from tax is a sort of subsidy which 
you expect from State. Why should 
You burden the State with this addi
tional liability? 

SHRI PATEL: We do not want to 
burden one . sector. As far as any 

· sector is concerned the entrepreneur 
has got equal responsibility to share 
and they all expect equitable returns 
out of such· successes. 
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.. DR. PRANLAL : -PATEL: "It will 
come to a 'large number compared to 
ihe total number of technicians in the 
·country. We have to:employ the tech
nician because .it. .is· ver')[ necessary. 
Compared to our need, the expenses 
incurred is. "lfery neg!iifple~ . _ ~ 

' • . . ' -' . .I..~-

' MR. CHAIRMAN:. Can you say tlie 
P1Jmb~· of .foreilin technicians asso
ciated with your chamber? You may 
give us a note later on. By utilising 
the sophisticated . kl).owledge of the 
technicians how far your industry has 

. been able to. compete hi world mar
kets and how far it bas · been able 
to ·expand production ? On that you 
ma:V give us a note later on. What do 
you say about amortisation? '. 

' 
· SHRI . SHROFF: . Amortisation of 

-c.preliminary expenses. is an. acceptance 
. of principle.,, .Jt; is neither .. capital nor 
· revenue .. -For' a long ·ume our organi

sation ,has- been pleading that these 
·preliminary .and pre-operative expen
' ses have not bee!): allowed to .. be capi
talised and written off in .the fonn. of 
depreciation or written pff .straight . to 
revenue in the year in which they have 
been incurr.ed. · Tl)e approach' has been 
unrealistic.,.,; The: approach ..has been 
halting;- The · ceiling 21 per .. cent is 
unrealistic. .: 

~' .. , r-,' .l . 
·· MR. ·CHAIRMAN:· It· •is tlie first 
approach. I say this when you. saY 
the approach is halting. ,., : 

··' :1.- . '; 
• ·~ •• r 

.. SHRI SHROFF: u· could go a little 
further so that subsequent amend

. ments niay · not be necessary. · This 
· 21 per cent- ceiling is . very low. 

looking · to 'the promotional costs 
of Indian : enterprises .. , Amorti
sation over 10 years seems to 

· be a .very long period of time. If a 
companY is able to write it off in 5 

.. years it should be allo~ed. to do so . 

. . There are -various machmertes booked 

. :under difl'eJent types ~f payme~ts. 
·.· There is no difference m rprocurmg 
. eqclpmimts agillnst a loan from the 
IFC or ICICi: an4 obtaining supplier's 

· · credit. · Air thesl! ··should be . included 
·: in the ·· defiriition · i:if . capital' employ

ed: · · There should be··: il system by 

which the promotional eXpenses allow
ed tO be ·.amortised· could be • based on 
the ca:Pital employed in business. 
Promotional ,·expenses are ·:large :in a 
small company. In the :first stage of 
operation we feel that tlie definition 

J<ir the ·composition of- the capital em
ployed is on the liability side of the 
balance sheet rather than on the assets 

"side . . ,.. · ( . ..!i 

. -··. "'Jd. . - ·' 
SHRI ·B. D. SOMANI: 'Any new 

company· formation.· where you have 
incure~ . ·Pr.e!iminary expenses before 

,.production, comm,ence~,, these are nei- . 
ther allowed to be capitalised nor 
debited in the revenue account when 

· subsequent l!Ssessment is taking place. 
This is a· peculiar position. It can't 
be.debited in, revenue· account as no 
production .has: taken place but they 
are .Part r,oL _pre.liminar:Y. expenses 

·before actua(production 'comes in. If 
,they· can't be, debited to revenue 
account the alternative is to capitalise 

. it: There are a ·lot of expenses, like 
underwriters commission, brokerage, 
expenses on advertisement, publcity, 
etc. , . They are . part of prelirolnary 
. expenses.! a-here. are various restric
~tions put by the Income-tax depart
<ment. They do not allow even admi
.. nistrative expenses to be capitalised. 
They say,. this ,is not part of the pro
duction. Therefore, all these expenses 
which . are of a legitimate nature 
which.: •. 

r.- • 

· MR: CHAIRMAN: Legitimate to you 
or to the Income-tax Officer? .. ;; 

SHRI B. D. SOMANI:. Expenses on 
brokerage, on publicity; and manY 
other expenses· which take' place. 

•• ~ .---,_~-- :;J ,- ··- _, 

SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: That we liave 
noted . 

·. sHRr.·:a·D .. SOMANI: They are-not 
productive expenses connected direct
ly with ·production, nor are there 
assets created out of them and there
fore this · question arose. In all the 
countries- it is· allowed and allowed to 
be capitalised also. 



MR. CHAIRMAN: I hope you are 
aware of the posifion in the U.K? 

SHRI B. D. SOMANI: They have 
amended the Jaw. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Only yesterday we 
made a reference to It. 

SHRI B. D. SOMANI: My submis
sion is this: If you are sincerely 
anxious to see that the industry as 
such should grow and tap the savings 
and make aU efforts, it cannot be 
covered within 5 per cent, depending 
on the size and nature of the company. 

SHRI BENI SHANKER SHARMA: 
So far as amortisation is concerned, it 
Is really a welcome move and this will 
give the industry the much needed 
relict which it has been wantini for 
auch a long time. Now, there are two 
things. One is the ceilmr. Some wit
nesses who appeared before us wanted 
3 per cent, some wanted 4 per cent, 
some tJ per cent and some 6 per cent. 
Would you favour that there should 
be a ceiling of say, 2l per cent or 5 
per cent or 7 per cent, or the Depart
ment should be left tree to allow the 
expenses which have to be incurred 
lt-gitimatel)' for the purpose ot the 
business and which are not allowable 
under the head 'Capital Expenses'? 
What is your opinion? 

SHRI B. D. SOMANI: In that parti
cular aspect, I would put it this way 
that it all depends upon the capital 
structure of a company. We want 
actual expenses incurred. 

SHRI BENI SHA1-lKER SHARMA: 
Irrespective ot the percentage? 

SHRI B. D. SOMANI: Yes. 

SHRI BENI SHANKER SHARMA: 
There is another aspect of tlie ques
tion. Would you like that the items 
of expenses to be amortised should be 
detailed In the Act itself or the ITO 
$hould determine the tYPe of items 
because these expenses will differ 
from Industry to industry, business to 
business? 
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SHRI SOMANI: Board heads must 
be sPecified that expenses of thJ! 
nature for raising the capital should 
be allowed without being too rigid 
about the percentage. 

SHRI SHINKRE: The Ministry has 
told us that after making study of 31 
flrms they have arrived at 'hie con
clusion that 21 per cent amortization 
is reasonable but you say it is not 
resonable. Will you tell us has your 
Organis-ation done any study about 
this is different small scale indus
tries? 

SHRI SHROFF: Our Organisation 
has not made a detailed study hut 
there are studies made both by the 
Reserve Bank of India and the Finan
cial Press has been regularly bringin2 
out studies and it has been established 
generally this varies between 4-6 P4lt' 

cent depending upon tne size. In thE" 
case of the smaller companies the 
promotional cost would be higher for 
various reasons. I may make a broad 
submission as a person closel~ con
cerned with management that time 
delay involved and its impact on pro
ject cost is not apprecia1ed. EverY 
delay per year brings 20-25 per cent 
increase. Secondly, when ·we are con
sidering U.K . and other countries no 
country levies an import duty on im
ports whereas we shirt with an initial 
disadvantage of 30 per cent by way of 
import duty freight, insurance. Tha 
other thing, why yo·u lmport equip.. 
ment a lot is made in the country 
itself. Even accepting the validity of 
tt the cost is h igher. So. you are start
ing with that initiaf handicap. 

SHRI SALVE: Mr. Shroff I was on 
the question of what ought to be a 
moral rationale basis for determining 
the ceiling irrespective of ·A·hat ~he 
ceiling ought to be. You have not 
made a through mvestigation In the 
matter. We have made a study
although it is limited to 31 companies
you have pointed out capital base 
should be taken as proper criteria for 



determining the ceiling. Why this base 
is considered an improper base because 
preliminary expenses when they are 
to be allowed what justification do 
you suggest that moneys which are 
going into the stock excnange must 
be taken into account for de\erminr 
the ceiling. 

SHRI SHROFF: Only margin of 
capital expenditure because presum
ably 60-70 per cent of your gross 
current assets would be financed by 
Bank, that we are keeping out capi
tal employed base. I agree ab initio 
when you are forming a company you 
are necessarily to arrange for credit 
facilities which are required in future 
and the long-term finance which you 
are projecting onl'y cover·s the margin 
on your working capital. 

SHRI SALVE: When· you ·arrange a 
certain capital base it takes into 
consideration what you may need to 
acquire your raw-mater'ials and also 
for your finished goods 'kepl in your 
industry. What is the justification of 
seeking 21 per cent or 3 per cent the 
deduction by way of ammortisaticm CJf 
preliminary and pre-operational ex
penses. 

SHRI SHROFF: We are not taking 
the cost of raising funds. We are also 
taking the costs of legal documenta
tion involved, market survey involved, 
feasibility study is involved. 

SHRI SALVE: Are you satisfied 
With the definition of the long-term 
borrowing or "you want some change 
as you want capital base? You may 
give us a note on this. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Let us take up 
the next point. 

SHRI P. A. SHAH: 'the provisions 
about HUF will not achieve the objects 
with which this amendment is brought 
forward. It does not result in simpli
fication. It is not giving any tax con
cession or relief. It will counter tax
avoidence to a certain extent b..:t it 
will increase the number of pendency 
of appeals. It will cause lot of litiga
tion. Unless the law is settled there 
will definitely be controversies and 
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uncertainties In th@ minds of the publle 
also. It is be-ing given rt'trospK-Uve 
effect. It is d ifficult for one to idt•ntifJ' 
where exactly the funds are. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Suppose it 1a prot
pective, will You agree! 

SHRI P. A. SHAH: 1t will acrn the 
limited purpose of a countering avoid
ance to a very ll'rhited extent. Thla 
provision can be circumvented or 
avoided by a person who Is bent upon 
avoiding the tax. 

MR. CHAIRMA!i: Mr. R. D. Shah 
wants to say somethina. 

SHRI R. D. SHAH: 1 have no atatlt• 
tical information but in cas~t of bl• 
assessments with large' 1ncomet par• 
titioning or · the Hor hetpt more In 
avoiding taxes while in tmull L<~~c:;aet.·t 
with income ranging from 10 to 30 
thousands partitioninl of HUF helpt 
him. For large HUF with Jot of pro
perry, additional wealth. tax It also 
there. This trend we have obterved 
in spliting up of the HUF. Mo:tt of 
them will not escape additional Wt'olth 
tax because property must be ot more 
than Rs. ~ lakhs worth. In the case of 
big HUP' with large tn~nme the ratu 
of tax burden tor indiv~uf of those 
slabs is not much. One-of the ob~er\'a• 
tions we have made It this. There 
are small men, taloned _J!Cople who 
have no other way of avoldina tax 
whether in Governmcnl or private or 
others in the ranges of 10,000 to 30,000 
and so do this. At the mo!lt, f(Jr bit 
HUF the partitioninl is the proc"u 
most paying. You can examine from 
that point of view. 

SHRI BENI SHANKER SHARMA: 
The object of the Bill Ia to :ht-ck 
the avoidance of tax. Thla Bill ia 
intended to achieve that objective. 
HUF's after 19115 have cf)me lnto ui•· 
ence VF!r"/ much. This lnst itutl"n is 
very widely used for avoiding tux. 
What is your expP.rience? h tt 
being widclv u~t!d frJr av'>id-.ncl! 'Jf 
tax or the apprehen~ifJn h only 
imaginary. 



· SHRI P. A. SHAH: I would put it, 
that the people have been· more con
scious. But it is not necessary that 
this is done with tlils motive. 

SHRI BEN! SHANKER .. SHARMA: 
Could you tell me, with' your experi
ence, about the numb_er . pf. HUFs 
c~eated? Could you. gfve these 'figures 
later? · · 

SHRI P. A. SHAH: It is not possible 
for us to do so. 

SHRI BENI SHANKER SHARMA:. 
As· regards retrospective effect, I 
understand you are against retrogpec
tive effect? . 

SHRI P. A. SHAH: Yes~ 

SHRI BEN! SHANKER SHARMA: 
Are you against prospective applica
tion? Supposes we just make the law 
applicable from 1st April; 1970? 

SHRI P. A. SHAH:_ I am against 
that also, primarily because tha.t 
though it may fulfil one objective, it 
will increase complications also and 
it will result in lot of appeals and 
uncertainty about the law also. 

SHRI "BEN! §BANKER SHARMA: 
We were told that in the case of 
salaried persons there is a tendency 
to earn and throw that money into 
the common hochpot and that may be 
for the purpose of avoidance. But that 
may as well be for the purpose of 
security of ti:te members of the HUF. 
Do you .think that in the latter type 
of cases there is not so much the ques
tion of avoidartce of tax than the 
question of creation of a guarantee 
for th~ future security? 

SHRI P. A. SHAH: I have not 
come across many such cases. But that 
can be a very valid ·reason, namely, 
the family security. 
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SHRI : N. K. SANGHI: . You have 
stated in your memorandum that ·this 
particular amendment is against the 
basic principle of the Rl.ndu law. ·Can 
you throw some light on this? 

SHRI P. A.- SHAH: Income of the 
HUF would be taxed in th~ hands of 
others. There will -be litigation bet
ween the wife and husband or the 
mhior cl!ild. It will result h).. soma 
unsettled effect .. · - ~ 

- MR. C~AIRMAN : N' ext . point. 

•nit. PATEL: Under the new econo
mic policy, we are all aware that 
shifting is encouraged. One of the 
conditions .would be .t!iat we have to 
inform the ITO • within. four years. 
These benefits which are derived are 
nullified. 

SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: Prior inti
mation is superfluous, tliat is nothing 
to do with shifting: tJ:tat is wliat you 
want to say? 

· DR. PATEL: Yes. 

SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: The mo
ment you sell it, your amortisation 
will cease. There is no business income 
from that and you will not be entitled 
to amortisation. I nope that you· will 
accept. · 

DR. PATEL: Well, I think that we 
shall agree to it. 

SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: Recongition 
of firms. • 

SHRI P. A. S~ 'Here, Sir, · we 
have to make one suggestion. That 
is very vital. The Bill as . drafted 
suggests that in case the person does 
not comply 'with the requirement of 
registration within the initial period, 
then at no time would he get regis
tration, provided he is not covered by 
the proviso which exempts him, which 
permits condonation of delay. 

SHRI- N. K. P. SALVE: We appre
ciate. We shall take care of it. · 
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-SHRI P, A. SHAH: Coming to the 

. next point. we would· like to 110 to 
the- question of self-assessment, 

· SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: Do :You 
a~cept the law? 

' ~ .... 
SHRI P. A. SHAH: Yes. We ·consi

der that this reduction: !if limit of self
assessment to Rs. 100 is ·11ery unr.eali
stic. It is very difficult even for 
eJQJerts to ,compute .income-tax to the 
nearest Rs .. ~OQ-o Here, one ,observation . 
I have· 19 make· is that so far· as ·the, 
last few, years' legislation is concern-·. 
ed, iticreasing J?urden is being thrown . 
on the assessee~ .no corre~ppnding duty . 
is being cast on the Department to . 
1\SSist. Even minor delaYs are 'subject 
to penalties. So ·suitable. instructions 
should be given that minor delays are 
not penalised; wrong calculations do 
not also attract. any . penalty; the 
n®artment should be requested to . 
assist the assessees in malting self
assessment. Probably, for this purpose, 
counters sho~ld be opened, for giving 
assistance. to the assessee .. for complY
ing with the legislation ... 

SHRI N. · K. P. SALVE: Supposing, 
instead of Rs. 100, we make-it Rs. 500, 
do you think it wouid be reasonable? 

SHRI P. A. SHAH: Rs. 500J- is 
reasonable but the other thing is at 
Present chaJians are not supplied. 

SHRI PATEL: It is high time when 
larger section of community will be 
covered by payment of tax and many 
People do not want to avoid but 
ignorantly it happens; so, w!i.y not 
Deptt. sets up public relations depart
ment. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Tbe department 
is considering that. 

SHRI P. A. SHAH: -Tbe next point 
is about assessment on tlie basis of the 
return. Tbis should be viewed in the 
light of the fact that time-limit is 
going to be curtailed and there is 

hardly time to complete one assess
ment. This provisional assessment and 
later assessment. made· in some cases 
may afford to save time but so far as 
practical working is. concerned it will 
ma'ke double cases and there will be 
larger nuinber of appeals.-My sugges
tion is that the Deptt. should issue 
suitable instructions whereby assessees 
are. encourage(i. :t<> file returns :mak
ing. suitable additions· where neces3nry . 
and· in all:'such cases attempts· are 
made. Ito: accept returns: .. In that. case: 
there ·will be no ·need to make two 
returns,:·:At·:.presentiall the efforts. 
made by :Chartered Accountants to 
comply with the require'lllents of law 
inspite of. ·tl;tat they: are called. · 

SHRI ~- D. SHAH: . I want to make . 
one point .. clear .. When you say the 
assessee adds back what is required 
to be added· back, that is the tragedy. 
I have known in the U.K. that all the 
disaJlowables under the law are known 
to assessees, they are expected to add 
back in the return, they·are detailed 
and indicated as to what are the items 
to be added back and also indicated 
the depreciation etc. These details 
have not been complied with. The 
Deptt. had to make additions which 
are obvious. If that is done 143 (i) will 
be automatic without this. We are try
ing to do - I can understand an asse
ssee being ignorant. Where the returns 
are filed and represented by Chartered 
Accountants obvious items of disallow
abies are not shown in the returns and 
for which we could prosecute but we 
do not. 

SHRI P. A. SHAH: This results from 
a number of other reasons also;· The 
time-limit being 30th June it results 
into congestion. Man"y people for get 
to make additions and they also fc-rget 
to take deductions. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Administra''ve 
instruction is given under 143(1). You 
have said that 143(1) could be amend
ed. 

SHRI P. A. SHAH: As far as possi
ble aU these assessments should be 
finaL We have submitted O"ur views 
regarding fees for appeal before tri-



bunal. Rectifications are not attended 
to by the ITOs. It is incorrect to lca\-y 
any fee. The intention is, people 
should be deterred from going to the 
tribunal but this will nof stop people 
:from going to the -trmunhl. The cost 
of the counsel is very heavy. 

SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: If11ie princi
ple of cost is introduced ana we say 
that provision of awarding costs 
should be provided for at tribunal 
level would you accept ft? Assessee 
will get the cost. The aep'artlnent will 
have to make good the money. 

27li. 

SHRI P. A. SHAH: It will be un
necessarily additional complication. 
Appeal is to be filed on a point of 
principle, as such. Of course, I may 
say, honestly, I have not applied my 
mind to it. 

DR. PRANLAL PATEL: On Amor
tisation of mining companies and min
ing activities, Mr. Shroff will 
enlighten. 

SHRI SHROFF: This is sought to be 
-confined for 5 years only. Mineral dev
elopment is a continuous process. You 
.start with best mines. You go on with 
less economic mines later on. If it is 
Testricted for 5 years it ma"y not lead 
to full exploitation of the mines and 
mineral production and this will not 
go to the extent desired. We there
fore do not see the logic of it. Why 
do you allow for 5 :years only and 
not thereafter? The rationale of fiscal 
incentives for expansiOn for industries 

applies both to existing companies and 
new companies, It should lie made 
applicable to all such companies 
engaged in mines and mfneral develop
ment. 

Then coming to the question of 
bauxite, I wish to say this .... 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Vle have noted 
that. You need not elaborate. 

SHRI SHROFF: We will also send 
a note. We are slowly being replaced 
also in the field of mtneriil supplies 
by other countries like Australia, for 
instance. They are earning billion 
dollars on minerals which we were 
supplying. This ma:YCut into -t~ur ex
·pert pe>tential. On this we will send 
a note to you. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Thank you vecy 
much. We express our thanks to you 
and your colleagues. 

(The witness then withdrew) 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Before we 
adjourn, I wish to record this. The 
Committee places on record tlieir ap
preciation e>f the assistance rendered 
to them by the Maharashtra Legisla
ture Secretariat for holding their 
sittings in the Council Hall, Bombay. 

The Comrn1ttee-~ mijourned. 
Thank you. 

(The witnesses then withdrew) 

-(The Committee then adjourned) 
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I. Shri V. P. Gupta, President, All India Federation, Income-Tax Gazetted 
Services Association, New Delhi. 

(Shri Gupta was called in and he took his seat) 

MR. CHAIRMAN: We welcome 
~ou. I am reading out the relevent 
Rule 58 of the Rules of the Procedure 
that "~our evidence shall be treated 
as public and is liable to be published 
unless you specificall~ desire that all 
or part of the evidence given by you 
is to be treated as confidentiaL Even 
though you, might desire your evi~ 
dence to be treated as confidential,. 
your evidence is liable to ·be ·made 
available to the Members of Parlia
ment." So, Mr. Gupta, you have not 
given us any Memorandum. Kindly 
tell us the problems that you want to 
place before tlie Committee here. 

SHRI V. P. GUPTA: Thank you, 
Sir. First, I introduce myself. I am 
V. P. Gupta, In5pecting Assistant 
Commissioner, and I happen to be the o·- 7 

Presidet.t of All India Federation of 
Income-tax Gazetted Services Asso
ciations. This Federation constitutes 
of 14 Associations, spread all over 
the country; which are · formed of 
Income-tax Officers and · Assistant 
Commissioners iJt Income-tax. This 
Federation used to represent 
all the Services Senior Gazet
ted Officers till.· 1960. .But after 
1960, another Association has also 
been formed ·by the direct recruits to 

· the Gazetted Services. And that 
Association--our sister association--is 
also coming before you at about 12 0' 
clock today. Since this Federation is 
spread all over the country, I am 
sorry, we could not send you a written 
memorandllllL However, we welcome 
these Amendments. These are long 
awaited and much needed for the 
country. And by these Amendments, 



certainly healthier Income-tax legis
lation w'ill prevail. My brief sub
missions in -connection with these 
amendments would be as follows:·-

(1) I welcome this opp~r
tunity given to me to come before 
this Select Committee. . . .... 

The Federation of Service Associations 
is ~!'miy' for~ed for service matt~~ 
for raising the status, structure ~11q 
for giving· amenities etc. to the mem
~~rs of the ''services. lt is really a 
pappy augury that We have been 
allowed to submit. our comments 'on 
the intended legislation that is coming 
before Parliament, · · ' · • · · 
'' . - ':-
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As I have seen the Bill it contains 
the much-needed reforms ln ma;,y 
ways.- I have- b~en told to say that I 
ca11 s~bmit my problem. So, I ·take 
this little liberty to ventilate the 
feelings of members of the Federation. 
'!;'hey want to submit that these 
ame11-dments relate purely to legislation 
and so the service associations or the 
Federation would like to bring to 
your kind notice that this legislation 
would add up some work on the 
department:.....some extra load on.- the 
department. This aspect may kin!ily 
be borne in mind. When this Bill was 
s.ought ~o be introduced in May, 1969, 
~ha~ was done ~ue to the amendments 
suggested by the P.A.C., the Adminis~ 
trative Refoi,'Dls Commission and by 

. th~ final Report of the Bhoothalingam 
Committee. These three documents 
deal ·with. the administrative aspects 
of the Departments and the Board. 
Too much oi legislation has . been 

· brought about after 1961 Act. With 
these series of iunendments much 
work has been thrown on the depart
ment for training the staff and officers 
for ·making them aware of these 
amendments. It may be a very good 
legislation but you know, sir, that 
there is shortage of officers. Some 
extra staff is also needed to implement 
this. So, I may kindly be excused to 
say something here because my very 
senior· officers of the Board are sitting 
here. All the same I am representing 

this Federation of the officers who 
are executing this. They may be given 
some facilities in the matter of status 
and pay-structure. We are almost 
copying or following the U.K. and 
U.S.A. legislations. If you compare the 
scales, their scales are far -better than 
the sc-ales of the I.T.Os in India. The 
Central Board of Direct Taxes raises 
far more revenue than the· Railway 
Board and Postal. Board, There the 
Secr~tl\rY on)le Board is a full-fledge~ 
Secretacy; the Chairman of the Rail
way-·BQard 'is • also a .. full-fiedr~..! 
Secretary while the Members of the 
Railway· Board- are of the ranks of 
Additicinal.Secretaries.' Our Chairman 
is of thl! rank of an Additionai 
Secretary. ·si;,ilarly, the saiary of 
the Conimission<ir is not as !lood "'~ 
In other · services. · 

' ) .. 

MR. CHAffiMAN :· Mr. Gupta, 
will "you kindly confine yourself tci 
t~e );lrovisions of the Bill ? 

SHRI GUPTA: Since you have asked 
me to confine myself to the provisions 
the Bill, I shall now do so. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: How do you say 
that the work has increased? · -

SHRI GUPTA: I shall first concen~ 
trate on the provisions of the Bill. 

SHRI PRAKASHCHAND SETHI: 
How is the wq'tkl.oad goi11-g to be 
increased? You may please explain 
that. · 

SHRI GUPTA: For example in the 
Bill, a · penal · provision has been 
brought in. If there is a failure to 
file a retuni, prosecution will be 
started against the assessee. With 
the number of increase . in the 
assessees · the workload · or arrear , . 
assessments too will go on mcreas-. 
lng. And naturally some staft'-<;ome 
officers-will be needed. 

Similarly, Section 143 (1) is going 
to be amended authorising the officers 
to make an assessment on the spot 
without calling the assessee. It there 
is reviewing of or revising of assess..
ment there may be a little more work 
for the same assessment. Tbe officer 



will continue to apply his mind twice 
to the same assessment work. That 
means some extra work. 

MR. CHAffiMAN: You mean there 
will be double assessments. 

SHRI GUPTA: Not in every case. 
New Section authorises the Board to 
make assessments in certain classes of 
assessees. These may make them to do 
quicker assessments. The new provis
ion empowers the I.T.O. to revise 
certain assessments without reference 
to higher authorities. He knows that 
the first assessmenf that he has made 
is not final. He may apply his mind 
to see whether he has committed any 
mistake. He may rectify that either 
by revising the assessment andjor by 
reopening that under Sec. 147 or 148. 
But under the new procedure he will 
automatically revise the assessment. 
I hope that my point has been brought 
out very clearly that it would mean 
some extra work to be done in the 
department. 

SHRI PRAKASHCHAND SETifi: 
You must know that labour is going 
to be reduced by not calling the 
assessee to office for examining the 
account books etc. · 

. SHRI GUPTA:- This is a far-reach
ing provision. 1n the U.K. the 
a~sessees are not called; they are only 
called when notice is issued by the 
Commissioner in certain cases. Com
pleting the assessments without 
calling the assessees may be limited 
to certain cases only. 

SHRI KANWARLAL GUPTA: l'l'..r. 
Chairman, let him . first finish his 
submissions and then we shall ask 
him questions. one by one. 

• SHRl"GUPTA: May f proceed? 

• MR. -CHAIRMAN : The· point is 
that he- has not given us any v.Titten 
memorandum; He said that the 
workload has increased. Let us hear. 
him on this point. · 

· SHRI GUPTA: My point was about 
prosecution for non-filing of the return. 
My submission is that only 50 percent 
of the salaried assessees do not· file 
the returns at the moment.· And their 
taxes are deducted at sCIUrce. Now by 
compulsion of this provision they have 
to file their returns. The idea of t'lis 
section 143 leads one to a conclusion 
that this may lead to some extra work. 
This revised procedure will lead to 
extra work; also the penalty provis
ions will lea~ to the same thing. 
Whenever a fresh Bill is introduced 
that creates some extra work. It is 
not as if the work is going to be 
decreased. Even the pendency of 
arrears of assessments and collections 
of income-tax arrears shows that the 
present staff is not able to cope up 
with the work. With the additional 
work, naturally the staff would also 
be required to be increased .. We have 
to keep the services contented for 
implementing the new provisions. 

SHRI 'KANWARLAL GUPTA: 
You tell us whether it is desir
able to prosecute a person for 
late filing of the return. We 
are making changes by amending 
·section 143(1). According to this, the 
I.T.O. can revise the assessment again. 
Is it necessary at all or can we drop· 
this provision? You said that you 
would require more staff to cope up 
with the increased work. For this 
purpose have you any improvements 
to suggest? 

. SHRI GUPTA: I say that the amend
ment need not be dropped. Under the 
amended Sec .. 119, the Central Board 
of Direct Taxes is empowered to issue 
instructions authorising the officers in 
special classes of assessees to make 
the assessments on the guide-lines, 
principles or procedures to be followed 
by incom,e-tax authorities. -

SHRI V. P. GUPTA: According to the 
amended section 119, and also as the 
Hon. Mninster- stated, in small income 
cases perhaps such a procedure will 
be adopted for making summary 
assessments. 



S_HRI KANWAR LAL GUPTA: 
Under 143 you have been making 
assessments even now. ,.Under the 
amending Bill you Will complete them, 
but still you can open them at any 
time, · and there wou,ld ' not . be any 
.finalitY. These days, you have been 
fixing the cases of partners without 
fixing the case, of the firms just to 
show inore disposal. Tomorrow, if this 
Biil is passed, it is possible that many 
cases would be completed under 143. 
There is no difficulty and then you 
again · S"lik the as5!2ssee to bring his 
books, you want to examine books, 
etc. Will it not lead to corruption and 
so many complications? . .. 
. SHRI V. P. GUPTA: In UK the same 

Inspector of Taxes .has the power to 
review his own assessment. Why not 
follow it? Let us have confidence in 
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. the Service and let us create morality 
·ror the assessees also that we will 
accept the return first and if and when , 

. there is need, it will be 'reopened. 
There are superior officers · to watch 
the ·I. T.Os actions. It will not lead to 

·. corruption. And certainly some safe• 
guards will be that incomes below 

• 25,000 can be accepted, and cases above 
.that .may be assessed ·by looking at 
the ·accounts with the help of the 
lawyers and with the help of the 
assessees. That should be my answer. 

•SHRJ N. K. SANGHIJ Don't. YOlli 
think that this tendency will develop 
in a majority of cases? Don't you 
think that is going. to cause hardship 
with certain officers who are :not 
behaving in a proper manner in deci
d!Jlg the cases? 

SHRI V. P. GUPTA: Time has come 
in our democratic set-up when we 
have to take a .risk, Let us take the 
risk and pass this amendment. 
J • - ' 

SHRI KANWAR LAL GUPTA: You 
are the Inspecting Assistant Comrius
sioner. You have fixed a certain dis
posal for every ITO. Anil when, they 
are unable to make the ·requisite dis
posal, what d~ .YC?U think they . llo? 

They make assessment under 143(1) 
of the partners without finalising 
the ·cases of the firm. At least in l.'elhi 
I know, Mr. Chairman, that cases of 
partners are finalised without fixing 
the cases of firms and they are being 
finalised under .143(1). To show more 
disposal, ·a sort . ol fictitious disposal 
is. made. If this amendment is passed, 
this tendency will develop much. So 
what is your reaction to it? . . . 

, SHRI V. P. GUPTA: I think it is 
boldness iln tbe part of Legislature to 
conceive of such an ,.amendment. 

SHRI KANWAR LAL GUPTA: You 
have not ~mswered my question: 

SHRI N. K. SANGHI: Have you 
given any thought where a case has 
been finalised under 143(1) and an ap
Peal has been filed by the assessee and 
later on this very case is reopened by 
the Income-tax Officer on finding cer
t•ain facts? What do you think would 
be the feasible proposition to rectify 
this matter? . 

SHRI V. P. GUPTA: If I understand 
things correctly, the AAC has applied 
his mind to the facts then existing 
before him on the ·assessment made 
under section 143(1). That will take 
its course. If the ITO has found some 
inadequacy, incorrectness or incomp
leteness in the earlier assessment, he 
is still empowered under the new 
provision to make a fresh assessment. 
The two courses will be open in their 
own way. They may not be mixed up. 
Those proceedings are going on 
separately. 

. HON .. MEMBER: . Suppo~g . a c&Se 
has been. completed under section !43 
( 1) and an appeal is lying pending. 
There will. be a . judicial pronounce
ment; a particular matter will be 
finalised. What do you suggest in such 
a case? 

SHRIV.P.GUPTA:Thesam~officer 
_should review it. :~ere may·be some 
safeguar_~. · Either a·. higher. ofilcer 



should give the sancti .n for re-open
ing or some prescribed provision be 
made under which he should re-operi. 
the case. 

The new Section 119 empowers the 
Board to lay down the various procel 
dures of assessment ih various classes; 
So, under this provision, the Board 
may empower and may issue certain 
instructions that in certain cases no 
assessees be re-called. 

SHRI KANwAR LAL GUPTA: But 
the ihstructions and the directions of 
the Board cannot supersede the Act. 

SHRI V. P. GUPTA: The Board dcies 
not come in but the Board's orders 
will help the IAC or Commissioner 
that he does not unnecessarily get the 
cases reopened, 

SHRI SANGHI: Mr. Gupta, you are 
on the administrative side with wide 
experienQe. Give us some background 
of the cases opened under the old Act. 
What are the reasons for not closing 
the same so far? Are the officers 
applying their mind to it? The cases 
re-opened Wlder Section 34 for the 
past 20 years have hot been finalised. 

SHRI V. P. GUPTA: It is a general 
question. I can only say that even 
cases opened under Section 34 there 
is time-limit to be completed and 
time-limit to be re-opened. It is not 
that they will lie re-o-pened for such 
a long time. That general situation 
does not prevail that all the re-opened 
cases under Section 34 are lying re
opened. · 

MR. CHAIRMAN: According to your 
observations If we look into the 
provisions of 143 (i) with hew section 
119 the harassment which we are 
thinking the assessee! may' be put to 
is not there and thiS Is ari improve
ment. 

SHRI V. P. GUPTA: Yes, Sir. 

. MR. CHAIRMAN: Then whY you 
say your work-load 'Will increase. 

SHRi V. P. GUPTA: Clerical work 
will increase because the review will 
be now in greater cases. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: You have made 
two observations which are rather ccn_ 
trary to each other-one, this is an 
improvement in the sense that there 
is possibility of lessening the haras
sment; second, there will be greater 
workload. Whether from your practical 
experience this law which is going to 
be enacted will really lessen the hard
ship and If so, also work load will be 
lessened? 

SHRI V. P. GUPTA: It will certain
lY lessen the hardship and inlprove 
the public relations but the clerical 
work in the Income Tax Office Is like-
ly to increase. -

. . 
.. MR. CHAJ;RMAN: When you say this 
workload will increase it . will mean 
that in practice thousand of cases will 
be re-opened. 

SHRI TENNETI VISHWANATHAM: 
'l'here seems to · be some general 
agreement that !he small assessees 
should be saved from this botheration· 
of reopening. The witness says ·the 
Board can give suitable guidelines or 
directions. On that also there seems 
to be some agreement; but Mr. Kan
war Lal Gupta has said that they can
not issue guidelines or directions 
against positive provision of the Sec
tion. Therefore, supposing I suggEst 
that you divide Section 143 into two 
sections-one section dealing with 
small assessees and the other with big 
assessees and there is a regular proce
dure of re-opening and all that. 
Supposing ohe Section says . that the. 
small assessees cases shall not be re
opened at alL it will lighten the work 
of the income Tax Officers and will 
save small assessees in their cases 
being opened in an unexpected way. 
What would be the re-action of the 
Witness If a statutory provision is 
made defining a small body of assesse
es i.e. with Rs. 20,0001- Income their 
cases shall not be re-opened at alL 



SHRI GUPTA: To say in a blanket 
way that they will never be re-opened 
may not be possible. 

SHRI.T. VISHWANATHAM: There 
is no difficulty because :income Tax 
Officers have got to be trusted. Assess
ees have got to ·be trusted. We are 
making progreru. How can we progress 
if we leave doubt? _Therefore, as the. 
. witness has said, after all, the Gov
ernmeiit. is not going to lose very 
much if the C'ases of the small aruessees 
are not re-opened. There will be a 
widespread satisfaction among the 

small assessee.3 that they are not very 
often· being called... Put a statutory · 
limit for small assessees Go that their 
Clses should not be re-opened. 

SHRI SOMANI: The proposal 'al
ready given that there shall be a 
compulSory imprisonment in iat~ filing 
of return' and non-production ° of 

- books.... · 
- .... ~-

MR. CHAIRMAN: Let us hear Mr. 
Sethi. · 

"SHRI SETHI: As far as t caii under
stand the intention . is to avoid the 
harassment to the sthaller assessees 
and that is why the power under _ 
Section 119 has been. given to the 
Board. to issue instructionS. Now that 

· wlli take care of as to what will be 
t'1e small income· group, that can be · 
decided. In the very initial stage the 
assessees need not . come with their 
Account Books, witnesseS arid other 
tliings to the Income Tax Department 
neither they would be 'called and their 
assessment is based on whatever they 
file-self aruessment basis should b"e . 
accepted, The Income Tax Officer has 
not seen tlie Account Books arid that 
is why he should re-open, that would 
be proper justification for re-opening 
such cases, because the very intention 
is not to call them with their Accounts 
Books but even in such cases if the 
Income Tax Officer has in his possess
ion some positive information where
by he comes to this conclusion _that the . 
income has been evaded or proper · 
assessment has not filed, to 
that extent . it . woUld . not be 
desii,able to . restrict income tax 

authority. wliue in the ca.Se of other 
assessees who go beyonii the particu
lar income group, in these cases while 
lhe Income .Tax Officer finalises his 
assessment under 143 (1)' it would be 
em the basis cif examination of the 
record, Accounts Books at the very 
first instance and therefore hi the 
c;~.se of such assessees he would not 
be able to re-open these cases because 
he has seen the Accounts Books and 
he has done so only after seeing the 
lt.ccounts Books. He would be able to 
do oil the basis of some positive infor
mation with him. Therefore, this fear 
that each and every case-small in
come group . or higher income group
there will be duplication . of work. 
The .Section does "llot come 
in_ the Way Of other provisions arid 
that Section could give proper aulho-. 
rity to the Board to issue proper 
instructions. That is how I see it. 

SHIU KANWAR LAL GUPTA: The 
lY.finister is riot correct in the sense 
that income Tax Officer has got some 
e~tra ihforniatiori that a particular 
assessee has evaded the tax and there
fore the Income Tax Officer has got 
tho power to re-open the case .. Now 
thol position will be different after the 
passing of this Bill. The position to
day is there is self-assessment. On the 
baBis of the income the income tax 
will be paid. There is no problem. Now 
if you want to complete the assess
ment under Section 143(1), even now 
it is being· done.· There are two changes 
which are made in this amending Bill 
-one is now under the existing Act. 
The_re is no provision te> make any 
adjtistment. Suppose there is an · 
apparent mistake you cannot judge it 
or substract it. In this Bill the power 
has been given to the Income Tax 
Officer that while assessing . it under 
143 ( 1) he can make necessary adjust
ment if there is an apparent mistake. ·. 
That is a welcome sign. The .second . 
power which .is given to the Income· 
Tax Officer is -that he can re-aSsess 
or review his assessment is not proper. 
If you have got some definite infor
mation regarding evasion of tax he · 
has no power even now to re-open it. 
Now more power is given. If tile 
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assessment is under 143 {1) of a small 
assessee, to-morrow the Income Tax 
Officer says, well, I want to review 
it again. What the position to-day is 
that in that case he has to issue a 
notice that I have got a definite infor
mation, you file a fresh return. That 
is all right. That system is there if 
there is tax evasion. Now he need 
not issue any notice. He will say, all 
right, I want to review it without 
any reason. He need not have any 
definite information. He may say any . 
one to review it. It will lead to corrup
tion. It will be harassment to the 
assessee and unnecessary harassment 
to the Income Tax Officer and any 
assessee can say that since he did 
not give moneY, to the Income 
Tax Officer, therefore, he is 
harassing him. I do not see any bene
fit from the revenue point of view. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: If in 119 all the 
instructions are made public and 
available to the assessees, to the 
Board, will it improve the matter so 
that the assessees will know every
thing? I hope. that will be more help
ful. 

SHRI GUPTA: Unless there is some
thing secret. 

l'iiR. CHAIRMAN: There is no sec-· 
recy so far this is concerned. About 
143, 144, 147, 154, 155, there is no 
secrecy about it. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: They will be 
helpful to the assessee. 

SHRI Y. S, KUSHWAH: Are we 
discussing the instructions .issued by · 
the Incom,e-tax Department,_ or .• _ .•. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Section 119 or> 
this Bill gives -some powers to the ' 
Board. So far as these Sections are 
concerned the Board may, if it consi• 
ders necessary,· issue· instructions. The 
Board is- empowered by the Law ·to" 
do this for its day-to-day wol'king, 
so that harassment will be less. This. 
is· t<> mitigate· ·the. hardships of the 
assessee. . · · 

SHRI N. K. SOMANI: I am talking 
about a new !Provision-compulsory 
imprisonment of those assessees who 
fail to file their returns in him or to 
produce their books of accounts. Now, 
one possibility occurs to me instantly, 
and that is in respect of salaried in
come, staff, whose income is a fixed 
income, where the tax is deducted at 
the source. These people have less 
moral responsibility as far as filing 
their returns are concerned. Their tax 
is deducted at the source. But the em
ployer, for any reason might like to 
hold back or use that money as work
ing capital and does not submit this 
return to the Income-Tax authorities. 
Does this ask for the employee to be 
imprisoned? Then, there is the case of 
small assessees, who are not conver
sant with the technicalities of law 
and who may not be able to afford 
Income-tax practitioners to appear 
before you and who may not be able 
to comply with the situation in 
absolute details as far as tinie · and 
all these demands are concerned. For 
the first time this is being introduced 
that there shall be a compulsory 
imprisonment up to 6 months. This is
a polnt where we would like to have· 
your advice. Would you not rather. 
make this applicable to non-salaried 
income group above a certain level? 
That means, you should exempt all 
those, whose taxes are deducted at the 
source, and you would also like to 
consider that the small assessees 
should also not fall within the mis
chief of this. This, I would like t<> 
know from your experience. , 

SHRI V. P. GUPTA: I can say that 
Section 119 will protect those if seine · 
instructions are issued from the Board 
~hat the salaried persons may not be 
lDclu~d eVen if they fail to file for 
five ·years, or .small assessees, if they 
do.,not file their,_ returns, may not J<e · 
prosecuted. The instructions will look 
a~ter that. · . 

SHRI ,SOMAN:J: I don't' think so •. 
Except, the law states cle>ar ·that there 
shall be this. The instructions cannot . 
be. contra_ry·to the 'I!!w: In theo~y, you . 
will have_ authority to •Prosecute each. 



and everybody who is falling within 
the law, unless it is provided in the 
law itself. 

SHRI V. P. GUPTA: The instruct
ions will not be prejudicial to the 
assessee. 

SHRI SOMANI: How do you 
guarantee this? 
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SHRI K. L. GUPTA: If you agree in 
principle with the contention of Mr. 
Somani, why should we not provide 
in the amendiing Bill that the small 
assessees should not be made the 
target of this and the salaried people 
should not be made the prey of it? 
Why should we ·not provide it in the 
legislation? 

SHRI V. P. GUPTA: Even in the 
existing law, there is nothing like 
classification of assessees. Such things 
will come in the way of instructions 
through the Board. The law does not 
clearly lay down that assessees having 
incomes upto 25,000 of rupees may be 
given this ·treatment or above · Rs. · 
25,000 should be given this treatment. 

SHRI K. L. GUPTA: Suppose the _ 
instructions are issued bY the Board 
that no person, who has an income Of 
Rs.20,000I- will be punished. And 
tomorrow, some Income-Tax officer 
sues somebody whose income is Rs. 
10,0001-. Is it not illegal? 

SHRI V. P. GUPTA:· It is in the 
sense .... I will read C1 3 of Section 
119-"Every income-tax officer emp
loyed in the .execution' of this Act 
shall observe and follow such instruc
tions as may be issued to him for hi•3 
guidance by the Director of Inspection 
or by the Commissioner or by the offi
cer within whose jurisdiction he per
forms \lis functi~ns. 

SHRI P. C. SETHI: We cannot make 
a ciassification that. the income group, 
if they do not file the return, should 
not be. prosecuted.- Section ·119, is: not 
so much · over-riding · as to , give· 
authority to .the Board to over-rule 
the other Sections. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Mr. Gupta, are· 
there such instructions being issued
by the Board at present also? 

SHRI. V. P. GUPTA: Not about 
imprisonment. But, for making a. 
summary assessment up to an income 
of Rs.lO,OOOI-, there are instructions· 
which are being followed. In those· 
cases, the assessees are not called. 

SHRI SOMANI: About my propo-
sal that about the salaried income and 
about people whose income is up to
Rs. 20,000 or Rs. 25,000 would you or· 
would you not like those people to be· 
exempted from that Section? 

SHRI V. P. GUPTA: Yes. If such a• 
distinction can be made under the law 
between the salaried assessees and the· 
non-salaried assessees. 

SHRI SOMANI: Should: it be made?· 
We can do anything .. 

SHRI V. P. GUPTA: It is bound to 
be welcomed for salaried assessees. r· 
will agree with what Mr. Somani says. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: 
other point? 

What is your· 

SHRI V. P. GUPTA: Salaried as
sessees are the most hard-pressed. I 
represent the Services Associations,. 
but I need not limit myself up to the 
Income-tax Officer. All the salaried 
assessees pay taxes through their nose 
at the source. And the only relief they· 
got is for the transport; if you own 
a car, you get some concession. I will 
plead, at least 15 'per cent of the sala
ried assessees' income may be granted 
exemption. . That will cover up each 
of the small assessees, who come· by 
bus etc. · It might be 15 per cent, 12i 
per cent or 10 per cent. I am taking· 
due from the concession granted by 
Mr. Somani. If you grant this -con-· 
cession in: law to the salaried asssess
ees, it will gci'a long way. Mostly the· 
salaried assessees, are being hard-pre
ssed. The non-salaried assessee some
times escapes and he pays after 4 
years. So, why not grant the general" 



•exemption of 10 per cent to the sala
rised assessees. It will incidentally 

. help the Service Associations and other 

. salaried persons-including small ass

. essees, A small assessee does not have 

. a car. He gets the house with diffi.cul

. ty. Why not give him some conces

. sions? 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Have you thou
.ght of such an Amendment? You send 
it to us. 

SHRI V. P. GUPTA: I will send it. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: And the relevant 
:Section where we can fit in this thing. 

SHRI K. L. GUPTA: The last ques
. ti<in is about the comment on change 
in procedure of registration of firm. 

SHRI GuPTA: These are welcome 
amendments excep_t that the existing 
registered firms need not be asked to 

_go to the Registrar of .Firms. There 
are two authorities-one is the Re
gistrar of Firms and the other is the 

·1.T.O, himself, Those firms which are 
. enjo-ying the · registration now 
should continue to enjoy this benefit. 

. I think the amendments are in order. 

SHRI KANWAR LAL GUPTA:• 
A firm need not go to the Registrar of 

·Firms if there is no change in the 
constitution of the firm. Is this a 
sufficient provision? 

SHRI GUPTA: I think that should 
be sufficient, And this amendment 
should not cause complexities. The 

• idea here is to simplify the process of" 
·registration and renewal of registra
tion of firms. This new amendment 

:is welcome. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: rio you 
suggest any improvements 

·clauses of the Bill? 

want to 
to any 

SHRI GUPTA.: There is some 
~mendment to H.U.F. property in 
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clause 14 of the Bill regardina ca"i.
version of individual property in the 
H.U.F. property. This is not reall:v 
called for. In any case the amend
mimt should not be applicable retro
spectively from 31.3.65. On the con
trary it should be prospective and not 
retrospective. There should be no 
'amendments for four or five years 
after this Bill is passed. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Suppose there is 
only one comprehensive amend
ing Bill. If it comes about do you 
think that this will be enough? 

SHRI GUPTA~ At the moment since 
this is considered by the PAC, A.R.C. 
and Bhoothalingam Committees, I 
think it is good enough. 

SHRI YOGl:NDRA SHARMA: The:Y 
are thinking in terms of the next five 
years because our country is- engaged 
in Five Year Plans. 

_ SHRI .. N. K. SANG HI: I think Mr. 
Gupta started in the .beginning saying 
about the dissatisfaction among the 
staff. Then he was stopped. I feel 
that there is a lot of dissatisfaction in 
the services which is one of the most 
pa'ying branches of the Government 
<if India. He was mentioning that 
even the status of the members of the 
Board and the Chairman of the Reve
nue Board are not equal to the Status 
of the Chairman of the Railway Board 
and so on. I want . to seek his Clari
fication on this point. 

SHRI KANW AR LAL GUPTA: 
!think it is a very important point 
because it is they who implement 
this Act. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: That is coorrect. 

SHRI N. K, SANdHi: That ls why 
I request for the permission of the 
Chairman to take five more minutes 
for clarifications from Shri Gupta. 

SHRI YOGENDRA SHARMA: If. 
'You so desire you may submit to the 
committee a written note on thos sub-
ject. · 



MR. CHAIRMAN: All i:ight you 
better give us a written memorandum 
in all these things. All these things 
of course do not come withiri the 
scope of this Bill. As Mr. Sharma 
pointed, you please give us a memo
randum ori this. 

SHRI GUPTA: I would submit a 
written memorandum on this. 

- MR. CHAIRMAN: Whatever im
provements you want to suggest in the 
Bill may also be gi~en in that memo
randum. 

SHRI GUPTA: We are contributing 
Revenues about 70!f crores in a :Year 
whereas the Postal Board is contri
buting a crores of rupeeoo. I have got 
with me the figures. I quote from my 
own address which r delivered to our 
delegates when Mr. Morarji Desai also 
addressed them on 17th May, 1969 at 
the annuaJ session of all India Fede
ration of Income-tax Gazetted Ser
vices Associations. I shall send copies 
of that along with my written memo
randum. 

· I am greatful to you for permitting 
me to send :You a written memoran
dum. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Thank you, Mr. 
Gupta. 

(The witness then withdrew) 

ii. Indian Revenue Service (Income
Tax) Association, · New Delhi. 

Spokesmen: 

(1) Shri P. S. Bba~kllran-Vice 
President • •• 

(2) Shri S; N. Mathur-Member, 
Executive Committee. 

(3) Shri G. C. Aggarwal~Meni~ 
ber, Executive COmmittee. 

(4) Shri M. C. Joslii-Member 
Executive Committee. ' 

(5) Shri -C. V. Padmanabhan
Secretary, Delhi Unit. 
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{The witnesses were catlect in and 
they took their seats) 

Sarvashri Joshi, Bhaskaran and 
Mathur bf the indian Revenue Ser
Vices Income-tax Association, New 
Dellii were called and examined. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Before we pro
ceed I would like to read to you the 
relevant Direction (:No. 58) from the 
Rules of Procedure and Conduct of 
Business in the House. You will 
kitidl:Y note that the evidence you 
give before us will be treated as pub
lic and it is liable to be published un
less yoit specifically desire that all or 
any part of the evidence tendered by 
~<>u is to be treated as- confidential 
Even though you may-desire your evi
dence to be treated ·as confldentiill 
such evidence is liable to be made 
available to the Members of Parlia
ment. 

- We have received. our memorandum. 
Would you like to sa:Y something 
about your Association on the points 
that you have maele'in that memo
randum? 

SHRI BHASKARAN: Our Associa
tion represents nThrrily ·Class I Officers 
ofl the :Income-tax Department. In 
this memorandum we have dealt 
With more important changes sought 
to be introduced in the Indian Income
tax Act. We have pointed out that 
certain provisions require further con
sideration-some with slight modifi
cations and sonie changes because of 
administrative and legal difficulties 
which we have to face. 

. SHRI KANWAR LAL GUPTA: May 
I ask a generill question? . We have 
been making changes in tll.e Income 
Tax_ Act so frequently, because we 
want. to simplifY or rationillise it. Do 
you feel that it leads to simplification 
or complication? 

SmU BHAsK:ltRA.N: With due ~es
pect, I believe that it leads to com
plications. By the time we get ac
quainted with the existing provisiona, 



it is changed and it becomes very 
difficult to apply this provision from 
year to year. 

SHRI KANWAR LAL GUPTA: Do 
you suggest that we should make 
changes once and for some years we 
should not make any change unless it 
is very necessary? 

SHRI BHASKARAN: I wotild sug
gest that. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Let ·us not have 
sweeping observations like these. Mr. 
Bhaskaran, from your pracucal ex
perience we expect you to help us. 

SHRI N. C. CHATTERJEE: Regard
ing Clause 2, in the last paragraph 
you say: "We therefore, suggest that 
a comprehensive measure redefining 
the meaning of agricultural income 
should be incorporated in the Act so 
that the relief granted to small hold
ers is not defeated by the provisions 
of the Income tax Act. Have you got 
any draft? 

SHRI BHASKARAN: We have not 
drafted an'y. Our resources are very 
limited in the sence t!'ia{ ~ are not 
lawyers. 

SHRl KANW AR LAL GUPTA: 
Send us some guidelines in a week 
or so. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Please tell us 
freely what you think about it. You 
can freely express your views.' This 
is a Committee of ' tlie Parliament. 
Parliament is supreme, very supreme. 

SHRI BHASKARAN: We believe 
·that change is not at all necessary at 
this stage. 
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· MR. CHAIRMAN: You mean to say 
that Clause 2, as it is toda'y, is not 
going -to lie very helpful! 

SHRI BHASKARAN: It wilF""create 
complications. · In U.P., unless land 
revenue !s paid; income from that land 
will not be agricultural; so· it would 
not be liable to income-tax. · 

MR. CHAIRMAN: What is the pro
viSion in UP? 

SHRI BHASKARAN: In U.P., where 
_the holding is less than a certain 
'limit, it is not assessed to lana revenue 
and income will not be agricultural 
income. 

SHRI N. K. SANGHI: Perhaps you 
have not given a careful thought to 
it. This definition is There already. 
Actually, the classification for agri
cultural income has been very much 
widened here. ':):'hey have ;provided 
two conditions. The land is away 
from the city or the land should have 
been subjected to .... 

SHRI N. C. CHATTERJEE: It is re
moving one condition. If it is used for 
agricultural purposes, it is agricultural 
income. 

SHRI BHASKARAN: Land is either 
assessed to land revenue in India or 
is subject to a local assessed and col
lected by officers O'f the Government as 
such. The land should be assessed to 
land revenue. This condition was there 
in the original provision also. - It is 
not something new. -

Then, it says' that the land should 
be situated beyond 8 kilometres from 
the local limits O'f the Municipality ... 

SHRI N. K. SANGffi: I think there 
is a misunderstanding here. ·-

According to the present Act, 1961, 
agricultural income means any rent 
or revenue derived from land which 
is used for agricultural purposes, and 
is either assessed to land revenue or is 
subject to a local rate assessed by 
officers of the Government. This is 
the ·existing provision: "Any rent or 
revenue derived from land, which is 
situated in India and ts nsed for agri
cultural. purposes .... " Now, this 
thing has been deleted, "and is either 
assessed to land revenue in India or is 
subject to local tax .. ". So, the whole 
definition has been widened. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: We come to your 
next point a bout clause 8." 



SHRI BHASKARAN: We have made 
a· general suggestion that this clause 
git•es a concession to new industrial 
units and is confined to companies 
only. We have suggested that it· 

· ·.should be given to firms, HUF or any 
assessee who starts . a new business. 
Secondly, instead of listing the possi
ble expenses which would be allowed 
under this clause some sort of general 
provision may be made so that the ex-

. ;penses relate to the business but are 
not individually listed. 'l'hlrdly, this 
provision does not give relief to a 
company which finances its expansion 
from internal finances. 

MR. CHAffiMAN: ·11ave you given 
any thought to this problem about 
amortiS'ation. The way you have 
mentioned shows you have not given 
a lot of thought. What should be the 
base of amortisation? 

SHRI BHASKARAN: We have no 
experience in allowing this expendi• 
ture because we have been disallow-' 
ing under the existing law all such 
expenses. What will be a reasonable 
amount of expenditure it is yery dif
ficult to say as a percentage of the 
capital base or ,even loan capital. 

:MR. CHAmMAN: You have said it 
is not necessary to list the expenses 
which have to be allowed. Supposing 
we do not list then what are we going 
to do? 

SHRI BHASKARAN: All expenses 
will be allowed provided it is for th" 
purpose of the business. 

· · MR. CHAIRMAN: As all expenses 
· were being dis-allowed now all ex
. penses be allowed. 

SHRI BHASKARAN: Yes, over a 
period of 10 years. There shouid not 
be any ceiling. 

SHRI YOGENDRA SHARMA: You 
seem to think that amortisation 
benefits should be given to all ass.,s-. 
sees irrespective of the fact whether 
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they are Indian companies or other
wise? So, you do not want to make 
any differentiation between an Indian 
and a foreign company. 

SHRI BHASKARAN: I would •ay 
there should be no distinction betwPen 
an Indian company and a foreign co:n
pany. 

SHRI YOGENDRA SHARMA: In 
this age of national resurgence this 
factor cannot be over looked. Every 
country looks after its interests first, 
then why not we? 

SHRI BHASKARAN: You are ~t!ad
ing me to issues on which I am .rE-luc
tant to express. We are eagre to get 
capital for industrialisation of India 
and if a foreign capitalist contes to 
in vest his capital. ..... 

SHRI YOGENDRA SHARMA: 
That does not mean we should throw 
open our rooms to the foreigner~. 

SHRI BHASKARAN: We give them 
incentive. · 

SHRI YOGENDRA SHARMA: 
Amortisation benefits lead to capital 
gains. How can the capital gains be 
allowed at the expense of the society? 

SHRI BHASKARAN: I. do not think 
that these expenses· result_ in capital 
gain to the assessee. Take the speci~ 
fie example of a company which pays 
a lot of money in raising capital by 
issue of shares, etc. In this expen.ll-
ture no tangible capital assess has 
come into existence. 

SHRI YOGENDRA SHARMA: 
If these intangible expenditure do not 
go to make for capital gains, there 
should not be any intangible expendi
ture at -all. The very fact that 
intangible expenditure has to be re
sorted to, is that necessary for making 
capital gains; otherwise why is that 
resorted to. What is the jnstiflcati:lll 
of -intangible expenditure. Intangible 
expenditure have become as much as 



integral part of capital gain as tangi.. 
ble expenditure; · otherwise intangible 
exp.,nditure is not at atl necessary. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: In your circle if 
we a!low this concession how much 
revenue we lose by this. ·. · 

SHRI BHASKARAN: I have no 
idea. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: You should have 
worked it otit. You can subsequently 
send us some idea. 

SHRI BHASKARAN: As an Asso
ciation we do not have any statistics 
regarding these things and even as an 
officer of the n·eparhnent, I mdy be 
subject to correctiGn, we do not have 
any statistics regarding the ·prelimi..: 
nary expenses which have ' been dis
a!Iawed in the assessment in the }last 
or for a period . of time. 

SHRI KANWAR . LAL GCJPTA: 
Suppose this amendlnent is passed, 
will it give some specific benefit tG 
the Company and how much we will 
be losing the revenue? · 

SHRI BHASKARAN: . ..!I.bout the loss 
of revenue I cannGt give· any idea 
:because it will be purely a gue;;;s work. 
But as far as tangible benefits t() the 
company are cGncerned, I am speaking 
as a citizen. I would say as in equity 
they have spent and some. deductiO'll 
should be given. I feel there will be 
substantial gain. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: When you say 
that it will be giving benefit; may I 
know which foreign country· has 
adopted it? 

SHRI BHASKARAN: I have no 
idea. 

SHRI SETHI: When he says th~t he 
has no idea of the percentage because· 
they have not worked on this basis, 
therefore, as far as the percenhge is 
concerned that is left to us whatever 
we decide for amortisation. The 
only contention seems to be that we 
sbould 'i.ot list whatever is silhmito. 
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ted after the limit. We fix to the ex
tent that will be disallowed and to the 
extent' that they come within that 
limit, t. hat will be amortised. · Is it the 

. ' 'l '. • . 

idea? . 

SHRI KANWAR LAL Gl.JPTA: 
T)ley do p.ot want any ceiling: 

SHRI SETHI: Do you '!"ant ceiling 
or' notr You do· not want listing? . 

SHRI BHASKARAN: We have not 
said anythiilg about ceiling. We have 
said that there should not be any 
listing, · · 

SHRI KANWAR LAL GUPTA; 
Wha~ are yo11r views about c~iling. 
You said there should not be ceiling. 
AU the expendit!lre .should l>e allowed. 
You did not say anything abuut ceil
ing, hut what are your views ab~ut 
it? Please let us know. 

SHRI SANGHI: The ceiling are 
put because this requires undElotar.d
ing with the officer. · 

. SHl'IJ BHASKARAN: May 1 invite 
attention· tO Section .37 of the lncu'llle 
TaX Act which is the widest section.·. 
It says any: ~xp~nditl!re laid out or 
expended ·wholly and extensively for 
the purpose of business, the Income 
Tax Officer has to make discri..-nination 
whether 'it is laid out or expended for 
the business and that covers t!1c maxi
mum amount of expenaiture which is 
allowed in Income Tax a.;scssment. 
There the Inc(!me Tax Officer's dis-
crilniliation is the~e. . . . 

MR. CHAIRMAN: They have given 
a general provision in Clause 2. That 
the expenditure referred t() in sub
section 1 shall be expenditure: laid 
out or expended who!ly and exclusi
vely for the purpose of hus;r.ess or 
provision but which is not allowable 
because it is incurred before the com
mencement of business or in conne~
tion with the industrial und~rtaking or 
in connection with the new industrial 
units and for which no expenditure or 
allowance is permisstble under any 
other provision of this Act. 



SHRI lffiiSHNA KANT: Suppose a 
Company before starting the produc
tion and all that makes some expendi
ture. · My question to the witness is, 
are you in favour of havin!l any ceil
ing or not because th!'re is a big com
pany. rt spends a lakll or ~o. S~all 
company spends less. Their capltl!l 
is less. If you fix 2 Per cent, then the 
·small company wm·· sufler. So manY 
factors are there. li'rom the ~quity, 
administrative point of vi~w, is it not 
desirable to allow all the allow!'ble 
exj>enses or to have the ceiling? 

SHRI BHASKARAN: If there is no 
limit apart from taxation point of 
view:...loss of share holders . capjtal 
also, I feel that some s!lrt . of . upP~f 
limit is necessary. 

SHRI KANWAR LAL GUPTA: 
Under the present. Act ·are you not 
empowered not to allow certain ex
penditure which you · feel is not 
reasonable? So that point does not 
carry you anywhere. . 

SHRI BHASKARAN: In the present 
· law, according to the supreme Court: 
'reasonable' should not be ·a subjec
tive appraisal, but \an objective apprais
al from the business point of view. So, 
it is very difficult' to disallow .. ny part 
of the expenditUre as 'unreasonable 
and to get it sustained in appeal: . 

: .. . . . 

. · SHRI GUPTA: Suppose, if he says 
~egitimate expenditure, wil you 
agree? · · 

SHRI BHASKARAN: Allowable. ,. -. . --. . 

SHRI T. VISWANATHAM: Put a 
ceiling of 10 per cent. · . 

. SHRI BHASKARA?oi': That is !or 
this hon'ble Committee to decide. But 
there are two aspecis to this qtie~ti<?l!: 

SHRI P. C. SETHI: With regard to 
CL 37, as far as the expenditure 
allowance is concerned, do you relate 
this expenditure which you are 
authorised to allow to the gross in-
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come or the business turned out by· 
. the firm? In what manner · do yotr' 
relate it? Suppose, I am having a. 
firm having an income of Rs. 25,000/
Per annum. ·I show Rs. 10,000/- as-. 
salarie3 of the various persons whom I 
have engaged for doing the business, 
and I show Rs. 8,0001- as. travelling: 
expenses-make 50 trips by Air to 
Delhi. Of course, the ·entertainment 
allowance is fixed by a percentage .. 

The11, I some times deliberately reduce 
rn,y income from Rs. 20,000 to Rs. 5,000 · 
by showing all this expenditure. 
Then, how do you relate this expen-· 
diture? 

SHRI.BHASKARAN: It will be· 
slightly a long 'sto~y. We used to dis-· 
allow as excessive .. or unreasonable. 
expenditure. Now, the court have held . 
that excessive . or un-reasonable is to· 
be not the subjective decision of the· 
income-tax Officer but the objective 
decision. of the .Income-tax Officer. I. 
mal,' ,be very much mistaken because· 
my experience is very limited and : 
within my limited sphere of ex- · 
perience, I can say that hardly any · 
disallowance of expenditure of this' 
nature of . travel expenses etc. is SUS- · 

tain~d in appeal. 

SHRI K. L. GUPTA: Mr. Bhaskm·an,. 
the hon'ble Minister has given you a . 
particular example. For instance, he· 
has shown an income of Rs. 15,0001-
and on the other hand, he shows that: 
he spends about Rs. 10,0001- for going: 
here and there by Air. Then, will you: 
allow that Rs. 10,0001" if you assess ' 
~bj~ctively? 

SHRI BHASKARAN: If the purpose · 
of that travel is. in connection with 
the business,· then the Supreme· Court 
has decided that income is no criterion • 
for allowance or not . 

c . - .. 

SHRI K. L. GUPTA: Not necessarily· 
jncome, but taking the picture as a~ 
whole as to what a reasonable busi-. 
nessman will do. There is a basis 
decided by ·the Supreme Court, and: 
not that he can arbitrarily spend any.,. 
thing, whether it ·is required in the· 
interest of the business. • 



SHRI BHASKARAN: The difficulty 
:is that ten trips are for the business. 
.And the expenditure has to be allow
-ed. We cannot say that ten trips 
were not necessary for the purpose of 

·.business. 

SHRI YOGENDRA SHARMA: You 
have given your views on amortisa
tion etc. We have got lot of views on 
this. Now, we are more interested in 
your views about how to counter the 
tax avoidance and evasion, .because as 
Income-tax Officers, you have to deal 

·with' these problems. . You have ex
perience in this ap.d you can help the 
Committee by giving your suggestions 

·to deal with this. This is a particular 
-problem in which your evidence or 
. your opinion should be more useful. 

SHRI BHAS~: We thought 
· that we were to give our views on this 
proposed Amendment Bill. So, we 
have given our views in this Memo
randum on certain provisions, which 
we considered as Important provisions 

. of the Bill. And we have certainly 
definite views about tax avoidance 
.and evasion, and if the Chairman per

:mits, we can express them here. 

MR. CHAffiMAN: I think Cl. 30 is 
·the most relevant one and let us have 
. -your views on that. · · 

SHRI BEN! SHANKER SHARMA: 
-you may send us a note later on this 

subject of as how to check the tax 
. avoidance etc. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Mr. Bhaskaran, 
. you give us a detailed memorandum 
on this, as suggested by both Sharmas. 

·You work it out, and think out proper
: ly, and then give us a detailed memo
randum. 

SHRI K. L. GUPTA: Regarding Sec
tion 64, in the end they have said that 

· "the saving of such transactions effect
·ed before 1-4-1965 does not seem to be 
:imtified on principle." So, principle is 
11lright. From administrative angle, 

-do you feel that the applications 
·.should not be from retrospective 
. effective, or it should ·be? · 

SHRI BHASKARAN: If I under
stand this Provision correctly, the 
provision says that this income will 
be included in the total income of the 
assessee from the assessment yea1· 
1970-71 onwards only. So, there is 
no retrospective operation of this pro
vision. The only thing is that it brings 
within its net the transactions which 
were effected before this upto 1st 
April, 1965. Those before 1965 are 
not brought within the area of this 
Act. 

Those before 1965 are not brought 
within the area of this Act. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Let us go to 
clause 30. We would like to hear 
from your practical experience. 

SHRI . KANW ARLAL GUPTA: 
Under the amending Bill there is a 
provision -that if a person files his _re
turn late he will be given phys1cal 
punishment rigorous imprisonment. It 
is obligatory. There are many assessees 
who are i!literate3. Suppose you 
make a survy. And that survey puts 
the figure at 10,000. It may even go 
upto 20,000 or 50,000 assesse~s. _If 
there is a wholesale survey .1t wlll 
show you that these people ·were not 
filing their income-tax returns. So~e 
were having marginal incomes. They 
did not maintain the accounts. So, for 
the persons having 4,000, 5,000 or 
6 000 will it be desirable from the ~d
~nistrative angle to give physlcal 
punishment to the assessees or some 
other punishment which. youc have al
read mentioned, namely heavy pen~l
ty of 100 per cent or 200. per cent ln
come-tax should be there? · 

MR CHAIRMAN: So many times our 
friends have pointed out that you need 

. h · have come not be afra1d w en you ak 
before this Committee. Please spe 
frankly. 

SHRI BEN! SHANKER SHARMA~ 
f th views o You are not represen mg e f the 

the Department but the views 0 
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Association as well as your members 
and assessees as a whole who are very 
much affected. 

MR~ CHAIRMAN: Whatever geni~s 
you .have .let the Committee be 
benefited by that. - · · 

SHRI BHASKARAN: After 20 vears 
of experience whatever genius. I· have 
spent without· the benefit of amorti
sation. 

, -
'I -

SHRI KANWARLAL GUPTA: As 
. an office-bearer of the union or asso
ciation you must give us your views 
frankly. 

SHRI. BHASKARAN~ I would ex
press the ,Association's opini!ln on- sec
tiOI!- 139.-in a general manner. , Clause 
34 also provides for. self-assessment or 
selective assessment. 

. I • - I ' _ _. . ~ -
' SHRI .KANWARLAL GUPTA: You 
'tell .us something abouq::I~use 30. 

SHRI BHASKARAN: You are ask
ing a general. question I believe. 

..... , ' ' 

- SHRI KANWARLAL GUPTA: I am 
asking' you a particular question-are 
you'. in favour of giving physical puni
shment to assessees for 'not filing the 
income-tax .returns in tinie? 

SHRI -BHASKARAN: For 'the asses
sees who file _the correct return and 

• pay the correet tax there should be 
some provision. We should have pro
vision for the imprisonment if the 

. assessee does not file · his correct 
return. There should be definitely a 
proVlSion for prosecution· if the 
assessee does not file a correct return 
and pays his correct tax. 

SHRI KANW ARLAL GUPTA: Wbat 
about for the .late filing of return which 

· is a wrong return? 

SHRI BHASKARAN : Late filing 
means that he has not filed the return 
by the due date. For that he should 
be punished. We have also sug. 
gested later thst the punishment 
should be commensurate with the 
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offence in the sense that·:if he. has al
ready paid the taxes by deductions •>r 
in advap.ce and no tax is payable en 
the basis· of .the assessment probably 
the punishment should not be severe. 
I would term this as a benign type of 

-punishment. · 

MR; CHAIRMAN: Here you have 
said in clause 30 that- the provisions 
as they stand at present benefit an 
assessee who does not file the correct 
ret1,1rn. If a person files ·a correct re
turn but late return he is liable to pay 
interest at the rate' of 9 per cimt on 

·the ,tax payable by him fr11m 1st Janu. 
ary or from some other date as the 
case may _be. If he files a wrong re
turn, he escapes the penal provisions 
of charging of interest. In this case 
he has to pay interest on the tax deter
mined only from the 35th day of the 
service of the notice of demand. _You 
'have suggested that in order to' dif
, ferentiate between the asses;ees who 
file a correct return although late and 
an, assessee who files it in time but in. 
correct return, the interest provisions 
'should be · made applicable to both 
from the same date, that is for 'those 
who have filed a correct return but 
late and those who have filed a late 

·return but incorrect return. 

SHRI BHASKARAN: May I explain 
it ? Suppose an assessee has paid 
certain taxes in advance way ' of 
deductions. And on filing the return 
he has to pay, say Rs. 10,000 as tax. 
Now he has to file the return by 30th 
June or so. So, upto October there is 
no interest provision. If be files his 
return by 31st December, on this 
Rs: 10,000 which he has to pay, after 
giving credit to whatever tax he has 
paid, he has to pay 9 per cent interest 
for thre months. If be files a 
correct return, on Rs. 10,000 
which he has to pay, he has to pay 
3 per cent interest. Suppose the 
assessee files a return which shows 



· that no additional tax is payable and 
· there is no concealment-if it is con
cealment that is a different aspect
and if the return is not very correct 
and he says that no tax is payable 
by him, in that case on Rs. 10,000 
determined to be payable by him on 
assessment, he has to pay interest at 
9 per cent only within 35 days from 
the date of service of the demand 
notice. 

SHRI BENI SHANKER SHARMA: 
·Mr. Gupta's question was different. 
·He was asking whether you were in 
favour of physical punishment where 
the assessee was late in filing the re
turn? In other words, are you in 
favour of physical punishment for 
fiscal defaults? Is that desirable in 
so far as non-filing of returns is con
cerned? : So far as punishment is 
concerned you have said that it 
should be commensurate with the 
offence. Do you think, as an experi
enced officer-! do not know whether 
you are an A.A.C. or I.A.C.-that 
this physical punishment will be com
pensurate with the offence that you 
have mentioned namely late filing of 
the return ? That is his question. 

SHRI KANWARLAL GUPTA: Let 
him answer my question which I 
shall elaborate a little. In our coun
try there are many small assessees 
out of 25 lakhs assessees. Some of 
them are illiterates and some of them 
do not know income-tax laws and all 
that. In many cases the number goes 
even to lakhs, where a person does 
not file income-tax return;; in time. 
From an administrative angle I am 
asking you-not as a politician but as 
a citizen I am asking-will it be prac
ticable, feasible or desirable to have 
this physical punishment? 

SHRI BHASKARAN: The punish
ment is given only if the return is 
not filed before the end of the assess
ment year. 
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SHRI KANW ARLAL ·GUPTA: 
There are so many cases running into 
lakhs where the return is not filed 
for three, four or five years and you 
reopen the assessment for eight years. 
You know it better. So, administra_ 
tively, what should .be done about 
this? 

SHRI BHASKARAN: I do not mean 
any disrespect to the committee or 
any members of this committee. From 
my experience in the I.T. Department 
as an ITO I have yet to see an asses
see about whom so much is talked 
·about---Jbeing illiterate small assessees 
-who may not know anything about 
income-tax matters. I am in favour 
that if a person does not file his re
turn within three years or four yearS, 
he should be sent to jail. And there 
is no escape from it. 

SHRI BENI SHANKER SHARMA: 
In your experience, while the assessee 
thinks genuinely that hls income is 
below the ~axable limit, while making 
assessment, you, by your ingenuity,· 
convert it into taxable income. Sup
pose his income is Rs. 3400 and you 
assess it at Rs. 5200 he does nof mind 
paying a small amount of tax-Do you 
think even In such cases he should be 
punished? 

SHRI BHASKARAN: I think where 
there are adequate reasons for not fil
ing the return, there sliould be discre
tion for the Department not to punish 
him, 

SHRI BENI SHANKER SHARMA: 
Don't you think it as an adequate rea
son that the assessee thinks, in his 
judgment, that he Is not assessable? 

SHRI BHASKARAN: My unifer
standing of the provision is tliat it 
proposes punishment where there is 
default without adequate cause. If 
there is adequate cause, tlien there 
will •be no punishment. That is my 
understanding of the provisions. 

MR. CHAIRMAN : Will you kindlY 
elucidate page 4 of your memoran
dum? You say, " .... Therefore, the 



filing of the return should be related 
to the· pa;>ment of the tax." What do 

. you mean by that? 

SHRI BHASKARAN: Where addi
tional tax is payable as a result of as
sessment, interest shotild be from the 
1st of October. If he had filed a cor
rect return he would not liave paid the 
tax or he would have to PaY tax with

. in thirt'y days. ·He escapes this in-
terest even. 

SHRI PRAKASHCHAND B. SETHI: 
If it is a case of concealment of in
come, then, apart from interest, he has 
also to pay the penalty? 

SHRIBHASKARAN:YeL 

SHRI PRAKASHCHAND""lJ. SETm: 
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In that case it is only a question of in
terest. while in this case it is both, in
terest plus penaltv. 

SH.U BHASKARAN: I am mention
ing wl ere there is no cancealment, if 
there is no gross or wilful negligence. 
But within 20 per cent it is not a ques
tion of concealment. 

SHRI TENNETI VISWANATHAN: I 
wanted to know, in his experience, 
what is the percentage of the persons 
who would file these returns late and 
therefore will become subject to 
punishment under these provisions? 
Would it run into hundreads, thousand 
or lakhs?. 

SHRI BHASKARAN: When I was an 
Income-tax Officer, that is, about ten 
;>ears ago, I would say that the de
fault could be anYWhere between ·25 
per cent to 50 per cent, whereas now 
my inferance is that the percentage of 
complaints is lower. 

SHRI TENNETI VISW ANA THAN: 
More than 50 per cent? 

SHRI BHASKARAN: Less than 50 
per cent 

SHRI TENNEETI VISWANATHAN: 
40 per cent? 

SHRI BHASKARAN: It will be ,. 
wild guess . 

SHRI TENNETI VISWANATHAN; 
Supposing it is 35 per cent, what would 
it be in terms of numbers? Would it 
be 7 lakhs? If so, according to you, 
7 lakh persons will be accommodated 
in the Jail 

SHRI KANWAR LAL GUPTA:-u is 
on a verv extensive, lare:e scale. It 
may be even one lakh. In one year, 
you will put at least one lakh persons 
every year behind the -bars. Isn't it? 

' SHRI BHASKARAN: My frank opi-
nion is that we should enforce self
assessment. The taxpa;>er should file 
his return and pay the correct tax. 
And if we have to face administrative 
difficulties, we should face them and 
try to enforce the reforms. 

~ CHAIRMAN : 1 would like 
yau to give us a further 
memorandum on this thing : 
Page 34 of your memorandum, Clause 
30, "The Association submits that the 
provisions of Section 139 relatine to 
filing of return and charging of inte
rest for late filing thereof require to 
be rationalised". What is ;>our speci
fic suggestion. You can give us this 
in 15 to 20 days time. 

Then, look to page 5 of your memo
randum, second paragraph. ''The De
partment is not in a position to do 
~ustice to the present workload ...• ". 
When you submit your memorandum, 
kind!;> state what is the present work
load, what will be the further work
load. on what account There will be 
more workload. etc. 

SHRI BENI SHANKAR SHARMA: 
You see earlier the assessees were to 
make self-assessment and you were 
to issue challans. But now the ITO 
has been asked to make a summarY 
assessment after making some 
allowances and disallowances. Then, 
he is ex;pected by the Department 
to scrutinise those files later and 
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again issue notices to the assessees 
and re-make the assessment. There 
is so much of supervision and inter- · 
ference with the ITO's work that 
every office will have to go through 
those files over again which he has 
assessed summarily. · Do you agree 
so far as the first assessment is con
cerned that where you as an ITO 
thinks that the assessment which can 
be made under 143 (i) should not he 
re-made but only re-opened under 
Section 147 as Mr. Bhootha!ingam has 
suggested. Instead of asking the 
Officer to make two assessment 
would it not be convenient from the 
administrative point of view that 
~he assessment made under Section 
143 (i) is treated as final and com
plete for all practical purposes and 
re~opened only next yelli!' of ·after 
that under Section.. . 147 if there is 
any escapement of tax. 

SHRI BHASKARAN: My frank 
opinion will be if I have to choose 
between 143 (i) and 143 (Iii) I would 
like to do away with 143 (i). In res
pect of the ITO having to scrutinise 
the assessment I would put the res
ponsibility on the assessee to file a 
correct return and pay the taxes and 
as far as the Deptt. is concerned the 
law should so provide that the ITO 
may take up few returns at random 
just to see that everybody is doing 
it and if he finds somebody has de
faulted a very stringent punishment 
should be put. I do not want the 
ITO even to make assessment under 
143(i). 

SHRI K .. L. GUPTA: The idea of 
the Government is that they do not 
want to assess the small assesses 
but summarily accept their returns. 
For that under this Bill there are 
two prG visions- ( i) the ITOs will 
be empowered to make necessary 
adjustm~nts which they cannot do 
now; second, that the ITO can re
view his own assessment at any 
stage. Are you in favour of dropp
ing lt or retaining it? 

SHRI BHASKARAN: .. MY under
standing or' this . amendment was ~t 
is a step to change the pattern of 
income tax administration. The pro
posed pattern is that the assessee 
has to file a correct return and the 
ITO will only make a cursory exami
nation whether it is a correct or not. 
143 (iii) is a more detailed examina
tion probably-it is not clear . on a 
selective· basis, that is, all the 27 lakh 
returns may not be examined but · a 
percentage of that may be taken up. 

SHRI BEN! SHANKAR SHARMA: 
If .YOU do away with Section 143 (i) 
therr all. those returns will have to 
be examined under Section 143 (iii). 

Now, I come to certain general 
questions.'' The 'main' object of this 
Bi!I is rationalisation of certain ·pro
visions and simplification of the pro
.cedure and collection of taxes. ·Are 
you satisfied this amending Bill does 
full justice to ·these objections . or 
even touches the fringe of the prob
lem. If not, what are your sugges
tion for., the rationalisation and, sim
plification of the Act. Please give us 
a note on it later, if you are not 
ready now. 

Secondly, in this Bill there are 
some provisions which gives retros
. pective effect. As a general rule are 
you ln favour of retrospective appli
c.ation of ·the provisions. From the 
administrative point of view do you 
think that this sort of retrospective 
effect>.- should not be given· as it will 
make the administration difficult and 
.add to the workload of the officers. 

I 

SHRI , BHASKARAN: Actually 
. whether legislation should have re
trospe.ctive effect or not is a ·big 
question in jurisprudence. I would 
not a~empt to answer that. . But as 
far as amending Bill is concerned, 
no provision has struck me as would 
.lead to administrative difficulty be
cause retrospective effect is given. 

SHRI· SHARMA: I would request 
you to examine it and submit this 
too in your Memorandum. 



MR. CHAIRMAN: On· page 5 of 
your .Memorandum you have said: 

"Even if the 'review u/s 143'(3) 
· .s a restricted. one, on' a selective 

basis, the · Association feels that 
there is no machinery to make 
such selection at present and the 
officers of the Department should 
not be ' exposed ·to allegations · 
_against. their ' integrity 'in · the 
matter of selection ·of returns. 
An independent and central 
machinery should 'be evolved for 
selection of returns for review 
under Section 143(3)." 

So, kindly elucidate this point ' as 
to what -kind .of independent ma~hi· 
nery you are thinking of. 

I ,( 

'!11 

You have again suggested regard
ing jurisdiction of the ITO i.e. the 
existing provisions regaroing .1uris
diction of ITOs , require to be dJ:asti
cally changed. What is your thought 
in , this regard? 

SHRI SHARMA: There· are two 
types of officers' in · the Income Tax 
Deptt. Viz. Class I and Class u; But 
both of. them have to do the same 
type of Work. Whether you want tO 

do away with this distinction would 
you make a :mention in your Memo
randum. · There have been fre
quent , and . constant changes 
in · the Income Tax · Act. There 
is a deman~ . fi'om all quarters 
that there should. not be so frequent 
changes. Are you in favour of a 'tax 
making holiday' for five years at least. 

SHRI. BHASKARAN: This ques
tion was raised earlier -by Mr. Gupta. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: In the last por
tion of your ·Memorandum you have 
&aid that the Association feels that 
the minimum punishment should be 
suitably changed. , . What change you 
want, this. may also be mentioned in 
) our Memorandum. 
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SHRI BHASKARAl'i': All cate· 
gories of default · are dealt with in 
the same manner, that should not be 
done. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: You make a 
mention of the minimum punishment 
in your Memorandum. 

SHRI BHASKARAN: ·Can we cover 
certain points which are not in the 
Bill? .. One ilion'·ble Member said 
about the measures towards 'avoid
an.ee'. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: You may give 
that. , B1,1t, for the rest, you have to 
b!J within, _the. Bill. ' . 

·Thank you. 

(Committee 

·-~· 

then adjourned 
lunch) 

for 

UI. Feduration of Indian chnmbers 
of Commerce and Indust'l'l/, New 

Delhi. · 

Spokesmen: 

(i) Dr. Bharat Ram, Ex-Presi
... dent. 

(ii) Shri G. L. Bansal, Secretary 
General. 

(iii) Shri C: C. Chokshi, Commi
ttee member. 

(iv) · Shri. R Thakur, Chartered 
·• . Accoii'T!tant. 

( v) Shri, 0. P. V aish, Chief, 
Taxation Division. 

: ·-(vi) Shri c: H. Hazari,- Vice 
President, Escorts Ltd. 

(vii) Shri M. M. Nagarajan, Sr. 
.Research _Officer, 

(The witnesses were called in and 
they. took their seats). 

MR . CHAIRMAN· . We welcome 
you Dr: Bharat ~ and all your 
colleagues. Before we proceed, I 
just read out Rule 58 of the Rules of 
Procedure. "Your evidence shall be 
treated as public and is liable to be 
published unless you specifically de
sire that all or part of the evidence 
given by you is to be treated as 
confidential , . Even thougb you migh\ 



desire your evidence to be treated 
as confidential, your evidence is liable 
to be made available to the Members 
of Parliament." So, now, you can 
high-light some of the points men
tioned· in your Memorandum. 
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DR. BHARAT RAM: I would like 
to thank you for givmg us this 
opportunity of placing our views be
fore you, We have already sent a 
written memorandum. The objectives 
of the Bill are certainly laudable. 
There are a number of improve
ments. At the same time, we find 
that there are certain items which 
would create some hardship. I would 
personally like to refer to the Clause 
of the Bill, with regard to amortisa
tion of certain preliminary expendi
ture. While I talk on this point, I 
will make it a little wide and also 
include the matter of royalties and 
down-payment in terms of foreign 
collaborations. The list of items of 
preliminary expenditure, we hope 
would be completely an exhaustive 
list. As it is, the list is to small and 
does not cover all the expenditure 
which would be preliminary expen
diture. My basic point is that "in 
running any business or starting any 
new business, all expenditure ,related 
to the business must come under 
some head of the accounts." lt must 
either be treated as capital expendi
ture, on which there may be a dep
reciation, or it may be amortised in 
a few years' time, or it must be reve
nue expenditure, unless of course, 
any expenditure is considered an un
necessary and wasteful. For starting 
a business or running a business, 
any expenditure ' must come· under 
one of these three heads. We find 
that percentage limit which has been 
put in this Clause, would cause 
hardship. In many cases, even the 
down-payment which a Company 
makes · for foreign collaborations, 
which are approved by the Govern
ment and which have been made with 
the permission of the Government, 
the Income-tax Officers are creating 
trouble for the companies. They are 
not permitting the royalties to be 
treated as revenue expenditure, and 

try to find technical lacunae 
in the Agreement. But it should be 
obvious to anybody that if the Gov
ernment has approved the Agree
ment, that a royalty has to be paid to 
the. collaborator and then it must 
come as a revenue expendit'Ure. 
Similarly, with regard to down
p~>yment. It may either be treated 
as capital expenditure eligible for 
depreciation or amortisation or reve
nue expenditure. But you would 
agree that it must come under some 
head of expenditure. Mr. Choksi, I 
think you might like to say some
thing. 

SHRI C. C. CHOKSI: The point 
which we wish to emphasise is that 
in Sub-Section (2) ot the proposed 
Section 35D, the eligible expenses 
have been listed and in listing these 
expenses, an expense like know
how fees has not beeen mentioned at 
all. Expenses of the nature of. con
sultancy fees for engineering services 
relating to the business of the Com
pany have been mentioned, and 
there are two conditions which have 
been laid down with regard to these 
expenses. One is that the payment 
of such expenditure should be made 
to a Concern which renders such 
services in the course of the busi-

· ness or profession carried on by it. 
The second condition is that such 
Concern should be approved for this 
purpose and such agreement and 
payment should be approved by the 
Government. Now, there are two 
parts of it. As I pointed out, know
how fees has not been mentioned at 
all. Secondly, engineering fees are 
allowable only to the extent that 
they satisfY the aforesaid two con
ditions. This would create hardship 
because under the present practice, 
all engineering fees are allowed to 
be added to the cost of the capital 
assets like plant, machinery and 
equipments. If it is covered by this 
clauses, an attempt may be made by 
the ITO what is added to cost of 
machinery at present to disallow the 
same. It would be better clarify that 
'there is no intention to disallow the 



c-apitalisation of geunine engineering 
fees which are paid on the ground 
that there is a provision here for 
allowance only for consultancy 
engineering fees if these conditions 
are satisfied. 

That is my second ~oint. 

MR. CAIRMAN: In Part IV consul
tancy fees in engineering • services 

·relating to any business · of the 
company are all there. 

SHRI CHOKSI: I am corning to that 
I would seek a clarification on engi
neering fees which are being allowed 
at present as a part of the cost of· the 
machinery and equipment. To-day, 
broadly speaking, the know-how fees 
are divided into three parts-one is 
the know-how-knowledge and infor
mation about how to ·carry ::m the 
business and the other is the enginee
ring fees. The third is of course pay
ment of royalty sometimes it is a 
lump-sum payment of fees for getting 
the process. 

With regard to the knqw-how fees, 
at present no allowance is made. 
With regard to the engineering fees, 
the I.T.O. allow us to debit this amount 
to the cost of machinery and equip
ment. For the right to use the process 
or the patented process if we pay 
royalty it is allowed. If "we make a 
lump sum payment for patents then 
it is allowed to be written off over a 
period of fourteen years. 

. I am therefore not mentiqning about 
patent fees but I am only mentioning 
this about know-how fees and the 
l'ngineering fees. Know-how fees are 
not allowed at all. But my submission 
is that know-how fees should be 
allowed and they should be mentioned 
here. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Do you mean to 
say that it is not sufficiently cle~r? 

SHRI CHOKSI: Yes Sir, That is not 
s~ciently clear, 
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MR. CHAIRMAN;: And that is why 
You want that the engineering know 
how fees should be included here. 

SHRI CHOKSI: The way it is ;y;en
tioned -it is not clear whether the 
engineering fess are relating to the 
services rendered for example for 
drawing, layout. plan of the plant· etc. 

MR.· CHAIRMAN: Have you any 
clarifications to offer on the engineer·· 
ing services "? 

SHRI CHOKSI : There are three 
types of engineering services 
one is that before we are 
thinking of the · project, we 
consult the Consultancy firm and 
take their advice gnd guidance and 
we spend some amount on engineering 
services. Second is that after having 
worked out the project we again 
spend some money for getting the 
drawings, designs, specifications · of 
the plant, machinery and equipment. 
These · are also engineering fees
consultancy fees. The third type of 
fees gre that after the project goes 
into production, in order to keep up 
our production capacity and our 
efficiency at the proper level, we may. 
have to pay engineering assistance 
fees. 

If it is paid from year 
to year this would be allow
ed as a revenue expenditure 
but if it is paid by a lump· sum, then, 
we h'ave to claim a deduction for that. 
If it is paid for getting the drawings, 
the designs, specifications of the plant, 
machinery and equipments, then they 
would be termed 'engineering fees'. 
And it should be added to the cost of 
plant and machinery. For preparing a 
project report, engineering fees would 
have to be . paid. What is the type of 
engineering fee that is contempl'ated 
here is not clear at all This is my 
second point. 

My third point is that these types 
of payments which are again made 
subject to the two conditions makes 
it very difficult particularly in a very 
complic-ated industry. To satisfy the 
two conditions would be almost 
impossible. The first condition . is that 
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a payment shouid be made to the 
concern which renders such services 
in the course of business or profession 
carried on ·by that copany. Parti
cular Jy in' case of petro-chemicals and 
the comp1icated engineering processes 
the manufacturers themselves give 
this know-how or render the 
engineering services Blld therefore 
this condition is not likely to ·be ful
filled. Therefore this condition should 
not be there. My fourth point is that 
the Jump sum payment of 2i percent 
of .the capital plus long-term borrow
ings is a very small amount compared 
to the engineering fees and know-how 
fees and promotion expenses which 
are permitted by Government. This 
total goes up to 7 to 8 percent or even 
much more than that. For example, at 
Bombay I was asked to give you one 
or two examples. I have got two or 
three examples here where large 
amounts of fees have been sanctioned 
by companies. One is about the case 
of the Hindusthan Aluminimum 
Corporation where all these fees paid 
to the collaborators came to Rs. 1.22 
crores in respect of three items-pay
ment to collaborators for technical 
kD.ow-how, training and technical 
assistance fees and for designing and 
engineering in India and outside India. 
The total came to Rs.1.22 crores. This 
has been disclosed in their prospectus 
and I have taken this item from there. 

'MR. CHAIRMAN: What is the total 
cost of the project? 

SHRI CHOKSI: The estimated cost 
of the project is Rs. 17 crores on 
which this comes to Rs. 1.22 crores. 
In addition to that, about Rs. 21.42 
lakhs have been incurred by way of 
preliminary epenses and expenses on 
·issue of capital. The two together 
comes to about Rs. 1.50 crores which 
works out to about .8i per cent of the 
project cost. This. is one example. 

'' 

The other.' example I have got is 
with regard to Synthetics and Chenii
cals Ltd. where the project cost was 
estimated at Rs. 13 crores which was 
subsequently taken to be Rs. 15 crores 

and this comes to Rs.l.87 crores 
consisting of three items-engineering 
fees paid amounted to Rs. 37.50 lakhs 
disclosure fees amount to Rs. 15 lakhs; 
know-how and technical services fees 
amount to Rs. 1.43 crores(about). 
Rs. 1.87 crores was sanctioned by 
Government. In addition to that, there 
were further payments consisting of 
expenditure during the construction 
which amounts to Rs. 16.42 crores. 
Besides Rs. 15 Jakhs were paid ·to 
promotors as preliminary expenses 
for remuneration etc. Expenses on 
share issue amounted to Rs. 20 lakhs. 
The total of these comes to about 9 
to 10 percent. I have quoted only two 
examples. 1 have also got the third 
example and that is about the Baroda 
Rayons. I have extracted the figures 
from the balance sheet of the company. 
The. cost of the project is Rs, 8l 
crores; expenses incurred during the 
construction of the planj; which was 
subsequently · allocated to the plant, 
machinery and building was Rs. 54.88 
lakhs and preliminary expenses and 
expenses on issue of capital was Rs. 
5.93 lakhs making a total of Rs .. 60.89 
lakhs. This workers out to about 7.2 
per cent of the project cost. Therefore 
my submission is that this tying up 
to the paid-up capital and long-term 
borrowings is not fair or not enough. 
Secondly restricting · that to 2! 
per cent is also not enough 
and thirdly in the case of ~ project. -
an expansion, project--Or diversifica
tion of the existing industry relating 
th!! expenses to, issue , of a new 
capital is not fair. The · new capital 
issue may .be a small amount because 
there may be a plough-back· of the 
profits and some of the finances of the 
existing business may be utilised for 
the new project. Therefore, in all these 
cases, my first submission is that these 
expenses should be related to the 
project cost; secondly, it should be the 
expenses incurred genuinely; as Dr. 
Bharat Ram said, for the purpose of 
seting up of the business, which 
should be allowed, and no percentage 
limit should be fixed; and thirdly, if 
at all a percentage is to be fixed, it 
should be fixed on the basis of the 
project cost, and not on the basis of 



the sources from which finance has 
been obtained, 

One more point in _ this regard I 
would like to add is that it is not in 
all cases that a person finances his 
project by 'issuing capital and by 
borrowing moneys. Very often, and 
today it is the practice, deferred 
credits are obtained. And if deferred 
credits are obtained, according to the 

· definition given here, it would not 
amount to --borrowings, Actually, the 
Explanation which is given here says 
that borrowings will be considered as 
borrowings only if monies are 
borrowed either from the Industrial 
Finance Corporation or the Industrial 
Credit Corporation of India or any 
other financial institution which the 
Central Government may notify in 
this behalf. 

These a:re the four points ·I would 
like to submit With regard to this 
proposed Section 35D. 

DR. BHARAT RAM: On this point, 
as Mr. Choksi has made o1,1t, the 
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question of, preliminary ex-
penses is on rpart of it. 
Apart from ' preliminary · expenses, 
there is also the question of royalty, 
which is a continuing eXpenditure. My 
point is that if Government . has 
approved a certain agreement under 
·which royalty is payable, it should 
· not be left to the discretion of the 
Income-tax authorities to question the 
payments made in this behalf. 

Simi KANW AR LAL GuPTA: Dr. 
Bharkt Ram we have been making 
frequent ch~nges in the 'Income-tax 
Act; practically aft~ every two years 
we have been making some changes 
in the name of simplification or 
rationalisation. Do yo11- feel that the 
amending Bill, as the position stands 
today, _is a step towards simpli~cation 
or more complication? What ¥' your 
view? 

DR. BHARAT RAM: As I said at 
the beginning, I think, quite a good 
'work has been done on this Bill and 
there are many things which we 
appreciate very much.. 

SHRI CHOKSI : The second -point 
about the proposed amendment to 
Section 143 by Clause 34 .. The power 
is going to -be given to the Income
tax Officer to make an assessment ·on 
the basis of the return after adding 
back such amounts as he considers in 
computing the taxable income and 
making such adjustments as he con
siders necessary, After having mad~ 
an assessment under sul!-section (2). 
of the proposed section, he is given the 
the power to start re-assessment 
proceedings and to call . for - books 
and other evidence. Sir, this 
power to make a second assessment 
mEmt will create untold hardships to 
the assessees. It may be said, Sir, that 
it is not the incention to make re
assessment or start assessment · pro
ceedings in -all_ cases, but once . there 
is a power given to ITO it is not clear 
how we can stop him. It would give a 
right to the officers to. harrass the 
assess~e, if he so chooses.,. , · 

1 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Why . do you 
take it for granted ? 

SHRI CHOXSI: I said, if he chooses. 
This is not fair to the asessee.: . And 
particularly in our country wh~re the 
assessee has to apply his mind to 
payment· of tax at least three or four 
times in a year. He has to- pay his 
advance tax by three instalments. At 
the time of making the last instalment 
he has to find out whether he · has 
earned more or he has earned .. less. 
If he has earned more,he has to make 
a self-assessment. He has to be a sort 
of astrologer and find _out what will 
be his income at the end of the year 
and make additional payment of tax 
if he finds that the tax paid by him 
is less. The difference is also being 
reduced from 500 to RS. 100 .. It will be 
a further step- of harrassment to the 
assessee. These days it is very difficult 
for an ordinary assessee to, compute 
his tax liability. Even most of us sitt
ing r~und the table will not be able 
to correctly compute the tax liablilty. 
It is a very difficult task even for tax 
experts, and also for , the Income-tax 



Department. So far the assessee to 
make a correct assesment up to the 
nearest Rs. ·100 is very, very difficult. 

MR. CHAIRMAN:.; Sanskrit should 
be made more complicated and diffi
cult so that pandits will have more 
inffuence. 

SHRI CHOKSI: We are talking of 
the common man. Then the Income
tax Officer makes a prima facie assess
ment. There also he has been given 
the power to make whatever adjust
ments he considers reasonable. Then 
the assessee is told, 'if you are 
dissa,isfied, you can go in 
appeal'. But that appeal is 
of no use of the Income-ta..'C 
Officer subsequently is given the po
wer to start re-assessment proceedings, 
looking at the books and making a 
fresh assessment. Very often it would 
create untold hardship. Therefore, 
the Department should have either the 
choice to make· a prima facie assess
ment under 143 (i) or to call for the 
books and make a regular assessment 
as is .being done at present. 
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My next point is about the salary 
exemption to a foreign technician. It 
is true that the salary payment of a 
foreign technician can be paid to the 
extent of any amount by the employer 
but although the salary may be paid 
tax-free the Department will consider 
only Rs. 40001 as tax-free pay
ment, The balance of the 
amount will be liable to tax' but 
the. tax will be paid by the employer 
at the rate the employee would be 
paid and it will not be grossed up. 
The second part of it is in order to 
employ a technician whose salary even 
to the extent of Rs. 4000/- will be tax
free the employer will have to see 
that he obtaioo the approval of the 
Government within six months. That 
is the second change. The third chan
ge is that under the present law a 
foreign technician can be employed 
without getting the Government's ap
proval at least for a period of one year 
and salary can tx! paid free of tax. 
That is being removed and in all cases 
it is said that a foreign technician's 
employment if lie is to be paid tax-

free salary must be approved by Gov
ernment within six months. The last 
point will create genuine hardship be
cause where we have got foreign col
laboration and there are foreign tech
nicians-suppose, we find ourselves in 
difficulty and cal! them at short notice 
-then we will not be able to make 
tax free payment because we would 
not know whether Government will 
approve of ·their employment or not. 
At least for a period of six months we 
should be entitled to ell!Jlloy a foreign 
technician without obtaining the app
roval of the Government. At present 
it is one year. You may reduce it to 
six months but to do away with that 
relief will create hardship. Secondly, 
no doubt upto Rs. 4,000/- it will be 
tax-free and on the balance the com
pany can pay the tax but when we 
are trying to' bring down our cost of 
production to ask the assessees to pay 
the additional amount on salary and 
again to pay tax on that will increase 
cost of production and reduce the com
petitive power in the foreign market. 
That exemption should not be taken 
away. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Supposing you 
get a foreign technician the Govern
ment does not object to your paying 
him any amount. What the Bill seeks 
is that above Rs. 4000/- give a little 
to the exchequer. We want that the 
Indian technician should be encoura
ged. 

_ DR. BHARAT RAM: Sir, the more 
important point is about the practical 
difficulty in having to take the permis
sion of the Government. 

MR. CHAIRMAN : From yoUr ex
perience tell us any single instance 
where you have asked for the approval 
.of the Government for your foreign 
technicians and the Government has 
said 'no'. 

DR. BHARAT RAM: The Govern
. ment has said 'no' in many instances. 

SHRI HAZAR!: The point is that 
we should discourage the employ
ment of foreign technicians. It is 



really the ::;pecialist we want. We 
do· not want other technicians who 
are more or less mechanics working 
in foreign countries, who by coming 
here may earn some money and have 
increase in salary. We want only 
speciallits to come to this country. 
We will have to pay the cost of such 
techniciaro and since the Govern
ment has the authority to decide what 
salary is to ·be given, whether it is 
right to employ a person or not, so 
the statutory enactment that is going 
to be there should not be there. It 
is the right of the Government to 
decide whether a person should or 
::;hould not be employed. ·I would 
say to get a real specialist one will 
have to pay a thousand dollars. In 
the context of European prices one 
will not be able to get a good 
tehcnician for less than Rs. 7-8,000. 
This c!au:;e if enacted, the firms 
which go in for collaboration will get 
second-class technicians. So, it goes 
against the very intention. 

DR. BHARAT RAM: The question 
of time is very important. 
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SHRI SOMANI: Why should any 
foreign technician be allowed to come 
without prior permission of the Gov
ernment at all. I can see one even
tuality in the case of .break down 
where the industry has to rush in 
for the foreign technican but in 
normal cases where Project planning 
is very much in advance, not only 
from the capital, managerial but also 
technical point of view, if the ap
plication .goes sufficient in advance 
to the Government, I am sure this 
point can be very well met. We 
are proposing that in all cases of 
break down they must 0. Kay the 
application within 24 hours. That 
point may be considered by the Gov
ernment. Otherwise I do not see 
·any point why the foreign technician 
should be allowed. 

DR. BHARAT RAM: It is easy to 

say within 24 hours. The basic thing 
is that we do not want industries to 
suffer. I in fact say I do not need 
foreign technicians. The Company 
also does not want it. But if the 
company does need, time factor 
should not come in the way. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Mr. ·Somani said 
that if there is a break down, it 
should be allowed. 

SHRI SANGID: Under 4(10) the 
foreigners are granted exemption. 

SHRI. TENNETI viSWANATliAM: 
To shut ourselves irom all technical 
advancement which ill going on in 
this wor !d. The science and techno
logy is advancing very much. Tech
nical knowledge is not a static thing. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: That is not the 
point. 

SHRI CHOKSI: The propooed 
amendment of sections 186 (A) and 
186(B)-these are relating to the 
registration of firms. It is true that 
an attempt is made to simplify the 
present provision of registration of 
firms. I do recognise that. I am very 
happly abo_ut it. The only point is 
that these new provisions are likely 
to create hardship on two poinl3. 

It says that a firm will be recogni
sed provided it iS registered with the 

· Registrar of firms. Now, Sir, Regis
trar of firms are located in the prin
ciPal towns in each one of the 
States, whereas the a-:;sessees are 
spread all over the district in the 
States, cities, towns and even in vil
lages. Therefore," to expect the as
se::;sees to rgister their firms with 
the Registrar of Firms and that too 
with a period of six months is going 
to create lot of hardship. There
fore, my first suggestion would be 
that Gince the Government has been 
good enough to accept this principle 
that this provision with regard to re
gistration should be simplified, the 
law a sit stands ICan abo be amended 
without 25 or 30 amendment!. · 



MR. CHAIRMAN: If you have 
thought of some amendment. you 
senr;I it to us. 

SHRI CHOKSI: The objection is to: 

1. requiring registration ,with 
the Registrar of Firms; 

2. within a period ·,of six 
months. 

These are two objectionable. fea
tures. 

SHRI BENI SHANKER SHARMA: 
Mr. Choksi, so far as 186 (a) and 
(b)· are concerned, there are two im
port6nt things: 

(i) Change of nomenclature. 
Henceforth there will not be 
registration -but recognition. 
There are certain conditions 
in which a firm will be re
cognised. I would. like to ask 
firstly, whether you would 
like to retain the old no
' menclauture i.e.,·· registration 
or you would like to change 
it to recognition. The point 
is if we retain the word 're
gistration', perhaps there 

· would not be consequential 
changes as you 'have just 
~uggested. 

(ii) Then the case-law which 
has been built up on the 
issue of registration will also 
remain as a good law. If 
registration is changed to re
cognition the whole i)B.se
law on the subject will be
come obsolete and it will 
take another 20 years to clari
fy the law on this point. What 
is your suggestion-should 
we change the nomenclature 
from •registration to recogni
tion? 

SHRI CHOKSI:' The word . regis
tration should not be changed to re
cognition. · · It is not necessary since 
the Government has accl!l)ted the 

principle of simplifying the law with 
regard to registration of firm. I can 
make a suggestion of amending the 
law in such a way that the principles 
laid down here would bp broadly 
covered with the omission of the 
requirement that the firm should· be 
registered ·with the Registrar of 
Firms. 

SHRI BENI SHANKER SHARMA: 
There is another thing. You have 
stated about• the difficulty of regis
tering the firms with the Registrar, 
If all the firms are registered at a 
time the Registrar will have over 
burdened. The -:firms which are al
ready registered, need not be regf3-
tered afresh. If they are to be recog
nised then they have to be registered 
afresh. If we retain the old nomen
clature i.e., registration, there is ·no 
need of getting the old registered 
finn1 as re-registered and it is also 
not necessary that they should - be 
registered with the Registrar\ 
Suppose if we just agree to this 
principle that the firms which had 
alr,eady been registered will be trea
ted as registered or recognisd and 
the firms which will henceforth 
dome into exi!ltence should comply 
with the terms which include that 
they should be ' registered with the 
Reg{3trar 'of Firms, I do no~ think 
then there will be so much· pressl!re 
on the Registrar and the fears which 
you have 'envisaged will not be there, 

' ' - .. ,j ..• 

SHRI CHOSKI:. Sir, actually I _am 
not worried about 'the pressure.. but 
the difficulty of a mofusil person stay
ing in a village to file his papers with 
a Registrar of Firms is a difficulty 
which is, a genuine difficulty.· Because 
the person staying about 50. _ miles 
away from the Headquarters may not 
be able to sent his registration appli
cation to the Registrar of Firms. 

SHRI BEN! SHANKER SHARMA: 
1 think this case is also 1 an Imagi
nary one. Under the Indian Partner
ship Act, if a person has ·to sue, he 
has to register with the Registrar of 
Firms, and in fact the _m()fusil prac
tice is that persons who enter ·into 



parienrship get themselves registered 
because there .. are litigations etc. This 
is not correct to say. People . come 
from 'distant places, and they do it. 
But the only apprehension here -is 
that if all the firms in )ndia have got 
to register themselves with the Regis
trar of Firms at a ·time, it. will be 
something difficult and it will ·create 
.confusion. But that can be overcome 
by making . a provision like this. The 
firms which are already , registered 
need not be registered· with the Regis
trar office, but . t)le firms which will 
come into existenc~ should comply 
with the new provisions including 
that of registration with the Registrar 
·o! Firms. That will simplify matters. 
Because it is th.e intention of the Gov
ernment to make registration more 
simplified. And you will agree with 
.me , that these. new provisions go 
a long way in simplifying the regis
tration of firmS. 

SHRI CHOKSI: There is one more 
difficulty, which I mentioned and · I 
would like to repeat it, that the .re
quirement that it should ·he done· Ylith 
the Registrar of Firms within a period 
of six months. And this is likely to 
create genuine difficulties in small 
towns and villages. It is true that in 
many of the towns, people do get 
firms registered with the Registrar of 
Firms, but not immediately within a 
period of six months. · 

... ' .. ·-
SHRl BENI SHANKER· SHARMA: 

·At page 16 of your Memorandum, you 
have given an alternative suggestion. 
You have said that "it may be con
sidered whether the same particulars 
as are required ·to be filed with the 
Registrar may be filed with the In
come-tax Officer, and subject to his 
satisfaction that the ·particulars 
supplied are correct, the firm 
may · be registered."· Of ·course, 
this · will · be · considered by · the 
Committee. · But then, don't you 
think that we are reverting to the 
old position? Ih fact, the registration 
with the Registrar of Firms will con
siderably improve matters. 

SHRI THAKUR: Under Section 58 
of the Partnership Act, what are the 

particulars to be submitted? · It will 
not help the lncome-tax Officer in 
his, assessment. "What we are re
quired to submit are: the name of 
the firm, place :of .pusiness, :name-J'. of 
different branches,. names : . of the 
partners anq.. 0th,e~ particulars. It is 
not required to say as to what is 
the share of the individual partner, 
Now, this is. not ·goin·g· 'to improve 
the position. • In . many cases, the In
come-tax Officer will have to apply 
his mind. And under Section 59 of 
the. partnership Act, the ·Registrar 
has ·Just to see that . the particulars 
are. submitted, and then he -will re
gister the firm. He has no opportu
nity to examine the details of -the 
partnernhjp firm. 

ltl ,, 1'1 

. MR. CHAIRMAN: Is it not 'to'. you'r 
advantage? 

.t• 

·,d>HRI • THAKUR: It is nat to our 
advantage. I am coming t() ·that point. 
.The assessees should· certainly have 
.the .real advantage. But the subjec" 
tive: determination· of the Income-tax 
Officer creates problem now. That ·is 
~he starting point of the proposed 
Amendment. If certain criteria 
could be laid and if the Income-tax 
Officer creates problem now. That 'is 
limit, it will be much easier for the 
assessee to get it done than to get it 
registered with . the Registrar of 
Firms. As already pointed out,. there 
~· one' Registrar ·in Lucknow. .. ;rbe 
Income-tax Officer~ may be there in 
Varanasi and Allahabad. All have to 
go there. So, it. is not easy to meet 
Registrar. Again, this is a State Gov
ernment subject. It will create 
probleltl. 

SHRI K. L. GUPTA~ My question 
is as to what is the difficulty in the 
present procedure. Are you satis
fied with it? What ,flre your sugges
tions to ::;implifY it? 

SHRI THAKUR: My suggestions 
are two. Without going to the Re
gistrar, we can have it. One is that 
the Income-tax Officer, should not 
oppose in his subjective judment 



the genuineness of the firm. If he 
wants, a criteria should be laid down. 
It should not be left to his discretion. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: When- subjective 
is not to be· there, the objective 
is also a vanishing point. 

SHRI THAKUR: Certain crlteria 
could be laid down. The discretion 
should still be there. It is still there. 
The Income-tax Officer has to apply 
his mind. Some criteria could be 
laid down. My suggestion would be 
that the Income-tax Officer should 
examine the Deed presented to him. 
All the particulars which are re
quired to ·be. sumitled to the Registrar 
could be submitted to the Income
tax Officer himself and he can exa
mine, because the Registrar is not 
going to apply his mind. The 
second suggestion is about the diffi
culty felt by the partnership firm. 
Every year they have to apply for 
renewal and each partner has to give 
the particulars. This could be re
moved -bY giving a declaration along 
with the return by one of the part
ners that there has been no change 
in the constitution of the firm. 
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SHRI K. L. GUPTA: Mr. Thakur, 
you have made two suggestions- one 
regarding the renewal and the other 
about the genuineness of the firm. 
So, you want the present procedure 
to continue plus these two suggestions. 

SHRI THAKUR: Yes. 

SHRI K. L. GUPTA: In the 
amending Bill, there is a provtston 
that that the application of the 
partners must say that one partner 
has no share of income or profits of 
the firm as such of any <;>ther partner 
of the firms. Suppose, if ot~e P"rson 
has interests in the share of another 
partner, the firm will not be recognis
ed under the amending Bill. But the 
benami has been accepted by the 
Government under the Jaw. At the 
most what the Government or the 

Department should do is that the in
come should be clubbed in the end, 
and not that the firm should not be 
regiatered. 

SHRI THAKUR: I agree. 

SHRI K. L. GUPTA: What 
your comments? 

are 

SHRI VAISH: I will agee: This 
clause, which has been introduced 
makes the matters worse. This tries 
to superoede the Supreme Court view 
that if there is a ,benami partner, the 
income of those two should be club
bed together. The firm should not 
be refused registration on that 
-ground. This has been the considered 
view of the Supreme Court on the 
facts of a case of this type. From 
that point of view the proposed 
amendments make the matter worse. 

SHRI BENI SHAKER SHARMA: 
It seems he is for deletion of the 
clause. 

SHRI N. K. SANGHI: We have a 
clause in partnership deeg. Suppose 
we have a similar clause in this re
gard, do you think that it will -be a 
good enough provi&on? 

SHRI VAISH: Yea, Sir. 

SHRI KANWAR -LAL · GUPTA: 
Suppose there is a death of a partner. 
In some cases the question of rene
wal comes. Suppose the legal heir of 
the deceased is not prepared to sign 
the renewal deed there arises a dis
pute between the partners. Since 
there is no provision in the Income
tax Act in this regard, what are 
your suggootions? 

SHRI .VAISH: The only suggestion 
is that one partner should be able to 
certify that such and such a person 
is a partner. or a genuine heir of a 
person who is dead. If ,;uch a de
claration. by one partner is permitted 
this difficulty would be obviated. 
The declaration would prove that 
he or she is a legal heir of the 
partner. 



SHRI CHOKSi~ My next point is 
with regard to clause 14. This 
amendment will. have the effect of 
taxing the income of the H.U.F. in 
the hands of the karta of the family. 
If a HUF property is created, then 
HUF i'3 a person to whom all assets 
belong-however income of the 
H.U.F. would -be assessed in the hands 
of the transferor individual, That 
would -be his own share in respect of 
those ar>sets transferred plus the 
share of his wife plus the share of 
·his minor children. That is what is 
proposed by these amendmenro. My 
submission is that it is not correct to 
say that a particular member of the 
family has a definite share in these 
assets of the, family. It is after all 
a corporate body without any person 
having a definite share. It is only at 
the time of the partition that each 
member has a share according to law 
as a co-partner and shares equally 
whereas the wife of the karta has 
the share equal to that of any one of 
the co-parteners. The unmarried 

·daughters and other family members, 
· if there are children, do not have any 
direct interest in that. What the pro
ppsed amendment in Sub-section 
(2) propases not what was is intend
ed by· the Finance Minister what was 
intended was that through the medi
mum of H.U.F. if assets are trans
ferred to the wife or minor child •by 
partition then·. it is at that point nf 
time that the law· should intervene 
and tax ·income in the hands of the 
·transferor karta. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: I see your point. 
We understand the difficulty. You 
are talking of normal H.U.F. where
as our friends are talking of abnor
mal H.U.Fs. This thing continues 
for hundreds of years. It is only when 
we ·came to Bombay that we actually 
came to know that a person who was 
a government servant in Pakistan for 

. many years was good enough to think 
of the HUF after he settled down at 
Bombay on his retirement. He had 
Gome savings. He went to Bombay 
and the enlightened opinion advised 
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him that here was a way-out for his 
difficultiro. Then he became con
scious of this. We share all your 
sentiments but we are not concerned 
with that. 

SHRI KANWARLAL GUPTA: The 
position here is that there is a 
large-scale evasion of tax by these 
people -by forming themselves as 
H. U.Fs. Especially there is large
scale disruption and tax evasion 
after the Supreme Court judgment. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Any way we 
have discussed this -point threadbare 
when we were in Bombay where you 
gave us your enlightened opmton. 
This is the problem as to how the 
taxes are being avoided because of 
this lacuna in the Act. 

SHRI KANWARLAL GUPTA: 
What is your solution to this? How to 
check this avoidance or evasion of tax 
or whatever it may be? • 

SHRI CHOKSI: I would reply 
your question. I agree with that 
proposition that if a partition takes 
place, then you are entitled to see 
whether there is a transer originally 
by the individual to the H.U.F. and 
thereafter again it is transferred to 
the members _of the family. At that 
time you have the right to take steps 
to put an end to that transfer. But, 
i30 far as HUF remains as one unit, it 
makes no difference whether I, as an 
individual can transfer the property 
to an H.U.F. or whether I have the 
property inherited from my . fore
father. But having earned in income 
myself, I have to provide something 
for the family . in order to see that 
the younger members oo. well as the 
older members of the family remain 
together and to l®k after the family 
as one unit, I entrust the whole of 
my property to the status of the 
H.U.F. In that case, -I should not be 
discriminated against. If a person 
has got the property from his fore
fathers and has put everything in the 
hotch-pOtch, there should be no dis
crimination. If there is a subsequent 
par .ition, then I can understand that. 



MR. CHAIRMAN: Suppose he does 
it according .to law. 

SHRI CHOKSI: We are talking of 
social problems. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: You have to help 
us to solve this social problem. You 
are in the better know of this than 
ours~lves. 

SHRI CHOKSl: I agree. But, as a 
matter of fact I cannot call it as tax 
evasion but I shall call it as avoi
dance of tax. Avoidance of tax is 
inherent whether one is a Hindu or 
a Muslim or anybody else. For ex
ample, a Muslim can create a wakf. 
If attempt is made to see that the 
property is taxed in the hands of the 
transferor. In the same way a 
person can create a trust and say that 
this trust's income is accumulated 
o-..;er .a period of year and the income 
derived from the trust property will 
be distributed equal between named 
beneficiaries not covered· by section 
64. 

SHRI BEN! SHANKER SHARMA: 
The I.T. Act has to do much with the 
joint famil:Y system. The old Act 
was responsible for the destruction 
of the joint family system. The 
Supreme Court has stimulated the 
formation of a new joint family. But 
it is also common knowle<lge that 
people have tried to pasa on their 
property to their· wives and children 
b'y creating an HUF and then dis
rupting it. So, at least you will 
agree with us that if there is a dis
solution within a year or two,-efter 
5 or 10 years it should be deemed 
in natural course-that is only for the 
purpose of avoiding the law. ' 

If there is such a dissolution, there 
should be some provision that the 
income arising from the propert'y 
transferred by this indirect process 
should be clubbed with that of the 
transfered. 

SHRI CHOKSI : I entirely agree 
-even at any time, even after 10 
years. 

SHRI BEN! SHANKER SHARMA: 
Now there are another two points. It 
is the retrospective application for 
the families created after 31st March 
'65. You may -object ' to it as you 

have so many difficulties e.g. where 
the property may change hands. But 
what objection would you have if 
we have prospective application? 

SHRI THAKUR: Even the pros
pective effect should onl:Y be in cases 
where partition takes place in course 
of time and where the very object, 
as has been stated in the Bhootha
lingam Report as well as the Finance 
M'mister's Budget Speech, is to mis
use the provision. n will affect many 
smaller people in the country. 
The highe.r bracketed people may not 
be affected. It should be taxable 
onl:Y in such cas~s where this ins
titution is being misused by dividing 
the assets and reducing the tax lia-

.bi!ity. . . :. 

,, 
SHRI N. K. SOMANI: Mr. Thakur 

rightly pointed out that this · should 
be for the middle income group and 
for those who are economically weak. 
As far as .the rich sections are con
cerned, they can certainly look after 
their dependent. I ·would like to 
have comments · from . this point of 

·view on this section, namely, that 
HUFs will only be allowed to middle. 
class families which you ·mentioned at 
great length. What would be your 
reaction to this? •· 

SHRI THAKUR: It would be ex· 
tremely difficult to make any distinc
tion between these groups. It may ·not 
have any real revenue benefit to. ~e 
Department. It will create admiDIS· 
trative problems. 

SHRI V AISH: I am sure it will lie 
very difficult to define it in the Act. 
By fixing an arbitrar:y limit for a 
middle class person, we might put a 
person with income exceeding the 
prescribed limit by Rs. 100 or so in -~ 
disadvantageous position. Defining 1 

in the Act will be difficult. 



SHRI TENNETI VISWANATHAM: 
The point which. the_ witness i wants, 
to make is_ this,. that the Income-tax~ 
Act- should -not be utilized to effect , 
changes in the concept of the Hindu 
laws. But does the witness concede 
that;,the, Government :have:: goj) •the 
po;vl!er, to,do, iU Parliament has •-- gotL 
the power to -do.it? ' ..... _ 
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,, ' 

.,~Rl, CHPKSI: Yes. I am not chal~ 
lenging the- power, oft the.- Parliament •. 
Actually, l!arlia!Ilent .is· not, disrupting. 
What Parliament,is.doing is that it is 
only, making,.provision!for taxation of· 
income. in a .particular. manner; There" . 
flll:e, _l,.!io.,not,think that• constitutional 
rights. ot,: any,, of the: assessees• are> 
inV'!lve~.. it· only creates ;an, inequity:· 
hi law. That is what I was: atJ pains 
to explain. 

.SHRI. .TENNETI VISWANATHAM:
You~;, point.- is· if; the: concept ·of thet 
Hindu Law has to be changed it must 
be done through proper legislation 
and not_through Income,~ax Act.~ Now 
the_ difficulty. vrhich the Government 
has been -feelirig is ~hat. these people, 
are misusing, and not using the , Joint 
Hinc!u Family '_iii. order to avoid tax. 
Therefore,, will--You .. be- satisfied that · 
the. gentleman transferring,.the, pro. · 
perty- should. be considered as, .. mis• 
demeanour, and_ be. punished. 

SHRI CHOKSI: First ot alLI do not 
agree that there: is, anything wrong in 
a person trying to arrange his affairs 
in· a way to 'reduce the tax liability. · 

' ' 
SHRI· TENNETI1 · VISWANATHAM: 

The· avoidance of tax is' legal of the 
individllal ·but· notjust to the Govern-. 
ment because they lose· a fair amount 
of revenue. Recently I met a lawYer 
who. refused to. accept• an engagement 
-because-it would raise his income to· 'a· 
higher- slab· and so ·he did not accept· 
it. ' 

DR. BHARAT RAM: If within a 
certain period they want to disrupt 
the· family that means they want to 
avoid the tax; ln that case something 
may be done but not at the immediate 
point of creation: of joint familY. 

1358 L.S.-21. 

· SHRli BENI• SHANKER ·SHARMA:· 
It;is:a,;fact that in high income groUPs 
there, isv attempt to cre·a:te joint fatui:.'' 
lies. fol'l attracting lower rates of tax: ' 
But ate-the• same· time soc far as· this 
age-old institution of HUF is con
cerned-'itt· iS a vecy good· institution 
because-· it- provides for the 'children: 
and' -the <ild · m the family. There is a 
genuine- desire· in: every ·man to see 
that his· dependants are well~provlded 
and for that purpose 'he creates a fund 
in\ the•' shape- of an H:U.F; 'What is 
your objection if· we- allow this facility, 
to •the income group ·up -to Rs. 30,000 
and' beyond that 'we do not allow that: 
facility,;' so''- as to· counteract ·the' 
attempts- at tax' avoidance- by bigger 
income •·grou'p people.- - -· - -- " 

·,. r: ... ' ,.,. 

· SHRI- 'CHOKSI: .· My eXperience iS ' 
that: it·;is' not big_ families oy wliom. 
atterript-'i~ made to create joint fami
lies.- rn' big families there is already 
Hindu U.ndivided Family but it is only . 
small· men who' try to creat Hindu 
Undivided Families for ·the :11urpose of 
tax avoidance. 

Now, I will come to, Sir, three or
four points of genuine hardship. The 
object- of the Bill' is to- remove hard
ship and ' with' best of intention there 
are three or four really unintended 
hardships~ which will be created. One 
is-• with: regard to. proposec'Lamendment 
to:c Section, HD-(a)-self-assessment. It
is,_ said that- if an- assessee when he 
submits his return of income and finds -
that> thee taX:. pa:yableo by him by. waY· , 
of advance tax falls short of tlie tax 
whicb he -should pay' according ·to: tlle . 
incom&· -submitted' -by him··•·to·· the • 
exteriti'of'more than•'Rs. 10() then he· 
should r make • a ' • self-assessment.·: 
Formerly, a person could escape 
self-assessment, even there is- a 
shortfall · of: Rs.- , 500 · he · need 
not make self-assessment. ln · other 
words if', there, is a, ·mbtake in tax 
calcul~tion: upto Rs, 500 at the • time 
of submitting return that was being 
excused. Now, the mistake should not 
be more Rs. 100; As- I mentioned ear
lier this difference of Rs. 100 is far 



too small an ommission in pa~ment of 
tax.. Any person is liltely to make a • 
mistake ip calculating tax by more 
than Rs .. 100. Therefore, ·the present 
provision should not be disturbed. 

The second point of hardship is With 
regard to the amenilment proposed in 
Section 23. That is also a relief being 
given but the way iii which this 
amendment is made i~ going lo ereate 
hardship. The proposal is that a 
person constructs a propert'y. then if 
the construction of the property was 
started after 1st April, 1969 and com
pleted before 31st March, f969 and if 
the rental value did not exceed Rs; 600 
then he need not pay any tax on his 
property income. That was a good 
proposal and improved upon ~ this 
introduction of clause (b) which says 
even if the property income . aoes not 
exceed Rs. 1200 no tax be .paid. · But 
the way in which this clause has been 
worded is going to create liilrdsbip, 
but the way in which it has been 
worded is creating hardship because 
exemption will . be onl:Y 1f property is 
constructed. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: We have taken 
note of it 

SHRI CHOKSI: The thffil point is 
with regard to submission return. 

Clause 63-lt says after 276(b) the 
following has been inserted and then 
it says 'if a person fails, he shall be 
punishable with imprisonment for a 
term of six months. This is a severe 
punishment that is being prescribed. 

' ' . 

It should be on persistent fail me on 
his part or default but it should not 
be that ·on first default he sliould be 
put to such . a severe punishment •. 

Actually for non-submission of 
return the minimum penalty has been 
of the Sci per cent of the laXation.· It 
can go to higher up. To :nfalte him 
liable to rigorous imprisonment is not 
fair. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: That is there in 
other countries also. 
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.SHRI' THAKlm: . Large number 1•f 
salaried assessees do .not give it as the 
tax is deducted at a source of pa~ment 
itself.· " · .. , · 

SHRI SETHI: It may· be technical 
default )Jut the idea Is to force the 
assesssees who are liable to be taxed 
file the Return, even in the case of 
salaried persons who are 'paymg th~ir 
tax at source; How can you ascer
'tain whether the salaried persons 
have other income unless they give 
their return? . The main point is that 
~ not filing the Return 'we' are not · 
able · to find their other' 'sources of 
income. The idea ·is to have compli
ance··at least• in the matter of filing' 
the ; Return.• 

' · SHRI KRISHNAMOORTHI: Even 
in Civil; Law he• is kept 1n jail. 
These _,need not be criminal offences. 
It may be . civil offence. · 

t ' 
,, 

SHRr CHOKSI: Civil offence is 
when he does not make the payment. 
If he does not submit the Return it , 
does not mean that he has committed 
offence of 'such a serious nature as to 
invite imprisonment. Forgetfulness is 
known, not only restricted to the 
Ministers of the · ·Government, it is 
possible for every human being, 

MR. ,CHAIRMAN: A person who 
fails without reasonalile cause or fails 
to proctuce the books of Account and 
documents ·called for by notice un.der 
Section 142(1) ,is liable to .prosecution, 
but the , purushment . of conviction 
before 'the Court is up to a fine of Rs. 
10 for ,each day of deiault. - · 

. : ( . ~ 
The . heavy punishment in · ~e 

former case and· light punishment lll 
thl!. latter . case shows that the taX 
evasion as in recent years is more ' 
than even in U.K. 

If you ask t'hem to choose between 
the two-pa~met!t of fine of Rs. 3,000 
or· going to jail, the defaulter will saY 
that he would 'prefer to pay the fine, 
than to go to jail. It is a deterrent 



Provision. In ·this way, perhaps· the 
t.a:x evasion may bA a iittle less. What 
is :your objection to that? 

I, •_;' ,' l' 

SHRI CHOKSI: Rigorous'impris~n
ment is not necessary. · Department 
has· come across cases' where people 
have not .submitted Returri delibera
tely. · In· that case the · D!!partment 
have the right tinder '139(2) to subniit · 
a-.' notice.· Thereafter if he ·defaults, 
then I can appreciate" But' in 139(1) 
when the return' is to be filed, mistake 
cart occur. i c A person wh<>' has paid his'· 
tax • in full; · probably he becomes · 
entitled. to refund. If •· he 'does not 
submit the Return he is liable t.o 
rigorous." · imprisonment. --, It is too 
much.c;;If' J.39(1) was omitted and oiily' 
139(2) .: was. kept; • I can 'Understand 
that.• r: . H /' 

: ;• 

· SHRI SETHI:· 139(21-Notice can. 
be served onl:y on assessees who are 
known. Section 139(1) is a general 
declaration that all those persons who 
are ta:~eable should file the Return. 
When the 'Department does not know 
whether a person is taxable or not. 
how caii'we know.' · 

SHRI CHOKSI: . Under 139(1) he 
has· 1 to .submit the Return. That . 
person will come within the know
ledge of the Government when -the 
Government finds . out; otherWisP. in 
spite of this the person will eSICape. 
On. the contrary the effect of it would 
bo{ ~hat'' the geriulne cases who have 
forgotten to subniit the·· Returns in 
139(1 l would be exposed . to punish- · 
ment. 

' I 

SHRI SETHI: It is there 
any reasonablE' excuse'. : .. " .. ·r) ; : ·, , . . r . 

' .. 'without 

SHRI CHOi{SI: · How ~an a person 
.<ay that it is a reasonable excuse a.~ 
he forget it. . The salaried persons 
deductions of tax is made at source. 
Dividend earners tax is deducted. 
Only such persons will be liable to 
tax if they have lost their vouchers. 
If my income is Rs. 4,000 or Rs. 
5,000 how can I know that .... 

More or less; I have not been pre
serving vouchers, and on that ground 

. I can be sent to jail Such person~ 
will be liable to imprisonment. 

. SHRI BENI SHANKER SHARMA: 
I think it will also cover those cases 
where the 'assessee's income is below 
taxable limit. Suppose, there is a small 
shopkeeper · he · does not maintain 
stock accounts. According to liim, his 
income 'is Rs.' 3,000.' He· dires not file 
his return. Subsequently, the Income
tax Officer sends a notice to him 
and assesses him summarily on an · 
income of Rs. 5000 for failure to main- . 
tain proper · accounts. He does not 
pay the tax. But in that case too · he ·. 
shall· be imprisoned b_ecause he 'has · 
failed to produce the stock-register 
which he never kept. That is a great 
hardshiP on small people; It is for 
the· non-production of the 'account 
books. or documents etc. required by 
the Income-tax Officer that he shall 
have to suffer imprisonment. So far 
as the oigger assessees are concerned, 
the:y are not going to come under the 
purview. of this · Section. It is the 
small ·people who will be haras'sed. 

'DR. BHARAT RAM·.· It . all JS,re y. 
going to be a problem for- the small 
assessee. Thb is a point for the com
mittee to consider. · 

'si'mr · · CHOKSI: The ne:rl point 
relates to the proposed Cl. 51i and 56. 
There 'are two points in this. A pro
vision is being made. that a fee of 
Rs. 10 should be paid for filing an ' 
appeal before the Appellate Assistant 
Commissioner, and a fee ·of Rs. 250 
in ICase of an appeal filed before the · 
Tribunal. At present fees are not paid 
for fi!in'g before the AAC. SO 'far as. 
th" 1 AAC is concerned, even small 
aSJessees gd r before himl ~nd; therefore 
tr. make justice expensive for small ' 
assessees is not fair. For a big asses
see, a fee of Rs. 10 is very small but 
it is only a harassment in the sense 
that this fee of Rs. 10 has to be paid 
to the Reserve Bank, and the person 
hilS to walt a long time· to make a 
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challan. But so far as the small asses
see, is, concerned, it will certain~ 
create a hardship for him. And the 
increase in fees of Rs. 100 to Rs. 250 
for filing an appeal before the Tribu
nal is also going to create a hardship 
for the small assessee. That is my 
fint point. The second point 1s that 
the discretion of the AAC in admitting 
the appeal is being taRen away. Cl. 3, 
which is. being amended, says that the 
AAC may admit appeal within 30 daYs: 
after the expiration of the period 
specified in Section 2. In other words, 
his discretion to admit an appeal as 
within the time, without any. refer
ence to a period, is taken away, and 
he is 'told. that if, the appeal is delay
ed tzy more than 30 days, he should 
nof admit it. Normally, . 0\11' experi
ence Is. that the AACs -do not admit . 
appeals after they are delayed• even 
by .one day unless valid reasons are 
gj.ven. Has the Department got so 
much of experience that the AACs go 
on admitting appeals indiscriminately? 
Our experience is of the other side 
that the AACs rarely condone even 
one day's delaY. In many cases, even . 
if genuine hardship is shown, they are 
very reluctant to admit appeals as 
withlo time. To take away even this 
discretion will create- hardship in 
genuine cases, and therefore, this par
ticular provision should not be amend-
d ~ e . 

SHRI P. C. SETffi: Regarding the 
payment to Reserve Bank, will it 
be. alright if. we. make it tnat he can 
pay by· way of postal order or stamps 
to the Income-tax Officer? 

SHRl CHOKSI: . That will reduce 
the hardship. I appreciate it. 

SHRi BENI SHANKER SHARMA: . 
The, object of this Bill, is to reduce 
the pendancy of appeals and filing of 
unnecessary and frivolous appeals. 

SHRI CHOKSI: Sir, it will create 
hardship for small men. It will not 
reduce the number of appeals. So far 
as the big assessees are concerned, it 
is• not going to make any difference 

because. the· fees of the accountants 
and.lawyers. is much. mare than that .. 
But it is the· small. men who: will 
suffer. Are we ~going to deny justice 
to the small men? 

SHRI THAKUR: In another provi
sion of the l:lill, we are saying that the 
amall, assessee's: assessment should. be 
made by the• Income-tax Officer, with
out: reference to the books and .. all, 
that, ·therebyrcreating more. opportu• 
nities, for such peopleo to., go on appeals. 
And ceJ:tainly, as Mr. Choltsi has said, 
this. will affect- such. class, of people 
though, the amount is, ver'y sinall. · 

SHRI P. C. SETffi·: The idea is to 
relieve• theo assesssee;.· As far.' as. the· 
small. bracket• is concerned, -tile • idea: · 
is to assess without calling him unless 
there is some evidence before the 
Income-tax ·Ollicer whereby· he• feels 
it necessary to go- into the accounts 
books .. Therefore; it is not as· 'if every 
small assessee is to go in appeal. 

SHRI N .. K. SANGffi: Regarding 
the time of accepting_ condonation 
of the appeal and filing of appeals 
before the AAC, a point has been 
made by• the . Representatives here 
that• most of the time, the AAC 
refuses• the delay even by a day. 
Whereas the Government's experi
ence has been different on this point; 

I. would request Shri Muttoo to 
give us. same information. on this 
point. l11ter, on,. as to whether their 
experience is adverse in this matter 
or whether these genuine delays have 
not been condoned by the. A.A. Cs .. 

.... ' 1 . 

MR. CHAIRMAN: We shall discus~ 
that point amongst ourselves •. 

' . 

SHRI VAISH: Clauses 30 and 59 
deal· with the levy of penal interests 
and levy of penalty on registered 
firms. They have been retained as 
they were. In fact we• bave repeat
P.dly been stressing the point• that 
since there is a separate tax on regis· 



'terei:l firms, penalty and penal interest 
shoti!'d 'be calculated with·· reference 
to that tax; The present provisions 
were introduced when. there .used to 
be no tax on the ' registered firms 
Now we tax the registered firms 
separa:ely and stih 'levy ;;lena! inter
ests on them as if they are unregis-

' tered firms. 

'My· sUbmission is that we shoUld get 
·away ·with· this _irrationality in ·view 
of the fact that· we 'levy separate tax 

. · on 'registered 'firms. -When there was 
no"tax ori the ·registered' firms;penalis

'irrg 'them, if 'they 'were ·unregistered 
was understandable. 

' SHRI BENI SHANKER 'SHARMA: 
'?J'he 'firm 'should be ··penalised ·only 
·with· reference ·to the · taxes payable 
·by 'it. I •think you have ·no objec
tion to this. So far. as the partners 

· •are 1concerned •they should be penalis
'i!d ·for ·the 'lapse." Is it so? · 

SHRI CHOKSI: Yes, Sir. 
'·,; 

.. 
'Mit CHA:!RMA.N: Mt'; Choksi you 

meritiolied 'three 'industries so far as 
amortisatioin is concerned . viz., "Hin
dustan Aluminium, Baroda Rayons and 
S'\rnthetics 'and !Chemicals. ·. They· are 

. all ·capital · intensive 'industries that 
·you have selected. .You give us the 
representative types· of industries. 

'-.! 

SHRI')3HARAT 'RAM: 'I' am going 
to re~emph33ise my points before we 
adjourn. Many matters, of course, Shri 
~hoksi' has alread'y dealt at length. 
'The 'point mentioned ·was about amor
tisation of know-how fees. The ITO 
should accept payment of royalty as 
deduction ·when · once it has been 
accepted ·by' 'Government · of India. 
•Once -the terms and rconditionS"'llllder 
which the know-how fees and the 
royalties· -are •:paid ·to · colUhorators, 
have been accepted·' the ·ITO .should 
'have 'no option to ·disallow lhis on a 
small techhical ftaw. · ThiS is my point 
which· 1 want to ·re-amphasise. 

3I3 

: SHRI PRAKASHCHAND SET'HI: I 
Ahink" !>r. Bharat "-Ram made two 
. olpoints. 0ne is -in •regard ·to amortisa
' ··tion ·and the other is. with regard to 
·disallowance . by the I.T. authorities. 

.DR. BHARAT RAM: • There are two 
types of collaboration fees. One was 
relating to preliminary expense. 

SHRI .. PRAKAsHCHAND SETHI: 
You ,particularl'Y mentioned about tlfe 

·royalty. payment. As far as I can see 
, these payments .are .approved by the 

. ._.Governm!'nt •Whether it -is 3! or 4 par 
.,cent •. 

·. 'DR. BHARAT RAM: .Once th~ gov
ernment has accepted a certain. per
centage with regard to royalty pay
ment, the ITO should not waste his 
'time and 'the time of the company on 

·"thb. "Second point is about lump sum 
·payment. ·When a lump payment is 
made ·that forms ·part of the capital. 
'It must '·be amortised like any depre
ciation· allowance or any other allow
ance ·which is a reasonable outlay 
from a company, so long as the govern
ment and the I.T. authority have satis-

·•iled . 'themselves ·that 'there ·is no 
'hanky-panky. 

Slfur ,PRAKASHCHAND . sE:rm: 
'The amortisation is to be allowed over 
a period of time. And there is a cer
tain percentage, 

SHRI BHARAT RAM: It has to be 
amortised over a period of seven or 

•ten years. 

SHRI PRAKASHCHAND SETHI: 
Whatever percentage we have indi
cated is not quite satisfactory. Is 

'·thllt so? 

DR. BHARAT RAM: You are talk
·ing of ·-preliminary expenses whereas 
I -ani ta!'king of lump stim payment 
which has been made as ·a part of 
the agreement. Mr. Choksi already 
'dealt with the point of engineering 

· tfees etc.' .I am 'l'eferring to roYalty pay
ment 'Dlade in lump sum. There the 



instruction has to be very clear that 
if the government has agreed to the 
payment and the payment is made, 
then in that case the ITO merely on 
account of small technical flaw here 
and there in the agreement should not 
disallow that. That is all 1 want to 
say. 

MR CHAIRMAN: Basically you did 
not e~lighten us on this point. We 
wanted you to hell! us. Mr. Choksi 
selected only three industries. We 
would request you to send us a writ
ten note within ten to fifteen·· days 
eovering other specific industries. You 
have studied three industries whereas 
the government have studied 31 
industries. · 

SHRI VAISH: Government have 
studied private limited companies in 
which the question of underwriting 
commission, brokerage, prelinlinary 
expenses etc. do not come in. We 
have taken about 20 companies and 
limited our study to the share issue 
expenses. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: You give us the 
figures-the percentage that comes to? 

SHR1 . V AISH: It varies from 2.4 
per cent to 12 per cent. The average 
comes to cover 5 per cent for the 
simple reason that the underwriting 
commission, .brokerage and share i;.;ue 
expenses alone come to aoout 5 per 
cent.· · 

MR. CHAIRMAN: 1 said that the 
average comes to 4 per cent. 

SHRI CHOKSI: This average of 
5 per cent relates only to the issue of 
capital and not of the expenses which 
I mentioned. 

------"'" 
MR. CHAIRMAN: Would you agree 

that the project cost should be based 
on'. nature of the expenses? 

SHRI CHOKSI: The average 
. should be based on the nature of the . 
expenses that· go into the production. _ 

MR. CHAIRMAN: We have discus
sed 'fuese points and the Committee 
will discuss that later on. 

SHR( CHOKS1: The whole of my 
submission may ~e divided into two 
parts. The second part is very impor
tant. The proposal is going to create 
hardships for compaiiies because there 
is it ( 4) in Sub-Section (2)....:.items of 
engineering fees. It is not clear. What 
is the nature of the engineering fees 

· which are beitig included in this? As 
a matter of fact, I or a. new project, 
engineering fees would come to 4 to 5 
per cent of the project cost. When I 
was pointing out. 4 . to 5 per cent of 
the project cost, it. will be much 
more than the capital cost of the 
company. When the study was made 
by the. Government, they have not 
taken the new industries into account 
..,-industries. in which there is foreign 
collaboration, where .there is know
how to be paid, where there is engi
neering fee to -be paid and where 
there are other types of fees to be 
paid .... 

MR CHAIRMAN: I understand. 
Would you please answer whether 
·lndis ls' a protected market ~r not for 
your products?' · ·· 

.· , . SHRI CHOKSI: To an extent, yes. 
To the extent there is high profits

. bility, the Government comes down 
with a heavy hand, ·with . high ~ates 
of excise duty. 1 will give one inst
ance. The , excise duty . in, case of 
Nylon comes to nearly 4(J per cent 
of the sale-price. · 

. AN HON. MEMBER: 1!"ou ,ca!Uiot 
have both. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Y~u h~ve to face 
no competition from abroad, as far as 
many of the .industrial products are 
concerned.· You should let us lmoW 
in how many years you recover the 
project cost. We have studied th~t. 
You can recover it in four,. five, SiX 
or. seven . years. The Government 
have gone forward. , It is a: welf!ODle 



measure. All the Chambers liave 
welcomed it. The Government has 
gone forward to amortize. This 
should be welcomed by you. 

SHRI CHOKSI: , In tl!at • case, 
Clause 4 of Sub-section (2). should be 
omitted. It should be allowed in the 
manner in which was allowed in the 
past. I am repeating what I said that 
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Clause 4 of Sub-section (2) puts 
greater hardships on the industry. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Thank you verY 
much., ... , 

DR. BHARAT RAM: We thank you 
·~or· giving us,· this opportunity of 
coming 'before you; and for your 
patient hearing. 

(The Com'?'ittee then Ad;ourned) 
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I. Madura-Ramnad .Chamber of 
.. Commerce, Madurai, 

Spokesman: 

Shri Peri Thiagrajan--Chartered 
Accountant. 

'Shri Thiagajan, representing ·the 
Madura-lRamnad'tChamber "bf 'Com

·merce, ''Madurai, was examined. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Mr. Thiagrajan, · 
·you are •welcome -to· the Committee. 
The evidence you tender will ·be 
treated as , confidential. You ·have 
submitted a memorandum, 'Do ·you 
want to 'say anything ·in ·addition ·to 
·what· you have said "in the' memo
randum? Kindly say what 'You·· have 
. got to say briefly and .pointedly: 

"WlTNESS:' I have only to highlight 
some of the points mentioned in the 
memorandum. 

As ·far as clause 8 is .concerned, it 
· ~hould ·be made applicable to all asse
ssees and not restricted •to companies 

. ·al9ne .. Secondly . all expenses during 
the .pre-operation period should also 
be included in the expenses. Thirdly 
the percentage of 2.5 seems to be 
very low and it should be ,increased. 

·clause 14 relates to transfer of self
acquired property. Accorrling to· the 
proposed sub-section (2) of section 64, 
the provisions of that subcsection will 
·apply only if it is beneficial to the 
-revenue. Whether · it ·is beneficial to 
the revenue or not, it should be appli-

• ed. It will be difficult ·to keep track 
of the assessment. Even in the 
Wealth Tax Act under section 4(4), 

. a:s far as transfers are concerned, the 
' provision has · not been ,given. any 
retrospective effect. · This section 
affects all tranGfers after 31-3-1965. 
If at all the· section is to be. retained, 
it should be .given .effect to only after 

· the ·Bill becomes ·law .and not with 
retrospective effect. 

Next I come to clause ·ao. Interest 
is to be charged and the firm is to be 
treated as an unregistered firm; In 

·the earlier days when the firm as such 
is not· liable to tax, you calculated 

~the· tax as if it was an unregistered 
ftrm. Now that you have a tax on the 

'-re"gistered firm ·as ·an· .. entity ~for tax
paying, ill' will ·be .. ~appropriate to 
charge interest only on the "tax pay-

• able by the firm~ Practical .diffictllties 
will 'arise. A firm II'Vith three ·O~ .four 
partners may go into liquidation. In a 
particlllar case -there were two lady 

_partners and . one 'll18naging partner. 
'l'he managing . partner was . charged 
with the duty of filing the return. 

rJ!Iue ·to some 1itigation 'the :managing 
;p!lrtner failed to ·submit the ·return 
•and action •was taken -against the lady 
·partner. In such ·cases where it is not 
the'. fault ·of the •other partners who 
ere ·almost sleeping ·partners, ·there 
·will ·be difficulty if you' treat the firm 
· as unregistered. Therefore it is I say 
''that it· will be appropriate to charge 
interest on ·-the tax payable by the 
firm. 

' 
Clause 31: Now :the assessment limit 

of Rs. 500 is there. If the limit is 
reduced to Rs. 100, the number of 
cases will increase and it will be a 
onerous job for the department to 
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tuke action, This self-assessment may 
be restricted to the tax amount pay
able on Rs. 10,000. 

Clause 32: Section 141 regarding 
provisional assessment should not be 
removed. 

Clause 34: Section 143 (1) (a) gives· 
power to the Income-tax authorities 
to complete the assessment and sec
tion 141A provides for appeal. So 
there !£J no finality at any level, _ 

Clause 43· New sections 186A & 186-
B: There ale some practical difficulties 
ln the matter of registration -by the 
Registrar of Firms. In the registration 
of firms there are certain restrictions 

- on the words to be used. For instance 
there is an industry called the Na
tional Fasteners (Private) Ltd. A sis
ter concern has been floated under 
the name of 'National Agencies' fot 
marketing the products. The latter_ 
firm wanted to use the word 'N atio
nal' because there is some connection 
between the two. The Registrar of 
Firms has said that the word 'Nation
al' is prohibited under the Partner
ship Act. 'Banker' is another word 
prohibited under the Partnership Act 
for the registration of firms. But 
under the Income.tax Act, they don't 
bother about .it. · 

-_ '.] . 
We have had difficulty in the State 

Gavernment taking recovery pro
ceedings arid therefore the Centre has 
taken it over from the State Govern. 
ment. Going back to tJte State Gov
ernment will create hardship. 

' ' There is reference to the change in 
the constitution Of the firm. When . a 
partner is going out or a new partner 
is coming in, a new deed will be 
drafted and it will be intimated to the 
Registrar. of Firms. But if the change 
is in the matter of profit sharing, it 
need not be intimated to the Regis
trar According to the amendment, the 
Registrar of FirmS should be intimat
ed of any change. Under the present 
law, there is no necessity to inform 
the Registrar of Firms. ' · · 

I , , ' ' .', , ' 'I ~ , 

, . Uqder, section 11l8A, _ as far as profit 
sharing Is concerned, ,a ,new _code is 

drafted. According to the Stamp Act, 
Rs. :2.30 stamp pap~ is necessary. 
Whenever there is change, whether a 
new deed with Rs. 60 stamp is neces
sary or whether the Rs. 2.30 sLamp 
paper will be necessary-that _is not 
clear. ' 

One more point. No partner should 
have any interest in the share of the 
other partner. If it is husband and 
vvife or father and minor son, it is all 
right, Taken a case where a co-parce
ner is the kartha -of the family. The 
kartha represents the family. The co
parcener has got interest in the iirm's 
share. Is it the intention '· · of the 
family that the partner should not _ 
have any interest even though the 
co.parcener has an interest in the 
share of the family? 

Clause 53; InteTest on Tej'unds: 
Strict~y _speaking interest should run 
from the date of payment of tax and 
it should not be calculated with 
reference to the Appellate order,. 

Clause ' 56: There is a very small 
matter. They feel for fil;ng appeal 
before the Tribunal Is raised from 
Rs. 100 to Rs. 250 on account of the 
-increase in administrative charges. ,_lf 
' it is .retained at Rs. 100,' it _is. a wel-
COJ;ne feature. · 

The powed of a single member of 
ITAT to dispose of an appeal with a 
total income of Rs. 25,0001- only 
should continue. Increasing the limit 
to Rs. 50,0001- will mean denial of the 
benefit of the opinion of two members 
In cases of the first 'category with 
iticome up_ to Rs. 50,000 j-. , 

' Clause 63 provides- for - penalty. 
According to it, the assessee shall be 
punishable with rigorous imprison
ment for a term extending to six 
months, in addition t.l fine for failure 
to submit a return of income. This i 
a fiscal measure. We have got very 
many ' assessees whose tax e<iucation 
is not up to the mark .. , ~ the .ret\1''" 
is filed- before -the as5essment yel<!' 
closes ther~ should be no .penalty and 
this_ pr()viSif>n ~hould ,,no,t . apply, , if 
the provision . cannot 1be_, deleted 
altogeth~, _ 



SHRI N. K. SANGHI: We quite 
appreciate that. But we want to know 
from what date the interest to be 
paid should be effective? Is it from 
the- date of payment of tax or from 
the date -of the appellate- order. 

WITNESS: Tne date· of payment 
should be taken ·as the crucial date. 

• 
SHRI N. K. SANGHI: How to find 

out the date? 

WITNESS: That is available .from 
the chalan. 

SHRI N .. K. SANG HI: Sometimes 
after the 'passing of the· appellate 
order, cases go to the tdbunai and 
the High Court and naturally there 
is a lot of delay. That is why they 
want the assessee to pay interest 
from the date of the appellate order. 

WITNESS: They can take back the 
interest given after the passing of the 
Appellate order. 

_SHRI N. K. SANGHI: Regarding 
imprisonment do yo1,1 think that , . a, 
penalty like 100 ,per cent extra tax 
would meet the ends of justice, in 
case imprisonment is to ·be avoided 
for the non~filing of returns. 

WITNESS: It should not be made 
uniform in all ~ases. In the rase' o! 
non.residents, a different rate could 
be fixed. But you can fix. the maxi. 
mum at 100 per cent. We can also fix 
the minimum penalty. For the belated 
filing of returns, besides interest, a 
certain fixed amour.t on a graded 
scale could be for ea~h year of delay. 
As the number of years increase, the 
penalty will also increase. 

SHRI N· K. sANGHI: The Govern
ment have no patience to wait indefi
nitely and unless we show them some 
way, we c·annot persuade them in re
gard to this matter. 

Regarding clause 8, you have stated 
that all legitimate capital expenditut·c 
including goodwill incurred shllll be 
made eligible for amortisation.• How 
can you determine goodwill? 

'•; 
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WITNESS: Good•vill when it is ac
quired ·and not 'the goodwill that · is 
created by oneself 

SHRI N. K. SANGHI: · Regarding 
the Hindu undivided family, do you 
think that the Bill would affect them? 

WITNESS: It affects them . 

SHRI N. K. SANGHI: Do you think 
that it would really affect the l:iind'l 
Jaw- in any way. : 

'· WITNESS: It is only a question 'of 
payment of tax in default. It docs 
not take away thP. right of the ~u. 
parcener as provided for in the Hindu 
law. · · · 

SHRI. N. K. sANGHI: Co-par.ce,;ers 
get a right trom the property if they 
go to a court of law. Do you think 
that this amendment. would upset that 
right if they go to a court of law. 
Have you given thought to this mllt
ter? 

WITNESS: No. 

SHRI BISHWANATH ROY: There 
is so much evasion of tax and unless 
there is some stricter method of im
prisonment, the· Government. would 
not be able to realise the tax due frt·m 
the assessees. What is the method you 
suggest to prevent evasion of tax? 

WITNESS: The best way is to ni::ik< 
a survey of the whole matter. For 
instance, even in the case of iron 
materials and c~mcnt they can mak~ 
it compulsory to take the c:>rre::t 
addre:Js of the person who has pur
chased them and also note dowu for 
what purpose they have been used, 
either for an institution or for him
self. If it is for a personal'. property, 
we can ask how it has been acquired 
But I find that. in very many· cases 
the Income-tax Officer dOBJ not pursue 
it in that manner. 



. SHRI BISHWANATH- ROY: It 
would require a big department .to 
maintain the transactions of different 
materials.: The amount due to the 
Government. by the· persons engaged 
in . such busiMss nmst be paid t~ the 
Government. · Can you suggest a 
method other than ·imprisonment? 

WITNESS: Then we have to edu
cate the· assessees. 

SHRI BISWANATH ROY: Regard
ing the Hindu Joint family, you ha':"e 
stated, that certain clauses of the. Bill 
might. affect it to some extent. With
out the removal of that system, can 
you suggest a method by which the 
Government can get the amount due 
from that joint family? Now there 
is evasion on account of the joint 
family system. 

WITNESS: 1Transfer of individual 
property to the joint family cannot 
be· considered as an evasion. 

SHRI JANARDAN JAGANNATH 
SHINKRE: You have stated that the 
limit of 2.5 per cent with regard to 
amortisation should be raised to 5 
per cent. Have you made a study 
with regard .. to this matter. 

WlTNESS;'For issue of share capi
tal· the Corporation charges nearly 2 
per cent. Theri you have got expen
ses connected with the floating of the 
company. ·Therefore, 2.5 per cent 
seems to be too low. 

SHRI JANARDAN JAGANNATH 
SHINKRE: The Government · have 
fixed 2.5 per cent after making a 
study of it. lias any institution be
longing to your Chamber made a 
study ofit? 

'WITNESS: No. 

. SHRI JANARDAN • ,JAGANNATH 
SHINKRE: .As far as clause 14 is con
cerned, , after the decision of .the· Sup
reme Court, many people. find them
selves in difficulties. . •Do .. you think 
the provision is reasonable? 
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WITNESS: Even before the Bill, 
there are<cases where they·have done 
it already. Therefore in cases where 
things have already been done should 

pot be penalised. It is not a legal 
crime. Of course, it has been done . 
to save tax, I do agree. 'But· at the 
same time, ·my submission is what 
they have done legally should not be 
affected by giving retrospective effect 
now. 

SHRI JANARDAN JAGANNATH 
SHINKRE: Now the date of the noti
fication, is 20th -May,\1969. Instead, 
supposing we say 1t is !rom the date 
of the Bill? 

WITNESS: That will be 'fair, I 
think. . 

SHRI S. B. PATIL: Now, you have 
opposed the .clause providing for im
prisonment. Why do you oppose it? 
This is provided for only offences? 

WITNESS: In actual practice we 
come across cases where the 'income 
will .be only··Rs. 7,000 or 5,000. Maybe, 
for four or five years Teturn has not 
been filed. But then it is •not a wil
ful act. ·It is ·merely ·ignorance · and 
for sheer ignorance, the man should 
not 'be punished severely; Many · of 
them ·are illiterate assessees, ·Even 
such small assessees are ·covered 'by 
the Section. 

') 

SHRI S. B. PATIL: As you know 
there is much of tax evasion and for 
offenders imprisonment· is provided 
fm:? 

WITNESS: But it affects even inno
cent persons. 

SHRI •S. B. PATIL: How? 

WITNESS: Even persons who have 
Rs .. 7000 or less are ·affected. If there 
is graded penalty, at least than can 
be considered reasonable. lf it is a 
case of ·wanton '1!vasion, I think . im
prisonmertt. can ·be there., But there 
are cases of small assessees. Such 
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people should_ not . be affected. If there 
is intention. of .. deceiving Government,~ 
then the pun!J;hment ~ay be. there. 

-SHRI• R. K. SINHA: · So. you agree 
that in·· cases o:li . deliberate attempts 
at tax evasion, imprisonment can be 
restored- to'? 

WITNESS: lf it' is a deliberate case 
and wilful evasion, · imprisonment 
clause- may· be "retained: ,, _· 

' . I,·· 

MR .. CHAIRMAN: There are some 
catcheS' in what. you, have- said• from. 
the depal'tment's point., of. view and 
Mr, ·Shah would. put -some ques<ions-, 

SHii.I R. D .. SHAH~. Yori s~~ •. inter
est. should be.. given .from the date 
that. the tax has -been. paid. If.. we.. 
take that. as the basis. on. which we . 
argue, then. the. question would be 
that in. cases where it is reopened by 
the department, that means there was. 
originally an assessment and. cases 
are re-opened and further demands 
raised and tax levied. In these cases 
on the ~arne analogy, can we argue 
that the assessee retained money be
longing to the Government which he 
has paid only at . a later date and in 
that connection would be correspond
ingly say that interest should also be 
charged from the date of the assess
ment order or from the date when 
the return became due, for, the tax 
would have been paid ·by him on 
self-assessment if he had correctly 
declared himself. when the return -be
came due,? 

'I - ~. 

WITNESS:· I appreciate that. On 
self-assessment the• money· belongs -ten 
Government · and· ·therefore they can 
get from the date of self-assessment, · 
i.e. when the-return became due. 

SHRI". SHAH: Even in cases. where 
they are re:opened later after four 
years or 8 years, there will be no 
waiver or reduction of tax, but charg
ed from the. self-assessment due 
date? . 

WITNESS:. Yes, I agree .. 
' . 

SHRI SHAH:. As regards penaltiea,. 
there are cases where penalty is' im
posed, but our experience is that 
neithe~ the tax, is paid., nor: ~he, penal 
amounts. are . paid, , Where is . . tb,e 
deterrant? Would you not say that. 
prosecution be a reasonable deb?r-
rant? .j • ••• 

WITNESS! I have not con:e across 
cases of. such I)Oil~P~ent of tax or 
penalty. 

SHRI SHAH: But· the arrears are 
seven hundred c.ro~es! 

WITNESS: Imprisonment: can. be 
at that stage Of non-collection, but 
not · at· the ·stage of non-filing 'lf re
turns: 

SHRI SHAH: . So yot,t would agree 
that where the default is deli-beratP., 
you. have no objection to• prosecution. 
For that the section providP.s for rea
sonable caution being taken and thus 
the section takes . care-- of it; 

WITNESS: In. very many- cases 
reasonableness is not given effect to. 

SHRI SHAH: In prosecutions, it is · 
the magistrate and not the officer who 
will ·be in charge. You welcoma p~nal 
punishment?-

WITNESS~--Imprisonment can be 
there with restricted use, in the sense 
that it is used , only in deliberate cases. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: It is restrict
ed· or not restricted; but it is in the 
discretiOn of the magistrate having 
regard to the circumstances of the 
case. 

WITNESS: I am thinking whether 
you cannot put a minimum, say, of 
Rs. 7000 or 10,000 in drafting the BilL 
In such cases, it looks as though· the 
present provision will apply. 
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SHRI JANARDAN JAGANNATII 
SHINKRE: Provisions of punishment 
should be there according to you for 
non-filing of returns also? 

WITNESS: To check evasion, i! it is 
felt necessary,' the provision may be 
there. 

_ MR. CHAIRMAN: You 
punishment should be 
anti-social elements? , . 

accept that 
there for 

SHRI N. K. SANGID: Tne evas1on ' 
may be of different forms, do you'' 
think that imprisonment should be 
there only for graver offenCP."l~ 

WITNESS: In cases 'of fabrication of 
accounts etc., the deterrant punish
ment should •be there. 

SHRI JANARDAN JAGANNATH. 
SIDNKRE: There are Government 
servants whose tax is colle·:t·~d at 
source, but they also omit to file re
•tums. What should happen t•> them? 

WITNESS: If they have other in
comes, this will apply. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Thank you very 
much for your very clear evidence: 

The ·witness then withdrew 

ll. Revenue Bar Association, Madras. 

Spokesmen: 

1. Shri T. V. Viswanatlu Aiyar 
-President. 

2. Shri K. Srinivasan 
·-Vice-President. 

3. Shri S, Swaminathan. . , 
-Vice-President. 

4. Shri C. V. Mahalingam , • 
-secretary, 

5. Shri S. V. Subramaniam 
--Secretary, 

MR. CHAIRMAN: What is the 
strength of your Association? 

SHRI T.V. VISWANATHA AIYAR: 
60. We are specialising in taxation and 
therefore, it is a separate Association 

for taxation, We cover the entire 
State and there are some people out
side Madras also. 

I would say a few words on one or 
two points by way of clarification. • 

So far as debentures are concerned 
it is already the law that in regard to 
debentures the entirety of the expen_ 
diture should. ·be allowed. That has 
·been decided .by the Supreme Court 
in 60 Income Tax Reports, page 52. 
In the present amendment it should 
be made clear that it is not intended to 
affect that former position. That i~ 
why we have suggested a 'slight 
amendment. We have 'said that· in 
clause (f) the words 'or debentures 
or may be omitted and a separate 
clause may be added so ~hl!.t. so, far 
as debentures 'are concerned, this pro-· 
portionate matter won't come in. We 
do not want that the amendment 
should take away something which is 
already there. I do not think there is 
anything else so far as the Explana
tion is concerned. 

The second Clause with which we 
are concerned is Clause 14. This is a 
matter on which we feel strongly. 
With reference to impressing of sepa
rate property with the character of . 
joint family property, our recommen_ 
dation is that it should be dropped .. 
I am an old bird on this matter. For 
43 years I am connected with income · 
tax. The first one is Section l6 of the 
Income Tax Act of 1922, that is the 
parent' of this Section that came in 
1937 .by Act IV of · 1937: 'That. has 
been going on for about 30 or 31' years 
without anybody thinking that there 
is any evasion about it, nor even avoid
ance about it. Nobody thought that , 
there was anything •wrong on·,. that 
matter; It is a matter of Hindu Law. 
We cannot. ·interfere through. the 
machinery of the Income Tax Law 
what is natural and proper in Hindu 
Law. Therefore, that should not come 
as if it is any evasion or avoidance. 
Therefore, I would first mention that 
in practice nobody ever thought of it 
for about 30 or 32 years or even more, 
that there was anything lik"' evasion 



or avoidance, with reference to this 
normal feature, Secondly, it is also 
not workable in proper measw·e. 011r · 
submission on 'this matter is that dia
gnosis is wrong and the . remedy i~ 
therefore, equally . wrong. So, we say· . 
that the. whole thing should be drop- · 
ped. If, for any reason, the Commit
tee. or Parliament thinks that it should 
g~ into the Statute Book, · it is very 
wrong to make it retrospective so 
far as the date is concerned. Whaf 
is natural has been made retrospective. 
It is not as if anybody thought that' 
there was' anything wrong about what 
has been going on. The majority are 
Hindus and ·they have· dealt· with' ·it' 
under the Hindu 'Law. Even tinder. ~he · 
Hindu Succession Act or in ariy, other 
sense, 'none of these have' been inter
fered with. Therefore, I submit that 
apart from the merit of the main 
question, the. date 31-3-65 is Wrong. 
If at all anything should be . done, it 
should be prospective and not retros. 
pective. 

Then,, so far· as Clause 31 is con
cerned; I should frankly say that .we 
are the people who must know much 
about this Clause than anybody else 

• because we are daily in contact with 
this question. We have not dealt with 
number of Clauses' but we have con
c~ntrated irur attention' only on 8 
Clauses. 

If there is a difference of even Rs." · 
1001- the question· of payment ot tax 
arises by way of · oelf.assessmeut. If 
I am asked to calculate it, it is im
possible for me to calculate; 'We have 
got :this Audit Bureau 'which is deal
ing with ·rncome Tax. Any riumber 
of objections have been raised by the 
Audit Bureau against the calculations • 
of the Income Tax Officer himself and 

• are· getting a . number of requisitions 
for rectification. as ·error apparent on 
the face of the record. To say that · 
we should be calculative by the exact 
extent of even Rs. 1001 or lOll- is not 
a practical proposition and many In
come Tax Officers themselves won't be 
able to do it except with the assis-

tance of that .book or some Clerk or 
Head , Clerk. It is not easy to do it. 
There. are two things which 1 should 
mention. Not only. is the extent re
duced from Rs. 5001- to Rs. lOOj., but 
provisional assessments are sought to 
be deleted. That is very ,bad. We 
are anxious· that provisional assess-. 
ments should be kept and this reduc
tion from Rs. 5001- to Rs. 1001- should 
be deleted. . The proper thing would 
be, persons are helped to pay correct
ly by the persons who know how to 
calculate correctly. ' The provisional 
assessment helps a man to understand 
if there is anything that he has left 
over.. That will be very much more 
.beneficial from the point of view of 
too· many ·.calCulations and· too many 
mistakes that are arising in practice. 
Ordinary people do not know any
thing · about ·the calculations because· 
the rates are changing, new surcharges 
are coming in, new allowances are 
coming in. It is not steady even for 
a Plan period. I have been mention
ing it for years. The rates must be · 
steady. By the time we understand, 
the year is out. · I may mention that 
this principle itself is worng that we 
should calculate and give it. It has 
already been there in• ·the Statute and 
Rs: 5001- difference is there. There
fore, I do not want to say that it 
should be deleted, though our opinion 
is that it should be deleted. To make 
it further less Rs. 1001- I do not 
think it is a practical thing or proper 
thing. So, I say that Section 140-A 
should be deleted and Section . J 41 
should ·be kept. 

. The next point is, if however, the 
proposed amendment is retained, the 
same thing should apply so far as the 
Government is concerned. If the re.. 
fund is more than Rs. 1001- they 
should refund it immediately. They 
will never do it. Tbey want one 
year for it. But if it is a question of 
payment by the assessee, he should 
pay it within 30 days or so. For re
fund also, that time limit should apply. 
I can only say that nothing would be 
a law which is not practicable. A. 
Law cannot be something which is not 
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workable in practice. P.eople who 
should- know how to calculate,. issue. 
notice and collect do not want to do 
the' work. They want to. throw the 
responsibility on others' Who ate least 
qualified or fitted· for the work. In 
respect of payment of tax under sec-. 
tion 140A(l) if. the amount is put at 
Rs. 100, it will' affect even ordinary 
people· getting Rs. 1000 and. 2000, and: 
not only the higher people who have 
professional assistance· or the assis., 
tance of chartered accountants. How· 
many of them will be able to under
stand the difficult _calculations?· 

The next:.point;is. about recognition•. 
of firm& ·we: are completely· against 
this> new. provision;• we.• wouldr. prefer • 
to" keep-r the oldr provision.: Aftern 
yeam: and; years1 and a1. -number· : of•· 
cases; only for the last: two-' or three 
years; the law has· become· settled;. 
Now litigation· has become practically 
niL. To introduce this new idea. ''Re
cognition• of· firms" is• not• necessary. 
GO¥e:rnment is not going. to get· one 
rupee· extra1 whether it is a. "recog
nised firm" or ''registered· firm''. Even 
'lSsessee!l' have· understood the law. 
l'his was considered by the Law Com. 
mission: and '1 tendered· evidence before · 
it, When . the .Jaw is settled ba.th as . 

· regards interpretation of the· provi-· • 
sions · and as regards procedure; there 
is no·need to· amend the· law. Actu-. 
ally this iS nowhere riear- the objective· 
of simplification; it is· only· adding • 
trouble and riot · simpliJication. No 
question• of evasion arises in this • 
matter. 

The. ·next· .point is in· paragraph: 5 
on page· 5 o'fJ our memorandum. There· 
are a· group·· of' sections. The point 
they deal with is the· same; that· is,. 
whether there shoulci.be a sort· of court. 
fee for every appeal to the Appellate.-· 
Assistant Commissioner and to . in
crease the court fee for appeal to the 
Tribunal. We are against: thia and·. 
this should be dropped. This group· 
of sections. amend the Income Tax 
Act, the Wealth Tax· Act etc. and the 
same prilaciple applies in ali· cases. 
Taxation- is not dealt with either in 

the Constitution or as a sort of civil 
litigation. Without waiting. for all 
these things, tax has to be paij imme. 
diately. , The matter itself should .. not 
depend upon costs or n() costs. . The 
GOvernment is interested in . getting. 
the law settled one. way or the other. 
Taxation. proceedings should 'not be 
dealt with as. if the assessees are. like 
litigants in civil proceedings or 
small cause proceedings. It is a 
matter in which. the whole of India 

. is involved; It does not. depend upon 
the money involved.. A levy oi Rs, 
10 is not going to matter, when the 
amount inva.lved is huge. The pur
pose' of this 'does not seem to be 
money. By the levy ,cif, Rs. 10 the 
number of appeals is riot going to be 
less. ' Therefore it should be dropped. 

· The proposed amendment to sub
section (3) of section 249 is· wholly 
unwelcome. Appellate Assistant Com
missioner's decision regarding admis. 
sian of appeals is a judicial decision. 
To restrict his power to condone delay 
thirty days only is not right. The 
power should not go away even if it 
is 35 days. You must trust the people 
who administer the Act. 

Clause. 57: A~endment to Section . 
225· I don't think this should be made. 
Th~ point is not whether the amount 
involved is Rs. 25000 or RS. 50,000, It 
should not be approached on that 
basis. In actual practice we find· a 
number of single member cases, being 
transferred to the bench. Let us 
drop. the amendment:, According to us · 
even the ' existing provision or hear
ing ,by a• single member- should not be 
there- · I. do not know whether we will 
be. in·. order• in. opposingr what .is. ,ru.., 
ready· there. . ··• 

Clause 61: Substitution of new sec
tiart 275: The proposed amendment 
deals with the bar· of limitation, for 
making an order imposing a. penalty. 
We welcome it:- But one small.Iacuna 
is there The amendment deals with 
the appeals against the orders of 
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assessment pending bemore the Appel
late Assistant Commissioner or the AP- · 
pellate Tribunal. Similar extension of 
time to levy the . penalty should be 
made available . to an assessee who 
files a revision ·before the . Commis
sioner .under section 264. -I suggest 
the '_following amendments:-

"In section 277(a) after the 
words 'under sub-section (2) of 
section 253' add the words 'or a 
revision to the CommissiCiller 
under section 264' ". 

"In section 277(a) (ii}, add at 
the end 'or six months from the 
end of the month in · which the , 
order of the Commissioner is re
ceived by the assessee' ". 

These words are aded to maka the 
picture complete. I am only extend
ing the principle applicable to appeals 
pending before the Appellate Assistant 
Commissioner· or the Appellate Tribu
naJ. to the revision pending before 
the Commissioner. 

Clause 63: Introduction of section 
276-C: Section 276C deals with penal
ties for failure to furnish returns or 
produce account books. Our r~com
mendation is that this should not be 
put in the Statute. Our requestion is 
to drop the amendment. 

A distinction is made between the 
filing of returns and the production of 
accounts or records. The proviso to 
the section says that if the returns 
are filed before the expiry of the as
sessment year, the penalty that is to 
be imposed may be waived. Failure 
to produce the accounts or records is 
a default. If they are produced be
fore the expiry of the assessment 
year, it should not be treated as de
fault. What happens to a case where 
there is failure to produce the ac
counts on a particular date? Suppose 
a person is asked to produce accounts 
by 31st October. He asks for time and 
let us assume you give time till 30th 
November. Suppose some trouble 
arises and be does produce by that 

1358 L.S.-22. 

date. Immediately the penalty includ
ing imprisonment automatically comes 
in. Suppose he produces by 15th 
·December. What is required in in
come tax is cooperation· in the real 
sense and not default; One must show 
his books, his income and he must co
operate. You should not encourage 
merely the' punishment aspect. For 
those who want to cooperate, you 

. should not make it dilficult. You make 
both equal.,..-One who wants to co
operate and one who does not want 
to cooperate from the beginning. · This 
distinction between filing of returns 
and production of accounts or records 
may -be removed. If he produces ten 

·days hence, you can say it is default, 
but you cannot make a prosecution 
and punish . him with rigorous im
prisonment. Ordinarily somethmg 
may happen. There is no power 
given even to excuse. We are agamst 
the whole thing. Assuming you want 
to retain something, this point may 
be kept in mind. 

SHRI R. K. SINHA: You have said 
that sometimes by mere forgetfulness 
or sickness or death of a near relation, 

·there may be failure to furnish return 
and that the penalty of rigorous im
prisonment should not be there. You 
have also said that there should be 
cooperation between the assessee and 
the C:overnment. Are there not those 
who do not want to coe>perate? 

WITNESS: Imprisonment is thera. 

SHRI R. K SINHA: In cases where 
there is deliberate avoidance or deli
berate in the filing of returns, there 
can be rigorous imprisonment also? 

WITNESS: I don't agree to that. 
The powers that are already there are 
enough. Assessees should not be 
treated as criminals. There !ll"e 
enough powers under the present Act 
to punish people who do not coope':"te. 

·The amendment introduces the purush
ment of rigorous imprisonment for the 
first time. They are trying to make 
the punishment more rigorOWI and 
automatic. I am against the rigour 
and the automatic nature of lt. 
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SHRI R. K. SINHA: You have long 

experience in that line. You probab
ly know that in spite of the Act there 
has been evasion and even educated 
people have not filed returns. What is 
your view in regard to this matter? 

WITNESS: I do not want anybody 
to escape from paying even a quarter 
anna and if he tries to do it, it shall 
be at his own peril. But he should 
not be imprisoned and you should try 
to find out the real truth: Imprison. 
ment does not settle anything. Apart 
from extraordinary cases of black
marketeers where the whole thing is 
bad from beginning to end, there are 
also cases which are innocent. 

SHRI SINHA: So, what is the dis
tinction or the way you suggest for 
dealing with innocent cases and cases 
where the biackmarketeers delibera
tely avoid paying taxes? 

WITNESS: Firstly, it is not at the 
stage of filing returns or keeping back 
books. The point is that any number 
of defaults are permitted to be dealt 
with under the existing laws which 
are very effective. Non.submission of 
·returns or non-furnishing of docu
ments are specifically dealt with in 
Section 271 and offences have been 
made specific. Therefore, you should 
not think that except imprisonment, 
no other remedy is available. Prose
cution of a person does .not bring you 
any return .. 

SHRI SINHA: At what stage or 
under what circumstances, punish. 
ment should be given? .. : 

WITNESS: It is ~)ready provided in 
the Act. Now I am at the 'namakar
nam' stage and I will come to the liv
ing stage later. Now you want to 
prosecute him under the Indian Pen~! 
Code and not under the Income-tax 
Act. The present Income.tax Act 
helps you in getting a proper assess
ment. 

, SHRI SHINKRE: You have stated 
.that amendment to section 64 'is 
,merely an attempt to counter some of 
the decisions of the High Court and 
the Supreme Court. , ... .' Certainly 
when courts .point out some lacuna in 
laws, the Government have to get over 
them .by amending the laws. 

WITNESS: Firstly, there is a wrong 
assumption that there is a lacuna. I 
say that there is no lacuna in the 
Act. 

SHRI SHINKRE: Many people have 
filed bogus statements by .taking !id
vantage of the terms 'avoidance'. 

WITNESS: But the Parliament can
not put an innocent man to jail just 
because some persons have avoided 
paying the tax. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: You want to 
make the area of offence as restricted 
as possible. 

WITNESS: There is no offence as 
regards basic justice. This assumption 
of offence is mistaken. 

SHRI SHINKRE: In this section 
there is no question of- offence. It is 
only an incorporation of the sugges
tion made .by the Supreme Court. 

WITNESS: You want to make a 
natural item into an unnatural item. ,, 

SHRI · SHINKRE: You want the 
proposed amendment of Section 64 to 
take effect from 1-4-1970. 

WITNESS: Yes. 

·'. SHRI SHINKRE: But the Parlia
ment introduced the Bill on 28th MaY 

_1969 itself, and so retrospective effect 
should be. given from that date. 

. · WITNESS: No. I should apply pros
pectively. 

SHRI BISHWANATH ROY: YoU 
have emphasised the point that · a 
person should not be named as a de
faulter or criminal Do you want· t<> 
fix a date, after which a person could 



be named as a defaulter? What should 
be regarded as negligence or ignor_ 
ance? 

WITNESS: My point is that every 
defaulter should not be made into a 
criminal or nicknamed as a criminal 
throughout. Simply -because a person 
has filed a return one day late, he 
should not be named· a criminal ur 
defaulter. Of course, defaults are de
faults and I run not excusing defaults. 
It may be that default might ha·;e 
occurred with knowledge or without 
knowledge and you cannot classify it 
under criminology and imprison the 
person who has defaulted. You can
not assume that everybody is crimi
nal. Suppose a person filed the return 
through a registered post .but it might 
have reached a d:ay . later. than the 
prescribed date and you cannot imme
diately say that he has done it with a 
criininal intent and therefore he 
should be treated as a criminal. 

SHRI BISHWANATH ROY: If a 
person does not file the return even 
after the expiry date, can he be called 
·a criminal?. If a man fails, then the 
section says that he can be prosecuted. 
But whatever the thing, the question· 
is whether there is criminal intent.: 
As regards taxation of income, I can 
understand somebody saying not. or.ly 
I book him in money but also physi
cally; bodily; a criminal can be prose
cuted. But for a small thing like not 
Producing a document on a particular 
day or one fine.p1orning, of course, !n 

· some cases, it may be criminal or not 
criminal. But in the majority of cases 
of 27 00,000 assessees, 26,80,000 will not 
be criminals. I do not want to make 
the law applicable to the 20,000 to be 

. applicable to all the 27 lakhs. · 

SHR! BISHWANATH ROY: Hnve 
You got any specific basis for that? 

Wl'l'NESS: Yes, yes. There is a 
section making provision what should 
happen in particular cases. I think 
that is Section 271. You kindly see 
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that section, it is page 243 in my book 
here. It speaks of failure .to furnish 
returns, comply with notices conceal
ment of income. Well, 'co~cealment 
of income• I immediately grant there 
is criminal intention. Therefore, we 
are not talking about it. But 'failure 
to file returns', you cannot equate this 
with criminal intention to conceal ir.
come, 

SHRI BISHWANATH ROY: Sup
posing a number of persons do not 
submit their returns in time, and take 
their own time, even then Government 
are put to loss. What should be the 
criteria for distinction between persons 
with criminal intention and those with 
unfair motives, if we can say so? 

WITNESS : If here .is wilful negli
gence, you penalise. But for ordi
nary negligence you excuse; or he is 
charged with interest. In one case 
you recover· tax and in another case 
you recover interest and in the third 
casa you levy penalty. But impri
sonment is grievous. 

·MR. CHAIRMAN: Well, their 
(witness's) view is that the present 
provisions are . adequate. But some 
how. or other, the Government have 
thought that the present !»'OVisions 
are not adequate. There is difference 
of view, · 

SHRI N; K;· SANGHI : After you 
have strongly expressed your view 
that the proposals should not be pro
ceeded with, you have also said that 
it should be made prosp_ectively ? 

- WITNESS : No, no. I am only 
mentioning it as an alternative. We 
want the proposal should be dropped. 
But if you are determined, I am try
ing to be cooperative with you. 

SHRI N. K. SANG HI : Do you 
think that the present provisions by 
which an individual puts his money 
into the hotch-potch of the joint 
family and then he is taxed, they 
will affect the Hindu law ? 



WITNESS : So far as members of 
the joint family are concerned, this 
law will have no effect. It is only 
for taxation but it is from the wrong 
point. It may lead to legal compli. 
cations, This is making an unnatural 
illegal inroad into Hindu law. 

SHRI N. K, SANGHI : So far as 
self-assessment is concerned, suppos
ing the intention is to increase the 
taxable minimum from Rs. 4500 to 
Rs. 7000, even then will you not be 
in favour of this change ? 

WITNESS: No; my objection is 
so far as the the calculation is con
cerned, it is practically difficult. An 
income-tax clerk can do better than 
any of the lawyers here. If we take 
10 tax officers and ask them to 
calculate, there may not be unifor
mity, The duty_ should be cast upon 
the persons qualified. The question 
now is between Rs. 500 and Rs. 100; 
the margin of Rs. 100, is so small, 

SHRI N. K. SANGHI: Do you think: 
to serve the purpose a chalan could be 
sent to the assessee and he asked to 
remit and file the return ? 

WITNESS : They want to see that 
the money is collected .at the earliest 
at the right figure, whether it is self
assessment or not. WhY not that 
person be iTiitmated of the -right 
figure and asked to pay it. That will 
save a lot difficulties for all, Let the 
work btl done by men who are 
intended to do that work. Let the ex
perts do it, I am afraid you are 
putting in the wrong section and 
omitting the right section. 

!12!1 

SHRI N. K. SANGHI: Regarding im
prisonment, the background is that in 
the Hindi racket, many people escap
ed and Government could not assess, 

WITNESS : What I am anxious is 
tli.is. Where there is no return filed, 
make the assessment quickly; that is 
important; if you go on waiting, it 
will drag on; we know the long 
delay in magistrates' courts; it will 
drag for one year or two years. 

Now-a-days people are not bothered. 
about prosecutions and therefore it is 
not a good deterrant. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Well, it is their 
point of view. They have said it. 
They are · satisfied with the existing 
provisions of the Income-tax Act 
and new provisions do not seem quite 
necessary for them. . That is tpeir 
point of view. 

WITNESS: We are satisfied with 
the effectiveness of the present pro
visions, if it could be administered 
properly. What is · simplificaton 
with 10 provisos in a section ? 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Well, some
times Government do not know what 
is effective and what is not effective. 
Sometimes it happens. 

SHRI N. K SANGHI: Section 249 
condones delays. Have you experience 
of Asst. commissioners condoning 
delays? 

WITNESS : Not at all; even for 
one day, they have refused. Though 
CommisSioners are given ·discretion, 
there are the Board's circulars which 
l"estricts their powers. 

SHRI BISHWANATH ROY: Have 
you ay suggestions to make the 
present act more effective ? 

WITNESS: Well, we have; but 
that is not covered by the present 
proposals to amend the law. 

SHRI BISHWANATH ROY: You 
may send your views in writing later. 

WITNESS: We will do that. The 
point is, the Legislation standing as it 
is, we should see how it could be 
better administered, more effectively 
administered to achieve the purpose 
of this Bill. 

MR. CHAJRMAN: You know the 
mind of the Government and the 
assessees. You can do it. 



WITNESS : At ·least the Legisla
tors' mid we know. 

SHRI N. K. SANG HI :, As· regards 
.registration of firms, there is a Clause 
that no partner should be a benami
dar of another partner. Do you think 
that it would serve better if a column 
Is provided in the return itself men
·tioning if a partner is benamidar of 
any one, as is provided in the case of 
spouses and minors. Government 
would like to know who is the bena
midar, so that it may be easier. 

WITNESS: The joint family 
the assessment 
His family is 

indication of 

Jnanager is there in 
of the joint family. 
bpoked without any 
benami or non-benami. 

SHRI SANGHI : 
more clarification. 

It is only to get 

WITNESS: People would know 
very well about all these matters, 
especially of registration. The 
assessees are very mu~h :better 
educated than most of us. 

SHRI SANGHI : Suppose, we say 
that if they go to the Registrar of 
Firms and bring a certificate, it 
should be conclusive evidence. 

'WITNESS : I kow what is happen
ing there. Here it is a •better check 
There, it is only a paper check: 
Here, it is an effective check and a 
better check. There, it is done en 
masse. 

·. SHRI SANGHI : The Registrar 
may not go through the genuineness. 

WITNESS: Yes he is not concern
ed with the genuineness. The 
Chairman thanked the witnesses who 
then withdrew. The Committee ad
journed for lunch. 

m. Andhra Chamber of Commerce: 

Spokesmen: 

Shri Rasikalala M. Mehta 
-President. 
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Shri J. V. Somayaiulu-Former 
P2'esident. 

Shri P. Brahmayya, F.C.A.-Former 
President. 

Shri M. S. Sambasivam-Secretary. 

MR. CHAIRMAN : We have seen 
your memorandum and the various 
points raised in it. If you want to 
highlight any particular point, you 
may do so. Then our Members will 
ask questions on various points. 

SHRI J. V. SOMAYAJULU: At 
the outset I would like to express our 
sincere thanks for affording us an 
opportunity to come before you. We 
would like to mention only one or 
two important points emphasised in 
our Memorandum already submitted. 

We have suggested that the exemp
tion proposed, viz., Rs. 4,0001- may be 
increased to Rs. 7,5001-. 

The next point we would like to 
mention is about Clause 4(a)-Second 
proviso to Section 23 of I. T. Act., that 
is regarding the allowance allowed 
to be deducted in the case of resi
dential buildings. The buildings that 
were started after 1961 and not com
pleted before 1969 do not come under 
exemption. We would suggest that 
some Clause may be provided to 
make those buildings also become 
eligible for exemption. 

Another point we would like to -
mention relates to amortisation of 
certain preliminary expenditure of 
Indian Companies. Normiilll' in any 
floatation the expenditure comes to 
round about 5 per cent. Even when 
the capital is raised in the market 
the normal under writing commission 
itself comes to about 2i per cent. 
Though we welcome this new provi
sion, we would like to urge that the 
limit of 2i per cent may not be quite 
sufficient to meet the needs. 

One point No. 7 relates to conver
sion of self-acquired property into 



H.U.F. property, As long as the pro
portion is to be determined and in 
some cases even these things are also 
taken into account for purposes of gift 
iax and again for determining the 
individual income tax, if those are 
clubbed to the individuals-there is 
also a provision to add whatever is 
necessary in the case of minors and 
other things-if that is also added, 
then converting individuals into 
H.U.F." may be lost. The other points 
are comparatively minor matters and 
we would like to answer questions 
that may be put by the members. 

SHRI Y. S, KUSHW AH: On what 
basis you have come to the conclusion 
that 2l per cent would not be 
adequate? 

WITNESS : Whenever any Com
pany is floated and when we want 
any institution like LIC to under
write the capital, they are normally 
!taking 2! per cent commission for 
underwriting and over and above 
that, they pay about one per cent as 
brokerage for various stock-brokers 
for procuring applications. This is 
the normal thing. Over and above 
these things, there may be some other 
expenditure like advertisement. So, 
in the initial stages whenever any 
Company is floated 2l to 3 per cent 
is the minimum that has to be paid 
towards commission and you have to 
spend about half to one per cent as 
brokerage, apart from other expendi
ture on items like advertisement. So, 

·e have said that if you restrict the 
'ng to 2l per cent, it may not meet 

··-~ needs. 

"'USHW AH : What is 
suggest? 

~HRl Y. S. :t.. 
the pe'rcentage you 

WITNESS : About ·~ 5 • 
would be reasonable. " 

"er cent 

..... ,....,AR LAJ.,; GUPTA: 
SHRl ~'" ld I 

Most of the points are very o t 
'k to ask only one or wo 

would li e di ~ the recognition 
questions regar 

1
1
' ·s that firms 

fi Your Pea 1 
of rms. . ed with the Income
niready reglStetr may be exempt from 
lax Departmen 
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the need to get the firm registered 
with the Registrar of Companies. Is 
it not ? So, you agree with the 
amendment practically · barring this. 
If the Companies which are already 
registered are exempted, then you 
have no quarrel with the amendment, 
is it not? 

WITNESS : A partnership firm 
which is already ·registered with the 
Registrar of Firms and also with the 
Income Tax authorities, as long as 
there is no change in its constitution, 
there is no necessity for such a firm 
to go again for registration. 

As regards the production oi a 
certificate from the Registrar of 
Firms, it may be difficult. We are 
always in a position to produce the 
Certificate of Incorporation, but that 
does not contain certain details like 
the names of partners. That will be 
available only with the Registrar of 
Firms. If you want that a copy of that 
to be procured, we have to apply for 
a copy and normally it takes a long 
time to get a copy, If that is not 
there, so far as the other things are 
concerned, there may not be much 
difficulty. The Registrar of Firms is 
only one Officer for the entire State 
and the firms are distributed in diffe
rent parts of the State and if they 
have to get a copy, then there may 
be difficulties. 

SHRI K. L. GUPTA: There is 
some procedure for getting the firm 
registered under the present Ic,come. 
tax Act. Do you find any difficulties 
under the present procedure and 
what are they or would you like to 
make any suggestion to inlprove the 
procedure? 

SHRI SOMAYAJULU: If a firm is 
-lstered with the Income-tax 

re~ ~ent, it is not necessary that it 
Depa?\1 ... _ -~gistered with the Regis
shOuld be '~n:ru,- Taking the whole 
trar of F>, th~ present system 15 
tning as it 1S~·.:: .. •-:- - - --

all right. ~·-



-:;:rr 

SHRI K. I.. GUPTA : Will you 
like to make any suggestion to im
prove the present system ? 

SHRI RASIKLAL: Why do. you 
want the firm to get registered every 
year ? The partnership deed is 
already there with the Income-tax 
Officer. Going. on· registering every 
year is an. unnecessary waste of time. 

SHRI K, L. GUPTA: Suppose 
there is a change. 

SHRI RASIKLAL : · When there is 
a change in the constitution due to 
addition of new partners or other
wise, at that time you can have regis
tration. 

SHRI K. L, GUPTA: According 
to you Form No. 12 should go, You 
do not want. any other change in the 
procedure. The idea behind is that 
after the Supreme Court Judgment 
there is a lot of avoidance or evasion 
of tax. Can you make any concrete 
suggestion so that the Government 
may not lose any revenue ? 

SHIU RASIKLAL : The proposed 
amendment covers the case of an in· 
dividual who abandons his separate 
interest at any time after 31-3-65, 
You 'are passing the Act in 1970. 
You should give effect to it from the 
date of the coming into force of the 
Act •. 

SHRI N. K. SANGffi: Suppose it 
takes effect from 1st April, 1970. Is it 
ali right or would you like any fur
ther improvement? 

SHRI RASIKLAL: If there is no 
retrospective effect, it will be all right. 

SHRI N. K. SANGffi: What the 
Government has in mind is this. Sup
pose money is thrown after 1965. The 
income accruing to that man from 
1969-70 from the property thrown into 
the hotch-potch will be charged to fhat 
individual's share. It will not be 
charged for the years 1965-66, 1966.67 
etc. 

SHRI RASIKLAL: Now that you 
are going to pass a law, hereafter 
people will not form the H.U.F. Those 
who have already made H.U.F. should 
not be charged. 

SHRI K. L. GUPTA: Suppose you 
file your income-tax return late by one 
year or so. There is· provision for 
rigorous imprisonment. What are 
your .comments? · 

SHRI SOMAYAJULU: Existing 
penalties are fairly heavy. Penalty of 
imprisonment may be in very very 
extreme cases where the conditions 
may be out of the way. Our sugges
.tion is that rigorous imprisonment 
should be dropped. 

SHRI S. B. PATIL: Instead of rigo
rous, you want simple imprisonment 
or you want complete .dropping? 

SHRI RASIKLAL: We want com
plete dropping. A man may be in a 

·nursing home or by some misforfune 
he may not be able to file the return. 
Then the law begins to operate. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: The point is you 
are not in favour of punishment like 
imprisonment. 

SHRI S. B. PATIL: There is some 
improvement in this Bill. If the 
income-tax officer wants to make some 
additions and if he wants to com
plete the assessment under section 143 
he can call for an assessee and his 
account books and he .can make some 
adjustments. The income-tax officer 
is given power to review his own 
assessment. Suppose an income-tax 
officer makes an assessment under 
section 143-A. Then he can review 
his own assessment, ask the assessee 
to come and make a re-assessment. 
What is your reaction to this? 

SHRI BRAHMAYYA: As long as 
it does not lead to any abuse of 
power on the part of an Income-tax 
Officer and proper safeguards are 



provided in the sense that the Com
missioner's permission may be taken 
for very valid reasons, there is no 
objection to re-opening the assess
ment. 

SHRI S. B. PATIL: In .case cer
tain information emanates? 

SHRI BRAHMAYYA: Without any 
information, it is not desirable. I 
don't think it is desirable from the 
point of view of the assessee. 

SHRI DASARATHA RAMA 
REDDY: If he has any information 
before him and on the basis of that 
information he wants to revise. 

SHRI BRAHMAYYA: There is 
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provision for it in the old Act. 

SHRI DASARATHA RAMA 
REDDY: The Department's view is 
that it is not like\Y to be reopened. 
In very few cases the officer may re
open the matter. He hall got the 
legal right to re-open even ff it has 
been pending for two years. 

SHRI BRAHMAYYA: In actual 
practice it does not work so inno
cuously as the framers of the Bill 
contemplate. Therefore I oppose it. 

SHRI J. J. SHINKRE: The Bill 
proposes to fix a ceiling of Rs. 4,000 
per month as tax-exempt on the re
muneration paid to foreign techni· 
cians. You have suggested that the 
ceiling should be raised to Rs. 7500. 
Foreign technicians will come only in 
some sophisticated industries which 
are making profit. They will be com
ing in industries ·for whose products 
there is a demand. ·It means cer
tainly more profits to industrialists. 
Then what is the difficulty in paying 
tax to the Government? 

SHRI BRAHMAYYA: You are 
violating the very concept of the 
basis of arriving at the net income. 
Where a businessman has incurred 
certain expenditure, that expenditure 
should be set off against income for 
the determination of assessable in
come. 

SHRI J. J. SHINKRE: You can pay 
more. But the tax-free is only 
Rs. 4000. As far as the excess is con
cerned, industrialists should pay taxes 
because they are making profits. 

SHRI BRAHMAYYA: Once you 
have introduced a facility, we are 
only discussing the reasonableness 
or adequacy of that facility. We may 
not always be able to get first class 
techni.cians on :the ceiling fixed by 
you. 

SHRI J. J. SHINKRE: How many 
foreign technicians are eng.aged in 
industrial concerns belonging to the 
Ahdhra Chamber of Commerce? 
Have you got figures? 

SHRI BRAHMAYYA: I do not 
have the figures. The Act applies to 
the whole country and we are talking 
about the country as a whole. 

SHRI J. J. SHINKRE: As far as 
the H.U.F. is concerned, you are 
against. retrospective effect from 1965. 
The Bill was presented to Parlia
ment on 20th May, 1969. If retro.s-

. pective effect is given from that date, 
will you accept it? As far as the 
budget is concerned, it is presented · 
on a particular date and there are 
very few changes afterwards. Simi
larly there may be very few changes 
here also When the Bill was pre
sented to the Parliament, people 
should take l:10tice of it and the same 
malpractices should not be there. So, 
do you favour retrospective effect? 

MR. CHAIRMAN: He has suggest
ed that it should be prospective and 
it should not have retrospective 
effect. 

WITNESS: Yes, it should have 
effect from 1970. 

SHRI BISHWANATH ROY: Re
garding the tax-free remuneration 
for foreign technicians, you want that 
the ceiling should be increased from 
Rs. 4,000 to Rs. 7,500. How is lt 



that the same amount is proposed by 
all? When a Company is malting 
profit and they can afford to pay the 
tax, why do you want to raise the 
exemption limit? 
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WITNESS: Some of our Members 
are employing some foreign. teclini
cians. Compared to the standard of 
living. that these technicians are 
having in their home countries, we 
feel that the sum of Rs. 4,500 is 
inadequate. · As regard the other 
point that the company making pro
fit ~ould alford to pay the tax, it 
would · lead to some complications 
because it may be argued that fax
free salaries and tax-free income is 
profit and it may not be desirable. 

SHRI BISWANATH ROY: When 
the company can alford to pay so 
much to a foreigner, naturally that 
company can pay a little more income
tax from the national point of view. 
So, why do you want to raise the 
exemption limit? 

WITNESS: Because the Govern
ment are contemplating a kind of 
ceiling, we have suggested that the 
ceiling should not be too low as to 
inconvenience anyQne. 

SHRI N. K. SANGHI: With regard 
to amortisation of certain preliminary 
expenditure, do you agree· thaf the 
total cost 11f the factory should be 
taken into C'Onsideration instead of 
profits put in reserve, besides capital, 
debentures and borrowings. 

WITNESS: The total cost of the 
project is sometimes distributed over 
a number of years. Therefore, 
whatever is actually i~urred in par
ticular stages may be taken as a 
basis for the purpose of amortising 
the expenses. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Now on the 
whole the provisions of the Bill are 

acceptable from your point of view 
except for the minor defects pointed 
out by you. 

WITNESS: · Certain modificatigns· 
are necessary both in the interests of 
the Government and the citizens of 
the country. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Can you tell us· 
the complex features in the Bill. 

WITNESS: Simplication of the Act 
is neoessary. The provision regard
ing amortisation of certain prelimi
nary expenditure is a welcome thing. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Even penal pro
vision without rigorous imprison
ment is quite all right. 

WI~NESS: In fiscal measures there 
is moral turpitude involved and r do 
not think that imprisonment for tech
nical defects would be justifiable 
under any circumstance~. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Suppose a series 
of moral turpitude or a series of· 
defaults of the same nature continue 
in spite of warnings and would they 
not lead to an assumption that there 
is some immorality or non-morality. 

WITNESS: If your dictum is ap
. plied it may lead to a dangerous 
thing. As long as there are small 

· technfcal defaults imprisonment may 
be too drlj-Conian. 

MR, .. CHAIRMAN: Suppose there· 
is a technical default in that one 
does not file a return in a particular 
month. Then after three months the 
same technical default continues in 
spite of notices being issued and it 
is again stated that the return 
could not be filed due to want of staff 
like clerk or accountant. What should 
be done in that case? 

WITNESS: Imprisonment for this 
kind of default may be too severe._ 

MR. CHAIRMAN: So, as a juris· 
die principle it is bad. 



WITNESS: Yes. 

11R. CHAIRMAN: Suppose you 
~sk !I person to produce records but 
they have not been produced in spite 
of nutices and warnings over a period 
pf months. Do you think that this 
continued default should go un
punished? 

·WITNESS: I;.t depends on the parti
~ular circumstances of the case and 
your knowledge about the character 
9f the perS"On involved. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: If the income
.tax officer having knowledge of the 
previous record of that gentleman 
make such a presumption he would 
not be totally wrong. 

WITNESS: How does imprisonment 
~olve the problem? 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Do you agree 
that a presumption could be drawn 
that the default in the form of a 
~;ivil wrong has gradually taken the 
.~olour of a crime. 

WITNESS: I am drawing a dis
tinction between a mere technical 
!iefault and a mora! turpitude and it 
has nothing to do with criminality. 

SHRI BISWANATH ROY: You 
have referred to the moral turpitude. 
That expression has now become old 
in view of the changes now taking 
place in our day-to-day life. What
ever has been regarded as moral 
turpitude previously has been increas
ing, and so many crimes in different 
forms are being committed both physi
cally and financially. Now the moral 
turpitude includes evasion of tax. 

WITNESS: If you think that I am 
not irrelevant, may I say that in all 
walks of life, standard of moral tur
Pitude has been diluted; that 'Eieing 
so, why in tax alone n· should" "be a 
rigorous standard? Excuse me for 
putting that question. 

SHRI BISWANATH ROY: It is 
a matter of opinion. We cannot solve 
it. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: If it is a case of 
moral turpitude, punishment or no 
punishment it continues ana it is not 
going to be reduced. I must thank 
you very much for the very clear evi
dence your delegation has given 
before us. 

The witnesses then witli1Irew. 
IV 

Shri V. s. K. Duraiswamy Nadar, 
Commissioner of Income-Tax (Retir

ed), Madras 

MR. CHAlRMAN: I welcome you 
to this Committee. I have to inform 
you that the evidence you tender 
before this Committee will be publish
ed; but until it is published, it will 
be treated as confidential. You may 
please note that. 

WITNESS: I have already signed 
a statement to that effect. I have 
signed a declaration, I think. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: All right .. Do 
you want to add anything to what you 
said in your Memorandum or do you 
want to highlight any point or points. 
It is a fairly long Memorandum. 

WITNESS: If you will permit me, 
I would like to stress about Registra
tion of Firms. I mean the new pro
cedure. That can be considered as a 
subject of great importance ... Now, in 
my opinion a vecy long section has 
now been introduced. There are a 
number of sub-sections. The only two 
things, which I am able to find in 
the new provisions are these-one is 
that a firm should be registered 
with the Registrar of Firms, and 
that is one of the conditions. The 
other is that no partner should have 
any interest in the share of any other 
partner. My submission is that if 
these are the only changes, accord
ing to me, the object can be achieved 1 
by making necessary amendments in 
the existing Rules, instead of doing 
away with the existing provisions and 
introducing elaborate and complicat-



ed new proviSions. This is bound to 
lead to a lot of litigation. The old 
Rules and provisions have the benefit 
o0f many judgments of the High Courts 
and Supreme Court. By introducing 
new provisions, you ·are creating wid
er targets for attack; and it- will only 
help the professional people. It will 

· create unnecessary work for the de
partment, if my interpretation is cor
:rect. I should know what is the 
object of doing away witli the old 
provisions and what is the object to 
be gained by the new provisions for 
'recognition' of firms. My suggestion 
is that the new provisions could be 
incorporated in the old existing rules. 

, SHRI K. L. ·GUPTA: What will be 
the benefit? If any ·partner should 
have intere3t in the share of another 
partner, and if in that case· the firm 
will not ·be registered or recognised, 
is it proper to allow it? What is the 
proper course? 

. . ' 
WITNESS: In my opinion, the pro

per course is to include the benami
.d•ar' s share of income in the total in
•come of ·the beneficiary. The object 
:should be to collect taxes from the 
proper persons and not to take shel
ter under any technical flaw and 
refuse regil;l'ration. 

SHRI K. L .. GUPTA: You do not 
accept the second part of it? 

WITNESS: Yes regarding the first 
1)art that it should be registered with 
the Registrar of Firms, I agree. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: You please high
light your points. Try to be as poiot
<ed as possible. 

WITNESS: When these two ch:mges 
·are introduced, you get >your object. 
Why take away the name 'registered 
firm', introduce a new name and in
troduce a new Section? Actually the 
Taxing Officers already find it very 
difficult to administer things because 
they are' inundated with circulars and 
rules. :u you do 'away with the old 
procedure and ask them to learn 
new Sections and new circulars, it 
will be unnecessary work. The object 
of the Government can be achieved 
by making two small changes in the 
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existing riiies. 

The next thing is about the propoa
ed imprisonment for failure to file the 
return. According to the principle of 
natural1ustice, there should be a ri:
lationship between the severity of the 
offence and the punishment meted out 
to the offender: For instance, 'a man 
who steals some ink from the inkpot 
of his neighbour cannot be put in 
prison. Even in the Indian Penal 
Code, there is a Section which says 
that trifi~ 'which form 

1 
an offence 

within the' four corners of the law 
should .be ignored. . Though this fail
ure to· file return is an offence, it is 
not of such a severe nature as to 
warrant imprisonment and also dep
rive the Magistrate of his discretion 
and make it obligatory on his part" to 
impose rigorous imprisonment. Under 
the exioting law if a man fails to pay 
ihe tax deducted from salary within 
.a certain period, he can be convicted 
with rigorous imprisonment. In one 
case the amount involved was less 

· · ihan Rs. 200. The :!'ailure to remit was 
.absolutely due to sheer negligence or 
innocence. The Magistrate was con
vinced that it was not deliberate and 
the tax payer did not deserve any 

. punishment. But unfortunately the 
-existing law did not give him discre
tion and he did not know what to do. 
Re found that the facts of the case 
did not justify such 'a penalty. What 
he did was, he sentenced the man to 
rigorous imprisonment til! the rising 
of the Court. Deliberately the Magis
trate came to the Court at about 4 o' 
clock and left the Court at about 4.45 
just to satisfy the law. But how 
many· Magistrates will do like that? 
It is not 5 tated i)l the ·I.P.C. that even 
a murderer shall always be punished 
with rigorous imprisonment. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: The word here 
is 'shall be punishable'. 

WITNESS: So there is no discre
tion left to the tryiog Magistrate. He 
cannot convict him to simple impri
sonment. 'Shall' is mandatory. My 
submission is, there must be some 
consideration. There J1"'11d ~ut some 



relationship between the severity of 
the offence and the punishment meted 
out. 
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About the proposed enbancement of 
the fees, I want to-say a "few words. 
At present there is no fee lor appeals 
filed before the A.A.C. and now the 
proposal is to collect Rs. 10 per appeal. 
Similarly the existing Rs. 100 as fee 
payable to the Appellate Tribunal is 
proposed to be enbanced to Rs. 250. 
There may be many petty cases 
where the I.T.O.s. may not have 
time to go into details and may make 
some additions believing that they are 
right, but really they are wrong. 
Justice in such cases will be meted 
out by the A.A.C. So, in these simple 
cases, where justice will be meted out 
by the .Appellate Assistant Commis
sioner only why should a man be 
asked to ay Rs. 10/-? 

SHRI JAHAN UDDIN AHMED: 
Because he is seeking justice. 

WITNESS: You are introducing a 
new change. What are the new fac
tors which justify the collection of 
this fee? Till to day he has been 
getting justice for nothing except 
affixing some stamp to the petition, 
which is not a fee. 

WITNESS: On principle there is 
objection to levy a fee on appeals to 
the Appeallate Assistant Commis
sioner. · 't 

SHRI N. K; SANGHI:. You are 
saying that the fee or Rs. 10 should 
not be there. Can you explain what 
is the rationale · behind charging 8 
annas for a peals to A.A. C.? 

WITNESS: That is a time-honour
ed practice and I do not know the his
torical origin. 

SHRI SANGHI: Nobody obj·ected to 
this sort of trouble that is undertaken 
to get a Court-fee stamp and file the 
appeal. So, why not the Government 
incre•se it to Rs. 10 because the cost 
of everything has increased. 

WITNESS: Court-fee is not pecu
liar to the appeals to A.A.Cs. Even 
for any petition We willl have to affix 
Court-fee stamp. The quantum will 
differ. It is not a fee. 

SHRI SANGHI: As regard the fees 
to be paid to the Tribunal appeal, it 
is a matter of principle involved. 
Some sort of expenses may have been. 
disallowed· which the assessee feels. 
should not have been disallowed. 
There may be number of cases that 
have to be decided together and so, a 
number of appeals maY have to be 
filed. In such cases do you think, if 
one fee of Rs. 250 is levied, it will be 
reasonable? 

WITNESS: Rs. 100 is all right. If 
two or three appeals covering the 
same point are filed, for everything 
you will have to pay Rs. 100 now. You 
can.not consolidate. You will have to 
pay Rs. 100 for every appeal, irrespec
tive of the fact that all the appeals 
may cover only the same point. 

SHRI SANGHI: If the proposed fee 
is for two or three appeals covering 
the same point, will it not be a satis
factory solution for the increased fee? 

WITNESS: On principle of justice, 
it looks all right. But in practice it 
will be difficult because there will 
normally never be an occasion for two 
or three appeals covering onlY the 
same point to be filed before the Tri
bunal together. There is also time 
limit. You will have to file an appeal 
within 60 days. 

SHRI SANGHI: As regard registra
tion of firms, suppose we provide a 
proviso regarding- declaration of the 
interest of the partner to another part
ner, do you think that would suffice 
the legislative part of the whole 
thing? 

WITNESS: That will suffice the 
interest of the Department. Courts 
have recognised that there can be a 



benami partner. I may be a real part
ner and I may have 'X' as benamfdar 
in order to reduce my tax liability. 
In that case my· submission is that 
every firm may be asked to file a 
declaration signed by every partner 
saying whether he is a partner 
of his own behalf for his own 
benefit or as the beneficiary or-some
body else or trustee of somebody else. 
Once he files such a declaration, the 
Department has got a right to tax the 
other man. You do not lose .the 
revenue. 

SHRI SANGHI: The intention of 
the Legilature in this particular aspect 
is, once you go to the Registrar of 
Firms and bring that certificate, it )s 
conclusive and 99 per cent accepted. 
Subject to other drawbacks the firm 
will be given recognition. What do 
you think about it? 
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WITNESS: Registrar's certificate is 
the simplest thing. You pay Rs. 3; 
and whatever we write the Registrar 
accepts. He never examines the gen
uineness like the Income Tax autho
rities. Actually the insertion of that 
condition is not going to improve 
matters. That is my opinion. As ·a 
matter of fact, especially in Madras 
and in some other States, already 
Income Tax Officers are insisting on 
the production of a certaificate from 
the Registrar of Firms just to prove 
the genuineness of the firm. Almost 
all the firms are registered. Unless 
you register, you cannot file a suit. 
From the business point of view, it 
has to be registered. Registration is 
actually done. It is not going· to put 
any businessman to any difficulty. So, 
a certificate can be produced. But if 
the Income Tax authority is asked to 
approve registration solely on the 
basis of . the Registrar's certificate, 
;there will be any number of . firms 
which are not genuine. The Registrar 
simplY asks you to fill up the forms. 
He does not care to examine whether 
the statement given is true or not. 

SHRI SANGHI: He does not go in 
to the back of the whole thing. 

WITNESS: He has not got the time. 

SHRI SANGHI: What is your opi
nion regarding these two assessments, 
the provisional assessment on seeing 
the returns and the reopening of the 
assessment. 

WITNESS: That is a good sugges-
tion. 

SHRI SANGHI: Do you think it 
is going to help by and large cases? 

WITNESS: It depends upon how it 
is worked and how it is implemented. 
It will minimise the. work considera
bly, in my opinion. The Income Tax 
Officer can just examine the statement 
and the returns. That is what is done 
in the West. In England seldom they 
call for account books. They .examine 
the returns and the statements. Some 
times they enter into -·small corres
pondence. Then,' with the help of 
those papers, theY are able to fix the 
total income fairly accur·ately o.nu 
make the assessment. The party also 
will be satisfied. So, that is a good 
proposal. 

SHRI N. K. SANGHI: One of the 
persons has suggested that in this par
ticular case, officers might not appiy 
their mind; What do you think of the 
practicability? 

WITNESS: Some officers will do it. 
That is an individual thing. But by 
and large they will do not. If they 
resort to it, there will be adverse cri
ticism from their superiors. I don't 
think normally pfficers will do it. I 
think it is a good provision. 

SHRI BISWANATH ROY: You say 
on page 1 and point 3 of your memo
randum that the words "in connection 
with the extension of the industrial 
undertaking of the companY or in 
connection with the setting up of a 
new industrial unit" may be removed 
so that non-industrial companies 



trading companies etc.) may alsQ get 
the benefit of the new section. The 
section relates to amortisation. . Why 
do you make this suggestion? 

WITNESS: After all }'ou have 
decided to amortise capital expendi
ture and allow it to industrial concerns ,. 
on the principles of natural justice. 
On the same principle, non-industrial 
companies also should get the ~am_e 
concession. I want the same prmcl
ple to be applied to both, unless the 
Legislature wants to show a conces
sion in favour ot induStrial undertak
ings only, My submission is that there 
is no justification to treat one as the 
real child and the other as the step 
child. 

SHRI J. J. SHRINKRE: Clause 43 
introduces a new section. You say in 
your memorandum that there is no 
naed for it and that the existing pro
visions are enough. You have been 
a government officer and you know 
the mind of the government officers. 
They have made this suggestion after 
a cereful study and bestowing thought 
over the matter. Can you say what 
is in their mind in suggesting this 
amendment? 

WITNESS: If I were there, I would 
not have introduced it. How can I 
know their mind. I also bestowed 
some though over the matter, and in 
m'y opinion there is no need for it. 
Unless I know what the other consi
derations are which guided the depart
ment, I will not be able to answer, 

SHRI DASARATHA RAMA REDDY: 
With regard to punishment, do you 
think that the officers must have dis
cretion whether it should be simple 
imprisonment, rigorous imprisonment 
or fine? 

WITNESS; It one reads the J.P.C. 
one will find that simple imprison
ment is given for minor offences, 
rigorous imprisonment for major off
ences and tn every case discretion is 
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given to the magistrate. Is failure to 
turnish a return a greater crime than 
the crimes contemplated in the I.P.C.? 

~ 

MR. CHAIRMAN: In post-war 
legislations there are provision~ which 
give no discretion to the mag1strate. 

WITNESS: The magistrate is given 
discretion and he uses his discretion 
when the;e are extenuating circumst
ances. Here no discretion is given. 

SHRI DASARATHA RAMA. REDDY: 
You want the fee to be varied with 
referel)ce to the claim in dispute? 

WITNESS: I do not say that. MY 
only point was that the existing Rs. 
100 is sufficient. 

SHRI DASARATHA RAMA REDDY: 
In ordinary -civil law you pay ad valo
rem fee on the basis of the amount in 
dispute. Even Rs. 100 is heavy if the 
amount in· dispute is Rs. 100. You 
are not governed -by the principle of 
res judicata, 

WITNESS: If such a provision is 
introduced, there should be provision 
for, ~warding costs. 

SHRI DASARATHA RAMA REDDY: 
Under· the Land ·Acquisition Act, 
~ou· are paying cost to the party 
against Government , also. Do you 
think that a provision should be made 
for awarding costs also?. 

WITNESS: lf costs are awarded, I 
am sure there will be a very big 
reduction. in the· departmental appeals 
to the Tribunal. 

SHRI , DASARATHA RAMA 
REDDY: There is the Hindu Law and 
the Supreme. Court judgment. D() 
you think that the amended provi-,. 
sion can be worked satisfactorily? 

WITNESS: On -principle I entirely 
agree with fhe proposal and I have 
nothing to say against it. Coming to 
the practical side, there will be a lot 



of difficulty. You cannot complete the 
assessment until the assessment of all 
his children and wife are completed. 
It is not worth the trouble. 

SHRI DASARATHA RAMA REDbY: 
· Have you got any suggestion to safe
guard the revenue of the Government? 

'·. 
. WITNESS: The only suggestion is 
that when an individaul transfers his 
assets in favour of his Hmdu Undivid
ed Family, the transfer should be 
deemed to be null and void for the 
purpose of the Income tax Act. That 
means he will ·continue .to be the 
owner so far as tax is concerned. I 
do not know whether it will be valid 
in law. 

SHRI DASARATHA RAMA REDDY: 
In the Andhra High Court, when a 
transfer is-made by a Kartha to a 
H.U.F., Gift tax is collected. 

WITNESS: There are other deci
sions also that it will not come under 
the Gift Tax.· ~ 

SHRI DASARATHA RAMA REDDY.: 
Suppose it i1 brought under the ·Gift 
Tax Act and "then taxed? 

WITNli:SS: Then yoa will get some. 
thing definitely substantial. Y"ou will 

. be simplifying matters. 

SIIRI S. B. PATIL: tfilpage 1 of 
:Your memorandum you say "Every
body knows _the . _inordinate delay 
caused in Governmem ci:fctes by red 
tapism. It is impossible to get the 
Government's approval before incur
ring expenditure on feasibility report, 
project report, market survey etc." 
What was your experience regarding 
delays when you were an officer? 

WITNESS: When I ·was inservice, 
there were not so many provisions 
requiring prior approval of other 
departments. After retirement I have 
been in business. I am contacfing the 
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ministry for licence, this and that. 1: 
am the Chairman of a paint manufac-· 
turing company. The ; Government. 
want us: to export and earn foreign 
exchange. This is a new company •. 
In order to get entitlement for export,. 
the company lias to 1fe registered with 
the Export Promotion Council. First 
we were told that we-sliouia send an 
application to Calcutta. We sent an. 
application. We diet n:6·t hear anything 
for two months. Then. we sent a 
reminder. We were then told that 
there is an office in Madras to which 
we should send the apPlication. We· 
sent it . to the Madras office. Only 
recently we got an acknowledgment: 
but the registration is yet to come. 
Departments have expanded and there 
fs bound to ·be delay. Why is prior 
approval necessacy? If prior appro

·val is necessary, one has got to put 
up with. the delay. . The income tax 
·pfficer is concerned with. verifying 
whether ,the expenditure. is··· genuine 
and whether it has been incurred· 
properly. · As a businessman I can say 
that it wm· be very difli,cult for me 
to get prior approval for engaging 
professi<;>nal people for market survey, 
feasibility . report etc. 

SHRI KANWAR LAL GUPTA: 
Under the present amending Bill in 
the case of a person who does not 
register his firm with the Registrar 
of Firms, his firm will not be register
ed. Also, if a person names Eis com
pany as 'Indian National Company' or 
'Bharat Company', the Registrar of 
Firms will not register it: In that 
case, this firm will not De recognised 
by the Income-tax Officer. If we 
introduce this condition in the Amend
ing Bill, will it sl!nplify or complicate 
the matter. 

WITNESS: It would lead to hard
ship if a compnay is not registered 
because certain worils like 'National' 
or 'Bharat' are used. 'l'Iie firm has to 
be registered With tffe Registrar of 
Firms in order to file suits. So, I do 
not think the firm 9iill use those words 
and thus lose the right ol filing suits. 
to recover arrears; 



SHRI GUPTA: From the· adminis
trative point of view, will you suggest 
anything to simplify it. 

WITNESS: Personally I think it is 
not' an essentiaJ. condition -!Uid it is 
not necessary. It can be ·11one away 
·with. 

SHRI GUPTA: Under Section 
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143(1) of the ,Income-tax Act, the 
Income-tax Officer has ·been given 
·power to make minor adfusb:nems here 
and there and at the same time he 
'has also been given power to review 
'his own decision. That means that 
the Income-tax Officer can review his 
own assessment at any time he likes. 
So from the ·administrative angle, is 
.it desirable to have such a provision. 

WITNESS: After all, he would not 
·review every case. Only when he 
finds that a substantial mistake has 
·been made, he will review it. 

SHRI GUPTA: If there is a sub
-stantial mistake, und~r the· existing 
'law he has power to reopen it. 

WITNESS: That power is there .. , 

SHRI GUPI'A: So what is the idea 
..of having additional powers? For 
instance, if the Commissioner is not 
able to dispose of z;ouo or 3,000 cases 
.m the last wee!C o1'llie "Year, he would 

make an assessment under section 143 
without looking into them in detail 
After three or four months he will 
review them. So, there would not be 
any finality in the matter. From the 
administrative point of view, is it 
desirable to do it? 

. · W!TNESS: Otherwise ,the admini
'tration will have no chance to correct 
·the mistake made by them. 

SHRI GUPTA: The Income-tax 
Officer is not suposed to make any 
·mistake~ If he has ·got any definite 
information, he can re-open it. 

WITNESS: · You are referring to 
certain officers who rould do like that 
just for· the purpos of statistics. But 
I do not think that the power would 
be misused by the Income-tax 
Department. 

The Chairman then thanked the 
witness for the evidence tendered bY 
him. 

The Committee then decided to 
invite the Chairman of the Central 
Board of Direct Taxes to tender evi
dence before the Committee. 

· . 

The Committee then adjourned to 
meet again at 10 a.m. the next day 
(6th February 1970) . 
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l. Shri K. D. Shah-Vice-President. 

2. Shri R. Ramakrishnan 
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3. Shri M. S. Swaminathan 
. ~ ' .. . 

(The witnesses were called in and 
they took their seats.) 

Mr. Chairman cautioned the wit
nesses that until the evidence was 
published, it was confidential, He 
asked them to state briefly what they · 
wanted to say in addition what they 
have given in their Memorandum. 

Shri Nadar suggested that in as 
much as he had spoken the previous 
day, Mr. Ramachandra would speak 
and clarify any points. 

WITNESS: The first point I want 
to highlight is with regard to Section 
35D, i,e. with regard to the provisio_n 
relating to amortisation. The prOVI
s:on is worded vagu~>ly. It might lead 
to various problems witlt regard . to 
intrepretation.· Benefit of ·amortisat;o~ 
should be given to all expenses whlC 
are normally capitalised other . t~an 
capital expenses on which depreciation 
is given. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: What is your 
suggestion? 

· · · · -- · · ·ve 
WITNESS: It is not possible to. g1 

· an exhaustive list of the expenditure. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: We have note!~ 
··your definition. That is very good· 

there anything else? 

WITNESS: Second thing .is with 5~~= 
gard to Sec. 143 which is a ne~ut it 

· · · tion. We have not mentioned a 



in the Memorandum. Thia ia a pro. 
vision for fresh assessment. I sug
gest that the provision 143 (3) be re.. 
moved, for two reasons. One is it 
might cause hardship and second is 
that already there is a provision for 
reopeninig of assessment where income 
has escaped. Now 143(3) is repeated 
without safeguards provided. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: I thinK this point 
was mentioned by everybody before 
the Committee. 

WITNESS: There is provision in 14 7 
:and this is a duplication. Actually, 
the safeguards. are not here. 'There
fore this gives a •blanket · power. · I 
suggest that sub.clause (3) is not 
necessary. You may stop with sub
clause (2) which is complete in itself, 
for the purpose of collection expedi
tiously .. For that sub-clause (3) is 
not necessary. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: We have taken 
note of your suggestion. 
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WITNESS: However, if sub.clause 
(3) if considered absolutely necessary, 
it might be restricted to clerical cor
rections only. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: You think that 
we could stop with sub-clause (2) 
alone. 

WITNESS: Yes. Another point is 
with regard to benefit of amortisation. 
The benefit need not he restricted to 
industrial undertakings only. '!'here 
are many other undertakings like 
Hotel· where the capital· expenditure 
will be substantial. These benefits 
should be extended whether ·one is an 
industrial undertaking or not. 

' The next point is benefit of shifting 
·of undertaking, i.e. 35-E. This is 
given to owners of undertakings. 
There can be cases where a person 
holds an undertaking on lease with 
the consent of the loosor and he wants 
to shift; then in that case the owner 
does not get the benefit nor the lessor. 
The benefit is wasted. 

The other things is with regard to 
clause 14, ·i.e. sec. 64. The first pro. 
vision is not necessary. However, 11 
it is felt necessary, two. safeguards 
should be provided-one is that re
trospective effect should not be given 
and secondly the question of accep
tance of minor co-parceners in casea 
where th.e transfers are made. 

Then, with regard to registration of 
firms. This should be restricted. The 

,existing provision amply covers the 
purpose and the safeguards that are 
intended either assessee or reven:.1e. 
The amendment is not essential. If 
amendment is considered necessacy, 
cme safeguard should .be there. I 
presume this is done to get over the 
position created by Supreme Court 
judgment. It is saidl that if any per. 
son has any interest in the share of 
any one of the partners, then regis
.tration will be refused. Supposing in 
a firm two or three members of a joint 
family, are partners using the capital 
funds of the joint family, there is 
nothing to prohibit in law to do so and 
in such a case the entire income, share 
income of all the members should be 
assessed; each . one has got a share of 
the other ·both in the corpus as well 
as income. If there are 10 parties out 
of which 7 are outsiders and 3 partn~rs 
are members of a joint family, simply 
because 3 are a joint family, they have 
got some interest in each of the share, 
the entire firm does not get registra
tion.. The family would have nomL 
nated them to safeguard its interests. 
Jf any resolution is to be passed on the 
strength of partners, the joint family 
has 3/10th interest. In such a situa
tion, registration would be refused. 
Therefore either the provision should 
be dropped or safeguards should be 
provided to cover such cases ·as have 
been illustrated. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: What is the lan
guage you would suggest? 

WITNESS: Normally we would feel 
that the provision is not necessary. 
The expression benami should be used 
in such a way as not to create too 



much of litigation. If registration 
should not be refused, then safeguard 
should be provided, 

WITNESS: With regard to filing of 
the appeals to the Tribunal, except to 
mention that, I do not want to add 
anything to what we have stated in 
our Memorandum. That has been dealt 
with by everybody. 

Then the last Clause which I would 
like to refer is the one relating 
to prosecution. The provision for pro.. 
secution for delayed submission of ~e
turns is not warranted. The practical 
problem is this. Once the prosecution 
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is started, then the question of dis
cretion and other things might not 
come in. Without meaning any dis
resepct to any of the Courts. If an 
income-tax matter goes ·before a 
Magistrate, the Courts angle at which 
it is viewed is entirely different from 
a tax angle. When a matter goes 
·before the Magistrate's Court, irres
pective of practical considerations and 
difficulties, it will make the person 
liable for punishment. The difficul
ties of the assessees or the tax consul
tants or tax_ payers might not be viewed 
in the same light as it would be viewed 
by the Income-tax authorities or 
the appellate authorities who deal 
only with income-tax cases. The pro
vision far prosecution should, as far 
as possible, be restricted to real of
fences and not technical offences like 
delay in filing of returns~ In fact act
ually we had cases of late where 
punishment had been given for mere 
technical default by non-deduction. I 
had a case a week back where a Com
pany with a huge capital failed to de
duct a case of about a few hundred 
rupees. There was a short delay of 
a bout a week in remitting the t'lX. 
For that they had to undergo imprisCI!l
ment till the rising of the Court. If 
the matter had come before a Tax 
Court or Appellate Tribunal or A.A.C., 
it would have ended with. a penalty 
of Rs. 5/-. I do feel that this is a 
ease in which imprisonment should not 
be given. Because the Section is 
mandatory, the Director was made to 
undergo imprisonment till the rising 
of the Court. 

SHRI BISHWANATH ROY: Con
centration of wealth in a few hands 
has been a burning topic and the Gov
ernment has the policy of just check'
ing it up in whatever degree it can be. 
A clause debarring shares in the name 
of the members of the same family 
has been proposed. What is your view 
regarding that Clause? In the interest 
of the whole society are we justified in 
proceeding with that Clause? 

WITNESS: Is the question refers to 
Section 64, this may not materially 
affect because the law provides for the 
existence of joint families. If the 
question refers to the registration of 
a firm, this can· be avoided even by 
another joint family by effecting a 
partnership partition with regard to 
the business. If a .partnership· parti
tion is effected, in effect there is 
bound to be loss by that way of wealth 
tax and also by. way of Income tax. 
Instead of that, if the question of re
gistration by two or three members 
continuing the firm is not affected, 
many families would still like to conti
nue the business interest paying a 
higher rate of wealth tax. The ques
tion of wealth concentration as a joint 
family has also a similar liability. 
They pay a higher rate of wealth tax. 
Except the lower slab, they pay wealth 
tax on the entire limit. So, the trend, 
of late, has ·been to partition the fami
lies and as such, no further benefit is 
conferred on a joint family apart from 
the question of a lower limit of addi
tional one lakh in respect of wealth 
tax. Not much of tax effect would be 
gained by providing any provision 
which restricts the family from doing 
business either itself or by any number 
of joint families joining together in a 
firm or otherwise. That purpose will 
not be achieved .by this provision. 

SHRI BISHWANATH ROY: The 
purpose of checking concentration of 
wealth will not be achieved by this 
clause, but this Clause would be helP
ful in checking that trend. From th~t 
point of view, do you think that th1s 
Clause might be there? 



WITNESS: In fact the purpose of 
division of the ·shares of a family is 
not achieved· .by any of the provisions. 

. Section 64 only prevents throwing into 
the c<Ymmon stock. · 

SHRI R. K. SINHA:. The question -of 
mandatory punishment was raised 
yesterday and today also it has been 
raisec;i. I want to know from Mr. 
Shaw .the. Government's point of view. 

·MR. CHAIRMAN: This is only a Bill. 
At present the Government have given 
its view only tentatively and they have 
provided this· punishment in the light 
of the experience they have gained. 
It is a question of policy whether in 
the light of the experience of the in
come-tax administration, they have 
been obliged to resort to this extreme 
steps in order to see that the assess~es 
filed their returns in time. 

SHRI SINHA: . There is the question 
of innocent ·people being punished. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: I understand the 
distinction. Offences can be divided 
into two types, those which are merely 
technical offences and offences which 
have got the gravaman of a crime. 
He has suggested that for mere techni. 
cal matters, imprisonment is not pro
per. That is the attitude of Criminal 
Jurists. The Government may not be 
a· criminal jurist. ·we can discuss 
with the Government later. 

WITNESS: With regard to technical 
offences, the .Gavernment stands to 
gain .by way of revenue, if a. penalty 
is collected. For example, if a penalty 
is levied for late submission of returns, 
if the penalty is sufficiently heavy for 
assessees, they cannot just afford to 

• file the returns late. On the other 
hand, on the . top of it, if it is going to 
be a punishment of imprisonment even 
for such technical offences, it Wlll 
create an atmosphere of illfeeling bet .. 
ween the Department and the asses
sees. If the assessee is asked to sit 
in the Court till the rising of tlte 
Court, -nothing is gained, apart trom 

the ill..feeling. If an assessee sits in 
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the Court till- the Court rises, he sita 
along with other parties and advocates. 
Nobody knows that he is sitting there 
undergoing imprisonment. They will 
be thinking that he is watching the 
proceedings, So, no particular pur
pose is achieved except that the as
sessee knows that he has been punish
ed with imprisonment till the rising of 
the Court. 

SHRI K. L. GUPTA: In many 
cases they deduct the tax from the 
employees' emoluments and they keep 
it for years together without deposit. 
ing. it with the Income-tax Depart
ment. In such cases, if you levy a 
penalty of Rs. 5,000/- they do .not 
mind and pay it. But if you send 
them to jail even for a week they do 
not repeat the mistake. I think you 
will agree with me. . 

WITNESS: In such cases, my sug
gestion is this. The penalty should 
be paid .by the principle officers them
selves personally and not by the com
pany.· If such a provision is made, no 
principle officer can afford to take a 
risk with regard to non..depositing of 
the amounts with the Income-tax 
Department then and there. 

SHRI SINHA: If a man is delille
rately trying to cheat the Government 
or the treasury, what about him? · 

WITNESS: -In that case it can be 
made alternative. 

SHRI SINHA: You agree· that some 
sort of punishment including impri
sonment would be necessary in ex
treme cases. 

WITNESS: I am not certainly plead
ing for tax offienders. ~ 

SHRI SINID:: If it is proved that 
he is a blackmarketeer or tax offender 
or a deliberate offender, they may be 
punished. 

WITNESS: They can ·certainly be 
punished. · 



MR. CHAIRMAN: The whole ques
tion is this. Supposing the Income
tax authorities .put forward this point 
of view-they have not put it to me
but supposing they do-they adopt 
different methods to collect the tax, 
but they prove futile because the as
sessees transfer the assets, and noth
ing is left for the Department to col
lect. Therefore, the only deterrant is 
imprisonment. Mr. Gupta has elicited. 
from the Government that people who 
a.re vecy rich llild whose names still 
shine high with big neon-signs in the 
Industrial world ,u:e in arrears, and 
their arrears have been written off 
on the ground that nothing is collect
able from them. They have taken to 
various legal devices by which they 
have rendered themselves absolutely 
.propertyless. The Government are 
not able to get at their properties 
because of the other legal impedi
ments. So, in such cases imprisonment 
Will be a deterrant. What would be 
your answer for that? 

WITNESS: In such cases, punish
ment is necessary. But the point is, it 
should be made alternati\·e and im
prisonment should not 'be made com
pulsory. 
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MR. CHAIRMAN: You say accord
ing to the nature and the gravity of 
the crime, the punishment must be 
there. 

.WITNESS: Yes. Obligatory provL 
sion of imprisonment should not be 
there. It must be left to the discre
tion of the Magistrates. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: If you can give 
any concrete suggestion to change the 
language suitably, we will: consider 
that. 

SHRI DURAISWAMY NADAR: The 
wording can be changed like this. 

He shall be punished with im
prisonment or fine or with both, 

That Is the usual language in the 
LP.C. If the discretion is left to the 

Magistrate, he Will award the appro
priate punishment depending upon the 
gravity of the situation. 

SHRI K. L. GUPTA: You can send 
your amendment in writing. Bestow 
some thought over it and send it 
within a week. 

You have not suggested that the 
.benefit should be given to all assessees. 
It is ~:iven to companies only. 

SHRI DURAISWAMY NADAR: I 
have given my comments that there 
is no justification to confine the bene
fit to companies only. Cases like mica 
minea are exploited not by companieol. 
We have given mica mine as an exam
ple. The concession should not be 
confined to companiea only but &hould 
be extended to all assessees. 

There is one point about Gift Tax, 
thcugh it does not relate to this Bill. 
I crave the indulgence of the Chair• 
man to say it .briefiy. The Tamil 
Chamber of Commerce has been agi
tating for an amendment of the Gut 
Tax Act for a number of years. Under 
the existing provision, there is no 
provision for granting double tax re
lief. We cited a concrete case. A 
citizen of India who is doing business 
in Ceylon made gifts in Ceylon out o! 
Ceylon funds. The Ceylon authori
ties assessed him to Gift Tax. For 
income-tax he was treated as a non
resident. In India also he was as
sessed to Gift Tax on the same amount. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: You want double 
tax relief? 

WITNESS: Yes. The business com
munity will be pleased if such a con
cession is proVided. 

(The witnesae$ then withdrew.) 

n Southern India Chamber of Com
' merce & Industry, Madra». 

. Spokumen: 
1. Shri P. Maruthai Pillai-Preai

dallt. 



2. Shri S. Narayanaswamy-Vice
Eresident. 

3. Shri N. C. Krishnan,-Member 

(The witnesses were called in and 
they·. took their seats.) 

MR. CHAIRMAN: You have given 
a memorandum. Would you like to 
say anything special on any of the 
points in the memorandum. You can 
say what you have got to say -briefly 
and i>ointedly. · · 

SIDU MARUTHAI PII.LAI: We will 
be elaborating on the points raised in 
the memorandum. Mr. Narayana
swamy will briefly deaf with those 
points. . .. _... .• ...; 

SHRI S. NARAYANASWAMY: The 
first point is in regard to tax exemp. 
tions for foreign technicians. There 
has been an increased reluctance on 
the part of foreign technicians to come 
to India purely on personal ~:rounds
family circumstances, climatic diffi
culties and the like. In their own 
country there has been a. considerable 
upgrading of their wages. This has 
gone on for the last two years, more 
particularly in Europe and the Unit~d 
States. Wage have gone very high. 
The ceiling of Rs. 4000 seems to me 
to be rather on the low side. We 
have very much difficulty in getting 
these people. It is all right to say 
'You are free to pay a larger sum. 
But pay tax for the excess over .Hs. 
4000. Already the cost of foreign col
laboration-capital expenditure as well 
as revenue expenditure-has gone up 
over the years. The capital cost of 
plant and machinery has become high
ly inflated. Civil costs, cost of land 
have gooe up. To pay _tax on ~e. re
muneration paid to foreign technicians 
wi!l be a very genuine hardship. ~ e 
therefore say that this matter of ceil
ing should be left to be ; decided. by 
the tax authorities from time to ~me 
on the basis of the size of the _PrOJect 
and merit of the collaboration. J.f 
there is to be a ceiling,. I would put It 
at Rs. 9000 or 10,000; · · 
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Today there is tax exemption . for 
salaries paid by Central or State Gov
ernments from the income of ·foreign 
nationals. I think it should be ex
tended to statutory corporatioos, _in 
view of the increase . in the · number 
and ·size of the public sector under~ 
takings. · · 

Then we come to clause 8. There is 
a· distinction between: industrial· com
panies and non-industrial·. cbmpanies. 
At the promotion stage a non-indus
trial company incurs as much prelimi
nary. expenditure· as an-· in1j.ustrial 
company. Mostly the expenses consist 
of advertising prospectus, putting in 
advertisements; brokerage etc. I think 
it is safer to- avoid this distinction and 
allow non-industrial companies·· to 
amortise this eXPenditure. · ' 

This '2! per cent amortisatioii 
seems to be on the lo'l' side. Capital 
reserves would not appear to' be' . a 
fairly reasonable basis. Actual capi
tal cost of the project should be the 
determining factor. If there · is to ' be 
a percentage, it should be 5 per cent. 
In tha.t case, instead of _40 years, it 
becomes 20 y~ars. The allalogy -of the 
development rebate for which there i• 
provision in the Income Tax Act does 
not seem to be applicable in regard to 
amortisation. The parallel is not on 
all fours. ·For· the remaining per:oa 
yo-u may deny amortisation. I · 3oii~t 
think the vendor should be denied _the 
benefit of amortisation by the write
back. 

There is no sanctity to apply. it t?
only joint stock! companies. Min~ng
is a wasting asset and after a period 
we have to abandon it. In th_e case 
o-f gold reef occurs ·and we have to 
b d 't In the case mineral ci's aanon1. df 

it becomes a dead. stock at the en o 
the period .... We think. it sh?llld be 
extended to non-corpor~te bodies. also. 

We -have lived wi_th this .trouble of 
H.U.F. for a long ~ime .. 'f?ere seems 
to. ))e _a general wi_nio_n firmly:H ~~ 
in many quarters .. that the ·. · -· 



dividing is a basic tax-dodging device. 
It Is wrong to say summarily that tilis 
will be dealt with as It it is an indi
vidual assessment. In a harsh tax
ation system such as we have in India 
to-day, a small disallowance of a bad 
debt may raise 88 per cent tax assess
ment to 100 per cent. I think we 
have to be careful. 

The only point is that it should not 
have retrospective effect. 

As regards clause 30, it is not 
equitable to calculate interest in the 
case of a recognised firm on the basis 
as if the firm was unrecognised as 
such a provision is not justified as the 
registered firm is assessed to tax. 
This provision is likely to cause con
siderable hardship. Already we are 
having considerable harship in re
gard to the registration of firms. 
Therefore, we think that interest 
should not be charged. 

With regard to clause 31, the reduc
tion of the limit from Rs. 5001- to 
Rs. 1001- is not necessary as the latter 
is a small sum. The present limit of 
Rs. 5001- may be retained. 

So far as clause 35 is concerned, we 
would like that a time-limit is also 
provided In respect of pending assess
ments. 

Clause 43 is very important. For 
the last 20 years with very great diftL 
c~lty we have been educating our 
clients with regard to the registration 
or rene~al. Now if you try to change 
the entire system, it would take 
another 20 years, and in the mean.
tlme there would be great evasion. 
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MR. CHAIRMAN : 
provision does not 
simple. 

So, the new 
·make matters 

WITNESS: Yes,. Alongwith the 
existing proviso, you can add ·a pro
viso that it should be registered with 
the Registrar of Firms also. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: This is meant 
for income-tax purpose and the in
come-tax people should have a higher 
say in the matter. 

WITNESS: Also, a firm should not 
be refused registration simply because 
one of the parteners has some interest 
in the share of another partner Be
nami interest or . rightS have been 
recognised by courts 

As regards clause 54, the penal in
terest tends to be very harsh and the 
provision to appeal to the Appellate 
Assistant Commissioner should .be 
retained and not extinguished. 

With regard to clause 55, the pro
posed levy of Rs. 101~ for every 
asppeal petition is not necessary as 
the assessee has to pay it from his 
own pocket. 

So far as clause 56 is concerned, 
the increased levy of Rs. 2501- is very 
deterrent. If it is to be levied, in 
case the assessees succeed in their 
appeals, the cost should be returned 
to them and the cost may ·be awarded 
against the Income-tax Department .. 

MR. CHAIRMAN : There • is no 
harm in asking for it. 

WITNESS : The present fee of 
Rs. 1001- may be continued and do 
not make it very costly for .them. 

· As regards clause 63, rigorous im
prisonment is a grave punishment. 

MR. CHAIRMAN : · Do you object 
to be expression 'rigorous' or 'impri" 
r.onment'. 

WITNESS : Both. 

SHRI REDDY: Do you want that 
there should be no punishment for 
all defaulters or do you want that 
there should be p11Disbment for con
tinuous defaulters Do you want to 
make a distinction in regard to this 
matter? 

WITNESS : I suggest that defaulter · 
should be punished financially. I 
have always felt that during the last 



50 years an honest assesse becomes a 
marginal deffulter and a marginal 
defaulter becomes a confirmed defaul" 
ter. I think we need not have a 
general provision. When you make 
a proVision, you must see that it is 
implemented humanely, Now the 
Company Law is invoked even for the 
slightest provocation. 

SHRI SlUNKRE : What are the 
total number of members in your 
Chamber? 

WITNESS: 900 members. 

SHRI SHINKRE: How many'com
panies under your Chamber employ 
foreign technicians. 

WITENESS (SHRI NARAYANA
SWAMY): I am a Director in 19 
compaies and 14 companies employ 
foreign technicians. 

SHRI GUPTA : How many techni
cians get more than Rs. 4,0001-. 
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WITNESS : ·It would -take a couple 
.of months to collect those statistics. 
I have had three technicians who had 
gone away before the expiry of their 
stay in this country because after 
devaluation their salaries· received in 
rupees are too small that they · could 
not maintain their family. So they 
went iback. · 

SHRI GUPTA : The idea is that 
we should discourage the employ
ment of foreign technicans and 
encourage our own technicans as 
there 'is unemploment among our own 
engineers. Also in many cases we 
have been enamoured of the foreign 
technicians even though they may not 
possess ·expert knowledge, Many of 
them may not get even Rs, 5001- in 
their own country but we give them 
Rs, 5,000 to Rs. 10,000. Also, 80 per 
cent of them are employed in the 
public sector and not in the private 
sector and so you are not much affect
ed by the Bill. S<i, Indian technicians 
should be encouraged, · · • 

WITNESS : Our problem is runn
'ing the machinery, ·we are not fond 
of white skin. These foreigners are 
utilised to run the machinery in the 
"first year and side by side to give in
plant training to our boys, our Indian 
boys. They just carry on like that 
for three or four years and at the end 
of .the period, we naturally send them 
out. By that time our boys take 
charge. Therefore, for the interim 
period we use their · services and 
·knowledge, otherwise, if I start the 
machinery got from our collaborators 
and if there is any trouble, they 
would say, 'Oh, your men have run 
it the wrong way' and under the con
tract r" would be penalised, They are 
utilised for giving in-plant training 
to our own boys. Actually many of 
our' boys have become. excellent tech
nicians. This expenditure incurred 
during the interim period is necessary 
and is to our advantage, We· do not 
want to keep them longer. · 

Further, in the matter of getting 
the .services of these foreign techni
cians, we have got the approval of 
the Industrial Development Wing and 
then after great scrutiny, it goes to 
the · Finance Ministry. They also 
assess- the technical personnel in the 
country and then alone they approve.· 
The time taken and the procedure 
adopted in these bodies are so tire
some that industrialists do not have 
any pleasure in going in for these 
foreigners. Therefore when there is 
such rigid control in getting approval 
from the Government of India, there 
is no necessity for you to impose any 
tax. 

SHRI J. J. SlUNKRE : In the 
cases of sophisticated industries you 
.make good . profits and therefore you 
can afford to pay tax. 

WITNESS: Even in sophisticated 
industries, it takes time to make pro. 
fits. 

MR. CHAIRMAN : Both the views 
are possible in such cases. 



SHRI SANG HI: l]nder Section 
186.A, while you say that the old 
law is advantageous, you also agree 
to the registration with the Registrar 
of Firms. Can you give the back
ground for your statement ? 

WITNESS:· It is not very difficult 
to do it. You just make your appli
cation and the Registrar gives you the 
certificate. It is not a big formality. 
If you can dispense with it, well and 
good. But if you insist that registra
tion should be done, well, we have 
no objection. 

SHRI GUPTA: Now, it is not as 
simple as that. There is only one 
Registrar for the State whereas every 
town has got an !come-tax officer. 
Will not that be troublesome to small 
assesse~s? 

WITNESS : Our experience . in 
Madras State is that within a short 
time we get registration. It is simple 
enough. There is the prescribed 
form; you fill it up and one of the 
partners signs it and sends it on to 
the Registrar; after some usual enqui
ries, you get the certificate. 

SHRI SANGHI : . Another point is 
for completion of reopened assess
ments, a time-limit has been prescrib. 
ed. Have you any large number of 
pending cases 1 

WITNESS: Yes, I have got about 
a dozen cases. After income is 
assessed, some anonymous letter is 
received .....• 

SHRI SANGHI : Period to which 
they relate ? 

·WITNESS: Time-lag is from 
1952-53. Most cases relate to the 
Hundi tranasctions. 

SHRI SANGHI : Regarding clause 
276-C providing for imprisonment, 
we have mnay defaults-non-pay
ment ·of tax, non-filing of returns, 
non-payment of tax even after filing 
returns, concealment of income ~nd 
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so many other things. Th~e may be 
fabrication of accounts. Can you tell 
us for what kind of offences rigorous 
imprisonment should be provided ? 

WITNESS : In cases of conceal
ment of income, delebera.te and con
tinuous concealment, may be a more 
deterrant punishmnt is called for. 

MR. CHAIRMAN : So you are not 
against punishment. Oniy you are 
in favour of serious punishments for 
serious offences and for lighter 
offences, lighter punismments should 
be provided for. All right. Punish
ments should be to suit the various 
shades of offences. Let us see. 

SHRI NARAYANASWAMY: It 
must be resorted to in extreme cases. 
Though assurances are given by more 
than one generation, they are not 
bound by any assurances. 

SHRI N. C. KRISHNAN : For 
mere technical offences, such punish
ment should not be given. 

SHRI SANGHI : I would like to 
put a question with regard to Section 
64. There may be cases where in
dividual property might have been 
converted into HUF property; Would 
you be amenable to the suggestion 
that the law may. provide for levy of 
compulsory gift tax in such cases and 
also increase the gift tax . further by 
50 per cent to see that commensurate 
review is received by the Govern
ment. 

SHRI N. C. KRISHNAN : We are 
not in favour of gift tax at all. HUF 
is a peculiar position~ Now in certain 
cases gift tax is beig levied. We just 
made a point because we are averse 
to both the gift tax and for dubbing 
the income retrospectively. 

SHRI SANGHI : Of course, the 
Supreme Court has to give its deci
sion on gift tax. Would you prefer 
that a law be made to levy a higher 
rate of gift tax and to do away with 
thi.a particula!r · section. .The whole 



idea has been brought for the simple 
-reason that the Government feels 
that there is a big loss of revenue if 
self-acquired property is thrown into 
the hotch-potch. 
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SHRI NARAYANASWAMY: Taxes. 
have been mounting in the last two -
years includin~t the gift tax. It would 
be harsh. 

SHRI SANGHI : If the Supreme 
Court says that we cannot levy any 
gift tax. in _respect of such transfers, 
would you suggest any alternative to 
avoid this amendment? 

WITNESS : It is not a ~tift at all. 

MR CHAIRMAN : The member's 
question is this. You have raised an 
objection to the provision. as it is. 
What is· the alternative to see __ that 
the Government does not lose the 
tax. It is like this. The man is liable 
to pay tax. But at the time when the 
Income-tax Department wants to 
catch hold of him he_ is going away 
and taking shelter under the Hindu 
Joint Family. 

SHRI NARAYANASWAMY: H.U.F. 
should not be regarded as a sanctuary 
for fugitive assessees who want to 
reduce their tax liability. We do 
think there must be a continuation of 
the acceptance of the concept of the 
H.U.F. 

MR. CHAIRMAN : I am not 
suggesting that we should invade into 
it. The liability to pay tax ia ascer
tained and just at that time the per
son is transferring the property to 
the Hindu Joint Family. The In
com~-tax Department is deprieved of 
their income. 

SHRI NARAYANASWAMY: A 
man becomes a member of H.U.F. 
only once. 

SHRI- SANGm : Out of self
acquire~ property, the man throws 
some money into H.U.F. 

.. WITNESS : Once his position as 
H.U.F. has been recognised, that is a 
legitimate procedure. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: We are not 
going to discuss the juridical aspects 
of the H.U.F., nor the right of an 
assessee to throw some of his self
acquired money into the H.U.F. We 
are not questioning these things. But 
at the same time a tax which should 
have been paid is being avoided in 
this manner. Have you any sugges
tion to see that the tax so avoided 
will accrue to the Department? If 
there is no concrete suggestion, you 
can pass on to the next point. There 
is -the objection there, no doubt. 

SHRI NARAYANASWAMY: We 
are always helpless. All Committees 
want us to make suggestions for re
imbursement of loss of revenue by 
Government. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: The Committee 
is like a Judge. We put questions on 
both sides. Do not think that the 
Committee is committed to aything 
when it puts questions. Until the 
judgment is given, a judge has not 
decided. Similarly the Committee 
does not decide anything- until it 
gives its report. 

simi_ GUPTA: There are many 
cases and their number runs - to 
thousands where seJ:t.acquired pro
perty is thrown into H.U.F. Not only 
that. The matter does not end there. 
The H.U.F. is again divided and in 
that way_ there is avoidance of tax or 
evasion of tax whatever you call it 
on an extensive scale. Can you give 
some concrete suggestions so that the 
Government may get over this diffi
culty, and may no~ lose revenue in 
that way? -

WITNESS : It is a diftlcult ques
tion to answer. 

sHRI GUPTA: One suggestion has 
been made by -a witness. Suppose 
the self-acquired property is thrown 
inte H.U.F., you do not tax it. Jlut 



once it is divided again, the second 
time, then you tax it. What do you 
say about it? Will you agree? 

SHRI N. C. KRISHNAN: That is 
half-way and it is much better 
because the tax is levied at the 
second stage. 

The Chairman thanked the witnesses 
who then withdrew. 

III. Hindustan Chamber of Com
merce, Madras 

Spokesmen: · 

1. Shri K. D. Shah-Vice President. 

2. Shri R. Ramakrishnan 
3. Shri V. Ramachandran 
4. 'shri G. Narayanaswami 
5. Shri R. Ananthakrishnan 

(The witnesses were called in and 
they took their seats.) 

MR. CHAIRMAN : You have 
given a fairly long memorandum. 
You can say what you have got to say 
on important points. 

SHRI RAMACHANDRAN : One 
point to which I would like to draw 
the Committee's attention is section 
140-A of the Income-tax Act which 
is sought to be amended whereby 
assessees who have got to pay more 
than 100 rupees have got to pay the 
tax within thirty days from the date 
of the submission of the return. If 
he does not pay within thirty days, he 
is liable to penalty. The section is 
so worded that there is no provision 
for excuse even where a person is' 
prevented by unavoidable causes. It 
looks as if the levy of the penalty is 
automatic. 
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The next point is about amortisa
tion of the expenditure to be allowed 
at 5 per cent of the paid up capital 
and .long term borrowings. In the 
initial stages long-term borrowings 
will not be there. Let us -have a 
higher. percentage only on the paid up 

capital. 10 per cent will be reason" 
able. 

SHRI K. L. GUPTA: On what 
basis do you say that it should be 10 
per cent? 

SHRI RAMACHANDRAN : -Actu
ally I would not put any ceiling 
at all. If the expenditure is incurred 
for the purpose of the business and 
if the officer ·is satisfied -that it has 
been incurred bona fide, it has got to 
be allowed in toto. If any restriction 
is to be there, let it be 10 per cent. 
From my experience of a few com
panies, 10 per cent will be reasonable. 

SHRI K. L. GUPTA: Can we have 
a copy of the analysis you have made 
of the various companies ? You can 
send the working sheet within a 
week. 

SHRI V. RAMACHANDRAN: Yes. 

SHRI K. L. GUPTA: The benefit 
goes to companies only. would you 
like it to be extended to all assesses? 

SHRI RAMACHANDRAM : Yes, 
it should be extended to all assessees. 
The income to be com"puted for tax 
purposes should as tar as possible be 
real income and should not be off the 
mark. To the extent to which it is 
denied to all the other assessees also, 
it creates a notional income. 

SHRI N. K. SANGHI: You have 
said that amortisation should be on 
the paid up capital. Don't you think 
that borrowings are larger than paid
up capital? 10 per cent seems to be 
very high. The idea is that the bene
fit should be substantial to the inan 
wh() meets the preliminary expenses. 

SHRI RAMACHANDRAN : These 
expenses would have to be incurred 
in the first year or second year. In 
most of the cases long-term borrow-

. ings would be only after the second 
or third year. In a large number of 
cases, relief based on long term 
borrowings would be illusory. 
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SHRI N. K. SANGID : If the 
relevant period is taken as after a 
year of the formation of the com
pany? 

SHRI RAMACHANDRAN : That 
would be all right. 

The next point I would like to 
invite the attention of the Committee 
to is about the recognition of the 
firm. So far as recognition of the 
firm is concerned, there appears to be 
no simplification. Even though it 
may look simple to get a firm regis
tered and get a copy of the certificate, 
in actual practice it will be onerous 
and difficult. Secondly, no Registrar 
goes into the genuineness of the firm 
or the actual bona fide share of the 
firm's profits. For the purpose of 
income-tax the most important point 
for recognition of the :fiJJffi would be 
an investigation into the reality of 
the partnership and the profit shar
ing. The most suitable persons· for 
this purpose would be the income tax 
officers. Getting registered with the 
Registrar of Firms is not going to be 
of any advantage to the income-tax 
administration. I would prefer that 
this investigation is done by the in
come-tax officer himself. If there is 
any miscarriage in the registration, 
it would result in loss of revenue to 
the Government and underserving 

· benefit to a large number of assessees. 

The present procedure should be 
simplified by dispensing with Form 
No. 12. Once an income·-tax officer 
is satisfied with the genuineness of 
a firm, the registration may continue 
till such time as there is change in 
the constitution of the firm. Subject to 
the abolition of Form No. 12, the 
present system will be better than the 
proposed change. If however the 
proposed change has to be made, I 
suggest that the reqirement of regis
tration with the Register of Firms 
may be dispensed with for existing 
firms. Even for new firms, registra
tion alone will do. Certified copy 
from the book may be dispensed with 
and the declaration that it is .liable 
to pay tax will do. 

SHRI K. L. GUPTA: You want 
the dropping of Form No. 12. 
Suppose one of the partners has an 
interest in the share of another 
partner. Then that firm will have 
to be registered. What is your reac. 
tion? 

SHRI RAMACHANDRAN : Let us 
assume there are two partners. One 
!l'lay happen to be a benami of the 
other and there may be no partner
ship at all. Legally there is no firm 
at all To cover such cases, it is in
tended. I think it is. an. unnecessary 
formality which has no practical 
significance. 

SHRI N. K .. SANGHI :. Do you 
think a large number of firms will 
get disallowed ? 

SHRI RAMACHANDRAN: Yes. 

The Registrar, while he .registers, 
does not go into the genuineness of 
the firm or to whom the interest 
belon~s. In fact he has no jurisdiction: 
He sees whethr the provisions of the 
Partnership Act are not offended.. If 
they are not offended, normally he 
grants recognition. 

SHRI SIDNKRE: Certain safe-
guards are provided in that they 
can go to the Registrar of Finm and 
get a certificate from them. The 
Income-tax offiCEr need not enquire 
into the genuineness of the firm. Do 
you think that it would. be a better 
set-up. 

WITNESS: Yes, it would be a bet
ter set-up but it would not be pos
sible. The Registrar may not be 
able to do jw,tice in the matter and 
only the income-tax· officer is better 
qualified. But from the as_sessee's 
point of view, it would certrunly be 
worthwpile. 

Then Sec.ion 139 is sought to be 
amended. Already there is a pro
vbion, Section 271 which provides 
for the levy of penalty where there 



is delayed submission of returns 
without extension of time. Even in 
such cases to levy 9 per cent per 
annum under Section 139 may not be 
justifiable. Now, the point is that the 
assessees who are granted time will 
be charged an interest of 9 per cent 
whereas assessees who are · not 
granted time will be charged 24 per 
cent per annum. 

Then so far as the amendments to 
Sections 143(1) and 143(3) (a) are 
concerned, there is a danger to the 
power vested under Section 143 
(3)(a). What the Income-tax otficer 
cannot achieve for re-opening under 
Section 147, can now be done by him 
by merely completing an aooessment 
under Section 143 (1) and make a 
".freoh assessment" under Section 
148(3)(a) regardless of the statutory 
requirements under Section 147 for 
a re-opening of an assessment for 
es~aped income. We, therefore, feel 
that there is no warrant for a power 
to assess under Section 143(3)(a) 
in view of the specific powers under 
Section 147 in the existing Act. 
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SHRI GUPTA: Even in the exist
ing provisions, there is provr1ion for 
reopening an assessment if the in
come-tax office-r has got information 
about the escaped income. So, you 
oppooe the proposed amendments. 

WITNESS: Yes, because Section 
147 is already there and the proposed 
amendments would 'only, duplicate 
matters, and add to the difficulties of 
the asse:;sees. The existence of a 
redundant section at the disposal of 
the administrative machinery will 
only make them to use it which 
lead to unnecessary work. 

Then I am not in favour of increa
sing the filing fee to Rs. 10 for ap
peals to the Appellate Assistant Com
miS.l!oners. It is the duty of the 
Department to render justice as far 
as possible to the asseooees and to 
levy a fee of Rs. 10 would be an in
dir~t shutting of the appeals in a 
large number of marginal car;es, as 
an appeal to the Appellate Commis
siner would become very costly. 

Therefore, the proposed levy is most 
objectionable. Moreover, the · rev
nue derived out of it would not be 
much. Even in genuine cases, the 
asJessees will be tempted not to . file 
the apJJeal. Similarliy the 'increase 
in the Institution Fee from Rs. 100 to 
Rs. 250 in regard to appeals to the 
Tribunal, is too high and a large 
number of middle-class asseJsees 
will reconcile themselves to the in
justice which may be done .by the 
Department, rather than incur heavy 
expenditure. 

SHRI SANGHI: If <!!Xperience<l 
Appellate Assistant Commissioners 
are pos:ed for this purpose, will it 
give much relief to the asseJsees? 

WITNESS: There are a good 
number of Appellate Assistant Com
missioners. · The question of relief 
will depend on the peroonalities. 

SHRI SANGHI: Most of the orders 
of the Appellate Assistant Commis
sioners have been rejected by the 
Tribunal. So, what would you suggerJt 
to check this kind of trend. 

WITNESS: Strictures should be 
passed against them and departmen
tal action should be taken against 
them .. 

SHRI GUPTA: Do you want that 
the Department alr:;o should pay a feE; 
of Rs. 100 whenever they file an appeal 
before the Tribunal so that it can act 
as a deterrent? 

WITNESS: It is worthwhile · but 
the Commissioner can use his discre
tion in regard to the number of ap
peals to be filed before the Tribunal. 
The Board also. can look into the 
matter. 

SHRI SANGHI: Do you think that 
the assessees woula be benefited if 
costs are awarded in favour of them. 

WITNESS· In fact there has been 
a move that the fee paid by the as
sessee should -be refunded but that 
has not been accepted so far. 



.- Then Clause 59 seeks to amend 
SectiOJi 271 so as to levy a penalty on 
recognised firm or unrecognised firm 
treated. as. a: recognised firm on the 
basis of tax payable as if it were an 
unrecognised firm. 

.. An amendment might be provided so 
that if a firm corrimits the offence, the 
penalty !pay be imposed as if it were 
an unregistered firm and in the case of 
the partner, for the same offence the 
penalty may be levied, Ghare income 
inay -be excluded and in respect of 
other income, the quantum of penal
ty computed. Supposing there are 
five partners and the firm is penalised 
at 5 lakhs, the partners' share income 
will be one lakh and his other in
come iG Rs. 20, 000, then under 271 (1) 
penelty be computed as tax payable 
on· Rs. 20,000. a.ild the penalty be res. 
tricted to the quantum :on the other 
income. Otherwise, the penalty 
will be much more. 

SHRI SANGHI: ;You have deviated 
from your Memorandum. There you 
have suggested that penalty should 
be charged .... 

WITNES: This is an alternate sug
gestion. 

SHRI SANGHI: We do not know 
which is important and which ;s 
secondary. 

WITNESS: The other point. L• 
about provision for prosecution for 
failure to aubmit voluntarily incom"
tax return. In our country most of 
the new assessees will be from th~! 
uneducated classes. There will be 
a large number of as:;essees who may 
not have the knowledge about in
come-tax laws. There will be 
default, not wilful. For that prose
cution will be very unfair. 

· SHRI SANGHI: How can the in
come-tax department get a• the aa
sessees? What is the machinery? 

3ss 
WITNESS: Even now there is 

139(1) and penalty is there. Any de
fault is punishable and a separat~ 
provision for prosecution may result 
in greater hardship. · . 

SHRI SANGHI: The trouble will 
be from villages and Government 
cannot get at peroons who are asses
sable. So some roundabout methods 
have to be adopted.' 

· WITNESS: It can· be propaganda, 
education and extending their inspec
tion survey net work. I may tell you 
the Survey Operation of the depart
ment has been auspended in the last 
four years. What happened to the 
Survey Operations? It was done on an 
extensive scale and it resulted in a 
large number of new cases. Then the 
department could not cope up with 
the volume of as:;essees and they 
had a large number of pendin.~ ass• 
essments; in Parliament Government 
received strictures. Questions were 
aaked and there were Parliamentary 
wiggings. Therefore the department 
suspended its survey operations .. For 
the alackness of the department, the 
people in villages should not be the 
victims. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Your suggestion 
that because of Parliamentary ques
tions etc., the department became 
weak and they stopped aurvey ope
rations and as an alternative they 
have now produced this 139(1). 

· WITNESS: That is the presump
tion. 

SHRI K. L. GUPTA: Physical 
punishment would .be nece93ary · in 
extreme cases, is it not? There may 
be cases where a· person would not 
have filed the return even after 
many reminders. It may be deli. 
berate avoidance of filing biG return. 
There may be extreme cases of con
cealment of income etc. Do you not 
think that in such cases at least there 
should be some provision for physi
cal punishment? 



WITNESS: Such things ·will come 
under 139 (2), it is liable for prose
cution. In such casoo, I have IIO ob
jection. :!Jut if such severe punish
ment is prescribed for people who 
have no o~casion to know what they 
should do, it will be a hardrohip. 

SHRI GUPTA;. So you have no ob
jection to physical punishment if one 
violales 139 (2); only 139(1) is 
objectionable to you? 

WITNESS: Yes. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: What are the 
important sections according to you 
which may • lead to complexities •... 

WITNESS; I think the prOVISion 
regarding registration of firms, one 
partner having interest and all that; 
that will lead to complications. Then 
there is the HUF retrospective opera
tion, that will lead to difficulties. 
Another thing is instead of giving 
effect from 20th May 1969, it can be 
lGt April 1970; that will be more 
precise. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Thank you very 
much for your very clear evidence. 

(Witnesses then withdrew.) 

(The Committee then ad;ourned for 
lunch.) 

IV. The Indian Chamber of Ccnn
merce, Coimbatore. 

Spokesmen; 

1. Shri G. D. Naidu. 
2. Shri P. Rangaswami. 

The witnesses uiere called in they 
took their seats; 

MR. CHAIRMAN: You are wel
come to this Committee. The Com
mittee is anxious to know your views. 
We are rwt traversing through the 
entire income-tax law. This Bill is 
very limited in its application to 
amend "ertain provisions with a view 
to simplify the procedure. It does 
not touch the basic problem as such. 

You are appearing on. behalf of the 
Indian Chamber of Commerce. You 
have sent your Memorandum. We 
would like you to tell us the imporfant 
points and after that the members will 
ask you some questions and you ·can 
answer them. 

Whatever evidence you give before 
the Committee is confidential. How
ever, that will be made available to 
the Members of Parliament. 

WITNESS: Have you go the 
papers relating to Thyagi Committee 
in 1959. 

MR. CHAIRMAN; No, we do not 
have them. 

SHRI KRISHNAMOORTHI: If 
there is anything parti~ular · pertin
ent to our discussion you can men
tion that. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: You have gone 
through the provisiono of the present 
Bill. 

WITNESS: There are 88 amend
ments. Is it possible to remember all 
these amendments hy a lawyer or an 
auditor or an Officer. So many 
amendments, so many rules. 

SHRI KRISHNAMOORTHI: In a 
democra~y it il3 inevitable. Your 
Chambe1' of Commerce have already 
submittEd a Memorandum to the 
Committee. You can explain the 
points to the Committee. This Com
mittee is only a Select Committee 
pertaining to the Bill before us. "!' e 
are not gomg into details and makmg 
an enquiry as to how the Inco~e
tax Department works and how Im
provements can be effected. Our p~r
pose is only to get some clarl.fi
cations and suggestions from the Wit
nesses pertaining to the Bill before 
us. 

WITNESS: To s!mplify the income 
tax department ib>elf and the collec
tion, it is .better to wipe out all these 



amendments. I c:.:~ ; .. e you this 
paper. (The witnesses handed over a 
letter to the Chairman) . 

MR. CHAIRMAN: You are an old 
~xperienced gentleman. The Com
mittee would !Ike to hear you. You 
just give out your points in your 
own way. 

WITNESS: Briefly I have given 
the Jl('ints in thin letter. That will 
do I think. Instead of so many 
ame-ndments, you simply say if 
anybody gets any income in any wsy 
half of the income should be paid to 
the Government. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: It is a good sug
gestion. How to know the income is 
the whole trouble. 

WITNESS: Now, how you are 
knowing? 

MR. CHARIMAN: That is why-such 
a long A~t has come into existe;,ce. 

SHRI KRISHNAMOORTHY: If all 
people are honest and pay 50 per 
cent of their income to the Govern
ment, then we can cut short the 
whole Governmen al machinery. But 
all people, as we presume, are not 
honest. 

WITNESS: I ·believe that this In
come-tax Department is makin~ the 
honest people dishonest. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: To the extent 
that the law is there, we have to 
Provide through law, -you please tell 
your views. It is true some Department 
people are a! ways bad. It is a !so 
true. that among assessees there are 
some bad people. We are not thmk
ing about them. The extreme pro
visions are intended to meet such 
case>. Ordinarily speaking, the 
ordinary assessees have got to deal 
with the Government and the Gov
ernment have got to deal with them. 
Therefore, you better give your views 
on that. 
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SHRI GUPTA: You uav..: said in 
your letter that there Ghould not be 
any frequent changes in the Act 
b~a use that makes honest man dis• 
honest. That is the fiMt objection 
you have raised. Can you throw light 
on it as to how the Government 
should proceed. 

WITNESS: If you amend this like 
this that half of the income should be 
paid to the Government and then if 
it is found out that a person has not 
disclosed his income . properly, then 
confiscate his whole wealth. Then 
nobody will make any false · state
ments or hide any accounts. Now you 
are making a lot of rules, -but no
body is observing . them and nobody 
i3 carrying out them. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: How do you 
say so? What is the basis for your 
statement? 

SHRI GUPTA: My question wa> 
different. You have made an ob
servation in ·your letter just handed 
over to the Chairman that you are 
against frequently revising the In
come-tax Ad. Is it not? The Gov
ernment ha> obeen making frequent 
changes in the Incoone.tax Act practi
cally. every year and according to 
you, it should not be done. What 
are its implications and what is the 
difficulty, if the. Government makes 
frequent changes and what remedy 
do you sugge>t? 

WITNESS: Frequent changes make 
the assessees not to disclose their in
come properly. To maintain that, 
he is observing several other ways 
and means. For instance, jn my 
own case, for the last four years I 
refused to give any income-tax 
return. I have written like that. 
What action they have taken. No 
action taken. 

SHRI GUPTA: You have not filed 
your income-tax returns for the last 
four years? 

WITNESS: I refused to. 



SHRI GUPTA: Your income is 
taxable. 

WITNESS: Taxable. I have not 
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filed -the income-tax returns for the 
last four years, not one or two years 
and no action has been taken. Then, 
for one year 1~64 or 1965 a prO<Se
cution order came. Then I waited for 
15 day3 and I went to the Offirer 
and asked him 'why you have not 
prosecuted'. He said 'it is our will 
and pleasure.' Like that they ans
wered. Then I went away. Nci 
prosecution or anYthing. 

· SHi:U SANGH1: It is a serious re
ftecti<>n on the working of the Re
venue Ministry. 

SHRI GUPTA: Your income was 
taicable ~nd you declared that you 
would not file the income-tax 
returns. No notice was issued to 
you, no penalty was imposed and 
you were not prosecuted. 

WITNESS: No prosecution, no 
penalty and for some one year some 
penalty was imposed and that penalty 
also was canceiied. 

SHRI GUPTA: You filed an appeal 
against that? 

WITNESS: No appeal. I wrote a 
letter only recently, last month, to 
the Chairman of the Board o! Re
v~nue. 1 sent a registered notice. 

SHRI BISHWANATH ROY: You 
just {{)!d the Committee that if they 
did not pay half of their income to 
Government, their wht>le property 
should be confiscated. In that light 
even you yourself are not abiding 
by the laws and the rules of the 
Income-tax Department. When an 
honest person like you cannot abide 
by these rules and laws, ordinary 
assessees, and businessmen might not 
be expected to be so strictly honest 
as we expect them to be. So, what is 
the remedy? What is to be done? 

WITNESS: If you carry out these 
rules strictly, nobody will be die
honest. You are not carrying out 
the rules properly. 

SHRI GUPTA: There are so many 
people in this country who say that 
they are not prepared to pay 50 per 
cent as income tax because . that is 
too high. That is why they declare 
their income less, even though 
actually their income is much more. 
What i:; the remedy for it. 

WITNESS: In some cases for Rs. 
100 income, the tax is Rs. 120. 

SHRI GUPTA: How? 

WITNESS: For Rs. 100 income, 
85 per cent tax is levied and then 
wealth tax. That will come to 10 
per cent. I can give you many cases 
like that. 

SHRI GUPTA: WithoUt re!erring 
to big people. I am talking of sn•all 
assessees. You say that everybody 
should pay 50 per cent of their in
come to the Government. Supr:ose, I 
have an income of Rs. 10,000 a year. 
Do you mean to say that I should 
pay Rs. 5,000 to the Government. 

WITNESS: You have to fix a cer
tain limit and say that amount is not 
taxable, Rs. 3000 or Rs. 5,000, som~
thing like that. And above that lim;t, 
you have to pay half of the amoun · 

SHRI GUPTA: Should there not be 
a difference between a poor man 
and a rich man? 

WITNESS: For poor man, Rs. S,OOU 
· not to be taxed. 

SHRI GUPTA: Suppose the income 
is Rs. 10,000. 

WITNESS: First Rs. 5,000 ~0~ 50~ be taxed. He has to pay Ro. • .11 as income-tax. Then, nobody WI 

hide any income. 



SHRI GUPTA: You have t.' find 
out the real income. The assessee 
says 'my income is less'. The Depart
ment says 'His income is more'. 

WITNESS: He is giving a return. 
I told in one of the Committe~s that 
all the assessees should give proper 
ipcome ·;returns within 30 days, i.e. 
before· 30th April. Then, within · May 
30th the Officers should give the as
sessment order. Within June 30th the 
amount has to -be paid. Then, what 
work is there for the Income-tax As
sistant Appellate Commissioner, 
Tribunal, etc? The officers can en
quire for nine months and find out 
whether there is any wrong return. 
If the vvrong is proved, the nccmfis
cate his property. Then nobody will 
hide his income. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Your idea is 
carrying the idea of self-assessment 
a little further. 

WITNESS: I have seen a gentle
man in Germany.· AU German people 
started with 40 marks in 1948. In 
1961 or 62 one fellow had 2 million 
marks. I asked 'where is your in
come-tax officer'. He said '1 do not 
know. He sends the notice and I send 
the tax. ·In. this country the rules 
make the people dishonest. 

SHRI K. L. GUPTA: you want the 
Income-tax Act to be made simple 
as 'to be understood by everybody. 

WITNESS: Yes, it should be 
simple. Here even an auditor cannot 
give any explanation. My case is 20 
years old, and there are many cases 
like mine. 

SHRI V. KRISHNAMOORTHY: 
For these 63 industries, he has paid a 
tax of Rs. 31 lakhs. There has been 
'a failure to collect the tax in spite 
of registered notice and other things. 

WITNESS: They are asking for 
tax even though there was no profit. 
They .wanted me to produoc the 
account books and they were pro
duced. I wanted a copY of a state-
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ment to be taken and asked them to. 
return the books. They said 'You 
·must come 'to the office to take a copy 
of the statement.' Then I loaded the 
account books in 9 lorries-accounts 
from 1920 to 1965-and set fire to the 
books. Then I said that there were 
no. records. No action was taken. 
These officer3 .are afraid cr the 
auditors. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: You 
us some of your history. 
committee is concerned 
amendments. 

have told 
But this 
with the 

WITNESS: · The officers should not 
be given the power of punishment. 
A court alone should award the 
punishment. 

SHRI . V. KRISHNAMOORTHY: 
You have said in your written state
ment that in deserving cases, im
prisonment ·should also be g1ven as 
a punishment. What are thosa de
serVing cases? 

WITNESS: In deserving cases, not 
only confiscate the property but also 
award imprisonment for six months 
or one year. 

To whatever income is given in the 
return, the Income-tax officer adds 
25 per cent or 50 per cent, be~ause 
he ·wants to show to the lugher 
authorities, higher income and higher 
tax. 

The Chairman then thanked the 
witness. 

(The witness then withdrew) 

v .. The Madras Income-tax Employee;' 
Association, Madras 

Spokesman: 
1. Shri K. M. Kochukumar. 
2. Shri N. Sundararajan. 
3. Shri C. Subramaniam. 
4. Shri S. Raghavan. 
5. Shri G. S. Gnanam. 

(The witnesses were called in and 
they took their seats.) 



. MR. CHAIRMAfll: You are wel
come to this Committee. In your 
memorandum you have raised manY 
points. Now please highlight the most 
important points which you want the 
Committee to consider. 

WITNESS: As regards clause 4(a), 
in the second proviso for the words 
'completion of the building' the words 
'Completion and letting out of the 
residential unit' may be substituted. 
For instance, there may be a case 
where a building may be incompleted 
and only a certain portion may be 
completed and if that is let out the 
benefit ma'y not go to that owner. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: That is a point. 
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WITNESS: There is a lacuna even 
in the existing Act, especially in 
regard to Section 23(1). Proviso (b) 
states that the net result of the com
putation should not result in a loss 
which is provided in the existing sec
tion. Deduction of the genuine loss 
especially in a case where such cons
tructions are put up with borrowed 
funds should not be. denied. The 
t>enefir which would otherwise be al
lowable by way of deduction for new 
residential units should not be taken 
away by such a provision. The pro
vision should be redrafted in such a 
way that no loss is allowed because 
of the special allowance of Rs. 1,200. 
I suggest that this provision may be 
inserted in Section 24. 

SHRI SANGHI: Your suggestion is 
good. It should be included in Sec
tian 24 for the sake of simplification. 
But in 'your memorandum you have 
stated that in regard to the computa
tion of property income, an overall 
deduction of 25 per cent may be allow_ 
ed. In Bombay the property tax is 30 
per cent. 

WITNESS: That is the maximum. 
If a person could prove it to the satis
faction of the Income-tax officer that 
the expenditure incurred on that 
acrnunt ;• more, definitely he can get 
it 

SHRI SANGHI: Section 24 is very 
explicit and what sort of deductions 
are to be made are stated therein. 
Do you suggest an ad hoc reduction? 
In your memorandum, you have sug
gested a little unreasonable thing. 

WITNESS: Being a comprehensive 
Bill, we thought that this would also 
be another step in the process of sim
plification. Now that the legislature 
has switched over from a system of 
giving rebates and deductions to al
lowance of straight deductions, on the 
basis of Boothalingam's report, and 
the whole thing would be simplified. 

As regards Section 35D(5) and Sec
tion 35D(2)(g), they are overlapping. 
Section 35D(5) says-

'Where a deduction under this 
section is claimed and allowed 
for any assessment year in 
respect of any expenditure 
referred to in sub-section (2), 
deduction shall not be allow
ed in respect of such expen
diture under any other pro
vision of this Act for the same . 
or any other a_ssessment year.' 

Section 35D(2) (g) says-

'such other items of expenditure 
(not being expenditure eligi
ble for any allowance or de
duction under any other pro
vision of this Act) may be 
prescribed.' 

The words "not being expenditure eli
gible for any allowance or deduction 
under any other provision of this Act" 
within brickets in 35D(2) (g) may be 
deleted. 

Then the cost of the asset on the 
one hand and incidential charges on 
purchase of the assets, erection and 
construction of plant and machinery 
and buildings on the other hand may 
be separated so as to give develop
ment rebate only on the actual cost 



of the assets and not on the inciden
tal ex11enditure also. Incidental ex
penditure and erection expenses may 
tal expenditure also. Incidental ex
penditure under Section 85D(2) itself. 
Suitable amendments may be made 
in regard to this matter. 

WITNESS: The next point is 
about ...... . 

SHRl GUPTA: Will you like to 
have any expenditure, spent exclu
sively for business. I think from the 
simplification point of view, from the 
administrative point of view, will you 
prefer that? Genuine expenditure? 

WITNESS: As a tax gatherer, I 
would like only genuine expenditure 
is allowed. 

SHRI GUPTA: What is the quan
tum? It is possible that some expen
diture is genuine and some are not. 

< 

WIT:~ESS: That is why we have 
under 2(g), 'such other items .•... .' 
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SHRI GUPTA: Would you write 
down just genuine expenditure incur
red for the business? 

WITNESS: Of course; but that 
would be a matter which could lead 
to litigation between the department 
and the assessee as to what is 
'genuine' and all that. 

SHRI GUPTA: That the ITO will 
decide which are genuine and which 
are no . genuine. 

WITNESS: On the interpretation of 
the word •genuine' there may be liti
gation: 

SHRI GUPTA: Supposing a com
pany starts production and . after that 
the department allows genume expen
diture under the present Act, even 
then there is litigation. Instead of 
having a long list of expenditure, 
would it not be desirable to say all 
genuine exPenditure for business? 

SHRI SANGHI: Now the Bill·pro
vides for items of el<penditure such as 
legal charges for drafting the Memo
randum and Articles of Association of 
the company, expenditure on printing 
of the Memorandum and Articles of 
Association, fees for registering the 
company under the provisions of the 
Companies Act, preparation of feasi
bility report, project report etc. Ins
tead of listing the items like that, if 
you just say any preliminary expendi
ture incurred exclusively for the pro

. motion of the company, ·will it not be 
simpler and desirable? 

. WITNESS: I think it can be done. 
Payment of salary will be left out. We 
understand what you say. All these 
things were listed out in Boothalian
gam's coonm.ittee's report and they have 
been drafted in the Bill. What the hon. 
Member suggests would be a very 
drastic amendment. It may be appli
cable not for the purpose of this pre·
vision only, but for all deduction etc. 
That would be a comprehensive deci
sion which I do not think we can do 
now. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: All legitimate 
and genuine expenditure could be aL. 
lowed? 

. WITNESS: We cannot put it so 
vaguely .. One omnibus section would 
be enough and not a big Act. That 
is why we submitted to the Thyagi 
Committee, the expression 'for the 
pur.pose of earning the profit, instead 
of incident'al to the carrying on of the 
business. I think in most of the coun
tries this kind of provision is there. 

Next point is with regard to 139(3). 
The intention is probably to curtail 
the filing of the loss return. It was 
suggested by Mathai Committee that 
it should be provided to prevent 
spurious losses being claimed. If that 
is the intention, I think even then 
139(8) relating to extended time must 
be restricted. If the intention of the 
"~..egislature is it should be for ot>lY the 



extended period, that particular sub
section must be added in section . 
That is our view. 

SHF.I SANGHI: Your suggestion 
will become infructuous because of 
the provision for imprisonment. 

WITNESS: If he has incurred 
genuine expenditure and asks the 
Government to carey forward the 
losses, it should be done. As a citizen 
he is entitled to carry over the-1oss. 
Equit'y demands he ·should be allow
ed that. • ~ 1 

Then, 140-A(1). In the other coun
tries, tax has to be paid along with 
the return. The Legislature has 
thought it fit to put the limit down 
a~ 100. Either have the original limit 
or extent it to all cases. 

SHRI SANGID: Advance payment 
is a good thing. It owuld be desU"a
ble to have a reckoner which will 
show that or such and such income, 
one will have to pay so much. A 
ready reckoner will be helpul to the 
assessees. Do you not think that that 
would obviate 'your problems and the 
problems of the Assessees? 

WITNESS: For payment of tax on 
self-assessment it is all right. 

SHR{ GUPTA: The present posi
tion is that the assesssee pays advance 
tax and when the return is filed, he 
is supposed to pay the balance pay
ment on the basis of self-assessment 
and the procedure is that he approa
ches the department, asks for a 
chalan. 'you give them a chalan and 
that chalan is signed by the Income
tax Officer. All that takes a long 
time. The best course would be when 
you receive the return from him why 
should you not issue a chalan' and 
send it to him so that he can make 
the payment. What is the difficulty 
for you? You have to ·calculate even 
now. The assessee has to come in 
search of you two or three times. It 
should be the duty of the department 
to do it even at the initial stage. Is 
it notl 
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WITNESS: For self-assessment 
there is a separate chalan and the 
assessee himself can pa'y. That need 
not be· signed b'y the ITO. It is a · 
printed form. Self-assessment chalan 
need not be signed by the ITO; that 
is not in vogue. There is a separate 
chalan and he can make the payment 
just like advance payment. 

SHRI GUPTA: The difficulty is for 
the assessee to calculate. There are 
25 lakhs of assessees and of them 
hardfy a few thollSands must be know
ing how to calculate it and all that. 
Would it not be desirable for the 
department to issue him a chalan 
ready for payment, after receipt of 
the return? 

WITNESS: I think even now we 
issue chalans along with the returns 
under executive instructions. It would 
be advantageous to publish a readY 
reckoner, inasmuch as now the rates 
are known in advance and the asses
sees could calculate and pa'y it. 

WITNESS: It is to obviate the diffi
culty· of calculating the tax we are 
supplying the chalan to the assessees.· 
To Prevent the calculation botheration 
on the part of the assessees, the 
Department can have fixed tax chart 
for paying self-assessment tax. The 

. departmental working has to be 
streamlined and as it is, we may not 
be able to undertake this. 

SHRI SANGHI: Suppose a man 
sa'ys that his income is Rs. 10,000, if 
there is a chart, he can pay accord
ing to that. 

WITNESS: In small income cases 
they do not know how to calculate 

• the tax. Most of them do not engage 
Chartered Accountants. So, they have 
';o come to our office for calculation. 
lt takes away part of the time of the 
UDCs. Once we have an amendment, 
naturalfy the procedure is 'there. Even 
though according to law all people 
who have reached the taxable mini. 
mum prescribed have to pay advance 
tax, yet by executive instructions theY 
have said that onl'y to those persons 
whose liability comes to more than 



Rs. 2,000, advance tax notice will have 
to be issued. If this amendment is 

. made; there will be overcrowding b 
the income-tax office by the assessees 
for payment of tax. The staff can 
be utilised for more productive work 
like liquidating the arrears or assess
ments and with that intention we have 
made the suggestion. 

·Then we come ·to Section 143(1). 
At present in such cases many of the 
Chartered Accountants or fncome-tax 
practitioners do not file the details 
regarding their assets, new invest
ments, loans etc. So, unless they file 
these details, it will be very diffi
cult . to make an assessment under 
Section 143(1). The details are abso
lutely necessary. 

SHRI SANGHI: There are different 
categories of assesssees. If you make 
these things compulsory, then will it 
not be increasing ~our work? 

WITNESS: It is just an extraction 
of a trial balance and nothing else 
if he keeps books. If he 'does not 
keept books, the problem does not 
arise. It he keeps books, wllllt is the 
harm in extracting a trial balance and 
sending it. 

SHRI SANGHI: You are not appre
ciating the fundamental change, You 
straightaway decide in some cases 
that nothing more has to be done. 
Only if something has to be done, 
then you can go through the whole 
process. It is only with a view to 
complete large number of assessments 
quick!~. It is only in verv few cases 
you go back. · 

WITNESS: It is an open Invitation 
~o file under-estimated returns. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: What is your 
suggestion. 

WITNESS: Rules can be amended 
that when returns are filea, these 
things are absolutely necessary 
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MR. CHAIRMAN: A new form ot 
return must be prepared and when it· 
comes Into existence instructions must 
be issued that the specified particulars· 
must be mentioned in the self-assess
ment form, Otherwise, it would noi 
be possible· for you pro~ed under 
Section .139(1) or if you will proceed. 
you will simply accept. You canna 
reject it. 

WITNESS: Yes. 

-Then we come to Section 235, We 
are of the opinion that the· provision 
as it stands today and as it is proposed 
to be amended do not cure·· the ano
malies. Bhuthalingam has said that 
this relief might be scrapped. But the 
Act provides for relief. As we have 
worked out in a specific case. It gives 
more than what the· assessee has paid 
to the State Government. I tnlnk It 
is a vecy fundamental lacunae which· 
probably has been lost sight of. It 
will be known only if you actually 
work the case. We have also· given 
examples how the excess rebate is 
allowable in these cases. 

During the discussion there was a 
question whether the Department 
could not issue the. chalans. I men
tioned that it depends on the work-· 
ing of the Department. These amend~ 
ments are proposed to streamTine the· 
income-tax to the benefit of the asses ... 
sees and to the Department. I would' 
like to submit that the present working· 
of the Department has to be changed. 
We are aware that it is not within 
the scope of the Committee. Now we
are functioning under a Scheme des"· 
cribed as an American Scheme as 
functional scheme. Our feeling· is 
that this zystem has not promoted the 
effective functioning of the Depart
ment. If there is liquidation of 
arrears, if some assessments are dis
posed of, it is not because of the 
Scheme but because there. are Depart
mental instructions to straightaway 
accept small income cases. We had 
earlier suggested to a Committee that 
the old unitary system snould ·be 



implemented in a better manner. 
Actually there is no programme for 
training and no planned recruitment. 
Even people recruited as UDS last 
week are asked to calculate the tax: 
That is the Scheme we are now work
ing. When somebody raised the ques
tion of issuing chalan, the question of 
efficiency comes in. We are natu
rally interested in the efficient work
ing of the Department. We have been 
representing to various Committees, 
but unfortunately nothing has hap
pened. Mr. Gnanam and Sundarara
jan had studied the working of the 
tax system in U.K. But our Depart
ment is not prepared to hear our 
views. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: How? 

WITNESS: An'y suggestion from 
lhe Non-Gazetted Employees are not 
considered. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: That is a general 
position. In this particular case, what 
happened we would like to know. 
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WITNESS: They proposed to reor
ganise the Department. There were 
quite a number of Co~ttees. In 
fact our first experience was before 
the Hon'ble Thyagi Committee. They 
very well appreciated our case. We 
gave in writing about 200 to 300 
pages. The net result was, from our 
point of view, nothing happened. 
Later on, there was a Sub-Committee 
headed by one Mr. Singh. Later on 
there were some committees on tax 
administration. But none of them 
touched the fringe of the problem. 
We have actually suggested a very 
comprehensive scheme touching all 
aspects of the administration right 
from the top to the lower rank. That 
was not at all acknowledged. On the 
other hand they introduced the func
ti~ nal scheme even without consult
in~ us. At least the public must have 
been satisfied or the Parhament or 
Lhe administrative machinerY must 
have been satisfied that they have 

done the job well or at least We must 
have been satisfied that we have done 
the day's job well and that we are 
getting more salary and we are hap
pier. By this functional scheme, 
nobody has been satisfied. 

SHRI SANGHI: We would very 
much like to know about the func" 
tiona! scheme. Final assessment has 
not yet been made by the Govern
ment. It has been extended on an 
experimental basis. 

WITNESS: No satisfactory work 
is being done. Speaking as one who 
has working in this Department ver'y 
sincer ly as also my colleagues, I 
would say that this scheme has wor
sened· the matters for the assessees, 
for the tax-gatherer and for the 
public. 

SHRl SANGHI: This scheme has 
originated from U.S.A. 

WITNESS: Mr. Gnanam and Sun
dararajan had been to U.K. 

SHRI SANGHI: The functional 
scheme is not in vogue in England. 

WITNESS: No. 

WITNESS: There is inordinate delay 
in the scheme at ever'y such. Even 
demand notices and orders read as 
lines after assessees one hand and 
assets are completed. 

SHRI N. K. SANGHI: Do yC)U 
think some radical changes are 
necessary? 

WITNESS: I am not for radical 
changes nor do I say that all that 
the Department has brought in should 
be scrapped totally. If there is some 
dialogue, we can work out a scheme 
which will incorporate the best of 
both. 

SHRI SHAH: Mr. Surendra Nara
yan moved round the whole country · 
discussing with all the units in order 
to give it a final shape. I presume 
he must have discussed, not· with you 
personally, but with many people to 
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find out the difficulties and how im
provements could be effected. The 
functional scheme was started on a 
pilot basis in Madras. At that time 
it was in a fluid state. At that time 
I was in charge. We formulated a 
manual tentatively. Meanwhile , that. 
duty was taken over by Shri Surya
narayana. 

WITNESS: We are working under 
an automatic scheme. An Income-tax 
Officer makes the assessment and 
passes it on to another officer. If the 
assessee asks for extention of time, it 
has to be decided by another office who 
is seeing the file for the first time. 
Administrative officers have to sign 
thousands of notice without having 
adequate time. , 

SHRI N. K. SANGHI: You send a 
note from your association with copy 
to Mr. Shah. 

SHRI SHAH: If any of your pro
positions have not ·been accepted, you 
should not have the feeling that they 
have not been considered with the 
respect they deserve. You might 
have examined it from one point of view 
and they might have examined from 
another point of view. 

SHRI N. K. SANGHI: From my 
experience, I find that the papers do 
not reach thf! proper quarters. Some-

times even dividend warrants are 
lost. Can you suggest some method 
for proper implementation? 

WITNESS: Under the old S:Vstem 
one Income-tax Officer was responsi
ble for all the actions in a file. Now 
the functions have been distributed 
among various officers with the result 
that the Income-tax officer who does 
the assessment is not aware whether 
·the tax has been collected or not. 
From our experience, functional 
system has created more confusion. 
It is not our intention .the fair name 
of the Department should be tarnish
ed. Particularly in Madras, we have 
earned encomiums. But there have 
been several complaints from the pub
lic. The officers and staff are not res
ponsible for it; the system is responsi
ble for it. In· the recent collection 
drive some infuriated assessees threa
tened even court action and defama
tion. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: You can send a 
note, but on the distinct understand
ing that this Committee is not the 
executive. We will do our best to 
influence the the Department. 

The Ch.airman thanked the witnes
ses. 

The witnesses then withdrew. 
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(i) Shri J. K. Munshi-8oliciter 
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5. Shri G. N. Krishnamurthy -Secretary 

(The witness were . calLed in and they took their seats) 

MR. CHAIRMAN: There is a rule 
here that whatever you say is liable 
to be published and even if .you say 
that it is confidential, it is liable to be 
published to the members of Parlia
ment. · Until then neither you nor ·we 
should~ publish what you. have said. 

You have given a very neatiy typ~d 
memorandum containing some speci
_fic point~ .. ·would you like to explain 
to the Members the most· important 
of them; 

WITNESS: Mr. Chairman, on behalf 
of the Chamber we would like to 
thank you for giving us this oppor
tunity of representing our views Oil' 

this Taxation (Amendment) Bill. We 
have already submitted a memoran
dum to you earlier. By way of elu
cidation, I would like to touch upon 
a few salient points and also give our 
comments based on the suosequent 
representations that we have received 
from our various · associations and 
members. 

On clause 3, good ·technicians may 
not be willing to come to India ·:for 
short period and more so when the 
tax exemption 1s proposed to be res
tricted to only Rs. 4,000 j- per month. 
It is suggested thal the period be ex
tended to· 60 months and the tax paid 
on account of tli<! 1eclinicians by the 
employer should ·be· allowed as an ex

. pense. The exemption in respect of 
foreign technician, · whose contracted 

service is not approved by the Gov
ernmel).t for a period of 365 ·days is 
now 'proposed to be withdrawn. This 
must be retained. 

.· 
As regards clause 4, there is an 

obvious .lacuna which leaves out new 
residential. hous_e ,erection of which 
began before 31st March 1969 but 
_compl'lted after that date. 

SHRI N. K. SANGHI: You have 
stated · that clause 2(a) (i) (a)· (ii) 
should be so worded that building~ 
situate on agricultural land in the 
belt area of 8 K. Ms. from the outer 
circumference of the municipal limits 
must also be ''exempted. Could you 
explain what you mean by the amend 
you have suggested? What the Gov
ernment has proposed here. is: 

"(ii) the land is either assessed 
to .land revenue ·in India or 
subject to a local rate assessed 
and collected by officers of the 
Government as such or, where 
the land is not so assessed to land 
revenue or subject to a local 
rate, it is situated beyond a dis
tannce of eight kilometres from 
the nearest local limits of any 
Municipality (whether known as a 
Municipality, Municipal Corpora
tion, Notified Area Committee, 
Town Area Committee, Town 
Committee or by any other name) 
or· Cantonment Board.". 



WITNESS: Here it is mentioned as 
local limits. It may be specified 
what is the are'a; otnerwise, it may be 
a point of dispute afterwards. It may 
be specified whether it is a point with
in the radius of 8 miles or a point 
within the outer limits of a Munici
pal Area or Corporation area. 

SHRI N. K. SANGHI: It is beyond 
8 K. Ms. or beyond the ouflar limits 
of the Municipal area. 

WITNESS: If it is clear we agree 
with that amendmenl. But it should 
be made clear so that it will not lead 
to interpretation by income-tax offi
cials. 

SHRI S. B. PATIL: How many im
ported technicians are there? 

WITNESS: It is very difficult for us 
to say how many imported technicians 
are there. Wh•at we want is that at 
least in future sucli import of techni
cians under the heading 'Technicians, 
Chartered Accountants and Business 
Mana~ment' should be stopped. At 
present, the Chamber is not able to 
give details. On an All-India basis 
we will not be able to get that in
formation. 

. SHRI S. B. PATIL: Does your 
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Chamber represent the entire Mysore 
State or only a part of it? 

WITNESS: It represents the entire 
Mysore State. 

SHRI S. B. PATIL: Does it include 
the Bombay Karnatak and Hyderabad 
Karnatak Areas? 

WITNESS: Yes. 

SHRI S. B. PATIL: One Karnatak 
Cham her of Commerce is also there. 

WITNESS: It is another Chamber 
{ Commerce. We have 60 Associa

tions affiliated to us. We have Canara 
Chamber o'f Commerce, Dharwar 
Chamber of Commerce and quite a 
few others which are affiliated to us. 

SHRI KANWAR LAL GUPTA: 
Do you agree with another amend
ment concerning foreign technicians 
getting Rs. 4000 salary? 

I 

WITNESS: Rs. 4000 is not sufficient; 
if you really have to attract people 
with top qualifications Rs. 4000 is not 
attractive. 

SHRI KANWAR LAb GUPTA: 
You have not mentioned it in your 
memorandum. 

WITNESS: In Mysore State we do 
not have such complex Petro Chemi
cal Industries. 

SHRI KANWAR LAL GUPTA: 
You agree with it? What is the diffi
culty? It is imaginary and you must 
welcome it. I agree with you that 
you want Indian talents even in 
technicians and so we shoula try to 
exclude them as far as possible. 

WITNESS: We are generally of the 
opinion that no such limits can be 
prescribed where necessit'Y arises. 

' SHRI KANWAR LAL GUPTA: 
The idea is just to discourage foreign
ers. There are so many engineers 
here who are idle and who do not get 
employment. Foreign technicians are 
coming in numbers. They may be 
expert and in the name of experts 
they get Rs. 10,000, 15,000 and even 
Rs. 20,ll00. ThereiS no bar as such, 
but income tax benefit would not be 
there. Tliat is the only thing. 

WITNESS: There are several so
phisticated industries for which tech
nicians are required to be imported 
from abroad. 

SHRI KANWAR LAL GUPTA: 
In your State you ·ao not need any? 

WITNESS: Not for the present, but 
we foresee developments in the future 
and at that time we do not want this 
to come in the way. 



SHRI R. K. SINHA: On page 2 para 
3, you have mentioned that the limi
tation· of 2.5 per cent is very meagre. 
But you nave not fixed any limit for 
yourselves. What according to you 
should be the percentage of limita
tion? 

WITNESS: We have said that even 
under the Companies :Act the ceiling 
has been fixed at 5 per -cent for bro
kerage and commisSion. At lea6t the 
limitation oi 5 per cent should be al
lowed to Us so that it will be possible 
for us to meet the expenditure. 

SHRI R. K. SINHA: Have you made 
any statistical study of different Com
panies in the past? How have you 
arrived at this figure? Or is this an 
imaginary concept? 

WITNESS: It is not imaginary. We 
have received representations from 
several of our members. 

SHRI KANW AR LAL GUPTA: 
Is there any basis for your d~mand? 
Th•~re may be some industries where 
the expenditure does not exceed even 
1 per cent. There may be several 
industrr~s where it may exceed 5 per 
cent. There must be some basis. It 
varies from industry to industry. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: They have taken 
from the Company Law I··suppose. 

SHRI R. K. SINHA: 2.5 per cent is 
too high according to our study. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: They do not seem 
to have made any case study. 

SHRI R. K. SINHA: Then it is a 
specultative figure. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: They have related 
to .the Provision in the Company Law. 

SHRI BISWANATH ROY: Regard
ing your suggestion concerning clause 
2(a), it has lieen raised for the first 
time before this Committee. Don't 
you think that if your suggestion is 

accepted by Government that would 
enable citizens of municipal areas to 
enjoy practically the facilities or 
amenities provided by the municipa
lity and they would be saved at the 
same time from the responsibility of 
the municipal areas. Secondly per
sons living in municipal areas would 
be encouraged to leave their property 
in the municipal area and have again 
something just near the municipal 
area or beyond the limit which is sug
gested by the Government and at the 
same time they will enjoy privileges 
and amenities but they would be 
saved from taxation. What do you 
think about this? 

WITNESS: That amendment is only 
in respect of buildings situated in 
agricultural lands. The suggestion of 
the Han. Member may not be appli
cable in the sense that it will not lead 
to people from municipal areas to 
shift their residences to belt area. 

SHRI BISWANATH ROY: The in
habitants of municipal area would be 
enc.ouraged to have their property 
just near the boundary line as sug
gested by you. It would be quite 
near the municipal area. That means 
they would have every chance to en
joy •all the facilities provided by the 
municipality and at the same time 
they would be saved ;from taxation 
and other municipal responsibilities. 
In this way ju•at for the avoidance of 
laJ!:ation and at the same time avoid
•ance of the responsibility of municipal 
areas, they would have their houses 
beyond that area but practically they 
will have the ·enjoyment of all those 
facilities. So, don't you think from 
both points of view, from the point of 
view of escaping from municipal res
ponsibilities and :from the point of 
view of being saved from taxation, 
they would Shift their residences be
yond the belt are'a? 

WITNESS: That would be possible 
only if the building is situated on 
agricultural lands beyond 8 K. M. 
First of all there should be agricultu
ral land on which building must be 
constructed. 



SHRI BISWANATH. ROY: Don't 
you think that such building could be 
utilized for hire purposes if it is near 
the municipal boundary and if it is 
not away from the municipal bound
ary? 

WI';l.'NESS: It should be away from 
the municipal limits. We feel that it 
should be clearly defined as to what. 
is the area which should be exempted. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: You are referring 
to distance and ·the'y are referring to 
area. 
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SHRI BISWANATH ROY: My point 
is that those buildings built on agri
cultural lands near the municipal 
area would be utilized for rent and 
thus they would avoid taxation. 

. MR. CHAIRMAN: Your point is 
clear, but they do not like to commit 
themselves. 

Clau.se 3 

SHRI N. K. SANGHI: About the 
technician..,, are you inspired by the 
visit of Prof. ltaldor or some other 
consideration? 

WITNESS: We are not influenced 
by K'aldor. 

Clatl<e 4 

WITNESS: There is an obvious 
lacuna which leaves out new residen
tial houses the erection of which be
gan before 1969 but completed after 
that date. 

SHRI KANWAR LAL GUPTA: 
We have noted that. 

WITNESS: Instead of categorising 
the various items of expenses for the 
purpose of amortisation, all items of 
expenses including administi'ation, 
accounts, payment of technical know
how etc. should be properly allowed 
to be amortised. Again, the percent
age limit of 2! per cent of the capi
tal and borrowings does not seem to 

be reasonable. Under the Companies 
Act ceiling for brokerage and com
mission of sale of Shares alone is 5 
per cent of the Gh'are issue. There are 
various kinds of ex)2enses such as, re
gistration printing- of prospectus, 
advertising etc. The ceiling of · 2i 
per cent should be raised to at least 
5 per cent. The present amortisation 
allowance under section 35-D as pro
posed is· applicable to Companies only. 
This shOuld be in all fairness to all 
units. The. amortisation of expendi
ture for shifting . of an industrial 
undertaking is on the condition that 
the undertaking should not be sold 
or otherwise transferred. The al
lowance is given for shifting of the 
undertaking and therefore, it must be 
withdrawn only _ in cases where 
after shifting it is brought back to the 
former place . 

MR. CHAIRMA.N: What do you 
suggest? 

WITNESS: It may l;le increased to 
~ve per cent. 

SHRI JANARDAN JAGANNATH 
SlllNKRE: For wh>at type of indus
tries you suggest it? If you fix for 
small scale industries, they will be hit 
hard? 

WITNESS: Yes, even the prepara
tion of project report will be costly. 

SHRI JANARDAN JAGANNATH 
SHINKRE: Supposing we fix as 10,000 
11'3 the limit. Will you accept that? 

WITNESS: Your suggestion is a 
good one. That is, you can fix mini
mum <>f lump sum or maximum of 5 
per cent, whichever is lower. I 
would say in the absence of figures 
on our side, on a broad fashion mini
mum can be fixed 'and as far as per
centage limitation· is concerned, 5 per 
cent may be given and if the tax
payer is able to prove reasonableness 
or worthine'3S of the expenditure in
volved, the tax authorities must be 
given the discretion on the various 



points because we cannot categori
cd!ly Jay down and •again try to re
vise. If the object is simplification 
and rationalisation of taxation, cer
tain amount of discretion wi!J have 
to be given because we are under
going difficult phase while organising. 
'The Statistics Department do not give 
us right figures. In th'at particular 
context I would say that we give 5 
per cent on preliminary expenses and 
other expenses that would be needed. 
You also give discretion to the offi
cers or commissioners to see reason
ableness and allow those expenses on 
lhe basL3 of amortisation. 

SHRI KANWAR LAL GUPTA: 
When you say "I! expenditure which 
is reasonable and relevant, why do 
you· s'ay only 5 per cent? 

WITNESS: That is because it is 
mentioned as 2.5 per cent in the Bill. 
We will be happy if no minimum or 
maximum is fixed. 

SHRI N. K .. SANGHI: Your point 
is that any expenditure -necessarily 
done for the promotion of an industry 
should be allowed and no percentage 
need be fixed? 

WITNESS: Yes. 

SHRI JANARDAN JAGANNATH 
SHINKRE: So far there was no pro
vision amortisation? 

WITNESS: Yes. There has been 
represent'ation to the department and 
to the Parliament in general regarding 
this particular need for writing off 
of the unproductive expenditure. 
Though there has been a need 'for it 
for a long time, we do appreciate this 
good attempt. After a!J the Govern
ment is for the people and therefore 
it is appreciated. But further point 
Is, in putting this particular percen
tage if there is understanding saying 
that a!J necessary and proper expen
diture and permi'Ssible expenditure is 
Incurred for this amortisation, it will 
be_ to our advantage. 

In the amendment we have only six 
items to be considered as preliminary 
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expenditure. The Chamber would 
welcome if ~t is worded as all · ex
penditure and then excluding these 
p>a.rticular items by way of a provisio. 
In suggesting this we have in mind 
the accounting and other expenditure 
incurred before setting up an indus
try. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Your point is 
that a!J the expenditure should be al
lowed· for amortisation. 

WITNESS: Yes. 

MR. Cln\IRMAN: We shall take up 
another item. Clause 14-Hindu un
divided family. Several associations 
have sflated about this. We wauld 
like you to kindly answer the q)les
tions. 

SHRI KANWAR LAL GUPTA: 
In your memorandum you have said: 
'further, the proposed amendment cuts 
at the very root of Hindu law.' What 
do you mean by it? 

WITNESS: In the Hindus law, sa
crifice is made of serf ·acquired pro
perty. He puts his entire e'arnings to 
the common hotch-potch and · it is 
placed at the disposal of the joint 
family. Let us not take the tax posi
tion. · The principle of blending his 
personal property, is his individual 
right and has been the concept of 
llindu law. Legally it is ,!'E!COgnised. 
If that particular thing is brought 
Jack agilin by a provision it should 
not be taxed. 

SHRI KANWAR LAL GUPTA: 
There is no legal bar in forming H.U.F. 
You will get the income-tax benefit. 
Even if a person were to throw ~is 
property in H.U.F. after the passmg 
of the Bill, the effect will be he won't 
get the income tax benefit. After the 
Supreme Court judgement in 1965, 
many -people after throwing their self
acquired property into the hotch
potch have again divided it among the 
members of the family >and in that 
way the avoidance of tax is going on 



an extensive. sea;~. . :m you make 
suggestions by whicn this avoidance 
can be checked? You can state your 
difficulties, if any, !!lso. 

WITNESS: We should not catego
ri•>e all attempts o'f blending into the 
property into •attempts of tax evasion. 
It might be a burden on the entire 
family. 

SHRI KANWAR LAL GUPTA: 
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TherP. are thousands of cases where it 
i3 broken only for tax evasion. That 
is very clear. Suppose you make the 
H.U.F. and break it, it necessarily 
means that the idea is to evade tax. 

WITNESS: I personally feel •and. I 
think my colleagues alsp agree that if 
there is an attempt to formation of 
HUF and then breaking it by means 
of a Partition, it is for evasion of tax. 
But the very principle of blending 
will come into the inroads of , our 
Hindu structure. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: So, you are nJt 
against conversion, but ~gainst frau
dulant conversion. 

WITNESS: We can say that if there 
is an attempt to partition, the pru
porty which has been thrown into the 
hotch-potch can be a fraudulant 
thing, but not at the discretion of thP 
income-tax authorities straightaway. 
As long as i~ is a blending o'f a pro
pl!rty, it should not be affected. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: There should be 
no> attempt to repartition. We c3n 
fix up a period, say 5 years. 

WITNESS: We can put it as 5 years, 
because by the time we complete our 
plan retrospective effiect will come. 

SHRI N. K. SANGHI: In c>ase tha 
amendment is passed, it will tant
amount to losing roperty and incur
ring a huge liability. 

SHRI R. K. SINHA: You have said 
that the Income-tax Department will 

find it very :nfficl.!•t practice. 
What will be the difficui:y :>f the in
come-tax Deppartment in this? 

WITNESS: We are ultintately 
bothered about it though !lOt in the 
beginning. Whenever there is fric
tion between us and the Department 
in regard to the determination of the 
income, such a difficulty would arise. 

SHRl R. ;K. SINHA: If the expert 
of the Income-tax Department won't 
feel it that way? 

WITNESS: Though I am in the 
Chamber of Commerce, I am also . a 
practition.er land I know that any 
piece of legislation, which is not spe
cific, would create friction in the 
minds of the authorities. 

SHRI R. K. SINHA: Do y.>a be
lieve that in H.U.F. there have not 
been people who have fraudulantly 
attempted to join in order to evade 
taxes? 

WITNESS: It is not so. The deter
mination of the income to be ::.dded 
to the individual's hands is going to be 
very difficult in J?ractice. The whole 
property of HUF may be invested in 
different kinds of investments, taxa
ble, partly taxable and exempt. There 
is already heavy burden on the ad
ministration side and these provisions 
are going to be highly controversial 
leading to friction between the de
partment and the tax payer. Some
times it will be a ~ort of intagination 
in arriving at a conclusion and it is a 
sort of gymnastics we have got to 
play. 

SHRI KANWAR LAL GUPTA: So 
you object to the CC'"olications which 
arise, but not to the principle! 

WITNESS: We have "' see bow far 
it is beneficial in genCrR1, is it reaso
nable, and while acceptmg it we have 
got to see what are the things that 



- -
come into play. We do not want to 
Sjlljy that tax shoul!d _be completely 
scrapped. 

CHAMBER OF COMMERCE: There 
will be no final assessment. It pro• 
vides for duplication of v•ork and 
there will be no merit in it. It should 
be a simple one. 

SHRI KANW AR LAL GUPTA: If 
the Income Tax Officer gets doubt 
about the income he can reassess it. 
He is expected to declare the 
income ·of · a particular _ indivi
dual On the other hand he 
should be given powers to 
check the accounts and he should be 
given powers to make adjustment. I 
think you should not have any objec
tion to that. -·-
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CHAMBER OF COMMERCE: We 
have no objection provided that part~ 
cular assessment become final. -

SHRI KANWAR Lj\L GUPTA: You 
say in your memorandum that the 
Chamber is against to make a final 
assessment for the same year. Of 
course it may be easy· for the Income
Tax Officer to finish the accounts and 
come to a finality in the case of small 
assesses. But in the case ·of Bigger 
assesses, he may require those people 
to produce the accounts. ·What is the 
difficulty iii getting these accounts re
examined. 

CHAMBER OF COMMERCE: As 
long as the Section 141 (3) is concern
ed, it is convenient and good also. 
But that is not the case with the In.. 
come-Tax Officers. There will be no 
finality. If there is a finality, the 
assessee will have a satisfaction that 
the accounts for the year in regard 
to income-tax assessment is over. 
There will be psycological feeling 
and satisfaction H it is finally over. 

SHRI KANW AR LAL GUPTA: Sup
posing the Income-Tax Oflicer cum
·mits mistakes. He wants to review 'it. 
I want to know from you what to 
do under such circuinstances: -

1358 LS-25. 

. CHAMBER OF COMMERCE: If 
there is any error in assessment it - . 
can be rectified by invoking the other 
provisions of the Act, But that will 
not be the case. There will be a 
regular assessment and it will be an 
ordinary assessment. 

SHRI KANWAR LAL GUPTA: If 
.there is a case of evasion, what do 
you want him to do? 

·CHAMBER OF COMMERCE: With
out giving any difficulties, he can 
still re-open such cases. He should 
have every power to invoke the other 

· regular provisions of the Section. 

.SHRI KANWAR·LAL GUPTA: In 
such-- particular cases, he says, that I 
want to examine every record. He 
gives reasoning. _,, , 

- CHAMBER OF COMMERCE: In 
particular cases of that type, il it is 
necessary for him to scrutinise the 
records; he can re-open the case and 
examine. We have no hesitation to 
@ay _that a regu),ar. -assessment be gone 
into. When once .he trusts the asses• 
see, he should trust and there should 
not be half trust. That is our impor
tant point. He should not try to dis
believe ~very body. If that is the 
case there will be no end and there 
will be no finality at all -

SHRI KANWAR LAL GUPTA:You 
want that particular _ clause to be 
dropped. 

CHAMBER OF COMMERCE: Yes, 

SHRI N. K. SANGHI: The Govern
ment has got every right to go ahead 
in reassessing depending upon the 
cases. 141 (3) gives power to that 
effect _ without giving chance to the 
assessee. 

CHAMBER OF COMMERCE: Clause 
141 (3) gives power except to 
make .some_ minor adjustment. He 
may disagree if there are some minor 
mistakes. Such minor rnistakes can 



be adjusted. But once the assessment 
is made, it cannot be reopened e;xce¢
ing on sufficient valid reasons mvok
ing other provisions _of the law. 

SHRI N. K. SANGffi: Re-opening 
could be made by intimating to the 
assessee on reasonable grounds. The 
Income Tax Officer will be . getting a 
large number of · cases in advance, 
and it may not be possible to assess 
every case correctly. He may com
mit mistakes whether it is small or 
big. What is the difficulty if he does 
it again without giving any trouble 
to the assessee? 

CHAMBER OF COMMERCE: The 
difficulty is the assessee will have no 
peace ·of minq. The Income Tax 
Officer can re-open such cases, if 
there are grave mistakes, under Sec
tion 148. He can go through the re
cords. The point here we want to 
stress upon is· let him (I.T.O.) do it 
once and for all correctly taking into 
·confidence the assessee. When once 
it is done like so, .they should not be 
re-opened. If there are minor mis
takes, they can be d(lr\e by re-adjust-
ment. · · 

, SHRI N. K. SANGHI: Supposin~ 
there are about BO cases.· · Out of 
these, 2 cases have not been correctly 
done. He has to ask to produce facts 
and figures' in ·· these ~ases, where 
there are grave miStake~ and. _where 
there are evasion. Do you think; it 
is necessary to saieguard __ them in 
these matters also. 

CHAMBER OF COMMERCE: 
Powers are vested under section 148 
and he can reopen the case under 
such circumstances. There is no 
questioli of safeguarding ·anybody. 
This new additional section introduC.:. 
ed will hamper the progress of assess-
ments~ · · · · 

- i 

:;MR. CHAIRMAN: ID this, I thin~ 
there' is a point. 
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SHRI N. K. SANGffi: You are 
against taking discretionary powers, 
under Clause 75. If the discretionery 
powers are there, these officers can 
dispose of many cases. What is wrong 
in it? 

CHAMBER OF COMMERCE: Dis
cretionery powers have nothing to do 
with this. They can invoke the re
gular section. The provisions of the 
regular section cover such contingen
cies. 

SHRI k K. SANGffi: Do you mean 
tri say that the officers can dispose of 
such cases by modifying the present 
clause? · · 

CHAMBER OF COMMERCE: We 
have i10 objection in making such 
modifications. We welcome this sug
gestion because, in regard to _certain 
'charges and deviations in ·certain ins
tances which are not liable to make 
adjustments, "ecords have to be called 
for. But in. certain cases where he 
has that trUst, he sliould not do it 
again because he . lias once accepted. 

.• 
WITNESS:. -In- regard to 143(1) 

there is- one. more- difficulty. There ' 
has bee~ no chec'd: on the Income. Tax 
.Officer to:. make two assessments .. 

. ' 
MR. CHAIRMA.~: Your point is that 

there should be. some check which 
could prevent the Income-tax Ofllcer 
from making Lrtegular assessments. 
The Committee \vill consider it. 

czause 63 (bj ·_ _ _, 
' -· 

SHRI R. K: SINHA: In your memo
randum you have stated that: 

·- . ~ . 

,,_ . '. .. - ' ' . . - - ! 
· "'The Chamber is · not in favour 

of the punis~ent with _rigorous 
iniprisonment !o'r failure to .furnish 
return in ~ime or for non-produc
tion of books at the required time. 

_,,;rl!e.'exist~g proviSions under Sec. 
,,271(1) (a) and.271(1)(b) are bY 

:· . themselves very rigorous and a 
"

1 
further penalty. is not warranted!' 



The main object of the deterrent 
punishment is to see that proper re
turns and accounts are filed. Even 
the present laws have been insuffi.. 
cient in getting proper retUrns and 
accounts. Don't you think there are 
special cases in which this deterrent 
punishment is called for? 

WITNESS: If the Government is 
really· serious about plugging up loop" 
holes in tax payments, these penalties 
will not help them. By· this law an 
honest man !flaY. have to suffer. 

SHRI R. K. SINHA: Mostly the 
richer sections of the· people· would 
be involved in -tax., evasion c.ases. 
Don't you think .tl~at people who fail 
to submit returns should be punished? 

WITNESS: 'we are not at. all against 
any measures taken by Government. 
But the most jmportant aspect is that 
this· ru1e whenever it' ·becomes a law 
wili. be· applicable to the entirei pupu
lation. More often . the honest man 
wiil be punished though he may not 
have any inten~ion to evade payment' 
of tax. · · 

SHRI R. K. SINHA: i'here may be 
exceptional cases to prove dishonesty 
where ·such punishment is. called for. 

WITNESS: It js a right given to the 
authorities to deal with ·every case 
of non-production of returns. I 
'\VOUld say that deterrent punishment 
could be ·given in ·cases where there 
is wanton negligence or proven negli-· 
gence in evasion · of tax payment. 
Whatever modifications have been 
done till -now :is .. only because of a 
Supreme Court Judgment' or because 
one. or two persons evaded taxation; 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Your point will 
be ·considered · by the Committee. 
What is your .next p(oint. 

' .... 

WITNESS: In regard :to registered 
firms I would like -the' law to stand: 

~7.5 

a~ it is. Instead of getting a declara
tion. in form 12 a clause could· be 
inserted in the returns _ form itself 
saying that: 

"I further state or declare that 
the partnership or the firm is not 
altered from the last year". 

SHRI KANWARLAL GUPTA: Sup
pose one partner has an interest in 
the income or property of the firm of 
any other partner, the firm will not be 
registered. 

WITNESS·: There is a :rroviso 
which states:._ 

; · "Provided that ihe condition spe
cified in th\s clause shall not apply 
as between the partners of a firm 

- -who are related to one- another as 
husband and :wife or parent and 
child (being a minor);" 

We would like to. emphasize that this 
exception should be extended to 
Hindu undivided families, also. , 

SHRI K. L. GUPTA: If one of -the 
partners is interested in the share of 
another partner, his firm will not be 
registered. Do you agree with it? 

. ·wiTNESS: • We do not agree with 
it' because there may be a partner 
may· not know that it is ben ami. lt 
will be throwing a premium . on a 
partnership regularly constituted and 
recognised all these years. That is 
why the Chamber said that that parti
cular amendment should not be 
brought. ' 

' SIIRI :k. L. GUPTA: The present 
position is that the firm will be regis
tered. But if this amendment is pas
sed, the . firm will not be registered. 

WITNESS: Because of the failure 
of one partner to disclose the interest 
in the other partners, the other part
ner will also su (fer. The non-disclo~ 
sure of one partner's interest in ano
ther partner will spoil the ·chances 
of the other· partner getting the bene
fit of registration· · 



SHRI K L. GUPTA: With regard to 
self-assessment, the limit has beeri 
reduced to Rs. 100. We are satisfied 
with Rs. 500. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: In the case of 
smaller assessees some distinction 
should be made. It does not prevent 
bigger assessees; it prevent small as
sessees. So, some distinction must be 
made between small and big 
assessees. 

WITNESS: The benefit of the small 
man should be given to evt'zybody. 
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MR. CHAIRl\l:AN: So, you mean 
that in the interest of the small peo
ple the big · people should aiso be 
exempted. 

WITNESS: I. have to correct myself 
that it will affect not only small as
sessees but also small questions of 
law which are of vital importance., 

SHRI JANARDAN JAGANNATH 
SHINKRE: Your memorandum is 
full of protests. What are the claus
es which you feel- are useful ones 
and what is your reaction to the 
amendments as a whole? 

WITNESS: Offhand I cannot make 
a summary of such a long piece of 
legisaltion. If yoa give us time, we 
will definitely try to see that in a 
few hours · or tomorrow morning a 
paper is given to you in which d~fi
nitely state what we want to state. 

SHRI JANARDAN JAGANNATH 
SHINKRE: Actually you do not like 
any of the clauses of the amending 
Bill. 

WITNESS: The purpose of circ~lat
ing it is to see how we like it. We 
like it that way. 

MR. . CHAIRMAN: Have you get 
~~cny other points to make out? 

WITNESS: We want to emphasise 
in general that along with attempts 
to plug any tax evasion we must·.also. 

give emphasis .to social "ecurity mea
sures. For · instance, .. Section 80EE 
envisages relief iri respect of retire
ment annuities; In fact, the original 
idea was to give this particular bene
fit to self-employed persons. When 
if came on the Statute Book it was 
restricted to partners of the register
ed firms. Chartered Accountants and· 
Solicitors who are practising are not 
given this relief. 

CHAIRMAN:~We shall look into it. 

n. New India Fisheries Ltd., Bombay 
Spokesmen: 

1. Shri J. K. Munshi 

2. Shri N. V. Shah 

3. Shri. S. V. Gokhale 

(The witnesses were called in and 
they took· their seats:). · 

, .. , ... 
_ MR. CHAffiMAN::. You are wei.: 
come .. to . the meeJ;ing. The evidence 
which you giye should be treated as 
public! arid it is likely to be printed 
and supplied to the Members of Par
liament. Until then it is confidential 

WITNESS: This is the only com
pany in this country which · deals in 
deep sea fishing. The specific poillt 
on which petition has been made is 
with respect to explanation to sub_ 
clause (vii) which says that for the 
purposes of this sub-clause, 'techni
cian' means a person having • special
ised knowledge · and experience in 
agriculture, animal husbandry, diliry 
or poultry farming, deep sea fishing 
or ship building. In the 'ExplanF.on· 
on the next page, deep sea fishing is 
included from 1st April, ·~970. My sub
mission is that this. -amendment was· 
brought about as a result of New. 
India Fisheries Ltd. making . .repeated 
representations to Government. from 
time to time. New ' India . Fisheries 
Ltd. is. a collaboratibn Comp;my with 
49 per cent Japanese participation. 
Taiyo FisherY Co. i..,td, is a leading 
Company in' Tokyo. They held 49 



p'er cent shares of our Company. 
·One of the terms of agreement is that 
they must teach Indians in this spe
cial art of deep ·sea fishing which was 
pdor to this unknown to this country. 
As a result of the Japanese techni·· 
cians coming into -~his country during 
the last 6 years the country has earn
ed •68,00,000 U.S. Dollars in foreign 
_exchange. If I may refer the Com
mittee to para 5 of my petition be
cause deep · ~ea fishing technicians 
were not included in the exempted 
list, during the last 6 years we had 
to pay Rs. 32139,228 as tax. 

CHAffiMAN: Your point is that 
although the amendment was includ
ed at your instance, it was not done 
in the .way in which you wanted it 
to be done. 
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WITNESS: True. 

CHAIRMAN: Now ·yon want 'them 
to give. retrospective effect to it. 

WITNESS: Yes. Two points emer
ge from this amendment. The em
ployment should commence after 31st 
March, 1970. But these technicians 
who are already there will not be en
titled to exemption. Unless we send 
back the trained technicians and bring 
new . untrained technicians we cannot 
get the· exemption benefit under this 
amendment. 

CHAIRMAN:· Suppose in the com
ing Finance · Bill the Government 
were to reduce the rate< of taxation, 
would .you askdor a refund of the 
amount already paid in previous 
years? 

WITNESS: No. 

CHAmMAN: Similarly from this 
year onwards they are giving the 
benefit of this tax exemption. 

WITNESS: If this is allowed to 
continuing technicians it is all right, 
but the. section as it is worded is not 
clear. 

CHAIRMAN: Certainly the Com
mittee will consider your point. 

WITNESS: The whole point is this. 
The word used· 'is "commencing". 
That may mean ·.technicians whose 
employment is commencing after 31st 
March, 1970 and all 'those who have 
already rendered service pdor to 1st 
April, 1970 in our Company will not 
be entitled for the benefit of this tax 
exemption. Our point is that this 
benefit . should be extended to them 
also. 

SHRI N. K. SANGHI: Do you mean 
to. say taht those technicians who 
have been working from the past 
years prior to 1st April, 1970 will not 
be entitled to this exemption? 

WITNESS: As fhe proposed amend
ment reads, they will not be entitled 
to it; · · 

SHRI N. K. SANGHI: There is a 
limitation for a pedod for 5 ;{ears. 

WITNESS: The limit is there. But 
I would refer you sub-clause (viia) 
of clause 3, where it is mentioned· 
"where such individual renders ser
vices as a technician in the employ. 
ment (commencing from a date after 
the 31st day of March, .1970. . ." So 
if the employment commences after 
31st March, 1970 then only the benefit 
·of exemption is available. I am urg
ing upon the hon . .:Members to delete 
the word ''commencing". 

, SHRI N. K. SANGHI: We who come 
from north India would like to know 
how you are locating fish? 

DR. GOKHALE (Witness): Fishing 
is an extremely complicated art. It 
should not be considered as just one 
of the ordinary arts, but it is a high
ly complicated art. Today because 
we do not have properly trained tech
nicians we are losing a lot of our 
resources which are under-tapped. 
We exploit only to the extent of 10 
per cent now. Today .our deep ·sea . 



fishing in India is roughly of the 
order of 1 million tons. It can easily 
go according to the advice of F.A.O. 
to at least 2.5 million tons. Their 
estimate is 5 million tons. So today 
.our exploitation is very poor due 
mainly to the fact that we do not 
have properly tramed technicians. 

SHRI N. K. SANGHI: We want to 
know how you locate fish. 
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DR. GOKHALE: The point remains 
as to how to find out this fish because 
we are not getting them and we are 
not able to locate them. So here you 
come across a ~ituation which demands 
expert knowledge of the ·sea. These 
Japanese technicians are very well
known all over the world. It is not 
only the question of knowing how to 
throw the net and to take it back, 
but it is a question of catch if we are 
in sea and where fish is known to be 
there or nof. A skipper who just 
comes to India takes about 6 to 7 
months to get a full knowledge of 
the various bearings as it is techni
cally called. It is only then he knows 
where fish is found more. Actually 
it is a scientific way of finding out. 
He goes to various parts of the sea, 
he takes different dimension• of depth 
at different places, etc. 

SHRI N. K. SANGHI: While catch
ing fish like this, will you not come 
to a situation where fish in the sea 
is exhausted? 

WITNESS: Today we are very 
much under-exploited and there is no 
danger of over-exploitation as you 
fear. This danger which you refer
red has become true in the case of 
certain species of fish like· prawns 
which are earning a lot of foreign 
exchange. In their case a situation 
has been reached where the catch 
is going down and that is why we 
require expert people to find out some 
species in deeper waters. Today that 
kind of fishing is done only in shallow 
waters. 

SHRI N. K. SANGHI : Can you 
not proliferate this species and thus 
increase the catch ? 

WITNESS : In the case of. sea this 
is not possile. This method which 
are referring to is possible only in 
lakes and rivers, but in the case of 
sea these measures are not so very 
practicable and we should go to areas 
which are not tapped. 

SHRI N. K. SANGHI: Can you 
give us figures to show by the foreign 
exchange earning has been static 
during the last 3 years ? 

WITNESS : In the case of parti
cular species we have reached a stage 
where the catch per unit effort is 
going down and that is why we want 
people with expert knowledge to 
come to -India to train our people and 
improve the catch. 

SHRI N. K. SANGHI: In the case 
of mines, it happens after some time 
the mines get exhausted and you have 
to go to some other areas. 

WITNESS : Today much of the 
fishing is done in Cochin and other 
places, but there are plenty of other 
places like Vishakhapatanam where 
fishing is not done and where there is 
lot of fish available. If we have to 
go to such places for fishing, we need 
to have capital equipment. In that 
process if we can save somet~ing it 
1lVill bring for us more forei~n ex
change and more profits. Tr.ere is 
one other point. One deals with the 
<:ontinuance of old experts and the 
other deals with this petition made 
to the Government two years back. 
We had about eight technicians and 
large amounts had to be paid. I am 
submitting that the benefit of this 
exemption may be given. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: When did you 
appoint them ? 



WITNESS : They are there from 
1966. We had originally 26 techni
<:ians; it came down to 8 and for the 
last two years there are only four 
technicians. 

SHRI KANWARLAL GUPTA: You 
have made a very good point regard
ing the availability of fish and all 
1hat. The relevant point is, at pre
umt the ·income is low. What are 
JTour profits in the last two years ? 

WITNESS: In 1967-68 we made a 
loss of nearly 9 lakhs. We' have 
ulways been doing profits and giving 
1'ood dividend of 12 per ·cent. 

SHRI R. DASAR,ATHARAMA 
HEDDY : This concession was with
<irawn in 1962. Were you able to pay 
tax? . 

WITNESS: We have been able to 
pay tax. 

SHRI KANWARLAL GUPTA: You 
are demanding concession only for 
the last two years. What are the 
ligures in the last two years ?. 

WITNESS: In 1967-68 the loss of 
the company was 21 lakhs; in 1968-69 
we made a profit of 9 lakhs. In 
1969-70 our estimate is that we will 
be incurring a net loss of 3 to 4 lakhs. 

SHRI KANWARLAL GUPTA: I 
am talking of 1969-70 assessment 
Year. 

WITNESS : I am giving figures on 
the basis of accounting year. 

SHRI KANWARLAL GUPTA: In 
1968-69 you are saying there is loss. 
Assessment has been completed in the 
last two years. 

WITNESS : No, our assessments 
are pending from 1966-67. 

SHRI KANWARLAL GUPTA: 
Then in 1967.68 you are demanding 
concession; you have a profiit of 9 
lakhs. What will be the talC ·effect if 
this concession is given to you ? 
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WITNESS: 
least 7 lakhs. 
this paper. 

we will be saving at 
I will submit to you 

SHRI N. K. SANGHI: It will be 
better for the Government to con
sider a particular matter and give per
mission for employment of four 
technicians. 

MR. CHAIRMAN : They are ask
ing that the statute must be changed 
·for the sake of a particular company. 
We have to consider whether we can 
do so or not. 

SHRI KANWARLAL GUPTA: My 
submission is they are showing a 
profit of 9 lakhs for this accounting 
period 1968-69 and assessment year 
1969-70. The income tax liability on 
the salary according to them comes 
to six lakhs. So they will be saving 
three lakhs after paying this income 
tax liability on the foreign techni
cians. You say that you did not call 
for any other expert from Japan 
because if you had to pay salary to 
him it would have come to so much 
and all that. Whether you got in
come tax benefit or not, if it was 
advantageous to you to call the ex
pert, you must call him. 

WITNESS : The question is that 
the technicians that we have already 
employed are conversant with the 
Indian conditions and the conditions 
prevailing in the Indian Ocean. They 
have been with us for the last 6. to 
7 years and they know the local 
language also. 

SHRI KANWARLAL GUPTA: You 
say that you did not call for expert 
because there was no concession by 
the Income Tax Department. 

WITNESS: My case is if we had 
this benefit of tax, we would have 
developed in other places and earned 
more foreign exchange. 

SHRI KANWARLAL GUPTA: You 
have been earoil'lg profit every year. 



WITNESS: That is true. In spite 
of foreign technicians not being avail
able in sufficient number we have 
been earning. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Your point is 
to give retrospective effect. We will 
consider it. 

SHRI S. B. PATIL: Your com
pany was started in 1956. I want to 
know whether your company has 
programmed to train technical per
s.onnel hundred per cent. 
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WITNESS : That programme has 
been there from the very beginning. 
We ·originally started with 26 tech. 
nicians when we had only 4 boats. 
Today there are 11 boats and there 
are only eight technicians. By April 
even this 8 will not be there. Four 
persons will be repatriated. In case 
we have to ·expand fishing more 
money and more experts are neces
sary. These experts can do provided 
they get benefit out of it. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: You are going 
to have concession from March ? 

WITNESS: Yes. 

SHRI KANWARLAL GUPTA: Do 
you get export benefit also ? 

WITNESS: Yes, we get replenish
ment licences and concession of 10 
per cent F.O.B. of the value is there 
That is the only benefit and nothing 

· else. This is the only company in 
India. · 

MR. CHAffiNIAN: ·In England 
private legislation is passed to meet 
such cases. 

WITNESS: I may say that recent
ly in Cochin on the 3rd, 4th and 5th 
a symposium was held which was 
attended by the Ministry of Food and . 
Agriculture, Ministry of Finance and 
Ministry of Foreign Trade as well as 
the industrialists. This question of 
granting income tax . exemption to 
technieans was discussed and it has 

been resolved that the Government 
should be approached stating that 
these technicians should be exempted 
from income tax. This question of 
retrospective effect was not discussed. 

MR. CHAIRMAN : The point is 
made clear and we will consider it. 

SHRI SillVACHANDIKA PRASAD: 
In the memorandum it is stated as 
follows:-

"At present, the company's in
come-tax liability is about 
Rs. 8,15,4001- on the 12 months' 
wages of the Japanese technicians. 
If the Government is pleased to 
classify the Japanese fishermen
skippers and engineers-as techni
cians, for they are highly skilled 
technicians having been trained in 

· Japanese Fisheries Institutes with 
long practical experience of deep
sea-trawler fishing, the Govern
ment will not suffer any loss but, 
on the other hand, will benefit by 
it. Exemption from payment of 
income-tax will enable the com
pany to expand its fishing fleet by 
the purchase of "Sudha" type of 
trawler of the value of Rs. 6.5 lakhs 

· each. Such a trawler may be ex
pected to land some 1, 76,200 Kgs. 
of shrhnp annually. The export of 
these shrimps caught by one 
trawler will enable the company to 
earn some Rs. 7,00,0001- by way of 
foreign exchange annually." 

Do you stick to this in the case of 
exemption of income-tax? 

· WITNESS: We will definitely 
stick to it. Actually, at present we 
have plans to open new business on 
eastern coast where it is reported 
that the availability of prawns is in 
great supply .and we are negotiating 
for establishment of freezing plants. 
We are always in favour of exporting 
prawns which has a very great inter
national demand. 



We have recently invested Rs. 2 
lakhs and we have to develop in that 
context. 

SHRI KANWARLAL GUPTA: May 
I know why other industries in this 
line are not coming up ? 

WITNESS : They will not allow 
other Japanese concerns to come into 
the country. There are other com
Panies which are planning to go into 
the deep-sea fishing. We have heard 
that lot of orders have been placed 
for the construction of trawlers, but 
it will take some time. Till then, 
ours is the only company which owns 
trawlers which get fish for export. 

SHRI KANWARLAL GUPTA: Does 
your trawlers go near Goa and 
Karwar? 

WITNESS : They go upto Ratna
giri and Cochin. It depends on the 
availability of fish. Our fishing range 
is nearly 1,000 miles. The entire west 
coast is exploited and we want to 
extend it to east coast also. 
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SHRI KANWARLAL GUPTA: If 
this benefit is given to you, how much 
it will help on exports ? 

WITNESS: It will certainly help. 
To start with we can go upto Visha-

khapatnann, which means more traw
lers and more foreign exchange also. 
Today, one trawler coasts Rs. 10 lakhs 
and we have also to have infra-
structure which consists of refrigera
tor plant, ice plant, etc. which may
cost a bout Rs. 5 lakhs. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: May I know
why fish has become costly in this
country ? Are you not able to supply 
fish for internal purposes ? 

WITNESS : I ann quite aware of 
this difficulty. In Bombay we can 
land lot of fish, but there is transport
difficulty from Bombay to Delhi. If
I can have some means of transport
ing this fish from Bombay to Delhi, 
I will be very glad. As it is in Indian 
climate, fish gets spoiled soon. The· 
increase in cost is also due to rise in 
price of equipment, diesel oil, etc. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Thank you very 
much. 

We will place on record our ap
preciation· for the valuable assistance 
rendered to the Connnnittee by the 
Secretary, Mysore Legislature, the 
Reporters and other staff in the hold-

- ing of this sitting at Bangalore. 

The meeting adjourns sine die. 

(The meeting adjourned at 12.40 P.M.}-
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Shri R.N. Muttoo, Chairman Centra! 

Bo.ard of Direct Taxes, Ministr11 of 
Fmance, Deptt of Revenue and 

Insurance. · 

(The witness was called in and he 
took his seat.) 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Mr. Muttoo I 
hope that will be better if you 'give 
U3 your views on important points 
concerning this Bill. 

SHRI. MUTTOO: Mr. Chairman, I 
am obliged to you for giving m a 
chance for putting up the case e on 
behalf .of the Board. Regarding the 
suggestion made by you, Sir, 1 would 
say that I would like to be rather 
questioned about these items by the 
hon. Members of the Committ<'e and 
would do my best to throw light on 
those point; to the best of my abili
ty. 

SHRI GUPTA: You may be con
~inced by some clause,s and you may 
like to have some changes in . this 
bill also. With that background it 
will be better if you say something. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Let us refer to 
important clauses as Mr. Muttoo says . 
so that we can go ahead. 

SHRI MUTTOO: You suggeJt any 
clause3 and we will try to go on that. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Let 
with the registered and 
firms. 

us first deal 
recognised 

SHRI BEN! SHANKER SHARMA: 
You must have seen the statement of 
objects of this .bill. To refresh your 
memory, I may say that the main 
objects of this bill are the rationali
zation of •certain provisions and the 
sitnplilication of the procedure for 
assessment and collection of tax as 
also to promote the development of 
the economy etc. Now do you 
think that the bill as framed and as 
brought before the House really 
meet3 this need of simplification and 
rationalization or something more is 
required to be added or subtracted 
.from it. 

SHRI MUTTOO: So far ' 9S the 
present provisions which we have 

placed in the bill are concern~d, Sir, 
they meet the bulk of the objects that 
we have. We can never say that 
we have achieved the full goal as set 
out: So far as these provisions 
W:htch h~ve been placed before you, 
Str, -I thmk, they will help us in im
proving the tax law. 

SHRI BENI SHANKER SHARMA: 
I agree with you, but in the evidence 
:Whi.ch ~as given before us by so many 
msatut10ns and individuals their 
submission was that the 'greatest 
need of the time was to simplify and 
rationalise the whole Act as it is and 
this Bill did not go far to meet that 
requirement. Many more provisions 
are to be added for the purpose of 
simplification. Do you agree with 
this view or not? 

SHRI MUTTOO: Sir, with due 
respect to the views of the other 
witnesseJ, I would venture to say that 
the proposals in the Bill do make a 
bold step to simplify and rationalise 
the Act, as it is. For instance, this 
procedure to speed up the asseJsment 
would go a long way to rationalise 
the disposal of small income cases. 

SHRI BEN! SHANKER SHARMA: 
Now coming to the specific clauses. 
The clause relating to H.U.F. is a 
very tickli:lh one. By this clause, it 
is suggested that those assessments 
which have been made after April, 
1965 would be reopened and asses
sees unneceJsarily harass~d: 

SHRI MUTTOO: The asoessments 
would not be reopened. The income 
of the 'karta• of the family shall · be 
added. . There is a difference bet
ween the re-opening of the • past 
cases and whether the creation of 
the joint family took place en a cer
tain ·date or later on. 

SHRI BEN! SHANKER SHARMA: 
That will affect the HUFs which 
have come into existence after l3t 
April, 1965 and not those which came 
into existence earlier. We had asked 
Mr. Shah to give us the figures 
showing what would be the effect on._ 



revenue if the provision as it 
is accepted. Have you got 
figures? 

is put 
those 

SHRI MUTTOO: We were not able 
to collect because it i:3 not possible to 
do that exercise. Further, Sir, ins
tead of examining this is3ue on the 
basis of revenue why not examine on 
merits. We have made 1965 sugges
tion because of the decision of 
Supreme Court. It is not done with 
the ob~'ect of getting more revenue. 
If that had been the object we could 
have placed it before 1965. · 
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SHRI DAMAN!: Before mQking 
such a suggestion have the Deptt. 
considered about the number of liti
gations which may arise. instead of 
simplifying the Government will be 
in trouble. 

SHRI MUTTOO: So far as litiga_ 
tion part is concerned I do not anti
cipate much of litigation if this 
clause is brought into force because 
the bulk of cases would be beyond its 
provision. These provisions would 
apply only to newly 'created HUFs. 
So, the bulk of HUFs which were 
prior to 1965 would not be affected. 
Again HUFs which are newly created 
and have major children they would 
not be affected. It will only be vis
a-via husband and wife. These newly 
created HUF.., just not going to ill
valve that much of problem as is 
anticipated. There would be some 
problems but it would not be to that 
extent. 

SHRl DAMAN!: The Finance Minis
ter has said in Parliament that hence• 
forth all the direct taxes will be pros
pective. 1n his particular case if we 
make· it retrospective. In this parti
cular ~ase if we make it •etro:;pective 
it will be contrary to the announce
ment made by the Finance Minister 
on the floor of the House. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: We have heard 
many a witness on this point. You 

. please tell us whether keeping in 

view all these difficulties whether this 
provision in the Bill will be helpful? 

SHRI MUTTOO: So far as this 
provlSlon is concerned and the 
evidence that has come befure you I 
have the impression that the main 
thing which is irritant in this clause 
is date-that is, 31st March, 1965. 
Well, it is for the hon'ble Committee 
to take a decision on that. 

SHRI SANGHI: Almost all the 
witnesses who have appeared before 
the Committee have agitat~d against 
this HUF being taken from 1965. 
Would you be prepared to consider 
to treat this matter from 1st April, 
1970 or 1st April, 1969? Whether it 
would solve the administrative diffi
culties? 

SHRI SALVE : I have to come t" 
the crux of the problem. It is two
fold. Firstly, you have stated that 
this is a provision which is being 
made to plug the loophole. through 
which a substantial chunk of tax 
was being avoided. Whenever you 
make so, the quantum of tax is a 
very relevant factor. Merits, justice 
equity and rationale can come in this 
context. Can you tell us in this 
period-1965 to 1969 there has been 
such a colossal avoidance of tax? 
Will that take care of retrospectively?' 
What is the rationale your treating 
the income of the HUF as the income 
of the transferer? If you are an
xious to bring the law on par with 
any other individual and not to give 
the HUF the privileged position, to 
that extent one can understand, but 
why are you contemplating, it i3 not 
transferred to minor son or wife be
c·ause an individual can transfer it to 
anybody else, likewise he is gifting 
it to HUF? 

SHRI MUT.rOO: Regarding the first 
point as to why it. is being given re
trospective effect i.e. from March 
1965, as I submitted it i'3 an anti-ta~ 
avoidance measure. We took th1s. 
date, as mentioned earlier, from th~> 
date of decision of the Supreme 
Court . 



Coming to th-e quantum that could 
be involved, Sir, I am sorry to say 
this exercise could not be made, as it 
would not be possible. 

SHRI CHATTERJI: Are you bent 
upon giving it retrospective effect? 
What is ·your considered advtce to 
this Committee? 

SHRI SALVE: . We would like to 
know from the Chairman 'of the 
Direct Taxes about pluging the loop
hole-avoidance and retrospectivet,y 
for this avoidance is sought to be 
rectified and therefore, is this quan
~um. , ~ J~! !•I 

SHRI SANG HI: We wouid .like the 
Revenue Board to give the sugges
tion. We are not happy to amend this 
Bill ourselves. 

SHRI MUTTOO: AccordiRg to our 
judgement we have presented this 
Bill and in the light of the avoidance 
this has come before the Committee. 
It is for the <;:ommittee to decide. 

SHRI GUPTA:- You must have 
beard the evidence. There must have 
been some effect on you. Whether 
YOu are convinced or not? Supposing 
you are convinced, should the retros
pective effect go or not? What 
changes_ -would you like to have in 
the Bill? 

SHRI DANDEKER: Apart from 
the -question of ·such· transactions 
being given retrospective tax effect, 
I think it is rather shocking that the 
Chairman, of the Board does not 
know what is the tax implication of 
these transactions. It sounds as if 
the Department was. bent upon a 
particular view, viz., that tramfer of 
property by way of gift - ·to - HUF 
should be challenged to which 
Supreme Court said 'n'o'. How to get 
<lver this? All right says the Board; 
we ·are going to pass a law by which 
income of HUF arising out Of such 
transactions should be as3essed to the 
maximum extent possible as the in
come of the individual. -If the ex
tent Of tax loss on this accJunt was 
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consi?era~le, . I would have agreed. 
-Keepmg m View the magnitude of the 
lo~, I would agree we ought to com
plicate the law. Here it is not tax 
evasion, but tax avoidance; but to 
}Vhat extent, nobody knows? That is 
w~at surprises me immensely; so that 
I mfer the tax loss is not slgnificant. 
I am quite sure because had there 
.been tax avoidance in any significant 
degree, they ·would know d it· and 
quite rightly, they would 'have 
thought of ways and means to coun
teract it long ago. I would like to 
ask, if you do not know the extent of 
tax avoidance, when no estimate has 
been made, why are you making 
these charges at all? 

SHRI BENI SHANKER SHARMA: 
While we were taking evidence in 
Calcutta, we had asked Mr. Shah to 
get these figures· and, he had also 
agreed that he would give the figures 
at a convenient date later on. If 
Mr. Muttoo You are not ready now 
on this very crucial issue you may 
give the figures - later. As -Mr. 
Datfdekar has said if there is big es. 
capement of taxes, certainly we 
should try to plug the loophole. But 
if the amount is insignificant, why 
unnecessarily -trouble both the asses
see and the assessor. I think you 
will agree with me that it would be 
very difficult for your officers to 
even pursue the income from assets 
thrown in the HUF. 

Clause 14, Sub-clause (2) says: 
"Notwithstanding anything contain
ed in any other provision of this Ad 
or in any other law for the time 
being in for.ce for the purpose of 
conipu tation of the total income of 
the individual under this Act, for 
various assessment year commencing 
on or after 1st April, 1970. 

(b) The income derived from 
converted property or any part 
thereof in so far as it is attributable 
to the interest of the individual in 
the property of the family, shall be 
deemed to arise to the individual 
and not to· the family." 



You see within these 5 years the pro
perty might have changed shape in 
so many ways. Do you not think it 
would be difficult also to keep a 
track of this change and collect 
taxes? Until and unless as Mr. 
Dandeker has said, there is a big loss 
Of revenue, we should not indulge in 
this luXurious or elaborate exercise; 
What would be the approximate 
amount that you· hope to get if we 
accede to this suggestion rs that is 
very crucial. 
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SHRI CHATTERJI: We want to 
know how big iz the hole which you _ 
want to plug? 

SHRI MUTTOO: There is no dis
P':'te that there is a big hole of tax 
avoidance. 

SHRI DANDEKER; I do not agree 
that there is a big hole. That there 
is a hole, I do agree; but it ls insig
nificant. 

SHRI SALVE: The question is 
that there is no doubt that there is 
a dispute. What Mr. Dandekar says 
is . that we would request you not to 
proceed on the assumption that 
there is no dlspute. 

SHRI MUTTOO: It has been ad
mitted by the Hon'ble Mc.nber that 
there is a hole. Our ·view point is. 
that there is a sub:rtantial loss of re
venue by this measure. This is being. 
adopted on a large ~scale hereafter, 
inore so, since there has beeri this 
decision of the Supreme Cnurt, Now 
coming to the exact amount, a3 no 
exencise had. been done, we cannot 
give .the figure. Mr. Sharma men
tioned that my colle.ague had pro-' 
mised to get this done. I will check 
up and try to furnish whatever in
formation we can on this subjEct to 
the extent that the figures vis-a-vis 
1965 or 1969 would make to the 
revenue. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: We have heard 
the evidence. There two things were 
inade clear. As Dandekarji is now 

;;uggesting that many of them though 
first objected to this provision, but 
during the course of discussion wlth 
the various witnesses, they '\lltimately 
agreed that yes, there is a scope for 
avoiding these taxes through these 
measures. One thing that they said 
was that it should not be given re
trospective effect. 

SHRI GUPTA: Mr. Chairman, as 
Shri Dandekar has pointed out and 
quite rightly, nobody disagrees that 
there is a hole, but what is the size 
of the hole Shri Muttoo has not pro
perly explained that. He says the 
size is -:;ubstantially large. What is 
your basis? . 

SHRI DAMANI: Mr. Chairman, 
one point more. Suppose we· agree 
that there is a hole, but whether 
legally it ~ill -be possible to recover 
it or not. You . also see this aspect 
whether it will be recoverable and 
th<}re will be no litigation. 

SHRI MUTTOO: We do hope to 
recover. It is not retro~pective in 
the sense that we are asking a per son 
to pay tax from March 1969. It· is 
just a question of fixing a startir,g 
point and we fixed this starting point 
because immediately_ there was thi3 
Supreme· Court decision, there was a 
rush to avail of this facility, 

MR. CHAIRMAN:- You cim ·under
stand what Mr. Dandekar pointed 
out. It is not that the· Committee is 
going' to oppose what you say. But 
let us know some figureo about- it. ' 

. SHRI MU'rTOO: I su!lmitted that 
I will certainly try to g•ve some 
idea- of this. we will try . to give 
our basis ot' arriving at the figure 
and I will request· for a shorr time. 

SHRI SALVE: You may process 
the point and give the figures for 
the next 5 years. And how will you 
determine the magnitude of the 
eva•ion. . The tax liability will only 
be attracted froin i970-71 onwards. 



SH_RI MUTTOO: We will say cases 
which were formed in 19d5 March, 
There would be quite g number of 
cases which were formed in 1966 and 
like that. 

. . SHRI SALVE: And you will have 
aggregate figures of these four years 
and in the assessment year 1970-71 
You would .be able to know what will 
be the tax liability. 

SHRI DANDEKER: At least for 3 
years if you ·can project the figures 
and give us, that will be better. 

SHRI MUTTOO: I will give you, 
sir. 

SHRI SALVE: What the clause 
seeks' is to penalise transfer to 
HUF even if it is not . partitioned 
prospectively or retrospe~tively. 

, SHRI DANDEKER: The real prob
lem bas already . arisen. In those 
cases ·the properties were transferred 
. to _the HUF and immediately· after 
that th~re ·was a partition; with the 
result that while the family,. the 
wife, minor children and so on, got 
property which if directly transfer~ 

red the iiU:ome wo•1ld have been 
assessible in the hands of• the trans
feror, but -being transferred in the 
course. of partition after the transfer 
to the H.U.F., they defeated the law. 
!take it Mr. _Salve's· point is why are 
you trying to.· penalise- this sort of 
transaction here where there is no 
partition following the transfer~ · 

+ • 

_. SHRI MUTTOO: If a transfer or 
transfers .,to the· HUF, -then. there . is 
an opportunity. · _ . -: 

'' 1 r ~r l 

SHRI PAN,PEKEJ;!.: .. Then .there 
is tax _ reduction, I am -not denying 
that. _Your problem . reallY ... was 
where_ there. is transfer 'to a .limited 
H.U.F. followed by partitj.on. whereby 
property instead directly going· to the 
wife and minor children· went lo 
them via. the H.U.F. and_its partit!,on. 

1 -:-. 

. SHRI MUTTOO: Partition would 
arise only if there is HUF. HUF is 
created fil"3t. ' .. ·. . 

SHRI DANDEKER: I can una~•
stand the gravity of the problem th~t 
you are pointing out wbe1·e there is . 
the creation of an _ HL'F and a trans-
fer of property, followed by partition • 

SHRI MUTTOO: There is tax 
evasion at both points. 

SHIU SALVE: Mr. Muttoo, you: 
are putting the HUF in an unduly 
harmed position. Assuming there are-
4 ·brothers; one of them doing busi
ness one brother not doing anything 
and one of them is minor. He can 
take two of them into partnership and 
the entire income is divided. Take a 
more· concrete instance. I build a 
house and give it to my brother wb() 
is staying with me. I give 50 per 
cent of the share in his favour. • In 
respect of that income he will be
liable to pay; hb income may be 
:very much · less. HUF is an entity 
separate· .by itself. 1t is not a device
by which you· should transfer pro
perty to minor sons and. ;vife . 

SHRI DANDEKER: If I transfer 
property ~'my brother;·_ I ·pay gift 
tax. That' -is the end ofit. If I. 
transfer my property to my wife and 
minor children, that is also liable to 
Gift la,{ ~nd to aggregation of income 
finder the • transfer provisions. · • Why 
a family is: chosen' to ·be the subject 
of attack as ciistirigu)shed from, if I 
am . to- clioose mf .. brothers, 1 nephews 
etc.' Where the joint family is crea
ted and has · been usPd as a device· 
whereby :ifter the transfer _of , -pro
perty, partition takes · place-father 
flaking ~ gjft ~o the new joint famil:Y 
and when having a· partition. · These· 
lire the 'cases you are trying to get at. 

SHRI MUTTOO: When an HUF is 
created, you do not lose your interest 
but when you transfer this, you have 
washed off yoilr hands of the whole
thing. 

' 
: smu DANDEKER:.; In fact, in 
such a case, there · was" no joint 
fainlly 'at .. all, but a joint family is 



being created by the !ather by gifting 
-to the wife and the-children. 

SHRI MUTTOO: We are restricting 
fit to the new HUF for its little pur
pose. 

SHRI SALVE: There is a HUF, 
where there are all the · mern bers, 
·there are no minors will this section 
.apply? •. 

. , 
SHRI DANDEKER: Of ·course, 

this will, 

SHR~ SALVE: _This will not apply. 
. ~ t . 

SHRI DANDEKER: And if I ·have 
no wife and_ no . minor children. -

SHRI MUTTOO: This· would not 
apply. 

SHRI SALVE: You are only pena
lizing the HUF. There are all adult 
members; they .have their own in
ICome; they want to create one mor~ 
unit HUF. _ But just because one has 
a. minor children, you are penalizing 
htm. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: ·Would 
:refer to -sub-section 2. They 
clarified this. 

you 
have 

SHRI BENI'SHANKER .SHARMA; 
Mr. Muttoo, you will agree with us 
that HUF is a very great socialist 
institution in a small way nnd is to 
be ·protected. Of _course, after the 
"Supreme Court decisiom, there might 
nave been cases whern HUF have 
been created with the pui-pose of 
avoidanx:e of tax. But there are 
·genuine cases as welL As for exam
ple, I am a professional man, I 
nave a genuine anxiety to create a 
fund for my family for the benefit of 
the member. Now you see that this 
is a very old institution and it works 
in a socialist way. What I am earn
ing, I am distributing to all - the 
:members of the family and I am 
-divesting myself of the right to utili• 
ze the money onlyt for my benefit 
and in any manner I like. When I am 
divesting myself of that right, there 
:is no question_ of having a hold on 

the· property myself. HUF is a very 
old institution. How will YOu pro
tect such genuine cases. 

SHRI MUTTOO: The institution of 
HUF, no doubt, is very very old. But 
.the case you are referring to-HUF 
which has just been created with 
.certain idea-:; and we are trying to 
catch that sort of_ unit, and not which 
have come in . 

SHRI BEN! SHANKER SHARMA: 
HUF is already there. It is not crea
ted. It is there even without any 
fund. That is a · legal institution, 
which cannot be created. 

. 

SHRI MUTTOO: ·we take .cogni
zance of those to whom some income 
is attributable. · 

MR. , CHAIRMAN: Some witnesses 
have told the Committee that it is 
better if the Govt. had some kind of 
gift tax, so that it may not cause so 
much difficulties and harassment to 
the large number of small· l~ UFs. 
That. was a suggestion also from some 
of the witnesses .. 

· -SHRI MUTTOO: . Whenever ·such 
HUFs are created, they give gift tax. 
Reg·arding the gift tax point, _it is 
chargeable according to cur interpre
tation, but this is being disputed in 
the High Courts and Supreme C1>urt. 

SHRI GUPTA: Some witnesses 
said that you permit the fot:~ation 
of HUF but do not _permit the brea
king 'Of it. That was a via media 
suggested by some · witnesses and 
that they gave solid . arguments. 
Suppose a person for the security of 
his wife or miD.or children he feels 
that an ·HUF should be created, in 
that . case, you let. him form some 
HUF, but h~ does not want to protect 
it. what is your reaction to this? 

SHRI 'MUTTOO: Genuine' cases 
would be hit when . provision is 
brought into operation, I do agree, 
but certain genuine casc3 maY :tot b~ 
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managed ed another factor is if it 
is .just for the 'wife an(·.·- minor. cW
dren an :RUF-ha~been createei;welf, 
i1 there had been n<i RUFC and more 
gift then the income would have been 
a.I!Sessed. and. we are trying. to 'follow 
the. same pa++e;rn, . . . -- .. '. . .. . .. -

~ .• • J J rr ., . 

. SljRI. DA¥,AW; wpy don~t y.ou 
· Il1ake som~. aml\ndrnent~ to' ' clarify 
tlijs PJ;Oy;!S~Qn s9 that the. matter cari. 
b~ diss~eq, if. Aii!.lf!!!l-tT ·- .. 

SHRI SALVE:. Mr. Muttoo has 
• ' • ' - 'J ' ' '' 

been continuously stating that this ls 
a measure to make scire 'that thi! 
HUF-s which are created for th~ pur.! 
pose of taking advantage of the loop
hole in the law. and to route their 
PfOperties to.· thfl. ~il)llr, :iiJ(I, · wi~e,, 
That is not tp.~, ppsit~<;m_ in la;w.. As-. 
suming there is an existing house of 
HUF and have' earning of Rs. 2000 to 
Rs. 3000. In that a new iruF · is 
created, will such an HUF will be 
hit? 

SHRI. MUTTOO: Yes, it. will- be. 

SHRI SALVE: In other words 
existence of the. HUF. or. bringing into 
existence of a new HUF will be irr
elevant consideration. The consi
deration will be whether or not a 
per:;on having his individual self
acquired property is putting to the 
common hotch-potch or not?. 

SHRI MUTTOO: Yes, that is right. 

SHRL S,ALVE: So, it. will hit not 
only the new HUFs but the. existing. 
HUFs also. 

S~RI BENI, S~R S~: 
I have got an HUF since 1945. Today 
I am throwing some more fund~ and 
got, a wife and some . minors. ~ill 
tl).~Y be 1\ffected: bY,· tliil; ~I!!, use? 

·sHRl MUTTOO: Yes. 

SHRI :J;!ENI $ANKER SH,ARMA,: 
Don;t you. t~ it, will be ·a_ gre;1~ 
ha,rds}lip, t,o thr~s~. HUEs. V<!hi'Cll.. ~re 
g<lJluine ~4. ~ot; ~f'l!l.liY, crf!l!t,ed.?· 

SHR! Mt!T'f09i For t}n;;. Pl.!!pose: 
it maY.' be. 

1358 LS-2-26. 

'· <·'t 

MR. CHAI~: Would you 
please enligh1erC the Comin'lttee that· 
all our efforts are dfrected for simpli.;,' 
fying tax laws? Is this process 
going to simplify and plug 1 the' looP-
hole:;?·''··~- ' 

SJiRP'{UTT,OO; It. is_ in. tile se~_ond 
categq:cy, ~d. not; in t):le_ fi;s~, · 

Slj:RI SANGHI: Accordin~. to the 
pr,es,ent, Ia~·. . wJ~enev~r. someqody_' 
trans~rs self_earn!'d: proJ;le,rty he. is. 
liable for gift tax and this matter is 
still. pending b~or.e t1le_ S!!pre!lle 
Court though . High_ Court, has. given, 
its judgement that' self-earned pro
Pl!J1Y, wij.l llo~ be, s.~hi!'ct, t!> gift tflx. 
Now, . we are bringing another. 
that will be liable also to income-tax: 
How. do you explain? .. ' .. : _.,. ........ . 

SHRL MUT'tOO: We have not. 
proposed any change in. the gift tax. 

~f!J:!.;I, SAN<f:Ep:.: ~en Y:I!U ~:?ring 
an, ame?-dment,you thipk ori t):lis. line; 
If will' create confusion. and complexi
ties~,.,, '··:-ry• ,. 1 , ... --· · ~ ... ·,!-

··; 

f?IpU: MUTT09: ~e do noti pro
pose to bring in, amendment. W~. 
thought about it and the position as 
it, is, accq~ding to 01.11" interpretation 
such instances would- be liable. a~cor
djng to gift tax. 

SHRI S,ANGHI: Fir3t of all, :!able 
to. gift tax and then income. tax, that 
will be double ta>tation. · · · · 

SHRI MUTTOO: This thing al-
ready existed. 

SHRI SANGHI: It will be in the 
hands of the transferor. 

SHRl GUPTA: Are you 
to accept this amendment? 

inclined 
. ~ ... 

SHR~ Ml!:rTOQ: I ha,v,e_ pl!!cO:d my 
P91Pt before you for. the. cons1dera-. 
tion of the Committee. · It is for 

~: 1 i r '. ' • '• ~ c,•• 



-check4tg · the tax · evasion, 
the rationale behind it. 

That is 

:.SHRI GUPTA: Whether it should 
be from 1-4..1970 or from 1965.? That 
is the only point I want to ask. 

· SHRI DANDEKAR: He is leaving 
that for the Committee to decide. 

SHRI CHATTERJEE: He said 
there will be considerable loss. 
Let us know the extent of loss and 
then we can decide. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Shri Muttoo will 
be giving us the figures. 

SHRI DANDEKAR: It is a matter 
of language. 

Sub-clause (b): ''Income derived 
from converted property or any part 
thereof in so far as it is attributable 
to the interest." 

The word 'attribut!able'-how dan 
income be attributable to the in.. 
terest? It is attributable to the pro
perty that is put into the hotch-potch. 
Is it attributable to the property that 
I have put in or is it attributable 
to the intere:;t of individual members 
of the family as a whole? 

You want to say the income of this 
properly that I have transferred 
~hould be assessed in my . hands and 
m th_e proportion in which they are 
descnbed under proviso (2). I a~- · 
sure you that' you are heading for 
trouble when YOu say 'attributable'. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: They must have 
referred to the Law Department and 
the Law Department must have said 
it is like this. Mr. ·Dandekar, w~ 
shall discu~ it ourselves in the Com
mittee, 

. SHRI SALVE: Abput registration, 
Mr. Mutto. 

If. we have been able to . under
stand the entire intention behind 
b.ringing about ~hese measures ·we 
are· to slmplify; to rationalise' the · 
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procedure and to eliminate the un
necessary litigation. You have your
self stated on page 138-o! the brief. 

The new procedure in Section · 
186A and 186B is designed to consi
derably simplify the =essment of 
the fi.rms and their partners by eli
minating the requirement of separate 
registration for the purpose of asses
sment of income-tax and virtually 
recognising the registration under 
the Indian Partnership Act ha-3 .been 
sufficient for the purpose of charge 
of income tax.. 

The object is very laudable. I can
not think of anything else which 

. could really be more urgent and im
perative so far as giving relief is 
conx:erned. 

From where did you draw this 
that virtnally you are eliminating 
separate registration with the income
tax? First the firm is registered 
with the Registrar of fi.rms. In 
other words, whereas nomination ap
pears to be registration of fi.rms 
with the Registrar, exclusively for 
the purpose of income-tax or as has 
come about is that whereas for the 
purpose of income-tax the formalities 
will have to be completed by the as
sessee as he was doing in addition to 
registration with the Registrar of 
Firms, to get the benefits of registra
tion. That has been the clear and 
categorical interpretation of witness 
after witness who came to give evi
dence before us and that also to my 
mind appear to be a fair interpreta
tion. 

Second aspect of the matter is, 
since after the litigation of over two 
decades the law has now settled nnd 
your entire purpose" is to achieve 
simplicity and to make sure that Re
gistrar of Fh·ms virtually grants re-.. 
gistration to the firm, why not allow 
the existing law to remain as it is 
and just insert .a. prpviso or add a 
Section that' where there iS ,a, regis
tration with the Registrar:_c~~ ~U:ms, 



that would· i,pso facto mean that the 
fum is genuine unles-s Income Tax 
Officer ha:3 some reasons· to say that 
it is not genuine? · 

SHRI BENI SHANKER SHARMA: 
Along with- this I may add- one ques
tion and it would .be convenient for 
Mr. M11ttoo to _answer. 

From registration you have 'Chang
ed the nomenclature to recognition. 
According to me the whole case law 
as Mr. Salve has just said, .built on 
registration· would .be nullified and it 
will take another· 1() to 20 years to 
:s~ttle the law on this issue, Will it 
make any difference if instead of 
recognition, we keep the old nomen. 
clature of registration? What is 
there in a name as Shakespeare put 
it and why we should qual.'rel over 
it. The Bill has made it compulsory 
that for recognition of all the firms
whether new or old-they have to 
.be registered with the Registrar of 
Firms. What is the fun in having 
those firtris apply for fresh registra
tion which ·are already registered 
for the last 20 years? Have you 
any objection if the old firms which 
are regi::ltereci are not :ilstur.bed? So 
far as the new firms are concerned, 

. as Mr. Salve said, we may add a 
clause or a proviso that the tirms 
which came in existence . after such 
and such a date should be :regi3tered 
with the Registrar of Firms before 
getting registered with the Depart
ment. 

SHRI MUTTOO: Sir, in case the 
Committee decides to retain the pro
posal as it is, we do propooe to sub
:ffiit that the registered firms, which 
are old, they would continue and they 
need not observe the new formality. 

MEMBERS: That is a very good sug
gestion. 

· SHRI MUTTOO: Of· course, unless 
there is a change in the constitution. 
That is one thing.- Now coming_ to the 
point of Hon'ble Member as. to the 
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new firms, which are coming. If they 
get the certificate of the Registrar of 
Finns,. they will have to observe the 
dual formality of the old law and the 
new. · Well the test of genuineness of 
a firm, which was . there earlier, ·has 
been eliminated. 

SHRI SALVE): Will yoti read Sec
tion 186 A. It is not eliminated and 
vie are glad it is not _eliminated. You 
must go into. genuineness. A regis
tration with the Registrar of Firms is 
good enough but that should not be a 
device for all sorts of fraudulent peo. 
ple to take advantage of the registra
tion. Mr. Muttoo will you please 
clarify where it is eliminated. 

SHRI MUTTOO: Specific tests of re
gistration have been laid down in the 
provision here and if we follow them, 
then this question would not arise. 
We have only to look to benamindars. 

SHRI SALVE: We will look after 
them in clause 'C~.. But where it is 
laid down that the Income tax Officer 
can say that this is not a firm in itself. 

· SHRI MU.'ITOO: The very fact that 
it is registered with the Registrar of 
Firms means that it is a firm. 

SHRI SALVE: Will you read us the 
Section. 

SHRI MUTTOO: The wordings are 
a firm shall be . a recognised firm 
where the following conditions are 
fu).filled; partnership is in existence; 
the firm is registered with the Regis
trar of Firms Section 186(i)(a)&(b). 

MR. CHAffiMAN: Then why do you 
want to bring in the change and in 
which part. 

SHRI. SALVE: Will you tell me in 
the old section where was this test 
sPecifically laid down? 185 will con
tinue· to remain as it is. 

SHRI MUTTOO: It will continue for 
the old firms, which are there .. It 
does not remain in the case of new 
firms. This is provided, sir, in clause 
42. -



SHRI SHARMA: Clause 42 is con
cerned with Section 184. 

Slmll M'OT'POO: I't is · concerned 
with Section 185· and 186 as well. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: 185(a) says if he 
is satisfied that there is or was ·during 
the previous year in existence a 
genuine firm and: the ITO is satisfied, 
he shall pass an order in writing that 
the firm was in existence; If he is not 
so satisfied, then what? 

SHRI MUTTOO: This was the pro
vision as at present. Once w& intro
duce the new clause, this would cease 
to operate. 

SHRI SALVE: Are you trying to 
suggest, Mr. Muttoo, that in tenns of 
sub-section (3)(a) (of the proposed 
section 186A). where certain conditions 
are prescribed, the ITO has no- option 
so long as those conditions are fulfil
led? 

SHRI MUTTOO: If the conditions are 
fulfilled, well, we have no option. 

SHRI SALVE: And, therefore, by 
implication, it is your suggestion that 
once a firm is registered; and other 
conditions are fulfilled, he has got to 
accept them without going. into the 
genuineness. 

SHRI MUTTOO: Yes, Sir. 

SHRI SALVE: Why not make it 
more specific. Now I do understand 
the scheme a little better that you are 
stipulating certain conditions to be 
complied by a person or firm which 
want to get registration. But tel). IXle 
one thing. my question is why not 
keep the existing law as it is. 

SHRI DANDEKER: As I understand 
it, sub-clause (3a). is what Mr. Muttoo 
refers to, viz., where the Income-tax 
Officer is satisfied that the conditions, 
specified in the foregoing provision of 
the Section are fulfilled, he shall 
assess such firm as a recognised · finn 
for that assesment year. Your point 
(Mr. Salve's} is that. we should make 
the point clear that there is no furthel' 

q¥,estion. inyo~ved. ~ to: the genuine
ness. of the firm. li an1c not myself 
satisfied: an~ may, I take. you to sub
clause 186A(1): (a) subject to the pro
visions of the section, the partnership 
as in existence during the previous 
year is evidenced by an instrument 
and the inidividual shares of the part
ner$ are specified· in that instrument; 
and (b) the firm is .registered. Under 
(a) the ITO cannot go into the ques
tion of genuineness and under (b) the 
firm has got to .be registered. This is 
a strange thing. This says the follow
ing conditions should be fulfilled. Is 
the fact that it is. registered: with the 
R_egistrar of Firms final? 

SHRt MU'l'TOO: Yes, sir, because 
we are trying to implement the recom
mendations of the Committee which 
has examined: it. It is their suggestion 
that we are. accepting. 

SHRI GUPTA: You say if the firm 
is registered with the Registrar of 
Firms, then it will be treated as a 
conclusive evidence. 

SHRl! SALVE: We do not want to 
divest you of your right to go into 
the genuineness, ·but we certainly do 
not want you to· raise litigation and 
this is possible if we keep the law 
as it is and make a provision that 
where it is registered., it shall be 
treated as genuine unless the ITO has 
reasons which he shall record in writ
ing, that it is not genuine. One more 

. question. Is not it likely to be extre
mely risky that we divest you of 
your authority to go into the genuine
ness in every case? 

SHRI MUTTOO: We try to follow 
the recommendations. 

SHRI SALVE: Your suggestion is 
that existing law be kept and. o~e 
more clause .be added 1(b) that regis
tration is virtually done unless Income 
Tax Officer finds otherwise. If your 
interpretation of the law is as it is 
the existing law I?lus the pro-vis<? is 
not the suggestion made by a little 
more stringent?- · · ' 



S:mti .MUi."rbo: If 'We accept 'this 
additlioh to %he 1!!xiSting law, it will 
make it more stringent, ·but it will be 
'simple. 

SH'RI 'BEN! SHANKER SHARMA: 
We -hav"' bown M!r. Muttoo's ·views 
'on thls :pOirit; we may ifilrther <iisctiss 
this in the Committee. 

SHRI MBTT00: The fust suggestion 
·of 'the hon. Member ;as lto the addi
tion ·of these :riew fumls, why should it 
not 'be •dropped .but •a:i:td lot the things 
•contiirile .as they iare--sta'tur .quo
well, ~t ·is far the committee :to 'con
'sider lthis. 

SHRI iBEN:I rSHA:NKER SHARMA: 
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Mr. Chairman, one question about sub
clause (c) of 186A(l) at .page 27, line 
12. There al"e certain ·conditions laid 
dovtn. Now suppOse, 'if 'there lire 
·four partners, a, b, c and · d_ and d is 
·the 'Benamidar of a. ln ·tha:t case, 
.. the 'whole 'firin ·would 'be considered 
as irigemiine and 'it ~may 'not be -re
gistered. The fiiin 'shotild not 'in vi:ew 
of the ·accepted ·prfucfplek ·of 'the law 
of Benami be declared as unregistered 
Jbut ISimllly "fue :fucoine tof "the ~Benami
'dar !lMi:lld 'Jhe · radded •to 1the . person. 
"So, wotild :you ;just ;agree :if we rsay 
that the income 'shotild be iadded •to 
the income of the original holder, and 
the firm should not be treated as un.. 
'reg;ster'eo? · · · 

SHRI MUTTOO: 'Sir, 'the idea <is ·to 
meet that decision of the Supreme 

:Court -and ·that ·is .why, we -have-intro
duced ibis. · If -ihere is Benariiidar, 
:well, it .woUld .not ·.be just a question 
of adding this _share to . that. 

'SHRI BENI 1SHANKER 'SHARMA: 
The law of B~ami is a recOgniZed 
law, so far as India is concerned. 

For some reason or ·the other,. one 
rmay not be-arpartner in his'name;but 
he may be a partner in ·the ·name of 
'a'. Don't you think, if the whole firm 

. is unregistered,. it would cause a great 
hardship. 'l'he inco'?-e ·only shotild be 
added to the original . holder as there 

. • conceal:inent or ·l'up·ersession 'of -.IS no 
"facts. 

SHRI Mtri"l'OO: But why n9t the 
· origfuaJ. )!.older should ibe there. 

SHRi: GUPi'A: Benami is a recog
niZed law of the lanji. 

SHRI iv.rrJTTOO: The idea is just to 
check the dummy partners. 

SHRI SALVE: Under tbis provision, 
it may not be checked, but under the 
general law, you would go and check 
him up. · 

-5HRI BEN! SHANKER SHARMA: 
'!l'he :question .of· the law of Benami, 
should be .made clear. Benami ho~d
ing of properties is an accepted mode 
-of holding prope;rties 'in the law of the 
land. ~ That do!!s lil.Ot bring _any re
duction in any actual liability. What 
Mr. Muttoo haS in mind, I think-is 
where Benamidars are used as a 
matter c1f fraud .and for evasion .of 
'tax. But. if ~· is the :Senamidar .of 
~d' .and 'd' (ioes .not disclose it, .how 

· ~rou _will c:fihd jt out. 

sliRI MuTroO: We may not .be 
.able to .fin!i lt ·then -and there, ·but 
once ·we will ·find, we will check. 

.sHRi SALVE: Where .this tn>e of 
hanky-panky is done, ~en we will 

· .exai1Une it in that la:w. ;It is .a 'dif
-f"'"ent .aspect. 

SHRI NuTI'O:O: 'They _wotild come 
·to :know .a.bout it, when we refuse 
the registrationj on this groilhd. 

AN HON. MEMBER: There are six 
·:partners, supposing. 'Partner ·No. 1 is 
-the 'Benamidar of·the '7th -and all· other 
.five ·acqtiiesre :in the 6th 'being -the 
'Benamidar. 'S-qpposing of the-five,·one 
is innocent 'then ..•• 

-<SHRI .'MU'I"I'OO: £ut rhe ·istSUbscrib
fing to them. 

'SHRI -sALVE: If of 'the six, -five 
are party to a 'fraud, the '6th is not a 
party, but he is admitted to the bene
'fits of ·the :partner, -but :he -does not 
'know. '·The-second aspect of the matter 
'is,· where 'liUF •kartao comes· as .a ·-part
ner in the HUF. 



SHRI SALVE: 'As such' means what? 
-What is the dictionary meaning of 

Karta? "None ·of the partners of the 
fum has at any time during the pre
vious year any right, title or interest 
:in the share, in the income or -property 
oQf the firm 'as such' -by virtue of 
being a partner. 

SHRI MUTTOO: The idea is to ex
clude HUFs by this wording. 

SHRI K. L. GUPTA: Why should 
:they refuse registration at all? That 
:is my basic question. If you feel there 
is evasion you can make further addi
tional charges. 
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SHRI MUTTOO: We want to make 
it more deterrant by denying regis
tration. 

SHRI SANGm: We have studied 
this new procedure of registration _of 
:firms and heard so many people .. We 
feel this change has been inspired by 
.Bhoothalingam report. Particularly, 
he has laid great emphasis on taxation 
of firms rather on the individual. If 
you read this Report you will find he 
has very clearly stated that the fum 
at no time should be considered as un
registered firm provided he complies 
with certain responsibilities. It should 
be the duty of the ITO that Benami
dar is taxed whenever such a firm is 
registered. In this background we feel 
is the drafting has not been rather 
·clear1 Would you subscribe to this 
view? 

SHRI MUTTOO: The provision in the 
Bill is based not only on the Bhootha
lingam report but also on the .basis of 
the Administrative Reforms Commis
sion's Report and therein they have 
mentioned partnership may be recog
nised for the purpose of income-tax 
assessment if (a), (b), (c) and (d). 
'None of the partners is nominee or 
Benamidar of any other'. 

SHRI SANGm: Then our whole 
Act should show if there is a Benami
dar it will be considered as un.recog
nlsed firm. 

__ SHRI _ D.A,NDEKER: I agree that 
·-benefits of registration should not be 
allowed_ to be passed on to people 
having undisclosed Benami interest; 
and where the existence of one of the 

. ,partners is Benamidar for another 
comes to light then the firm should be 
refused recognition. But I will only 
ask Mr. Muttoo: supposing for rea
sons of their own a firm has got a 
Benamidar and they disclose it. Sup
posing I am in partnership with three 
or four people and there are certain 

. reasons for which I have to have a 
. Benamidar and they disclose this: they 

say, Mr. ITO we are six partners but 
partner No. six is Benamidar of part
ner No. 1. Is there any reason to 
deny recognition in that case? 

SHRI MUTTOO: We cannot make 
exception that way. We would not 
like to create two categories where 
somebody comes forward and says well 
these are Benamida.rs please do not 
apply this and another where ITO 
finds that. For uniformity we propose . 
to treat all the cases on par. 

SHRI DANDEKAR: You want uni
formity between firm 'A' which wants 
to be honest and another firm 'B' 
which is dishonest. 

SHRI MUTTOO:· If the law is there 
why should he have a bogus or a 
dummy partner? 

SHRI BEN! SHANKER SHARMA: 
As regards the nomenclature between 
'recognition' and 'registration' . would 
you have any objection if the old no
menclature of 'registration' is main
tained. 

SHRI MUTTOO: The new word 're
cognition• was coined in order to avoid 
mixing up of the old firms and the 
new firms. 

SHRI BENI SHANKER SHARMA: 
When we agree that the old register
ed firms shall be treated as register
ed, there is no point in what you say. 



SHRI MUTTOO: If the Committee 
'is accepting these provisions there 
would be new category ·of firms which 
will come up under the new provision. 
We would like to call them and distin. 
guish them from the old On.es and that' 
is why we have introduced it. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: There are some 
more important points. Should we 
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sit for half an hour more and fli1ish 
or shall we meet on any other day? 

SHRI SALVE: I would like to seek 
clarification on drafting. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: We may meet on 
. 24th A,Pril, 1970 at 3 P.M. 

Thank you very much Mr. Muttoo. 

(Committee then adjourned). 
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Sfu.i ·R,-N:, :M:~tt9o. -~ci1r?r011• cefitraz 
Board of ·Direct T=es, Minist"li of 

· Finc!e,cbeptt: o(Rev.hhkdnd 
· Infura'nce. 

(The· witness ·Wiis ·called· in and 
. -he ·took ·his seat.) 

MR. CHAIRMAN: rwe·may 'begm 
';,(,ith Clause ':!4. 
~ ··~ ~·- ~ -··. ''- _,_' -. . .. -

SHRI R. N. MUTTOO: Before 
~eglnning, ·I w~l -refer to the -discus
sion in ''the last . meeting regarding 
clauoo 14. I was·lisked to collect some 
statistics reg~ding Joint Hindu fanrl
lies which were formed trusts from 
·1:4.65:onwards. · During the· short' time 
·aV'ailable, a ·few ·cases. involving•con
·versi9n: ·of :selt-aequired cProperty into 
joint Hindu family property:in Delhi 
charge have been studied. The 
study was confined to few cases 
only :·ori ·the basis 'of 'tile ·personal 

·knoWledge 'of · the 'Officers ··concerned. 
'In 53' cases co'lierea oy· the··study,'the 
additional' l:'eV'enUe for the 'assessment 
year 1970-71, if the provision in clause 
14 of the Bill is enacted into law, 
would be of the order of Rs. 1,80,000. 
In this' connection,- I wohld 'further 

I SUb:iliit; that 6ut·-'6f; 53 eaSeS, "24 CB§eo3 
'±elated 1to '·l)usiriess' circles. ·'and the 
''additl.orial revE!nue 'in )t'hbse 1cases 'for 
bne 'as!iessment'yEier lwas I estiiria~ed' at 

'''R-s. '1.~2.'Mo. 'Tne i'femaming '29''cases 
'r~la'ted i'o"sa'Iaried· ''eiit'ployees :·and 
<jj:aditioriar: revenue' 'irrt ~ese ceases 'was 
estimated at Rs. 48,000. · We 98re 
making similar arrangement for study 
in import'ant .circles like· Ahmedabad 

. and I' hop'e c to' sub'irii.t• a-report 'w1thin 

. a. fo~trii~ht. . 

MR.· ·cHAm:M'AN: 'Bombay·· also? 
•, ' '•. J~ ,._L.<.L: ·C -l 

SHRI R. N. MUTTOO: Bombay also. 

SHRI BENI SHANKER SHARMA: 
Calcutta too. • 

Slmi 1
R. -N. 'MUTrbb: 'Vefy '"well. 

.. : SHRl N:K. P. SALVE: ·May I know 
. in these 24 cases ·how ·many caGes are 

· invoived with income ~above -Rs. 
50,000? 
·.r'SHRf,..R. 'N.-:MUTTOO: ''We will 

'gfve' ·that "iilfobnation. 

)J ... ";,.._. ~ ... , 1--=-~- :.1 . • 

SHRI N. K. SANGHI: What is the'? 
basis of checking up 'these '53 C'asest· 

"smh k :N-. ":Mu'l"roo: ''rlils ·study'· 
4Was done 'in 'D'ellii. It rerateO. 'to• 
'cases . aSSeo3Sed in 'De\hi '·and this "wru; 
J done on . the oasis o'f . the personal . 
'kriow!edge . of ti~cers. 

iMR.' CHAIRMAN: 'Siiri r Muttoo · h:as' 
lprolhisiid to 'give detllilea ·figures 'in 
r the 'case' of 'Bombay ·Ahmedabad • and. 
t.Calbutta. ' · 

'SHRI 'SANG:Eb:: ':He ·may '1.\ike a• 
particular . ITO Incharge. He will· 
'l.nclifde• 'Shhll. aild'big cases. He·may 
'tiike' a' f~w · iTbs •ai\.d"a!lsemble' all' the· 
'figures. 

. SHRI MUTTOO: It is -difficult to
.-ask. each individual r-and -give _the 
·information. The Commissioner has· 
·to use ·his personal information ·that 
such • ·and ·such· -cases have attracted. 
this provision and important circles . 
which have been entrusted with this- · 

. job. ":Tile idea. is to show- the extent 
,_Of loss ·of revenue· arid we iire trying 
. to.-' collect -this . irifori!J.ation on that 
~.basis: · 

MR. CHAFRMAN: 'We rieed :i:uWbe· 
meticulous so far as the loss of revenue 

. 1s. coneerfted. · Wliat 'we 1 wanted to 
know i'3 as to wh'at- -would be the 
approximate loss that may result iL 

. ,·.we ·do; not take ~to·con_sideratio11 the
provisions as enacted in . the . Bill? 
You have just taken 53 cases. Do· 

_they coVel;' all. the ... cases in -Delhi or· 
.• they 'do. ~of? ; 'Can. you or the· .Com-· 

. missionero'say from :·your '1mow1ed'ge, 
on takin'g sample. survey, -the total 
tlmount of revenue involved will be-

' v ~0 much. . we watit' ari 'eStimate' from 
him, because he is the' man Inchax'ge, 
Therefore, by making a sample study
;of 53 cases he ·has·a;·Joss"of Rs. ·1r•lakh. 

• _·I have taken· bottom •cases and. the
. remaining loss will be Rs. 50,000. 'He 
-may--give hiS'·own·figure ·and his.'·own 
estimate as to the possible loss or 

r TeVenue· by• -making··a. sample "Survey. 
' SHRI 'SALVE: "Either ''you. tl!ke. atl' 

- absolutely · random sample survey • or
. yoti takel10 or·12r rTOs' and tiike·:tJlei.I: 

cases and see how~:inftch''it coiiies'to.. 



MR. CHAI~: _ Y:c:>uJhink, it is 
. onl:v pick_ choo~e.? ~ · · 

~ - .. .. . . . - ,_ . -

SHRI SALVE: I _do not attribute 
·.any motive that·· tl)e Commissioner 
·would bring· in bi-as· but there is im 
inherent limitation in this type ·of 

·procedure.· If he i.s going to select 
. cases, all right. I am afraid · we are 
·very much wide off the point. Real 
sample survey is random. Take 10,12 

.ITOs. Tell how much the individuals 
have property. That ought to be 
.directly the method of com?utation. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Perhaps, the 
..Committee was aware of the limit'a
:tion when we wanted to know the 
· single figure from the Ministry and 
·then they say they had not gone into 
. such a kind of exercise. Now, per
" haps, when we insisted that day,.they 
have tried for us to · give an idea 
which you say is not satisfactory •. 

SHRI SALVE: My submission is 
·that the Committee wanted oan idea 
. of what obviously will be possible for 
·ibe Department to give. I would not 
like to be given the ·figures which 

:may be wide off the mark. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Above 25,000 
how much7 

1 

· SHRI SALVE: ·it is a special 'clas-
~sification. · 

'SHRI T. VISWANATHAM; -what 
is ',the total cases ' brought to your 
_notice-conversion after 1965? 

. SHRI MUTTOO: We do not have 
.the information. 

SHRI CHATTERJEE: Mr. Chair
man put this question.' You asked 
'Mr. Shah to give lis the figures as to 
·what would be the effect on revenue. 

SHRI MUTTOO: In order to comply 
with this assurance we made a sample 
study in Delhi and I have request£.d 
fqr sometime. I have sent a team to 

. Ahmedabad also •. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: We rely on you. 
We do. not want' 5 per cent- or 10 per 
cent.' .It may be 5· per cent or 10 per 
cent. off the mark. rt should be 90 per 
cent cori'ect ;~t least •. Every ITO has 
certain number of cases in his charge. 
Will you scrutinise the . number of 
HUF? A few cases can be picked up 
and figures ca,n be calculated. It would 

· be difficult as I understand it but · 
anyway we •are not very much inte
rested about the correctness of the 
figure. 10 per cent or 5 per cent 'off _ 
the mark. I do not mind, but we 
should have some ·basis to consider. 

You have said 5 lakhs in Calcutta 
and 5 lakhs in Bombay. It will be 
a useless. labour if ·it actually runs 
to crores. · 

SHRI MUTTOO. It would not be a 
wrong exercise beC'ause if there were 
100 cases to it . could be added _50 
cases. It woqld, be somethini like a 
snow ball. 

SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: That may 
be remedied. It is different story if 
it continues· to occur after 1st Maro:h, 

. 1969. It is good to have what is the 
-approximate .los~ -of revenue with 
retrospection, and what would. be the 

. type of assessees, and _whether it. is 
· . going t_o effe_ct any substantial ass~s

sees. · 

SHRI · 'MUTTOO: I~am thankful 
' for the suggestion. ' As I mentioned, 
these 24 cases had resuUed in Rs. 
1,32,000 _of. tax. In all ·cases, we 
would recover from Rs. 10,000 to Rs.· 
15,000 extra. - - · 

SHRI SANGm: Mr. Chairman, the 
hon'ble ·Minister is also here. We 
have come to the fag end of the evi
dence and we have come to certain 
conclusions. · And we · are also keen 
that there is no loss of revenue as far 
as possible and at the game time, -there 

should not be . undue harassment. -And 



-we want particularly :ivrr. Muttoo's 
assistance artd guidance as . to what· 
we can do to see that the matter is 
simplified and· revenue loss is not 
:n1uch. · ·. - · ' _) 

. 1 

SHRI MUTTOO: Thank you, Sir. 

SHRI B. S. SHARMA:. You .. said 
-that there might be further additions. 
,So far as the legislation is concerned, 
.it came after the decision bf the Sup
.reme Court and the matters have now 
been settled. There would not be 
further artificial creation o'f which 
you are afraid of. If it is in' the course 
of normal HUF, .·neither the Depart
ment would mind nor you mind. 

SHRI MUTTOO: It is not so sim
:ple. 

SHRI B. S. SHARMA: Do you 
-think that there will be ru~? 

SHRI MUTTOO: The question of 
.rush is not there. It is being follow
-ed on. the basis of the guidelines set 
by the l;:upreme Court, and the cases 
.are going up. 

SHRI B. S. SHARMA: Those cases 
that they have are very , feW, and 
-thooe that will come in later will be 
very few. · · · · 

. MR. CHAIRMAN: When we next 
go to Clauile-discussion, we C'an' get 
further information also. .. · '• 

I . - . ' 

SHRI N. K. P. :SALVE: I hope on 
-the lines indicated-ITO's. 

MR. CHAIRMAN:· Mr. Muttoo, I 
:hope you have understood the sugges
-tions· made by the hon'ble Members. 

SHRI MUTTOO: Yes, Sir. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Let IllS now hear 
his views about Clause 8. Have you 
heard all The evidence from Chambers 
of Commerce? 
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SHRI MUTTOO: . Yes, Sir. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: What are your 
views? 

SHRI MUTTOO: In Clause 8, there 
are three secti'ons which we propose 
to introduce-section 35(D), 35(E) 
and 35(F). 

MR. CHAIRMAN: The difference 
was that some of them say 2! per cent 
was low. To cut short the thin!l'O, they 
have welcomed this decision of the 
Bill that Government, · :for .'the · first 
time, has been able . to · afford some 
amortisation. The difference was the 
basis on which this amortisation was 
worked out. After some sample sur
vey5 of some industries, the average 
worked out to 2! per cent. And they 
took up some surveys when ·we insist-

-ed on them. They S'ay that at least 5 
per cent will be a reasonable one. 
Ultimately, they came to 5 per cent, 
So, what are your views on this? 

'· 
SHRI MUTTOO: So far as . our 

study was concerned, it was confined 
· to 31 cases and we have already sub
mitted the necessary information. We 
were 'asked to look into three cases in 
particular-;Baroda Rayon Corpora
tioh; Hindustan Aluminium Corpora
tion and Synthetic and Chemicals Ltd. 

·And we have analysed those cases. 
" ....• 

SHRl N. K :P: SALVE:;. 'It comes 
. to how much? 

SHRI MUTTOO: So far as Baroda 
. R!!Yon is concerned, on the basis · of 
capital of the Company, it is 1.25 per 
cent, and on the basis of total project 
coot, it is 0.69 . per cent. In case. of 

.Hindustan Aluminium. 'Corporation, .on 
the basis of capital, it is 6.65 per cent, 
and on the b'asis of project cost, it is 
3.64 per cent. Regarding Synthetic 
Chemicals, on the basis of capital of 
the Company, it is 6.03 per cent, and 
on the basis of total project cost, it is 
0.57 per cent. 



-~oo 

SHRI N. X. P. 'SALVE: 71-bout 
Baroda Rayon . • • 

SHRI MUTTOO: The Preliminary 
expenses shown in -the -Balance Sheet 
of Baroda -Rayons were Rs. 23 lakbs; 
those that were disallowed· by the iTO 
were 'Rs. 11 l.ikhs. -Total preilininary 
expenses were Rs. 34 lakhs. In this 
item of Rs. 23 lakhs, there was an item 

•of·payment-to promotees-which is Rs. 
:15-lakhs. ·we· have•'given·-this figlire. 

SHRI N. K.'P.·SALVE: lthink.'YOU 
computed as though 34(D) was appli

. cable. 

SHRI'MUTTOO: Yes. On 1;he·basis 
of 35(d) the:percentages would be: in 
the case of --Baroda Rayon -Corpora
tion 0;72, ·Hindustan 'Aluminium '3,27, 

•Synthetic Chemicals 'Ltd. ·1.44. 

. ' 
SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: Mr. Muttoo, 

your figures are really baffiing in the 
·sense: that the divergence: is very-great 
Rayons .. and chemica1,·-are chemical in
•dusfries, but -where'as in <Baroda oRa
YOn· we -have 0.72, in· Synthetic· Che
micals-we; get li44, and ·so on. I mean, 

·therel are rno meeting -'grounds 'at -all. 
'May ~I, "therefore, know ·from you, 
'Mr.' Muttoo,' firstly,' is· it likely· to- cause 
hardships if we were likely to·iix ·some 
percentage ourselves, because it may 
be just unfair in some case; it may be 
bopelessly": high :in. 'some cases;. it may 
be hopelessly low in some • other 
C'ases. Firstly, is there such a possi
bility or not. Second question, which 
is ·very important,- would -you ·rather 
have the matter' left to the. discretion 
of· the 'ITO to -'determine· what are· the 
rea~onable ~expenses? 'And thirdly, 
whether you would 'have 1the •autho
rity left to- the 'Board 'to ·make 'some 
·rules industrywise ·soclllat there 'will 
be ·a more rational ·approach oarid a 
more rational classification? Person

. ally I do not like this delegation of 
legislation very much, but seeing this 
distinction in' the Sliine type Of indus
try, would it not be better' to' take 're-

"course to ·:something so that eVil is 
'lesser. 

SHRI ·SHARMA: I have one or two 
questions, Mr. Muttoo. With this. 

.clause added now, we have.got three
, types ·of expenses. The asseS'See, what
ever he spends, should get either as 

'revenue expenses· or if it·is capital ex
•pehditure, ·that 'li.mount ·should be ca
' pitaiisiid --ail'd 'he ·should· get "deprecia-
1tion ·and if ' it · is not any -of· the two, 
'then ·it-G:hollid '-be -amortised. ·Now 
would ·you"•leave it to the discretion of 

1 your IncoineL tax Officers :to decide to 
·-oallow 'the ·expenses in ·either· of these-
1Uiree 'categories lwithout -.iny check 

beih'g--put -on them? 

SHRI ""'MUTTOO: · It· is- not proposed 
to allow all the expenses, as suggest
ed by you, Sir. 

SHRI'N. 'K. -P. SALVE: 'My ques
tion is the nature of expenses-we 
Vf'ill· enumerate. 

· SHRI •MUTTOO: · !·I -am coming to 
rthe;poiilt. The ,·Jirst :point you men
tioned was about revision:·of·the per. 
centage; should it -be left to the ITO? 
That question sliould. not to be left to 
the'lTO. Then coines thequestion of 

''ITo's 'discretion regarding items whlcb 
'are"to'be .•• 

SHRI N .. K. P. SALVE: . .My .query 
.. iri a-very siinplified "language is we
. will -en~etate such and such ex

penses will'be amortised spread over 
6 yea_rs, 7 _ years, i.e. spread over a 

0 perlod ... 

MR. CHAIRMAN: First, unless you 
fix·a'percentage ... 

'SHRI N. K. "P. 'SALVE: We would 
rather leave it to them to determine. 
You are 'seeing the great· diverge'nce 
in the same industry, Rayon and 

• cheh'rical 'are· the· same. · 

'1.\m: CHitiRMAN: 'It is not· the same 
industry. 



. SHRI, N:K, ~ SA:L~: I.am.l!!aY
mg out the alumi!)i!lm. In. terms of 

35(d) the actual expenditure -in. 
B11r.oda Ray0n is 0. 72. 

SHRI P; C. SETHI: In that case .you 
will have to provide separately for 
separate indJJst~ies. 

'SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: Naturally. 

SHRI MU'TT00l It will be a vecy 
tedious exercise. 

SHRI SHARMA: ~hat will be some
thing impossible. 

SHRI. N .. K. P. SALVE: My ques
tion. is. to one it is. extremely favou
able and to another it is extremely, 
unfavoural:>le. · 

SHRI. P. C. SETHI: What is the 
way· out that you suggest. 

SHRI SANGH'I: Let us decide a 
broad policy. At one place "you want 
to fix rup a limit of 2.5 per cent. . . . . 

SHRI P. C. SETHI: Hon'ble Mem
ens can delibertlte wl).ether 2.5 per cell/: 
is fair or unfair. 

SHRI SANGHI: I am only asking 
the Chairman, suppose a limit is kept,· 
then why put so many other patterns. 
Why not mention that preliminary ex
penses will be automatically allowed. 
We have fixed 2.5 per cent. Let us 
make the law simplified. We are giv
ing a concession. Let us give it t() 
all. 

SHRI SETHI: Ml:. Muttoo has given 
a case where 15 lacs has been allowed. 

SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: 'J,'hat is not 
the limit. · 

SHRI MUTTOO: If you are kind 
enough to permit lTO to, diSallow cer.: 
tain expenses, we are prepl!red to givE\ 
guidelines for an ITO. · · · 

SHRI SANG;HI: My submission i.l\ 
that yo.\!. lj:e_ep a l)mj,t that yo~~; like, 
of 2.5, and then. ~et tl;l.\! ~de],ines be 
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. fo_und' ou,t. by; l'l'Q 'him~~ a'! d. use, ~ r 
~scre~ion fr.om ca~ .. tq, c~e. Any, 
hpw, my D.!!~t Point is you have men
tioned, 311( dJ In!iian Company: :Would, 
you have any. objection if we. put the. 
word "persol!-" in place <ff the_ 
"Indianj'? If so, what are t)le rea-. 
sons? · 

SHRI MUT:~OO: 'W;e h!lve. objec-: 
tion. weao not want to give it tf), 
non-domestic companies. 

SHRI• SANG HI-: We must give some, 
benefit ·to. smaW man. if• we are giving. 
something. to the big- companies. L 
feel this legitimate benefit should be 
given. to all sorts of persons. 

SHRI MUTTOO: This amortisation 
would' arise in .cases where the invest
ment is large. It is not the question 
of giving this. concession in a case 
where the investment is a lakh or so. 

SHRI SALVE: We have a quarre.l 
with you, Mr. Muttoo. ' Why >are you 
ignoring th<l small men. 

SHRI MUTTOO: It is ususlly con
sidered when the investment is larg<lo 
It is not to be considered to amortise 
the expenditure. 

SHRI SALVE: If that is the intent 
of- legislation, if the big business 
houses are te> get the benefit, then we 
must think otherwise. 

SHRI P. C. SETHI: In the scheme 
that is before consideration, we have 
not said that it is not available to 
small enterpreneurs. 

SHRI MUTTOO: . Available to llll 
Indian companies. 

SHRI SETHI: Whether big or small. 
- . . . 

. SHRI SB;ARMA: Here. the quest~ol;l 
is not of a big cr small companies. A 
company with. a ca~it'!l of_ :!5 thousand 
may get the be no-t.,., """ . a firm with 
a capital of 5 l"akhs would not get the 

·~ f • - ' • -
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benefit here. That is not the crite
rion. Our thiriking is that whoso
ever spends in the manner as laid 
down in the Act should get the b"enefit, 
whether he is an individual or a firm. 
But why should you ignore a firm who 
is doing the same business and more 
efficiently, and why should you give 
it to the companies only. A company 
may be big or small, it does not mat
ter. 

SHRI MUTTOO: Their accounts 
are also subject to statutory audit by 
chartered accountams· and again Sir, 
we have so many other provisions in 
the Income Tax Act w hicli are res
tricted to companies and mostly to 
Indi'an companies. 

SHRI SHARMA: But so far as this 
benefit is concerned, we would like 
to extend-to smaller people also. 

MR. CHAffiMAN: Clause 3!i(d) (1). 
This concession has been given to 
Indian companies. 

SHRr SALVE: Suppooing, there 
is an engineer, a very poor engineer, 
who has not much resources, and he 
spends Rs. 3,000 for a preliminary pro
ject, is his interest Jess important than. 
the interest of a man that has spent 
25,000 rupees. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Company has 
been defined; Jet us also understand 
that definition. 

SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: What Mr. 
Sanghi raised is why it should not be 
given to assessees other han comp
anies, his distinction drawn on larger 
resources in our opinion is extremely 
unfortunate distinction. 

SHRI MUTTOO: The accounts in 
the cases of companies tire subject 
to statutory audit by chartered ac
countants and not in the cases of in
dividuals and partnerships. 

SHRI N .. K. P. SALVE: You can 
suggest that" to .take care of the re
venue, the accounts ·can be presented 

in. a proper way, but let not the big 
ot small be the criteria. 

SHRI SANGHI: Let us have your 
personal views· in the matter. 

SHRI MUTTOO: We want some 
sort of check on accounts. 

· SHRI P. C. SETHI: We would 
finally discuss it later on. The intent 
is what is prescribed here, but we 
can certainly think over this matter 
because 35(d) as has been laid down 
here is meant simply for companies. 
We will have to limit it to Indian 
companies only. Now the main poin: 
which is being argued by Mr. Sanghi 
and Mr. Salve is that supposing as an 
individual or a partnership firm 
somebody puts up ti. factory or an 
industry, then they spent on project 
report and if their accounts are pro
perly audited as in the case of com
panies why they should not get the 
benefit of amortisation as has been 
provided in 35(d) for companies. 

SHRI SHARMA: That is our point. 

SOME HON. MEMBERS: That is 
our point. That is the main issue. 

SHRI PRAKASHCHAND B. SETHI: 
I am not committing myself fully. I 
am just thinking as a company gets 
amortisation benefit in respect of an 
industry, similarly a partnership or a 
private firm should get it. In that 
case, the only point is that you can
not leave it to the discretion of the 
ITO that he may allow any amount 
of expenditure. You will have to 
prescribe a limit. But you will also 
have to enumerate the headings, be
cause in the cases of a company 
whatever is given here--legal charges, 
etc.-this will be allowed, •but for 
the partnership it would not arise. 

. . SHRI R. N. MUTTOO: The idea was 
that corporate sector· has a better 
potentiality. of raising finance . and 
can go in for bigger projects. So it 



was with that idea, . because amorti
sation is necessary where such expen-
ses are there. ' 

SHRI N. K. SANGHI: The thing is 
getting· nowhere. We are giving a 
very small concession. 

SHRI R. N. MUTTOO: These com
panies are subject to discipline of 
Company Law. Those restrictions are 
there. They· have a sort of better 
control and check. 

SHRI PRAKASHCHAND B. SETHI: 
As far as the Income-Tax Act 1S 

concerned, what you want is audited 
account. That you make a compul
sory condition. 

I have "loudly made my thinking, I 
have not committed. That we shall 
do when we come to the final stage 
after proper drafting. 

·SHRI R. N. MUTTOO: This may also 
be. considered whether amortization 
should -·be on the -basis of capital or 
on project cost. Either basis could 
be_ adopted. 

SHRI N. K. SANGHI: I am refer. 
ring to 35(d) page 9. Would you 
have any reason for keeping the word 
"long-term" ~borrowings? 

SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: It is ex • 
. plained in the Explanation. He has 

given his views. We will consider 
35(e). Is there the requirement of 

'prior intimation'? 

SHRI R. N. MUTTOO: We have no 
objection if it is taken out. 

SHRI N. K. SANGHI: When an 
undertaking is sold, you have said 
that amortisation will be withdrawn. 
Would you have any objection in 
case this is deleted? 

SHRI R. N. MUTTOO: In fact, un
der the _ existing provision for the 
grant of tax credit certificate to pub
lic companies, shifting of their_ indus
trial undertaking from an 'urban' 

4or 
area ' to any other . area_:_there is' a. 
provision for withdrawal of 50 per
cent of the tax credit certificates if' 
any building or land or undertakirig_ 
in any area is transferred by the· 
oompany within a period of five 
years from the date of acquisition or· 
construction to any other person 
other than Government. 

SHRI N. K. -P. SALVE: Do you.-
think that the amortisation which he-· 
gets would in any way be an incen
tive for him to make any additionar: 
credit certificate? I suppose that is.
your reason. 

SHRI R.N. MUTTOO: We shall try
to follow that. 

. Certain minerals were left out from. 
the list and while going through the- . 
items we would suggest these items. 
could be added in the Schedule: 

Bauxite, Enamel Plate, Titanium,. 
Columbia minerals, etc. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: In the·_ Memo
randum have you said that several. 
minerals should be included? . You 
have given a fairly exhaustive list •. 
Has any mineral been left? 

. SHRI MUTTOO: We will check u~ 
and let you know. 

SHRI SHARMA: So far as mining 
in Bihar (Hazaribagh) is concerned,. 
in our mica mine they are doing very· 
big business. Do you not think that 
there will be hardship if this benefit 
is allowed? 

SHRI MUTTOO: Your decision re-
garding 31(d) would be equally ap
plicable to 35(f). 

Regarding Indian Company the• 
Hon'ble Member wanted why it
should not be relaxed as 35(d). 

· SHRI SHARMA: There are · so-' 
mariy-' people doing "inica. obusiness;:: 
where you allow for other concerns-. 
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cin 35(d), wl...f you alJ9'1Y S\) far as. 
: 35 (f) is concerned, 

MR, CHAIRMAN: When ~the_Minis. 
· ter has given his op4Uon, w:hy tq. re; 
• Op!\11 it. 

SHRI SHARMA: We shall discuss . 
. it personally. 

I vrou~!f! like. to have clarification 
·on clause. 25, 30(QQ). So far a~ 

Clause 24 is concerned, it is very 
·welcome clause. It gives some bene. 
fit .to the publishers of books, etc. Do 

. you think that every book, which is 
printed should get the benefit? This 
benefit is be}n(. allowed to all sorts 

·of publications. Would· you see that 
the Board should have the power to 
prescribe that this should go to some 
books which are trash, detective 
novels. I think that would be heal.. 
thy provision if we allow concession 
to books of literary value and. not to. 
the other books which are merely 

· printed and bound. 

SHRI MUTTOO: Tbe idea is to en
. courage the business of publication 
of books. Coming to the content 
whether. it is trash or not, it is very 

·difficult to decide what is trash and 
·what is not 

MR. CHAIRMAN: We can define it. 

SHRI SETHI: The difficulty arises 
if the same publication house is com
ing out with different kinds of books 

· whic.h ma:v.. be trasl) or fiction. How 
· will you separate the two? 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Practical diffL 
· culties are likely to be very much: . 

SHRI SHARMA: There wquld, not 
· be any difficulty if we. defined tha~ 
-we shall give this concession to such 
and such. a. typl) of book. 

SHRl SETHI: This point was. dis" 
·<t!ssed in D~lhi ..,;ith' th~· Ministi;r.;jf 
· ~ducation al!d they: coulc}not come to 
·a satisfactory c_orc~wnon a~ t.o ho~ it. 
oshou~d b.e. · 

SHRI, SffAI!~: ~e. Boa!"~ Il\3¥ 
be given the power as ll!ay be, p_~;es. 
cribed. . · 

MR. CHA~MAN: We. 
cuss. 

SHRl JYRI'TTOo": . rhis will create 
unnecessary complica~ion for us. Of: 
course the fdea has to ~e aPPJ;_eciated. 

SHRI SHARMA: Income Tax Act 
has a complication. 'There is so much 
of trash literatur.e. If we encourage, 
publi~atiori of, that type of, literature, 
wo:: do not know where do we stand? . ' - ' '' . ' 

As regards the same House publish
ing. two. different, books, I: may tell 
you. that. it. is not the same House 
that publishes it. 

SHRI SETHI: The Ministry of Edu. 
cation must prescri)le what. type of 
books should be published and not 
foe the. Income T~ Departm1mt to go 
into bifurcation, etc. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: We can consider 
it. at a deliberation stage. Mr Muttoo 
has said_ it is dllficult. · • 

Section 34. 

SHRI SHARMA: I want to put a 
question on Clause 29. 

MR. CHAIRMAN; Mr. Muttoo, we 
would be grat2ful if you. enlighten us,_ 
about the rationale in the double 
assessment that you have contemplat
ed and the prosecutions that you are 
contemplating for failure to file re
turns volupta~:i~y. 

SHRI MUTTOO: So tar as this 
question of Section 143(1) as propos
ed to be revised is concerned, it would 
ber app_r,o;,ci~ted, tl).a.~ t,ll~e, is. nee~ to 
e,xp.e~~.'l th~, S!'~!'.S!!m~nt P.rocee4m~s,_ 
in ~a.ses of small i.I).coii)es in_ Pt~rti~. 
c~l.at, •. a~d. i.J?. a}l t.Jll!- c_a_ses ~ gen.!'ra~, 
"!,l)er~ver P!lSSi~l.e. W:" h,aYI! a_ ~cpe,rP-1! 
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at present whereby we can dispose of 
the small income cases, but it needs a 
sort of statutory sanction. We have 
submitted this proposal of having as. 
sessment on the basis of the returns 
filed. And then there is the question 
that if the assessee does -not approve 
the figure, he goes to the A.A.C. If 
the ITO thinks that something has 
been left out, then ITO is reopening 
it. 

[Shri Panigrahi in the Chair] 

This is the scheme, arid certai!t dJ.ffi
culties have been mentioned by Wit. 
nesses who have appeared before the 
Committee. We have re-examined 
the "whole thing and we would like 
to place the following suggestions for 
your consideration. 

- Instead of providing an appeal to 
the AAC against an assessment under 
Section 143, provision- may be made 
for an application to the Income-tax 
Officer by the assessee aggrieved of 
an assessment under Section 143(1), 
that proceedings should be initiated 
under Section 143(2) and a fresh 
assessment should ibe made after the 
examination of books of accounts and 
other evidence. I may explain, Sir, 
that the existing provision is that if 
the assessee is not satisfied, he goes 
up- to the A.A.C. for reopening the 
assessment. To do away with this 
unnecessary appeal, as was suggested 
by the Witnesses, it is suggested that 
-the assessee writes to the Income-tax 
Officer saying "please conduct pro. 
ceedings as prescribed under Section 
143(2) and assess accordingly." Of 
course, we will have a little- precau
tion that such an application will 
have to be made to the Income.tax 
Officer within the prescribed date of 
the Demand notice from the assess
"nient under 143(1).- And so far as 
·undisputed demand is concerned, that 
would not be withheld. These are 

-the two suggestions regarding the 
iirst part. 

1358 LS--27. 

SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: Disputed 
and. undi~puted demand will again be 
a sull.fe:ct matter of dispute. --

·-SHRI MUTTOO: The assessee would 
-be expecting some part of the de
mand. 

.SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: Will you 
provide this in law? As you know 
there are cases where the disputed 
and undisputed is a subject matter of 
dispute. 

SHIU B. S. SHARMA: I may say 
that so far as the assessment is con
cerned, it is an excellent suggestion. 
There cannot be an exhaustive assess
ment under Section 143(1). It is 
only normal. Then, of course, there 
should be a provision for appeal. _ If 
ITO reopens the assessment, there is 
nothing wrong in it. -That will save 
time and cost to the assessee. 

SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: The first 
part is all right. It is very laudable. 
Regarding the second part, according 
to what he is suggesting, the validity 
of the demand does not diminish; it 
remains on your head and further 
liability is still there to make good 
under that very demand notice a sum 
which is undisputed. Now, if there 
is no dispute about what is likely to 
be undisputed, then the law should 
stand the test of the time. It is pos
sible for us to provide on assessment 
of what he has to pay notwithstand.. 
ing the disputes that arise. We could 
think of the suggestion. Could you 
tell something, Mr. Muttoo? 

SHRI MUTTOO: You are welt 
aware of the provisional assessments 
which are being made. 143(1) assess
ment is a sort of provisional assess
ment. In a case where the assessee 
comes uP with the objection, it should 
be under regular procedure i.e., 

'143(2). We would like that thb little 
concession be given to the Depart:
ment-the disputed amount is only 
not paid by them. Of course, - the 



question arises as to what is disputed. 
and what is not. I am sure the De
partment would be as fair to the 
assessee as it is at present. 

· SHRI SANGHI: We have not been 
able to see eye to eye on this new 
procedure. At one time you want to 
do something and at the same time 

..you would say that there ·is no finality 
'about it. The whole thing worries 
us. There is no finality. The man 
is asked to file suo mota. He is ask
ed to make his own assessment. 

SHRI MUTTOO: Regarding the fina
lity, I have a submission to make. I 
was just mentioning about the first 
part-where the assessee, instead of 
going in appeal, is just coming to the 
Income.tax Officer. 
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SHRI SANGHI: I follow that sug
·gestion. You go ahead and complete 
·the assessment. The only idea is 
that having completed, you cannot 
fall back on some information in my 
possession. 

SHRI MUTTOO: Coming to such 
cases where an assessment has been 

. completed under Section 143(1) to 
which you are referring, proceedings 

-.under Section 143(2)-calling for ac. 
count books etc. by the Income-tax 
·Officer on his own-will ·be initiated 
. either on the basis of an application 
from the assessee or where this is 
done on the initiative of the Income. 
tax Officer, we are suggesting a sort 
of a check that we would have to get 
prior approval of the Inspecting 
Assistant Commissioner. 

SHRI MUTTOO: The Income-tax 
cfficer will communicate to the A.A.C. 
:that this assessment was completed 
under Section 143(1) and I propose to 
reopen it giving the reasons for the 
same, and say: 'so I propose to issue 
notice under 14~(2)'. 

SHRI SANGHI: The ITO will write 
to the lAC giving reasons of _the in
completeness of the assessment al
ready done. Now. this has changed 

the complex of the whole thing that 
we have been . discussing . all these 
days. · 

SHRI N. K. P, SALVE: May I state 
that the suggestions · made by Mr. 
lVIuttoo prima facie appear to be 
taking us to the thing where very 
serious objections were raised by 
witnesses which came before us. Now 
before we can sort of think on this 
line again, may we have a sort of 
draft of the law as it would be if 
your suggestions :were accepted. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Certainly. I think 
Government wlould come forward 
with it. We shall fix up our pro
gramme .•. 

SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: So that, if 
necessary, we may examine him 
again. 

SHRI SHARMA: On this point, Mr; 
Muttoo, the bone of contention has 
been that you are making a sort of 
reassessment. The assessment is fust 
completed under Section 143(1) and: 
that is a very laudable object. ·. In 
fact, if I may tell you something 
personal, in 194 7 I and Mr. DandekaT 
had discussed this vel"y procedure. For 
·certian· limits, upto 15,000, 20,000 or 
25,000, you make a summary assess

.ment, but once : you have made tha' 
, assessment, there .should be finality. 
Th~ only. obj'ection is that so many 

:witnesses appeared before us and they 
•all pleaded that ·this. assessment should 
not be opened on: the whims of the 
ITO.. Now you say with the appro
val of the AAC, that is a little impro
vement. Our plea is once the assess
ment has been completed, it should 
be treated as final and if something 
is found out, it should be opened 
under section 147 and so far as the 
examination of the assessees is con
cerned, every 3 years, as Mr. Bootha
lingam put it in paragraph 15(6)-he 
has elaborately dealt with this point 
-YOU can do it. I think we allow 
these assessments to be finally com
pleted under 143.(1). If there is any 
concealment or any thing is found, let 
it be opened under .143(1). Every a 



years every case will be reopened by 
rotation and if the ITO finds he can 
open this. case under 147 (such cases 
will be very few and far between) 
and if we keep the provisions as th•y 
are, the Damocle's sword will be 
hanging over the assessee. What we 
want is that the assessment under 
143(1) should be treated as complete 
and final and it should be reopened 
only under 147 and not otherwise. 
What have ",You got to say to this, 
because it will make the ITO sort of 
reviewing and enquiring in everY 
case? · 

SHRI MUTTOO: I · will seek a 
little indulgence that ITO is not going 
to make every assessment under 
143(1). Our idea is on the same pat
tern as suggested by you, Sir. We 
have to have it on the same lines but 
we do want to keep this check that all 
assessments have been done and there 
would be no restriction that the',Y are 
confined to income upto 15,000, 10,000 
or 20,000. They can be made on 
income under any amount under this 
PrOVlSlOn. Then if the ITO having 
accepted the income tax returns along 
with the data, wants to reopen, he 
should be allowed to do so under this 
clause. That is the idea and lie should 
not be asked to reopen it under 147. 

SHRI SHARMA: After all 147 says: 
(He read the article) •••.. Now here of 
course the approval of the Commis
sioner. is. needed; you are giving the 
approval. of the Assistant Commis
sioner. You want with the approval 
of the Assistant Commissioner he 
should reopen. Under section 147 
also we can do that. 

SHRI MUTTOO: I would not like 
to have these cases reopened under 
147 because the',Y are on a different 
pattern. I would submit that this 
suggestion that the Income tax Officer 
·would be in a position to reopen 
assessments with the prior consent of 
the AAC may be accepted. 

. SHRI N K. P. SALVE: Now a new 
]aw has been thrown by Mr. Muttoo. 
May I submit under 276 (c) (a), clause 
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63, if they (People earning Rs. 5,000) 
do not file a return, they will have to 
go to jail. · 

SHRI MUTTOO: The idea was that 
if a return is not filed, the mari cannot 
be punished for . concealment of 
income. 

SHRI SALVE: That is right. 

SHRI MUTTOO: And somebody 
can conveniently avoid that by not 
filing the return voluntarily. That is 
wh',Y in order to force him, we have 
brought this now. But as you have 
mentioned, it should not be so wide, 
as at present. 

SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: Thank you, 
very much. 

SHRI SALVE: Is not the punish
ment provided too harsh for non-fil
ing of the returns? 

SHRI MUTTOO: As far as non-fil
ing of the return is concerned, we 
have definitely provided prosecution 
because that would avoid ·non-filing 
of the return. 

SHRI P. C. SETHI: Because we 
are opening up the question of pro
secution, I would also like to suggest 
that if we do it legall',Y, that is for 
the legal experts to point out, but for 
the present, we have no remedy for 
those persons where there is heavy 
liabilit'y of tax dues except that we 
can send them to civil prison under 
certain circumstances. Now the ques
tion of attachment of property does 
not arise, because the property withers 
away much earlier. We have provid
ed for a very stringent punishment in 
the case of those persons, where there 
are heav'y dues and they do not pay. 

SHRI SALVE: But my question is, 
is not the punishment for small asses
sees for not filing the return · too 
harsh? What is your personal opi
nion, Mr. Muttoo? 
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SHRI MU1'TOO: Of course, it is 
little harsh. 

SHRI SHARMA: Clause 29, one 
question. Mr. Muttoo, so far this sec
tion 119(1) is concetned, it is the same 
as in the ·old Act. Now you are just 
adding another 139(2), of course, this 
is also a good suggestion. In the brief, 
you have said that it is for the pur
pose of relaxation of hardship. Now 
here if it is for the purpose of rela
xation, it is. quite good, but '_You say 
'or otherwise'. Would you not like 
to delete 'or otherwise'. 

SHRI MUTTOO: The idea is that 
specific powers are being vested in 
the Board with the intention to avoid 
genuine hardship and in any case 
cases where relief is otherwise due 
but time for preferring claim is ex
Pired, the idea is to regularise these 
cases. 

. SHRI SHARMA: My quarrel is 
only ill line 7. What is the necessity 
of 'or otherwise'. That :will bring so 
many complications. You may forget 
the main object of relaxation and may 
put other difficulties in the wa'_Y of 
assessees. 

SHRI MUTTOO: In sub-clause 2(a) 
it is mentioned 'not being prejudicial 
to the assessee'. Nothing would be 
done, that is prejudicial to the asses
see. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: 3(e) about 
travel concession to retired employees. 
Some of the members suggested that 
it should be any part of India. Mr. 
Muttoo, have you got any ob~ection 
to this? 

MR. MUTTOO: The idea is to give 
concession for going to the home dis
trict and not 'Bharat darshan'. 

(The witness then withdrew). 

MR. CHAIRMAN: It has been sug
gested by some o!the han: Members
that· ¢he· clause-by-clause considera
tion of the Bill would need very care
ful thought and it might need con
tinuous sitting for six or seven days. 
Some Members also suggested that in 
the earlier itinerary of the Commit
tee, Jammu and Kashmir had been 
left out. It is important to mention 
that the Income-Tax Act had been 
applied to Jammu and Kashmir onl'Y a 
few years ago and it would be of 
much help to the assessees in Jammu 
and Kashmir if their views on the 
Bill were also obtained just as has 
been done in the case of Chambers of 
Commerce . and other bodies at Cal
cutta, Bombay, Madras, Bangalore, 
etc. Shri Kanwar Lal Gupta, a 
Member of the Comimttee, has been 
very· much insisting that some of the 
asssessees in. the lower ranges of 
income should also be heard, because 
it was they who could nat afford a 
lawyer and most of them were not 
fully acquainted with the provisions 
of the law. While the · Committee 
visits Kashmir, they might also hear 
some of the small assessees. · The bon. 
Minister is very much in favour of 
this proposal and he is agreeable that 
the Committee. might · assemble at 
Srinagar on the 18th June, 1970. On 
the 19th the Committee might hear 
the evidence of the Jammu and 
Kashmir Chamber of Commerce, local 
Income-tax Bar Association and one 
or two small income-tax assessees. On 
the 20th, they might go through the 
mass of the evidence tendered before 

the Committee so far and then ask 
the Minister in charge of the Bill to 
indicate Government's thinking on the 
various suggestions made before the 
Committee. This would enable the 
Members to make up their mind and 
also facilitate consideration of the 
Bill. Then, from the 22nd onwards 
the Committee might sit both in the 
morning and afternoon to take up 
clause-by-clause consideration of the 
Bill for a week ·ar so. 



The Committee authorise the Chair
man and Shri N. K. P. Salve to see 
the Hon. Speaker and solicit his ap
proval to the holding of the sittings 
of the Committee at Srinagar. It was 
emphasised that the Bill has far
reaching effects on the tax structure 
of the country and it was but neces-

sary that the committee should give 
the utmost consideration in rationalis
ing and simplifying the tax structure, 
which is not onl'Y in the interest of 
the assessees but also that of the. ex
chequer. 

(The . Committee then adjourned.) 
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13. Shri N. K. P. Salve 
14. Shri N. K. Sanghi 

15. Shri Beni Shanker Sharma 
16. Shri Janardan Jagannath Shinkre 

17. Shri N. K. Somani 
18. Shri Tenneti Viswanatham 

19. Shri Ram Sewak Yadav 
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1. Shri R. D. Shah, Member, Central Board of Direct Taxes. 

2. Shri V. Ramaswamy Iyer, Deputy Secretary, Ministry of Finance, 
Deptt. of Revenue and Insurance. 

3. Shri R. R. Khosla, Deputy SeCTetary, Ministry of Finance Deptt. of 
Revenue and InsuTance. 

4. Shri S. P. Chowdhury, Under SeCTeta,-y, Ministry of Finance, Deptt. of 
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SECRETARIAT 

:Shri M. C. Chawla-Deputy Secretary. 

i:. The Kashmir Chamber of Commerce and Industry, Srinagar • 
. Spokesmen; 

1. Shri R. K. Sawhney-President. 
:2. Shri .P. N. Purl-Senior Vice-President. 
:3. Shri R. C. Gupta-Member. 
·4. Shri' D. S. Oberoi-Secretary-Generat. 

• 5. Shri K. K. Mehra-Member, 

II Group of Smalt Income-tax Assessees, Srinagar . 

. Spokesmen; 

1. Shri D. N. Madan-President, Traders' and Manufacturers' Federation~ 
Srinagar. 

:2. Shri N. K. Raina-Vasant Art Press, Srinagar • 
. a. l:ihri Mohd. Yusaf-Lucky Boot House, Srinagar. 
4. Shri Niranjan Nath-Messrs. Jagan Nath Madan Lal, Maharaj Ganj, 

Srinagar. · 
5. Shri Sudarshan Lal Jain. 

m. The Institute of Chartered Accountants of India. 
Spokesman: 

Shri H. B •. Dhondy-President. 

lrV. Beopar Mandai Kashmir, Srinagar • 

. Spokesmen: 

1. Shri H. Abdul Aziz-.President. 
2. Shri Noordin-Vice..President. 
·a. Shri 0. P. Kapur-Secretary-General. 
4. Shri Haji Kurshid Ahmed Martoo-Member. 
-5. Shri Lal Chand Mehra-Member: 

•6. Shri Mohd. Yasin-Member. 
·1. Shri Dharam Pal Mehta-Member. 

1. The Kas)!mir Chamber of Com
merce and Industry, Srinagar 

:Spokesmen; 

1. Shri R. X. Sawhney-President 
2; Shri P. N. Puri-Senior Vice-

, ' Presid-ent. 

3. Shri R. C. Gupta-Member. 
4. Shri D. S. Oberio-Secretary

·.Generctl. 

(The Witnesses were ca!ted in and 
they took their seats) 

MR. CIIAiliMAN: 'We w~Icome you 
~d your friends while p3rticipating 
this meeting. Before starting our 
business will you kindly introduce 
yourself as well as Your friends to 
the Hon'ble members of this Commit-
tee. - •· 
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SHRI SAHANI: Mr. Chalnnan. It is 
~Y pleasure to introduce you ·ana the 
Hon'ble members of this Committee 
the names of the witnesses. Here is 
Mr. P. N. Puri, Senior Vice-President, 
Mr. R. C. Gupta, Meinber of the 
Chamber, Mr. K. K. Mehra, ·Member 
of the Chamber and Sardar Dharvir 
Singh, Secretary General. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Thank oyou Mr. 
Sahani. Before your evidence is 
taken place I must read the refevant 
section of the Rules of Procedure. So 
far as the evidences are concerned, 
it is very cleae here. reads)-

Note: The Han. Chairman read out 
the concerned section of the 
Rules of Procedure in this con
nection. 

It appears that you. have received . 
the· memorandum· iate; · · Nevertheless 
any way you would lie to high light 
the memorandum to some extent. 

SHRI SAHANI: With your permis
sion Sir. I would like to read out con
cerned note in this connection. (reads). 
Here I would like to mention about 
the various clauses of the bill. And 
it >s very clear here. (Reads)-

Sir, in this connection I beg to sub
mit that in a small company the pro
vision in the amendment bill is that 
the amortisation will be in ten years 
lJlOth. 

SHRI SALVE: Mr. Sahani. Yvu 
have made mention about the small 
scale industries in the note. We 
would lie to know whether these 
industries can be installed in the 
State of Jammu and Kashmir? 

SHRI SAHANI: Sir, there are very 
few companies in this State. How
ever, medium scale industries can be 
installed•in the Jammu and Kashmir 
State, and S.A.Cs. will have the effect 
of_ about 95 per cent. · · 

_MR. §;ALVE: What about companies 
of other type, · 

SHRI SAHANI: Sir; that is the only 
Engineering Service. However, I 
would submit that in order to get 
optimum production and maximum 
benefit we 'alust know -the know-
• J ' • 

how .... 

MR. CHAIRMAN: You said that in 
the Jammu and Kashmir 90 per cent 
are small scale industries, and due to 
technical know how the industries in 
the Jammu ahd Kashmir suffer. All 

· facilities -which are required to the 
small scale indw3tries are not provided 
here? 

SHRI SAHANI: Definitely the tech
nical know how in the · Jammu and 

. ·Kashmir is below. expectatioh. We 
should stand on sound footing. 

· ·· MR. CHAIRMAN: The ·growth of 
the industrial product is 11lso -less in 
the Jammu and Kashmir_ S.tate. 

SHRI SAHANI: Climatically we 
assemble that most of the products are 

. beipg manuf;1ctured. in foreign coun-
-tries.' · " · · · · 

MR. CHAIRMAN: -You would alset 
be feeling difficUlty in operating a 
'o/atch. fl!ctor~ he~e. . 

SHRI SAHANI: Yes Sir, for a ·watch 
factory we should have equjpment for 
heating up of ·roO>ms 'etc .. · . . 

SHRl -SOMANI: In Jaminu and 
_ .. _;.·Kashmir-there is 'rio 'capitai provided 

· which ·has got eXpensive capital struc
ture. 

SHRI SAHANI: Sir, we can provide 
you that data. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: What is number 
of Compan-y which you have as Mem
bers in the Chamber? 

SHRI SAHANI: Sir, we have got 
250 members with hardly one or two 
companies. · 

SHRI DAMAN!: Now there are two 
items which you have one to fix per
centage, no percentage should be fixed. 
How much capital expendiure it will 
involve. 
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. SHRI SAHANI:· In case capital 
eJOpenditure is allowed it could be 
justified. 

SHRI S. R. DAMAN!: Mr. Gupta, 
can you give an-y instances in regard 
to certain items of expenditure which 
should be disallowed? 

SHRI .GUPTA: We can't categorical
ly say which items should be disal~ 
lowed. However,· I would suggest that 
the expenditure .incurred on the pro
jects during the construction period 
should be disallowed. In the preli
minary stage of the project; expendi" 
ture incurred cannot be categorized 
~s capitill expenditure or everi revenue 
expenditure. 

SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: Can you 
illustrate sucn sort· of expenditure? 

·sHRI GUPTA:· We. provided this 
thing in our rigi1_1al niemorandlnn; 
Similarly the loan: cannot be catego~ 
rized as capital expenditure.· "IIi olir 
State there is a Financial corpora• 
ticin. This Corporation gives loans for 
establishment of Industries. ··My point 
is that such like amount should riot 
be considered as capital expenditure. 

SHRI . S. R. DAMAN!: Have you 
included this point in' the memoran
dum? .. 

SHRI GUP'l'A: No, please. 
,• 

MR.· CHAIRMAN: The Committee 
has taken note of the point -about the 
State Financial Corporation. 

SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: Mr. Gupta, 
can you give any specific ins
tances items of expenditure 
which do not come under capital 
expenditure in Kashmir 

SHRI GUPTA: In Kashmir there is 
a coal mine at . Kalakote. Similarly 
there are other projects. As long as 
the machinery is not installed in these 
projects, expenditure incurred during 
construction period on such like pro
~ects cannot be categorized as capital 
expenditure: 

SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: Are these 
experimental projects? 

SHRI GUPTA: They are experimen
tal projects. 

SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: Now i want 
to know if after constrtiction of build
ing and commission of the plant do 
you still incur the expenditure on. 

· SHRI GUPTA: We do. 

SHRI N .. K. P. SALVE: I want !<>
know 'if the Bill affects the Hindu 
Law. My point is that if the 
Bill conflicts· with the basic concepts 
of the Hidti Law. · · · 

SHRI SON!: Whereas certain clauses 
in the Bill do seek to· provide for 
allowance of certain expenditUre 
hitherto· ignored as also for exemption. 
of certain receipt I income far purpose 
of determini!ng the taxable income, 
4!-... our· view th,e, following clauses 
would hit. the assessee and need to. 
be .. deleted. or suitably amended: 

1. Amortisation of certain prelimi
nary expenses provided in 
proposed Gection 35D (vide 
clause 8)· should be' adniissi-· 
ble to assessees other than 
COJ;llpanies, with SUitable .modi. 
fications. · 

2. Clause No. 14 seeks to enhance· 
the scope of section 64 of the 
Act with a view to treat the 
undernoted income accrued 
in relation to · any personal' 
property transferred boy an 
individual to the H.U.F.,. 
where is as a member: 

(i) His own interest in the· 
income. 

(ii) Income accrued to the 
spouse and minor sons of· 
the individual. 

Formerly these were treated as 
income of HUF and not of tlie indi
vidual. Moreover the income is sought 
to be dealt with as such in respect 
of property passed on after 31st March,. 



"1965. Similarly omission of relief 
lU/S 80 (B)(5) is sought to be made 
•w.e.f. 1st April, 1968. 

In our opinion the clause needs to 
·be deleted altogether, as it seeks to 
:assess the income in the hands of one 
who is not the owner thereof. A 

·transfer as envisaged hi the Bill being 
·otherwise lawful should not be sought 
to be nullified. In an)' case if the 

·•clause is not deleted it should be made 
capplicable to such assetsfproperties as 
are transferred after coming into force 
-of the Amendment Bill and not to 
-those effected earlier so also the omis-
sion of relief Uls 90B(5) vide clause 

::20 of the Bill should not have retros
pective effect. 

My point ·is that this should be 
-deleted as this likely to create com
"Plicacies after the property has been 
.assessed. 

SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: Do you 
'think that the right of Hindu to ac
·quire the property and then enter 
into a joint venture doe3 conflict with 
·.the passage of this bill. 

SHRI SONI: It does. H.U.F. is a 
..separately entity, 

SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: Do you 
think that the Bill is going to 

:have ..••..•• 

SHRI SONI: It will be deterrent. 

SHRI SALVE: Do :you think that 
othe Hindu law is violated. 

SHRI SONI: Certainly, Sir. 

SHRI GUPTA: We do not say that 
·this clause effects Hindu law. 

SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: That is the 
·end of the matter. 

SHRI GUPTA: There are two 
-points involved in this. First is that 
if the property is transferred then 
the income-tax is being paid under 
:the Property Transfer Act-and 

secondly when the property is gifted 
then in that case also the gift rules 
apply, 

SHRI S. R. DAMAN!: Mr. Gupta, 
do you know why the Government is 
bringing forward this legislation. That 
many of the families have turned 
their propert:y into the trust and 
thereby there has been fall in the 
revenue. May I know if there is any 
objection if pa-ssed retrospectively. 

SHRI GUPTA: My point is that 
this clause should not be enforced and 
is should not be retrospectively al all, 

SHRI S. R. DAMAN!: Why should 
not it be enforced retrospectively? 

SHRI GUPTA: If the legislation is 
passed retrospectively sa)' from 64 
then it becomes a fiction because the 
property has already been assessed 
and it will not be possible to re-assess 
the same creating lot of prolems. Also 
there is a basic difference between the 
H.U.F. and a spouse. 

SHRI S. R. DAMAN!: What will 
otherwise happen if this difference is 
not there. 

SHRI GUPTA: We are discussing 
this section as it is. · 

SHRI K. L. GUPTA: Ours is a 
secular country, This piece of legis
lation is applicable to Hindus as well 
as other castes. Wh:Y do you suggest 
that this should not be made appli
cable to the Hindus. · 

SHRI GUPTA: This is our personal 
law .... 

MR. CHAIRMAN: We should dis
cuss this question between ourselves. 

SHRI V. VISHW ANATHAM: I want 
to know if you can interrupt the Hindu 
law. If so, can you let me know how 
it will be possible for the Income" Tax 
D~pa,rtment to assess between the 
nature of property when it is trans
ferred to a )'oint family. 

SHRI GUPTA: My point is .... 



SHRI V. VISHWANATHAM: My 
point is in a limited capacity. .. 

SHRI B. S. SHARMA: Mr. Chair
man, I am afraid Mr. K. L. Gupta's 
-question rather vague and misleading, 
What the witness means to suggest is 
that there should be no interference 
with the personal laws of the -Hindus 
by the State,more so, through an 
-enactment like the pre3ent Bill, as 
the State does not interfere with the 
personal laws of Muslims in matters 
relating to marriage etc. 

SHRI P. N. PURl: Sir, not being a 
lawyer, I cannot go into a detailed 
explanation about the concept of the 
Hindu Laws. So far as taxation laws 
are concerned, it is very clear -!,ere 
that there is some difference bet
ween .... 

SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: Sir, so far as 
this point is concerned, I would sub
mit that we had also sought clarifica
tion from the Finance Ministry. And 
·we had requested them too make a 
survey about it. In Bombay a detailed 
·survey was made and came to the 
conclusion .••. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: You mean about 
general position. 

.SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: Yes Sir. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: So it has been 
IC!arified. We will proceed further. We 
'Will take up clause 31. 

SHRI SAHANI: Sir, vide clause 31 
:Pa"Ytnent U fs 140A (self assessment) 
is made applicable to all those asse
J;ees who are liable to pay balance tax 
at the time of filling the return 
exceeding Rs. 100 iiistead of Rs. 500 
as at present. In our view the present 
limit of Rs. 5001- is reasonable Md 
llhould continue .. 

Clause 34 seeks to amend section 
143 of the· Act. Proposed Sub-Sec
mons (2) and (3) seek to give to the-
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I.T.O. a right to revise his own asseS~< · 
mc:nt made UfS 143 (1) which 'is 
Un.Just. The LT.O. can revise (rec
tify) the mistakes crept in the asse&s
ment order U!s 154 and he can ilring 
into account other incomes U!s 147, 
It is not, however, fair to empower 
the I.T.O. to revise his own order. 
Assessments U fs. 143(1) • wonld .. not 
thus have the impact of finality and 
as such the very purpose of the sub
section would be defrauded. Sub
Sections (2) and (3) should therefore, 
be suitably amended to delete t)Je 
words importing re-assessment or 
cases finalised under sub-section (1). 

Sir, so far as clauses 42 and 43 are 
conerned. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: As per U.e 
previous clauses, we have taken note 
of it. We have taken them into 
account and it will lbe clarified. 

SHRI SAHANI: Sir, Clauses 42 and 
43 seek to substitute the •JXisting 
section 184. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: That we have 
also done. 

SHRI SAHANI: Clauses 55 and 56 
of the Amended Bill Geek to proviie: 

(i) To restrict the period withiJi 
which the A.A.C. can admit appeals 
to 30 days ·beyond the stipulated 
period of 30 days. At present there 
is no such limit. 

SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: Mr. Chair~ 
man, I would like to put an important 
questioh in this connection. So far as 
this clause is concerned, I would like 
to know whether any complaint has 
been made by the concerned Associa
tion in respect of the assessments ? 
In other words, in order to reduce 
the litigations · what steps have been 
taken Jzy the concerned authorities 
to redress the grievances o! the 
Association ? 

' ' 

SHRI P. N. PURl: Sir, so far as we 
are concerned, I would submit that 
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we are ;not sbiJ:ki,I!g the re~pol)Sibili
tie~. ~<! · this ~ect, 

M!t: c!iNRM.I\N: . What 'is the 
· gerieral ·impression ? · · 

SHRl P. N:. PURl; Sir, as we have 
already· submitted iii the Memoran-
dum~ .. ;~ •••• 

SHRI :N. K: P. SALVE: We have 
not ~een tM cases where the assess
ments ·made by the I.T.O. have been 
reversed in favour of the assessees? 

SHRI·'BENI SHANKAR SHARMA: 
·The complaint made by the J & K 
assessees is generally the grievance 
of assessees throughout India. 

SHRI SAWHNEY: Clause 63 
seeks. to add_ se~. -~76 C. to the Act 
which proviqes for rigorous impri
sonment extending upto six montlls 
for !lVen la..te filing of Returns and 
othert information!documents requir-
ed by the LT.O. · - . 

This is in 11-ddition to fine . of 
Rs. 10 per day during the period the 
default continues · and interest . @· 9 
per cent for the period 'of de_fault_. 

The proposed provision is basically 
unjust and ·uncalled: for: If iS bound 
to cease harassment primarily to 
small and 'not too well to do' !1-Sses
sees who cannot afford legal advice. at 
every stage. 

It is emphatically suggested that 
the proposed amendment b~ totally 
deleted, There are so many provisions 
for impooing of penalties, levy of 
interest provisions for imposing of 
penalties, levy of interest etc., for 
censure and impounding of records as 
also for recovery of the taxes deter
mined .by the Income Tax Authori
ties, that there is no need to have 
recourse to this provision. 

To empower the tax authorities to 
impose imprisonment of the assessel! 
and that too in the circumstances 
enumerated in the proposed section 
would be extremely ·harsh. 

SHRI J:il. K. P SALVE: Assuming
that all that is impliec! is proved to 
be a fraud even then do you insist 
that the criminal should be punished? 

SHRI SAWHNEY: In may ooening 
remarks I have made it clear that 
punishment of six months rigorous 
imprisonment is very hard. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Please give ex
amples where and when the !iling of 
late income-tax returns have been 
impounded and filled in, 

SHRI KANWAR LAI, GUPTA: 
I would. say that a particular tax act 
should be inade in favour of. those 
assessees and· l)ther . assessees, who 
file their returns rather late, should 
be granted amnety, : -

SHRI S. R. DAMAN! : If this 
permission is granted to C.I. T, tl:\en 
the assessees would be protected. . .. 

. . 
SHRI SAWHNEY: ,You please go 

~hea.d with. your replY..· 

·. SHRI SAWHNEY: (Reads remarks 
from the file). The memorandum we 
have presented to you, we thank you 
for the opportunitY. .pr:Ovided to us to 
hear our comments on the proposed 
amendment. Thank you, Sir. 

MR. CHAIRMAN : We also thank 
you and your .colleagues as well. 

The witnesses then Withdrew. 

(10.15 to 11.45 hours) 

U. Group of small Income-tax Assess
ees, Srinagar. 

Spokesmen: 

1. Shri D. N. Madan-Pre.>'ident, 
Traders' and ManufactureTs' Fedm-a
tion, Srinagar. 

2. S'*i iN. ;Kj. !Raina-Vasant Art 
press, Srinagar. 

-· 3. ·shri Mohd. Yusaf.:....Lucky Boot 
House, Srinagar. 



4. Shri Niranjan Nath-Mis. Jagan 
Nath Mad<ln Lal, Maharaj Ganj, Sri-
nagar, · · · 

5. Shri Sudarshan Lal Jain. 

(The witnesses were called in-_ and 
they took their seats. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Let us now 
take the evidenc_e of the other group 
. of small assessees. 

Mr Madan, we most welcome you 
here. Would you please get us in
troduced t"o your colleagues? 

SHRI MADAN: Sir, we are extre
mely thankful to you for having in
vited us to appear before you. i will, 
first of all, apprise_ you about those 
-difficulties which are being faced by 
-ihe small assessees dealing in many 
'ira des ·in ·the ·valley. . . . · 

MR. CHAIRMAN: You please in
troduce your collegues to us ! · 

· SHRI MADAN: Sir, I, on behalf of 
the Traders Federation of Kashxitir, 
do introduce my colleagues who are 
present before you. These are: Shri 
Nee! Kanth Raina, Vasant Art Press, 
Srinagar, Shri Mohd. Yusaf, Lucky 
Boot Hou3e, Shri Niranjan l:hth. 
Jagan Nath & Bros. and Shri Sudar
shan Lal Jain. 

MR CHAIRMAN Mr. Madan, the 
evidence, which you are supposed ta 
give before the Committee regarding 
the relevant portions of the Bill, will 
be treated as confidential but at the 
same time it will be made available 
to the Members of Parliament. So 
please tell us, what you want to say. 

SHRI MADAN: Sir, we have to in
form you that we were informed only 
two days earlier about our coming 
before the Committee. And it was 
only yesterday, that copies of the Bill 
were made available to us. So we 
did not find any time to study it. 
Therefore, I will appeal that, if it is 
possible, some more time may be 
granted t\l us so that we will be able 
-to study it thoroughly in a better wo.v. 
.At the moment we have not gone 

through· the Bill. Therefore, we have 
got only a scattered information. 

MR: CHAIRMAN: - When you will 
be __ able to appear again before us? 

SHRI MADAN: Sir, in a couple of 
days._ 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Say, in about two 
days . 

SHRI MADAN: Yes, Sir, within 
two-three days, as you like. 

MR; CHAIRMAN: Mr. Madan, 
if you want to give some suggestions, 
you can give in writing and we will 
consider them at Delhi. · 

SHRI MADAN: Sir, we will g1ive our 
written suggestions within a couple 
of days, regarding the small income 
scheme. When no ·binding is put, 
yet the penalties are heavy. In some· 
cases it is 100 per cent (minimum) 
and 2oo· per cent (maximum) ' but 
there are no conveniences provided 
to the small · assessees whereas the 
penalties are too heavy. We will, 
therefore, request that the penalties 
should be only nominal -and not at 
the rate of 100 per cent or 200 per 
cent. 

· ~~ti' lll<rt ~ ill!ffi : {« f.r.r it 
~ 

Gil ;rrff ~'T lfl\: ~. '3'if iii om: it if 'filli 
~'IT~~ I_ 

~ ~ : "fil" Q'li if f<r.r ~.liT 
or@, <fir <r'li 'fliT ~ W!i<ff ~ I 

~ m<'<i' : ;;it ~ o;rro/1" ~~ 
~~ ~ m" ~ Wli<r'T ~ I ~f.l;;r ~ 
~m'l>'T~iii~~ 1 ~ 
~ wrr ~'T ~ for<r'IT {« f.r.r it f~ 
Q'IT ~- I ~ it ;;ft S!Til"!lT't ~ '3'if ~ 
\'1\'ffi ~«PP . 'fiT ~ qiij" . ~ 
~ ~~ w '11: m'i iii<: 'li'l: o;ri<: ~ !f.T 
W iii ifft it fur;pfi<: ~ i I 

. "~"~ m ~ tJtffi : 
G 

1:% Sllq~j"';; ~ f;;rn- iii~ 'l;f'l<: m'i. 

~ i<m" 'fiT if;ffiT ~ it ~ ~if . 



m w<r 'I>T 1 Jf~ <rl\" 'liT ~ «'ill 
~ ~ I ~ 'li\{ ~ si)q~i"l'1 
~?IT I ~~<miT ~fur.r ~it it<: 
~~m~~?ITI ~ 
W<r ~ ~~ 100 'RWG, ~ 
so~.~ 60~ 1 ~ 
~ ~ '!i){ ~ fmr <tT ~~*"'~~, 
qtq-~: lfl' .rnr ~ 'liT $ft ~. ;;m 
it<: it ~ 'liW m :m iii fui'r 6 ~ 
'liT ~ «'ill <milft ~ I ~ ~ 
~ '!IT o:mr ~ m ~~ iii m it w<r 'liT 
;p;rr~~ ? 

SHRI MADAN Sir, I will submit 
that just for a delay in filing the re
turns in time, if they are imposed 
rigorous imprisonment, then it will 
be a very very hard punishment. 

55ft ~~ : ;;IT ~.,. m;r;;f!r ~ 
l3ft' lJ."<<T ;r mr ~ :m '!if ~ f.r<R: 
'!if ~a" ~' ~ ~ if; m¥f it I 

~ '!IT ~ ~ ~ <tm<rr tT!lT f<li fmr 
~'!if srrcrm;;~ ~ it '&I' tT!lT t 
·~ ~ 'li'l'!:i or;; tT!lT m ;;IT ~ 
~ ~. ;;IT ~ if; o:mr ~ ;;rr 
~« ~'\1: ~ Wf"'T. fu;f ..rot ~. 
at '3"1' '!IT~~ I ~ ~IJ~<:•n 
qtq ~ ~ <ilfi'<:T ~. ~ wit lfl' 

"" wit, ~ fu;f 'IRif it ~ ~ m 
~ «'ill tf ~r ~ I it ~ '1<: 

~ ~ ~ «'ill '!if ~ ;;~1 ~. 
;;IT '!ifij'ij' if; ~ ~ ;f.rm :a<£ 'liT ~ 

~ . 

~ ~ ffir <tT w ~ if; 
fui'r m.: t.m fu;f it ~ ~ iii fui'r 1 

it ;;n;r;;r ~ ~ f<li m ~ ~m . 
~. ;;IT 'liJ1,'1' ~ ;;rr;m ~. ;;IT ~ if; 
iii o:mr~;;rrm~. ~<r<: ~ Sll'la'"' 
lfiT 'llfl' !11m: ~ I 

lilT ~ : ~ <rl\" srrq');;r;; '!if 

~ ~ lro' 19lm'l' ~ m m~ ~~ 
~' ~ '1<: ~ .rm ~ifi'I•Fn '~<: ~ '!if 
~ ~ ~ ~ I ~?i<t"i"l ifi'T 
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;;IT m.;f ;;l<l<: ~. ~ ~-~ ~l<:f+!4T 
ifi'T, ~-~ $'61'1<:1 (f '!if i!i'\1: '!ifit

mt wa:firif ifi'T ~. ,;IT ~: ~e ~ i!i'\1: 
ffir orr it ~i!ift ~ ~~ ifr ~ ~. 
'3"1' ifi fui'r ~ f.S414'{f.r<:r ~ ~ I 

'lit m = ~ fG\ir~f.rn lfl' .;r;;. 
f.s~<r.r '!if ~Of ;;if ~ I ~ 
f<i ~l'Ff f "fiiillf 'li<: lfl' <::m- liT~ ~ 

~ 

41!: arm ~ ~ fq; f;;j~ 'fiT w;ra:r.r 
<ri;f ~ ~crlr <f' <Hf ~ 'f.<!<: ~ ':5'<1 it 
"'"f!!IT "fij'U ~ ;~) ~'F."1 wW <flm 
'I!VIf ~ '4$TT I . if ;;rt;m '41601 

~ fq; :m .liT ~ .;m:f '"" ~ 'llfl' fuq;o 
~l't, if.:'ifiti ~ q~ if; f~ ~u
~ ~ fq; ~ ~ ~<4+t2<M-m ;;rr.Rf 
@ lfl' m'{ Sil q Elf'1' 'liT ;;rr;; t\T, fiCf'1T ~ 

~~e<R!'~~ 1 ~""~ 
~ i[T ;;rr<r fq; :a<r 'liT '1"f!!!T 'IVIT 

~~r.r lfl' ~= ~ iii .;r~ m :m :r.r 
wf~~r? 

lllr~=~~l!IT~ 
~ 

ii:t ;;rm, m ~ qgcr wvc§T omr ~ .;ri<: 
4'1[ ~ if>'T ~ ~'R: ~"'fq ~ I ~f<li;; 
m;;rq;or m ~ ~ :m ifi't m ~ 
4'ii: ~ f<li ~ 'liT ~ I!:T ;;rT<r~IT' 
+tilf ~it l1fl1i ~ I W'f ~ 1!.~\if 
.;) ~ ~ I 9;flf<: W<r <r&j <r<: ~
~ "ltd m <1lT!1f, m 11r mm ..,;r 
+t'r.!.+l' ~ tf <mrr ' 1fiffi!; <rQ:t <r<: 
~ orrm "~ ~1 ~, <tW <r<: m ~f.$: 
~~I 

MR. VISHWANATHAM: Are you 
against the penalty clause of the 
Bill? 

SHRI MADAN: Unless it i~ very 
hard, we are not against the puuish
ment. 

SHRI V. KRISHNAMOORTHI: Are 
you not satisfied with the provisions 
in the Bill in regard to avoidance of 
filing income-tax returns? 



SHRI MADAN: We will submit 
,about it in writing. 

SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: There is a 
·provision of Rs. 7,500/- in the Bill. 
.Are you satisfied with it? 

.SHRI MADAN: I thiiik it should be 
enhanced? 

', SHRI N. K. p. SALVE: How much? 

SHRI MADAN: It should be raised 
to Rs. 20 thousand. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Have you any 
thing more to say ? 

• SHRI MADAN: We will send all in 
writing. 

SHRI VISHWANATHAM: Are you 
satisfied with the working of the De
,partment? 

SHRI MADAN: Yes, please. 

SIDU N. K. P. SALVE: This is ex-
. ceptional. · 

MR. CHAIRMAN: 
.very much. 

Thank you, 

' There is a change in our program
me. We will be leaving for Delhi on 
26th morning: We will leave for Gul
marg on 25th instant. 

SHRI N. K. SANGHI: J: will be 
leaving on 23rd and I woulcl suggest 
that we should go to Gulmarg earlier 
than 25th. 

· SHRI K. L. GUPTA: At the start of 
the meeting, Mr. Somani, Mr. Salve 
and Mr. Beni Shanker Sharma had 
·suggested that final discussion on the 
Bill would be taken up in Delhi. Here 
we would have general discussion on 
the Bill.· It was agreed by the Chair
man also. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Some of the 
clauses of the Bill are to be discussed 
here. But final decision about the 
Bill would be taken in Delhi and we 
will take up these clause by clause. 

SHRI SETHI: Sir, we shall fihalize 
these clauses one by one. It is clear 
here that some of the clauses which 
are controversial will remain unde
cided and we will take up these cla
uses afterwards. 
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MR. CHAIRMAN: So we are here 
-in Kashmir upto 25th of June, 1970 •. 
The Hon'•ble members feel that we 
shall proceed to Gulmarg on 22nd of· 
June, 1970. For the rest of clauses 
which are to be finalised, we will 
meet at Delhi on 21st and 22nd oL 
July, 1970. 

Now the business is over at the· 
moment and we will meet here again. 
at 3 P.M. today. 

NoTE: The Committee then adJoru-
ed for lunch. 

m. The Institute or {)hartered1 
Accountants of India 

Spokesmen: 

Shri H. B. Dhondy-President. 

(The witnesses were ·called in and:. 
they took theiT seats.) 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Mr. H. B; 
Dhondy. We welcome you to this. 
Committee.- I will read out the rele
vant portion of Section 58. If you. 
want again to highlight anything on 
this you may explain the points. 

SHRI H. B. DHONDY: Let me begin, 
by thanking the Committee for the 
courtesy theY. have shown to. me andc 
also thank you .once again on behalf 
of the institution for · inviting me. 
again. 

We were asked to highlight whate-· 
ver points we had in support of the · 
two matters-one relating to clauses 
42 and 43 and the other relatin2 to
clause 8-the proposed new sections . 
186A and 186B containing the pro
posed changes in requirements for 
registration/recognition of firms and: 
the other matter arising · from pro
posed new Section 35D. 

In regard to the first matter, we· 
would like to make it clear that the· 
changes that are sought to be made
for the objective of simplification, as 
expressed in the statement of objects. 
and reasons, will in fact cause many 
hardships. I would like to mention.. 
here that the present provisions have
a long judicial history behind them.• 

• ·and that they are now settled matters_ 



'There does not· seem any need for 
bringing such basis changes in the 
present provisions regarding regis. 
·tration of firms. 
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Our suggestion is that the require· 
ment of filling ever-j year a separate 
declaration in the prescribed form for 

·continuation of registration of a firm 
which has already been granted· re• 
gistration for an earlier year, where 
there has been no change in the con• 
stitution of the firm or the shares of 
partners, should be substituted by a 
requirement for the firm to furnish 
(and not along with) its return of 
income for the assessment year con. 
cerned a simple declaration to that 

·effect. This can be achieved very 
simply, by substituting the word "in" 
for the words "along with" in clause 
(ii) of the proviso to sub-section (7) 

· of section 184. 

In section 184 ( 7) the language used 
if such that it is full of "ifs". The 
point here is that the assessee has 
submitted his · declaration and other 
forms, but the I.T.O. does not attend 

·to this particular case by tile re· 
·turn for the next year is due, and 
· thus the interests of the assessee are 
likely to suffer. That is why we have 
suggested the change. Even if the 
partnership breaks up, the record of 
the firm is before the department they 
can make out the assessment from 
the record. There was discussion on 

--the hardship caused under the pre. 
sent provisions regarding registration 
-of firms, in cases where the assess· 
:nent for the. first year after a change 
m the constitution of the firm has 
not been completed by the time the 
return for the second year is required 

· to be filed, and there has been no 
· change in the interregum in the con· 
stitution of the firm or the shares of 
the partners. In such a case the law 
is not quite clear as to whether what 
is required in the second year is 
merely a declaration in form No. 12 
1or continuation of registration of the 

· firm, to be furnished along with the 
return of income, under the provisions 

-.of Section 184 (7) proviso (ii), or 

a further application for registration 
has to be again submitted in form 
No. 11 in respect of the second year. 
The difficulty is occasioned by the use 
of the words "where registration is 
granted to" in section 184(7). To get 
over this practical difficulty, we sug
gest the insertion of a new sub-sec
tion (9) in Section 184 to cover such 
cases. This new section 184(9) 
should provide that where no order 
has been passed on the application 
for registration of a firm before the 
date by which it is required to 
submit its return of income for a 
year succeeding the year' for which 
the application was filed, and there 
has been no change in the constitu
tion of the firm or the shares of the 
partners since the date of the first ap
plication for registration, the· firm 
would. not be required to submit fur· 
ther applications for registration for 
the second and succeeding years, but 
it could suffice if, instead, the firm 
furnished in its return of income for 
each of the second and succeeding 
years concerned, a declaration to the 
effect that there has been no change 
in the constitution of the firm or the 
shares of the partners from the posi
tion as stated in its application for 
registration. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: We have heard 
witnesses from different parts of 
country and have also _heard 'you 
about this. We have also given 
thought to this. All are _agreed that 
the existing law is suitable with a 
little modification which I shall read 
out (reads). What is your opinion 
about this?· 

SHRI DHONDY: With respect Sir, 
it is not enough due to a very simP
le reason. The reason is the langua· 
ge of sub-section (7) of Section 184. 
According to this sub-section, the re
quirement is that registration "is 
granted" to a firm for an assessment 
year. Now the legal interpretation 
is that before this sub-section applies 
to a firm, it must already be registe
red. So far as the case under discuss
ion is concerned, the assessment or~ 
der for the said year has not been 
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.issued as yet, by the tune the appli
.cation for the next year has to be 
made. 

SHRI N. K. P. SALVE: So far as the 
registration grant is concerned, it shall 
have made a mention of certain cliffi
culties being faced by' you. i d~ 
appreciate these difficulties. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Mr. Dhondy, So 
far as these difficulties are concerned, 
these are being taken into account by 
the Government. I will read out the 
said section again fo.r further clari
:fication. (reads). 

SHRI DHONDY: Sir, this section 
will :be little effective in many ins
tances. The amendment ·we have 
proposed is concerned with ~nly a . 
. small number of cases, where there 
are certain difficulties, . which have 
been· submitted by me a little while 
<ago. 

SHRI N. K.: P. SALVE: So far as the 
first registration application is con
cerned, there is no problem :behii1d or 
before it. The question is of a subse· 
quent year where a registration order 
had to be issued and it is stili.. pending. 
I think that in such cases the orders 
made on the origin!!! _application 
should be followed. If there is a 
change in the Constitution; · but the 
fum remains as it is, there is no cha
nge to the firm. Do yeu think that 
there will be any change in the firm? 

' 

SHRI DHONDY: With respect,. Sir, 
the existing requirements will conti
nue. And these requirements will 
depend· upon the facts, ·but the proce
dure will remain untouched. These 
pending applications can .only be re~ 
newed. · 

SHRI B. S. SHARMA : Please let 
me know whether the renewal 
declarations are to be signed by all 
the former partners of business or 
not. 
1358 LS-28. 

. SHRI DHONDY: Yes Sir, the re
newal declaration is to be signed by 
all the partners. We are aware of 
the difficulty as to how far the former 
partners of the business will co·
.operate with the continuing partners 
in the tinlely submission · of the 
.renewal declarations. Sometimes it 
also happens that some of the part
ners may •be out of station and thus 
a difficulty arises for the firm. For 
instance, A, B, C and D start ·a busi
ness with a certain capital. These 
partners would be required tO" submit 
further applications for registration 
for the second and suceeding years, 
we suggest but it should suffice if, 
instead, the firm furnished • the 
declaration in its return of income 
for each of ·second and succeeding 
years concerned. This is in order to 
enable the I.T.O; to know the share of 
each partner, for fixing the tax on 
each of the partners and thus to avoid 
any undue avoidance <!f tax. In. this 
way no difficulty arises for the 
Department in locating the actual 
amount of tax to be inlposed on such 
and such partners of the business. -In 
order to 'further elucidate this I will 
invite reference to para I (2) ·of our 
Second Memorandum which is self
explanatory. (Reads) 

SHRI N. K. p. SALVE: It happens 
simetiines that this practice is put to 
abuse. If the Department does not 
detect it, then it would. be the respon
sibility of the Department to find 
some solution of the problem. If 
there are four partners in a firm,· e.g. 
A, B, C and D, then A is the partner 
of B, and likewise C is the partner 
of D. If partner A is guilty of fraud, 
how can you say that other partners 
are also guilty of fraud.? 

MR. DHONDY : The suggestion of 
Shri Salve does not look proper. If 
the Department does not detect the 
fraudulant partner, the provtston 
could not be applied. If the benami~ 
dari relationship is detected, that 



-person that is going to be assessed 
should properly:· . be charged at a 

-penal rate, rather than that the firm 
and the innocent partners should be 
made to suffer. Now if tliat is the 
intention, under the proposed clause 
all the partners would be penalised_ 
The partners in know of the 
Benamidari as well as the other in
nocent partners, all would be penalis
ed equally under these suggestions. 
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SHRI SHARMA : This has right
ly been. pointed out by Sharma Ji 
that tile declaration is to be signed 
by the partner, and then why should 
there be some fraud as pointed out 
above, or signing the_ declaration on 
behalf of the other if the firm, con
sisting of a number of partners. In 
pursuance of 1939 Act, the renewal 
declaration is required . to be signed 
by all the partners ·.of the firm. 
Therefore there should not be any 
difficulty in this respect. 

SHRI SALVE:· The aeclaratior 
cannot be forwarded in time before 
the assessment. 

SHRI K. L. GUPTA :- If -one of 
the partners of the firm, for example, 
signs the declaration, in a fraudulent 
way, how would you remove it? 

SHRI; SALVE: T.he idecla!ration is 
required to be filed upto September, 
1970. There are fol.lr partners in a 
firm, suppose, upto December, 1970 
one partner is not willing to sign the 
declaration. Can he be penalised 
under the procedural rules ? 

SHRI DHONDY : There are two 
suggestions. But suppo~e one 
partner is minor and he signs, what 
would be the consequences '? If a 
partner, competent to sign, signs the 
declaration, it would be apparent and 
clear that the other partners not 
signing the declaration would hardly 
plead that the firm has not applied 
for the I'egistration. This becomes 
all the more justification for allowing 
the declaration in the return to be 
signed by any partner competent to 
sign for the firm. 

SHRI DHONDY: Rule 24 relates ta 
the declaration for cohtinuation of 
the registration .. (read the said rule). 
.When you come to rule 22, you will 
find that the application should be 
signed by· all the partners. (reads 
rule 22). My difficulty is a simple 
one. The man is not absent from 
.India: He can be anywhere in India 
and he can file his declaration from 
there. Your answer is that in this 
particular case the man can say that 
he did not sign the document. On 
the contrary there is a case for 
examination whether the return itself 
should be signed by one partner or 
-alL You want to penalise all the 
partners and impose much penalty 
whereas a penalty should be imposed 
only on. the guilty partner. 

SHRI SALVE: In· dealing with 
these matters we have, first of 
.all, : to see to the interest of the 
majority of the people. We do not 
want to jeopardise 99 per cent of the 
people. ':fh this case two aspects· are 
needed to be taken into consideration. 
One, if a partner :sigps; ·and th~ others 
do not" object, then it should be deem
-ed to have been- signed by all. 
Second, if one . partner . signs · and 
·sends the firm's return and on an 
· enqu;cy. ·it is found that he has notho.. 
ing to do with this .... 

SHRI S. R. DAMAN! : In the 
'practical way,. when the signature of 
a partner is there, how can anybody 
say that he is not a partner ? It is 
a practical business, How anybody 
can deny it. 

SHRI BENi SHANKER SHARMA ~ 
It can be one case in one thousand 
cases. I have got three such cases 
in Calcutta. When a partner signs 
and the other does not, then this 
is another kind of a blackmail. 

SHRI N. K. SANGID: Mr. 
Dhondy's point is that if _an assess
ment has not taken place, the party 
can file the same in the next year. 
The position is not clear. 
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SHRI SHAH: I do not think there 
would be so much inconvenience 
The broad. facts of this case are that 
if a man signs a declaration on behalf 
of all the partners, · th~re is every 
apprehension that the man will retire 
early. Maybe, the fact may hot 
come into the knowledge of the 
Department. 

SHRI SALVE: If any partner dis
continues his partnership from any 
firm, has he to inform the Depart
ment? 

SHRI SHAH: If anybody discon
tinues the business or ·any firm be
comes insolvent, they have to ·intimate 
the Department about it. If they 
don't intimate. the Department, they 
are liable to penalty. But a ·large 
number of people do not intimate to 
the Department. Frankly speaking, 
we have not misused this penalty 
p~ovision, . 

SHRI K. L. GUPTA: If the firm is 
registered . one, how . the assessment is 
to be made? 

. . 
SHRI SHAH: If the firm is treated 

as registered, the Income-tai Depart
ment will assess its income. They 
have every right to go against the 
aSSPSSment and file an appeal against 
it, 

SHRI BEN! SHANKER SHARMA: 
Mr. Shah you have said just now if 
any firm does not intimate the 
Department, about the · closing of 

·their business, they are penalized. Is 
there any penalty for forgetfulness ? 
If a man forgets about his retirement 
and does not intimate the Depart
ment, he should not be penalized. 
There are about 95,000 such cases. 

MR. CHAIRMAN : Mr. Dhondy, 
you have suggested in your memo
randum that under the provisions of 
Section 184(7), proviso (ii); a further 
application for registration has to be 
again submitted in form No. 11 in 

respect of the second. year. Are you 
not satisfied with · the amendment. 
proposed in the Bill ? · 

SHRI DHONDY: The difficulty is 
occasioned· by the use of the words 
"where registration is grant · to" in 
~ection 184(7), To get over. this 
practical difficulty, we suggest the 
insertion of a new sub-section(9) in 
section 184 to cover such cases. This 
new section 184(9) · should provide 
that reading from Second Memoran
dum "where no order has been passed 
on the application for registration of 
a .firm ·before . the date by which it is 
required to submit its return of in
come for a year succeeding the ye~r 
for which the application was 
filed ....... " 

MR. CHAIRMAN-: You have read 
from your amendment to section 184, 
sub-section 7. 

SHRI DHONDY:. This covers the 
normal cases whe~~ th~ . registration 
has been granted and there is· no 
change in the constitution of the firm 
or the shares of the partners. We 
have also suggested change of the 
words "along with" to 'in'. 

. MR. CHAIRMAN : If we put word 
'in' in the amendment, we will be 
justified? 

SHRI DHONDY: That meets one 
point. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Your 
point is about sub-section 
proviso (ii). 

second 
184(7), 

SHRI DHONDY: We have made 
two points, which you have discussed 
today and indicated the · required 
changes. 

SHRI K. L. GUPTA : · Why not 
we now take up this "benami" ques
tion? 

. SHRI N. K. SANGffi: I have 
never understood what this ''Benami" 
means. 

What are its legal implication and 
all that I do not know. 



SHRI DHONDY : One simple 
suggestion is that income-tax should 
·be levied at higher rates on the 
beneficial owner of a partner's 
shares, •because, in addition to the 
punishment provided under the ru1es 
for evasion, the higher rate of tax 
will be a deterrent to concealment. 
That is why I suggested that by sub
stituting the word "in" for the words 
"along with" in clause (ii) of the 
proviso to sub-section (7) of section 
184, this will also check the leakage. 
I do not think anybody is going to 
conceal his income when he will not 
be sure of the returns from such con
cealment. There is no purpose in 
amending this clause (8) for by 
amending this clause the very pur
pose is defeated and we would be 
inviting a lot of .criticism. 

Like-wise the proposed new Clause 
35D is full of "its" and "buts" and it 
is not possible to list exhaustively all 
the expenditure items. . In this con
nection I would like - you to go 
through the latest issue of Company 
News and Notes. At page 19, there 
is enough to suggest that what the 
committee wants to achieve cannot be 
achieved. . The statistics given are 
quite clear. 

SHRI N. K. SANGHI: We want 
to know whether you want to widen 
the definition of limit in the list. 

SHRI DHONDY : I do not want 
to bring any change in the present 
clause beoause nobody is going to 
involve himself for nothing when 
there are enough provisions to check 
hlm. He would not like to rise 
spending one rupee for a doubtful 
saving of i a rupee. With respect, 
Sir,· there should not be a limit, be
cause as principle nobody goes out of 
the way to incur avaidable expendi
ture to get a doubtful benefit and of a 
very little amount too. Hence I 
would most humbly submit that there 
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should not be an,y limi~ which is 
quite reasonable. 

SHRI TENNETI VISHWANATHAM: 
Suppose the Committee wants to put 
some limit. Then what would be the 
percentage? 

SHRI DHONDY: Sir, with respect, 
as I have already submitted, there 
should not ·be any limit to this. effect, 
as there are so many difficulties being 
faced iby the people concerned. 

SHRI DAMANI: We appreciate the 
difficulties being faced by you. How
ever, the Committee feels that there. 
should be some percentage of this 
limitation. Because some expenditure 
involves in it. 

SHRI SALVE: Turning to page 9 
of the Bill under Section. 35-D, I will 
read out the concerned clause of the 
Bill for further elucidation : 

(i) in a case referred to in clause 
(i) of sub-section (1), an amount 
calculated at two and one half per 
c:ent of the aggregate of the issued 
share capital, debentures and long
term borrowings of the company as 
on the last day of the previous year 
in which the business of the com
pany commences; 

(ii) in a case referred to in 
clause (ii) of sub-section ( 1) an 
amount calculated at two and one 
half p~r cent of the aggregate of the 
issued share capital, debentures and 
long-term ·borrowings as on the 
last day of the previous year in 
which the extension of the indus
trial undertaking is completed or, 
as the case may be, the new indus
trial . unit commences production or 
operation, in so far as such capital, 
debentures and long-term borrow
ings have been issued or obtained 
in connection with the extension 
of the industrial undertaking or the 
setting up of the new industrial 
unit of the company. 
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Here I will quote the 'Explanation'· 
for further· clarification, It reads:
In this . sub-section "long-term 
borrowings" means · any moneys· 
borrowed by the company. from Gov
ernment or the Industrial · Finance 
Corporation of India or the Industrial 
Credit and Investment Corporation 
of India or any other financial institu
tion which the Central Government 
may notify in this behalf in the 
Official Gazette or any banking in
stitution (not being a financial insti
tution notified as aforesaid) or any 
person in a country outside India, 
where the t'erms under which such 
moneys are borrowed provide for the 
repayment thereof during a period. of 
not less than seven years. 

SHRI DHONDY: Mr. Salve! Let 
us examine it step By step. I would 
like to quote an instance to this 
effect which will perhaps make our 
point clear. 

SHRI KANWAR LAL GUPTA: I 
would like to know the procedure in 
regard to expenditure incurred by a 
.businessman for purposes of promot- . 
ing his business. The ration and 
quantum of profit earned by them 
during the course of business on the 
working capital. I would like to 
know . how the . Department deter
mine the amount which should be 
amortized. 

SHRI. DHONDY: 
in effect otherwise 
look the items. 

The Departme~t 
attempt to over-

SHRI SOMANI: Suppose the part
ners of a business start business with 
a certain amount of capital; and after 
a lapse of two or three years certain 
amount · of profit is gained, but the 
partners who conceal the actual 
amount of ·tax should no doubt be 
penalis.ed in due course of time. 

. . 

SHRI DHONDY:. Assume that in 
the course of business it happe-,, that 
the partners conceal their actual ~
come and expenditure, and thell' 
profit also, which cause~ difficulty to 
the Department in locatmg the tax to 

be levied on them. :But ·on ·detection 
the maximum penalty may be levied. 

SHRI DHONDY: The level of 
evasion may depend on the persons 
concerned and the income involved. 
With all respect, all tax-payers are 
not equally honest. This is the posi
tion all. the world over and among 
all nationalities. Now the question is 
whether now, instead of something 
due not being allowed to them, some
thing can ·be allowed to fill the void. 
The Department want to win the con
fidence of the public as well. This helps 
as well sometimes. The assesJea would 
definitely think that, if he is honest, 
he should be given some relief he is 
entitled to and if he is dishonest, he 
will find ways to circumvent the law. 

SHRI SOMANI : Playing with 
this limit of 21 per cent, how is this 
expected to he determined ? Could 
you not recommend certain slabs ? 

SHRI DHONDY: As regards the 
endless introduction of slabs and 
limits you will find that it is gradual
ly leading to more complications 
instead of simplification. Although 
expenses which nonethehless Govern
ment intend not to allow, may be ex
cluded. Thls is a question of Govern
ment policy and I can only suggest 
that all this may be •based on the re
commendations made by our Institute, 
looking to correct accounting princi
ples. Moreover, from a correct view 
point, in setting the limits, there are 
other categories too, which could be 
allowed to be amortised . 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Now you have 
heard the sweet voice of Shri Somani 
for sallie time and now this will do. 
Shri Salve will give some views in 
this connection. 

SHRI DHONDY : It is a question 
of drafting. If the limit is to be in
creased from year to year, the diffi
culty arises of · equating the time 
determined ceilings with the dis
bursement of expenditure. 



SHRI SALVE : How much time 
is to be allowed for utilization if a 
Company spends on these items 
which will involve more expenditure 
on third year than the second year 
and first year. What is the aggregate 
that you would allow? 

SHRI DHONDY : If you fix a 
ceiling per annum that may be 
exceeded in one or the other year .... 

SHRI SALVE: My point is 
suppose, for the first year we spend 
10 lakhs and for the second year we 
spend 20 Iakhs, and for the third year 
we spend 30 lakhs ..... . 

MR. CHAIRMAN : We have dis
cussed this point at some other stage 
and we hope to consider it again 
later on. All right, Shri Dhondy, you 
can now go. 

(The witness then withdrew) 

IV. Beopar Mandai Kashmir, Srinagar 

Spokesmen: 

1. Shri Abdul Aziz-President. 

2. Shri Noorudin-Vice President. 
3. Shri 0. P. Kap·oor-Secretary

General 
4. Shri Haji Kurshid Ahmed 
Martoo-Member 

5; Shri La! Chand Mehra-Member. 

6. Shri Mohd. Yasin-Member. 

7. Shri Dharam Pal Mehta
-Member. 

(·The witnesses were called in and ~hey 
took their seats). 

MR. CHAffiMAN: Now let us take 
the evidence of the representatives of 
the Beopar Manda!. First of all I 
would like t() have the introduction 
of the representatives. 

NoTE:-The representatives of the 
Manda! were introduced by !vir. 
0. P. Kapoor. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Mr. Kapoor, be
fore we take your evidence, I will say 
that whatever evidence you give, it 
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will be treated as confidential but it 
will be ·made available to the Mem
•bers of Parliament. Now tell us, 
what you want to say about the 

• taxation proposals. 

SHRI 0. P. KAPOOR: Sir, we have 
discussed the proposals clause by 
clause and have given our views in 
our memorandum. If :vou want that 
we should narrate what we have al
ready discussed, then I may kindly be 
allowed to read it. 

VOICES: Is there anything new 
which you want to tell us apart from 
the memorandum which you have sub~ 
mitted to the Committee ? 

SHRI 0. P. KAPOOR: No. Sir, there 
is nothing new which we have to add 
to it. 

SHRI BENI SHANKER SHARMA: 
Mr. Kapoor, in your opening para
graph, page 1, you have stated that 
the attempt made has not been e><:actly 
successful in the above mentioned 
spheres. For instance, nothing has 
been done to avoid unintended hard
ship to the Tax Payer because of the 
high pitched assessment made by the 
Income-tax Officer. In such cases in
fructuous demand is created against 
the assessee which he is pressed hard 
to pay even though he is unable to do 
so. For such non-payment penalties 
are imposed regularly till such time 
that the infructuous demand ·becomes 
11 times (now with the proposed 
amendment it will become 2 times 
than the original demand). Then there 
are other harassment regarding re- · 
coveries of such demand through the 
State Revenue Officers. Now can you 
give any example where an assessment· 
in this State was made at a very high· 
figures and subsequently the income 
assessed was reduced considerably. 

SHRI 0. P. KAPOOR: Sir, in fact 
there is n() such example before us in 
this State. It is only a guess work. 
Before the decision on the appeals and 
dEmands is made known, the assessees 
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are subjected to unnecessary harass
ment on account of demand on over.
assessed income. Therefore such de
mands should be kept in ' abeyance 
till final decisions. 

SHRI B. S. SHARMA: We wanted 
to know whether tliere is any example 
whereunder on an appeal the ·assess
ment is reduced considerably. 

SHRI 0. P. KAPOOR: Sir, there is 
no specific example. 

SHRI B. S. SHARMA: Could you 
please state the example without men
tioning the names. 

SHRI 0. P. KAPOOR: S1r, we will 
try our best. If any case is brought to 
cur knowledge we shall report you. 

... ft ml'~ ~ : '"~ ~r 
~ f'l\' f.t;~ ll'r+r~ ~~ ~ & I 

~~ lfi~ : ..m-!fi1fl' ll'l+!~ ~~ ~ 
vrr~ & 1 

. ~~ ~i~ ~11' :it~ fll'eo.r '!IT'f 

'I; ij'fifit ~ lfi~ i 

SHRI B. S. SHARMA: You have 
further· suggested that, to discourage 
high pitched assessments based o~ sus
picion and without any sustamable 
material, there should be enactment to 
pay interest @ 9 per cent to t~e .Tax 
Payer from the date of wrongfUl col
lection to. the date of its refund ~ a 
xesult of final decisions. We are bemg 
shown example of some other coun!
xies where rigorous imprisonment lS 

awarded for late filing of returns 
etc. 

MR.' o. P. KAPOOR: Sir, you frame 
the destiny of the Nation. In fact 
there should not be any such sort of 

enalty in any case. The ne~ amen~
P t hich seeks to award s•x monbs 
men w . · d unishment · risonment, 1S a har P 
nnp hi st t whn ~r<> .for the people of t s a e . 

mostly · illiterate. I myself cannot 
understand this law. Whenever I 
needed any assistance, I have to 
.approach to my legal adviser. Our 
submission, therefore, is that this Bill 
be sinlpli:fied minus any complications. 

SHRI N. K. P. SAT.VE: Axe you 
satisfied with the Penalty proposed in 
the Bill? 

SHR 0. P. KAt>OOR: The penalty on 
small assessees should oe· as les as 
possible, 

SHRI SALVE: Do you feel that the 
Income Tax Department harass while 
assessing the income of assessees ? 

SHRI 0. P. KAPOOR: There is no 
harassment in our State • 

SHRI SALVE: ATI over the count~ 
there are cases where assessment lS 

found overpitched. Do you find any 
difficulty here? 

SHRI 0. P. KAPOOR: There is our 
executive member who wil tell you .a 
particular instance in regard to hls 
assessment. 
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'fliT li~ oT .f. ~ ? 

55!T l!I'T• 'IT• ~: m<l 'l'ir ;;rl)'f<'i 
"r<li ~ 1 'i9r~ o;rMr>r '!i't 'li~ <r'fi<'fr:n 
'i ~T lttr f<1ir li~ ~<m'f' "<:'!''liT G!'T ~r 
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~ mo tito ~ : 'l'lf<: <r~ <!1'1 
'1<: "ffiJ: ;;~1 ~ilff ai ~11 'Iii 'liT~ t:t<ru;;r 
~ ~ 1 m'liif trf'< ~r il<r :q-;f 11~ ~ 
f'li 'l'<i<: 'C9T2: 'lt~trnr q< <~~ "~"f'J: ~i:rT 
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~li" 1 ;rT.; "fi'f;;j!l" fofi' '!'If<: ~ 
'~'~r '1'-t'fr mllGifr 5 o ~:;rr<: ifi cr;;;[!l 
15 ~:;rr;: ~-1l<'I'ICI"T ~ ~T ~tr q \ \ttl" 'Iii 
<?'f'l f'lill'T "'lirlff I 

. ~ <Jq-r : 'l'r<r ;r oti iP::rrm.r ~!fT 
~~if 'frq if ft1·:\l"T ~ f<P ~ll'r<GTO:~llfif 
1962' ~ fl1iiiT "frf{t I fi" "irf'IT 

~CiT ~ f'!i 'flfT ~~rot ;'l(f':TCI"<: 

1 9 62 ifi 'fTG" "f.<i' ~i ~ ? 

SHRI 0. P: KAPOOR: The tax has. 
been levied or imposed upon us from 
1961. This is net the question of my
self getting the. benefits but here the 
entire commtll1ity is invOlved' and 
therefore th;y must get the benefit 
from 1-4-62. 

The· witnesses then withdrew. 

The Committee then adjourned to 
meet at Pahalgam on 20th June, 1970. 



MINuTES OF EVIDENCE OF THE SELECT COMMITTEE ON THE TAXATION LAWS (AMEND
MENT) BILL, 1969 

Saturday, the 20th June, 1970 at 11.30 hours in Pahalgam Club, Pahalgam 

PRESENT 

Shri Chintamani Panigrahi-ChaiTman , • 

MEMBERS 

· 2. Shri Jahan Uddin Ahmed 
3. Shri S. R. Damani 
4. Shri Pattiam Gopalan 
5. Shri Kanwar La! Gupta 
6. Shri B. N. Katham 
7. Shri Yashwant Singh Kushwah 
8. Shri V. Krishnamoorthi 
9. Shri Shiva Chandika Prasad 

10. Shri R. Dasaratha Rama Reddy 
11. Shri Beni Shanker Sharma 
12. Shri N. K. Sanghi 
13. Shri Janardan Jagannath Shinkre 
14. Shri Tenneti Viswanatham 
15. Shri Prakashchand B. Sethi ~" · 

LEGISLATIVE COUNSEL 

Shri R. V. S. Peri-Sastri, Additional Legislative Counsel. 

REPRESENTATIVES OF THE MINISTRY OF FINANCE 

(DEPARTMENT OF REVENlm AND INSURANCE) . 

1. Shri R. D. Shah, Member, Central Board oj DiTect Taxes. 

2. Shri V. Ramaswamy Iyer, Deputy Secretary, Ministry of Finance, Deptt. 
oj Revenue and Insurance. 

3. Shri R R. Khosla, Deputy Secretary, Ministry oj Finance, Deptt. 
of Revenue and Insurance. ~ 

4. Shri S. P. Chowdhury, Under Secretary, Ministry of Finance, Deptt .. 
of Revenue and Insurance. 

SECRETARIAT 

Shri M. C. Chawla-Deputy Secretary. 

I. Hotel Association, Pahalgam. 

Spokesmen: 

1. Shri D. M. Wazir-President 

2. Shri Narinder Sil'lgh-Secretary. 
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3. Shri Satinder. Singh-Meniber. 
4. Smt. Iqbal Kaur-Member. 
5. Shri Abdul Rebman-Member. 
6. Shri. _Subhag Chand-Treasurer. 

II. Beopar Mandal, Paha!gam, Paha!gam. 

Spokesmen: 
1. Shri Abdul Aziz Magrey-President. 
2. Shri Dina Nath-Organiser. 
3. Shri Lal Mir-Vice-President. 
4. Shri Sham Lal-General Secretary, 
5. Shri Ravi Kumar-Member. 
6. Shri Amarjit Singh-Member. 

('l'he witnesses were called 
in and they took their seats.) 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Mr. Abdul Aziz. 
Before we start our today's business, 
you will please introduce your friends 
as representatives (witnesses) to the 
Hon'ble Members of this· Committee. 

SHRI ABDUL AZIZ: Sir, here are: 
Mr. Dina Nath, Mr. Sham Lal and Mr. 
Amarjit Singh. (Beopar Manda!, 
Pahalgam .Representatives). 

MR. CHAIRMAN: And the next 
party. 

SHRI D. M. W AZIR: Sir, here are 
Shri N arinder Singh, Shri Sa tinder 
Singh, Shri Subhag Chand, Mrs. Iqbal 
Kaur and Shri Abdul Rehman (Re
presentatives of Hotel Association, 
Pahalgam). ,. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: We have a great 
pleasure in welcoming. all ?f you h~re 
while participating thts Jomt Meetmg 
of this Committee. You might have g~t 
a Memorandum with you, you will 
please read out the contents of this 
Memorandum for the information c.£ 
the Hon'.ble Members of the Com
mittee. 

SHRI AMARJIT SINGH: Respe~t;d 
Sir we feel honoured by your vtstt
ing Pahalgam, the internationally 
:famous health resort of our country, 

which is the place of our living. At 
this august tinle, we therefore, avail, 
of the opportunity to make following 
suggestions to you for consideration-

1. For Tourists coming on holiday 
and for other several purposes to 
Kashmir a visit to Pahalgam is a mwt. 
Our Government has from tinle to 
tinle been taking different steps in 
the ·development' of this place, but 
unfortunately with the limited resour
ces, an integrated coordinative deve
lopment of the entire Pahalgam area 
has not been taken in hand. We, 
therefore, suggest that an overall 
development programme of the whole 
area-not. only from Natraj Hotel to 
the Government Club-may kindly 
be taken in hand for which adequate 
funds may be allotted by the Central 
Government. .The development of 
Pahalgam area, we believe, would un
doubtedly have its good effect in at.. 
tracting more tourists to our country. 

2. The first site with which 
the tourists coming to Pahalgam 
come across is the main market .. 
with its old shaby houses. 
Steps to change the entire market into 

modern one are suggested to be . 
a d . taken. This could be one m a 



phased manner as !rom beautifica
tion point of view this is one of the 
essential thing which needs atten
tion. 
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3. Pahalgam is known since ages 
for its facilities as a base camp for 
going into the interior of mountains 
on treking , mountaineering, sight
seeing etc. The places within .,asy 
approach are Chandanwari, Arue, 
Baisaran and Shikargah. Proper .roa-ds 
to all these places may be laid and 
at each place sufficient accommoda
tion facilities with and without cate
ring arrangements may be made avail
able. After this is done, tourists could 
make Pahalgam as their headquarter 
for going to stay at Arue, Chandan
wari, Baisaran, Shikaragah, BatkJtt, 
Mattan, Overa and even Achabal etc. 
In this way the activities of the Tou
rists staying at Pahalgam for longer 
period could be spread and the bene
fit of the Tourist tra-de expanded to &11 
the surrounding areas of what is pre
sently known as Pahalgam. 

4. In Gulmarg Winter Sports activi
ties are being revised although all 
weather roads does not so far exist to 
that area. Against this vehicular tra
ffic to Pahalgam continues to be on 
throughout the year. It is suggested 
that side by side with Gulmarg, the 
tourists coming to Srinagar for Winter 
Sports activities at Paha!gam tr.ay 
kindly be explored. Immediately the 
tourists coming to Srinagar for W'nter 
Sports could be diverted to f'ahalgam 
also, ln between, on days trips, . to 
begin with. The offices functioning at 
Paha!gam during summer season, 
which stand sanctioned for the v. hole 
year round could be kept open during 
winter also here, in which menticn 
may be made of the Tourists Office, 
Tehsil Office, Police, Post and Tele
graph Office and Govt. Hospital No 
extra expenses shall have to be incur
red by the Government if these offices 
are kept open here during winter also. 
A hotel and SOIXle good provision shops 
could be persuaded to remain station
ed during winter also. 

' ' 
5. For proceedmg to the iloly cave 

of Shri Amarnathji, Pahalgam- IS the 
base camp. At this juncture t49usands 

· of Yatries, Labourers; Horse-ow:1ers 
. and other assemble in Pahalgam. To 

accommodate all such people a Sarai 
nee~ to be constructed at Pahalgam. 

. 6. The Beopar Mandai, Pahalgam 
may be permitted to establish a dairy 
<~nd .a Poultry Farm at Pahalgam, 
since these essential commodities are 
in great demand here. For this 
purpose a proper plot of land with 
necessary loan is suggested to be 
sanctioned in favour of the Beopar 
Mandai. In this way the Goojars u.nd 
villages also would be benefited .. 

7. The lease of )?ahalgam Market is 
due to expire in this year. It is re
ques~d that furtper lease may be 
granted · to the existing shopkeepers. 
Any compensation for the· existing 
structure· will be gladly paid by the 
shopkeepers. 

r -
We hope that the suggesti'ons made 

by us in the interest of Tourism ancl 
beautifiC"atioh of Pahalgam shall 'Ileet 
your favourable approval. 

Thanking you; Sir. 

SHRI ABDUL RAHMAN: Sir, with 
your permission I may submit that 
there are already about 70 Govern
ment huts which for a major part of 
the season remain vacant and now the. 
Government is still thinking of cons
tructing more huts. All these huts are 
hitting the Hotel trade in Pahalgam, 
Government and Hotel owners on one 
side are improving potels to attract 
visitors to Pahalgam. If these huts go 
on increasing recklessly, hotel ind•Js
try can never improve. I would there
fore suggest that there should be 
some check OR the construction of 
huts, or take over all the hotels. in 
Paha!gam and nati'onalise the mdus
try. 



The registration o:f partnership 
should be accepted as by the Regis
trar of Firms. 

Heavy penalty on late filing of 
return should be relaxed · when es
pecially for a seasonal place like 
Pahalgam, when during the season 
it is very difficult for the assessee to 
leave the business to fill the ret:.~rn 
forms. 

SHRI SHAM LAL: With your per
mission Sir, here I will briefly sub
mit that despite the paucity of shops 
in the main market, we people . are 
helpless to construct additional shops 
due to certain difficulties. -The main 
difficulty is that we cannot construct 
shops unless a Cabinet sanction is 
accorded to this effect. Even here in 
Pahalgam we cannot make any exe
cution of repairs to ow:: shops or hous
es .. ·so steps to ~hange the entire mar
ket into a· modern one are suggested 
to-. be taken: 

SHRI SE'I;'HL (Union State .Minister 
for Finance): Is Cabinet _sanction 
necessary for this purpose:· .-

SHRI AMARJIT SINGH:· ;y"es Sir. 
Besides other difficulties being faced 
by the public here, visitors visiting 
this place are helpless to purchase 
commodities unless he has got change 
in his pocket. In other. words, I would 
humbly submit that we people have 
to get only 92 paise instead of a rupee 
whenever we get a change or having 
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a change for a rupee from ~omebody. ~ 

SHRI SETHt: I feel that there 
might be a Bank Branch here in 
Pahalgam also. 

SHRI AMARJIT SINGH: Sir, I 
would humbly submit that no doubt, 
there is a bank branch which was set 
up last year and has started its func
tion very recently but it has not prov
ed so fruitful to we people. I mean 

to say that it does not serve any pur-· 
pose even to the Tourists ·from borneo
and a•broad who are always in need'. 
of encashing of T. ·cheques. This ·Is-
due to the fact that it is a pay office· 
here· and not branch. So a Branch
Office is essential here in such a most·. 
important place-health resort in• 
whole ·of Kashmir. 
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SHRI SETffi: (Union State Minis
ter for Finance): 'How much tax is 
collected from Pahalgam? 

SHRI AMARJIT SINGH: Sir, we 
cannot give specific figures in this be
half as proper accounts are not main
tained by we poor people. However, I 
will humbly submit that even though 
taxes are being paid regularly to the 
great extent yet our difficulties are not 
taken into account. Besides as a mat
ter of fact there is very limited time 
for we people to flourished our busi· 
ness as we are involved in one diffi· 
culty or the other and cannot get 
chance to .mind our own business. 

SHRI SANJI: The difficulties being 
faced by these poor people are appre
ciable. It is but essential that instruc· 

. tions should be issued in order to 
redress the grievances of the people. 



SHRI ·B. S. SHARMA: Besides it 
it appears that the tax percentage is 
considerably heavy here and needs 
also due relaxation. These difficulties 
pointed by .the gentlemen :may be 
taken into account and instructions to 
this effect should accordingly be issu
ed as earzy as possible. 

SHRI SHAM LAL: Sir, I would 
most humbly submit that as pointed 
out by the · Hon'ble · Member here 
that the tax percentage is ·high here, 
I will honourably try to elucidate ·the 
fact· that the taxes are not collected 
quite reasonably· •by the · concerned 
Income Tax Officers. ·, I would sub. 
mit a simple example to this effect: 
Suppose the income tax of a· shop
keeper has been fixed Rs. 50 per five 
thousand rupees under the .rules. 
The Income Tax Officer directs the 
petty shopkeeper to pay Rs. 100 ins
tead of fixed sum. In this way the 
poor shopkeeper is helpless to refuse 

.the Income Tax Officer to pay the 
· reasonable tax I!S he cannot maintain 
the proper accounts to this effect and 
having :very limited source of income 
he cannot file any appeal in the court 

.~of law against the concerned. Officer 
for ch11rging high tax. I have submit
ted the· brief and Simple example in 
this behalf and 'humbly submit that 
the similar difficulties should be re. 
moved so that the grievences be re-
dressed. · · · 
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SHRI SHAM LAL: Sir, we feel 
here lot of difficulties I am deal
ing in Wines and I have 'been runing 
this business for a pretty long time. 
The point which I was to stress · is 
that due to paucity of accommodation 
the tourist feel lot of inconvenience, 
due to which the house owners of the 
Pahalgam increase their rents which 

!ljrectly t"ells .up'on the 'tourists. In 
view of the fact the :house owners are 
req\li.red to •construct their · :houses or 
!n!:l"ease the accommodation, for 
which cabinet sanction is. most essen
tial :It any person applies !or cabinet 
~ction ~t involves two :year$ at ·least 
in getting sancbion, and in this way 
the matter remains hanging fire. I 
would request the Hon'ble Minister 
~~~ ~e me~ber!l as w.e!l.· -that sane

. tion -may kinlily be .accorded, :with re~ 
g;u-d to constru~ion Df new mar!tet 
s~;~ -that the inconveniences oJ: .tourists 
~o~li be 'e!4"'lS~ed. 

MR. cHAIRMAN: 'Is cabinet" sanc
tion he~!!"sSary for "the constructipn of 
new market.· 

SHRI SHAM LAL: Yes Sir, Cabinet 
sanction is necessary for the construc
tion of new market. In this procedure 
it involves the previous time of i:>usi
nessmen. I would again request the 
members and Mr. Chairman that otir 
difficuities may kindly ibe viewed 'and · 
our g-l'ievances redressed. 
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SHRI NARINDER SINGH: (Hotel 
owners Association) : The difficulties 
being ·faced by the poor people of 
Pahalgam . have been expressed by 
my friends. In this . ~onnection 
I would also humbly sumbit that be
sides other difficulties, the taxation 
laws are so much complicated that 
we people are helpless to :floursh our 

-business and raise our normal stand-
ard to some extent. . As already 
submitted that the business season 
is very brief here and we are put to 
trouble and involved in one· difficulty 
or the other for the reasons· not 
known to us during this busy season. 
Keeping these few but essential sug
gestions in view, I humbly request 
your goodself that efforts may be 
taken to redress the grievances of 
our people enabling us to make both 
ends meet without any hardship. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Now we thank 
all of you and assure you that efforts 
will be made and instructions issued 
to redress the grievances as soon as 
possible. You kindly send us a detai. 
led· ·memorandum indicating your 
auggestions in .order to get the need
ful done by the Government. 

SHRI W AZIR: Alright Sir. Thank 
you Sir. · 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Today's busi
ness is over we will meet again on 
Sunday, the .21st of June, 1970 at 
10.00 a.m. at Assembly Lobby,_ Sri
nagar. 

The witness then withdrew. · 

Note: The Committee then ad-
jorned to meet again on Sunday the 
21st of June, 1970 at 10.00 a.m. 
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The witnesses w.er.~, c~~q. i~, -
they took their seats. 

MR. CHA~: Mr. Shar~-we 
welcome you andl your collea-gUes. who 
hav'i t~keo.. t!;o1,1,J;ll~L i~. com~, CW!?f,. 
here to give their evidence before the 
Committee. Beare we start taking evi
de~ •. 1;11~, I 1 re11d ,:t;;0m. :rules of .. pro. 
eedure which applies to the evidences 
(reads the particular ru~e ~om the 
1'Ules. of proeecitire>~ 'Now we" have' 
received your memorandum. While 
giving your evidence, you mey- kindlY. 

highlight the main points contained in · 

yotir memoranduro. "!rou. can tell 
other difficW:ties which :You'1eel in the 
•present:. enactment. and' wliteh you have 

.. nplj, ~.ntipJ1~,1l, i!!; tili~;'Dl.l@.or.andum. 

MR. G." C,._ SgA~ ~:> CJ¥irman, 
I am appearing before you this morn
ing . as •·cru.ef: Spoliesmaii 'of ihe All 
Ip.Qia,, 'l'~~ , Adv.o.c.ates -.ltl!saciation 
which, I 111~ c_lllffu so, =-ts";'the. largest 
sing!~ body· of. Advo~:Stes: ·. il.l-flctising 
T-il~' in the"countr:i. '-some id'ea.about 
the constitution, i'iims and ebjeclives 
and tile activitier-ot the"""AS'S'aciation 
can. be had from these two Souvenirs 
whic!=' I,Il.res~nt. to..yo_u on, this occas-

. ion, which were -brought out at two 
~u,al C0nfe.repc,es of the Associa
tion. In this evii!ence, therefore, I 

. O~!!X, nll.t o,llly my personal views, but 
also those 0'£ the AS>Sociation assisted by 
a, 1elllJl1 of. .A,q.vc~c~~e~; w,hq, arll sitting 
by my side, being the delegates from 
different- places. '(Mr: sharnia intro
du~e~,1'4r, D,, P~ 1'1l9,h~aliL (Delhi): Mr. 
~-. M:, Kli,~N'I!I,Ca_QmJ;ia~J; Mr. Dhawan 
(Srinagar);.Mr. 'Grover (Jammu): Mr. 
Q, Eo. ~ba (Delhi): Mr .. K. ;K. Wad
h~t;a, <D.elhih Mr-. Prefti:'S"mgli \.tullun
dur); Mr. A. G,. C]).a"iJ.a "(D.e!J;li) and 
Mi. Bhandari (Joci.hprir): - · 

.... ,, ., ••• __ ., t. •.. ~ .• -- 't'"-

I think it is -permissible for me tct 
address you standiilg 'lis I am not us eel 



t()_ qeli~E!f, sPeec;J;les, w;£li1;<t sit~ and 
· ~ ~reSHme, i~ i; aliW: P,e~ssiWII to 
ma_~!l a fey,>: ~.~ag ob_sep.vati911S 
be_fo!E!. r_efer,ring, t,o. th~ spl@f!ec cl'aw;~s 
i~. ti).E:. ~jll. w.itfi, resiJec~> tQ 'Yl»l$., mY 
evidence may be souglit. I ~o, wish 
that have been specifically critised or 
one o; t:wo. clauses .oth!!r th;m; those 
th?.t. have. b~en. 'IPecliWi!lly, crit.!\'is.ed or 
C!JIXlm,l!Jlted_ ugon. ~ th~ '\jolritten·.lll!!ffi!l
r'!ll.?~.m. sub'1\it~d to~:v,ou, Q1l beh<\U of 
tll_e,Ass<,lf;ia,tic;m, ':Q>erefp~, ,M;r:. C~air
m~n, V{jtjl. YOU!; per~~n. fi'!',S~ of. ~11 
I w11~ to' d~aw :Your, attentiOn speci
fically. tp clause 29. oJ: the B!ll which 
seeks t<! amend Section ,119 of . .t)le 
Income-tax. Ac_( a.Il.ci.. w,hi.!;h has not 

·been commented. upqn in, our written 
memo~_ap.4Hm. . But Jie~ore :( even do 
ihat,, hqy;ey_e:r, I wish tq ,*ess tha,t by 
lll;in_gi~g fmqH~A~ a,m~(lrn,ent~, to ,t)le 

. IncqmEttal'i L11-,w fhe. Gov~r~nt: is 
c.r~ati!)g big, incoDfentfl!We: 8.!1~ C!@.· 
c;\llties fpr tli~;, peQEl!l. · , 

. ~. C_ffb,i~NAN: If, Yflll ,loo~ .in~o 
. th~ ,par~_ypla,:r, p;~:o~~qn; in.. the,.B~. we 
' )l~ye,. g!v.e~. P,"iote~ti?,J?. j.I),, t~~~ r¥P,e,ct1 

. M!t,, q. c. s~~~; Pw .t\ssq~i~
tion feels that this Amendment Bill, is 
ariotli~r- glai.-fdi' iiltistr.;:ti~n"' of. "ij\e 
working olthe -Goverrimimt's mind in 
the matter of tal.'<leg,~atiwl~ ~.span 
as the Supreme Court interprets anY, 
la~a~d. prpn~unc,es, ai~dgement if it is 
found to· be. ·adverse to the Govern
meWfs · inteJ;ests or. intentio.ns.. t)le 
Go.v~Jrnrn,l!.nt inpnediate,ly decides. to 
amed ·the law. ·.Unless .. the d~cl~ions 
of. the SupFezye. Cot,n;t ¥~ g1ven d~e 
imPortance and consideration by the 
G5lV.epl'!ll~ al_l.d.-1 ar..e, a!l'?J'e4 to · be 
sta'Yed, and t~ be;. f@9wted, f~ S!J~
~ ih;<Pll!c} be, no. U,Se .ta]{ing,. tlie 
matter to the Supreme Court for. ag
judication. With due respect, I am a 
l~WY,I!l;,.feel.t@t th~,is,a;.ve;cy da,nger
ous, trenQ.t 4'1ve1Ql!i,ng, in, the, hi,stoq. of 
tax-law and then begin i'o apllly it 
takes a Plietty t(!jj'g ti.l!'e. fo!_ tfte_jleo
ple to first understand'· the complicate_d 
t.;:x~law and then· begin· to· apply it 
correctly, When: the law· goes· for · a 
test before t};l,e Cq.u_rt. of. L,I!:\V . and 
·t~e- c~>0~'afte~. appl~ing. it~ ll!~d, in
. terprets it" and. pronounces ·the JUdge-

ment, it> is- not• a · sot.ind· ~lie~ to ta!te 
hasty. steps for immediately · imdoiD.g 
·wh~ the. Court has done. ''We feel 
that there' has been . unfortUnately 
v.er.y indecent liaste· a1_1d' fre~ency_ .. in.. 
amEUlding. the. laws immediately after 

· • the. pronouncement· of' c~rtain · judg
ments by the Supreme CoUrt; The 
result is that at every time a new 

' llmendmeDJt..is ·in.tl:oduced; it' creates 
. ne'\'11: problems. and;· gives rise to- new 
interpretations. Therefore, I would. 
suggest that it would be safer for the 
l>l>ciety and,~ legis!a,l;ure as, well, if 
at lea.s~ fjve, ye,ar>3. pe:ri9!i of. stability 
an~! tfiah is. g!ven t~. any new Iayr 
enacted. be£ore any amendme.nt 1s 
,brougljtt, .. t~reto, U!lless. · there are 
spe.cia,L 1;,easops,. fqJt. ~t. ~e~ents 
a,re, not . oA~Y. . inj;rPd'!ced bY the 

. anwn,d,ing. A,ct!;, in,.- tNs, .~er from 
tim'!· to, t'm,:le, . bU:t:: V!!e Sf'~ so mallY 
am,.,m!IIt¥'nts · a~ ,I! .n.~e.!",· r-,l!.~e,J;rj!d, to 
any;.~.~!#· <;:~t!ee. aJ..tP.ogg!;! th.ey 
a;re.; of .. b~~r,, cqJlS!Iqjl~~ an!!• .a,:re 
rll~~t~I;I!W,, in; ~ P,arJi;t~t. 
~.e'l'e hal!, beet). .• bi3.! q;~ffi;i~- . ~l;lgyt 
t\lese. ap:>~~E\Ilts, ill. ~ Paililtment 
a,m~,,-ou~j4e, J;'~liam.en,t~.a,nd,. ~ ifle 
P,r~ll,, . Jilve:ry,. ye~,· \'1\e. ~e, tljlat. . tjle· 
a,~j!Il,dp:l('!~~ tq:. the. m>¥n-. E\D~.trn,ent 
introduce,cr. tl\to,ugb,. th11 F~~a~ Bill 
are' mu~?PA~~~~· .TP" . t~.ndency;, and 
:q~;o,c;epw;e,.h~S;. to ~be ~e'*ed,., 

. MR,· CHA!RMA.N: Why. don't you: 
·,.efe;, ~1 tile. cla\lses. wbi.ch you bave 
· ref~rrli!4- in tho;!~ IDemm;a,n4um first. 

l'I)R; TENNETI: 'WS.WANATHAM: 
As ·per; y.o.ur.arguments,. the. while bill 
should be; withdrawn·. 

MR. G. Q SHARMA: Mr. Chair
. man, now t• want• to specifieally refer· 
to·. a. clause-which hall-' not. been refer-· 
r~d• to• m. the>. Memor,andum. In faet, 

·this. clause-has-nob. been discussed. 

MR! cHMRM:AN: YOu· want. to 
refer- a· clause· which: is not· part· of the 
ffim .. I~ i( so? • . 

· MR!· G.· CJ,. SHARMA~ It:. is- P.art' of 
the'Bill' but is· not in: the· Memoran. 

. dum· of ttie:Associatioffi · W.e·a~ seek-
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ing to amend Section 119 of the In
come-tax Act. It is on page 18. I seek 
YOUr favour to alow me to ;read this 
section so th'at I may be able to make 

. my submissions clear. Section 119 has 
been in the _Act ~or so many years, 
but now it is propooed to re-enact it 
in the following: · 

(Mr. Sharma. reads the relevant 
clause of the Bi!L amending Section 
119). 

Our criticism about this is: The Tax 
Law must be of a kind 'as could be 
made '!PPlicable to everybody in simi
lar terms. There should .not be any 
judicial inequality so far ·los taxation 
is concerned. Although the proposed 
legislation may be beneficial to some 
assessees in certain cases, butit can do 

11 great deal of damage not only to the 
ilther assessees, -but also to the asses-

' .sing authority. I may urge that by 
implementing the instructions of the 
Board, the quasi judicial . assessing 
authority would be reduced to a nul
lity and it will only be the top-admi
nistration that will have the upper 
nand. On the other hand, some class 
()£ people will lifaY give us relaxation 
but the Board will not give them; 
whereas it will have authority to give 
to another class. It will create many 
administrative problems for the Board. 
It is not that I and my colleagues are 
ilpposing the legislation_ because we 
have no faith in the Board; we h'ave 
immense faith in it, but we are oppo
sed to it in .principle because it gives 
precedence to unwritten law over the 
written law. The Taxing Officers 
have a power to exercise their discre
-tion, but the provision will _develop a 
sense of timidity in them. We, there
fore, strongly oppose that the execu
tive should have any hand to alter the 
written law from the back door. 
Suppose a cl'ass of people submit their 
late returns to the Board and the 
Board issues order that penalty will 
not be levied for such deiault in the 
case of that class of people, it will 
be a valid direction so far , as the pro
posed Setion 119 goes. Such a direc

. tion C'annot be question!!d in !l Court 

- of Law. On ·the other hand, it will 
create heart burning amongst diffi!-

- rent classes of people-some getting 
preferential treatment and some not • 
This will embaras9 the whole adminis
tration. :.,• :l.u_(.AJ 

MR. KANWAR LAL GUPTA: Mr. 
Sharma, you are a leading lawyer. 
The Depurtment has to handle about 
25 lakh assessees and their number is 
still going up. There are so many 
practical considerations. Even now 
the Board has been issuing instruc
tions. For instance, in the case of 
penalities there is an income of 6,000 
or 7,000 and the ·Board !h'as been issu
ing instructions· whereas below cer
tain levels, no penalty will be levied. 
If this section is not there, then _ the 
I. T.o. is bound to levy the penalty. 
We have to see the overall effect of 
this legislation. The Board has been 
issuing instructions but even then 
there is no legal binding The ITO is r 
supposed to submit the files' for the 
approval of the I.A.C. if the Board 
may be issuing instructions, then they 
should be asked to -give some expla
n'ation. If you delete this clause and 

. the Board goes on issuing the instruc
tions, then it is against the Act. 

LAWERS: No, Sir. 

MR. KANWAR LAL GUPTA: Even 
the Board has been issuing instruc
tions where the income is below 
10,000. This should be decided under 

·section 131, as to whether the Board 
can issue such instructions. 

MR.- G. C. SHARMA: By directions 
o'f -the Board, the provision of law 
thereafter can be relaxed which is not 
proper. 

' 
MR. KANWAR LAL GUPTA: 

-What will be the effect if. that clause 
is deleted. · 

MR. G. C. SHARMA: If some re
laxation is proposed or intended, let 
jt come before the_ Parliament.: 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Mr. Sharma can 
you please lo~k to section 296 of_ the 



Act ·of 1961. The rules say that it is 
an independent authority. 

MR. G. C. SHARMA: Sir, there is 
no provision in the enactment that 
the directions issued by the Board 
uJs. 119 . would be placed before the 
Parliament. In my opinion, neither 
the Parliament nor the Courts have a 
right to question the issuance of such 
directions because the Central Board 
of Revenue is clearly empowered by 
law to do so. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Mr. Sharma, will 
it be against the provision of the rules 
itself? ' 

MR. G. C. SHARMA: Yes Sir. The 
provision of the proposed Section 119 
(2) confer unfettered power and dis
cretion in the Board to issue any 
special orders in respect of any class 
of in~omes or any class of cases, relax 
ing any of the .provisions of the Sec
tions referred to therein and ' such 
directions cannot be challenged, in 
my opinion, by 'anybody even in the 
Courts. 

. MR. KANWAR LAL GUPTA: I So 
far as this Bill is concerned, I would 
like to know whether you are satisfied 
with the delegation of such items? . 

MR. G. C. SHARMA: . No, . Sir. I 
am not particularly concerned which 
class of cases or which class of in~ 
comes are selected by the Board for. 

·purposes of relaxation, but I am only_· 
opposed to the ethics of" the proposed 
legislation because it is opposed. of 
judicial cannons. · 

MR. CHAIRMAN: But it _is· · .. an 
intepretation which you are putting 
in. 

MR. G.C. sHARMA: No .. doubt, I 
am submiting for your consideration_ 
a viewwhich can be reasonably taken 
of the proposed section and th~re is 
every risk that the people will not 
be able to interpret in it in the 
manner the G6vernment intends it to 
be. interpreted. It is, therefore, my 
duty to suggest that it should not let 
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·a provtston einerge · in a ._-Condition 
where there will be chances of th~> 
interp~etation put forwl!l'd by ·me. 

MR. BENI SHANKER SHARMA: 
Mr. Sharma it is a fact hat the Board 
issues instructions and: directions to 
the Officers concerned, and I perso
nally agree with your contention. But 
I will quote an instance based on the 
experience we had yesterday at 
Pahalgam. This is ·about the small 

. assessees. The tax laws ·are so com
plicated that the ordinary people are 
unable to understand then and there 
they feel very much troubled. It is, 
therefore, but essential that we must 
give some relaxation to these people 
not by .amending the laws ibut by 
suitable executive instructions. Vfe 
were surely impressed while hearing 
the· grievances of the public .there . at 
Pahalgam.. Hence lt Ts-very essential 
that the laws should be amended as 
early as_. poss~ble. • 

MR. SALVE: . Mr. Sharma, you 
must take care of the l1asic articles. 
Please take note of it. 

MR. G. c. SHARMA: Sir, as a 
matter of fact we must also take other 
considerations into account. We must 
not look at the provision only from one 
omgle as it is capable of different inter
pretations. ? ... 
, MR .. SALVE: That :is correct, but 
~e must not take things as a matter 
of opinion. So far as clauses 42 and 
43 are concerned, the registration not 
ibeing comPulsory to establis'?- . the 
identity as a firm need not be msiS~ed 
upon a firm which is capable of b~g 
treated as a firm under the Indian 
Partnership Act, should be treate.d. as 

h by the Income-tax authonttes. 
sue th' f t You are also knowing lS ac · 

MR. G. C. sHARMA: I wo'!d 
like to refer section 60 of the A ' 
1922 . ' 

MR. G. c. sHA.B.MA: · I would 
amending Bill. -



~ 

!@.. G. !;:. ~~ :{tl hall:~@ 
r~ll!o..V~- ~om t!le ~ill 

MR. CHAIRMAN: It is your inter
P.!~t?J!!l~ ol; 1Jlings_ 

MR. ~ YE_: lii!y ~~ Q:Uj;Stioil is 
tl!at ·your obje~;tjon~ is that· there 
would- b.e l!dJJ>inisb:ativ,E\ qifliculty. I-1i 
it so?-

¥._R~ q. q, l=JH.AR~ . Yes,, ab_solu
_t.eJy: it_ is, sp. 

MR· TENN]l!T,! VISWANATHAM: 
You have raised very important ob
jection as per my opinion. Your ob
j_ection is that the Board has been 
given powers· to retlaxe the assess
~ent made by the I.T;O. In this way 
the Board; can make instructions to 
the !.T.0; for rela;s:ation orr wlitical 
grounds; You: want th_at• thesE>' i~s~ 
ti'uctions slio\Jld -be made public. This 
parti~uiar section. wo\Jld_Iead political 
relaxation not only in· partic\Jlar class 
of cases but even it would encourage 
tile ini\~J;i.c;l~als. Is,, it so, aeCQJ"di!lg.- to 
yo~-~g~~!l~~- . 

MR. G. C. SHARMA: Absolutely 
it is so. 
,· :• 

MR. TENNE'Fi' VISWANATHAM:: 
If· the· provision- is made' in' regard' t~ 
powers, of'tJ:!e. B;Oard,~ it~ cannot bee then' 
regarded· as· a violation of-1 Act'' Th& 
power given to the Board is itself bad 
according to you and I also agree with 
you. The Board should :not. ha:ve. been 
given powers, Aftex: the assessment 
is made a~ the· Boarti cancels· that• 
assessment. with the powers given. in· 
the pa.t"tie\Jlar- section~ it wp.uJ.d, be 
agail1St1 the. principles of the legis! a. 
tion. Js; it YOU!.'! contention'? 

MR. I?AMAN.I~ 'L'!l.e. !l!lSessee. wi:Lo
submits his returns late in the first 
tin;t~ for. sucl;l klll,ll, of ass,essees._ tbe 
BOlJ1;'d m,u,st. be. givel\ P9'1"{ers to, P!-'<lr' . 
teet them. You know that there a~!!. 
about 4 to 5 lakhs assessees in the 
ll!'Pl,IP_ of 10 tho.tllla.nc;J ,incowe .. ~ tl;le 
Board is not given power. to· ex;empt 
them or to give them any relief; what· 

would happen to sucli- ass~see!l tl}en?' 
Therefore, the> power gi11_en to the 
Board for exempting tj).e ass.essees. is 
veryc essential: wm you consider 
this suggestion-?· 

MR. G. C. SHARMA: I- think the 
legislat~e- should- not: confei< such 
pow en under- the law on- the adminis
tratll$1 of> th~ law. · 

MR. C~-: You mean. to-say 
if a man is going to be hanged, let 
he be hanged. 

MR. SANGHJ;: Acc_or_ding to you,r 
contention the Board may use the 
power given to it to the detriment of 
the P.epple§' interests by: giving exem
pt\o"' to-_ cert:$1-. cl3JlS of· people. , Ge
ner;illy, ~ ~o~e_.-t~ Ojli~rs are 
Q!li!Si-ju~ejal, o~eys, Po: you. t!).ink 
that.. t"-e, B9al\4~s. 4>$U!'t!O<\S: given: 
frol;ll time. t~ time would- take back 
po~~s: from, the Income-tax.- Otfic.erS:? 
In. the pqst. also the: ~d: l!as been 
~i;,in!f, insttn~ct4>ns: an4, we !).a:ve ins-. 
tliqces _ ~ with- th_e. Board's instruc--. 
tions the assessees have got sotiie- •e~ 
lief. 

Jl,ffi,, c;::: c~ ~~M,A; The instru.c
ti(lns; gi,'veJ;L. by. th.e. Bo.ar!l are always. 
con~.O.~til!l. as they. a.e ~apt for the 
departmental heads and subordfuates. 
Tbese. instr)'lct~on~;oo c~ not be cwes
tione-4 i;n. a. Court of Ji.aw, eith_er as 
right. or wrong being clearly outside 
the enactment. UntU now there. 1\as. 
be~ no statutory backing. With tile. 
introduction- of this particular sectio;n, 
they will not begin to ha_ve a: statu
tory backing: 

- MR. DAMANI: I think. tl)is is a 
ve~. important suggestion. 

MR. KANWAR LAL GUPTA: If' 
the ii)stx:uctions are made p.ubJ.ic by 
placi.tlg_ them on the Table of· the 
House, in that case will ypu be satis• 
fi_ed?' 

MR. G. C. SHARMA: Whateve> be· 
the· general or speeial • orders issued" 
by the· Board under' Section' H!l',' ~' 
must be i.t1· ccinfopmi!Jy with' the-- other'-' 
sections of ·the Act.- · 



MR. KANWAR LAL GUPTA: If the. 
instructions are -placed on the Table 
of the House, ·we ·can 1:liscu·ss them and 
we can condemn the Government if 
any relal<atioil is given under some 
p·olitical ·pressure. 1 'think that serve 
your purpose. 

MR. 'G. ·c. :SHARMA: :Becaus.e the 
in!!Ulm:tial personalities exercise their 
influence and the situation remains as 
it is. Some ·time it is ·got done under 
political .pressure. 

·MR. ·BENI SHANKER SHARMA: 
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I think that you will agree with me 
that so far as the substitution of this 
"ub-clause is concerned, if the provi
Sions thi!rei:n are usea judieially ll.nd 
not .under any ):l01it1cal ·preSsure it iS 
a .good provision. Now it is for the 
Board to !issue instructions for this· 
purpbse. I don't think you have got 
any objection in this connection. The 
Board should issue directions and or
ders in favour of poor section of the 

· people and not for the benefit of high
er sections of people. You see that 
we in India are in every way trying 
te unlift poor section of people. So 
poor assessee shoUld be helped by 
suitable reclassification which can be 
done only through proper instructions. 
'rbere are instances that the Govern
ment ·iS· favouring certsih class of 
assessees only. 

MR. G. C. SHARMA: There are 
many other ways to implement the 
policy, if i1i is of the Board, to treat 
the small income earning asseessees 
preferentialy or beStowing upon them 
slight favour of the such assessees and 
can also increase the allowances in 
the computation of their taxable in
come. In such a situation this class 
of assessees will have a right under 
the Jaw itself to get the necessary re
lief which anybody · can justifiably 
question that. 

MR. BENI SHANKER SHARMA: 
The Board is entitled to issue direc
tions in view of the provisions of sub
stit]Jtion. 

.MR. G. C. SHARMA: The Eatter 
!;las ·been .thoroughly dliscussed in the 
meeting of our executive also and the 
opinion expressed is that it would be 
un•>afe and unsound 'legislation to ·con
fer on the 'Board such wide powers 
for -iSsuing any genera! or -special or~ 
ders granting ~elaxation of the speci
fied ,provisions of the Aot. · [ ·being ·a 
spokesman of -the Association am onlY 
placing befo.re you .their Teaction -for 
this provision. 

MR. CHAiRMAN:; This does tnot 
mean_ ·that the inf.eJ:1lretation, .if .• any, 
would be exempted ·being a spokes• 
man. Here are one •hundred 41lld one 
inteJ:1lretations. 

MR. BENI -BHANK:ER SHARMA: 
·Before 1going to ·second point .J would 
like to put one more queiltion to Mr. 
Sharma. In the pre'\Tious remarks iYOU 

stated that there are not so many fre
quent Changes iri the Act. ·I am with 
y'ou. Do you mean to suggest that so 
far' as the amendment of the present 
Bill is concerned it should be kept in 
abeyance. 

MR. SALVE:, No. No. Mr. Sharma 
has nothing to do with it. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Yes, Mr. Sharma 
has nothing to do. 

MR. G. C. SHARMA: The question 
is rather difficult -for me to reply. 
So far as the introduction of an amen
dment bill is concerned, the lawyers 
are not supposed to decide whether 
it should be introduced or dropped, 
but '[ would like to supplement this 
statement· by once again saying that 
frequent amendments of the law put 
sometimes even a lawyer in great di
fficulty. rf the Parliament is procee
ding at such a rapid pace with all 
kind-' of legislations, the people can
not understand the laws at all. In 
fact, our tax-payers are not much edu
cated. 

MR. CHAJRMAN: Mr. Sharma, we 
are just functioning with the speed 
of the nation. 



MR. G. C. SHARMA: In this very 
context, Mr. Chairman, even clause 
(b) of sub-section 2 of Section 119 
prominently displays the desire on the 
part of tbe Board for taking away the 
discretion from tbe subordinate autho
rity. The Commission of the Income-tax 
has already tbe power to extend the" 
period and I do not understand as to 
why this discretion is being ' taken' 
away from the subordinate authority. 

MR. KANWARLAL GUPTA: The 
point is whether the said power will 
be utilized properly by the Board, 
Whether it will be mis-used. Mr. 
Sharma, please enlighten the Commit
tee with your suggestions so tbat pro
per use of powers is made by the 
Board. The discretion of the Board 
is tbere and it may be properly uti
lized. May be, if these are not pro
perly utilised. 

MR. G. C. SHARMA: ,The funda
mental principle is tbat tbe Board 
wants to take power for granting 
time. 

MR. KANW AR LAL GUPTA: But 
this is an addilianal power. 
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MR. SALVE: The Commissioner 
can condone the period of even 20 
years. The expression used is autho
rised and there is no doubt about it. 

MR. G. C. SHARMA: MY one sug
gestion would be that all cases whe
re the Board has exercised power un
der these provisions should be pub
lished and notified to give the people 
a chance to examine whether such 
powers have been used or misused. 

Clause 2 of Section 119, as propo
sed, is without prejudice to sub-clause 
1, and has got still wider scope than 
clause 1. Even in clause 1, some 
significant words have been added 

"which were not existing in,. previous 
enactment. You are aware, some
times it is the I.T.O. who writes the 
order but takes dictation from the 
superior authority. I do not know 
whether my understading about the 

proVlStons of clause 1 of Section 119 
is correct, In my opinion the words 
pointed out have most probably been 
introduced only to legalise such dic
tation. Any verbal change which is 
introduced by legislature becomes al
ways controversial. 

MR. KANWAR LAL GUPTA: I 
agree with you but you read the pro
viso. 

MR. G. C. SHARMA: Now i think 
I should throw some light on clause 
14 which must have been the subject 
matter of great consideration of this 
august .body. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: My suggestion is 
that let us proceed point by point. 
Here is a point of Registration or Re
cognition of Firms. The Bill has tried 
to simplify tbe existing provisions for 
the benefit of Registration of firm 
for the purpose of Income-tax. 

MR. G. C. SHARMA: Let me read 
it out Sir. It. is stated that the Bill 
is an an attempt to simplify the exis
ting provisions for the registration of 
firms. , In my opinion if it is desired 
to simplify the law, there should be 
nothing like an unregistered firm. 
Either a firm should be assessed as a 
firm if tbe Income-tax Officer accepts 
it as a firm conforming to all the in
gredients of the-partnership Act, the 
partners having specified shares etc.
or it should not be assessed as a 
'firm". For taxation purposes, it is 
to be regarded as a firm if on the re
turn such a status has been claimed 
and the assessee has been able to, 
justify that status. The Income-tax 
Officer should be only concerned to 
Bee the genuineness of the existence 
of the firm. Merely because an appli
cation for registration has not been 
submitted before the closing of the 
accounts, the benefit of registration 
should not be denied and the firm 
asked to pay tax as one unit, whereas 
from all other standards, it is a vali
dly constituted firm. It is sheer dis
crimination proceeding from the tech
nical flaw. The discretion between 
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the registered firm or un-registered 
firm is superfluous in my opinion. Ei
ther a firm should be assesed as a 
firm if it is genuinely constituted or 
it should be assessed as an Associa~ 
ciation of persons as a single unit of 
taxation. The recognition of status _ 
as at present, either as a registered _. 
or recognised firm' or an unregistered 
or jilmecognised firm should . disap- ' 
pear. 

Even if the above procedure is. re
tained, the proposed new conditions 
for availing· the benefit of registration 
should be only applicable to the new 
firms and not to the old firms which 
have already been enjoying : such 
benefits.. Application of the new pro
cedure to the old firms· will .be hard
ship to them. Again, because of il!i

. teracy in the country, most of thE' 
·-business community do not understand 
clearly and fully the provisions of 

. Taxation Law which are frequently 
. changirig, . The same difficulty wa9 

felt when there was a shift of proce
·dure. for continuing registration un- · 
der the new Act of ,1961 which repe
aled the Act ·of 1922. According to 
the old Act, _declaration ·in Forin .No. 
12 was not necessary to· get the con
tiimance effect of registration in sub-

. sequent years when once the regis~ 
tration was granted. It is, therefore, 
suggested in the fust instance 'that dis
tinction ·between registered fum and 
unregistered firm or a recognised firm 
and unrecognised fum should be done .. 
away with and the assessment should 
be made either in the status of a firm 
or -in the status of no fum. In the 
former case, the benefits which_ a re
gistered firm is entitled to, would ac
crue to the fum on the basis of such 
status · accorded in the assessment. 
Again the procedure proposed should 
only be applicable to new firms and 
not applicable to the old firms which 
have already been enjoying the bene-

. fits of registration. · 

MR. SALVE: In the partnership, 
all persons do not disclose their 
wealth. 

MR. G; C. SHARMA: They dis
closed their wealth to ·the Department 
only. 

MR. SANGffi: If the document!r 
are called for examination, then the 
whole base is_ lost. 

MR. G. C. SHARMA: · What re- _ 
venue wouid accrue by insisting on 
it, •c f 

MR. KANWAR LAL GUPTA: There 
are three· partners Jlamely 'A'; 'b'. and· 
'c'. A is the 'bintami' of- 'c'. If · :S: 
does not know that A is the 'binami' . 
of c; the'n 'B' should be penalized? 

MR.. G. -C. SHARMA: No. 

MR. SALVE: I think you want 
that no revised legislation should be 
introduced . 

MR. G. C. SHARMA: Yes. 

MR. KANWAR LAL GUPTA: Mr
Sharma, I asked some question, you: 
any question, even then you say 'ns'. 
any. question, even then you' say· 'yes'·-
1 do not know what is correct. 

The idea of this clause is that 'there 
are 'binami' partners. Generally the 
assees are making; the :flraud . on. the 
Department to evase from this tax. I 
think nobody would like to shield 
such assees. In the present clause 
penalty has been incorporated. What 
more provision should be made !io

that it could be determental to such 
type of assees who evase taxes. Can. 
you sug,gest? 

SECRETARY- (BAR ASSOCIA
TION): Mr. Chairman, I think the 
particuiar problem can be viewed' 
from two angles. One is where the 
fact is concealed and the second one 
is when the fact is entirely disclo;ea 
to the Department. Of course, there
is no dispute so far as the second 
part is concet;'ed. With . regard to· 
·fust the situation may arJSe as _Mr. 
Gupta has pointed out that our of 
16 partners some may be 'binamidars• 



"By enacting this .particillar clause, l 
"think, in such like cases, innocent 
people will be punished which I think 
is neither the intention of this Com
mittee nnr of Par liarnent. In fact, 
the guilty should be >punished. As 

10uch I would suggest de-registration 
of any firm or confiscation of the pro
perty ilistead of i:ninishmerit. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: What is your 
suggestion? 

SECRETARY 
TIOm·: 'Some 
:PUnishment. 

(B"AR ASSOCIA
'Other penalty than 

_ MR. SALVE: Do you suggest as 
.Mr. Gupta plifuted out ipenalty to the 
-culprit? 

SECRETARY: Confiscation could 
-prove a good penalty. It could be 
200 per cent more than the penalty 
proposed in the existing, provisions. 

MR. SOMANI: · As Mr. Beni 
Shanker Sharma has pointed out that 
under some .competing circumstances, 

"'binamidar' is allowed to function. I 
would like to know under· what cir
cumstances this 'binamadari' institu
tion is allowed. 

l'irR. GROVER: Iii J & K State, 
no trust is registered ·or 'binamidar' 
is allowed unless he is a ·state Sub
ject. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: I want to have 
answer to the question i;>osed by Mr. 
Gupta. So this matter can remain 
there. 

MR. BEN! SHANKER SHARMA: I 
had an opportunity to visit Nagaland. 

No Indian citizen is allowed to carry 
business there. Every Indian citizen 
is 'binamldar' of a Naga there, as · 
Nagas do not know how to carry a 

business and the Indian citizen can 
not .carry on any business there. So 
this institution , has to be taken re
course to 

MR. CHAIRMAN. You please take 
next point now i.e: clause 14. 

1.\m. G. 'C. S'HA'RMA.: Someti.liles it 
happ·eni; 'tli.a't ·there · a.r-e tliiee partners 
who want ·to start btisfuess and where 
'A' provides 5o per cent -capita-l and 
'B' 'provides another 50 per cent capi
tal 'yet 'the thiiil :partner becomes en
titleii ·to equa'l profits for his active 
paffic1patron. No it is all right. You. 
have oeeu ·consfclering . ibis clause for 
a CliriSiderable time and ·have heard 
the views of various sections of people 
in this connection but I believer the 
majority of the people opposed tliis 
enactment. 

MR. BENI SHANK:ER SHARMA: 
I would· 'like to know what is your 
npinion in· View -of the provisions of 
the act. 

MR. G. 'C. SHARMA: NC>w I -wOuld 
likil to draw the attention of the 
Cl!!iirri:ran and the Members to 'Clause 
14 of the Bill (Reads Clause. H'. The 
proposed legislation react adversely 
to the consolidation and maintemince 
of the Hindu Society. In my view n'O 
provision 'shou:ld. be introduc-ed in the 
Income-tax Act which strikes at the. 
very -Toots of the institution and des-
troys it. Besides, the proposed legis
lation will .creat many administrative 
problems. 'rt wfll alsn not be easily 
possible for the Revenue to recover 
tlfe 'taxes . whether there are its 
areas. The only · r'ecovery which 
could be affected would by selling the 
propert; but if I do not have any 
property from where I shall pay the 
Taxes. Taxes will be limited to "the 
recovery ·of, say, my ll3rd share in 
the property, but the property must 
have been broken into pieces by 
then. Secondly, it will unnecessarily 
burden the Iricome-tax Officer. In the 
wide phraseology, in eve.Y case · the 
I.T.O. will have 'to examine whether 
the appli.cation of the . provision will 
be beneficial to the Revenue or nnt .. 
Now, Mr. Chairman, many assessees 
go in appeal. The individual de
clares in the returns his income at a 
certain level. At the stage of assess
ment, the Incomo-tax Officer may 
fined that the application of the pro
vision would be beneficial to the Re-



. venue, but . the matter cannot be 
finalised at the state when 'the· I.T.O. 
is merely applying the provision. at 
the assessment stage.· On appeal it 
may be disC'Overed otherwise which 
is not advantageious to the Revenue. 
Therefore, ,.it may lead to many com
plications. The third point is that 
the. Revenue , seems .to . consider that 
it will' be very easy for it to identity 
the income for all times to come. I 
·mean the inC'Omes arising from the 
converted property. But this will 
not be easy to do so ·in many cases. 
There are so many illustrations _to cite. 
Suppose a man transfers his property 
of Rs. 2 lakhs, represented by certain 
shares, to this family. After some 
time he spense lot of money on the 
marriage of his children or incur los
ses on other account; he will say 
what been spent is the income arising 

· from the converted property; whereas 
the Incometax Officer will try to argue 
that what was spent was the other 
income ·and not the income arising 
from the converted property. Mr. 
Chainnan: thousands of · illustrations 
·can be cited where it will be impos-

. sible for. the Department to identity · 
.. the income arising from the converted 

property, where the converted pro
perty ·.has been "intimately mixed up 

· or blended with the other income of 
· the individual. The Act · does not 
seem to be laying down any rules for 
determining the income arising from 
the converted property in such cases. 

. . 
SHRI BEN! SHANKER SHARMA: 

Mr. Sharma, you have said a lot 
about the difficulties being encounter
ed by the Department. The Depart
ment. The Department may or may 
not be thankful to :you. Now I will 
request you to see that it- is the 
anxiety of the Department to see that 
the right given to a Hindu Undivided 
Family are not misused,. Now after 
the- verdict of the Supreme Court 
there have been cases where certain 
people have covered the transactions 
of transfer of property to their wives 
and children by the use of the insti
tution of HOF. They throw their 
individual property in the common 
hotch-potch Tomorrow, . or after six 
1358 LS-30 

months, they· m~y again· divide their 
family and thereby transferring their 
assets to the minor children or wife. 
People may avoid proper taxation by 
dividing the family. At the same 
time, this old institution of the Hindu 
Undivided Family •being a socialistic 
institution has to be protected .There
fore, we have to see that this . Institu-
tion is .not mis-used. · · 

MR. G: C. SHARMA: Sir, my 
first submission with reference to 
your observation is that this right was 
available to Hindus even there was 
no taxation in the country. Undoubt
edly, the circumstances are q ulte 
different today. .. 

MR. KANWAR LAL GUPTA: What 
is your suggestion then so far as this 
point is concerned? 

MR. G. C. SHARMA: Sir, my 
humble submission is that the Com- · 
mittee can very :well suggest its opi- _ 
nion besides other suggestions. How
ever, I would submit that so far as · 
Section 12 (b) is concerned,. it Is very. 
clear here that •••••• 

MR. "KANWAR LAL GUPTA: Let 
me pleased elucidate it. · 

ll'~ ~lf'Vr Ill£ ~l'f!rr lilT-Ill£ m . 
~llf ~ t· flf; ~ ~ :q"j;;ff ~ 

q<i~·'! ~lfT 'lf~q- <rrflf; ~lf:-i~ . 
~ ~«{ ; ~ r ~if;;r;r lf ~) il'h: ;;fr · 

~~l!flf orga- ~r.ff ~. "R"r ~! ~
~ <ilf 'if<'l"af ~ I 1{' ~. GI'T<r « l1;lft 
~r ~ fil;· llil'!if ~~ ;;f1:il:lf 'TT ~
~~ ~. ~m ;;f«r wlfi ;;r"T ;t ~-:--
1sss ~ or~ ~ ~ a'R ~ ll~ 
~- l!iT m ;r;r~T i-~T 

- ' ' .... . " .... 
< ~lfT 'If~ I ~;r ~l!i if" If 

~ f.rliRi ~ m.:: ~ m ~ 'II'Tl!T 

f..!; 1 o trofc: ~;;r ~ ll"'fo l"f_• ~~;~· 
ififTl!T ITlJT 'IIi<: ~f;r-q-r<: ~Tif if~ 
VCI!' ~ NlfT ~r. m ~~ 
flf; t.ffi 'fi't 'A'!'~ l!iVrT i, * 
~ ~ I ll{i :ql"Gf 00 "Gfl'Tf 'Iff~ I 

~ r~01r~"' ii ~ ~m ~ ~r qr 

f;j; ll"ifO l{. 0 ~0 ;r;rn; Gl!1 <iJ;S" lf 'f.~ 
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>'ff.R GN f.s<~-'~'"!1'1 iik :,m; 'f'ln l!l 
lftif;~ ~·TT'<?·~~ <r~ ~ 'll'f'l"llT O:lf'f· 

~'!Wif ~? 
MBi. G:.l':. SHARlMk Sir, 1 think 

it will- b~ all' adequate safeguard- to 
check the. discretion. · 

MR · BEN! SHANKER SHARMA: 
What should· be the. time limit? 

MR. G. C. SHARMA: Sir, 1 think it 
should not be more than two to. three 
yea~s There· .will be quite a few cases 
where hardShip- is involved. It the 
justification for : such provision is 
merely that there should· be an increase 
in the income of the pulic exchequer, 

· then the difficulties of the people 
should also be- taken into account. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Mr. ·Sharma! the 
Committee's opinion also· indicate that 
the -grievances of. the people should 
·be- redressed. When the Hon'ble mem
bers of the Committee goes to different 
places· to get the evidences· · of the 
public- it is sorry. -to- note that the 
people· have:· to face milch. more diffi
culties due to irresponsibility of the 
officers . of the ®partmelli concerned. 
AS Mr: Gupta ha,s pointed. out that the 
people face numerous difficulties and 
they ate- not in a position to- pay the 
taxes;:. · 

MR. G.C. SHARMA: Sir, it is true 
that the difficulties are being faced by 
the-people. I agree there are difficulties 
on. the other side also, bu~ we _must , 
no_t see anything_ froin one _angle only. 
The Government has already announc
ed its intention to 'club the · income 
of the husband the. wife· and; therefore, 
the provision proposed to be intro
duced by <::!.14 is not of much conse
quence. In this connection, however, 
it has to be seen that when property 
is thrown into. common pool of the 
family, the· incqme arising til om the 
converted property will not be identi
fied _:jccqrately an~ assessed. We ca!'. 
also ·keep in view the pronounceme-nt 
of the· judgment of 'the Supreme Court 
in this connection, where the view 
expressed was thaf throwing · self
acquired -property into ·common botch 
potch does•-not amount to- transfer of 
property 311d Parliament should not 

rush through in countercting the 
efforts of the pronouncement, spe- · 
cially when the Prime Minister has al-

- ready made an announcement in the 
Parliament that they are going to 
bring in a proposal soon for taxing the 
income of the husband and wife to
gether. 

SHRI KANWAR LAL GUPTA: Do 
you take the Prime Minister very 
seriously. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: We shall take the 
points raised ·by Mr. Sharma into con
sideration and may wait till the. 
scheme for taxation. 

SHRI KANWAR LAL GUPTA: You 
have not informed us. whether the 
scheme should be .made applicable or 
not. Tell us in brief about this. 

MR. G C. SHARMA: I do ·not 
conceive of any earthly reason -for 
bringing this amendment with retros
pective effect merely on ·the justifica
tion that many took advantage of' the 
law after the Supreme Court's pro
nouncement came in 1965. We should 
not rush through the legislation on 
that basis. 

SHRI KANW AR LAL GUPTA: 
There is lot of discrimination. The 

· point is that those of the people who 
knew transferred their property prior 
to 1965 and those of the people- -who 
knew nothing about this did. transfer 
the property after 1965. 

MR. G.C. SHARMA: I fear that pro
vision may be challenged in the Court . 
of Law. In my opinion some of the 
measures may not stand trial. in the 
Court of Law. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: What about 90 
percent. Even when the people did 
not come to know about the ruling of 
the Supreme Court. 

MR. G.C. SHARMA: The Supreme 
Court never gave any ruling that if a 
person throws his self-acquired pro
perty into the common botch potch 
of the family, it tantamounts to a 
transfer of property ruling which is 
in your minds was giyen in a different 
context. 



SHRI KANWAR 
What do you want 
to suggest? 

LAL GUPTA: 
the Committee 
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MR. G.C. SHARMA: My point is 
this that it will be impossible for the 
administration to have a check over 
all the cases. After all, the Adminis
tration Department is to be run by 
human being like us.· So the question 

· of enforcing the amendment retros
pectively should be seriously consi
dered. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: We ·have taken 
a note of your suggestions. You want 
to bring change in it. 

MR. G.C. SHARMA: I .shall be 
highly obliged. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: We shall the pro
·ceed further. 

MR. G.C. SHARMA: So far as this 
'explanation is .concerned, first I shall 
request you to read it (Reads) . 

. .SHRI TENNETI BISWANATHAM: 
The explanation is on\y a guidelines. 

MR. G.C. SHARMA: Section 147 
allows the LT.O. to re-open the asess

. · ment if certain conditions are fulfilled. 
In this context, I would. like to sub
mit that the amendments proposed to 
Section 143 of the Act are in direct 
conflict with the provisions of ·section 
14'7 •. 

MR. CHAIRMAN and the Hon'ble 
Members I think all the amendments 
proposed to ·be introduced through 
t):tis Bill give an impression that, 
perhaps the man has been made for 
the law ·and not the law for the man. 
.In this connection, I will read to you 
.particularly the amendments proposed 
to Sections 271 and 275 of the Act. A 
man is being ·made liable for prose
cution and imprisonment for the late 
fillling of returns which will, of course, 
become applicable even to the small 

,shop-keepers who do not understand 
the law at all or do not maintain any 

·proper records of their business. Severe 
and multiple punishril.ents -are provided 

for such innocent although legally 
delinquint small assessees. We must 
keep in mind 'that our taxpayers, and 
even our lawyers, however, faithful 
and dutiful they may be, are bound 
to sometimes lose sight of the provi
sions of law scattered 1111 over the Act, 
especiallY when they undergo frequent 

. amendments. Should they .be penalised 
so severly? 

This provision should pot be amend
ed because in our democ~atic State 
most of the people are yet illiterate 
and I anticipate that in the .long run 
only poor . people will become victjms 
of this provision, ,because they are 
ignorant of how the buSiness crecords 
should be kept, how . the J."egulations 
shoqld be complied with, whereas the 
prosperious .and rich businessman. will 

· a1aways· be. ~able to· :find an escape. 
'There ·cim be no doi.iot that the illi
'tera:te businessman · cannot, 'apprehend 
the provisions: So naturally they will 
be taken into the grip .. 

MR: BENI SHANKER SHARMA: 
Mr. Sharma I would like to . '1mow 
from· you as to what is· your 'idea about 
the present amehament only. . · 

MR. G.C. SHARMA: 1 am talking 
·now of Section 143. -· · 

MR. DAMAN!: Then the whole 
scheme is to . be 1lropped. . 

MR. G.C. SHARMA: I am queston
ing the complicated.procedure and not 
the whole scheme which has been 
working very satisfactory for some 
years with respect to small group of 
assessees. 

MR. BEN! SHANKER . SHARMA: 
So far as the Government's amend
ment is concerned, it is very .laudable 
as it is further good of small assessee's 
because they get exemption from 
daily attendance on .the I.T.O. and so 
may other Rarrassments. .But when 
an assessment is made ·under section 
143 the I.T.O. should not reopen the 

. assessment. It ls. just possible that 
the I.T.O. may reopen the assessment 
under some temptation. ' I think· .the 



I. T.O. should be given powers to 
reopen the assessment with the per
mission of the Commissioner unly 
under Section 147 what have you to 
say on it. 
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MR. G. C. SHARMA: The Commis
. sioners are already pussessed of such 
powers, but once the assessment is 
made by the I.T.O. it can be cancelled 
by him under this clause. With due 
respect, I would submit that this 
would not make the procedure simple. 
The professed object of the Bill is to 
simplify and retionalise the tax proce
dures. The object may be laudable, 

·but the amendments would certainly 
complicate the work-load of the As
sessing Officer. 

MR. KANWAR LAL GUPTA: Some
times the I.T.O. does wrong assess
ment. If the assessment is reopened, 
it is laudible to this extent. 

MR. BEN! SHANKER SHARMA: 
It is also !audible because with the 

. incorporation of particular clause 
majority of the assessments will be 
completed .in much less time leaving 
the I.T.O. to devote more time to 
bigger cases. But I agree with you 
that the I.T.O. should not be given 
power to reopen the assessment. 

MR. G.C. SHARMA: How many 
provisions we have already in the Act 
for revising or modifying the assess
ments originally made. _ 

MR. BEN! SHANKER SHARMA: 
So you are not in favour of giving 
powers to the Assistant Commissioner 
and Commissioner. 

MR. G.C. SHARMA: If the assess
ment is wrong, let it be cancelled by 
the Commissioner under Section 264 

· but it should not be allowed to be re~ 
opened by the Income fax Officer 
under Section 143. 

MR BENI SHANKER SHARMA: 
You mean that the clause(1) of sec
tion 143 is redundant and clause(2) 
and (3) should remain there. 

MR. G.C. SHARMA: Yes. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: If the section 
143 is suitable amended, then you will 
be satisfied? 

MR. G.C. SHARMA: Then I will be 
satisfied. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: It is provided in 
the section 149 (reads) . 

MR. G.C. SHARMA: This is dif
ferent, Sir. 

MR. KANWAR LAL GUPTA: His 
objection is that I.T.O. should not be 
given power under section 143. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: This thing we 
have also proposed (reads from the . 
Act). 

MR. KANWAR LAL GUPTA: They 
are opposing it. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Anyhow we have 
heard his point of view about the 
particular point. 

MR. BENI SHANKER SHARMA:. ·. 
I think you have finished important · 
points. 

MR. G.C. SHARMA: No, Sir. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Let us go to 
clause 63. 

MR. G.C. SHARMA: Yes, I am 
coming to this· clause. The amount of 
expenditure in certain cases may be 
very insignificant, but the amendment 
proposed provides for spreading over 
10 years every amount of such expen
diture. I do not, therefore, think that 
the suggestion which I am making will 
affect the revenue in any significant 
measure. The expenditure over items 
such as printing of prospectus, charges 
for typing of prospectus etc. may be 
allowed in the first year itself in which 
it has been incurred rather than de
ferred for allowance · over 10· years. 



The ~calculations over 10 years would 
be rather cumbersome and would re
quire the records to be preserved very 
safely and carefully, which has been 
found to be hardly practicable in the 
Income-tax Department. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Mr. Sharma, we 
are going to conclude. 

SHRI G.C. SHARMA: So far as the 
fees for filing the appeals in the Tri
bunal go, the revision proposed is 
rather at an · exhoribitant rate. After 
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all, r<;!alisationjas fee is not realisation/ 
as tax. All that I know, for filing a 
special leave petition in the Supreme 
Court or in the High Court, the fees 
very from Rs. 2501- to Rs. 501-· 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Let us now con
clude our programme for today. I am 
very much thankful to you. We are 
really very grateful to you, Mr. 
Sharma. 

(The witnesses then withdrew) 

The Committee then adjo'!Lrned. 
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SECRETARIAT, 

::!hli M.· C. ehawla~ri·eruty SeCTetaTY. 

1. Group ot Sm;dl Income-tl!X Assessees. 

Spokesmen:. 
' ·• I 

1. Shri Av.tar Kishen-:-Sub-Agents, ESSO, Sopore. 

2. Shri Ghulam Mohd. Kar-Messrs. Kar &. Co., Sopare; 

3. Shri Hirday Ni!t~-Messrs. Prem Nath Hirday Nath, Sapore. 

4. ~hri Gopi Nath. Raina-Tourist Hate!, Gu!marg. . . . 
5. Shri Amar Nath-MessrS; Madho Lai & Co.; Gu!marg. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Let us start now. 

SHRI GHULAM MOHD. KAR: The 
undersigned feels encouraged by the 
opportunity. the Committee has alfprd
ed me to express mY 'views and opi
nions regarding the assessment, pro
cedure etC. ·about the law· relating to 
the- income tax\ Kindly take the views 
of the. undersigned as. under:- · 

1. My point. is. that we. should 
remember that "trust begets trust". 

,;...-:- ... 
2.' The scheme should be infused 

with ~.·sense of responsibility in the 
tax payers so that he· is· willing to, 

place before t!>e Sarna; his subscrip
tion. 

3. That. no. tax-payer shouid by 
nature be dishonest and disloyal. 
Every tax-payer should contribute 
his share willingly· for the national 
cause provided it is taken from us 
like a bee that takes honey from 
the flower without· hurting or da
maging the flower. The pres~t 
system brings only mental agony 
to tax-payer due to the harassments 

· he receives from the department for 
petty and' negligable deficiencies in 
the account. So my request to· the 
Committee members would be that 
the new scheme should be such as 
that every assess receives· due co
operation from the department. 

. 4. Keeping under consideration 
the devalued value of the market 
the limit of the scrieme should. 
kindly be raised by rupees 10,000. 
. . . 

5. There. is a tug of war between 
the 'have's and have not's like the 
undersigned. The department's atti~ 
tude should be like a business man· 
who tries to satisfy his customer. in 
every possible manner. The De
partment should try· to educate the 
public mind especially the smaller 
assessees to that an atomsphere is 
created that these assessees volur.
tarily come forward . to pay their 
taxes for the national cause.· The 
assessees whose means 'does not ex
ceed Rs. 10,000 should not be asked 
fo render the accounts. 

In the end I hope that the Commit
tee shall pay due attention to our 
genuine· grievances' and· remove·. these 
so that a sense of responsibility is res
tored in all the assessees. 
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SHRI BENI SHANKER SHARMA: 
' Don't you ·maintain your account 
books . 

·SHRI GHULAM· MOHD. ·KAR:.'We 
do not maintain account books beca- ·· 
use most of the shopkeepers in our . 
State are illiterate and they cannot 
afford to engage Munims for this pur
pose. 

SHRI KRISHNAMOORTHY: Mr. 
Chairman. I would suggest ·. why· we 
•hould not exempt fr{)m taxes tl).e 
tourist places like Gulniarg ·and .Pa-
halgam. · · · · 

MR. CHAIRMAN: , They. be~ong to 
Sopore which is a flourishing town. 

SHRI VISHWANATHAN; Which of 
the two you would like to penalty or 
imprisonment for. the 11ssessees. who 
do · file their returns 1ri · tinie? . . - . 

. SHRI ~H~AM AHMAD BUTT: 
Neither of two punishments we ap
prove. We should suggeSt that · t'hey 
should be given one month's, time 
more to file their returns. . . . 



MR. CHAIRMAN: Any thine more 

do you sugeest? 

SHRI GHULAM AHMAD BUTT: 

Whatever we want to suggest we have 

~:iven in writin~: to you. We would be 

very thankful to you if you consi

der our suuestiona sympathetically 
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MR. CHAIRMAN: We hav~ tabn 
note of your sugj!t>stions. 

Thank you very much. 

. (The witnesses th~11 withdr~to). .. · . .. 
The Committee Jhen adjourn~d 
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